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MIRRORS, for Spring 1918, is now
finest line of
Our travellers carry in their samples this trip the
trade.
ian
Canad
mouldings ever shown to the
well as the
A host of new designs in attractive new finishes, as
good standard patterns.
s and subjects.
Frames and framed pictures of new and tasty design
before makmg
Wait for our representative, and see his samples
your purchases for spring.

PHILLIPS MANUFACTURING
258 to 326 C/.RLAW AVE.

CO, LIMITED
TORONTO. ONTARIO
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We bring you greetings for a successful Nineteen-Eighteen
and take this opportunity of thanking you for >our cooperation inmaking the past year a successful one. We
extend to you a most cordial invitation to

Visit

us

during

Furniture

JANUARY

the

Stratford

Exhibition

9th to 19th inclusive

where we have ready for your inspection all our latest designs.

William and Mary Library Suite, illustrated, can be
supplied in quartered oak and American black walnut.
This suite will be on display at the Exhibition.
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In addition to the Diners, shown above, we will display in
5,000 feet floor space, our entire representation, consisting
of many new designs in Diners, Den, Library, and Office
Chairs, complete Diningroom Suites, Dressers and Stands,
in plain and quartered oak, plain and figured gum.
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We

take just pride in showing this line to you,
and feel assured it will add class and
quality to your furniture trade.

The

COMPANY,
FARQUHARSON-GIFFORD
Specialists in Davenports and Living Room Furniture
STRATFORD,
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Exhibition

9th

to 19th.

To-day, we have one thought uppermost in mind, as we would like to have it
in YOURS— namely : that we would be pleased to have you visit our City
during the Furniture Exhibition, January 9th to 19th.
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We will be glad to bid you welcome and convince you that the Furniture Exhibition makes Stratford a place important to every Furniture Dealer — BECAUSE
The
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an

endless variety of Furniture that nears
the acme of excellence and perfection
from

the simplest

to the most

Side by side, in friendly
output

iO

exacting.

competition,

the

of the Stratford Furniture Manufacturers are offered for your inspection.

Well may it be said that the annual Stratford Furniture Exhibition is one of the
most substantial factors in securing for your store the proper supply at the proper
price. Visit us by all means ; the advantage is obvious. Anything you secure
through close personal contact with the manufacturers will naturally be a leader
in its price class. Thus equipped for trade, your show will enjoy the proud
distinction of carrying the RIGHT goods at the RIGHT price— ALWAYS.

January

9th

to 19th.
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A

Congress

of

Authors
in Your
Home
features
facilitate
this
habit
of
reading
books. The doors
THE inviting glass doors of your Globe-Wemicke
open
easily
and
shut
noiselessly.
The
last
book in any row
Sectional Bookcase open on the most brilliant
is as get-at-able as the first. New sections are always perassemblage the world has ever known.
fect matches in color and construction — ^and Globe-Wernicke
offers so many different period styles and wood finishes that
Here are Shakespeare and Shaw, Geothe and
j'ou can
meet
any select
price. one to harmonize with any interior or to
Mark Twain, Tolstoi and Kipling, Hugo and
It is la beautiful piece of furniture, and the Globe-Werni-cke
C'arlyle, Dante and Tennyson, Dickens and
patented features insure the perfect protection of books.
Ibsen, Cervantes and George Ade,all eloquent,
The patented strip excludes dust and prevents the door from
slamming, rendering the unit dustall stimulating, all eager to impart their ideas
proof and noiseless. The most inand their eloquence to you.
genious door equalizer ever devised
No greater force for good can be introduced so economically
jjrevents binding. Globe-Wernicke'' coninto the life of a growing child or a.n ambitious young mian
struction prevents all mechanical difficulties.
or woman.
Oost no more than the ordinary kind,
A Globe-Wernickc Sectional Bookcase is a constant invitaand are BUILT-TO-ENDURE.
tion to read, and the fact that it grows as the book-collection grows has the natural effect of subtly encouraging the
reading habit. In this way its outward growth becomes
OII|f (Slnbp-Wf rnirkf (Co.
the symbol of your growth within.
STRATFORD, ONT.
In a hundred ways. 01ol)c-Wernicke exclusive patented
Write for **The World's

Best Books'
e Home** ^
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the TOP

for Dusting

Or Moving Through Any Door
TWO

COMPLETE
Perfect-Closed

PEDESTALS

or Extended

Our reputation was at "stake" when we
first placed "TWIN" Pedestal Tables
on the market, but we saw their advantages. Shrewd, progressive DEALERS
"pinned" their faith to the "TWINS"
with us when they were still an experwhen

iment. They also " took a chance "
they featured something entirely

new in the Table

world, something de-

viating radically from the old conventional SINGLE pedestal.

But,

what

You

the privilege of securing

have

a

difference
We

to be the means

of

them, and — at a good profit — without
competition. Since then a number of

the inception of the "TWINS."

new improvements have been added —
improvements not found on other tables.

C

Pin to the " TWINS

Furniture
CHESLEY,

in

your customers. This has been the experience ofmost dealers, many of whom
have been reaping the benefits ever since

securing the "good table trade" in every
community, to the dealer who featured

The

dealers in every town

Canada to show "TWINS" on their
floor. Their high-grade appearance —
stability — and the convenience of the
TILT TOP
appeals immediately to

"TWINS" after they have been "tried
and tested" and not "found wanting."
The experimental stage is past.
They have proven

want

to-day

Company,

ONTARIO

" and WIN.

Limited
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Queen Anne Suite in Walnut.

MALCOLM

This

QUALITY

suite, true to the period

created

much

customer

and

the demand
whose

ANDREW

dealer

it depicts, has

comment,

alike, and

it has created

both from
in view

among

of

customers

tastes look to the best, we will feature

it again

THE

favorable

FURNITURE

this season.

MALCOLM
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and soft cushion

your

customer

upholstering.

a life-long friend.

No. 778

A very popular design. We
have a fine range of imported
tapestries to select from.

"Hercules"

The

Gold

Bed Springs and Gold Medal

Medal

TORONTO,

Furniture

Mfg.

MONTREAL,

WINNIPEG,

Felt Mattresses.

Company,

UXBRIDGE

Limited
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WE ARE

THE
HEART
OF YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively— for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makers use

TNT.
WABASH
TABLE SLIDE

SLIDE

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
r Cost.
Lowe
Made
by

MANUf BACTURED
V
B.WALTER^CO.
WABASH
IND.

WABASH

SLIDES

HELP SELL TABLES.
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
WABASH, IND.
Factory St.
Table-S
Exclus
Largestcturer
The manufa
a lide
in Americ
s ive

why the Elite and the
That in a breath, tells the reasonreach
the dealers floors
hardly
Folding Tables
Peeriess "they
out
around
turn
to
begin
before Every one who sees one wantsandone. go right
J. ae
' I FOLDING TABLE
like its companion in comfort — the Peerless — has so many
allT
the
salesman has to do is
LI
appeal
th fE
Ealmost
fr that
topoints
g- -of a- f
the
table the
to make
to
give
simijle
demonstration
indicate
way a
sale.
Orders that keep coming o ...
furniture
article forof all
handyof people
which allthis
with
classes
purposes.is "catching on
Write for attraclice proposilion to buyers of gross lots.
\ Sole Licensees and Dept. W
Hourd & Co., Limited Manufacturers LONDON

The

Royal

Patent

Twin

is the best you can sell or recommend

to ijour customers

The most comfortabh^ noiseless, and lightest Bed
Spring of this character ever devised.
Small mesh openings, longitudinal double wire links oi
t
just the proper size for flexibility, resilience, corator
links
ting
connec
loose
no
are
Thei'e
th.
and streng
cross-wise to become displaced and noisy. The straight
pull of the twin links on the helical springs means
bed, as
great comfort for both occupants of a double
Write for booklet.
there can be no sagging whatever.

The

Canadian Feather
TORONTO

&

Spring

Link

Mattress Co., Limited
OTTAWA

TWIN
LINK
FABRIC
^ff May 9, 1911
ATENTEOV
i^^P
L. F. CO. of A.
ST. touts

'Trade MarK
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Winnipeg, Vancouver^
to Feather and Down Co., io
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COSTUMERS
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ure
nit
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turers,
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ure
nit
Fur
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.
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Ltd.
ChesleV Chair Co., Ghesley.
Furniture Co., Hespelor.
Hespeler
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto. Cornwall.
Modern Bedstead Go hener.
niture Go Kitc r.
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Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanove
ure Co., Kitchener.
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Co., Toro
dian Mersereau ^
Cana
ronto.
, . Co., ToMfg
e
itur
Furn
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Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto. Cornwall.
stead Co.,
jTel Modern Bed
Krug Bros. & Co., Ohesley.
N.S.
Munro Wire Works, St. Andrews,
Co.,
ress
Matt
and
Bed
ng
Spri
Ontario
Co. Ltd., Montreal,
khfrMfg.Vaneou^^er^
Pa^
Winnipeg
St. Lawrence iiurnuure v^u.,
du Loup, Quebec.
-Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.

^^^?eel^so Iron and Brass Beds.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
ips Furn. Mfg. Co.,
TownshQue.
Easter'nabas
ka,
Arth
Geudron Mfg. Co., Toronto. Que.
Kilc'our & Bros., Beauharnois,ver.
Furniture Co., Hano
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Toronto.
Lea Trimble Mfg. Co.,
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CRIBS
See Beds (brass and iron).
See also cradles.
DRESSERS (Only)
ure Manufacturers
Furnit
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dstock.
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Peppier Bros., Hanover, Ont.
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Toronto.
Co.,.
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„
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Viotoriaville Furniture Co., VictonaWindsor Furniture Co.. Windsor,
WASHSTANDS
DRESSERS
AND
(Odd)
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Bell Furniture Co., South
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
ock. Go., Preston.
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e Mfg. Co., St.
inion Furn
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Therese,
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Dvmond-Colonial Co., ^trathro^
Townships Furniture Mfg.
Eastern
Co., Arthabaska, Que.
Gibbard Furniture Co., Isai^nee.
Hepworth.
Hepworth Mfg. Co.,Co.,
Kitchener.
Jacques Furniture
Hanover.
Co., ey.
ture
Furni
tel
Knech
Chesl
Co.,
&
Bros.
Kru"
Geo° McLagan Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
,
Stratford, Ont.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,

kitchener.
Anthes Furniture Co.,
Cornwall.
Co.,
ure
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Fur
Beach
mpton.
tha
Sou
Co.,
ure
Bell Furnit
^ rers,
Furniture Manufactu
da Woodstock.
SnaLtd.,
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Therese, Furniture
Que.
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Mfg
.
Furn
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Gibbard Furniture Co., Napanee
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. Co. Hepworeler
Hepworth Mfgitur
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Hespeler Furn e e Co.,
Kitchener.
mbner Furnitur
Kitchener.
Co.,
e
itur
Furn
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Jacq our & Bro., Beauharnois,
Que.
Kilff
Hanover.
Knechtel Furniture Co.,ley.
Co., Ghes
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Stratf
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Krui
.
■, ^ m
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
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Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
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A. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincarford Mfg. Co Meafor.d .
MeaSound.
North American Furniture Go., Owen
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Orillia Furniture Ltd.
, Ottawa.
J Oliver & Sons.
r, Ont.
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Bros
pler
Pe.p
Han°ver.
iture Co., Stra
Spiesz FurnChai
tford
r Co
Stratford
iture Co., Riviere
St. Lawrence Furn
du Loup, Quebec.

Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Ottawa.
J. Oliver & Son, Ltd.,
Snie'sz Furniture Co.. Hanover.
Co., Riviere
St. Lawrence Furniture
du Loup, Quebec. Stratford
Stratford Chair Co..
N.S.
Windsor Furniture Co.. Windsor,
KS
DRESSING TABLE DES
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
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,
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RATTAN
CHAIRS
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IT A PRIVILEGE
OF THE TRADE'S LIBERAL
TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION
^ ^
^
m
SUPPORT DURING THE YEAR OF 1917
E
TUR
FEA
BIG
A
S
LINE
C.
WE ALSO HOPE TO MAKE THE C.R.
MAY
DURING 1918, AND
IN YOUR BUSINESS PROSPERITY
OF ANY PREVIOUS YEAR.
THAT PROSPERITY EXCEED THAT
^ ^
^
^
m
^
HOW CAN WE WISH YOU MORE?

WHICH

WE

EXTEND

TO YOU.

WE

ESTEEM

illlllillllilllillillllilllllilliillill^^
The

Canadian

Rattan

Chair

LIMITED

Victoriaville, Quebec

Company

IS

CANADIAN

And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J Oliver & Son, Ltd., Ottawa.
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
Stratford Chair Co.. Stratford.
MATTRESSES
Antiseptic Bedding Co., Toronto.
Bothwell Mfg. Co., Bothwell.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Feather and Mattress Co.,
Toronto.
Dymond-Colonial Co. , Strathroy.
Edmonton
Tent and Mattress Co.,
Edmonton.
Emjiire Bedding & Upholstering Co.,
Toronto.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Ives Modern Bedstead Co., Cornwall.
Keystone Bedding Co., London, Ont.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
J. B. Larose, Hull, Que.
Marshall Sanitary Mattress Co. Ltd.,
Toronto.
F. W. & S. Mason, St. Andrews, N.B.
Ontario Spring Bed and Mattress Co.,
London.
Parkhill Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Peterboro Mattress Co., Peterboro.
Quality Mattress Co., Waterloo.
Quebec Mattress Co., Quebec.
Schreiter & Co., Kitchener.
Standard Bedding Co., Toronto.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Que.
Whitworth & Restall, Toronto.
PILLOWS
Antiseptic Bedding Co., Toronto.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Feather and Mattress Co.,
Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Ives Modern Bedstead Co., Cornwall.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
.7. B. Larose .Ir., Hull, Que.
F. W. & S. Mason, St. Andrews, N.B.
Munro Wire Works, Ltd., New Glasgow, N.S.
Ontario Spring Bed and Mattress
Co., London.
Parkhill Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Winni])eg, Vancouver.
Quality Mattress Co., Waterloo.
Rositmore Mfg. Co., Vancouver.
Standard Bedding Co., Toronto.
Toronto Feather and Down Co., Toronto.
Whitworth & Eestall, Toronto.
WARDROBES
M. P. Beach Co., Winchester.
Bothwell Mfg. Co., Bothwell, Ont.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Crown Furniture Co., Presiton.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St
Therese, Que.
Eastern Townships Furniture Mfg.
Co., Arthabaska, Que.
Hepworth Mfg. Co., Hepworth.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
KnecMel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Ohesley.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Me^iford.
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J. Oliver & Sons, Ltd., Ottawa.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
Stratford Chair Co., Stratford.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Que.
Dining Room

Furniture

BUrrETS, SIDEBOARDS, EXTENSION TABLES, SIDE TABLES,
CHINA CABINETS, DINERS.
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
M. F. Beach Co., Winchester.
Berlin Table Mfg. Co., Kitchener.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwall.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Crown Furniture Co., Preston.
(iibbard Furniture Co., Napanee.
Hepworth Mfg. Co., Hepworth.
Hesipeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMalcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Neustadt Mfg. Co. Ltd., Xeustadt.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawia.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Stratford Chair Co., Stratford.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Que.
Tickell Sons & Co., Belleville.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoriaville. Que.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
BUFFETS AND SIDEBOARDS (only)
Also see Buffets, etc.
Canada Furniture Manufacturer Ltd.,
WiQodstock .
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Tlherese, Que.
Eastern Townships Furniture Mfg.
Co., Arthabaska, Que.
Gibbard Furniture Co., Napanee.
Hespler Furniture Co., Hespler.
Kilgour & Bros., Beauharnois, Que.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
D. H. Langlois & Co., St. John 's. Que.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
Meaford Mfg. Co. Ltd., Meaford.
Megantic Furniture Co., Megantic,
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Orillia Furniture Co., Orillia.
Que. & Godbout, St. Hyacinthe,
Paquet
Spiesz Furniture Co., Ltd., Hanover.
CHINA
(Only— Odd or to
Que. CABINETS
match
Sideboards and Buffets)
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltil.,
Wioodstock.
Crown Furniture Co., Preston.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Eastern Townships Furniture Mfg
Co., Arthabaska, Que.
Gibbard Furniture Co., Napanee.
Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
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Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Opo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford^ Ont.
Pe))pler Bros., Hanover, Ont.
CURATES
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Toronto (only)
Furniture Co., Toronto.
DINERS
Also see Buffets, etc.
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd..
Woodstock.
Ball Furniture Co., Hanover.
Cheslej' Chair Co., Chesley.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincar
dine.
f;iora Furniture Co., Elora, Ont.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Fraserville Chair Co., Riviere du
Loup, Que.
(biddings, Ltd., Granbv, Que.
Gold Medal Furniture Co., Toronto.
IL Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lijipert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Kitchener.
MeGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
North American Bent Chair Co., OT\-en
Sound.
Owen Sound Chair Co., Owen Sound.
Preston Chair Co., Preston.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo.
burg.
Sehierholtz Furniture Co., New HamStanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold.
Victoriaville Chair Co., Victoriaville.
Que. Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Woeller,
Quebec.
able) Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Wunder
Kitchener.
DINING BOOM TABLES (not adjustCanada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Furniture Co., Chesley.

on cturer
Co., St..'"Therese,
Furnit
Domini
of "Twins
s ure
manufa
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Geo.
ford.
Que.McLagan Furniture Co., StratEXTENSION TABLES (odd)
Also see Buffets, etc.
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Berlin Table ilfg. Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd.,
Woodstock.
C/hesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St
Therese, Que.
Eastern Townships
thabaska, Que. Furniture Co., ArHarriston Furniture Co., Harriston.
Hesiieler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Kilgour & Bro.. Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener
Lucknow Table Co., Lueknow.
Geo.
McLaganOnt.Furniture Co..
Stratford,
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Ltd., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Orillia Furniture Co., Orillia.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
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Homes
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Refinement

DU PONT

K>

REC. U. S. PAT. OFF.
feBRIKQiUJ
CRAFTSMAN
QUALITY
Is a Most Acceptable

Furniture Covering.

Its exceptional beauty, and soft, glovey texture
appeal to people of good taste. They realize its
economy ; appreciate its waterproof, stainless,
and washable character, and are convinced by
its sincere guarantee.
Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid sells furniture.
Prove it on your product.
Samples and Prices on Request.
Du

Pont

Fabrikoid

Co.

FACTORY AND SALES OFFICE:
NEW

TORONTO,

ONTARIO

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Leather Substitutes

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound
Ontario

LAWN

CHAIRS

Rocking and Folding combined. The first improvement of manj years on a folding chair.

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.
Catalogues sent on application

Your line of high-grade upholstered furniture is no better than
the springs you are using. Why
take
chance? Specify Steele's
Best aQuality
Upholstering Springs
they are guaranteed to retain their
original height indefinately.
Canadian Made for the
Canadian Trade
Ettablithed 1885
5

James

Steele, Limited
Guelph, Ont.

Patented Feb. 8, 1915

Sold everywhere

For pricea Write to
J. E. BEAUCHAMP
& COMPANY
Head Office, Montreal
r p. A. C. Mclntyre Winnipeg
AGENTS J H. C. Brennan, Ottawa
Lynch && Manley,
VI Landry
Simard, Toronto
Quebec.
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Parlor and Living Room
FOR SPECIAL LINES, SUCH AS PEDESTALS, TELEPHONE STANDS,
ETC., SUITABLE FOR VARIOUS
ROOMS, SEE NOVELTIES.
CHESTERFIELDS
See upholstered furniture.
DAVENPORTS
See upholstered furniture.
MUSIC CABINETS
Beach Furniture Oo, Cornwall.
Bell Furniture Co., Southiampiton.
Brantford Piano Case Co., Brantford.
Canada Furniture Manufaciturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Dvmond-Coloniial Co., Strathroy.
Gibbard Furniture Co., Napanee, Ont.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kne^htel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Malcolni & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hja.milton.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Geo.
ford.MicLiagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mtg. Co, Meafovd.
Newbigging CaJbinet Co., Hamilton.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
LIVING ROOM CHAIRS AND
ROCKERS
Chesle.y Chair Oo., iChesley, Ont.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
National Table Co., Owen Sound, Ont.
Wtonder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
PARLOR OJIAIRS and ROCKERS
See reeu ;ind upholsuei-o 1 f i;i-iiituro.
PARLOR SUITES
See upholsiered furnir,iu-e
PARLOR CABINETS
Canada Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Wioodstoek.
Knechtel Fiirniture Co., Hanover.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Geo. McLagian Furniture Co., Stratford.
PIANO BENCHES
Canada Furniture Manufiacturers
Ltd., Woodstock.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Toronto.
PARLOR TABLES
Antbes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Baetz Bros. Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwall.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Oo., Kincardine.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., Sit.
Therese, Que.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Frayne Furniture Co., Iroquois.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Harriston
riston. Furniture Mfg. Co., HarHespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
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D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
.7. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
D. H. Langlois & Co., St. John's, Que.
Geo. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Geo. McLiagan Furniture Co., Stratford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Orillia Furniture Co., Orillia.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Stratiford Chair Co., Stratford.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Que.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
W'oeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
PEDESTALS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwiall
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kneettel Furniture Co., Hanover.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
G. .J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
And.
dine.Malco'lm Furniture Co., KincarGeo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Library and Den Furniture
BOOKCASES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canada Oflace and School Furniture
Co., Preston.
F. dine.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarDominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Gibbard Furniture Co., Napanee.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Hibner Furniture Co., KiteheneT.
.Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Knedhtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
,J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Ghesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
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Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
G. McLagan Furniture Co., Stratford.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
St.duLawrence
Loup, Que.Furniture Co., Riviere
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.8.
BOOK STANDS
(See ^Magazine Racks).
BOOKCASES (Sectional)
Baetz Bros & Co., Kitchener.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Glabe-Wernicke Co,. Stratford.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
George
Furniture Co.,
Stratford.McLagan
CARD AND DEN TABLES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kit-chener.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturere,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
F. dine.
E. Coomibe Furniture Co., KincarGendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Hourd & Co., London.
D. Hibner Furniture Co.. Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Ohesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Montreal Upholstering Co., Montreal.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Bent Chair Co..
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Sidway Mercantile Co., Toronto.
Snyder
erloo. Bros., Upholstering Co., WatStratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Walker "& Clegg, Wingham.
Westport Woodworking Co.. WestCo., Waterloo
Bolduc & Mfg.
Woeller,
port, Ont.
Wunder
Furniture
Co., .
Kitchener.
CELLARETTES
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd. Woodstock.
D\-mona-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
.T." Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Co., KincarAnd.
dine.Malcolm
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Furniture Co.. Owei
Sound. Furniture Co., Toronto.
Toronto
CHAIRS and SETTEES
See upholstered furniture.
COUCHES
See upholstered furniture.
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An

CANADA
opportunity to see the greatest aggregation of MADE-INFurniture to be found between Halifax and Victoria.

DO NOT

FAIL TO CALL
OUR GREAT

AND

SEE

MIDWINTER
FURNITURE
EXHIBITION
held at our
Toronto
136-140

Showrooms

King

Street East

It will pay you to call and see our new lines
before placing your Spring orders.
BUY

CANADIAN

GOODS

Keep your money at home.
Canada needs both money
and men.
It is a good policy at any time, but especially
good just now.
Call and see what we have to offer.

WHOLESALE
ONLY EXCLUSIVE PERMANENT
FURNITURE SHOW ROOMS IN CANADA

ANADA

FuRNITUREMaNUFACTURERS
WOODSTOCK,

I
O
ONITARI

LIMITED
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DAVENPORTS
See upholstered furniture.
DESKS, LIBRARY
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canada Office and School Furniture
Co., Preston.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Dominion Furniture Co., St. Therese,
Que.
Dymond-Colonial
Strafchroy.
Elmira Furniture Co.'s,
Co. Ltd.,
Elmira.
Globe-Wernieke Co., Stratford.
Hibuev Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., Stratford.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Peppier Bros., Hanover
Preston Furniture Co., Preston.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
LIBRARY TABLES
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Berlin Office & Fixture Co., Kitchener.
Canadia
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canada Office and School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Durham Furniture Co., Durham.
Dymond-Colonial Co. 's, Strathroy.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Elmira
mira. Interior Woodwork Co., ElHespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bros., Ltd., Beauharnois,
Que.
Knechtel
Furniture Co., Hanover.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros., & Co.. Chesley.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
And. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
.John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Pepjder Bros., Hanover.
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatStratford Chair Co., Stratford.
•Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
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Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
MAGAZINE RACKS AND STANDS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Office and School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Dymond-Colonial Co. , Strathroy.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
J Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMalcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMiatthew Bros., Toronto.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Preston Chair Co., Preston.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Ilpiholstering Co., WatStrathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Walker & Clegg, Wing!ham.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
MORRIS CHAIRS
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingersoll.
Canada
Furniture Manufaaturers,
Ltd., Woodstock
F. dine.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarDominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St
Therese, Que.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
G. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Wialter Meades & Co., Hanover.
Morlock Bros., Hanover.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Poimte-aux-Trembles, Que.
burg.
Schierholtz
Furniture Co., New HamSnyder
erloo. Bros. Ilpiholstering Co., WatRoyal Upholstering
'Co., Toronto.
Walker
& Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
SMOKERS' SETS
Canada Furniture .Manufacturers
Ltd.. Stratford.
F. dine.
E. Coomibe Furniture Co., KincarKnechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMeaford Mfg Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Parlor Furniture Mauuf aeturers,
Pointe-aux-Trembles, Que.
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WRITING
TABLES
AND SECRETARIES
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Canada
Furniture !>[anufacturcr«,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canada Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston
Dominion
Mfg. Co., SCTherese, Furniture
Que.
Durham Furniture Co., DurhaiB,
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Hil)npr Funiitine Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.Knechtel Furniture Co.. Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMalcolm & Souter Furniture Co..
Hamilton.
Markdale Furniture Co.. Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co.. Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co.. Elora.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., Strat
ford.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Snyder Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
Spiesz Furniture Co., Hanover.
Stratford Chair Co.. Stratford.
Strathroy Furniture Co.. Strathroy.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Que.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
Hall r urniture
CONSOLE TABLES AND MIRRORS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers..
Ltd., Woodstock.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
And.
dine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarNorth American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Wunder Furniture Co., Kitchener.
HALL CHAIRS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
F. dine.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarC. P. Gilinas & Frere, Three Rivers,
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
H. Que.
Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratJ. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Preston Chair Co., Preston.
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold.
Stratford Chair Co., Stratford.
Wunder Furniture Co., Kitchener.
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Chairs

of

Quality
The engraving illustrates our No. 2026
Living Room Rocker in Quarter Cut
Oak to be had in any finish. This rocker
is upholstered with a very durable
spring seat construction with Craftsman
Leather, Tapestry, or No. 1 Leather.
If you want quality at a little lower price,
or greater value for the same price, make
your selections from the N.A. Line.

Write for our catalogue and price list.
The North American

Owen

Company,
Sound

Bent Chair

Limited
Ontario

Strength,
The Last Word
in Sofa Beds

Durability and
Ease of Operation

Construction
The only Reinforced
in Divanettes and Davenports
on the
Market

To-day

TRIANGULAR Divanettes and Davenports are built to last a lifetime. Their many good selling points appeal to the consumer.
Furniture Dealers have found them fast sellers and they invariOutstanding features are :—
ably produce repeat orders.
1st — Triangular support on all frame u'or^. 2nd. Separate bed spring and mattress.
3rd — Troubleproof in operating.
4th — Rigidity end firmness found in no other bed.
5th — One finger Will open it.
Triangular Means

Strength
MANUFACTURED

THE

BEDDING
SANITARY
TORONTO

BY

COMPANY,
ONTARIO

LIMITED
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HALL CLOCKS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
HALL SEATS AND MIRRORS
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dymond-Colonial
Co., Strathroy.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Ohesley.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
National Table Co., Owen Sound, Out.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
HALL TREES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lindsay Library & Office Fittings,
Lindsay.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratJ. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen bound.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatWoeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
HALL RACKS
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Dymond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour Bros. & Co., Beauharnois,
Que. Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratPeppier Bros., Hanover.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
UMBRELLA STANDS
Anthes Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufaeturers,
Ltd., Woodstock
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Dymond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Eiir. ra Furiiituif- Kliiiijn.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
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North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatSt. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
Kitchen and Laundry
BAKE AND IRONING BOARDS
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
CHAIRS
Ball Furniture Co., Limited, The,
Hanover.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co. Ltd.,
Victoriaville, Que.
Chesley Chair Co., Ltd., Chesley.
Danville ville,Chair
Que. & Specialty Co., DanDominion Chair Co., Limited, Bass
Eiver, N.S.
Durham Furniture Co., Durham.
Fraserville
ville. Que. Chair Company, FraserC. P. Gilinas & Frere, Three Elvers,
Giddings, Limited, Granbj', Que.
Harriston
riston. Furniture Mfg. Co., HarQue.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour Bros. & Co., Beauharnois,
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
McGill
Que. Chair Co., Cornwall.
North American
Bent Ohair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Neustadt Mfg. Co., Neustadt.
J. Oliver & Sons, Lftd., Ottawa.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Eoxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,
George
Que. Valliere, Quebec, Que.
CLOTHES DRIERS
Que.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
CLOTHES WRINGERS
J. H. Connor & Sons, Ottawa.
CUPBOARDS
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Durham Furniture Co., Durham.
Eastern Townships Furniture Mfg.
Co., Arthabaska, Que.
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Harriston Furniture Mfg. Co., Harriston.
Hepworth Mfg. Co., Hepworth.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Ohesley.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
CURTAIN STRETCHERS
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
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KITCHEN CABINETS
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Eastern Townships Furniture Mfg.
Co., Arthabaska, Que
Wm. Gray, Sons & Campbell,
Chatham, Ont.
Ham & Nott, Brantford.
Hepworth Mfg. Co., Hepworth.
Hourd & Co., London.
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Knechtel Kitchen Cabinet Co., Hanover
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Watson, Ltd., Bradford.
PORCELAIN TABLES
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Stratford Mfg. Co.. Stratford.
STEP-LADDER CHAIRS
Cheslev Chair Co., Cheslev.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Neustadt ^Mfg. Co. Ltd., Neustadt,
Ont.
STOVES AND RANGES
Beach Foundry Co., Ottawa.
Burrow, Stewart & Milne, Hamilton.
Clare Bros., Preston.
Gait Stove & Furnace Co., Gait.
Enterprise Foundry Co., Sackvilli
N.B.
Findlay Bros., Carleton Place.
Guraty Foundry Co., Toronto
Hall-Zryd Foundry Co., Hespeler.
Hamilton Stove -V: Hi-r.rpi- Co., Hamilton.
MeClary
Mfg. Co., London.
Moffat Stove Co., Weston.
D. Moore Co., Hamilton.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville.
Jas. Stewart Mfg. Co., Woodstock.
TABLES
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodslcck.
Gushing Bros., Calgary.
Eastern Townships Furnitui-e Mfg.
Co., Arthabaska, Que. C
Hepworth Mfg. Co., Hepworth.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bros., Ltd., Beauharnois.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Cheslej'.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
D. H. Langlois & Co., St. John's, Que.
Lucknow
Table Co., Lucknow.
Que.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Peppier
Bros., Hanover.
Spieez Furniture
Co., Hanover.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Stratiroy.
Victoriaville
ville, Que. Furniture Co., VictoriaWindsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
Weiler Bros., Victoria, B.C.
TUB STANDS
J. H. Connor & Sons, Ottawa.
Otterville Mfg Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
REFRIGERATORS
Eureka Refrigerator Co., Toronto.
Ham & Nott, Brantford.
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John Hillock & Co., Toronto.
Sanderson, Harold, Co., Piaris.
James Smart Mfg. Co., Broekville.
WASHING MACHINES
E. H. Briggs Co., Winnipeg.
J. H. Connor & Sons, Ottawa.
Cuinmer-Dowswell, Hamilton.
Geo. C. Kaitting & Son, Gait.
D. Maxwell & Sons, St. Mary's.
James Smart Mfg. Co., Broekville.
Bathroom

Furniture

BATHROOM FITTINGS
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
BATH TUBS— (rolding)
(Rubber).
Lea-Trimble Mfg. Co., Toronto.
MEDICINE CABINETS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dymond-Colonial Co. 's, Strathroy.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Kneehtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
. Matthews Bros., Toronto.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Philips Mfg. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
D. L. Shafer Co., St. Thomas.
MIRRORS
See Novelties.
STOOLS
See office furniture.
Verandah,

Lawn

and Camp

AWNINGS AND WINDOW SHADES
Geo. H. Hees & Sons Co., Toronto.
Fred G. Soper Co., Toronto.
BOAT CHAIRS (Revolving)
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
CAMP STOOLS
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Quebec.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
CAMP BEDS AND COTS
(See Iron and Brass Beds).
Colleran Spring Bed Co., Ltd.,
Toronto.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
CHAIRS, ROCKERS AND SETTEES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
J. E. Beauehamp & Co., Montreal
F. Bibby & Co., Dundas.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co., Vietoriaville, Que.
Chesley Chair Co., (Shesley.
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Danville Ghair Co., Danville, Que.
Fraserville Chair Co., Fraserville,
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
C. P. Gilinas & Frere, Three Rivers,
Que.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
W. B. Jennings, St. Thomas.
KrugQue.Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Malcolm Co., Limited, Vancouver.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
RojtJ Chair Co., Quebec, Que.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Snyder Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
Stanfold
Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,
Que.
Stratford
Quebec. Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Jno. Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr.
COUCH HAMMOCKS
Gait Robe Co., Gait.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Parkhill Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Steel
N.S. Furnishing Co., New Glasgow,
FOLDING CHAIRS
J. E. Beauc-haim]! & Co., Montreal.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian
Rattan Chair Co., Victoriaville. Que.
Canadian
Grimsby. Steel Specialty Company,
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
FOLDING
TABLES
Que.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian
Rattan Chair Co., Victoriaville. Que.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Hourd & Co., London.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Strathroy
Quebec. Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
HAMMOCKS
Dominion Hammock Co., Dunnville.
Gait Robe Co., Gait.
LADDERS
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
LAWN SEATS AND SWINGS
J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal.
Canadian Buffalo Sled Co., Preston.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co.,
Vietoriaville, Que.
Danville ville,Chair
Que. & Speeialty Co., DanJ. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
James Smart Mfg. Co., Broekville.
W. F. Vilas, Cowansville, Que.
John Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr, Ont.
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
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PARK SEATS
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
James Smart Mfg. Co., Broekville.
John Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr.
REED AND RATTAN FURNITURE
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadianville,Rattan
Chair Co., VietoriaQue.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Tm|)erial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
J. E. Smith & Co., Windsor, N.S.
SEAGRASS FURNITURE
W. B. Jennings Co., St. Thomas.
The Malcolm Co., Vancouver, B.C.
WILLOW FURNITURE
F. Bibby & Co., Dundas.
Brantford Willow Works, Brantford.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Malcolm Co., Limited, Vancouver.
Office r urniture
BOARDROOM TABLES
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canada
Preston.Of&ce & School Furn. Co.,
F. E. Coombe Furn. Co., Kincardine.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardvvooil Co., Kitchener.
Kneehtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Meaford ]Mfg. Co., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Office Specialty Co., Newmarket.
John B. Snider, Waterloo.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
BOOKCASES
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Globe- Wernicke Co., Stratford.
D. Hibuer Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Kneehtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Geo. McLagan Furn. Co., Stratford.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
CHAIRS
Ball Furniture Co., Hanover.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
F. cardine.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KinDanville ville,Chair
Que. & Speeialty Co., DanElmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Fraserville Chair Co., Eiviere du
Loup,Furniture
Quebec. Co., Waterloo.
Globe
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kneohtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros & Co., Chesley.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co..
Stratford, Ont.
MeGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
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Frames, will be new, every one.
Our 1918 line of Burnished, Antique, Gold Embossed
So, for 1918, why not have 1918 lines ?
CANADIAN

BIG

THE

MATTHEWS
STREET
1906 DUNDAS

MOULDING

HOUSE

LIMITED
BROS.,
TORONTO,
CANADA
WEST

We can put these
Cedar Chests in

A Splendid
Line of Genuine
Tennessee Red
Cedar Chests.
Absolutely Moth
Proof. Made with
copper trimmings.

your store on a
selling basis that
offers exceptional
profits. Write us
for catalog and
further information
Mahogany Finished, Made
in Three Sizes

&

L. SHAFER

D.

Upholstery

ST.

COMPANY,

THOMAS,

ONT.

Leather

We carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,
and

Fancy,

Goat

Enamelled

Grain

Finishes

a Grateful Feeling toward our
Many Friends and Customers in the
Furniture Trade
With

The most economical leather on the
market.

have given us loyal and much
appreciated patronage during the past
year, we extend our best wishes for
their prosperity during 1918. It is our
sincere wish that our mutual relations
will continue to be of the most pleasant

Let us quote you on cut stock.

kind, showing results at the end of this
year bigger and better than ever before!

Unsurpassed Selections
Hides
Well Trimmed

BouUee

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

Mfg. Co.,

YORK

who

ART

FURNITURE COMPANY,
- ONTARIO
KITCHENER

LTD.
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North American
Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Owen Sound Chair Co., Owen Sound.
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,
Quebec.
Stratford Chair Co., Stratford.
John B. Snyder, Waterloo.
Woeller, Boldue & Co., Waterloo.
DESKS— FLAT AND ROLL-TOP
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwall.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Kilgour & Bros., Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
A. dine.
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMarkdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Paquet & Godbout, St. Hyiacinthe,
Preston
Que. Furniture Co., Preston.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Stratford Desks, Ltd., Stratford.
John B. Snider, Waterloo.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Eiviere
du Loup, Que.
Steel Equpiment Co., Ottawa.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
DESKS— STANDING
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Woodstock.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Globe-Wernicke Co., Stratford.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
A. Malcolm Furn. Co., Kincardine.
.John B. Snider, Waterloo.
Stratford Desks, Ltd., Stratford.
FILING CABINETS AND SUPPLIES
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Globe-Wernicke Co., Stratford.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., Stratford.
Steel Equipment Co., Ottawa.
OFFICE TRUCKS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
SETTEES
Berlin Interior Hardwood Co.,
Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Cha- • Co, Victoriaville, Que.
Canada Office & School Furniture Co.,
Preston.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatWalker & Clegg, Wingham.
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STOOLS
Ball Furniture Co., Hanover.
Bell Furniture Co., Southamipton.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co. Ltd.,
Victoriaville, Que.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
F. dine.
E. Coofflbe Furniture Co., KincarDanville Chair Co., Danville, Que.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Toronto.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Neustadt Mfg. Co. Ltd., Neustadt,
Ont.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Snyder Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
Stratford Chair Co., Stratford.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
Stratford Mfg. Co. Ltd., Stratford.
TABLES
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Chesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
A. dine.
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Preston Furniture Co., Preston.
Peppier Bros.,
Hanover.
Strathroy
Furniture
Co., -Strathroy.
Stratford Desk Co., Stratford.
.John B. Snider, Waterloo.
Stratford Desks, Ltd., Stratford.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatWindsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
TYPEWRITER DESKS
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Globe-Wernicke Co., Stratford.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
A. dine.
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarPreston Furniture Co., Preston.
John B. Snider, Waterloo.
Stratford Desks, Ltd., Stratford.
WARDROBES
r'anada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
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Canada Office & School Furniture Co.,
Preston.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
.Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Preston Furniture Co., Preston.
Peppier
StratfordBros.,
Desks,Hanover.
Ltd., Stratford.
WASTE BASKETS
See Novelties.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Globe-Wernicke Co., Stratford.
Imperial Rattan Co.. Stratford.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
■ nechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm
Hamilton.& Souter Furniture Co.,
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Preston Furniture Co., Preston.

Church and School Furniture
ASSEMBLY, HALL AND THEATRE
Ai-t Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Grimsby.
Canadian
Steel Specialty Company,
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Danville Chair & Specialty Co., Danville, Que.
Dominion Chair Co., Bass River, N.S.
Fraserville Chair Co., Fraserville.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
Owen Sound Chair Co., Owen Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville. .
Royal Chair Co., Quebec.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co.. Stanfold.
James Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville.
Valley City Seating Co., Dundas.
W. F. Vilas, Cowansville, Que.
BLACKBOARDS
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
CHURCH, SCHOOL AND LODGE
Berlin Office & Fixture Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian
Office & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Canadian
Steel Specialty Company,
Grimsby.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
James Smart Mfg. Co.. Brockville.
John B. Snider, Waterloo.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
Valley
City Seating
Co.. Dundas.
W. F. Vilas.
Cowansville,
Que.
Westport School Furniture Co., WestWalker & Clegg, Wingham.
port.
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Handsome

New

Designs

The Bed illustrated is only one of the many striking and handsome
designs comprising the line of "Ontario" Brass Beds. This Bed
will prove a Big Seller for the coming season, and will appeal, we
feel sure, to the discriminating buyer. The finish on " Ontario"
Brass Beds simply cannot be excelled, and if you are not at present
handling our line, DO

IT NOW.

a — —

We

List Price $60.

Head 60". Foot 36".

Pillars 2". Filling 1 >^".

also manufacture a complete line of Iron Beds, Springs, and

Mattresses.
information.

The

llluslrating Bed No. 1 125.

A

Ontario

postal card will bring you our latest list, with

Spring

Bed

London,

and

Canada

Mattress

Co,
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CANADIAN
S, PEDESTALS, ALLODGE SETTEE
TARS, ETC.
Canadian Oface & School Furniture
Co., Preston.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Interior Hardwood Co., Kitchener.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
PEAYER DESKS
D. H. Langlois & Co., St. John's, Que.
TEACHER'S DESKS AND CHAIRS
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Upholstered Furniture

CHESTERFIELDS
oll.
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingers
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Jjtd., Woodstock.
F. E. Coomibe Furniture Co., Kincarng Co., Kitchener.
De'^Litxe Upholsteri
Farquharson-GifEord Co., Stratford.
Mfg. Co., Toture
Furni
Gold Medal
ronto. ^. ,
Geo. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Jeffries Furniture Co., Welland.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H Kruo- Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Montreal.
Montreal I! pholstering Co., ers
Ltd.,
Manufactur
Parlor Furniture
Pointe-aux-TTenibles, Que.
r Bros. Upholstering Co., WatSnyde
erloo.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
COUCHES
J P. Albrough & Co., Ingersoll. ers,
Canada Furniture Manufactur
Ltd., Woodstock.
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., Kincardine. „
Dominione, Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Theres Que.
Co., Strathroy.
Dymond-Colonial Co.,
Ingersoll.
Eilis Furniture
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Co., ToGold
ronto.Medal Furniture Mfg.
ner.
Kitche
Co.,
&
Geo. Hachborn
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
ord.
Imperial Eattan Co., Stratf
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto. d.
Jeffries Furniture Co., Wellan
Kindel Bed Co., Toronto.
Kilgour & Bros., Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co.,steri
ng Co.,
Meades Uphol
Walter r.
Hanove
Montreal Upholstering Co., Montreal.
Morlock Bros., Hanover.
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., ■ Pointe-aux-Trembles, Que.
ure Co., New HamSchier
burg.holtz Furnit
Snyder
erloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WatNew Glasgow,
Steel
N.S. Furnishing Co.,
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
COUCH FRAMES
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
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re Mfg. Co., ToGold
ronto.Medal Furnitu
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Parlor Furniture Mianuf acturers
Ltd., Point© aux Trembles, Que.
DAVENPORTS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Dymond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Eimira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., ToGe<3°'^lL' Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Jeffries Furniture Co., Welland.
Kilgour Davenport Co., Toronto.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
Co., Montreal.
Montreal Upholstering
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
Ontario Spring Bed & Mattress Co.,
London.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
burg. New HamSchierholtz Furniture Co.,
r Bros. Upholstering Co., WaSnyde
terloo.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
DAVENPORT BEDS
.
(See also Iron and Brass Beds)
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dvmond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford^
t.,
ToGold Medal Furniture Mfg. ronCo.,
r.
hene
Kitc
Geo. H. Hachborn & Co.,to.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toron
Kilgour Davenport Co., Toronto.
Kindel Bed Co., Toronto.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.real.
Upholstering Co., Mont
Montreal
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
burg. New HamSchierholtz Furniture Co.,
iA''aterloo.
er Bros. Upholstering Co.,
Snyd
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
DAVENPORT FRAMES
e Manufacturers,
Furniturk.
Canada Wood
,
stoc
Ltd.,
F. E. Coombe Furniture Co., KmcarMedal Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Gold°
Toronto.
H Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
J.' C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
r Bros. Upholstering Co.,
Snyde
Waterloo.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
DEN CHAIRS
J P Albrough & Co., Ingersoll.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.ers,
Furniture Manufactur
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Co., Stratford.
Farquharson-Gifford
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., loGold
ronto.
ner.
G. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchend.
Jeffries Furniture Co., Wella
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Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
^Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarA. dine.
Walter Meades Upholstering Co.,
Hanover.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Montreal Upholstering Co., Montreal.
Morlock Bros., Hanover.
J. C. Mundellnd.
& Co., Elora.
Sou
American Furniture Co.,_ Owen
North
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Manufacturers Ltd.,
Parlor Furniture
Pointe-aux-Trembles, Que.
Upholstering Co., WaSnyder
terloo. Bros.
Co., Stratford.
Chair
d
Stratfor
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathro.y.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo
Waterloo.
Co., Co.,
Bolducre & Mfg.
Woeller, Furnitu
Wundev
Kitchener.
DIVANS
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd.. Woodstock.
Dvmond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Eilis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Stratford.
fford Co.,
rson-Gi
Farquha
Gold
Medal
Furniture
Mfg. Co.,
Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Kindel Bed Co., Toronto.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
r.
Kitchene
Lippert" Furniture Co., Co.,
Montreal.
Montreal Upholstering
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Manufacturers Ltd.,
re mbles,
Furnitu
Parlor
aux-Tre
PointeQue.

Co., WaSnyder
terloo. Bros. Upholstering
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Co., Kitchener.
DIVANETTES
Furniture Manufacturers.
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Co., Stratford.
Farquharson-Gifford
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Gold
Toronto.
& Co., Kitchener.
Geo. H. Hachborn Toronto
.
Kindel Bed Co.,
Kilffour Davenport Co., Toronto.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Co., Kitchener.
Lippert" Furniture
al Upholstering Co.. Montreal.
Montre
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
terloo.
r Bros. Upholstering Co., WaSnyde
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
ERS
LIVING ROOM CHAIRS AND ROCKKitchener.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Manuf
acturers,
Canada Furniture
Ltd., Woodstock.
Eimira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Stratford.
Farquharson-Gifford Co.,
Hibner I'urniture Co., Kitchener.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
Ltd..
Furniture Manufacturers
Parlor
Pointe-aux-Trembles.
Que.

FURNITURE AND
ROOM
LIVING
SUITES
ll.
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingerso
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
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The

HYGIENIC

Line

Furniture

Mr.

of Reliable

Mattresses

Dealer
4

Have

you

something

want

to sell ?

Has

any

dealer

furniture

other

to

thing you want

A

some-

Canada

in

FOR

you

buy?

SALE

is a
or

WANT

in the
World

AD.

Canadian
will

for

Furniture

bring

you

re-

sults. Rates are low— results are big.
your
you
the

Send

advertisements
will

be

us in
and

surprised

Most

at

results.

You

Profitable
to

Line

Handle

Hygienic Mattresses are no experimfnt
to the furniture dealer who sells, or
wants to sell, a mattress that is above
"cheap" goods, and yet is not so high
priced that its sale will be reftricted to
well-to-do trade only.
Hygienic Mattresses never fail to justify
our claim as a leading profit maker and
busmess builder.
Owing to the shortage of labor and scarcity of materials, dealers should keep
their stocks well up. The Hygienic
Line of Mattresses is known as
Rex

2

cents

per

word

Regent
Lee-Burrell

per

insertion.

Minimum

50

cents.

Standard
27-29

Bedding

Company

Davies Ave., Toronto
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coast

from

January. 191

to coast wherever

possible quality
is sold— stands for the highest
.
medium priced furniture always

furmture
in

Tbe Meaford Line comprises
a large variety in

DININGROOM

SUITES

WARDROBES
MEDICINE

HALL

CABINETS

RACKS

SEATS and MIRRORS
DESKS, BOOKCASES

No. 753

LIBRARY

TABLES

CENTRE

TABLES

JARDINIERE

STANDS

Top 38x20
Quarter-Cut Oak

Quartet-Cut Oak

ut in the newest and best in
call attention to out latest outp
If you are in the market
iture.
Diningroom and Bedroom Furn
a good at the price that we say
write us. The quality is so extr
er is waste of effort.
with emphasis 'To look for belt

We

The

Meaford

Manufacturing
ONTARIO
MEAFORD

Co.,

Limited
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Sales

by

Right

your
You can be morally certain that we look into
we
interests closely, keenly and discriminatingly when
the
m
e
recommend to you anything we manufactur
obtam
furniture Ime as positively the best you can
artywhere at the price.
of
h is impossible for you to pay less for goods
equal merit— it is unnecessar}) to pay more.
will
Give us the particulars of what your requirements
on
ions
be in near future and we will make you quotat
needs.
goods we guarantee perfectly adapted to your
in
The illustrations show one of our new suites
" Queen Anne" design. It is splendidly made in
quarter-cut. oak, and will prove to be a fast seller.

No. 4418— Top 44x44

No. 717 — Size 60 X 28 X 14

No. 2566— Size 48 x 20

The

Meaford

Manufacturing
MEAFORD

ONTARIO

Co.,

Limited
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Canada Fui-uiture Mauufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
F. E. Coonibe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Dymoud-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Eilis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Elinira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Gold Medal Furniture Co., Toronto.
Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
G. H. Haohborn & Co., Kitchener.
Imperial Eattau Co., Stratford.
Jeffries Furniture Cj., Welland.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitcheaer.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
A. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
Morloek Bros., Hanover.
John C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Owen Sound Chair Co., Owen Sound.
Parlor Furniture IManuf aeturers
Ltd., Pointe anx Trembles, Que.
Sehierholtz
Furniture Co., New Hamburg.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg.. Co.
Kitchener.
LOUNGES
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingersoll.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Geo. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Montreal Upholstering Co., Montreal.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
Owen Daveno Bed Co., Hespeler.
Parlor Manufacturers Ltd., PointeLtd., Pointe-,aux-Trembles, Que.
Parkhill Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Snyder Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
MORRIS CHAIRS
See Library and Den Furniture.
FRAMES'
PARLOR
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Fnrniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dymond-Colonial 'Co., Strathroy.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Flora Furniture Co., Elora.
Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford.
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Parlor Furniture Mianuf acturers
Ltd.. Pointe smx Trembles, Que.
Snyder
terloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WaWalker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitf hencr.
PARLOR, RECEPTION AND DRAWING ROOM CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.
J. P. Albrough & Co.. Ingersoll.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
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Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Rattan Chair Co., VictoriaCanadian
ville. Que.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Danville ville,Chair
Que. & Specialty Co., Dan-
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Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Iii))r>ert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Morloek Bros., Hanover.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd,
Poinlc aux Trembles, Que.
Reed and Rattan Furniture

Dymond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Eilis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
FraserviUe Chair Co., Riviere du
Lou[), Quebec.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
G. R. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Jeffries Furniture Co., Welland.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
The Malcolm Co., Vancouver, B.C.
Montreal Upholstering Co., Montreal.
Morloek Bros., Hanover.
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
Snyder
terloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., Waburg.
Sehierholtz
Furniture Co., New HamStanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,

LIVING ROOM SUITES — CHAIRS,
ROCKERS, SETTEES, COUCHES,
FOOTSTOOLS, TABLES, DESKS,
BOOK STANDS, FLOWER
STANDS, TEA TABLES, TEA
TRAYS, WORK BASKETS, CURATES, WASTE BASKETS,
CRADLES
F. Bibby & Co., Dundas.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian
Rattan Chair Co., Victoriaville. Que.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Giddings, Ltd., Granby, Que..
G. R. Gregg & Co., Toronto.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
W. B. Jennings Co., St. Thomas.
Kilgour Bros., Beauharnois, Que.
Malcolm Co., Limited, Vaneouve..
J. E. Smith & Co., Windsor, N.S.
WILLOW AND GRASS FURNITURE
Brantford Willow Works. Brantford.
Eglinton Willow Works, Toronto.
W. B. Jennings, SPt. Thomas.

Walker
Clegg, Wingham.
Quebec.& Furniture
Waterloo
Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Furniture
Bolduc & Ffg.
Co., Waterloo.
Wunder
Co.,
Kitchener.

Novelties and Sundry Lines

PARLOR SUITES
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingersoll.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
F. Bibby & Co., Dundas.
Canada' Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dvmond-Colonial Co., Strathroy.
Danville
Chair & Specialty Co., DanxiUo, Que.
Ellis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Klmirn Fnrniture Co., Elmira.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
G. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
.Jeffries Furniture Co., Welland.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lip].ert Chair
McGill
Co., Cornwall.
Walter Meades Upholstering Co.,
Hanover.
Morloek Bros., Hanover.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Parlor Furniture Manufacturers
Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
burg. ltz Furniture Co., New HamSehierho

ering Co., WaSnyder
terloo. Bros. Upholst
re Co., Riviere
Furnitu
e
Lawrenc
St.du Loup. Que.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
RECLINING CHAIRS
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd.
Woodstock.
Gold Medal Furniture Co., Toronto.

ARTS & CRAFTS FURNITURE
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd.. Woodstock.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Ce., Kitchener.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., Stratford.C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
John
Upholstering Co., WaSnyder
terloo. Bros.
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Toronto Furniture Co., Toronto.
ASBESTOS TABLE COVERS
Canadian
Toronto. H. W. Johns-Manville Co..

Furniture Manufacturers.
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
BABY CARRIAGES, GO-CARTS AND
SULKIES
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Co., Toronto.
Gendron Mfg.
Giddinffs
& Co., Granby, Que.
J. W. 'Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois,
er.
Llovd Mfg. Co., Kitchen
Sidwav Mercantile Co.. Toronto.
J. E. Smith & Co., Windsor, N.S.
BABY GATES
Que.
Rock Island Mfg. Co., Rock Island,

BENT WOOD FURNITURE
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd.. Woodstock.
John C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
NorthQue. American Bent Chair Co..
Owen Sound.
BREAKFAST TABLES
Canada Furniture Alanufacturcrs
Ltd., Woodstock.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
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H. Krng Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. Mc-Lagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
(Combination table and
BI-TABLES
desk)
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
BUNGALOW CHAIKS AND SUITES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co., Waterloo.
CAMP FURNITURE
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
CANDLESTICKS
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
CANDLESTICKS— (Brass)
Sti-atford Brass Co., Stratford.
CARPETS AND RUGS
Brinton Carpet Co., Peterboro.
Canadian Carpet Co., Milton.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg.
Co., Toronto.
Cobourg Carpet and Matting Co.,
Cobourg.
Dominion Axminster Co., Toronto.
Guelph Car|,et Mills Co., Cuelph.
Toronto Carpet Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Thomas Bros., Toronto.
CARS AND CYCLES (For chUdren)
.). E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal.
Canadian K. K. Co. Ltd., Elora, Ont.
CEDAR BOXES
H. E. Furniture Co. Ltd., Milvertou,
Ont.
Keenan Bros., Owen Sound.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Port Dover Planing Mills, Port
Dover, Ont.
D. L. Shafer & Co., St. Thomas.
Tickell, Sons & Co., Belleville.
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS
J. P. Albrough & Co., Ingersoll.
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Ball Furniture Co., Hanover.
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
F. Bibby & Co., Dundas.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co. Ijtd.,
Vietoriaville, Qut.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
F. E. Coombe. Furn. Co., Kincardine.
Danville Chair & Specialty Co., Danville, Que.
Dymond-Golonial Co., Stnathroy.
Eilis Furniture Co., Ingersoll.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Fraserville Chair Co., Riviere du
Loup, Quebec.
C. P. Gilinas & Frere, Three Rivers,
Que.Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., ToGold
ronto.
G. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Hesipeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Knec-htel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Krug Bros. & Co., Chesley.
n. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lii)j)ert Furniture Co., Kitchener.
A. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
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Morlock Bros., Hanover.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwiall.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American
Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
Neustadt Mfg. Co., Neustadt.
Owen Sound Chair Co., Owen Sound.
Preston Chair Co., Preston.
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo.
burg.
Schierholtz Furniture Co., New HamSnyder
Que. Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,
Stratford
Quebec. Chair Co., Stratford.
George Valliere, Quebec, Que.
Vietoriaville Chair Co., Vietoriaville,
Walker & Clegg, Wingham.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder
Que. Furniture Co., Kitchener.
CHAIRS— Children ' s
Ball Furniture Co., Hanover.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Canadian Rattan Chair Company Ltd.,
Vietoriaville, Que.
Danville Chair Specialty Co., Danville, Que.
Durham
FraservilleFurniture
Chair Co.,
Co., Durham.
Riviere■ du
Loup, Quebec.
C. P. Gilinas & Frere, Three Rivers,
Geudron
Quebec. Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lea-Trimble Mfg. Co., Toronto.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Neustadt Mfg. Co., Neustadt.
North American Bent Chair Co., Owen
Sound.
Stanfold Chair Mfg. Co., Stanfold,
Stratford
Quebec. Chair Co., Stratford.
Stratford Mfg. Co. Stratford.
CHILDREN'S HIGH CHAIRS
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co. Ltd.,
Vietoriaville, Que.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lea-Trimble Mfg. Co., Toronto.
McGill Chair Co., Cornwall.
Neustadt Mfg. Co, Neustadt.
North American
Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Roxton Mill & Ohair Co., Waterloo,
Stanfold Chair Mfg.

Co., Stanfold,

Quebec.
Stratford
Chair Co., Stratford.
Que.
CLOCK CASES
Art Furniture Co. Ltd., Kitchener.
COMMODE
children) CHAIRS (for adults and
Canadian Rattan Co., Vietoriaville,
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd.,
Woodstock.
Que. Furniture Co., Hanover.
Knechtel
North American Bent Chair Co..
Owen Sound, Ont.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Lea-Trimble Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Neustadt Mfg. Co. Ltd., Neustadt.
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CROKINOLE BOARDS
Canadian Buffalo Sled Co., Preston.
Fancy) . AND FORMS (Plain and
CUSHIONS

Canadian
ronto. Feather & Mattress Co., ToCanada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto,
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.
Whitworth & Restall, Toronto.
DESK TRAYS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Oface & School Furniture
Co., Preston. Co., Stratford.
Globe-Wernicke
DOLLS' BEDS
Beiauchiamp & Co., Montreal.
Ideal Bedding Co., Toronto.
AND UPHOLSTERY
DRAPERIES
GOODS
Daly & Morin, Montreal, Que.
ville.
Hammock Mfg. Co., DunnDominion
DRAPERY HARDWARE
Daly & Mordn, Montreal.
FALL LEAF TABLES
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers
Ltd., Woodstock.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
FERN STANDS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Knecihtei Furniture Co., Hanover.
11. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
FLOWER STANDS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. McLagan Furnitiire Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
FOLDING TABLES
(See also Card and Den Tables).
Baetz Bros., Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd.,
Woodstock.
Hourd & Co., London.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
• Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
FOOTSTOOLS
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Dj'mond-Colonial Co. , Strathroy.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Gold
Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
II. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
.J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American
Bent Chair Co.,
Owen
Sound.
burg.
Otterville
Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Schierholtz Furniture Co., New Ha.mSnyder Bros. Uipholstering Co., Waterloo.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
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FURNITURE POLISH
Domestic Specialty Co., Hamilton.
Eonuk, Ltd., Toronto.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
Cross Products, Toronito.
GO-CARTS
KIES AND CHILDREN'S SULCanada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
W. B. Jennings Co., St. Thomas.
Sidway Mercantile Co., Toronto.
HOSPITAL COUCHES
Imperial Ra-ttan Co. Ltd., Stratford.
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT TABLES
Canadian Steel Specialty Company,
Grimsby.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kneohtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lucknow Table Co., Lucknow.
ICE CREAM TABLES AND CHAIRS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Steel Specialty Company,
Grimsby.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Lyons & Marks, Toronto.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
North American
Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
St. Lawrence Furniture Co., Riviere
du Loup, Quebec.
INVALID CHAIRS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Gendron Wheel Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Victoriaville Chair Mfg. Co., Victoria
ville, Que.
INVALID TABLES
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd.,
Wioo'dstock.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
J. Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr.
INVALID TRAYS
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
Jno. Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr.
JARDINIERE STANDS
Baetz Bros. Furniture Co., Kitchener-.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwall.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Ohesley Furniture Co., Chesley.
Dominion Furniture Mfg. Co., St.
Therese, Que.
Dymond-Colonial Co. Strathroy.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
Freyne & Co., Iroquois.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. E. Furniture Co., Milverton.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Andrew
cardine.Malcolm Furniture Co., KinMarkdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
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NOVELTY CURTAINS
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Daly & Morin, Montreal.
Snyder
terloo. Bros. Upholstering Co., WaORIENTAL MATS AND RUG8
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
Malcolm Co., Limited, Vancouver.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
PATRIOTIC CHAIRS
Woeller
Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture
Mfg. Co.,
Canada
Furniture Manufaetorer;
Kitchener.
Ltd., Woodstock.
KINDERGARTEN SETS
PICTURES & FRAMING SUPPLIE
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
G. L. Irish & Co., Toronto.
Ltd., Woodstock.
Matthews
Bros., "Toronto.
Canadian Rattan Chair Co., VictoriaPhillips Mfg. Co., Toronto.
ville, Que.
PIANO LAMPS (Reed and willow)
Chesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Danville Chair & Specialty Co., DanJ. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal.
ville, Que.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Globe Furniture Co., Waterloo.
PILLOW SHAM HOLDERS
^
Durham Furniture Co., Durham.
Tarbox Bros., Toronto.
I
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Neustadt Mfg. Co., Neustadt, Ont.
PHONOGRAPHS
■
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa,
Berliner Gramoph'one Co. Ltd.,
Roxton Mill & Chair Co., Waterloo,
Montreal.
Quebec. Mfg. Co., 'Stratford.
Cambridge
Stratford
Toronto. Piano Co., 363 Yonge St
LADIES' DESKS
Canadian Symphonola Co. Ltd., Broc
Baird Bros., Plattsville.
Ave., Toronto.
Beach Furniture Co., Cornwall.
Canadian Phonograph
& Sapphir
Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Disc
Co.
Ltd.,
407
Builders'
Ej
Jacques Furniture Co., Kitchener.
change Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Classic Phonograph Co., Breslau, On
Ltd., Woodstock.
Columbia Graphophone Co., Toronto
Crown Furniture Co., Preston.
Dominion Phonograph Co., 53 Ceci
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
St., Toronto.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
Farquharson, Gifford Co. Ltd.,
Stratford.
J. Kreiner & Co., Kitchener.
Gerhard Heintzman Piano Co.,
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Sherbourne St., Toronto.
A. dine.
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarHenderson & Richardson, Board o
Trade Bldg., Montreal, Que.
Malcolm
Hamilton.& Souter Furniture Co.,
London Phonograph Co., 234 Dunda
Markdale Furniture Co., Markdale.
St., London.
Geo. McLagan Mfg. Co., Stratford.
Lippert Furniture Co., Kit-chener.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
Mandel Mfg. Co., Owen Sound, Ont
L. Montagues & Co., Eyrie Bldg.,
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Toronto.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Musical Merchandise Sales Co.. Ex
Strathroy Furniture Co., Strathroy.
eelsior Life Bldg., Toronto.
Windsor Furniture Co., Windsor, N.S.
Musical
Instruments Ltd., 247 Yong€
LAMPS (Reed and willow)
St.,Xordheimer
Toronto.
The
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd.,
Piano & Music Co.
Woodstock.
Ltd., Toronto.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Pollock Mfg. Co. Ltd., Kitchener.
Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., of
LAMPS, Portables and Chandeliers
Canada
Toronto .Ltd., 4-6-8 Clifford St.,
Biaetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Beauchamp & Co., Montreal.
Playola Phonograph Co. Ltd.,
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
468 King St., Toronto.
Hespeler Furniture Co., Hespeler.
Regal Phonogi-aph Co., 145 Church
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
St., Toronto.
Lamb Bros. & Greene, Napanee, Ind.
Torcan Sales Co., Bay St., Toronto.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Walker Bin & Store' Fixture Co.
Ltd., Kitchener.
LAMP SHADES— (Silk)
Motors,
Tone Arms, Sound Boxes,
Biaetz Bros. Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Needles and Phonograph Parts
MANTELS— Wood, Tile, Electric
Sti-atford Brass Co., Stratford.
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply
Walker
Bin & Store Fixture Co. Ltd.,
Kitchener.
Co. Ltd., Lumsden Bldg., Toronto.
Leonard Markels, New York.
MIRRORS
Thomas
Toronto.Mfg. Co., Kent Bldg.,
Canada
Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Phonograph Records
G. L. Irish & Co., Toronto.
Matthews Bros., Toronto.
Columbia Phonograph Co., Toronto.
Meaford Mfg. Co. Ltd., Meaford, Ont.
Berliner
Montreal.Gramophone 'Co. Limited,
Phillips Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Edison
Phonograph Co. Toronto.
MOPS (Polish and dry)
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., of
Clements Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Canada Ltd., Toronto.
MOULDINGS & PICTURE FRAMES
Geio. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford,
Ont.
G. L. Irish, Toronto.
S. Knechtel Wood
Turning Co.,
Phonograph Cabinets
Southampton.
Matthews Bros., Toronto.
Newbigging Cabinet Co., Hamilton.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Phillips Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Stratford, Ont.
Reliance Moulding Co., Kingston.
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SANITARY COUCHES
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Kin del Bed Co., Stratford.
SCREENS
Otterville Mfg. Co., Otterville.
SEWING TABLES
Turniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Bent Chair Co.,
North American
Owen Sound.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
Stratford Mfg. Co., Stratford.
SHIRT WAIST BOXES
E. Furniture Co. Ltd., Milverton,
H Ont
rd.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratfo
D. L. Shafer & Co., St. Thomas.
SILVER CHESTS
Brantford Piano Case Co., Brantford.
SLIP-ON CHAIR COVERS
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
SMOKING CABINETS
Bell Furniture Co., Southamipton.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
F. E. Coombe Furn. Co., Kincardine.
Dymond-'Colonial Co., Stnathroy.
J. Kreiuer & Co., Kitchener.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm Furniture Co., KincarA.dine.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., Ltd.,
Stratford.
Meaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
John C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
SMOKING SETS— (Brass)
Stratford Brass Co., Stratford.
STATUARY
G. L. Irish & Co., Toronto (all kinds).
Li])pprt Furniture Co., Kitchener.
(Wood).
TABLES— DAVENPORT END
Baetz Bros. & Co., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd.,
Woodstock.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
TABOURETTES
Baetz Bros., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Dymond-Colonial Co., Strathroy
Elmira Furniture Co,. Elmira.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
G. J. Lippert Table Co., Kitchener.
Lii)pert Furniture Co., Kitchener. _
Malcolm Furniture Co., KinAndrew
cardine.
Geo.
ford.McLagan Furniture Co., StratMeaford Mfg. Co., Meaford.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Peppier Bros., Hanover.
Strathroy Furniture Co., S'trathroy.
Woeller Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
Wunder Furniture Mfg. Co.,
Kitchener.
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TAPESTRY CURTAINS
ville.on Hammock Mfg. Co., DunnDomini

TEA STANDS
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
TEA TRAYS
See also Reed and Rattan Furniture.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
G. L. Irish, Toronto.
ure Co., Kitchener. Co.,
Jacques FurnitSouter
Furniture
m &
Malcol
Hamilton.
Matthew Bros., Toronto.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
Toronto.
Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Phillips
Toronto Furniture
Co., Toronto.
TEA TABLES
(See Card and Den Tables).
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Gendrou Mfg. Co., Toronto.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
G. McLagan Furniture Co., Stratford.
Phillips Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co., Waterloo.
TEA WAGONS
Baetz Bros., Kitchener.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
E. Coombe Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
TELEPHONE STANDS
Baetz Bros., Kitchener.
E. Coomt)e Furniture Co., KincarF. dine.
Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd.,
Woodstock.
Dymond-iColonial Co., Strathroy.
Elmira Furniture Co., Elmira.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Geo. McLagan Furniture Co.,
Stratford, Ont.
A. Malcolm Furniture Co., Kincardine.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Elora.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.
National Table Co., Owen Sound.
North American Furniture Co., Owen
Sound.
Wunder Furniture Co., Kitchener.
TEA COSIES
Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.
TRAYS
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
G. L. Irish, Toronto.
Matthews Bros., Toronto.
Malcolm & Souter Furniture Co.,
Hamilton.
Philips Mfg. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
TOYS
Victoriaville Toy Co., Victoriaville,
TOY SETS
Canada
Que. Furniture Manufacturers,
Ltd., Woodstock.
Chair Co., VictoriaCanadianville,Rattan
Que.
Ghesley Chair Co., Chesley.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Kilgour & Bro., Beauharnois, Que.
J. Oliver & Sons, Ottawa.
illeQue. Furniture Co., VictoriaVictoriavville,

UMBRELLA STANDS
(See Hall Furniture.)
VACUUM SWEEPERS & CLEANERS
J. H. Connor & Sons, Ottawa.
Clements Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Kitchener.
WAGONS AND SLEDS (Children's)
J. E. Beiauehamp & Co., Montreal.
Canadian Buffalo Sled Co., Preston.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Sidway Mercantile Co., Toronto.
WASTE PAPER BASKETS
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Ltd., Woodstock.
Canadian Office & School Furn. Co.,
Preston.
DYmond-Co'lonial Co., Strathroy.
Gendron Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Imperial Rattan Co., Stratford.
Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover.
H. Krug Furniture Co., Kitchener.Co.,
Malcolm & Souter Furniture
Hamilton.
J. C. Mundell & Co., Flora.
North American Bent Chair Co.,
Owen Sound.
ing Co., WaSnyder
terloo. Bros. Upholster

WINDOW
Daly &
Geo. H.
Paquet

SHADES
Morin, MontreaL
Hees, Son & Co., Toronto.
& Godbout, St. Hyacinthe,

Stewart Hartshone Co., Toronto.
WORK BASKETS
Ltd., Milverton.
H. E. Furniture Co.
Furniture Manufacturers,
Canada
Que. Woodstock.
Ltd.,
Factory Supplies
ALUMINUM

GOODS
, Montreal.
Agencies
Spielman
(Sheets, screws, nails, wire, etc.)
ALUMINUM CAULS
British Aluminum Co., Toronto.
Spielman Agencies, Montreal.
ART WOOD STAINS
Adams & Elting Co., Chicago.
Marietta Paint & Color Co., Marietta,
Ohio.
CHAIR SEATS
J. E. Beauchamp & 'Co. (fibre.)
BED FASTENERS
J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville.
BRASS TRIMMINGS
Hahn Brass Co., New Hamburg.
National Lock Co.,
Stratford Brass Co., Stratford.
CASTERS
John Duer & Sons, Baltimore, Md.
Foster Merriman Co., Meriden, Conn.
Mfg. Co., Brockville.
Smart
James
Universal
Caster & Foundry Co., New
York.
Jno. Watson Mfg. Co., Ayr.
HOUSE FURNISHING FABRICS
e Mfg. Co., ToGold
ronto.Medal Furnitur
chester, Eng. Co., Limited, ManRichard Haworth

Stonards, Ltd., Paternoster Bldgs.,
London, E.C., England.
Thomas Brothers, Toronto.
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is mdde

P

THE

HANOVER

GROUP

OF

FACTORIES

competitors.
Group, should claim superiority over their
upon to patromze any particular
Remember, however, that Dealers are not called
profitable business dealings, and
manufacturer for any reason other than good and
mUs pnce-class
, ir..their opinior^, is the rrrost satisfactory
whichmoney
ture,
Furni
ng
getti
their
for
buy
can
they
acturers want to say is: that
And all the Hanover Group of Furniture Manuf
untd you know
whether you are getting the best for your money
tell
not
can
you
ce.
produ
we
what
Therefore, do not overlook to look us over.

Sell Morlock
and watch

Furniture

sales increase

Morlock Furniture will satisfy your trade
in such a way as to make each owner ol
this splendid furniture a booster for it and
and also your store.

The parlor suite illustrated is a good seller.
It is made in mahogany and is artistically
designed.
We also manufacture a complete line of
Chesterfields, steel constructed couches,
and the well-known "Push Button Reclining Chair." Write for complete details
and prices of these lines.

Morlock

Bros.

Limited

Hanover, Ontario
,,,iiisii,,,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^
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IF the
much
for a new
quality
which

Christmas

trade

of your stock, and
supply, remember

at the lowest
the Hanover

seek your

patronage.

ciple on which
tation ofquahty

and

away

with

are open

this: that the highest possible
price is the only

of Furniture

It has

the Hanover

done

if you feel that you

possible
Group

has

been

basis on

Manufacturers

the dominating

factories have

prin-

built the repu-

price distinction.

The Meaning of this Trade
Mark on Kitchen Kabinets
It is a badge of honor ; of best materials; scientific construction in
every detail, dictated by years of
experience ; finishes that are the
supreme in lustre and durability.
You

can count on the Kitchen

Kabinets bearing this trade-mark.
Complete description of Kabinet
illustrated is shown on page 1 57 of
our catalog. If you have not a
copy write for one.
Knechtel Kitchen
Limited Cabinet Co.
Hanover Ontario
Selling Agents : Knechtel Furniture Co.
:.^ll|i;M<l,l,MJJiUil.|lUllilll!ljlilil{lilXlililllllflillli^^
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SEE

SUITE

DINING

We

OUR

know

that Queen

Anne

NO.

in

345

RED

GUM

styles are very popular, indeed,

and that in genuine walnut and mahogany they are selling
well; therefore we feel quite safe in introducing our No.
345 Dining Suite in Red Gum ; first, because the design is
so sensible and good looking, and then, because it can\be
sold in mahogany and walnut finish (rubbed) at a much loWer
price than genuine mahogany

or walnut.

^

The buffet is 50 inches long.
Extension table 45 inches in\
diameter.
Price for nme pieces, $234.30.

Discount 66%%
THE

^iiiiiiii

\
\

CO
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER
ONTARIO

KNECHTEL

iiiiiiiiiii
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Printing
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e World have installed
publishers of the Canadian Furnitur
XHE
Only a limited
a department for the care of job printing.
A
being to keep our plant
amount will be accepted, our purpose
all the time.
running at 1 00 per cent, efficiency
in cost in a printing plant
The element of lost time is a big factor
having periods of inactivity which
the average job printing concern
must affect their cost per hour for work done.
well equipped with necAs our printing plant is well organized,
head is exceptionally
essary type, presses, etc., and as our over
derably below the average.
low, our cost per hour for work is consi

rate cost.
This means high quality work at mode
or magazines, house
are in a position to print trade journals
helps, correspondence inserts,
organs, catalogues, booklets, dealers'
ion. Among the tew lines
ript
desc
any
t
or smaller work of almos
lowest cost are envelopes,
we have not facilities for producing at
tickets and posters.

We

Try us with your next requirements.

The

Commercial

Press,

Limited

32 Colborne Street, TORONTO
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$18

from

Models

HE

iiiiiiiiiii

to

$250

illllll

basic reason for the

increasing popularity of
the "Phonola"

Model "C" $32.50

is found in
the fact that it has estabHshed its merit and reputation
as a musical instrument which
anyone can operate— and that
its cost places it within reach
of all.
Undoubtedly,

Oak, $45

Mahogany, $50

Model "B"

competition is

becoming keener as time goes
on, but the "Phonola" dealer
is ready for competition.
The

construction ard

of the PHONOLA
to dealers who

parts
appeal

talking

know

machine points. Phonola
features commend themselves
because salesmen know that
in the actual work of convincing prospects they are winning features.

Model "Prince" $175

Model "Princess" $135

The

Pollock

Mfg.

Company,

Manufacturers of the

"PHONOLA"
KITCHENER

CANADA

Limited
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JANUARY

extend to you a cordial invitation to visit our
Furniture

Annual

on Queen Street, Kitchener,

at the AUDITORIUM,
From

Show

JANUARY

9th

to 19th,

1918.

We are showing a complete line of

COUCHES,
LIVING

SUITES

PARLOR

CHAIRS

ROOM

DIVANETTES

and DAVENPORT

HACHBORN
KITCHENER, ONT.

H.

GEORGE

Showing

BEDS

at

the

&

COMPANY

Kitchener

Show

lilllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllliiilllllllljllll!^

Furniture will be on display at the Auditorium,
CKOWN
on Queen Street, at the Kitchener Furniture Exhibition,
January 10th to 19th.
extend a cordial invitation to the furniture dealers of
Canada to come and inspect our line. You will find it a very
Remember the dates, J anuary 10th to 19th.
profitable outing.

We

Illililliliiilllillililli!!^

PRESTON

Crown

Furniture

Limited

Ontario
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Period

No. 85 ROCKER

LIVING

ROOM

LIBRARY
CONSOLE

OFFICE

Complete

The

H.

line shown

Krug

SUITES
AND

TABLES

BOOKCASES,

SUITES

LADIES'

MIRRORS

DESKS

CHAIRS

at factory.

Furniture
KITCHENER,

You

are invited.

Company,
ONT.

Limited
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(NAME ON REQUEST)
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PLAN TO-NIGHT.
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How

We

Get

and

Keep

Business

in Our

Town

One of the prize essays from retail merchants to the Manitoba Branch
of the Retail Merchants' Association — Some excellent suggestions.
By GORDON McKAY
osito-day is an entirely different prop
BUSINESS
tion to what it was fifteen or twenty years ago.
Competition has become so keen, the inroads oi
the mail order houses have become so big; margin of
a success
profit has been cut so fine that a man to make
ness.
busi
his
of
es
angl
all
y
y
stud
ingl
must everlast
He
guy.
wise
The farmer of to-day is a pretty
and
abetted
aided,
is
he
and
i
comes from Missour
coached by the mail order literature. He can read his
can quote you any price m it
catalogue backward and not
in it.
as well as some that are

Must Put Business on Business Basis

out a statement at the end of each month, showing
cash receipts, amount of goods bought, expense under
different headings, percentage of profit and the percentage of expenses, and this work takes up about five
minutes of my time daily, -and believe me I am no
scholar.

Less "I Can't" and More "I Can"
Men will tell you that you cannot run a cash store in
this country. Tommyrot, it can be done. It is being done, successfully. If the retail merchant of to"I can't" and more of the
of the
lesswill
day would think
"I can's."
If he
wake up, come alive, take off
his coat, clean up his windows, let a little sunshine in,
smile, have a good word for his opposition, leave the
mail order houses alone. Because the merchant must
awaken to the fact that the mail order houses are running a legitimate business and that they are running
it in a mighty business-like way. Go thou and do
likewise. Don't blame the other fellow; go out in
the woods and take a good look at yourself. If you
don't find something you can improve upon you had
better get out of the retail business, or the business
will soon put you out.
The Matter in a Nutshell

To get and keep trade the first thing to do is to put
your own business on a systematized business basis,
bo you know what it is costing you to do business?
"What is your per cent, profit? Do you take your discounts? Do you consistently and persistently advertise? Have you an up-to-date mailing list and do
you use it? In short are you a business man or are you
simply a storekeeper? I believe that if the country
merchant buys light and buys right ; sells his goods on
as narrow a margin as is safe, and he ought to know
what that margin is if he keeps a proper set of books;
that if he lets the public know he
has the goods and the prices; that
he means business and goes at it
EDITORIAL NOTE
in a business-like way that he will
and sagaof practical ed
GOOD dealadvice
But. he has to
in the
get the business.
is contain
cious
agbe first, last and aJl the time everan
by
article
anying
accomp
western merchant. It _ is
gressive
Let a man
lastingly on the job.
written in a breezy manner by a live
get thoroughly interested in his
and enthusiastic retailer and is worth
business as a sporting proposition
the careful perusal of every reader.
Tt should be the means of enthusing
and he will find it the most fascinating game in the world.
even the most listless dealer— inspirSystem in your store.
ett'ort and study
put greater
him to
.
business
into inghis
Service to your customers.
the
An important point m-ade is that
Sand in your system.
his business on a
get
should
dealer
Those three alone will go a
business basis. Too many stores are
long way towards trimming the
ed in a haphazard manconduct
beingner that
does not work for success. As
fallacy of the mail order houses.
Mr. McKay states in his article — well,
Men will tell yon it takes too
read the article and see what he Fiavs
much time. It's too complicated.
for yourself. It is not lengthy— he
of practical adhaven't got the education to open
a wealth
has boiled
vice down into
small space.
That's
books.
of
run a set
up and
all
rubbish.
Personally, I get

In a nut shell —
Get your business on a business
basis.
Give service, and it's a mighty
big word is service, to your customers.

Put brains, energy and enthusiasm into your work, and before long you will be looking for
a safe place to invest your surplus
cash.
Editorial note — We will be
glad to have readers send us
along their views on any retail
(fuestions or methods that they
have used or are using to build a
more profitable busilarger and
ness. We will appreciate them
and so will your fellow dealers.
Lot us hoar from you.
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Advertising and its relationship to successful business — Command
Be fair
your hand to guide the pen, but guide it thoughtfully —to expand.
to your future, give your business a fair opportunity
Bu JOSEPH R. SKALETAR
Manager, The Crescent Home Furnishers, Winnipeg, Man.
"Had I known of this store last
month, I eei'tainly would liav3
bought ray dhaing suite right here.
"A friend of mine suggested that
I never
I try your furniture — why store
up
knew there was a furniture
here at all."
After two years of being eonfronted continually with such disastrous and telling remarks, we took
upon ourselves the important duty
of trying to ascertain the cause of
existing conditions — and the possihility of successfully wading out of
the rut we so brilliantly succeeded in
getting into.

of merchandise, as.suniing that it is
some staple that he would like to
possess. The first, to suggest to
him that the article is offered at a
low price. The second, that it has
unusually good (luality. The third,
that it is unusually attractive in
a[)pearanee or style.
You had Customer
Talk as ifBefore
You

If a merchant has a customer face
to face, and is trying to persuade
him to buy a certain article, he does
not use flowery English nor does he
try to be funny. He states the
ng it to be low for. the
price, believi
People Weren'tStore
Visiting Upstairs
value. Then he tells in a few simple
words the reasons why the material
. We concluded that business was
is unusually good in quality, or why
not coming our way. for one reason.
it is particularly neat in design.
The people who's patronage we were
A good advertisement mentions all
Joseph R. Skai-ktar
seeking were not acquainted with us.
these three elements. Price is generally the very first importance. _A
The majority were not even aware
upan
is
store
Our
well-written unless definite
not
is
existed.
store
sement
our
of the fact that
good adverti
figures are given. The next thing is to give a few
stairs showroom, but away from the main business section of the city. It was a fact that shoppers passing
facts indicating the worth of the article. The third
never
would
city,
our
of
sections
business
main
the
is to say something about its style. Those principles
by
in a decade be attracted towards entering our showare so simple that no merchant needs to worry because
attraction
outer
of
can not hire an advertising expert. Talk to the
he
means
no
had
we
room, because
in
at that time. "Satisfaction to our customers," Avas newspaper audience as you would talk to the buyer
our only advertisement.
motives
ental
fundam
your store. Stick to the three
of price, quality, appearance.
Taking a Step Forward
Monthly Circular Brings Good Results
We concluded that as long as we had the nierwalking
e
From the spring of 1913 until the present day. the
chandise, and were within a reasonabl
distance from car lines — there doubtless must be some
day T write these lines, our change in policy and our
means and methods to attract the buying public. We
desire to make our business pay (we had in mind the
were eonfronted with one big obstacle at the outset of furniture stores on the main streets) has placed us in
our initial attempt. We feared the expenditure of control of an immense business, conducted in the same
hard earned dollars for the purpose of buying space in showrooms, upstairs on the fourth floor.
the daily newspapers.
The accompanying circular issued monthly, is a
All I have written above is a story of conditions as medium which has never yet failed to do its allotted
they held sway here in 1912.
work. In this circular we give a general description
Merchants who cannot afford to hire a man with
of what we are offering in the way of inducements to
our customers ,and prospective customers. The
special training for advertisement writing, sometimes
ements
advertis
writing
in
say that they have difficulty
articles described and illustrated, with careful exactthat interest the public. Many merchants cannot
ing reproductions, are changed in each issue, and
write notices with literary finish and smart epigrams,
attract thousands of home-lovers, who seek to furnish
which any mertheir homes at a saving. They readily understand
but there are a few basic principles by ment.
chant can write an effective advertise
that by our elimination of downstairs high rentals, they
are effected a saving in price.
Some Hints on Advertising
We are careful to keep check on the boys who disSpeaking flowery English or imaginative sentences
tribute our circulars, and we see to it that every ciroften do more harm in an ad. than they do good.
cular, of the 35.000 Ave issue monthly, finds its Avay to
or
left on the. porch
not to be.
home, et
of there
inside
the the
They amuse or interest the public in the writer, but
.
st
on
writer
the
goods
the
in
people
the
they do not interest
is trying to sell. There are three ways in which a
Our experience Avith the layout of advertising copy
person can be induced to interest himself in an article and cuts attracts the most critical furniture cranks.
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d up by half page adThis monthly circular is followe
vertisements once a week, in the daily papers.
Now that we have been bringing our name before
we enthe buying public for five years continually—
to
reason
no
is
this
But
joy a steady flow of trade.
expendi
sing
adverti
our
in
iation
appropr
curtail the
ture. Advertising with us has proven a good invest-n
ment—the older we grow, the stronger we maintai
our lead, and the more space we utilize. Of course, an
dull seasons we employ the more unique and original
methods known to advertising men of standing.
Good Ad. Copy Requires Study

In the average furniture store the ad. man is required to write copy, wait on trade at times, and perhaps look after the window trimming. T say "in the
average store." Writing a first-class ad.— the kind
that will bring the business— takes time and deep
thought, for no ad. will bring more business than the
headamount of brains used to produce it. Display
lines are what bother most of us, and I find that a
"look through" the high-grade magazines will net a
word or two frorii each magazine that will kindle the
imagination, and then it is easy to form a headline.
As regards the style of copy, I firmly believe in the
kind that may justl'v be called "original." Get away
from the cut-and-dried stuff, men. Get them to regard your ads. as "part of the paper." Carry a tone
the face to face kindof pleasantness in your copy—
surrounded bv a special border which the public will
soon recognize as yours, and they will read your ads.
much as they would look at a cartoon or any other item
of daily interest.
Day of "Circus" Copy Past
When the large number of items which must be advertised by the up-to-date furniture store makes it
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necessary to use large space, but to hold down the
expense, I suggest small, one column cuts. They
serve proportionately as well as the larger ones. My
ads. herewith show this. Many merchants of to-day
do not realize that the days for "circus" copy have
that all the public expect is a plain statepassed, and
ment of the facts and then be left alone to do a little
thinking for themselves. Just one hundred per cent,
salesmanship in advertising, not one hundred and
twenty-five.
After all, confidence when unmasked is merely
knowledge, and this is largely acquired by reading,
and when coupled with hard work and intelligent
big sucforesight it will bring any advertising man then
it
cess. Merchandise is dumb — until seen;
the
into
people
bring
To
words.
than
speaks louder
store to see the merchandise — to speak for the merchandise until it can speak for itself— is the first step
in advertising.
Ads. and Salesmanship

Advertising must be fair to the merchandise as well
as to the people it invites into the store.
We constantly keep in mind, and have as our motto,
Best Qualitv — Lowest possible prices — Prompt service
—and "THE CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS RIGHT."
Our advertisements serve as our salesmen, and the
best definition of a salesman I know, is — one who sells,
satisfies both employer and customer, justly serving
the interests of both, using originality and initiative
constantly to increase sales, without misrepresentation
or losing customers by selling something not Avanted.
Cultivating dependable speech, that inspires and holds
confidence — that is truly an asset to any employer.

glie — "You had no business to kiss me."
It was pleasure."
He: "It wasn't business.

Boy CRESCENT Furniture
CRESCENT Savings In price. Belo^
- .^^„., „»„ . ^f^m
—
—r
•»
placing your order examine our
Economy
Homc-Rcal
in M
Hconomy
are boand to be satislied."
p^c«-lags. You wllf flw^ys be pleased wllh oUy ^iuaHly. For November we oiler special concessions. Voo

rliclc
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"Home Furnisher," is the name that J. A. Banfield
of Winnipeg, Man., applies to himself. Likewise one
of the prominent slogans of his store is, "Everything
for the home." The aim to supply everything for
the home that customers may desire and an effort to
give first-class service, have been responsible for the
most successful home furnishbuilding up of one of the
ing businesses in the West.
Business Established in 1879

The business was established in 1879 by A. F. Banfield, a brother of the present owner. J. A. Banfield
the
became a partner fifteen years ago, and later, on has
death of his brother, took over the business. It
occupied its present quarters on Main St., for thirty
of the conyears. At the time of the establishment
cern it occupied a floor space of 2,500 square feet. Now
it cover 55,000 square feet, an increase of 2.200 per
cent.
Conducts Two Stores
The main store and headquarters of the business are
at 492 Main St. Here a five-story building, owned by
Mr Banfield, is occupied entirely by the business. The
store is 165 feet deep and runs through to Albert St.,
where it also has a frontage and entrance. A retail
furniture store is also operated at 630 Notre Dame, by
Mr. Banfield. In addition to these two stores, the
business requires extensive warehouses. There are
three in number, located at 902 Home St., 690 McGee
St., and 656-60 Young St.
Talking Machines Featured

Nine departments have been added to the business in
recent years, and the stock now comprises everything
that
required to furnish the home. One department
g
has become a big feature is that devoted to talkin
trade
city
big
a
is
only
Not
ds.
recor
machines and
madone but the store has reached out for talking
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chine business throughout the province. In the rural
sections where there are fewer means of entertainment
than in the city, the need of talking maeliines as a
source of amusement is more strongly felt, and according opportunities for sales are good.
Mr. Banfield has surrounded himself with eompeteiiT
men so that the best of service is given to customers in
all departments. Mr. Banfield takes a deep interest
in Association matters, being a past president of The
Retail Merchants' Association.

KEEP

A WAITING

LIST FOR CAREFUL

BUYER

When you don't have what Jones wants, don't
rily think that you've got to change Jones'
necessa
mind. That's long and tiresome— and he may have a
word to say himself. Instead, keep a Waiting List for
Jones— and all his purchasing family. The things
a
you haven't got. but which somebody wants, mmake
time
note of it. Three weeks should be the maximu
such order. If Jones can't wait
ed totabfillitany
reqiiirone,
down anyway. It will remind you
even
of what to add to your line— for the next Jones, who
is legion.
TREAT TRAVELLER AS A PARTNER
On the other hand, easily the strongest impression
which you can make on the buyer will be the ability
to deliver from the floor any reasonable amount of
furniture that he may require. Foresight rather than
hindsight. That is Avhy buying nowadays is really a
problem of keeping up with the market and the trade.
Reading the trade press. And talking shop, not for
amusement, but to learn the newest angles. You re
salesman m the
a partner with the manufacturer's
business of service. . Treat him as a partner— and
cash in on the dividend
"Show me a business man whose heart is right and I
In our
will show you one whose advertising is clean.
more
doing
are
we
ing,
advertis
truthful
for
t
movemen
than merely making business better. We are making
men better. "—Julian Wetzel.

which bedroom fu-niture was featured.
Window display by the Pa.uet Con^pany, of Quebec, in
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No. 800- -Handsome new chesterfield beinff shown by tlie Faniubarson-Giflord Co., Limited, of Stratford
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of Furniture

Appeals to People
Says ThoroIJ Dealer

Corn^
furniture department of the T. Critelli
nd
seco
e
entir
the
ies
pany of Thorold, Ont., occup moving of goods to
floor of their building, the
an
and from the department being made easy bystore
electric elevator. The newest addition to the
that is used especially hi conis a large delivery truck
nection with the furniture department. Mr. ^-riteUi
th<i
believes that, in this department especially, one ot
pt
prom
a
e
of
ranc
assu
greatest drawing cards is the
furni
ot
piece
new
delivery. When people buyghsome
about them to want to
ture there is just child enou
t.his
see that bit of furniture in the home. Therefore,
that
ed
prov
has
new equipment has been added and it
the idea was a good one. This truck is not nsed in
ection
the general deliverv of the store, but m conn
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runs only a block or so from the site of the store was
termination. As there were some
'to a sudden
brought hundre
d men engaged in this work within a
fifteen
reasonable distance of Thorold, it will be readily seen
that the cessation of this activity meant quite a blow to
merchants of the town. The Critelli Company were,
of course, among the suiferers. but they figured that
there was enough business in the vicinity to provide i
very satisfactorv trade, and they went after it with a
will so that at "the present time the store has picked
through this
up a good deal of the trade that \yas lost
unforeseen cessation of work. This business, too. is
on a surer foundation because it is being done among
the stable population of the town and its vicinity.
For one thing the people of the vicinity take a pride
ill the store that Avould do credit to many a larger
place and the verv character of the establishment has
drawing
been 'one of the most forcible arguments in arrange
d
trade People like to deal at an attractively
proved
been
has
that
tion
proposi
a
is
This
store.
over and over again.

GOOD

TIME

FOR COMBINATION

SALE

The present would be a good time to stimulate trade
by a combination sale. It will also help to nudge of
s should be cothe results of advertising. The article
related in nature. For instance, The Furniture
Record suggests the following:

BEDROOM FURNISHING
1 pair sanitary pillows
11 read
ing mat
latre
Royal
mpss

View of furniture department of T. Critelli Co., Thon Id, Ont.

with this department of the store it has proved itself
an invaluable adjunct. There are times, too, when
special deliveries are required and the distances are
In such cases
too great for the regular delivery rigs. value.
this new equipment has proved of great

Keeping Separate Records for Each Department
Thouo-h all under one roof and one management, each
Against
department is kept separate from the other. expense
s.
ad
overhe
the
of
portion
a
each is charged
to
The stock is of course, credited to the department
to
d
credite
ly
similar
are
sales
All
which it belongs.
ot
record
a
way
this
In
ned.
concer
the department
e
each department is always available and it is possibl
fair
pulling
is
ment
depart
a
at any time to see whether
with the rest of the store. In this way if any depart_
ment is seen to be lagging it is possible to get behind
the
it and speed it up. In other words there is a 1 the
with
r
togethe
store
advantage of the individual
ation that is possible with the enlarged activico-oper
ties of the general store.
Situated as the store is. in the town of Thorold, a
m
town particularly favored for a place of its size
scope
fine
a
is
there
ns,
concer
g
cturin
large manufa
for business. The store reaches out over a widr
y for its trade and has built" up ga
stretch of countr
fine business o na basis of good service. At the openin
that
of the war the work on the new Welland canal

SPECIAL
$ 5-00
12.00
'
$23.00

$19.50
Combination sale price
As a rule three articles are enough to offer in a set:
A «ewino- chair, a sewing table and a sewing basket ; a
child's high chair, bassinet and utility box; a nursery
baby yard : a jardiniere stand, a
a go-car
chair, iere
_
_
fancy watering pot.
and t a and
jardin
induce
to
is
n
natio
combi
Now the object of such a
set and to make
people 'to come to you at the time you would
otherwise.
they
than
ps
perha
ase
purch
a larcrer
tive your
distme
made
and
In short you have arranged
ned.
concer
are
es
articl
those
as
r
insofa
ss
busine
own
which
value
l
It will pay to look ahead for one speciathe whole so as
can be included to reduce the price of
r ot
to offer an inducement which will clinch a numbe
Stilus
Combination sales ofi'ering a special price should not
ss is enbooks, and so cash busine
be placed upon the comes
a dull season in the very
couraged There
and a
nature of things at certain times of the year,
ied
dignif
a
m
up
ed
follow
sales
series of combination
even
may
It
time.
this
at
ss
busine
way will stimulate
giving the
be well to get out small cards in advance,
d in comoffere
be
to
s
dates and an idea of the article
bination upon those dates.
sfully
One store which has used this method succes
cards
these
of
one
out
mails
ns
seaso
al
during sever
a
mers,
custo
e
charg
all
of
with the monthly statement
have
they
as
offer
al
speci
the
of
ce
month in advan
two
found it wise to run the combination sales durmg
es
receiv
also
list
ed
select
a
particular months. Then
mailge
posta
2-cent
a
under
nts
the same announceme
the
ins The rest of the public must depend upon
mation of what is doing from
apers
newspto
time
time. for infor
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One of the new chesterfields of the Gjld MeJal Fiunilure Co., of Caimda
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Inventory

That gives accuracy in this statement and brings
out much information of value to the merchant.

GOOD management is not a matter of guess-work.
You don't use good .iudgment when you guess.
There is only one right way to do a thing. To
give you a proper basis for future control a system
should be installed properly.
The first thing to do is to take an inventory of your
stock. This is the only way you can be sure that
future information shown by the system is going to be
accurate. This stock-taking cannot be too exact. It
is con.sidered the best business practice not to value
your stock at more than what you paid for it, even if
it is worth more, because if you did you would be anticipating profits which might never be realized. The
proper way to inventory your stock is to value it at
what you paid for it unless the value has depreciated,
in which case you would take the lessened value. It
doesn't pay to fool yourself on what you are worth by
valuing goods which have been in stock a long time at
prices no one Avould pay for them.
In taking inventory it will be Avell to use a slip or
The
o.ard such as the one shown here.
by use of such

by
Sheet No.
Called
Enter Ed by

Inventory
Departnent
Location

Page
191
Priced by
F.TtenHed bv
Examined

Kxoiilleiit form of inventory sliref in which stock istakenat
both ost atifl retail prices. Read the advantages of this form
in accompanying ai tirie.
slips or cards will systematize your stock-taking and
will enable you to check it up readily. The sheets or
cards can be numbered so that if any are lost you will
know about it.
These sheets should be numbered and filed away in
binders after the extensions have been made. Each
sheet should be totaled, but the totals should not be
carried from sheet to sheet. Add up each sheet separately and then add the totals of the sheets for each

department, both for cost and retail prices. In this
way you will get the total value of your stock in each
department.
Re-arrange Stock During Inventory
At inventory time it would be a good idea to arrange
the stock in your store so that goods of one department
are brought as close together as possible. This will
facilitate checking, and will be a great help in buying
and selling. You will soon learn to know where every
article in your store is located: you will have no
trouble in finding it; and when new stock comes in
you will know where to place it.
With the use of these .sheets your inventory taking
will be simplified, and any number of people can help
to take stock without interfering with each other.
At best, inventory taking is something that the retail merchant is not very enthusiastic about. He
dreads the time when he must stay up nights and "take
stock"; it generally means that his store will be
turned upside down for several days. This bug-bear
can be eliminated to a great extent if the stock is
divided into departments and a stock record is kept.
Each department can be inventoried at a time of the
year when its stock is low. This Avill permit of inventorying atall times of the year, one department at
a time, instead of trying to do the job at one time. It
is much more satisfactory to check one department at
a time and avoid the confusion that is generally attendant upon stocktaking.
Suggestions for Stock Taking
You should remember to keep track of sales made
during inventory taking, so that when you have finished your inventory sheets will show the actual stock
you have on hand.
These inventory sheets will show the department, the
article, its location in the store, the names of the
clerks who call off the quantities and enter them, and
also those who extend and examine the figures.
Columns are provided for the quantity, the imit
(dozen or gross, etc.), a description of the article,
the unit cost, the unit retail price, the total cost, and
the total retail price. The unit cost is the price for
each article, or for each dozen, gross, etc.. and
The tota^
the unit retail price is the sellingtheprice.
quantity by the
cost is obtained by multiplying
nnit cost, and the total retail price is obtained by
multiplying the quantity by the unit retail price.
By having one clerk call and another clerk list the
stock, and then have someone else go over the extensions that you as proprietor make, acciiracy will be insured, and every one engaged in stoQk taking will be
careful. You will also be ab^e to check and
more errors.
trace
Advantage of Price Sheet^

A good many retail merchants kee.;^io record of
r they
the prices they pay for merchandise. Wheneve
want to reorder a stock of goods they either have to
urer
depend upon the word of the jobber or manufact
that a certain price was paid for the last lot or they
must search through a lot of invoices, which may not
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HEINTZMAN

GERHARD

Phonographs

PERFECTION is a slow process— but
ANY other process is STILL SLOWER.
Realizing this, and knowing only too well that
improvements in Phonograph building could
readily be made, we have striven towards
perfection when we placed upon the market
Gerhard

The

Heintzman

Phonograph
It is an instrument as good as is humanly
possible to produce in Tone, Quality, and
Outward Appearance as well.
The Gerhard Heintzman Phonograph comes
in 8 models and finds ready sale anywhere at
$51, $75,
$180,

$100,

$225,

$138,
$400

$300,

The cabinets are double-veneer on threequarter inch solid core, and are made in
Walnut, Mahogany, Circassian, Fumed and
Mission Oak.
A

Splendid

Opportunity

is offered to a progressive furniture dealer in
every Canadian city or town who understands and appreciates the advantages of a
high-grade, reasonably- priced Phonograph
as a selling force.
We can also supply you with Records
from the largest and finest Record
house in the world.
WRITE

US TO-DAY

Gerhard
Heintzman
Limited
75 Sherbourne
TORONTO

St.
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25 WEST

FACTORIES:
CHICAGO
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Phonograph
INCOKPORATEU
NEW

Supply

Co.

YORK

ELYRIA, OHIO ; NEWARK, N. J. PUTNAM, CONN.
ATLANTA

Your

WORLD

SEATTLE

Dealer

Selling

CINCINNATI

TORONTO
Lumsden Building

Every

Point
Phonograph

Manufacturers

HEINEMAN

using the

MOTOR

Give their dealers an opportunity to talk motor service to
every prospective customer. It is known the world over
as "The Motor of Quality."

THE

MEISSELBACK
MOTOR

Is recognized everywhere as the perfect motor for highest
grade machines. It is backed by the Otto Heineman
Phonograph Supply Company with its service stations
from coast to coast. This motor has been adopted by
the leading talking machine manufacturers.
WE
AT

ARE
YOUR
DEAN

SERVICE

NEEDLES

With the acquiring of the John M. Dean Steel Needle
Plant, the Heineman Service becomes complete. The
strength of our new position is at once apparent to the
talking machine trade of Canada.
Canadian Branch:
LUMSDEN

BUILDING,

TORONTO
Praiitnl
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RECORD
^DEPARTMENT.

BOUGHT FROM

RETURNS
TOMERS
BY CUS-

UNIT
NET RETAIL
COST
UNIT PRICE

An excellent form of buying and stock record. It is explained in accompanying article.
be filed in any systematic order. Price cards or sheets
should be kept by every retailer of every article carried in stock. this is the only way a complete and
correct record will be always on hand ready for reference in ease of necessity. Such a record need not be
lesmade at one time, but the work can be materially
sened if it is done at the time inventory is taken, because agood deal of the information recorded on the
inventory sheets can also be used on the price cards or
sheets. However, such a price card record can be
started in a small way whenever purchases are made
and can be built up gradually. These cards or sheets
can be filed by departments in alphabetical order so
that they can be easily referred to. A record like this
will tell you at a glance where you can buy any item
in your store on the best terms.
A Combination Price and Stock Record
The form illustrated is a combination price, buying,
and stock record. Such a record will show you the
prices you have paid in the past for merchandise, the
location of the stock in your store, the minimum quantity that you should carry, as well as the maximum
above which you should not allow the stock to accumulate. You will know where you can buy goods
to the best advantage, what trade and cash discounts
you have been receiving and what you have been selling the goods for.
By checking off your daily sales on the right hand

side" of the sheet you will always have a perpetual
inventory and know exactly which articles are selling
and which are a dead weight on your hands and_ are
tying up capital. You want to push those articles
which sell because they are the ones that produce a
is no deprofit for you. Merchandise for which there
mand should be sold out, since it not only uses up
money, the inspace in your store, but it ties up your
terest on which must be borne by goods that sell
quickly. The secret of success in retail merchandising
is to keep stock down and sales up. _This will insure
maximum business on minimum capital.
Perhaps the majority of retail dealers keep
no record of thoir stock whatever. To these it would
appear (luite a task to change to a complete perpetual
inventory. The best way is to keep a check on one
department at a time, or on a few articles, and gradually to complete the stock record. This can be easily
done if you inventory one department at a time as
suggested in a preceding paragraph.

The inventory sheet illustrated provides for taking
stock at both cost and retail prices. This is desirable,
since you will then know the mark-up on each article
you carry in stock, and you Avill know when you sell
that article whether or not you make the gross profit
you originally anticipated. The retail price is also
necessary if you do not keep an actual perpetual inventory, but only an approximate book inventory. To
profits under this method you must know
your
figure
the average per cent, of mark-up for each department.
The two methods of keeping stock, then, are the
folloAving: exact perpetual inventory and approximate
book inventory. An exact perpetual inventory can
be kept with the use of the form "Buying and Stock
Two Forms of Inventory
Record."
With this method of keeping stock you will enter information regarding your stock from the inventory
sheets, using one sheet or card for each article. Such
a sheet will last several years in most instances. The
value of a record kept in this way cannot be overesti
mated, and if you do not care to install it for vour entire business, it would be well to use it in connection
with certain commodities to find out whether or not a
profit is being made on those articles. The sales are
checked as they are made, so that you will know at all
what you have on hand of that particular
times
merchandise.
kind ofjust
The other method of keeping stock— an approximate
book inventory — can be used very easily and vnll require a minimum amount of work.. After you have
finished taking inventory you will sort the inventory
sheets by departments, add up the amounts for each
department, both at cost and selling prices. The difference between the two figures is the average mark-up
for the department. This difference or mark-up,
divided by the selling price, is the per cent, of mark-up.
This is the figure you will use for estimating your daily
profits on merchandise sold from that department, and
the same will be done for goods sold from other de-

partments.

NOVEL

METHOD

OF KEEPING
INVOICES

TRACK

OF

A novel method of keeping track of invoices received from wholesale houses is used by a retailer in
an Ontario city. An account register similar to that
used for keeping customers' accounts wherein the total
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owed to date is shown at each purchase, is utilized for
the purpose.
As each invoice comes in it is filed away in its proper
place, and at the end of the month the total can easily
be checked ot¥ with the statement rendered by the
wholesale house. This saves the trouble of posting
to an invoice book, which is a source of considerable
work especially with firms that goods are being received from pretty nearly every day.
SIMPLE RULE FOR FIGURING PROFITS
Editor Canadian Furniture World:
Re the problem which appeared in your October
issue, "A certain article costs $1 wholesale. .What
will it have to be sold for to allow a profit of 10 per
cent., after allowing 22 per cent, for cost of doing business?"
There is a simple rule by which all such problems
can be solved and which is easily remembered. It is
simply to add two ciphers to the rate per cent., and
divide by 100 plus or minus the said rate per cent.
The above problem in another form is: "How much
per cent, must I add to the cost in order to make 32
per cent, on the selling price?" If you divide 3,200
by 68 (i.e., 100 — 36) you will get 47 as the percentage
to be added to cost price. To prove it divide 4,700 by
147 and you get 32 as the percentage on the selling
price to equal 47 per cent, on cost.
If the question calls for a sum of money rather than
a rate per cent., then you divide said sum by 100 plus
or minus the rate per cent., as follows: I have a line of
goods marked at a uniform profit of 35 per cent, above
cost. I decide to close out this line and so offer the
goods at net cost.
A customer purchases $27.00

Records

Needed

for

a
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worth (marked price) — how much shall I charge him?
You simply divide 2700 by 135 and get 20.00 as the
answer.
The same rule holds good in figuring out the diffr-rence between bank discount and true discount. If f
present a three months note at the bank for discount
and they deduct $1.75 (i.e. 1% per cent.=7 per cent,
per annum) they would be really charging me 1.78
per cent.=7i/8 per cent, per annum. This is found by
dividing 1.7500 by 9.825 (100— 1.75). The reason of
this is that I am really borrowing only $98.25 from the
bank and they are charging $1.75 interest on the same,
truly, for the three months.
Yours
per cent,
which is equal to $1.78
E. D. SHAND.
FOUR

QUESTIONS

FOR THE DEALER.

Do you cultivate your existing customers with a view
information
getting
to
to ask
if they
are good about
payers.new ones? Don't forg. i

Do you question the traveling salesman as to how \<>
market at the best profits the goods you give him an
ordei' for? Salesmen acquire all kinds of information.
Do you take pains to make a <70od first impression
on new customers? Goods don't sell themselves. Thori''s
a personal side in sales.
Do you sit in silent dignity in your private office or
and customers? It's
clerkstouch
in with
mix who
do
:he you
dealer
keepsyour
in close
with everything
tvho has his store in good shape at all times, and whose
clerks are usually agreeable to their customers.
"I see Price has joined the army."
"Good!
If he doesn't advance rapidly he'll be
different from all the other prices."

Good

Business

System

After inventory is an excellent time to inaugurate a good business system.
1. The Business Record, on which your daily transactions are summarized. Only a few entries are required daily, yet this Business Record will at all times
be a mirror of your business. It will show you every
day and any day your exact financial condition, and
being based on double entry, you will know that your
records are correct and that your books are in balance.
2. The Sales Analysis Record, on which your daily
sales, by clerks and departments, are tabulated. With
this information you can pay your clerks what they
earn and stimulate a friendly rivalry between them.
You will also know which departments are the business
producers.
You will be able to watch your sales by days, months
and years, and establish standards by which to be
governed in the future.
3. The Purchase Record, on which are entered all
your purchases, classified by departments, with the
amount of the purchases and the date on which they
any dismust be paid in order to receive the benefit of Analysis
count. Used in connection with the Sales
Record you will be able to tell the exact condition of
your stock at any time.
4. The Monthly Inventory and Merchandising Summary, which will aid you in making a statement of

earnings and expenses for comparison with other
months. It gives you in concrete form a picture of
your month's operations and the condition of your
business up to date. On the reverse side provision is
made for a monthly inventory by departments and a
summary of your sales, purchases, expenses, and
profits. These charts of your business experience are
in handy form for future reference. You will be able
to show your banker or your jobber that your business
is healthy and sound, and that your credit is good.
With these four simple tools for complete accounting
you will have before you the facts of your business in
such a way that you will know what to do next in your
merchandising, just what stock to push, just what stock
to buy, where the expenses are a little heavy and should
be reduced, or where you can afford to spend a little
more to aid in doing a bigger business and making
more profit.
The whole thought in devising this system is to
make it a guide to better retailing instead of a mere
matter of record keeping. All the necessary details
are cared for in such a simple way that you will know
each morning exactly how you stand. No nierchant
can direct his business properly without having just
such facts constantly available.

Canadian
TORONTO

rurniture
JANUARY

The dawn of the New Year brings
with it greater hopes and aspirations to everyone of an ambitious
nature, but especially to the business man, who is constantly looking forward to greater
attainments. We feel that our readers are ambitious
enough to be looking forward to greater things during
wish for everyone
the coming year and our New Year's
is that their plans for 1918 may be fully realized.
It is a good thing for the business man to start off the
year with a certain definite plan of what he intends to
do during the succeeding twelve months. It is all very
well to resolve that you are going to establish new records during the coming year, but these are much more
be accomplished if they are based on some deto plans.
likely finite

Make Definite
Plans for the
Year Ahead

With the closing of the year
comes the compiling of sales
records for the past twelve
months in order to ascertain
what progress has been made during the year, and
how such progress compares with past years. At
least, that used to be the procedure, in order to get
a preliminary idea, at any rate, of the year's success,
but in the past couple of years it has not been a safe
gauge to follow in sizing up the year's work, for the
simple reason that one cannot tell by sales what profit
has been made. Under advancing prices and accompanying reduction in profit percentages, the
dealer can form no accurate idea of what he has really
by sales totals, is to badly misdoing.
been lead
oneself. To gauge
The only way to correctly ascertain the true results
financial stateof the past year's work is to compile anet
profit of the
ment that will show exactly what the
business during the past year has been. That is the
only safe basis on which to form an opinion of the
last year's success.
And that is what every dealer should do. To
neglect to do so is to court disaster. Too many
as a
dealers are at present living in a fool's paradise, sales
result of judging their progress by infiated
figures that are due in most instances to increased
selling prices on goods that are giving a smaller profit
return to the dealer. It may be a sad awakening
to some dealers to have their rosy dreams of unusual
progress upset by cold figures of actual profits, but it
is better to wake up now and get the business on a
safe and sane basis than to continue drifting along
to sure disaster, as not a few are doing to-day.
The way to ascertain exactly how you have fared
during the past year is to take an inventory, and make
out an accurate financial statement. The present is
a good time to look after it.

Gauge Progress
by Net Profits
This Year
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A criticism of not a few Christmas
windows was that the trimmer in
aiming for attractiveness and appropriate setting sacrificed the real aim of the display
— selling power. This can be pardoned to a certain
extent during the Xmas campaign when it is particularly desirable to get the public imbued with the
Christmas spirit, but is something that generally should
be guarded against. Attractiveness is certainly desirable, but to secure it, selling power should not be
sacrificed.
Merchants aiming to make their window displays
overly attractive should not lose sight of the fact that
they are apt to spoil their chances for sales through too
artistic an appointment. In arranging an attractive
window display, yet one that sells goods, the trimmer
must bear in mind that he cannot afford "to give way
to the artistic exclusively. This would be a disadvantage to the selling force, if there was any, and
hence the punch would be lost.
Sacrificing selling power to make a window attractive is utter folly, yet it is a practice closely followed
by many merchants in their anxiety to make their
window displays so attractive that they will tend to
sell goods themselves. One case in particular which
gained recognition because of its attractiveness, was
found to be absolutely without any drawing power
for sales in the least. When the merchant was questioned, he stated that it was his desire to give the
people something pretty to look at, regardless of
whether or not he could capitalize it. Such an act
was shortsightedness, and some retailers would wince
if told they were guilty of such a thing.
They are, but they do not realize it, and right here
is where the mistake comes, they do not profit by their
error, but seem content with self-satisfaction, regardless of what the results may be. Satisfying one's
taste may be all right, but never when it is derogatory
to the interests of the business. Whatever else a
merchant does, he should never sacrifice his selling
value in window displays to secure attractiveness.
Window displays must be made to sell their contents, and it behooves every retailer to commence to
realize this right now, and make his window displays
prove that he thoroughly understands the proposition.

Make Displays
Sell Goods

If you want to get the trade you
have to have the goods to sell.
It is good business to be able to
supply all the wants of customers. A. B. Whitman,
of Emerson, Man., put the matter very nicely in his
prize essay submitted to the Manitoba R.M.A, He
said:
"Our experience is that the foundation of sales results is the stock carried. We believe in carrying
a complete stock of the goods our customers want.

Keeping
in Shape Stock
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Have you ever heard your customer say: 'Oh, it's no
have anything you want?'
use going
country business goes to the
muchnever
that they
believethere,
We
city in lines that country merchants overlook because
they do not realize the demand. Our policy is, find
out what our customers want, and what new demands
can be created, and stock those goods.
The second point we have found worth while is to
promptly obtain any items out of stock. This applies
especially to articles for which the demand is not
heavy enough to keep. How does a customer feel, on
going in one store for an article and being told, 'we
are out,' with no further offer of service, and then
going in the next store and getting the answer, 'We
next mail?" Which
have ittodown
but we
are
storeout,
drives
its can
customers
the mail order people?
We try to get the reputation of keeping everything
our customers want, or if out, of getting it at once."
m * *
Increasing Average There are probably few dealers
Sales
who know to a nicety the value of
the average sale per customer per
may have an approximate idea.
many
good
A
day.
But it is the exact and not the approximate knowledge
we have in mind.
To acquire this knowledge ought not to be difficult.
From the cash register knowledge could be acquired
as far as the cash sales are concerned. In the absence
of a cash register a pencil and pad could be made to
serve the purpose, while the books would supply the
information regarding the credit sales.
Of course it would not be worth while to go to the
trouble of acquiring knowledge regarding the average
sale per customer unless it was to be utilized for the
benefit of the business.
But why should it not be so utilized? Why, for
example, should it not, after the experiment had been
carried on, say for a week or a month, be made to
serve as a stimulus for increasing the average sale per
customer? That it could be made to serve such a
Durpose there can be no doubt.
The probability of the results warrants the venture.

TRAIL"
THE
"HIT
A real slraight-from-the-shoulder talk to the
listless dealer
Editor's note — We don't know who wrote the following scorching denunciation of the listless merchant.
he
It reads like Billy Sunday stuff, but we don't think
has started to lend his energies to the salvation of retail stores as yet. Anyway, it was sent along to us
top.
by a subscriber with "Oh, Boy!" written at the
We commend the spirit if not the language of the
article.

slab-sided lobster, so you're trying to
WELL,run you
a store with a system of rotten bookkeeping which would be a disgrace to a Chinese
uey
chop-s
joint, are you? Why don't you pull your
head out of the mud and look around you and see
what intelligent men are doing? Why don't you know
something about your business if you are going to try
to be a business man? The fact is, there are about
nine out of every ten men who are running stores, who
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ought to be driving a buss or acting as chiropodist in
a blacksmith shop, and you may be one of them.
You may be one of those idiots who thinks that success in business means skinning your local competitor. You may be one of those shoot-mouth, mudslinging merchants who knocks his competitor,^ cuts
under his prices, sneaks up behind and stabs him in
the back and walks across the street to avoid talking
to him. Why, you miserable hyphenated apostle of
Benedict Arnold and Judas Iscariot, don't you know
that such a policy will get your everlasting, starspangled goat? Isn't it possible to pound enough
sense into your marble-topped skull to make you
realize that you merchants in the little towns ought to
be the best friends in the world? Your real competitors are not in your town at all; your competitors are
the big department stores, the mail-order houses, and
their ilk. Get that point, for the love of Mike, if you
don't get anything else.
Some of you write advertisements that would make
an angel weep ; then you cuss the newspaper and say
that advertising doesn't pay and you are going to put
in trading stamps, or else you play the sucker to some
slick bul-eon artist who offers to take all the worry
and bother of running your store off your hands if
you will hand his company .$398, of which he gets 75
per cent. He tells you they have a co-operative
scheme which will make you rich without any effort
your part. Yes, you poor fool, it's a fine
whatever onthe
agent and for the man who sits at his
thing — for
roll-top desk and rakes in your dough.
Say, how about that inventory of yours? Did you
take one last year? Did you? Maybe you sort of
salved your conscience by taking one without carrying
it out, or maybe you put in those old dead-and-buried
accounts of yours at twice what they were worth in
order to make a better showing. Just keep that up a
you heathen, and some day a frowzy, redfew years,
faced
man with a tin star on his vest and some legal
documents in his pocket will make you a visit.
What are you doing with your brains anyway? The
Almighty gave you a stock of brains — you didn't have
to buy them on thirty days, 2 per cent, off 10 — and
some of you don't appreciate the gift. You try to
make your legs and your arms do what your brain
ought to do. Make your brain work! I know some
merchants whose brain, if you could see it, would look
like a lousy, low-down railroad-yard bum, with a tin
can on his head instead of a hat, just because it has
been allowed to loaf on the job for so long that it can't
work. Put your brain to work, man ! Buy some good
business books and read them, study them. Subscribe to some decent, well edited trade papers and
read them; don't just glance at the headlines.
Take a brace! Don't imagine you know it all. Go
home and tell your wife that the devil was about to
take your business, biit you've decided to reform and
try to do things as they ought to be done. Hit the
trail!

Who exaggerates appeals only to
rE thatadvertiser
part of the puWie Which may be classed as
easy marks, and this class is not big enough to
very abnsy.
salespeople
keep tisethean article
that
sell itto atadverand better
dollar It's
as worth
price than it is to claim it is worth two dollars and
sell it for one. Even a sucker will quickly spot the
store that exaggerates in its advertising.
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Thoughts

the Editor's
Wm. J. Aryans

Season's Greetings Father Time has made another
revolution in the wheel of life,
to the Trade
and we find ourselves on the
threshold of another year with the fresh hopes and
new period always inaspirati
us. that the opening of a
stils inons
It is also a time for thankfulness for the many good
things that have been ours during the past year. While
.the gods of war still grind out relentlessly their grist
of pain and misery, somewhat dimming the festive sun
which is usually in the ascendency at this time, we can
all find much to be thankful for. And so it is well at
this time that Ave have the spirit of gladfulness and
goodwill in our hearts, and put forth every effort to
cheer and brighten the lives of those around us, trusting that another year will find the horrors of warfare
at an end and peace reigning supreme once more.
The Canadian Furniture World takes this opportunity of extending the season's greetings to its readers, trusting that the year 1918 will bring to each its
full share of happiness and prosperity.
* * «

Pen

to be able at this time to look back over the past
clear conscience.
year's work with a perfectly
* * *

The path of the retail merchant,
during the past year has not exactly been strewn with roses. He
has been confronted with many difficulties that have
made the conduct of business and the making of a
profit a far from easy matter.
The big obstacle to the smooth conduct of business
has been the lack of help. The large number of men
who have joined the colors, added to those who have
taken up other lines of endeavor because of the higher
wages obtainable, have badly depleted the staff of the
majority of stores. The situation has been relieved
to some extent by the employment of ladies and young
boys, but most of these required training for their
work, and the dealer had to give much time to such
training. In addition, the merchant has found it
necessary to keep a closer check on such clerks because of their inexperience, as well as look after dethat were formerly in charge of men who were
tails
trained for such work.
Furniture Dealers As we come to the end of another
year, one is wont to pause for a
Have Clear
prices have been another big problem of
moment in retrospect of the past theAdvancing
Conscience
furniture trade during the past year, making
twelve months, and size up the it a most difficult matter for the dealer to maintain his
accomplishments of that period. It is pleasing
profits, especially in the face of the fact that expenses
to know that one has done well in a financial
generally have also been increasing.
dewav, but such pleasure must be greatly have
ng expenses make a comRising prices and advanci
tracted from if the gains of the year
bination that is bound to prove a big detriment to the
not been secured in a perfectly upright and honest mansecuring of a reasonable profit, especially when they
ner. It is not enough to know that one has kept
en me on the top of big trends in the same direction
within the law, for an unscrupulous person can fre- during the previous two years. Every dealer will
quently do things for which he may not be punished,
admit that it has been so.
but which are nevertheless crimes in every sense of
the word.
One redeeming feature of the year's business has been
fact that the country has been generally prosperthe
nature
very
this
There have been many crimes of
ous, and that money has been quite free. Farmers
during the past few years because of the unusual op- have been getting good prices for their products, and
portunities that war conditions have presented for 1hose in industrial centres have been making good
those of unscrupulous character to profit at the exwages, and have accordingly been purchasing freely
pense of others. It is gratifying to know, however,
and paying up their accounts.
fre"
that the furniture trade has been generally
from any attempt to take undue advantage of the conWINTER WINDOW SETTING
.suming public.
free
is
A winter setting for a Avindow may be arranged by
It is (|uite evident that the furniture trade
infrom profiteering, and there are many outstanding
a snowflake pattern, made to resemble falling snowstances which go to show the great consideration Avhich
flakes. Cover the back and sides of the windoAv Avith
furniture dealers have had for the consuming public,
black calico, crepe paper, or paper muslin. Stick on
burden
the
lighten
to
efforts
best
putting forth their
. this groundwork tiny tufts of Avhite cotton at irregular
intervals. These can be attached Avith heavy glue, or
for their customers in this time of stress, quite freorder
in
way
quently sacrificing much in a financial
perhaps with pins, if necessary.
to do so.
But such furnitur-e dealers will receive their reward
Telephone courtesy begins when the bell sounds. No
in the satisfaction of knowing that such success as they
matter Avhat the message is. it should be treated
have attained has been secured through absolutely fair
courteously. Customers can easily be won or lost
It is a mighty pleasing thing over the telephone.
and upright methods.
1917 Has Been
a Strenuous Year
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of Interest to Merchants
Topics
- By W. L. EDMONDS
—

Prices may be still on the increase.
But so is the supply of money
which the people of Canada have
daily requirements. There isn't
their
for
any purchasing
doubt on that score. We can see signs of it on
every hand.
Should, hoAvever, there be anyone who is not satisfied with signs, and demands statistics to prove assertions, all he has to do is to turn to the bank returns
which are issued month by month by the Federal Department ofFinance. He will there find all the facts
he wants.
Take, for example, the bank returns for October,
and he will there find chronicled the fact that at the
end of that month the sum total of notes in circulation was nearly $190,000,000 of dollars, or over twentyfive dollars per head of population. A year ago the
amount was nearly forty-five million dollars less. Liars
lie.
may figure, but figures ■H"don't
^ ^
Money and
Prices

Another Evidence

But the notes in circulation is not
of Prosperity the only evidence of the prosperity of the Canadian people. Still
another kind of evidence is the amount of money on
deposit in the chartered banks of the country. These,
like the money in circulation, continue to pile up.
Last month they increased by $63,706,000. For a
month that is a pretty good jump. Compared with a
year ago they were larger by $177,321,661. All told
the amount on deposit was $1,480,849,299. A gain of
a little over nineteen millions will put them across the
billion-and-a-half mark.
With the Victory Loan the chances are against further increases at present. They may increase, notwithstanding, for the previous domestic loans did not
appear to have any appreciable effect on the sum of
money on deposit.
At any rate when we are investing in domestic loans
we are but merely transferring the money from one
pocket to another. And the beauty about it is that
by transferring the money from one pocket to another we are putting it from a place where it never
earns more than three per cent., to one where the
minimum of interest is 5'^/o per cent.
* * *
Still Adding
to Wealth

AND

While on the one hand the war is
increasing the burdens
of the
Provikind
a
Canadian people,
dence is permitting us to steadily increase in wealthproducing power. As a matter of fact the country
was never in all its history, producing wealth at the
rate it has been during the past year.
Take, for example, the agricultural industry. There
never was a year in all its history that it created as
much wealth as it did during 1917. Four or five years
ago we swelled with pride when from the crops of the
country a value of half a billion dollars was produced.
This year we more than doubled on that sum, substantial and all as it Avas at that time thought to be. The

total for this year will probably run so close to a billion and a quarter of dollars, that the minus margin
will be of little account.
Then, plus the agricultural industry of the Dominion,
is the manufacturing industry. It has never produced
on the scale it has been doing the past year. During
1915, which, as everybody knows was not a year of
marked activity, the productive value of the factories
of the country reached the total of $1,400,000,000.
That it will be fully two billions for 1917 there can
scarcely be any doubt.
The retailer who, in view of these conditions, is not
encouraged to get off his coat and get out after business, must be a pessimist of the most pronounced type.
* # *
Lotus Eaters
in Business

There are some people, and business men among them, who, when
times are good, are inclined to
join the lotus eaters; in other words, the crowd who
take things easy, and drift, rather than ply the oars.
In times like these it is better to develop action
than inertia. It is the summer time of business, not the winter. The fields are white unto the
harvest, and he who will may reap.
The farmer does not expect his crops to come to him.
He goes out and gathers them, and tucks them away in
his barn.
That is what the business man should do. There is
for every retailer in the country more business than
he has if he will stir himself and get it. A little more
effort will always land a little more business.
Business is not exactly like fishing. As every
fisherman knows there are certain days that no matter how patiently and persistently he may cast his hook
in inviting nooks, not a bite can be get, much more a
fish. But persistent effort in business is certain to
produce results.

In spite of the fact that money is
plentiful and business generally
rethat one
is one
there
t. thing
And that
neglec
this time
tailers should not at good,
thing is the collection of accounts.
In the first place overdue accounts, unless interest is
being charged, eat up day after day, a certain proportion of the retailer's profits. But what is worse still
is the possibility that if they are allowed to run on
month after m.onth, the day will arrive in some inthe debtor is unable^ to liquidate his
liabilities. stances, when
There are a number of retailers who have accounts
not beon their books long overdue, which are there,
cause the debtors are unable to pay them, but simply
because they prefer instead to keep their money in the
bank, earning interest. These men do not pay until
they are pressed to do so. This is a good time for the
retailer to do the pressing. Some day. judging by the
experiences of the past, he may not be able to collect,
no matter how he may press. And by that time, his
creditors, too, may be pressing.

Collection of
Accounts
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manufactured by the Canadian Rattan
rocker,
Well-shapedChair
Co., I.td., of Victorlaville, Que.

Buffet, made in quartered oak.
Clippendale
No. 5001— ChineseFrom
the Geo. McLagan line
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Living room suite manufactured
by Morlock Bros. Limited,
of Hanover, Ontario

ed by G. H. Hachborn and Co.,
New chair, manufactur
of Kitchener
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Possibilities

With the primary and manufacturing industries of the country more
than usually active, and all the trade barometers indicating prosperous conditions, the outlook is one that should impart confidence.
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS

WHILE one cannot foretell with certainty what
even a day may bring forth, much more a
year, yet, judging from the conditions obtaining to-day, the new year starts on its way under
auspices which are on the whole of a favorable character as far as the trade and commerce of the country
is concerned.

farmers of Canada have experienced big crop values.
Never in the history of the countrj' has the agricultural industry of the country enjoyed three such years
of prosperity. What this means to the financial and
commercial interests of the country is obvious.

It may be true that the situation is not in every detail perfectly satisfactory. With the possibility of
the war being prolonged for another year or two, and
the consecpient destruction of life and of capital, it
could scarcely be otherwise.
Where, however, there are any doubts as to the
future, they are more the etfect of psycologieal influences rather than that of concrete fact. Because
of the abnormally high prices which are obtaining,
some are fearsome regarding the possibility of being
caught with stock on hand which, by some sudden and
unexpected turn in the market, they may be compelled
to sell at a loss. That such an eventuality may develop,
it would be unwise to deny. And because it is possible it is well that business men should not anticipate
their re(|uirements to the extent that they did in the
years prior to the outbreak of the war. But on the
other hand it would be equally unwise for them to
pursue a policy that would lead to their stocks becoming ill-assorted. As a matter of fact, as every business man knows from experience, the difficulty at
present is to secure all the merchandise that is actually
wanted. That means, of course that stocks in the
country are being maintained at a low point. That in
turn means that for some time to come a surplus in the
hands of either manufacturers or merchants is not
probable. As long as that condition obtains, a very
marked decline in prices is not likely, at any rate in
the near future.

But it is not in the agricultural industry alone that
prosperity obtains. It is the same story in regard to
the manufacturing industry of the country. The
productive value of the factories of the country is on
a much higher scale than ever before. The total for
1917 is estimated at about two billions of dollars, which
is an increase of approximately 90 per cent compared
with three or four years ago. And furthermore, there
is a demand for their products which as a rule exceeds
their ability to supply. From this condition of affairs
the wage earners, as well as the manufacturers, arc
beneficiaries, their income being on a much higher
scale than ever before. And that, in turn, means
greater purchasing power.

Present Basic Trade Conditions
But while it is the proper thing for business men to
carefully consider the possibilities of the future it is
e(jually proper to consider the basic conditions obtaining to-day.
That these basic conditions are of a favorable character there can be no doubt.
Take, for example, the condition of the agricultural
industry of the Dominion. That being the basic industry of the country, it naturally follows that its
condition Jargely determines the condition of trade in
general.
Over a Billion in Field Crops
From the preliminary estimate of the Census Bureau
at Ottawa, we learn that the field crops of the Dominion for the harvest of 1917 have an aggregate
value of approximately $1,200,000,000, which is not
only some three or four million dollars in excess of any
previous year in the history of the Dominion, but is a
gain in three years of over 100 per cent. And then
it is well to take into consideration the fact that it is
not merely one year, but three in succession, that the

Two Billion of Manufactured Goods

Fishery and Mining Industries
For the .fisheries, 1917 was the most prosperous year
in the history of the Dominion, the total value of the
product being $89,208,378, or $3,347,670 in excess of
1916, which year previously held the record.
Figures for the mining industry have not yet been
compiled, but it is expected that its productive value
will be edual to that of 1916, which amounted to over
$177,000,000.
A recent estimate places the aggregate productivvalue of the field crops, fisheries, and forests of the
country at $1,500,000,000. Add to that the livestock and
animal products sold, and the product of the factories,
and we have a total productive value for 1917 of at
least four billions of dollars.
Then still another factor to which reference has not
yet been made is the shipbuilding industry. That
iias during the past year assumed an importance such
as the country never before experienced. At present
there are in course of construction in the yards on the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts, and on the inland lakes,
something like one hundred and forty vessels, over
one hundred of which are steamers. The shipbuildto
come.ing industry promises to be active for some time
Good Business Barometers
The figures dealing with the railway earnings and
the bank clearings are about the most reliable of trade
barometers, the one indicating the volume of merchandise that is being transported, and the other the
value of the business that is passing through the banks.
At the end of November tlic earnings of the three
1 ranscontinental railways reaclied the total of $232,885,639, a gain of $19,203,354 over the corresponding
period of 1916.
The bank clearings up to the end of November
totalled $11,542,781,705, an increase of 22.7 per cent,
for the eleven months.
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Still another, barometer is the record of commercial
failures. These have steadily decHned in number
throughout the year. For the month of November
whole of Canada, compared
they Avere but 81 for the of
1916.
with 114 the same month

An Outstanding Feature
One of the most outstanding features in connection
with the financial situation is the manner in which bank
deposits have increased during the year. At the end
of November the total deposits exceeded those of a
year ago by the enormous sum of $251,656,520, the
figures being ^1, 547, 527,236, compared with $1,295,sfojie.. Including the amount on deposit in banks
outside the Dominion, the sum total to the credit of
the Canadian people at the end of November was
$1,723,172,249 compared with $1,458,077,963 a year
ago.
Exports as a Trade Factor
The export trade continues to increase. Notwithstanding the extraordinary increase of 1916, the past
year has been marked by still greater. Take, by way
of illustration, the trade for the twelve months ending
November last. Its total in Canadian merchandise
was no less than $1,529,056,110, which, compared with
corresponding twelve months, was a
the preceding
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gain of $475,215,479. As long as this state of affairs
exists the various industries of the country are assured of a market for their surplus products — if they
have them.
Another significant feature in connection with our
export trade is to be found in the fact that since 1915
it has increased no less than three-fold.
Immigration Again Increasing
One of the features in connection with the present
situation which should be of particular interest to the
business men of the country is the increase Avhieh is
developing in immigration.
Homestead entries in the Prairie Provinces are now
averaging in number about one thousand a month,
while the land sales of the Canadian Pacific Raihvay
for the ten months ending October, aggregated 543.134
with 316,796 acres for the same period
acres,
1915.compared
of
A Basis for Confidence
With all the industrial branches of the Dominion in
the prosperous condition they are, the business meu
might well have confidence in the future, at least to
the extent of the coming twelve months. And having confidence, to show the faith that is in them by
doing all in their power to make the trade of 1918 as
healthy and prosperous as possible.

QiUMiii .'\iiiio suite in walrmt, manufactured by the .Andrew Malcolm "Piiniiture Co. Ltd.. of Kincardine, Out.
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Interesting Sketch of Successful
Furniture Manufacturer
Mr. George McLagan, of Stratford

EXPERTS declare that the best and most scientific
method of industrial control is specialization;
that a successful executive considers only the
broad plans of administration, and leaves the factory
details to his general manager and managers. This
may and does apply on general principles, but there
are exceptions to this rule, as there are exceptions to
most rules, but in the ease of Mr. George McLagan of
Stratford it may not be an exception that proves the
rule, because his case stands absolutely by itself.
It is one thing to establish a business and go ahead
with the control of the financial end, and leave the
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has a better working and .scientific knowledge of
mechanical engineering than most men giving their
whole time to these professions. Then he is an expert
designer of all forms and varieties of furniture, and
is a thoroughly competent draftsman. He has an
encyclopedic knowledge of everything that is to be
known in this big industry.
Speaking to the writer recently, a friend of Mr. McLagan's declared that he (Mr. McLagan) often surprises his own mechanical experts, and even the
specialists who usually come to Canada with special
inaehines to install in the factories.
"Big concerns have sold Mr. McLagan certain machines to do a certain class of work," declared this
friend, "and when he has obtained them they have
not always proved exactly what he required, but he
has turned round and rebuilt them to his own requirements, and often doubled the efficiency of the maUntiring energy, enthusiasm in excess, close applichines."cation, and a natural inclination for hard physical and
mental work have meant an unusual degree of success
for Mr. McLagan, as through his policy of keeping in
close touch with his factory work he has been able to
keep his lines fresh and up-to-date. Mr. McLagan 's
factory at Stratford is complete in every detail, from
the power plant to the up-to-date appliances for finishing otf his factory output.
Mr. McLagan has been in Stratford practically all
his life. When he first organized a furniture manufacturing company he went into business with Mr. R.
S. Porteous, the firm carrying the name of Porteous
& McLagan.
Mr. Porteous retired in 1896.
In 1900 the factory then used was destroyed by
fire. A large new factory was erected, and the business continued under the name of the Geo. McLagan
Furniture Company. Later he purchased and enlarged the Stratford Chair Company, and took over a
controlling interest in the Meaford Manufacturing
Company.

Mr. George McLagan, of Stratford.
workshops to capable superintendents and foremen,
but it is another thing to master every detail from
bench work through the mill into the designing rooms
and then on into the otfice, yet this is what Mr. McLagan has accomplished, and to-day he is head of the
George McLagan Furniture Company of Stratford,
with an unusually wide business reputation, also the
Stratford Chair Co., and the Meaford Mfg. Co.
Twenty-eight years ago, George McLagan, a eabinel:
maker, started a little furniture factory in a Stratford
by-street. He employed two men and worked himself. This year he has approximately 700 men working in the various plants he controls, and the business
turnover of his companies is nearly $1,000,000 a year.
Such an industi'ial feat is not accomplished without
a tremendous amount of work ; the management of the
financial aflPairs of such a big concern is a man's task.
But this has been only one phase of the work taken up
by Mr. McLagan. He has mastered every working
detail of his organization. He is a practical cabinetmaker. He has worked at the bench.
Mr. McLagan

While an exceptionally busy man, Mr. McLagan has
found some spare time to devote to the affairs of his
native city. He has never sought prominent public
office, but has always been interested in helping the
best men into the offices of the people. At present he
is chairman of the Stratford Parks Board, and is
particularly interested in the special phases of progressive civic development. He has always been a
close student, and is an unusually well-informed
man. — The Toronto Globe.

FURNITURE MEN IN KITCHENER
TO MUNICIPAL OFFICE

ELECTED

The municipal electors in Kitchener this year were
all by acclamation. A number of furniture men were
elected to office. Geo. Lippert. Sen., of the Lippen
Furniture Company, was elected to the Light Commission, while Geo. Lippert, Jun., of the Lippert Table
Company, was among the aldermen returned. D.
Hibner, of the D. Hibner Furniture Company, represents the North Ward on the Public School Board,
while Chas. Ruby, who is connected with the Krug
Furniture Company, was elected to the School Board
for the West Ward.
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H. W. Webb, furniture dealer of Rocanville, Sask.,
has sold to W. A. Gabb.
P. E. Walker Co. Ltd., furniture dealers of Hamilton, Ont., are selling out.
A. P. Wilson, furniture dealer of Moosomin. Sask..
has sold to George Campbell.
Baum & Brody, furniture dealers of Windsor. Ont.,
suffered fire loss on January 6.
Sniper A. G. Campbell, son of J. C. Campbell, of
Bros., furnitui-e dealers of Vernon, B.C., has
Campbell
been killed in action.
E. J. Walker of Windsor, Ont., who has been Canadian representative for Mueller Bros, of Chicago, for
the past twelve years, died from appendicitis, recently.

JANUARY

EXHIBITIONS WILL
WORTH ATTENDING

BE WELL

Ontario furniture manufacturers will follow the
same plan as last year in regard to the January exhibitions, most of them conducting individual displays
in their own factories or showrooms. Many new lines
of furniture will be on display by the various manufacturers, and retailers will find it well worth while
to make the rounds of the January exhibitions, and
inake a close inspection of ncAV offerings.
The Stratford Exhibition, from January 10 to 19,
promises to be well up to the standard of other years.
There will be no central exhibition, but individual
displays will be made in their own plants, by the following firms: Imperial Rattan Co., Farquharson-Gifford Co., Stratford Bed Co.. Kindel Bed Co.. Stratford Chair Co., Stratford Mfg. Co. Ltd., and the Geo.
McLagan Furniture Co. Ltd.
The manufacturers of Stratford are making arrangements to look after visiting retailers in the same
hospitable manner as other years. Provisions have
been made for ample accommodations for all visitors.
The headqiiarters Avill be at the Queens Hotel. A
special committee has been appointed to look after
the general entertainment of all visiting buyers, and
there is no doubt but that the January Show will be
fully as pleasant for visitors as that of other years. A
noonday meal will be served at the Imperial Rattan
Co. factory, so as to save as much time as possible for
buyers.
The furniture manufacturers of Kitchener will eonduct their January Exhibition along similar lines to
last year, the dates being the same as the Stratford
Show — January 10 to 19. Most of the firms will show
at their own factories, but a number of exhibits will
be made oti the third floor of the Auditorium, Queen
St. South.
Waterloo manul'actui'Cfs will also make soecial displays during the Exhibition. The Snyder Bros.
Upholstering Co., maintain permanent showrooms during the entire year, but will have a special display
from January 10 to 19.
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Toronto factories will welcome visitors during the
January Exhibition, and most of them are arranging
special displays in their own plants for the occasion.
The Canada Furniture Mfrs. Ltd., of Woodstock,
Ont., will hold an exhibition during the entire month
of January at their permanent show rooms at 136-140
King St. E., Toronto. Their show rooms are large
and spacious, and retailers will have an opportunity of
inspecting their fine line of furniture, under most favorable conditions.

A NEW

DU PONT

PRODUCTS

BOOK

ISSUED

Another Du Pont products book has .iust been issued
by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., and its associates,
Du Pont Fabrikoid Co., Du Pont Chemical Works, The
Arlington Works and Harrisons, Inc. It lists all the
products of the above concerns and describes their
uses as well as who uses them. It contains information in which nearly every man and home will be interested.
This large firm is constantly expanding its industrial
activities along constructive lines and the information
contained in the new products book is the last word,
but of course it takes time to print such a book, hence
if any new products were put on the market since the
book was started they may not be listed, but if you
are interested in anything you think Du Ponts should
manufacture, write the home office at Wilmington.
Del., or the nearest branch office. Should any of the
mentioned products be new to you, they will be pleased
to furnish you with additional information on same, or
supply special literature relative to the particular
product in Avhieh you are interested.

No. 71 — Kitchen cabinet, manufactured by
Kuechtel ICitchen Kabinet Co., of Hanover,
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HELP IN HALIFAX RELIEF
As soon as the full seriousness of the Halifax disaster
became evident, the Stratford Furniture Manufacturers
Association met and forAA'arded a handsome cash donation for the relief work. This was sent through E.
A. Wilson, vice-president and managing director of
the Nova Scotia Furnishing Co., Halifax.
The Kitchener Furniture Manufacturers dispatched
a carload of furniture and lumber to Halifax, to help
tlie suflferers there who had had their homes and
furnishings destroyed in the big disaster.

STRATFORD

ONTARIO

SPRING BED AND MATTRESS
RE-ORGANIZED

CO.

The trade generally will be interested in the announcement that the Ontario Spring Bed and Mattress
Co., of London, has been reorganized, and is now
being operated under entirely new management, whose
aim it wiU be to give prompt shipment and high-class
goods at fair prices. They will continue to manufacture amajority of the lines handled by the old
company, in addition to new ones, and the company
under the management of Mr. A. E. Millar should do
a splendid volume of business during 1918.
NEW

McLAGAN

CATALOGUE

A very attractive catalogue of one hundred and
sixteen pages, setting forth their wide range of furniture, has been issued by the George McLagan Furniture Company Ltd., of Stratford.
The illustrations, which are of high order, give an
excellent idea of the designs of furniture comprised in
the McLagan line, which contains a large range of
modem period styles. The various lines treated are
dining room furniture, bedroom furniture, hall furni-
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ture, music and record cabinets, piano benches, parlor
tables, jardiniere stands and pedestals, card and den
tables, library tables, library suites and Gunn sectional
bookcases and filing devices. The foreword to the
catalogue points out that the designs of all their suites
originate in their own factory, thus giving the line
character and distinction.
The catalogue which is well printed, on heavy coated
paper, and with attractive decorations, is Catalogue
No. 10.
TALKING

MACHINE

NOTES

The Crown Furniture Co. Ltd., 68 Crown St.. Quebec,
have added a talking machine department.
R. R. Garvin of Smith's Falls, is another Eastern
Ontario furniture dealer to add a talking machine department.
N. J. Roadhouse, of Newmarket. Ont.. has added
phonographs,
providing a separate department for the
line.
Mr. C. B. Moore, manager of the Pathe division of
R. J. Whitla & Co., reports husiness is exceptionally
good all throughout the West, and that his principal
worry at the present time is not to get new dealers, but
to supply all the goods that his old dealers require.
The progress made by Messrs. R. J. Whitla & Co., in
introdiicing the Pathe to the West is remarkable. It
is only a year since they took over the jobbing rights
and in that time they have opened agencies in praeti;
cally every town of any importance in the West.
Mr. W. inE. Toronto
Townsen'dandof reported
the Hudson's
Bay
recently
splendid
Pathephones in Vancouver. The Hudson Bay
making the Pathephone their leading line,
putting splendid selling etfort behind it. which
to bring good results.

New brass bed, No. 1125, manufactured by The Ontario Spring Bed and Mattress Co., of London, Ont.

Co..
saleswas
of
Co., are
and are
is bound
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To-Morrow

IF we stopped
morrow—

Grafonola

Columbia

advertising with a bang

IF we should shift the gears of our selling and merchandising
ment from high into low —
dealers would

Columbia
business.

still continue

to do a mighty

to-

depart-

profitable

A consistent and insistent Consumer Demand for Columbia goods
because of their demonstrated superiority— this is the backbone
of Columbia success.
But we're NOT

going to stop Columbia

advertising.

Every ounce of energy and every dollar whith the Columbia Graphophone Company possesses is working to make Columbia merchandise
better known. Every man and woman who hears a Columbia
Grafonola played is a prospect worth hundreds of dollars to some
Columbia dealer.
Remember

that Columbia

Columbia

Demand

makes

Dollars for Dealers.

Graphophone

Company

Factory and Headquarters:
Toronto

|||li|i|||||||li|||,|||;,J1|j!i||||

Canada
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Machines

Talking

Furniture

FEATURE

DANCE

NOW

RECORDS

te
DURING the winter months dancing is a favori
form of amusement, and the phonograph is
being used more and more as a source of music
for such aflPairs. So, it will be found good business to
feature talking machines for this purpose as well as
dance records just now. The Furniture Record suggests that the dealer run a series of dance record
windows. Here is one window idea that_ you can
use. In the centre of your window build a little steep
stairway, like a step ladder, covering it over Avith
green carpeting or something of the kind. Then, on
egeh of these steps lean a popular dance record, and
at the top of the miniature stairway place a card with
the caption in big type, "POPULAR NEW y ONESTEPS." Suspended on each side of this displa have
a number of records at different heights, to all appearances staying up of their own volition. You can do
this by putting some hooks in the ceiling and hangingis
the records to them Avith strong black twine which
passed through the centre hole of the record. For
your background you can have a temporary v/hite
on which at intergreen or any color "paper wall,"
vals you can paste pictures of dancing couples which
you can cut from any popular magazine. Again,
write personal letters to the "dancing croAvd" in your
town, telling them of the popular dancing records you
and asking them to call. Here's what I would
carry,
do : I would write to ten popular girls in town and
tell each of them if they would bring ten of their

You

Ought

Enjoyment

to

Get

Out

More

of

Life

Did it ever strike you that way as you sat at home
with nothing to do? Then, you ought
the evening
in
to have
a

Talking

Machine

greatest entertainDo you realize that the world's
ers are "knocking at your door" to bring you the
world's wealth of music — grand opera, musical comedy, vaudeville, popular songs, dance music, and all
the rest!
or half-an-hour —
Come in to-day — for fifteen minutes yours
at little cost
enjoyment can be
what
see
just
and
and still less effort.
Complete Stock of Records.
II
♦ r«
Johnson s rurniture

Cm.
More
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10 MAIN
street

machine advertisement by
talking dealer.
Suggestive copy forfurniture

in
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the

Store

friends in any afternoon to hear dance records, in a
body, you would present them with any 85c dance
record as a reward.
The publicity will pay you.
GETTING

THE

PHONOGRAPH

HABIT

"Within the last few years," said a furniture
dealer, "there has been an overflow, so to speak, of
the smaller and cheaper varieties of talking machines on the market. One would think that the
appeal of the low-priced machine, the $10. $15. or $25
model would make a hit with a lot of folks whose
purses are not overflowing, but contrary to this idea,
the big majority of buyers go in for the better class of
machines — the machines retailing from $50 to $100
and up to $200. But the smaller and cheaper machines accomplish a good purpose in that they get
people into the phonograph habit, and once they have
become accustomed to having a machine in the house
they want something better, something like the
neighbors have. Therefore, a sale of the higherpriced machine is easily made to a family of this kind.
It is the same as Avhen a man buys a "flivver" or a
second-hand small automobile. Once his family has
the automobile habit, nothing can stop them from
getting something a little or considerably better the
next time. Such buyers have the progressive habit,
and they do the same with talking machines. As an
instance of this, we sold a number of the small, cheap
variety of machines last year to folks going on camping and outing expeditions; little machines that could
be placed in the stern of a canoe, or carried around
with the rest of the camping kit, and when these folks
got back from their vacations they had acquired the
talking machine habit and were ready to buy something better and more stylish.

EDUCATIONAL

VALUE

OF TALKING

MACHINE

The phonograph has to a large extent minimized
much of the horror of being "entertained" by a
"child musician." who used to be forced on visitors
every time the family had a gathering, and is doing
great educative work in teaching even the poorest
families what good music really is, and accustoming
them to the sound of classical melodies. Costing but
a fraction of what a good piano would, and offering
endless variety in records and selections it makes a
special appeal to the workman and his family. The
"linpanny" second hand pianos and the rag-time
melodies so much in vogue a few years ago are gradually being displaced by the harmonious sounds from
the phonographs. This is also an argument that can
ed as to
be put up to the family which is undecid
whether to let a rebellious youngster, who has no talenf
or
for piano music, anj^way, be forced to take lessons, by
masters
of
music
the
ng
providi
the simpler way of
means of the talking machine.
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AEOLIAN-VOCALION
REFINEMENTS
— No

Phonograph

Without

them

is Modern

Extraordinary New
Sound Box

Throat-Like Tone
Control

Loug experiment developed
the new patented Voealion
sound-box. It has such high
sensitivity, such correctly proportioned ampleness, that the
tone of the Voealion is natural
always.

thu
s in
as the
Just voice
human
are change
etfeeted
at the
throat, so does the Graduola
modulate the tone of the selection at its base — its tone control
is effected before the sound is
amplified. Of all phonographs
the Voealion is, therefore, the
only one that allows modification of sound volume while retaining all the sound quality.

And the Voealion plays all
records without the bother and
fuss of any extra attachment or
"reproducer."
Unusual Beauty
Design

'

Permits Personal
Interpretation
With the Voealion, the artist soul
of
everyone
can Graduola.
find expression
— by
means
of the
Adding
color to the tones at will with every
change of mood or fancy, shading,
slurring, varying the effect as does
the musician in succeeding performances, you find a strangely satisfying
and lasting fascination. You really
play the record, instead of standing
idly by as it plays itself.
This privilege of interpretation is
possible in no other phonograph. The
Graduola expression-device is the
supreme refinement that perfects the
and instrument
makes theinstead
Voealionof
aphonograph
real musical
simply a talking machine.

of

A rare simplicity, almost
classic, distinguishes the AeolianVocalion.
The resulting beauty is at
once so dignified and delightful,
so charmingly correct, as to
bring to mind Keat's haunting lines on a Grecian Urn.
The Vocalions with "period"
characteristics are not only perfect phonographs, but are notably fine pieces of furniture.

DEALERS
AND
PROSPECTIVE PHONOGRAPH
PURCHASERS, see the Aeolian- Voealion ais an enormous advance over the older-tj^te phonographs.
Voealion dealers are backed up by reThen, too,advertising
extending over the length
maikaljlo
and breadth of the continent. This is another big
aif^nmcnt in favor of the Aeolian-Voealion, from the
ileaiei- "s standpoint.
If the Aeolian-Vocalion is not represented in your
territory, we would be pleased to have you write us.

The

AEOLIAN-VOCALION
Sole Canadian Distributors:
NORDHEIMER

PIANO

&

MUSIC

TORONTO

CO..

LIMITED
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by

Drive

on

One

Record

Is frequently a possibility for the dealer who uses
a little originality — 5o7ne instances of the fact.

their
GOOD many furniture dealers advertise al a
talking machines and records in too gener
way. They talk in generalities and accordingly do not drive home any one certain point that is
liable to influence probable customers. They should
recognize the value of making a drive on one point,
just as the Allies recognize the advantage of making a
drive on one point in the battle line as a means of
making a general gain.
A

A Sample Window

Display
And so, it will be found that the featuring _of one
particular record in an outstanding manner, will have
a general value in advertising the whole department.
Such was true with the window display of "LiveryStable Blues," which we reproduce here from the
Chicago Furniture Journal. The trimmer who arranged the display said in regard to it: "The name
gave me the suggestion for this display, and it proved
talking machine _departa big advertisement for the
ment. This window had a color scheme too, light tan
and brown, "the straw on the floor harmonizing with
the background." The painting in the centre was
done in bright water colors and looked very realistic.
The wide oanels on each side of the scene were made
of wall board edged with a lattice strip. The horse
heads were painted a buff color and were fastened onto
a board painted black. The framework of the two
lanterns were painted black and the globe in each one
was bright blue. Old burlap was used to cover the
balance of the wall space. The show card in the centre
of the window, I painted to match the background. On
the other circle card was painted a sketch of a real
'Jazz Band' in action."
Another Record Which Gives Opportunity
No matter what brand of records the dealer uses,
there are always some new ones coming out that can
be featured in a similar original manner that will at-

tract the attention of those passing the store and bring
the department into prominence. For instance, take
the dealer who handles Pathe records. The title of a
recent record Avas "Never Forget to Write Home." It
would be quite easy to fix up an appropriate setting to
illustrate this record, either showing the boy far from
home in the act of writing to the old folks, or the
reverse — the old folks at home waiting patiently for
the postman to bring them a letter from their boy.
"Break o' Morn" Setting

As another example of appropriate settings to advertise records, the Columbia Company issued a record
before Christmas entitled, "While Shepherds
Watched." For this purpo.se, the Nativity scene
could have been used, with its stable, scenery of the
town of Bethlehem, and the sloping hillside pastures,
the shepherds were "tending their flocks."
where
This could have been made a very compelling windoAV
to advertise this record, or a group of Christmas
records. As a more seasonable suggestion for the
present month, the Columbia record "Break o' Morn."
might be featured by a window showing the sun coming up on a winter morning.

To Boost "Huckleberry Finn" Record
number of illusAnd so we might continue with any away,
or saying
trations. A soldier boy marching
good-bye, might be used in connection with the Lyric
record, "I May be Gone for a Long. Long Time," or
the Brunswick record "Huckleberry Finn," might be
featured by a scene showing a country boy such as
Mark Twain depicted, fishing in a lazy stream.
There are numerous records that could be illustrated
in an equally impressive manner, that would catch the
attention of the public, draw comments from them,
and advertise the record, the talking machine department, and the store. Get busy and use a little originality to boost your business in this way.

Special window display, featuring one record. "Livery Stable Blues."

Such featuring helps to advertise the whole department.
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Alert

Furniture

Dealers

and

Other

Merchants

who have been anxiously waiting an opportunity to
become exclusive dealers in "His Masters Voice"
products are likely soon to be successful.

Get in touch with some distributor mentioned on the
other side of this sheet, as they are now prepared to
take on a few high-class dealers in unoccupied territory—but act quickly.

BERLINER
The Famous Victrola

COMPANY,
GRAM-O-PHONE
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY
MONTREAL

Limited
V^ictor Recc
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VOICE

MASTER'S

PRODUCTS

Wholesaled by the Following Firms
''
{ OBA :

TAVoRiche, ) L.imilcd,
^BwW8tt^erN's
20 Adelaide St W
roronlo. On!.
gUEBfX FM^OVINC f
Berliner Gram-o-pliont
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for going
THIS is undoubtedly a most logical time
. These
ines
mach
ng
talki
strongly after sales in
who
those
to
home
bring
ngs
eveni
r
long winte
have not a machine, the desirability of possessing one,
that time spent indoors may be pleasurably whiled
away. This is the time to drive home the point by
emphasizing by various means the entertainment that
a talking machine will provide. Besides, at this
time, dancing is much indulged in, and the talking
machine as a provider of music for dancing, is now
prominently to the front. For these reasons, feature
talking machines strongly at this time.
NOW

IS THE TIME

TO FALL IN LINE

handling them, now is the
IF you are not alreadyAvith
the rest of the furniture
time to fall in line
dealers who are conducting talking machine departments, and with great success. It has been found
the furnit
that almos universal success has followedand
records
ines
mach
ng
talki
e
handl
who
ture dealers
in an energetic manner.
Listen to the statement of one manufacturer on just
this point.
He says :
,
v
"I have seldom known of a case where the protits _ot
rent and net him
such a line did not pay the retailer's
a comfortable margin besides, and the few eases
where it did not. were due to local conditions, which
were beyond the power of any piece of merchandise to
remedy T know of case after case Avhere furniture
stores have made a net profit of from $1,000 to $5,000
a year on such a line alone, not figuring on the extra
nipatronage brought into the store, resulting m busirecord
the
And
lines.
other
in
creased buving
ness is a wonderfullv steady one. Unlike a single
sale of some article of furniture, the sale of a phonograph means a steady sale afterwards, of jecords, and
the retailer's profits on records are large."
So if vou are not already handling talking machines, get in line with the rest of the dealers who are
making a good profit from them.
OF MACHINES
s from
THE dealers who are securing the best result
their talking machine departments are those
who are giving them liberal publicity. There
are good reasons Avhy this department should be extensively advertised. ' In the first place, a good deal
been given to various makes of macitv
of publ'ichines,
so thathasthe dealer who wishes to get a place m
the limelight for his machine, must use such methods
to bring it to the attention of the public. In the
second place, to make a department real successful it
is necessary to draw purchasers outside of the range
of customers who ordinarily visit or pass your store.
out and
Newspaper advertising allows you to ,reach
interest such customers. Then again many of the
decisions to buy are made by customers in the quiet
of their own home. When time is inclined to hang
heavily on their hands is the time when they realize
what a machine in their home would mean to he'p
while away time in a highly entertaining manner. Your
at that
advertisement brought to their attention
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critical moment is likely to be productive of good results— go a long way towards making a sale anyway.
The big furniture firms are finding it desirable to
give big space in their advertising to the exploitation
of the talking machine department. In getting a department started and spurting up sales at any time, it
advertising space liberally.
use
to
pays
TALKING

MACHINE AS A PIECE OF
FURNITURE

furniture dealer has a better opportunity than
any other handler of talking machines to play
up the talking machine as a piece of furniture as
well as a source of entertainment. The fact that he
handles furniture gives him more of a license to emphasize this feature, and customers are more likely to
be impressed by his views on the matter. There
is no doubt about most of the talking machines of
to-day adding materially to the appearance of a room,
and the period designs that are now being manufactured by many companies allow the dealer to otfer
to customers something to match any design of furniture that they may have.
Full advantage should be taken of this selling point
in making sales. Also, when customers are selecting
furniture for a room, the salesman should not fail to
draw attention to the combined decoration and entertainment features of a talking machine.
THE

While R. W. Burgess of the Pathe Company was on
his western trip, he opened up a great many valuable
accounts, including Cross, G-oulding & Skinner,
Furnishers, Limited, of Winnipeg, and Campbell &
Campbell of Brandon.

DAYTON

MOTORS

ADVERTISING

where National
of Precision,"
in "The
wotkmen
careful Deico
Built by
of other
and hundreds
WrightCityAirplanes,
Starters,
Registers,
Cash
men.
skilled
wonderfully
dehcate products have developed

The Dayton Motor— Best in the World
It has made good in thousands of machines. You will gain reputation
and re-orders if you equip your Talking Machines with it, and you will
have no motor troubles. Don't take chances on other makes when the
Dayton means satisfaction.
We also make the famous Dayton Tone Arms and Dayton Sound
Boxes. Write to-day for complete
^j4J=JJiv*^*^ information.
^^>'^
The Thomas Mfg. Co.
Dayton Motors, Dayton Tone Arms, Dayton Sound Boxes
DAYTON, OHIO
328 Bolt Street
e, Main 2220
Telephon
Bldg.
Toronto Office: 911 Kent
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A variety of practical hints put in short form
that will help the dealer to boost business.
By THE SCRIBE
When you have a record of a popular song, why not
paste a copy of the song on the window glass, and
connect it up with the record by a ribbon?
* * *
To draw attention to the various attachments of importance on your talking machine, paste cards pointing out these features on the window glass (at each
side) and have a ribbon connecting up each card with
the attachment on the machine.
* * *

Have you ever considered the use of .slates for show
card purposes in your window displays of talking
machines and records? Plenty of show cards are
needed, and where the dealer is not adept with the
brush, slates on which messages are written with
chalk work fairly well. Being out-of-the-ordinary
makes them valuable occasionally, at least.
# * *

"A little bit of heaven on these cold nights — a
comfy chair before the fireplace and a good talking
machine." This might be used as a show card and
might be driven home by an actual scene of the above
nature.
^ ^ ^

The dealer in the country town has a special opportunity to interest farmers and their Avives during the
cold weather. Invite them in .your advertising to
make your store a place to warm themselves before
and after their long cold drives. Tell them to make
your warm recital parlors their headquarters, without
any obligation to buy.
# * *

After people have purchased a machine, keep them
interested in new records. Drop them a card once in
a while, telling them of some special record that you
have just put in stock. Invite them to come to the
store to hear it without any obligation to buy.

Why not use an indirect method of getting customers interested in talking machines? Fit up a rest
room in your store for the convenience of customers
and play it up strong. Then, make it a point to have
a talking machine in the rest room Avith a competent
person to operate it for customers.
Get the point?

Make an attempt to popularize talking machine
records for birthday gifts. The mere suggestion made
by a card in the windoAv or interior will frequently
bear fruit. Try it out for a couple of months and see
if you don't get some results.
^ ^ ^

An electric bell, set so that the hammer Avill just
strike the windoAV glass Avhen it is in operation, can be
used to create a constant tapping on the window and
attract attention. The expense is small, and where
the idea has never been used before, should attract a
good deal of interest, if the bell is concealed.

In making window displays of talking machines,
show them in an attractive home setting. A big
talking point is that they help to kindle the home
spirit. It is also a good way to bring out the fact
that a machine is a piece of furniture as well as a
source of entertainment.
•* * #
A window display with a revolving fixture as a
central feature can be arranged out of an old bicycle
wheel. Vanes of cardboard are interwoven in the
spokes of the wheel, and an electric fan used to revolve
it.
^ -t^ at night, wheel a talking
you close the store
into place behind the door glass. Use a show
it and finish it up with "Come in to-morrow
this machine."
Hf^ 4^ ^fe
When arranging a window display, get out on the
sidewalk during the building of it and have a look at
it from the point the customer will view it. It is also
a good plan to stand in front of the Avindow before
commencing, and picture to yourself how you^ are going to arrange it. This frequently is of immense advantage.

When
machine
card on
and hear

The fact that friends own a machine has a big influence on prospective customers. Make use of this
factor. Use a show card reading "Count the number
of your friends who have a talking machine. Now,
don't you think you should have one?"

Inspect machines on arrival to make certain that
they are in proper working order. Be sure a machine
is in the best of condition before using it for demonstrating purposes and before sending it out to a cus
tomer. Remember that a drop of oil in time saves
much trouble, and impress the same fact on all pur
chasers of machines.
# * *
Some provision should be made by the dealer, no
matter how small his talking machine department may
be, for some privacy for customers in listening to
machines. It is good business to make such arrangements, because records maj^ be heard to better advantage, and there is no other attraction to diA'ert attention from the matter in hand. Sound-proof compartments are desirable AA'here possible.
FUNDAMENTALS

IN ADVERTISING

To my mind there are only three fundamental principles in advertising; namely, be honest, be sensible, be
persistent. I say be honest, because every adA^ertiser
should remember that adA^ertising doesn't create A^alue,
it merely tells of it. The value has to be in the article
itself. I say to be sensible because the majority of
people Avho read copy are endoAved with good common
sense. I say to be persistent because you haA-e to
keep everlastingly at it. People soon forget, and unless we keep persistently at advertising Ave had better
not begin at all. — Hugh Chalmers.
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a dozen
The Pathe Pathephone is the final word in phonographs, and it possesses
furniture dealers.
selling arguments that make it an easy selling proposition for

A

Few

of

Pathephone

It has the sweetest tone. It has by far the most
artistic effect of any musical instrument, and gives
the most natural sound reproduction. It plays all
makes of disc records perfectly. Uses a genuine
round, highly polished, permanent Sapphire Ball
when playing loathe Discs. This Pathe Sapphire
never wears out and does not scratch or injure the
surface of the record as needles do. Fitted with
an all wood sound chamber, thus amplifying music
in the fullest manner. We can supply one of the
most complete and superior record repertory in the
world, comprising selections recorded in every
musical centre. The Pathe Discs are all double

Pathe

Freres

Phonograph

Features

faced, including all operatic selections. The Pathe
has a perfect Tone-Control device for expression
and volume.
Secure the Pathe Agency now and reap your
share of the talking machine business which will come
from our big consumer advertising campaign.

Write for our Furniture Dealer's
proposition.
Pathe Pathephones
Range from $40.00 to $300.00
Co.

of

Canada,

Limited

Factory and Head Office •
4 6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO
CANADA
Western Distributors:
R. J. Whitla & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Maritime Province Distributors :
H. L. Hewson & Son, Limited
Amherst, N.S.
C. W. Lindsay, Limited, MontreaL

MODEL No. 220
(Queen Anne)
Mahogany or Black Walnut
Retail Price, $220

MODEL No. 45
Finiihed in Mahogany oi
Fumed Oak
Retail Price, $45

MODEL No. 350
(Louis XVI)
Mahogany (Ivory, Old Gold to special order)
Retail Price, $350
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Recital

E. A. Wilson, vice-president of the Nova Scotia Furniture Co.,
of Halifax, gave a sales talk to people who attended recital.
It affords me a great deal of
tone needle which I have been
pleasure to have the privilege of
playing will be too heavy, and
there are some records that are very
have been found a
introducing to you to-night the
RECITA
mostLSvaluable means of inlatest achievement in sound remuch nicer plaj^ed with the soft
teresting customers, both in
producing instruments. Possibly
talking machines and records. Many
needle,
anyway,
demonstration will be the
on next
this machine
not many of you have ever given a
dealers are, however, rather in a
mth the Pathe half tone needle;
thought as to the Avonder and mysquandary as to how to work some
tery of sound reproduction by a
the record, which is a verj' soft
effective selling talk in during the
machine such as we have before us
tone, will be the Rosary. Cornet
course of the recital. Some hints on
to-night.
Solo, a record that everybody is
this will be secured from the selling
Sound waves are very similar to
familiar with, and I would like you
talk given by E. A. Wilson, vicewater waves. If you throw a stone
to note how natural, soft and restf
president of the Nova Scotia
fnl this record is.
in the centre of a calm pool of
x,
shing
Furni
Co., of Halifa at a re
The next number will be one of
water, waves will immediately
cent recital and which we reproduce
start from the splash, and form
ith.
ny
gh
herew
Thou
this compa
the latest popular songs, "I Maj'
circles, and if not obstructed will
handle Pathe goods, the selling talk
Be
Gone forsong.
a Long, Long Time."
go on smoothly until they reach the
a patriotic
will prove of value to handlers of
The
next
number
is a duet by
shore on all sides, but if a stake or
all makes of talking machines.
other obstruction should be in the
two of the Pathe
grand opera
Avay, these waves are broken, besingers, Agnus-Dei. Note the beautiful blending of these two voices.
come choppy, and go on in disorder.
The next number is one of those popular Hawaiian
It is exactly the same with the talking machine. If
records, and of course you know this is not a loud
you haA^e a machine that reproduces the sound as orThis is a very high ceiling
iginally recorded without any interruptions, you get a record to begin with.
here, and it would sound very different in a room. I
pleasing etfect, but if you hear a grating, or rough uneven tone, that spoils the reproduction.
am going to play a soft record with a soft needle to
show the elimination of the scratch, and perfect tone
There is no machine invented yet that Avill absolutely
(]uality.
do away with the siarface noise, but Pathe Freres have
One of the latest machines the Pathe people have put
been struggling over this matter for a number of years,
and they have at last got the nearest approach to a out is an electric machine, that is, it has batteries which
are all contained in the machine ; you do not have any
natural reproduction that has yet been produced. The
instruments Ave have here are the result of their latest
plug to attach, and you can play it anywhere. Th^
next number will be played on this Louis XVT. one of
study. The patent rights have been bought by a company of capitalists for Canada. Their factory is in the latest designs. This will be a patriotic song.
Toronto. The records and machines are all made
"Good-bye Broadway, Hello France."
With none of the Pathe machines do you have to
there, so you have before you to-night the very latest
production of a French invention, but made in Canada,
change the needle. With this machine you never have
by Canadians, for Canadians.
to change the needle nor wind the machine ; all you
have to do is put the record on and let it go. This
Now, I am not going to take up any more of your
time than that in describing the machines, and we AAdll number will be a duet from lolanthe.
Another feature about Pathe machines is the tone
at once start with our program, containing illustrations of the different instruments, bands and vocal
modulator. Sometimes you might like to sit down
numbers. I will also later on demonstrate how the
fjuietly and hear a record, all the beauty of it. with les-^
Pathe records can be played on other machines, and
volume ; Avith this arrangement you can have that just
other records on the Pathe. The first number will be as you wish it. Note the changes as T manipiilate the
tone control.
a march, played by the Pathe Military Band.
An important feature in connection Avith the Pathe
Pathe machines will play any other record that is
that I want to call your attention to is the sapphire
made, and play it perfectly. (Then follows a demonstration of the Pathe playing Victor. Columbia and
ball Avhich is used on Pathe records instead of a sharppointed needle. (There folloAvs a presentation of the Edison records.)
I now want to call your attention to perhaps what
merits of the sapphire ball for the purposes of sound
reproduction.) The Pathe record is made on the hill you have noticed, the resonance that the sound chamand dale principle, going up and down over the record
ber gives. This is all wood — there is no metal parts :
instead of a side to side movement as the steel needle.
any metal about the machine gives it a tinpanny sound :
Also being round, it fits every part of the groove, thus
but this is all wood, and you get the depth of tone and
brilliancy as well. Some machines give depth of tone
reproducing every tone recorded, giving every instrument in a large band ; and to illustrate this I Avill play but no brilliancy? Brilliancy is an important feature,
a record that nearly all record makers have featured,
depth of tone is an important feature to many people
also^ — in this we have both.
and if you have heard it on other machines, note how
the Pathe renders it. The 1812 Overture played by
The next demonstration is for owners of Victor Columbia or other machines to show how Pathe records
the Pathe Military. Band.
For some rooms the Pathe machine with the full
can be played on any one.
I am going to play a little
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waltz to show you how the Pathe will play on either
one of the other machines.
The next demonstration is a 'cello solo, "Drink To
Me Only With Thine Eyes," with orchestral accomAvill be played with the regular needle.
t;
panimenthis
Another feature I want to call your attention to in
Pathe records. When a record starts first, you will
sometimes hear a little blurt; the groove is very fine,
and in pressing the record sometimes a little grit gets
into it. The sapphire needle polishes the groove, and
after playing a few times this will wear off.
The next number, which we will play with the soft
needle, will give you a demonstration that perhaps will
be a little different to any you have heard previously,
as most of you know the piano has been one of the most
difficult instruments to record with any degree of satis faction. The tones of the piano are such that you
cannot get any great volume anyway. But T have a
record here, which is for clarionet and i)iano. and T
want vou to notice the effect you get with the piano
from the Pathe tone chamber, the resonance, ring and
beauty. Of course, if I played it with the loud
needle, you get it very much stronger, but I want to
play it with the soft needle to get it doAvn as fine as
possible, and show you how these records play with
very little surface scratch and yet give true quality
and tone.
The next will be to demonstrate a tenor voice, a solo
that most of you I think are probably familiar with,
"Thora." by Jos. Chambers.
This number will be an instrumental record by tV
in
Pathe Orchestra, "Home Sweet Home," as played
all countries. And in closing, I would .just like to
say that if any of you present this evening would like
to visit our talking machine department any day, we
will be pleased to play any records you might like to
hear. We have a pretty representative stock of all
records that are issued. We are always glad to have
anyone come in, whether wishing to purchase or just to
hear a little good music as played by the Pathephone.
Our talking machine department is on the third floor ;
just walk in and say you want to hear some records.
We want to show you what beautiful records and what
fine running machines Pathe have. We have a number
of catalogues, and if any of you are interested, they
will be handed to you as you pass out.
It is our intention to put these recitals on occasionally, possibly when we get new records each month.
We will be announcing further recitals along similar
lines. We will announce them in the papers, and Avill
be veiy pleased to have all, or any of you, come in and
hear the records.
THOMAS

MFG. CO., OPEN CANADIAN
OFFICE

SALES

To handle properly the large and rapidly increasing
volume of Canadian orders for the Dayton Trio of
Quality — Dayton Motors, Tone Arms and Reproducers
of Dayton,
— The' Thomas Manufacturing Company
Ohio, has opened a Canadian Sales Office in Suite No.
911, The Kent Bldg., comer of Richmond and Yonge
2220.
MainCanadian
Telephone,
Sts.', Toronto. months
trade has been
past the
For some
Foley, direct
J.
F.
and
Wood
K.
P.
Messrs.
by
served
the new
under better
"representati
factory
to meet
able arrangebe much
willand
gentlemenves,
ment these
the demands for quick service.
Mr. Wood is well and favorably known to the phonograph trade throughout Canada; Mr. Foley is more of
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a stranger, but has already formed a large list of
acquaintances who appreciate his earnest endeavor to
information and service which this busisupplynessthe
demands.

A permanent display of Dayton Phono parts will be
maintained at the above address, for the convenient examination bythe trade.
BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPHS MADE
ESTABLISHED COMPANY

BY

OLD

In contemplating the development of the phonograph industry in recent years, it is interesting to note
that the Brunswick Balke Collander Co. of Canada,
Ltd., are now making a phonograph of their very own.
This company, which is a fifteen million dollar concern,
has no less than nine factories on the Continent of
North America, with branches in all parts of the
civilized world.
Since their establishment 78 years ago, they have
built up a wonderful reputation for the manufacture of
the very finest class of cabinet work. As everyone
knows, the manufacture of billiard tables requires the
most expert woodM'Ork, and it was in this department
of woodworking that the company laid the foundations
of its reputation.
Besides the advantage of their enormous capitalization, they have the additional advantage of owning
their own timber limits and sawmills, so that their
source of raw material of every grade is practically inexhaustible.
Until recently, the company manufactured phonograph cabinets for many well-known makes, but they
are now manufacturing a phonograph of their own
called the Brunswick. In this machine they have
frankly adopted every improvement that really makes
for phonograph efficiency and have eliminated every
unnecessary feature that would add to cost without
securing any additional benefit to the phonograph
owner.
The BrunsAvick has the distinction of being able to
play any and every known make of disc record, and it
will play those records to perfection. This is due to
- the sound box which is adaptable to some makes of
record that require a special needle. The exquisite
tonal (jualities of the Brunswick is accomplished by
the sound chamber, which, like a violin, is built entirely of white holly and spruce, resulting in complet'^
freedom from all metallic sounds and harshness.
The Brunswick Balke Collander Company also manufacture the celebrated Brunswick Records, which comprise awide and varied range of the choicest musical
talent. Their advertisement appears elscAvhere in this
issue.
The Musical Merchandise Sales '^o. control the distribution ofthis versatile instTtitnent for the whole of
Canada.
SELLING

TO FOREIGNERS

A successful dealer, living in a section of the city
peopled largely by Italians, has found it a good plan
to secure a number of selections in Italian, and by
judiciously supplying a member of this nationality
Avitli songs in his native tongue, as well as with Italian
niclodii's, soon had an excellent demand for both machines and records from others of tlie same nationality
in his neighborhood. The idea is one that other dealers
with many foreign patrons might utilize to advantage.
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A good bookkeeping sy^stem is essential to the dealer who would
guard against loss and keep a close tab on progress of his business
By a staff editor

dealer who desires to get the maximum
amount of profit out of the business transacted
must make certain that he has a good bookl?:eepm. The story is told of a dealer whose whole
syste
ing
bookkeeping equipment consisted of two books and
his pants pockets. The sales slips of purchasers were
put on one file and the invoices of wholesalers on the
other. His pocket served as the connecting link between the two. At the end of the week he would take
the slips off the customers' file and make out customers'
accounts — or as many as he could find time for, as
there was frequently much mixing up of slips and confusion and delay and all the other troubles that one
would expect to go along with such a system, or rather
lack of system. There were many complaints from customers regarding mistakes, and because of a lack of
a proper system the dealer had to give customers the
benefit of any doubt, with consequent loss to himself.
While there are few dealers to-day who have a bookkeeping system as bad as this, there are many that are
almost as unsatisfactory and productive of as much
loss. This is especially deplorable in view of the fact
that there are such excellent bookkeeping systems on
the market to-day that give the dealer good service
with little labor and at small expense. There was some
excuse in the old days when sales had to be entered in

THE

a day book and later transferred to the customer's
account in the ledger, and a statement for the customer
copied off at the end of each week or month. Those
were the days that meant long hours of office work for
the dealer or his office assistant. The dealer to-day
would be foolish to keep to such a plan because of the
simple labor-saving devices that are obtainable at small
cost. For instance, the loose leaf system of bookkeeping eliminates the work of making out weekly or
monthly accounts, items from the day book being transferred to a loose leaf account in duplicate, one sheet
of which can be given to the customer at the end of the
week or month, removing the necessity of making out
a bill.
Account Register Gives Efficient Service

Bookkeeping can be further simplified by the use of
accounts
an account register, which allows customers'
to be kept with one writing and always up to date, and
the amount of the account to date is brought forward
each time a sales slip is made out. Thus the customer
gets an up-to-thfuii Inute statement with each purchase,
eliminating disputes that are liable to occur when accounts are allowed to run for some time without being
made out. A statement to date with each purchase also
helps materially in the collection of money due and the
prevention of bad accounts, and also eliminates the
work of making out a long list of accounts at the end of
the week or month. The account register also cuts
down office expense and allows the dealer to give his
time and attention to work that will mean increased
sales and profits for the store.
Make Certain all Goods are Charged
Poor bookkeeping systems also result in various small
leaks that claim a goodly proportion of the profits. An

outstanding example is neglect to charge goods, a leak
that eats up a good deal of profit in many stores. A
woman comes in and makes a purchase that is to be
charged, and before the dealer has time to charge it another customer comes in and he waits on her. He forgets to make the charge to the previous customer, and
that means a serious loss, for he not only loses the profit on that sale, but he must sell a good deal more goods
to make up for the loss of the goods. There should be
a cast iron rule in every store that each charge has to
be entered before another customer is served. The
practice of having customers wait for their sales slip
will lessen the chance of neglecting this and also cause
the customer waiting to be less impatient at the delay,
for while the previous customer is before you the waiting customer cannot expect to claim your attention.
Keep Track of Sales and Expenses
The retailer's bookkeeping should include a system
for keeping track of both sales and expenses, for without this he can never figure his selling prices with any
degree of accuracy. He should know exactly what it
costs him to do business, and everything that is an expense should be included. Too many dealers do not
include enough in their expense account, and so they
do not have an accurate knowledge of cost of doing
business, with the result that they do not make as much
money as they think they are making. The sundry
items should not be forgotten. The dealer who wishes
to know his actual total cost of doing business must
give attention to the incidentals, and he does not want
to forget his own salary (what he would pay a manager), nor rent for his building, even if he owns it,
equal in amount to what he would have to pay if he did
not own it.
Figuring Selling Price of Goods
With the total amount of his expenses and a knowledge of total sales, the dealer can find out his average
cost of doing business. From this he is able to figure
what gross profit he must make on sales in order to
make the business profitable. If he finds that his cost
of doing business is, say 19 per cent., and he wishes to
make 6 per cent, profit he must make 25 per cent, profit
on sales. It should be borne in mind that percentage
of profit on sales is vastly different from percentage on
cost. For instance, to make 25 per cent, on sales, it
is necessary to add 33 1/3 to cost of goods. In figuring
selling price this should not be forgotten.
Every dealer should give serious thought to the simplicity and efficiency of his bookkeeping and office
methods. It is a part of the business that needs close
attention.

FREE INTERPRETATION AGAIN
Little Paul— Daddy, did Moses have indigestion like
vou have ?
Daddy (in amazement)— I don't know, child! Why
do you ask?
Little Paul — Well, it says in the lesson that the Lord
gave Moses two tablets!
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Why

Some

More
Retailers Don't Make
An important retail question as seen by a traveller — Points
out many leaks that eat away the profits of scores of stores.
By W. STRINGER

I'm not a literary man although my name is Stringer,
which you all probably recognize as the appellation of
the celebrated Canadian writer, but nevertheless I
may be able to give readers a few hints on why a good
I suppose
many retailers don't make more money.
that some readers will be wondering what license I
have to hand out advice to retail dealers, so I will
present my credentials as it were by stating that I am
a traveller and by my constant contact with merchants
have ample opportunity to study their methods, good
and bad. I regret to say that I find not a few in the
latter class, but want to state that they are mostly
those fellows who go through the motions of being a
merchant, but give too little attention to the science of
being a business man. I refer to the dealer who does
not know what it costs him to do business, what
departments are or are not paying, whether his selling
price is in keeping with the cost of the goods, what his
stock runs, what progress he is making or how he
stands. A man like this may seem altogether too
unbusinesslike to have a store of his own, but there
are many possessing one or more of these features of a
bad business man.
A Dealer Who Didn't Take Stock
A dealer who has been in business seven years told
me the other day that he has never taken stock since
he opened up. " T went after him strongly for this
negligence and he came back at me with, "What's the
use. I have a pretty good idea what my stock is
worth and as long as T am doing all right I don't feel
like bothering with the work."
I told this fellow some pretty plain things even at
the chance of losing his trade, but I think now that
he is glad that I did. He thought he was doing all
right because he was selling a lot of goods, biit I knew
that he was not making the money he should on his
turnover or he wouldn't be turning back our drafts
as often as he does. This fact did not become evident
to him however, because he never took stock to find
out just what progress he was or was not making. If
he had made a financial statement out at the end of
each year he would have found out long ago that there
was something wrong. I don't know myself what is
wrong but if he sees the small amount that he is making each year in cold figures it will soon spur him on to
find out what is the matter.
Goods Going Out Without Charging
It may be that a considerable amount of goods are
going out without charging. It is unfortunate but
nevertheless true, that a huge amount of goods do leave
many stores unpaid for and uncharged. Twice during
the "past month T have noticed clerks forgetting to
charge goods and check them up. How iriuch of
this goes on in your store? It does not take much
of it to run profits down to the zero mark.
The credit register is a valuable factor in correcting
neglect in this regard, as an up-to-date statement is
supposed to be given to the customer with each purchase. However, many merchants have allowed their

Money

clerks to become very neglectful in this regard with
the result that many charges are forgotten. Every
dealer shoiild make an inflexible rule that each credit
customer is given a sales check with each purchase.
In conclusion I would like to say that the reason a
good many dealers do not make more money than they
do is that they are working too much for a big sales
record without considering the profit side. This is a
sad mistake and one that the dealer will relent of
sooner or later. What is the use of giving oneself over
to hard work for the mere pleasure of working? Consider profits as well as sales.
A TRAVELLING

LIGHT

FOR

WORK

BENCH

One of the most necessary units of repair shop equipment is a well lighted work bench. In the accompanying illustration is shown a convenient way of
hanging a light so that it will be quickly available at
any place on the bench.
The equipment necessary, which is easily constructed,
consists of a light rack made of small gas piping which
is suspended directly over the bench. The pipe serves
as a rail on which a small grooved pulley runs. The

A travelling light for work benth. If light is at one end of the
bench and it is wanted at the other a pull on the light cable
brings it quickly to the desired place.

light is suspended from this pulley by means of a hook
which does double duty as one of the arms which
pulley falling off, and as a means of atprevents tachingthe
the lamp.
The lamp cord is made long enough to reach to either
end of the bench and a light cable attached to the
pulley, passing through guides at each end of the rack
and allowed to hang over the bench as illustrated,
provides a means of moving the light along without
having to reach for the lamp itself. Should a man be
at one end of the bench and the light at the other, he
can move the light up to where he wants it by moving
the cable. This equipment also makes for economy, as
a single light may be used in place of two or more.
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are invited to send letters ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Undertakers'
expressing their Views on any of the subjects dealt with — Department
News of the profession throughout Canada.

Herculean

Task

of

Funeral

Directors

at

Halifax

Explosion kills 1500 persons — Awful catastrophe
suddenly put immense responsibility on undertakers
— How the work was done — A II Canada offers help.

of the greatest catastrophes that ever afflicted
Canada occurred on December 6, when the
French transport "Mont Blanc," loaded with
munitions, and the Belgian relief steamer "Imo," collided in Halifax harbor, causing an explosion and fire
which devastated the city, killed some 1,500 persons,
wounded as many more, and rolled up uncounted injury and damage to persons, property and business.
First reports variously estimated the loss of life up
to 5,000, and in fact an order was placed Avith the
Amherst branch of Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., for
4,000 coffins and caskets. Happily, it turns out, riot
half that number were required.
When first reports of the disaster reached the outside world, the funeral directors of Canada, within
reasonable distance of Halifax, placed themselves at
the disposal of the authorities. There are three undertaking establishments at Halifax — Snow & Co.,
Nova Scotia Undertaking Co., and Joseph Spencer —
and they were soon exceedingly busy. About two
dozen undertakers from nearby Nova Scotia points,
rushed to the city to render their aid, and offers were
received even from United States points.
Thirty of Toronto's funeral directors offered their
help, but on inquiry it was found that not so many were
required. D. M. Andrews, secretary-treasurer of
Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., Toronto, went down to
help out the Amherst branch in getting out the requisite number of coffins and caskets, and accompanying him were Prof. R. U. Stone, Toronto, and A. A.
Schreiter, Kitchener. N. B. Cobbledick and L. W.
Trull, Toronto, with Mr. Brown of Parkhill, went down
east a few days later.
The first party arrived in
ONE

Halifax early on the Monday following the explosion,
and after breakfast, Messrs. Stone and Schreiter had
their first view of the ruins.
It has been said by eyewitnesses who have seen both,
that the ruins in Halifax were more awful than the
battle-scarred towns of Flanders, and Mr. Stone said
he could quite believe that. There seemed to be four
degrees of ruins — along the river, obliteration, nothing at all being left ; back of that, devastation ; then
havoc and wreckage extending for miles.
The bodies as taken from the ruins, naturally wars
rushed to the undertaking establi-shments, and these
were soon choked with dead bodies. Then some
semblance of order was instituted : committees -were
appointed to look after the wounded, homeless and the
dead. Arthur S. Barnstead, a public-spirited citizen,
was appointed chairman of the Mortuary Committee,
and he commandeered the Chebueto Road Public
School, and had many of the bodies as found rushed
there for identification.
Messrs. Stone and Schreiter reported at SnoAV &
Co.'s, but Mr. Barnstead thought their help would be
more needed at the Chebueto mortuary. Prof. Stone
was appointed general mortuary supervisor, and Mr.
Schreiter his assistant. A company of 30 soldiers and
one carpenter were appointed to assist, and Mr. Stone
says they worked liked Trojans.
Between 700 and 800 bodies were handled that week,
at the Chebueto mortuary, 500 of them being in the
school at one time. Mr. Barnstead looked after the
office in one of the rooms upstairs, and Prof. Stone and
his staff in the mortuary, in the basement.
All the
The first inililic funeral of the Halifax disaster
victims. Till- looal men were assisted by
Jlessis. CnMilcaic-k and Trull, Toronto, and
Brown, rarkhill, Ont., as well as a nvimber of
Nova Scdtia funeral directors, who placed them
selves, under the direction of the local undertakers. Secretary Andrews, of the Dominion
Mfrs., Ltd.. Mr. Christie, of the Amherst branch,
and the Maritime representatives of the Company rendered superhuman service in handling
the "caskets at this and the second public funeral.
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Aviudows of the school had been blown out by the explosion, and much damage had been done inside and
outside the building.
It speaks well lor the staff to say that within 24
hours the ofifiee was heated, lighted, and in good running order, with card indexes and systematic checking
work on all the bodies found. The same can be said
of the mortuary equipment. The window spaces were
filled in, electric lamps installed, a 'phone exchange
connected up, forms for holding the bodies built, and
the bodies classified — women in one part, children in
another, the identified, the burned, and the unidentified
men. The faces had been washed three times,
numbered identification cards placed about the necks,
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service at the time the "Titanic" dead were brought
to the city, had been blown down, and the Chebueto
school, though not an ideal mortuary, was the best possible building available, that was at all contiguous to
the ghastly Richmond ruins.
Immediately foUov/ing the explosion, which stove in
houses, lifted roofs and blew down buildings; stoves
which had been upset started fires in all directions;
then came a severe blizzard and snowstorm, followed
by a heavy rain a day after ; then more snow. It was
grim work for the searchers, awful suspense for living
relatives, and this induced superhuman efforts on the
part of the undertakers in cleaning and arranging the
dead bodies.
Bodiestion atoftheadults
laid out
for identificaChebueto
Mortuary.
The
bodies of children were placed along the
wall at the far end of the building,
scarcely discernible In the photo.

Two oar loads of caskets just in from
Amherst, Parlors.
and placed in front of Snow's
Funeral

and the clothing conveniently arranged for helping
relatives and friends trace their dead.
The identified were taken by friends to local undertakers and the funerals arranged as conveniently
as possible. Except where bodies were shipped, and
in some few individual instances, embalming was not
done at first. The weather was cold, and many of the
bodies were frozen. There was not time sufficient to
•embalm all bodies, though the health restrictions were
set aside for the nonce.
The first public funeral of unidentified dead took
place on Monday, December 17, and the second on
Friday, December 21. Messrs. Stone and Schreiter
returned west before the first funeral, leaving Messrs.
Cobbledick, Trull and Brown, to look after the
mortuary. These funeral directors returned to their
homes for Christmas.
Prof. Stone in an interview with Canadian Furniture
World and The Undertaker, said the work done at
Halifax was the best possible under the circumstances.
All the large buildings, like the skating rink, which did

Mr. Stone spoke exceedingly high of the work of Mr.
Barnstead, who directed all the moi'tuary Avork, of the
company of soldiers who assisted in carrying and
cleaning the bodies, and of Mrs. Barrington Hamm of
the Y.W.C.A., Toronto, who went to Halifax to otfer
her services in any capacity. She was a great help
in assisting the women folk to identify the dead. So
well and tenderly was this work done, that very few
who entered the mortuary cried aloud, and no person
was seen to break down under the trying ordeal.

There were some 125 charred bodies sent to the Chebueto mortuary. All that was left of these remains
could be placed in a space 10x10 feet.
That the services rendered by the Ontario men was
appreciated, was strikingly instanced in an article in
the Kitchener News Letter of a few days ago. Chairman Barnstead said both the city of Kitchener's and
Mr. Schreiter 's services will ever be reverenced by
Halifax citizens.
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Vaults

Steel

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.
Superiority Unquestioned
Carried in Stock

Design and Construction Unequaled
A II Leading Jobbers

Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
An
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handling
of Bodies.
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
Iniide Dimeniions : 73 in. long, 20 in. wide, 1 5 in. deep.
Prices: With Tray $30.00; Without Tray $28.00 ; Tray Alone $5.00
Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by
MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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Handled

The shipjiing aiul handling of the caskets was a
herculean task, but with system the work was done
speedily and without a hitch. D. M. Andrews, of
Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., who went down from
the head office to help the local men, with Mr. Christie,
supervised the work at the Halifax end.
First a visit to Amherst suggested the plan of campaign, and an arrangement Avith the railway and express companies facilitated the delivery of the caskets
and boxes. A. W. Murray, superintendent of the
Amherst plant, also made a name for himself in this
crisis, as in fact did all the funeral directors of Halifax
and the men from the outside who came in to help.
As the ears pulled into Halifax they were immediately unloaded, the civic committees looking after
transportation releasing rigs, drays and automobiles
to help in the work. The eofifins and caskets were first
delivered to Snow & Co.. Nova Scotia Undertaking
Co., and J. Spencer, the local undertakers, but with the
increasing receipt of boxes, other and special arrangements had to be made. Messrs. Andrews, Christie
and Murray then arranged for deliveries at the Art
Institute, and the Military Barracks, where these men
and their assistants worked from early in the morning
until late at night in opening, trimming and furnishing the cofifns and caskets for sending to the public
mortuary and the various funeral parlors.
Mr. Andrews, to a Furniture World reporter, was
modest in telling of his work in connection with the
work, but he gave great credit to B. Cruiekshanks, of
the N. S. Undertakers Co., Messrs. Snow, (senior and
junior ), J. Spencer, Mr. Christie, and A. W. Murray,
as well as the two dozen funeral directors who came
into Halifax to assist. These men also lent their aid
in the public funerals given the unidentified dead. "It
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was not a question of money-making,'" said ^Ir.
Andrews, "as a matter of fact it was a loss to his company, but it was a time when experienced men gave
their help willingly for the public benefit."
The task of D. M. Andrews, secretary-treasurer of
Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd.. was no ea.sy one. With
the first intimation of the disaster, he prepared to go
to Halifax, and when the order for 4.000 coflfins and
caskets was sent in to the Amherst, N.S.. branch, it
was thought fit to divert part of the order to the
Three Rivers, Que., plant. An embargo, however,
had been placed on all freight emanating east of Montreal, to give the railways greater scope to rush relief
and supplies to the suffering at Halifax. The order
was then transferred to the head office at Toronto, and
three cars were made up — one from Toronto, one from
Hamilton, and one from London.
Mr. Andrews stopped off at Amherst before reaching
Halifax, to see how things were running and to lend
f< hand. Ontario men say that he seemed to be everywhere at Halifax, and had order made out of the
seeming chaos in no time. Mr. AndrcAvs returned
home from Halifax the week before Christmas.
An interesting feature developed out of the big order
placed at Amherst. Mr. Godin, general manager of
Dominion Manufacturers, stated that while Amherst
for onthea moment's
if not
all needs
could —supply
notice
as could
any of
the called
branches,
company
havdng a large stock at all plants — there Avas a stand
ing stock always at Three Rivers, alone, of 15,000
coffins, besides large supplies and stocks of caskets,
linings, robes, etc.
Fire destroyed the premises of the Winnipeg Brass
and Fixtures Company, Avith a loss of $13,000.

Motor hearse, made by A. B. Greer & Son, for McK.ny & McKay. Letlibridge. .\Ua.

It is built on a Studebaker 7-cylinder chassis.
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France.
May the year that is opening bring to the world a peace that shall
end militarism for all time, and that shall justify the sacrifices made
by Canada and her allies.
May Canada meet new conditions that may develop at the end
of the war with the same courage and resourcefulness that has been
manifested during the war.
To our customers, and the profession generally, from one end of
Canada to the other, we wish to express our earnest appreciation
of the business and courtesies extended in the past.

May health, prosperity and happiness be yours throughout the year
and through many years to follow.

Dominion

Manufacturers

Limited
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Service,
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on behalf
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company, wish to extend to members of the profession in every section
of the country, our
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MANAGERS

F. L. Coles,
The National Casket Co., Limited,
Toronto.
D. W. Thompson & Co., Limited,
Toronto.
A. J. Mitchell,
The Globe Casket Co., Limited,
London.

Leopold Girard,
Girard & Godin, Limitee,
Three Rivers, Que.
J. A. Christie,
Christie Eros. & Co., Limited,
Amherst, N.S.
Chas. Crossland,
Winnipeg Casket Co., Winnipeg, Man.
N. Rochon,

J. A. McMurray,
The Semmens & Evel Casket Co.,
Hamilton.

Girard & Godin, Limitee, Montreal.
Bert Semmens,
Vancouver Casket Company.

TRAVELLING
Andrew Black, Toronto
Wm. G. Bartlett, Toronto
N. Hendrickz, Toronto
A. S. Preston, Toronto
G. E. Nichols, Toronto.
J. H. Percy, Hamilton
J. R. Tupper, Hamilton
W. B. Cummings,
Hamilton
L. C. Haley, Hamilton
H. E, Caulfield, London
Dominion
Amherst, N.S.

STAFF

S. R. McCuUy, London
A. Friendship, London
S. M. Monds, Winnipeg
W. D. Campbell, Winnipeg
H. Johnstone, Winnipeg
W.WiG.
McCalpin,
nnip
eg

H.
A.
W.
W.

Turner, Winnipeg
V. Dunham, Winnipeg
P. Reed, Winnipeg
Thompson, Winnipeg

A. W. Maguire, Winnipeg
A. C. Fess, Winnipeg
J. F. Trudel, Three Rivers
T. Parent, Three Rivers
E. A. Mullin, Three Rivers
E. Rochon, Montreal
W, G. Smith, Amherst
A. McKinnon, Amherst
W. H. Tidmarsh, Amherst
T. Geddes Grant,
Amherst

Manufacturers
Limited
Head Office: TORONTO
Three Rivers, Que. Montreal Ottawa Hamilton London Winnipeg Vancouver.
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Disaster

One of the difficulties during the early stages of the
work was in getting men to dig graves. Advertise
ments were placed in the papers, and eventually the
committee looking after this department, with the help
of the health authorities, got sufficient men who went
to the work cheerfully enough.
Every effort was made to identify the dead soldiers,
but it was found impossible, as the men, being on peace
duty, wore no discs.
In the Fairview cemetery, where lie the dead of the
"Titanic" and the "Bourgoyne" victims of great
marine disasters in the past, many of the dead from the
explosion have been laid to rest. In the military
bi.rying grounds a number of unidentified soldiers were
inteVred. Citizens generally responded freely to the
call for help for volunteer pall bearers.
The large new high school at New Glasgow, N.S.,
to accommowas turned into an emergency hospital
date 150 of the wounded sent from Halifax.
Prof. Stone said his first intimation about going to
Halifax was a 'phone message he received from Armand
Sehreiter of Kitchener, who happened to be m
Petrolea. .Then N. B. Cobblediek called him up. He
himself called the Toronto funeral directors, and thirty
men offered their services in case of need. Mr. Stone
wired Ottawa and Halifax offering these_ services, and
'phone messages came from many towns in Ontario.

EMBALMERS EXAMINATIONS IN
FEBRUARY
The Ontario Government Board of Examiners, under
an
the Embalmers' and Undertakers' Act, willto hold
become
examination for candidates who wish
licensed and (lualified embalmers. in the Parliament
Buildings, Toronto, on Tuesday, February 12, commencing at9.30 a.m. Applications and fees should be
sent to the secretary of the Board, T. E. Simpson,
Sault Ste. Marie. "Ont., before February 1. Mr.
Simpson will also furnish application forms on request.
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PROFESSIONAL MILESTONE
( Contimted from page 94 )

by the embalmer, and a greater measure of success
with congestion discolorations has been the result.
The profession is rapidly becoming convinced that
professional success depends on individual efficiency,
and that individual efficiency depends on scientific
study of causes and effects in each case handled.
Fundamental principles, the foundation for correct
work, in all branches of the Avork of the undertaker
and embalmer, are being studied; more attention is
being paid to the relation of fundamental principles
to sales, stock, embalming operations, funeral man-

ONTARIO

CENTRAL

CASKET

ANNUAL

DEMONSTRATION

The Central Casket Co.'s annual embalming demonstration and exhibition took place at their Buffalo head
office and warerooms on Niagara St., on January 8. 9,
10 and 11. A couple of hundred Ontario and New
York State funeral directors were in Buffalo that
week. ■ Arrangements for rooms had been made with
the Statler and Niagara hotels, and 200 rooms were
placed in reservation at The Hermitage. Prof. Eckels
conducted th^' demonstrations.
U. S. EMBALMERS AT THE fRONT
The funeral directors of the United States arc
certainly doing their duty to their country in these
trying war times, from all sections of that country
coWreports of embalmers and undertakers enlisting
for service in Europe, Whether or not the Purple
Cross movement across the line is responsible, the first
graves registration unit of the United States army,
composed of f|ualified embalmers and undertakers, is
already in France, and another unit, recruited among
Chicago funeral directors, is in training in one of the
U. S. military camps. Besides these there are a great
many of the younger men serving as officers or privates
in various infantry regiments.

H. M. PURVIANCE, of Huntingdon, Ind.,
of a case in
who att-ndod thp late C. E. A. convention at Toronto,ThetoldUndertal<er,
in
and
a recent issue of Canadian Furniture World
which he had assisted at the exhumation of a body that had been buried
sent to
by his predecessor in business, 40 years ago. This photo was with
his
the editor by Mr. Purviaiice. It shows himself (in centre),
left) looking at glass opening in casket. The body seemed
his
(at
son
just as fresh as when buried, said Mr. Purviance.

agement in general, and this promises a distinct advance in professional qualifications during the coming
year. The agencies through which these educational
campaigns are being pushed are doing the best they
to place our profession on a better basis in every
can
dii'ection.
In consequence of all this, T predict that 1918 will
to the beneree our profession awake more thoroughly
fits to be derived from scientific study of all branches,
and that professionally, financially, etc., the individual units of the profession will make considerable
progress and will work together to make this prof - sFion all it should be. Much has been accomplished to
date hut there is much more to be done.
"Let us all grasp the spokes of the wheel of progress and by our combined strength let m push it
further up the side of the mountain of rffieieney."
Harry A. Compton, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Compand
furniture
Son,P.E.I.
Compton &wn,
ton, of* II. ,A. Charlotteto
somewhat
, dieddealers
nndertakers
suddenly on Saturday. December 22. aged 26 years. The
funeral,' which was largely attended, took place on
Sunday following, from his father's residence, to the
People's Cemetery. Besides father and mother, the
brothers.
and three for
Compton"
late
some
been indisposed
has sisters
wliothree
Sr.. left
Compton,
Mr. Mr.
time, is now on the mend and improving.
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Our Clubbing Offer
THE latest issue of The Journal of Research in
Embalming and Allied Sciences, contains an
article (illustrated) by Prof. Dhonau, on a combination treatment he made on a case of cancer of the
jaw. The professor also tells in another article "one
cause of circulation inequalities." A practical embalmer gives a treatment of scalded face.
These are but a few of the many interesting, practical and experimental cases which are reviewed in
the course of a year in Research Journal. Canadian
Furniture World and The Undertaker has made a
chibbing arrangement with Prof. Dhonau. whereby
the two papers will be sent to any address in Canada
for little above the cost of one.
If you are interested in your work and wish to develop as an embalmer, you should have The Research
Journal. If you are interested in your professional
confreres you should have The Furniture World. Why
not sit down noAv and write to the editor of Canadian
Furniture World, 32 Colborne St., Toronto, enclosing
$1.50, and asking for both papers for the year.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

Guymer Bros., undertakers at The Pas, Man., have
discontinued business.
T. E. Simpson, Soo. Ont., won the seat in the recent
elections for Algoma West by a 1,579 majority.
Morris & Son, of Wakerville, Ont., have moved their
undei'taking establishment across the road from their
present location. They have purchased a block, and
are fitting it up as a modem funeral establishment.
Jack Stewart, Strathroy, Ont., has sold out his furniture business, and Avill devote himself exclusively to
funeral directing. He has bought a corner store and
fitted it up as a modern funeral establishment with
morgue, funeral chapel, etc.
A. B. Surarus, for many years a prominent undertaker in Kitchener, Out., died recently at his home in
that city, after three years' illness. He was born in
Freeport, near Kitchener, in January, 1856, and spent
the greater part of his life there. For five years he
conducted an undertaking and furniture business in
New Hamburg. He is .survived by his widow and
two children.
F. W. Wallace, Sussex, N.B.. celebrated his 25th
anniversary in the funeral directing profession a month
ago. Mr. Wallace, wlio was for so long head of the
Maritime Funeral Directors' Association, and also
mayor of his town, is in his 60th year. He is conducting his business alone, his son having enlisted early in
the war for service at tTie front.
James Ross, of New Grlasgow, N.S., who has been in
failing health for some time, was taken to Aberdeen
Hospital, New Grlasgow. and underwent a serious surgical operation, on November 8, which was very successful, and it is certain saved his life. He was able
to bear removing to his home on the 22nd, where, although very weak, he is doing well, and as the days
go by his many friends have every hope of him being
restored to his old vigor and activity.
"At this date Mr, Ross is improving slowly," writes
G. E. Nichols, "and can take short walks out of doors."
The Provincial Government has appointed the following as a Board of Examiners for Licensed Embalmers for Saskatchewan: Maurice Macdonald Seymour,
M.D., Commissioner of Public Health, Regina; Alex.
3TcG. Young, M.D., physician, Saskatoon; Thos. Wat-
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son, Provincial Sanitary Inspector, Regina ; A. Broadfoot, licensed embalmer. Moose Jaw ; and John Droppo,
licensed embalmer, Moose Jaw.
FOR VALOR
Wrilten for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker
This poem was dedicated to and most graciously
acknowledged by His Royal Highness the Duke of
Connaught, Governor General of Canada, in 1916. It
was also published in prominent papers in different
parts of the world.
When Beauty's eyes admiring rest
Upon some broad be-jewelled breast —
May she not contemplatively
Feel honored by such company?
As loud a brazen clarion rings.
A thousand to attention springs.
And statue-like the martial ranks
Become one motionless phalanx.
On high a warm saluting sun
Approving shines serenely down.
And war-bright bayonets, bolts and bands
Of rifles flash in freemen's hands —
Each proud to view rare honor done
And well bestowed since nobly won.
Enranked along that bristling wall
A stripling stands, erect and tall.
Behold him now within the square —
Lithe, robust, handsome, manly, fair — Each rosy cheek, each bright blue eye.
Reveals his northern ancestry.
CTheir deeds romantic, warlike, grim.
Have stirred the Briton's soul of him.
Who, though his heart in loud distress
Booms signals now of nervousness —
Had thrice ere this with danger nigh.
Been proven unafraid to die.)
When foes with devilish hatred cursed.
He held for God and duty first
And bore his comrade's helpless form
To shelter from the iron storm —
Nor dreamed the deed heroic then
But silent held his post again.
With kingly mien his royal lord
Approaches now across the sward,
And on that Spartan breast apperd«
The "Cross for Valor,'" and attends
While acclamation's thundering drums
Roll out, "The Conquering Hero Comes."
Then in the Name of God attests: —
"Who wears this cross upon their breasts
Must first the path of duty tread.
Estranged from fear, devoid of dread:
Nor martial rank, nor noble birth.
May claim its slight, yet priceless worth.
Until they've danger's gauntlet run
And proved it well and truly won.
Illustrious youth, illustrious breed.
That finds the honor in the deed.
No master's brush, no poet's pen.
May bring it to the gaze of men.
But, to God each noble deed will cry
Its own immortal VICTORY.

Tremont Park, Gananoque, Ont.

— ANGUS.
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Will Bring Progress
By HowAKD P. Eckels, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' Golk'ge of Embalming:, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fnriuture
(Written for Cdiiadnin
r.} World and
The Undertake
CONTINUED FKOM T.AST ISSUE.
War

should endeavor as far as possible, to put the
body in the position usually assumi'd in life.
I did not advise standing a body on its feet—
but T would suggest elevating the head and shoulders
as high as possible, because you Avill thus have a more
effective distribution of the fluid to the lower extremities. The gravitation of your fluid downward helpj
its circulation. The four trunk arteries provide for
a sufficient flow of fluid in an upward direction. The
head, neck and ears usually show the circulation of
fluid first. This appears before you have used enough
fluid to embalm the body. Ordinarily, too much fluid
goes to the head on the first injection. Incidentally,
entirely too strong fluid goes there, but I will take up
that feature of the case later.
How much fluid should be injected? At least as
much as there Avas blood in the body in life. Indeed,
since we do not get the circulation of embalming fluid
with the same thorough and even distribution that the
blood secures in life, it often takes more, because certain sections get an over-supply, and at the expense of
other parts of the body. Since, in the vast majority
of cases we get more fluid into the face than we do into
other parts, let's start the injection with a diluted
obfluid and continue it in that strength until we have the
tained acirculation in the face sufficient to drive
blood therefrom to insure its preservation and to leave
the face without that hardened, dried, mummified and
shrunken condition that over-embalmed bodies show.
artThe strength outlined later on in this series rof fluid
icles will do the work. Then, when a stronge
is used with which to conclude the embalming of the
face tissues will have conbody, the capillaries of the
tracted and none of the fluid of the greater strength
will go into the face to destroy the cosmetic effect
unwhich has been secured by the milder fluid. The
dertaker Avho closes the casket before the funeral,
makes a confession of either his lack of care or his
deficiency in skill, which, in either event, is a totally
unnecessary blot upon his reputation.
It is possible not only to embalm temporarily, but to
out
permanently preserve nine hundred and ninety-nine
hands.
your
into
comes
which
bodies
d
thousan
of every
exceptions which would occur are
About "the only
those where the body is terribly decomposed before it
reaches the hands of the undertaker, or where it has
been thoroughly mangled and the circulation completely destroyed. In a normal case, where the embalmer has been able to begin his work within, let us
say twenty-four hours of the time of death, the case
what the cause
presents no difficulties at all, no matter
It is simply a matter of knowing how.
• of death.
Permanent preserving is merely a matter of equalizEmbalm the body sciening^ the fluid distribution.
tifically on the first call to secure cosmetic effect and
fluid by a proper
in due season reinject a proper
method and you never need close the casket m the
Too often, bodies which
face of relatives and friends.
at the time of embalminjected
well
be
to
have seemed
ing, turn out bad by the time of the funeral. Probably
n, and betoo' little fluid was used in but one injectio
cause the corpse had looked natural for two or three
days the embalmer had concluded that the work had
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been done perfectly. Shortly before, or on the day
of the interment, his surprise at discovering that the
body is not keeping perfectly, or that diseolorations
have appeared on the face and hands, is so great that
he is unmanned and does not make any attempt to
secure good preservation. If this very same embalmer
was to see such a case in the hands of his competitor,
he would criticise him severely for not reinjecting the
body the moment he discovered that the first injection
was not wholly satisfactory. In the event that the
same embalmer was called in to look at someone's else
case, the first thing that he would do would be to reinject it.
Some of the very best embalmers make the fatal mistake of concluding that an embalmed body which has
received one injection should keep forever. In the
event that it does not, he at once believes that some
untov/ard condition of the body, due to some certain
kind of illness, has prevented a perfect preservation,
or else that the circulation was ruptured at the time of
the first injection. Therefore, in his difficulty and
perplexity it does not occur to him that he should give
a second injection, should he discover on the day of. or
that some parts of the body
the day
are
not before
keeping.the funeral,

I have said that reinjection is the secret of permanent preservation. Perhaps it Avould be Avell to qualify
a proper emthis by saying that proper injection of reinject
ion of
balming fluid, followed by a scientific
perof
e
a suitable fluid, forms the sum and substanc
manent preservation.
Of recent years, and especially quite lately, the socalled Italian method has been widely exploited. It
has its merits, but it also has its very serious faults.
of the secrets of this soReinjection here is also. one
called Eternal Process Unfortunately, however, by
the Italian method, the first injection is not without
objections. The instruments used almost never are
suitable for our purposes, and the fluid is one with
which cosmetic effect is an absolute impossibility.
But to return to the ordinary ease where the startled
undertaker decides in his panic to face failure and
Analyzing the conscrew down the lid of the casket.
elusion of these old-time embalmers, which so often
causes them to form very set opinions in this matter,
the deduction is that they have on one or more occasions made reiujections without securing the good results which such reinjection should produce. But
there is an easy way out of it which I shall detail later
The reason that they have not had
in this article."
results at the second injection, was that at the time the
first injection was made, they used the sharp-pointed
trocar too freely, and necessarily at random, to aspirate the gases, and inject the fluid into the cavities
ng
puncturing both arteries and veins, thereby destroyi
the circulation. As a result, at the time of their second
d blood vessels,
injection, they pumped into ruptureinto
the cavities.
which allowed the fluid to leak out
could be expected under these cirNo good possible
cumstances from a second injection through the same
arteries which were used originally.
( To be continued. )
Even undertakers are held up to suspicion when they
convey a casket over the line into Iowa, which has
gone "dry" recently. The shipment of a body was
at the border lately, while officers searched
stopped
casket for liquor.
the
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He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.
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funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.
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We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on conthe unfit to the botwhich sends
tinuouslyfittest
to the top.
tom and the
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fiuid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.

And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fiuid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.
!
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Toronto, Tuesday, Feb. 12th, 1918

is the Frigid Casket- Lowering

Device

To the Artist— h is graceful, pleasingly proportioned,
with beautiful committal services.
To the Mechanic— A marvel of inventive genius and
mechanical simplicity.
To the Careful— h is efficient and thereby a pleasure.
Careless— h is "Safety First" and therefore
To the
insurance.
To the Timid— h is reassuring.

Aggressive — h is progressive and good adverTo the
tising.
To YOU—h

is all these things and many more.

CO.
FLUID
FRIGID
217 South Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Government Board of Examiners, under
the Embalmers and Undertakers' Act, will
conduct an Examination in the Parliament
Buildings, Toronto, on Tuesday, February 12,
1918, commencing at 9.30 o'clock in the morning. Candidates wishing to take the Examination for (lualification and Government
send in their applications and fee,
will
License,
to the Secretary, not later than February 1st,
1918. Blank forms of application can be had
on application to tlie Secretary.
T. E. SIMPSON,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
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"Another Professional Milestone
IVhere Do We Stand?
By Prof. Chas. O. Dhonau
President the Cincinnati College of Etnbalmingr and the
Pathologic Institute of the Cincinnati General Hospital.
Written for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker.

the completion of another year of tremendous activity, the undertaker and embalmer must take stock of his capabilities
now at the opening of the New Year During the
year just closed we have all gone either backward or
forward professionally. None of us have stood still.
It has been my custom to call the attention of the
reader at this time of the year to the fact that another
.year has passed and that those who have not made
professional progress in the past year have gone backward. Those who are best acquainted with Nature
know that there is no half way station between the
process known as progression on one hand, and, retrogression on the other. Those who are content to
allow their minds to seek other fields than the field of
improvement in their professional activities are allowing the average, professionally speaking, to leave them
behind.
To say that we are doing something to-day because
we have been accustomed to do the same thing for
years is good evidence that there may be room for improvement. We are becoming more and more attached to the old quip — those who 'believe it impossible to do certain things are frequently surprised to
see someone do these very things. The policy, to be
content with what we are doing until an improvement
can be seen in the offing, is one Avhieh I believe to be
taking firmer root with us as a profession.
During the past year I have seen many additions to
the ranks of those who are more particular to do
something because it seems best after all conditions
have been carefully weighed. There have been many
converts to the cause of exactitude in all branches of
our work. Hundreds have been convinced of the
danger to the circulation in indiscriminate trocar
work, and the allied danger of restricting the circulation of fluid through the creation of unnecessary and
unseen breaks in the circulation.
Many more have become convinced that the efficiency of an embalming fluid depends largely upon the
manner of using it and that uncertain or the so-called
bad cases were only placed in that class because of
some personal Tjreakdown or imperfection in the manner of using the fluids. Fluid manufacturers complain that the breadth of vision of the embalmer is so
small in the most eases that every unlooked for happening is charged to the luckless fluid. They have
a just complaint if that is the case.
An embalming fluid which has svirvived years of
use by the embalmers and which is faithfully kept up
to the required standard by the manufacturers, has
survived a test which placed it at a disadvantage from
the very beginning of things. To say that a fluid
makes good because of the efficiency of the man using
it can only be said to apply to a small percentage of
the users of embalming fluid. It would be more
proper and more in accordance with the facts to say
that the average standard fluid makes good in spite of
the manner in which it is used.
WITH
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I notice, however, signs which point to the evolution
of the profession to the point where conscience is
playing a more important part, and where the fluid
is being helped to make good because of more conscientious and specific operating. The idea of specific
operating is just taking root. The idea that a body
ought to be treated according to the conditions within
the body, the only logical guide to the embalmer, is
rapidly gaining converts. More science is b;,'ing u=ed
and the thinking men among the profession are seeing things according to a new light — the light of
reason.
The fact that pathology, the organized study of the
disease, is of importance to the embalmer. is just gaining recognition among the profession at large. The
writer proved to the Ohio Association in convention ^ t
Cincinnati, that there was a logical cause for the
absence of fluid in the face in specific cases, and by
demonstration showed just what this cause was — that
it was an ante-mortem clot formation commonly
present in lobar pneumonia — another victory for
science in operating.
In the same case, a blood discoloration which ha'l
existed for 56 hours (in the absence of embalming)
was easily eradicated by the strongest method knoAvn
to our science to-day — "the upward injection of the
common carotid arteries and the drainage from the
jugular veins, using an ordinary capillary Avash with
which to displace the blood from the congested capillaries and veins." Had an ordinary embalming fluid
been used on this case the discoloration would have
been fixed and no after-treatment would have reached
it successfully. The opposition of many embalmers
to extra bottles of chemicals in their outfits is disappearing under proof that specific combinations of
chemicals and specific methods of application give results far superior to what has been done in the past
with the ordinary fluids, and when one considers the
face in the casket as one of the best possibilities in professional advertising, specific treatments for specific
cases are only logical and correct.
The old source of embarrassment to the embalmer,
the black and swollen eye, is now given a specific
treatment in which the cause of the swelling is taken
out from the inside of the lid, and the color is corrected
by a specific treatment of the outer surface. We get
along to-day without tapping and bandaging dropsical limibs, excepting in the most dangerous cases. A
special injection into both femorals downward, with
an addition to the strength of the fluid and drainage
through the veins, does the work.
A special solution for sallow and jaundiced eases is
in use in our laboratories. Here again, is a specific
treatment which corrects a color symptomatic of
disease and helps us in making good our definition of
em'balming — the disinfection, preservation, and beautifying of the dead.
A distinct advance in the treatment of the interior
of the skull in case of cranial autopsy has been made.
Plaster paris is used to close the circulation breaks
and to form a flange which holds the upper portion of
the skull cap in place.
The use of fillers for closing wounds, rebuilding lost
tissue and covering stitches, and the use of opaque
cosmetic creams for finishing these parts is done with
more technical success by the average embalmer.
More information has been given about the blood
ana ''s removal. The qualities of the blood which
make lu flow freely or with difficulty, is being studied
(Continued on paqe 89)
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Essenticil Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

Egyptian

Chemical

WANTED— Good furniture lines, cased or upholstered goods,
for Ottawa, Quebec and Montreal preferred; eighteen years
of experience in furniture. Best of references. Speak
P. O. Box Xo. 16.2
fluently. Address
French Qu
andMontreal,
e.
English
Station N,

exWANTED— Married man, able to do embalming, also some
perience in furniture uiiholstering and picture framing. Apply
stating experience and salary wanted, with free house. A. W.
"J
Burtch, Lansdowne, Out.

FURNITURE

WORLD

'Want
BRING BIG

Ad's'
RESULTS

Larger Bottles filled up with wate.

Co. Boston, u.s.a

January, ]918

CANADIAN

FURNITURE

THE UNDERTAKER

AND

WORLD

Fluid

Champion

A

16oz.

bottle

of

Champion

Purest

Reputation

gained by many years of fair dealing
and honest goods is in each bottle of

Chemicals

Champion
MADE

IN CANADA
For

Order
from

The

Fluid

direct from
or

Cosmetic
Champion

your Jobber

Champion

DR.

G.

Preservation

and

us

W.

Chemical

FERGUSON,

50 Leuty Ave., Kew

Co.,

is Unexcelled

Springfield,

Canadian

Beach,

Effect

TORONTO

Manager

O.

Alaska

are

Clean,

^ You

''Health''

Comfortable

can begin the new

Mattresses

and

Inexpensive

year in no better way from the

stand-point of your customer's welfare and

your

own

featuring Alaska "Health"
resultant profit, than by constantly
Mattresses in every case where low selling price must be
the determining factor of the sale.

^ These Mattresses have always been noted for cleanliness and
purity of filling material, for comfort in use, and for attractive
appearance.

You

can always stand sponsor for them with-

out any fear of the "boomerang come-backs" so common
with the dissatisfied buyers of so many present-day cheap
mattresses.

The

Parkhill

Manufacturing

Co.,

Limited

Successors to the Alaska Feather & Down Co., Limited
Makers of High-Grade Beadsteads and Bedding
MONTREAL

THADt MARK R E.CI STK Re.»

"Alaska

on an article means high-grade every particle"

CANADIAN

FURNITURE

WORLD
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ANNOUNCEMENT

A COMPLETE

AND

ATTRACTIVE

Catalogue of Mundell-Made
HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED.
DID YOU GET YOUR COPY?
IF NOT, A CARD

JOHN

WILL

BRING

C. MUNDELL
ELORA,

COPPER

&

NEW
Furniture

IT TO YOU.

CO.,

Limited

ONT.

PLATED

MIRRORS

DEFY

HEAT,

COLD

and MOISTURE

THEY ARE MANUFACTURED BY
PHILLIPS

MANUFACTURING
TORONTO

Facsimile of label on face of all Copper Plated Mirrors

CO., LIMITED

February, 1918

February, 1918
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THE

KODAV

A CROWNING SUCCESS, A MASTERPIECE
FOLDING BED BUILDING

IN

In making selections of Folding Beds, you naturally discriminate in
favor of the article you think will completely satisfy your customers.
In this connection, the Kroehler Kodav is the one logical choice.
The reason is found in its fine construction along lines which
cannot fail to please. We can supply chairs to match.

CHESTERFIELD

BEDS

The newest, the latest, the best, combining every modern feature
looked for in beds of highest grade. Can be supplied with easy
chairs to match. Write us TO-DAY for particulars about the
Chesterfield. It is our latest turn-out, high-grade in every respect
after months of careful planning and building. This Chesterfield
Bed is ready for you NOW.
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Constructed

according

to the highest standard
of correct style

This William and
Mary Dining Room
Suite satisfies not
alone the EYE but
the sense of luxury
and economy combined, aswell.

THE

GEORGE

The PRICES
will particularly
interest you.
We suggest that
US to-day.
you
WRITE

McLAGAN

FURNITURE

COMPANY.

LIMITED

STRATFORD. ONTARIO
OOP
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THE

adaptability of the chairs of our make to the requirements
of varying grade and style make our product popular with
the general trade. We
No

than ever.

carry a line of Chairs more complete

matter what

price you pay, the chair is built

RIGHT — from start to finish — -to give the satisfaction that you
NEED and the customer WANTS.

We

suggest that you write us TO-DAY.
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Stratford

Chair

Company,

Limited
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MISSION STYLE

GLOBE-WERNICKE

BOOKCASE

More Globe-Wernicke Bookcases, from the simplest to the finest
and most exacting, will be put into use this year than have been
purchased in any previous year.

This is not merely a prediction. Advance orders show^ the faith
of the furniture trade in the selling qualities of Globe-Wernicke
Order your stock now.
Bookcases, plainly and beyond doubt.
If you do not handle Globe- IVernicke Bookcases, it is worth your while
to investigate and see for yourself what a saleable article the GlobeWernicke really is. The alluring appeal of the well-built Bookcase
is common to all who take a little more than ordinary pride in their
home possessions. It sells because it excels.

-The

Oooocoocooooooo

Slobc^Vcrnickc
STRATFORD, ONTARIO
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WE OFFER A LINE OF UNUSUAL
SCOPE, AND WE SUBMIT FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CANADIAN
FURNITURE DEALERS A DEGREE
OF QUALITY AND A RANGE OF
DIFFERENT DESIGNS NOT FOUND
ELSEWHERE. WHEN YOU HANDLE OUR LINE YOUR STORE
WILL BECOME NOTED FOR GIVING HIGHEST VALUE AT LOWEST
PRICE— fifSr THERE IS ALWAYS

\ymtmiiS(m

IMPERIAL

COMPANY

ONTARIO

STRATFORD

Mr.

Are

Furniture

Dealer:

you getting and

reading

Furniture

World

If not, send

The

and

The

Undertaker

Canadian
regularly ?

below,

$1 .00 to address

and the

to you, postpaid, each month.

paper will come
iO

RATTAN

Commercial

Press, Limited

32 Colborne St., Toronto
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STRATFORD

A

Great

Furniture

for

Centre

Buying

Buy Furniture in Stratford — for there the buying is
GOOD.
Stratford is a Furniture Centre, and does
away

with

buying

unnecessary

from

If a group

trouble and

several widely-separated

of manufacturers

kind of furniture that the
then good

expense

business

in ONE

average

caused

by

factories.
place

make

the

class of people

like,

policy suggests that you buy all you

can from

that group, and

Honestly

made,

have

well-designed

satisfies the consumer,

and

goods

shipped

Furniture,

STAYS

together.

that goes

out,

out, is the bed rock

of Stratford's success. Whatever you require in the
Furniture line, Stratford can supply it, in price, in quality,
in appearance.

Stratford

Furniture
STRATFORD,

Manufacturers
ONTARIO

10

CANADIAN

That

the Twin

is the best and
built Table

FURNITURE

Pedestal
most

WORLD

Table

sensibly-

made'' —

AND

February. 1918

THE UNDERTAKER

that is judge Twin Dealer's decision; and HOW
it be different?
COULD
It was a fair trial, the test
was severe, and it gave twin
pedestal its leading place.
Dealers recognized its merits,
and sales increased by leaps
and bounds. WE are so BUSY
making Twin Pedestal Tables
because DEALERS are so busy
selling them, and if YOU are
not handling them yet it is only
a matter of time till you will.
Tilt-Top

Twins

are away ahead of solid pedestals
and dividing pedestal tables in
mechanical excellence. They
have two complete pedestals,
perfect closed or extended. We
sell it to dealers at a price so
low, and dealers sell it easily at
a profit so generous that you
should not fail to get your goodly
share. Write us at once.

THE

CHESLEY

FURNITURE

CO., LIMITED,

CHESLEY,

ONT

CANADIAN

February, 1918
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Designs

New

Living

Room

to

the

for

Furniture

at prices

LINE

MEDAL

GOLD

THE

meet

of

Year

New

dependable

H.C.L.

quality

purses.

No. 784— Rocker or Chair
A comfortable roomy Rocker,
covered all over in imported
tapestry. Spring edge seat.

ho. 784

No. 786— Rocker
A very large Rocker with spring
edge seat and soft Kapok-filled
pillow at the head, covered all
over in imported tapestry.

No. 786

The

Gold

Medal

Furniture
Head

MONTREAL,

Office:

Mfg.

Company,

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

and UXBRIDGE

Limited

12
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WE ARE

THE
HEART
OF YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE
YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

SLIDE
THE

Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years

WABASH

Many Canadian Table- makers u»e

TABLE SLIDE
'
BY
! MANUf ACTUr?ED

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost,
by

'B.WAITERSCO
WABASH
h

IND.

WABASH

SPECIALISTS

SLIDES

HELP SELL TABLES.
I ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
The manufactuTert
LaTgett Exclusive
Table-Slide
in America

KAPOK
of Bedding Material
The Queen
Are YOU familiar with the many advantages offered
and
by KAPOK as a mattress filler of highest grade,
do YOU realize that KAPOK is the natural response
to the great demand for Mattresses that are light,
rj soft, and pliable?
Dealers perfectly familiar with the good qualities of
Kapok Mattresses naturally keep them always m
stock. If YOU do NOT carry them, there is but
ONE reason :
YOU

DO

SHOULD

NOT

WHAT

KNOW

KNOW

ABOUT

YOU

KAPOK

our booklet. It
and we urge you to write us at once and get
will make you familiar with a line that is a sure and swift
seller, carrying the market in steadily rising demand.
Wrife us to-day— lest you forget.
The

Canadian

TORONTO

Feather
LIMITED

-

&

Mattress

OTTAWA

Co.

CANADIAN

February, 1918
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EEP
^

in mind

—VALUES

that

the

and

Victoriaville

opportunities
BETTER"
putting it on

A

the practical end
PROFITS

-Siud

line

you

for BOTH.
— and

better

is' "A

business

remember
exceptional
LITTLE

to justify you

in

your floor.

handsomely

VICTORIAVILLE

offers

All we make

enough

stylish line, well-made

Designs,

of your

in various

Period

finished, moderate

FURNITURE

CO.

Plain

and

in price.

Victoriaville,

Que.

14
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of

Homes

Refinement

DUPDNT
REC.U. S. PAT. OFF.

QUALITY
CRAFTSMAN
Is a Most Acceptable Furniture Covering
Its exceptional beauty, and soft, glovey texture
o^' appeal to people of good taste. They realize
its economy ; appreciate its waterproof, stainless, and washable character, and are convinced byits sincere guarantee.

Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid sells furniture.
Prove it on your product.
SAMPLE AND PRICES ON REQUEST.
Pont Fabrikoid
FACTORY AND SALES OFFICE:

Du

NEW

TORONTO,

Co.

ONTARIO

mm I

The world's largest manufacturer of Leather Substitutes
ii:;:ii[;ii::i[;ici[;i[;i!i;;;;ii[:i[i;i:iDDCD

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Catalogues sent on application

Upholstery Springs
made up to a standard that insures complete satisfaction to
the manufacturer, retailer and
customer.
Helical

Springs
for spring bed and mattress
fabrics. Our prices will interest
=5

NP 26

Canadian Made for ihe
Canadian Trade
Ettablished 188S
James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Ont.

you.

Upholstery

Leather

IVe carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,
and

Fancy,

Goat

Enamelled

Grain

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed Hides
The most economical leather on the
market.

Let us quote you on cut stock.
BouUee

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

Mfg. Co.,

YORK

February, 1918
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Make

Our

Enjoy favor among dealers because we have correctly estimated
public demand for baby carriages of highest
grade in their price class.

We have a large showroom at our Walkerton Factory where we have a full
line of Baby Carriages constantly on exhibition ready for your inspection.

WAR conditions do not seem to affect the POPULAR DEMAND for our Baby Carriages, but
there is no denying the fact that their MAKING in sufficient number to meet this demand has its
The days of
"FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED."
problems, and has caused us to say: are
decidedly scarce, SKILLED help is none too plentiful,
PLENTY are passed, raw materials
congested railroad traffic often causes much delay — and these three facts combined m ONE form the
basis of our special appeal to dealers to
PLACE

ORDERS

WITHOUT

DELAY

Remember that Spring is near — and so is the demand for BABY
MADE

ANADA

CARRIAGES

BY

rURNITUREMANUFACTURERS
WOODSTOCK,

O
TARII
ONI

Limited
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THE
BEST

BEST

HOUSE

GOODS

1918 line of Burnished, Antique, Gold Embossed

Frames, will be new, every one

So, for 1918, why not have 1918 lines ?
THE

BIG

CANADIAN

MATTHEWS
1906 DUNDAS
STREET

MOULDING

HOUSE

BROS,
LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
WEST

You may send us

Our line of matting
covered Chests and
Utility Boxes is truly
up-to-date in style,
construction, and finish, and satisfies the
most exacting.

your order and we
will be pleased to fill
it with every assurance that you get an
article on a selling
basis that offers ex
Malting Covered, Made in Four Sizes.

ceptional profits.

Write us for Catalogue

D.

L.

SHAFER

THE
WHITE

&

COMPANY,

ST.

THOMAS,

ONT.

"BOTHWELL"
MATTRESS
FELT
LAYER
COTTON

re dealers
ds of furnitu
" for
hundre
a "seller
Has proven
from one end of Canada to
the other.
Made entirely of
cotton carded felt.

white

This line will prove a good
seller for you, as it has for
others, meaning more profits
as well as more sales.

Send for price lists, giving information regarding our full line of
brass and iron beds, mattresses and springs.

THE

BOTHWELL

MFG.

CO.,

Bothwell,

Ont.

February, 1918
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right

kind

of Furniture

Demands.

priced furniture with snap to the design, stability in the construction
"Medium
and
a finish second to none.

This Queen Anne Suite in Gum Satin Walnut, and several! other suites for
Bedroom and Diningroom will soon be ready for shipment.
The many additions to our line this season, coupled with the cream of our former
lines, give us a claim on a very large portion of your business that will prove
decidedly interesting to you.
" In addition to Bedroom and Diningroom Furniture we have a complete range
of Wardrobes, Library Tables, Desks and Book-cases, Hall-racks, Seats and
Mirrors, Medicine and Music Cabinets, Centre Tables and Jardiniere Stands.

No. 2566— Size 48x20

The

Meaford

Manufacturing
MEAFORD

ONTARIO

No. 717 -Size 60x28x14

Co.,

Limited

18
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NEW!

Living

Room

Rocker
Made of Quarter-cut Oak, with tapestry
cushion. Medium in price, well made
and finished. Original — distinctive.
Will sell readily at a snug profit.

North American

OWEN SOUND, CANADA

Rocking Chair— No. 2030

The

" AD

Bent Chair Co. , Limited

JUSTO

"

MATTRESS

If you want to handle
a popular mattress that
sells easily and profitably write us to-day.

Put this line in stock.
You will find it a fast
seller.

ty which this mattress
Requires no introduction to the Canadian trade, and the tremendous populari
its construction. Hiled
into
enters
which
material
de
high-gra
enjoys is due solely to its merits and the
and finished with an
with the finest white layer felt, covered with a beautiful art sateen ticking,
to this the Adjusto
imoerial edge, it fills all the requirements of the highest grade mattress. Add
mattress.
ideal
the
have
you
and
,
practical
and
features, which are many

The

Ontario

and
Bed
Spring
London, Canada

Mattress

Co.

February, 1918
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Our

No.

356
at

a

is a

Suite

Reasonable

of

Distinction

Price.

Quarler-cut oak seems to be a well
favored wood for Dining-room Furniture
and here we have it in a well suited
William and Mary design which has
already proven a good seller. The
Buffet is 50 inches wide, the Extension
Table 45 inches in diameter, and the
Slip Seat Chairs are covered with
heavy craftsman or genuine leather, at
the same price (we recommend craftsman.) Your order will receive our
best attention.
Discount Above Prices 66f%

THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER
ONTARIO

CO

FURNITURE

CANADIAN

If

WORLD

AND
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Advertising

Stopped

We

THE UNDERTAKER

To-Morrow

IF we stopped
morrow —

Columbia

Grafonola

advertising with a bang to^

ndising
IF we should shift the gears of our selling and mercha
—
low
ment from high into
dealers would

bia
Colum
business.

still continue

depart-

to do a mighty profitable

Columbia goods
A consistent and insistent Consumer Demand for
backbone ot
the
because of their demonstrated superiority— this is
Columbia success.
But we're NOT

going to stop Columbia

advertising.

the Columbia GraphoEvery ounce of energy and every dollar which
bia merchandise
Colum
make
phone Company possesses is working to
a Columbia
hears
who
n
woma
and
better known. Every man
s to some
playe.d is a prospect worth hundreds of dollar
Grafonola
bia dealer
Colum
Remember

that Columbia

Columbia

Demand

makes Dollars for Dealers.

Graphophone

Company

Factory and Headquarters:
Toronto

-

Canada

D. O. MCKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O HAGAN

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
United States
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; $1.50 to the
Vol. 8.

TORONTO,

Harry

FEBRUARY,

No. 2.

1918.

l Furniture
Paul's RetaiLEWIS
EDMONDS
Sy WILLIAM

Venture

had started up as a furniture
The stock, like the store, was
unpretentious, although with the
traveller with whom he was acquainted, itwas well selected. The limited
nature of his capital prevented him from
doing the ambitious thing.
Although handicapped by the want of experience there were two qualities Paul possessed which augured well for his ultimate
success. He had the faculty of quickly
grasping essentials, and was an indefatigable
worker. He also possessed another essential business quality. He was of a courteous
and kindly disposition. And this naturally
tended to give him popularity.
This venture of Paul's took place in the
summer of 1913. From the very start he
made an heroic effort to make up for his
deficiency in experience. He closely
studied the pages of the trade newspapers,
absorbed all the information he possibly
"No man can make a success of his vocould from travellers, and picked up a good
cation when his heart is not in it," was the
many helpful ideas from rubbing shoulders
thought that often came to him.
with retail dealers in other places. And
The crisis came when Paul, after five
on the principle that the Lord helps those
years of teaching, had a dispute with the
who help themselves, his knowledge graduchairman of the board of school trustees.
ally broadened and his business increased.
The trustee was an abrupt and pestiferous
But even after the elapse of a period of
six months it was by no
fellow, and as a red rag is
means established that his
to a bull, so was he to
business was founded upon
Paul. They clashed nearly
Canadian Furniture World
a rock. And that which
every time they met. On
solicits
this occasion Paul put on
rly made
particula
Photographs of
the venture uncertain
fact
was his
his hat and abruptly left
the school, never to return.
Furniture Stores and
that at that time the counWindow Displays
There being a small untry was well into the
occupied store on the main
of depression which
period
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But Paul
marked 1914.
street in his home town,
Continued on page 37
Paul rented it, and within

y Paul made his venture in
WHENthe Harr
furniture trade his experience
in it was confined to a couple of
weeks he had spent in his boyhood days in
delivering goods for a local dealer while the
regular boy employed was suffering from
illness. This, of course, could not really be
termed experience. But it had given him
an ambition to become a merchant when
he became a man. And to the furniture
business he probably would have been
trained, were it not for the fact that his
mother had insisted that he should become
a school teacher. But when he became that
he was not satisfied, and his thoughts often
ect of his early ambidwelt upon the subj
tion. To make matters worse he felt as year
followed year that his talents lay in the
direction of a business career and not in
the teaching profession. This naturally did
not tend to increase his efficiency as a
teacher.
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THE DIFFEBENCE BETWEEN OLD-TIME AND MODERN KITCHEN
TO BRING ASOUT
E OLD-FASHIONED KITCHEN DISPLAY USED
EQUIPMENT,
SHOWN ON NEXT PAGE.

Driving

Home

the

Value

of

Kitchen

Cabinet

by

Contrast

Contrast between old-time and modern k'tchen
equipment proves good factor in making sales.

era of haphazard household management and
kitchen drudgery is gradually disappearing.
The woman of to-day is beginning to appreciate
the necessity of conducting her household in a scientific manner, and especially that part of the home in
which she spends the greater portion of her time — the
kitchen. The old methods that held sway in the time
of our grandparents and which proved such a grind to
the housewife of that day, are giving way to more advanced ideas in kitchen management that work for
convenience, sanitation and efficiency.
THE

Kitchen Cabinet a Necessity in Scientific Kitchen Work
The woman of to-day is gradually being educated to
the value of modern kitchen equipment. One of the
most useful pieces of equipment in this regard is the
kitchen cabinet. Every year sees an increasing number of kitchen cabinets installed in households in every
part of the country. Live furniture dealers recognize
the opportunities for the sale of this equipment which
is an essential in every well-conducted kitchen and are
featuring kitchen cabinets extensively. The volume
of sales by those dealers who make an aggressive bid
for such trade demonstrates the possibilities in this
line. City and town housewives are not the only ones
who are purchasing kitchen cabinets. The farmer's
wife is recognizing the need of this equipment in her
kitchen just as the farmer has recognized the need of
up-to-date machinery in the conduct of his farm.
Contrast Windows Used to Advantage
There are still many housewives, however, who need
to be educated to the value and convinced of the necessity of a kitchen cabinet in their home. How can
this best be done? A most successful plan used by one
furniture dealer was that of driving home the value

of the kitchen cabinet by means of two windows illustrating the contrast between the kitchen of a half
century ago and that of to-day, fitted with modern
equipment. The dealer who used this plan Avith good
results was H. M. Purviance & Son, Huntington, Ind.,
who has sent photographs of the two window displays
to THE CANADIAN FURNITURE WORLD. We
reproduce them on this and the opposite page.
Arrangement of Old-Fashioned Kitchen
The details of the arrangement of the old-fashioned
AvindoAV are worthy of study, a great deal of time and
attention being given to the collection of suitable
articles to bring out the contrast strongly, and to interest the public. Most of the articles were really
used in grandmother days, and Avere obtained from
people in the surrounding district for use in the display. The table was made by a local man, fifty years
ago, the clock was over one hundred years old. the
flour barrel Avas made sixty years ago. and so on. The
local paper deemed the window of such interest as to
give it a write-up, giving the names of the local people
from whom the various articles were secured.

Sold $1,200 Worth of Cabinets in Week
They also had a woman dressed in old-style attire to
properly set off the window. The modern kitchen was
also well arranged to drive home the desired message.
These special Avindows Avere put in during a dull season, and Avere accompanied by advertising co-operation. The campaign lasted from Saturday to Saturday
and in that time over .$1,200 Avorth of kitchen cabinets
were sold.
The results Avere certainly Avorth AA^hile, and should
prove an incentive to other furniture dealers to try out
a similar campaign.
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Requires

a

Kitchen

Cabinet

Kitchen cabinet is important equipment that reduces
the slaving of the daily grind for the housewife.

SCIENTIFIC management in housekeeping means a
kitchen cabinet. No other modern invention is
more conducive to the saving of labor than this
indispensable adjunct of the kitchen machinery. Reams
have been written about washing machines, to illustrate
their wonderful power of reducing the work of the
maid or the mistress, but as "every day is not wash
day," despite the old saw, washing machines must
yield first place to the kitchen cabinet, for it is this
device that reduces the slavery of the daily grind.

in the preparation of the three daily meals for the
small or large family that constitutes her household.
Kitchen pantries are and have been nearly always
dark and without means of ventilation ; where the groceries and the vegetables "smelled" in the heat, and
froze in the cold. In point of location the pantries
have usually been placed farthest from the cook stove,
the kitchen table, and the sink, the things to which
they were most closely related; the separation entailing the many wearisome excursions to and fro.

According to the English "osier," says an exchange,
"It isn't the 'untin' as 'urts the 'orses, but the 'ammer,
'ammer, 'am,mer, on the 'ard 'igh road." It has not
been the weekly "wash" that has worn out the servant
or the housewife, but the daily drudgery of the mulkitchen. tiplicity ofthe steps taken during the day's work in the

Big Field for Cabinets

Kitchen Cabinet Saves Many Steps
Have you ever walked' for a long distance over an
uneven road? Have you walked over an uneven road,
daily for years and years Do you realize the difference between the even and the uneven road in the point
of weariness and foot-soreness? If so, you who have
kitchen cabinets to market, take them bodily and
figuratively to the old towns, to the old houses — where
the kitchen floor sags and "billows" — where the tired
woman of the house retraces her thousands of steps
over the unyielding surface of the old boards, well
laid in the beginning perhaps, or hurriedly, and now
settled at different levels; here a valley, there a hummock, and over all this fatiguing uneveness the houseworker makes her countless trips from pantry to
stove, from pantry to table, from pantry to sink, and
from pantry to the outlying parts of the kitchen, in her
efforts to gather together all the materials necessary

What a field for the kitchen cabinet, with its compactness, itspossibilities for light and air, and its portableness, for it can be wheeled beside a sunny window,
or close to the range, anywhere that will facilitate the
work of the day.
The intelligent and considerate mistress of household servants should apply to the eonducting of her
menage all the principles involved in business management, by providing her home with equipment for saving time, labor and expense ; no greater factor for
the expression of these results can be found than the
kitchen cabinet.
Kitchen cabinets are many and varied, built and
arranged to meet the demiands of all sorts and conditions of culinary efforts, and while statistics show that
over a million have been sold, there is still a large and
untouched field where judicious advertising will introduce and sell to the intelligent consumer.
There is no denying that there are excellent arguments that can be used in the sale of kitchen cabinets,
and a sales campaign in which some real selling effort
is put forth will be found productive of good results.
The present is an excellent time to put on such a
campaign.
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in Furniture

A little extra effort will help maintain sales as well
as clear the dech in anticipation of spring business.

a strong
THERE are two reasons for inaugurating
The
year.
the
of
n
seaso
this
at
sales campaign
first of these is the need of maintaining sales at
a time when trade is rather inclined to quietude. The
second reason is for the purpose of clearing the decks
of surplus stock in order to get in readiness for spring
business. Both these aims may be accomplished by a
energetic effort in the various selling-departments
little
this time.
at

more than ordinary attention by those who are likely
to be interested in the purchasing of furniture. It
behooves the dealer to use space liberally in the midwinter campaign, for advertising can rightly be described as the fire under the business boiler and necessary in order to keep a full head of steam in the bu'siness machine.
A Sample Ad.

We reproduce herewith a February Sale ad. used by
offer suggesAlmy's Limited, of Montreal, that will space
fifteen
tions to other dealers. It occupied
Advertising is one of the important methods of getlocal
the
in
deep
inches
e
inches wide and twenty-on
ting after mid-winter trade. It is a time when people
is
reading
and
homes
their
Avithin
worth
are
confined
that
are much
paper. It has a number of features
much indulged in, with the result that advertising gets noting. A short introduction explaining the nature
of the sale has been followed by individual treatment of a number of lines.
Note that appropriate cvits have been
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It makes him careful about
The lack of success with many his payments when due.
credits to his customers, as he cannot discount if goods
dealers is that they get lost in dewere sold on account to customers of doubtful credit
tails. Instead of keeping their
and for a long time, especially if it should be necessary
time and thoughts clear for the planning and directing
to negotiate with the bank for money to discount.
of the bigger and more desirable features of the busiHe could not afford to be a price cutter as that is not
ness, they spend the major portion of their time in
puttering around over smaller matters that should be
the way to be a money making retail merchant. Any
delegated to members of their staff who could do_ them
man who is making a success of the retail business
equally, or almost equally as well, and whose time is knows it not only takes money to discount bills, but he
not so valuable.
has also learned to know that it costs money to do
business.
A dealer cannot expect to get $25 a week returns
from his own work when he is spending his time in doIf you who read this should be of the number who
ing $12 a week jobs. Relegate the lesser details to
discount all bills, I would very much appreciate your
cheaper help, and give your time to studying the bigletting me know and no one outside the office will get
ger matters.
the information, although I think most merchants who
discount are proud of it, and would just as soon anySome of the inmates of an asylum
one should know.
Seeking the
Easier Way
were engaged in sawing wood,
and an attendant thought that
Spurs the Reader
The proprietor of two furniture
one old man who appeared to be working as hard as Into Action
stores recently told the writer
labor.
his
for
show
to
much
not
had
them,
of
any
that his best store managers
Approaching him the attendant soon discovered the are those who take and
closely read the trade
cause. The old man had turned the saw upside down,
are going to the front
who
They are the ones
with the teeth in the air, and was working away with
papers.
the
most rapidly.
the back of the tool.
Such is to be expected. Not only does the trade
"Here, I say, Jones," remarked the attendant,
"what are you doing? You'll never cut the wood in paper give practical suggestions of value, but it keeps
the reader enthusiastic. As we have pointed out bethat fashion.
Turn the saw over."
The old man paused and stared at the intruder.
fore, an important part of the trade paper's work do.is
on readers those things that he should
impress
to
"Did you ever try to saw wood this way?" he asked.
"Well, no," replied the attendant, "of course I and, if possible, spur him on to put them into action.
It may frequently tell him things that he already
haven't."
knows, but when you visit a doctor for medical advice
"Then hold your noise, man," was the instant reply.
know
"I've tried both ways, and" — impressively- — "this is he often tells you things to do that you already
you should do. but it is impressing them on you in
the easiest."
such a way as will cause you to carry them out that
There are a good many clerks — and not a few dealcounts. In the same way, one of the important duties
ers, too — who approach their work in much the same
way as poor old Jones. Their idea seems to be to go
of the trade paper is to prod the reader into action.
through the motions of working without any consideration of what is being accomplished. Such a spirit Advertising in
In this issue there appears an incertainly does not beget success.
Small Space
teresting article on the profitable
use of small space for advertising
Do You Save Your The retail dealer who takes every
by the retail merchant. While properly used, goodCash Discounts? cash discount offered, at once
sized space is always desirable if circumstances are
places himself in a position of such as to justify it, small advertising space can be
distinct advantage over all competitors who do not.
used to good advantage, especially if it is changed
The few cents it means on each dollar does not seem
often and the proper kind of copy is used. The truth
the matter is, that small space used intelligently
of
much, but if one were to estimate on the basis of a tenyear turnover, its importance is at once apparent.
will frequently bring better results than a good deal
of
copy.space which is not backed up by the right kind
larger
To ttie average retailer, however, it means more careful buying in order to keep purchases within his power
to pay within specified time. This in turn makes him
Probably the point that it is most desirable to make,
a better student of his stock to see what he can keep
however, is that small space used regularly is preferdown to moderate proportions without loss of trade.
able to large space used only at intervals. It is the
It also makes him more careful about the prices
constant pounding away that counts rather than the
paid, as his goods must move freely if he is to make
And the beauty of
occasional sledge-hammer blow.

Getting Lost
in Details
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this fact as applied to advertising is that small space
can be made good use of.
As a writer in an exchange points out, one thing
about small space is that there is no opportunity for
the merchant to say foolish things— which might be
possible with larger space. Another thing about
small space is that a little investment goes a long way
and allows of that constant pounding away that brings
the big results in the end.
4& 4f" ^
Insuring
Talking of fire insurance reminds
the Plate-Glass
one of another kind of insurance
Window
which should interest most retailers. And that is plate glass
insurance. It isn't by any means every retailer that
has his plate glass window broken. As a matter of
fact it is remarkable that more windows are not broken
than there are, when one considers the risk that is run.
How many windows are broken in the country during a year there are no means of ascertaining. The
only statistics available show the losses that have been
incurred on plate glass that was insured. These show
that the losses in this respect last year aggregated
nearly a hundred and thirty thousand dollars. While
this is not likely to include the total losses it is heavy
enough to serve as a lesson to those who carry no plate
glass insurance, for the risk of having a window broken
is even greater than that of fire, although of course
the possible loss is not so great.
^ j& ^
Allow no
The dealer who wants to keep up
with rising costs these days, must
Loafing
allow no loafing in his store.
Clerks are not the only offenders in this regard, by any
means. There is a good deal of merchandise in many
that has it over the clerks "like a tent"
hments of
establis
loafing.
the matter
in
You would not allow your clerks to sit around doing
nothing. Then, why should you allow merchandise to
be guilty of such an offence ? It costs money to keep
goods in your store doing nothing, just as truly as it
costs money to allow clerks to loaf. Just as you stir
up the listless clerk, put a little pep behind lagging
merchandise. Make "no loafing" a really, truly
slogan in your store.
^ ^ ^
There are two forms of accuracy.
Be
There is the accuracy of knowlAccurate
edge and the accuracy of performance. Information on any subject is useless unless
it is accurate. Where there is doubt, or lack of corroborative detail, or insufficient data, there must be investigation, checking up and proof. A young man
must know. Guesswork does not suffice. Accuracy of
knowledge coupled with accuracy of performance puts
in the hands of a young man a double barreled gun.
That you must hit the mark — if it is aimed right— good
marksmanship is, of course, essential. But if you
have that, and the double barreled "accuracy gun" is
at your shoulder, you are bound to "land on the
^ ^ ^
target."
When Frank Stockdale, advertising counsel of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, was
in Toronto a couple of months ago, he told a story of
how a dealer had been awakened to a realization that
his puttering around over details was proving a
handicap to him in achieving success.
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A traveller called on this particular dealer early
one morning and found him busy sweeping the floor.
"Do you know what you were doing the first time I
called on you ten years ago?" he asked the merchant.
The merchant was rather pleased that the traveller
should remember so well the first time he called _ on
him— that he should have created such an impression.
He was somewhat taken back however, when the
traveller said, "The first time I called on you, you
were doing the same thing as you are this morning —
floor." to thinking, and he soon realized
sweeping
It set thethemerchant
the very point that the traveller wished to drive home
—that he was wasting a good deal of his time in puttering around over details that could easily have been
taken care of by a cheap clerk, when he should have
been giving his time to more important work.
This very thing is a bad fault with many dealers.
They spend much of their time in doing $12 a week
work, and expect to get $25 a week results. We do
not mean that a dealer should never do any of the
lesser work about the store — far be it from such. But.
the point we wish to make is that he .should not take
up his time with work that clerks can do well enough
when he could be making more money for the store by
looking after more important matters.
Just an example. I know a merchant whom I frequently see engaged in washing the windows as well
as cutting wood in the back yard. His advertising is
a sight to behold, and is rarely changed. My point is
that it would be better business for him to let a clerk
wash the windows and devote such time as he generally
puts into the work, into the preparation of attractive
and sales-creating advertisements.
This is just one instance. Size up your own work
and see if you do not sometimes tie yourself up needlessly at cheap work when your efforts should be devoted to more important work.
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GERHARD

Phonographs

Demonstrate
Gerhard

a

Heintzman

Phonograph
—and

the Sale is made !

It is an instrument as fine as human
hands can fashion.
Not only in outward appearance,
but in musical accomplishments as
well — such as only a machine of
highest grade can produce.
If you carry no Phonographs you
are certainly behind the times, for
no home seems complete without
one. The demand is universal.
Make up your mind to take up the
highly remunerative line of Gerhard
Heintzman Phonographs, and soon
you will come to the conclusion that
you have made a profitable move.
Highly pleased with its performance,
customers will make your firm name
better known than ever. Sales
will automatically increase.

We also supply RECORDS, made
by the largest and finest Record
House in the world.

Gerhard
Heintzman
Limited
75 Sherbourne

St.

MODEL
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No. 7335 — Queen Anne huffet in black walnut
manufactured hv ofGeo.Stratford.
McLagan Furniture Co.
No. 2030 — Living rocjm rocker in quarter cut
oak, with tapestry seat, manufactured by the
North American Bent Chair Co. Ltd., of Owen
Sound, Out.

Buffeting Co.and
cabinet, Ont.
from new suite in Queen Anne design, manufactured by the Meaford ManufacturLtd.,china
of Meaford,
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Furniture

Exhibitions

and

What

They

Showed

Distinct advances made over last year — The new
goods and new designs — IVest coming into its own.

noticeable in this year's
advance nswasover
DISTINC
those of 1917, and
furnitureT exhibitio
though the war sentiment is still prominent,
there is a growing feeling that the furniture industry
and the furniture trade ai*e again coming into their
own.
Conservatism has been the keynote of manufacturing and business (except in purely war lines) during
the past several years, and while this conservatism is
still to the fore, a visit to this year's furniture exhibitions impressed one with the fact that some at least
among the furniture makers were infusing life and
energy into business by catering to the wants and
needs of the retail trade.
Most of the manufacturers stated they were still
confining themselves to standard models that had
proved ready sellers in the past few seasons and were
showing few if any new goods for 1918. Two notable exceptions, however, are The Stratford Chair Co.
Ltd., and The George McLagan Furniture Co. Ltd. The
former showed a greater number of new designs this
past January than they CA^er shoAved before at any
previous exhibition ; and the latter intend bringing
out this year a much larger number of new lines than
in any previous year in their history. These latter
new lines will supplement the more recent additions to
the McLagan family and in some cases supplant models
that have been on the market for some years.
If one were asked offhand Avhat period seemed most
prominently displayed by furniture makers in the recent exhibitions, the answer Avould readily come — Queen
Anne, with William and Mary a strong second. It
was noticeable, too, that a partiality was shown for
French designs — Louis XIY.. XV., and XVI. These
seem to be growing in favor on all sides.
Speaking of period designs, a question asked of
most exhibitors was, "Is Jacobean as popular as ever'"
Most of the replies were to the effect that it was Avaning. and a further query as to the reason elicited the
reply that dealers and housekeepers found it hard to
keep clean. There was a notable exception, however.
H. Krug & Co. are selling more of it this year than
ever before. Sales of this design have been increasing, they say, ever since it was introduced, and certainly they showed a larger range of Jacobean stuff"
than was placed on exhibit before by them. When it
is properly made and finished and colored, they said,
Jacobean is a beautiful design, and one that will hold
its popularity.
The McLagan Company is specializing a little on a
new finish — Old English. This dark-colored finish has
a richness which at once attracts the lover of the antif|ue. This color and a multiplicity of designs in wiilnut and gum are among the newest features of the exhibitions this year. Black walnut and gum wood, while
not new, owe most of their present vogue to the war.
The rich woods of Southern Russia precluded from export are for a time supplanted by woods from the
Southern States. The adaptability of the gum and
the richness of the walnut are their commendable
features.
In coverings for ui)ho]stered furniture there seemed
A

to be no dearth of designs. Rich dark colorings are
still to the fore, and some few bright, startling designs
made strong show pieces, but they must j^rove their
M^orth before they can hope to be called for. In parlor
suite coverings, however, there Avere shown some very
pretty floral eft'eets. These in panel designs had
artistic effect and should have a limited appeal from
lovers of nice homes.
The attendance of Adsitors from the West Avas most
gratifying, and it .spoke well for the development of
the country to see practically every large furniture
concern betAveen and including Winnipeg and Vancouver, represented by buyers — and they placed good
business, too. Why more of our Eastern men did not
come is another story. There was this excuse — the
Aveather — ^which was about as bad and stormy as it
could be. Besides, there are Ontario dealers Avho feel
they can go to the furniture centres at any time.
The educational effect, however, should be an inducement. For the window dresser, the stockman,
the salesman, there is an abundance of ideas to be
picked vp at these furniture exhibitions — helpful plans
and hints that will serve to make all who attend better and more capable furniture men throughout the
And one thing more : a great deal of praise is due
the Stratford furniture manufacturers in the way they
year.
unitedly
help to entertain their visitors. The evetiing at the Furniture Club, and the noonday luncheon
at the Imperial Rattan plant, gave that touch of personal interest, apart from business, that bridged over
any seeming chasm that might appear to exist in the
relations of manufacturer and dealer, and made them
friends.

STRATFORD

THE

Stratford factories made their displays under
their oavu roofs, except the Stratford Bed Co.,
Avhich made an exhibit of their brass beds in

conjunction Avith The Stratford Chair Co.'s display.
The Globe-Wernicke Co., and The Stratford Desk
Co., did not make a special show. Both these concerns
have lines that are standard the year round, though
are in greater demand, perhaps, at various seasons.
The Kindel Bed Co. Ltd., made a striking display of
period livingroom furniture to sell at a reasonable
price. In this respect the kodavs and davenos were outstanding. Some of the two-piece suites' — kodav chair
and rocker — proved of interest to dealers AA'ho commented on their advantage for small apartments.
But all the display was not confined to the medium
grades. There Avere a couple of elaborate Chesterfield suites, the upholstering being enhanced by the
use of Mar.shall cushions Avith i"ch springs. The
Avails of the shoAvroom were draped Avith the leather
and tapestry coveiings used.
One section of the exhibit Avas given over to Chester-
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A good showing Avas made of their Nufold divaBette,
several of the latest models being displayed. Four
new Chesterfield suites were shown, as also were a
number of new arm chairs in leather and tapestry upholstering suitable for club, den or livingroom. There
were on display "something different" in five Chesterfield combinations — Pullman bed and davenport —
with chairs and rockers to match, making very unique
suites.
The whole display was, if possible, superior to last
year, the company having added a number of new
davenport-beds to their line. These, with their Marshall springs, tapestry and leather upholsterings. make
a line easy and comfortable for use, besides adding to
the attractive appearance of the furniture. Specializing in divanettes and davenports in tapestry and
leather coverings, a big showing was made of these in
fumed and golden oaks.
Two suites made especially for the show were the
talk of visitors. One was covered in black and gold
damask, with black velour trimmings, and built on a
Queen Anne frame; the other was covered all over in
wisteria chintz, with the arms in plain black, and built
on Sheraton lines. These suites had low bolstered
arms and arm pillows, with Marshall spring cushioned
seats, making an exceedingly fine display. In connection with these was also shown a small Chesterfield
for a small or medium-sized room. It was upholstered
in the popular three-panel style, the background being
black with a large American beauty rose medallion
and soft-colored foliage. " With chair and rocker to
match, it had a splendid period effect, being built on
Queen Anne lines.
The whole Farquharson-Gifford display was enhanced by being lighted with a number of parlor and
piano electric lamps under vari-colored silk shades,
which softened the lines of all the items of furniture
shown.
The Colleran Patent Wire Mattress Co., Toronto,
made a display of half a dozen of their sample spring
beds in wood and steel frames in conjunction with the
Farquharson-Gifford display. Ed. Bagshaw. who was
in attendance on the combined exhibit explained the
lock weave, rope edge, and other features of this line.
Every bed spring is so thoroughly Avell made that the
company gives a 25-year guarantee with every one of
their wire mattresses.
Stratford Mfg. Co. Ltd., showed in their salesroom
a number of their newest additional lines. These included acircular meat cutting board of hardwood: a
stepladder stool (in the same class as their stenladder
chaii', though without back and somewhat higher),
children's sets — table and two chairs — in polished
natural wood and colors; and some new folding chairs
and tables.
As well, a representative grouping was made of the
company's standard lines — folding camp and lawn
chairs with canvas filling and with wood seats and
backs; lawn swings; extension clothes racks and
clothes driers ; bake, skirt and ironing boards ; dressmaking tables; ladders and chairs; folding card tables,
and kitchen tables. A very commendable feature of
the new Stratford kitchen table is the large, roomy
drawer; it is wide and deep, allowing a maximum
capacity — much larger than any other tables shown.
The Stratford kitchen cabinet deserves comment.
They drew much attention. Their sanitary and mouse
proof features, and their roomy -cupboards proved interesting tothose who attended the exhibition.
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The Berlin Table Co. displayed a sample line of their
dining extension tables in one of the stores below the
Auditorium on Queen St., making somewhat of a
specialty of period lines — Queen Anne still popular and
Louis XVI. growing in favor. These are not new this
year. In fact very few of the factories had anything
distinctively new to show this year. The tables with
satin finish and in walnut, are mostly called for, said
Mr. Scully, though fumed is still in demand.
There were a few polished oak tables displayed with
diners to match, and several serving tables, china
cabinets, buffets, library tables and pedestals in a
variety of finishes. Of course the dining tables, all
of them fitted with the patented perfection slide and
positive extension controller, were the centre of attraction, but it was good to see the extension of the
company's lipe by taking in practically the whole of
the dining room furniture requirements. All the
tables are fitted with either glass shoes or metal
casters.
Crown Furniture Co., Preston. Upstairs in the
Auditorium Mr. Moss looked after the display of this
company. Making an entire line of bedroom furniture it is hardly necessary to say that a splendid showing was made of this class of furniture in many periods,
styles and finishes. There were shown suites in fumed
and quartered oak, walnut, mahogany, enamel, gum,
in colonial and other periods.
Many novel features were seen in the bedsteads,
dressers, etc., and the complete suites took in the whole
range of bedroom recpiirements — dressing tables and
chairs, rockers, chiffoniers, etc. The gumwood furniture was especially enticing.
Geo. Hachborn & Co. displayed in the Auditorium a
very complete sample line of their upholstered livingroom and parlor furniture, as well as making an extensive showing of their couches. Couches are the big
line with this house, some 10 different styles being
made. . A number of period designs were in display,
though colonial seemed to be the favorite.
Both couches and living room stuff were covei-ed in
tapestry and leather of many designs and colorings.
There was shown a splendid example of livingroom
comfort in a Chestei'field suite, the Chesterfield being
large, deep and roomy, with I'emovable cushions. The
cushions each had 160 Marshall springs, and the seats
below were also buoyed up with springs.
All the couches shown, indeed, all the couches made
by the company, are steel braced, eliminating all
chance of rattle, and coming in any covering —
tapestry, leather, velour and Verona — there are couches
to suit all needs.
The line of upholstered rockers were comfy and onticing; and a line of hemp screens, which divided tlie
display from its neighbor, were said to be in big demand. Mr. Hachborn was proud of his display, and
said the company's sales during this exhibition were
bigger
than lastFurniture
yeai'.
The Lippert
Co. also displayed in the
Auditorium. They made a representative showing of
their upholstered livingroom fuT'niture in ])ei'iod de
signs. In dining room furnitni'c tliey also made a
good display of buffets, china cabinets and diners,
many of these built on per'od and novel modern lines.
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A novelty line was a nnmber of nut sets — wooden boAvl
with metal eraelveis and picks.
At the end of the booth the Lippert Co. made a first
showing of their Lyraphone talking machine, which
phiys any disc record.
The Lippert Table Co. made a display of their line in
conjunction with the Lippert Furniture Co. Dining
tabies especially were prominent, but a good showing
was made of the company's pedestal and lamp line,
umbrella stands, jardiniere stands, cigar stands,
tabourettes, etc. An extensive range of library tables
in period effects was also displayed.
Waterloo Furniture Co. made a fairly representative
displav of their extensive line, embracing particularly
parlor and livingroom furniture. Making a special
drive on rockers, spring arm and easy arm chairs, a
great number of these pieces Avere displayed. Their
adjustable cushions, light weight, and easy cleaning
features proved both interesting and attractive to
visitors. Coupled with this was the fact that the
cushions are double-faced and can be removed. This,
too, makes possible the giving of demonstrations in the
spring construction of these cushions.
A special section was set apart for the display of
Waterloo parlor and library tables, pedestals and
diners, Avhich were shown in walnut, mahogany and
oak : and a number of stuffed allover livingroom chairs
and rockers had also a section to themselves. In this
latter group was a Chesterfield suite, cane panels_ being used in the pieces, and adjustable round cushions
enhancing the suite.
The parlor line was well represented, especial mention being directed to a few period suites showing
cane panels in chairs and settees. The Waterloo Co.
is specializing on diners just now. They are making a
somewhat extensive line showing two styles of legs and
two backs, but Avith various styles of upholstering. The
display Avas made in the Goetz & Hohmeier building, on
King street, the top floor of Avhich has been taken over
by the company for a permanent exhibition hall.
De Luxe Upholstering' Co. made a somewhat restricted shoAving, OAving to demand on space, of their
upholstered livingroom furniture and suites. But Avhat
Avas shoAvn Avas good. Fcav new dines are being
brought out this year, one of them is an Adams design.
The line is noted for comfort and beauty.
The D. Hibner Furniture Co. showed practically their
complete line. The diningroom furniture Avas displayed in a separate room, and embraced a large range
of bufi'ets. scAving tables, china cabinets, diners, extension tables, in individual items and en suite. These
lines wore shown in oak, mahogany, Avalnut, gum and
period designs. In this section Avere also shoAvn music
cabinets, ladies' secretaries, and som° all-over stuffed
and upholstered livingroom suites.
In room No. 2 Avere displayed the company's general
line of parlor and library tables, sectional bookcases,
of Humphrey-Widman patent, in oak and mahogany;
also card tables, hall furniture, mirrors, seats in all
Avoods and finishes. A couple of special suites were
shown in restaurant and den suites — tables and chairs.
The Jacques Furniture Co. showed a couple of ncAv
suites in walnut and mahogany. Queen Anne style.
These suites included bedsteads, bureaus, chiffoniers,
dressing tablfs and Avardrobes. One chiffonier had
glass top; the other Avas Avithout.
A novel lady's secretary Avas shoAvn, it Avas a combined writing desk and dressing table. Also shoAvn
chairs, pedestals and bedroom rockers.
dressing
Avere
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H. Krug Furniture Co. made an elaborate display of
hand carved and Jacobean period furniture. This
latter design is still popular Avith the company and in
much demand by customers, said the representatives.
A Chippendale dining table in AA'alnut finish was a
beautiful example of hand carving, as also Avere two
library tables, one in oak and one in mahogany.
The hall furniture — tables, mirrors, coat and_ hat
racks, etc. — showed Jacobean and Louis XVI lines.
Louis period Avas also noticed in the livingroom items,
where antique oak and antique mahogany finishes
ruled, though there Avere several William and Mary
examples in this department.
The cane-topped Jacobean card tables, both round
and oblong, seemed just as good to look at as ever, and
in fact, Jacobean ran the Avhole gamut of the library
and hall furniture line. In livingroom stuff there
Avere shoAvn club Chesterfields stuffed with real down,
with frames in period designs; couches in Jacobean,
and Chesterfield-davenport tables for back and ends
of davenport.
Other novelties ran to pedestals, Avriting tables.
floAver and jardiniere stands, sewing, telephone and tea
tables, stools and ncAvspaper racks, all in period designs. Avith Chippendale and Jacobean predominating.
B?etz Bros & Co. made their display in the Anthes
one of the most attraetiA-e settings
building, and it was The
portable electric parlor, piano,
of the exhibition.
and table lamp line made by the company Avas used
effectively to enhance the furniture shoAving. the many
colored shades making a beautiful effect. These lamp
stands come in all AVOods. designs and finishes.
The exhibit AA^as divided into three groupings, with
the Baetz line of parlor tables, pedestals, bookcases,
mirrors, table desks, tabourettes. clocks, hall chairs,
tea carts, writing tables, tea cases, console tables, hall
trees, etc , occupying one aisle of the exhibition hall.
Some of these items shoAved inlaid lines; others Avere
in Avhite enam^el, French grey, and one or two Adams
effects. A number of period effects Avere shown, notably Queen Anne, William and IMary. and Jacobean.
The upholstered livingroom line occupied the centre
of the exhibit. A Louis XVT cane-backed Chesterfield
in purple silk velour Avas a striking shoAV piece. _ The
end arm rests Avere upholstered, and removable circular
back cushions Avith dividing bolster added uniqueness
to the piece. This Chesterfield was one of a five-piece
suite, the other items being built to correspond.
The Anthes line, embracing bedroom and diningroom furniture in complete suites took up the third
department. These suites are made up in the prevailing styles — Queen Anne, William and Mary. Adam
ite, and
Br'others, Chinese Chippendale, HeppleAvh
Louis XVI. All Avoods and finishes were represented,
though striking bedroom srrites were those shoAvn in
white enamel and mahogany. A Chinese Chippendale
suite in walnut Avas a beauty. In the diningroom
suites there was displayed one on Italian Renaissance
table and
'walnut, Avith squarebesides
lines. It Avas built ofdiners.
the
There Avas
leather upholstered
buffet a silver cabinet and a linen cabinet, the AA'hole
exacting.
making a rich and complete outfit to please the most

The Art Furniture Co. made a very nice display of
several ncAV suites in bedroom furniture. Tavo of
of much attention.
them in particular Avere attractiA-e
One of these Avas a Queen Anne design, the other an
Adams. Devoting practically all their energies to
period designs, the Art Company have made much pro-
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gress the past year. Besides- the bedroom suites the
company are making a fine line of library tables.
The Lloyd Mfg. Co. Ltd., made an extensive display
of practically all their lines of baby and doll carriages
m their own showrooms. All the exhibits were classy,
but there were a number that were especially pretty,
both in the body coloring and in the upholstering. The
fibre bodies of the cars are noAV made by machinery
and they have an appearance and finish much superior
to the hand-woven ears. The machines that do the
weaving can turn out the work in about one-tAventieHi
the time formerly necessary. The reversible gears are
still used in the construction, enabling the carriages
to be used as cradles in the home or to turn completely
round against the wind when used outside.
The Ontario Woodworking Co. Ltd., made a small
display of samples from their line of baby cutters,
children's toys and extension ladders, in the Auditorium building. Sand cars, ridamobiles, doll-walkers, rocking and platform horses, wheeled chairs, and
baby rockers of fancy designs were shown. The line
is carried by the Lloyd Mfg. Co.
WATERLOO
Snyder Bros, are now making parlor and piano lamp
stands in four designs, and samples of these were used
to set off the firm's display of their livingroom upholstered furniture, which was held in the factory
showrooms at Waterloo. The walls were covered with
sample rolls of English and Italian tapestry, the same
as used in the livingroom suites.
The predominant finishes of the wood frames were
anti(|ue mahogany and Jacobean. Among the
Chesterfields and davenports were shown a new small
upholstered chair, suitable for small rooms and bedrooms. In this, as well as all the other upholstered
furniture, the items were on refined lines. Some
leather-covered club and den chairs were also shown.
At the end of the large display room were set out the
parlor goods, and couches, and in the annex were the
"unifold" and "duofold" beds, together with card
and
library tables, smokers' sundries, and
coat den
and tables,
hat racks.
A special display was made of the firm's line of
lawn and verandah furniture, in white and green, embracing rockers, chairs, tables, settees, etc., and a comprehensive showing of mission furniture, which still
holds its popularity in certain sections. The office
line of desks, an added department of the firm's activities, taking in flat and roll top desks, bookkeeping
desks, typewriter desks, board, library and office
tables, chairs and stools, made an effective display.
In connection with this display was also shown a
number of samples of Quality mattresses.
Woeller, Bolduc & Co. while not bringing any distinctively new things, made a striking display of their
livingroom upholstered furniture. Two show chair
and rocker sets were an ivory enamelled and a pink enamelled pair.
It was noted that several of the suites were upholstered injiew tapestry designs and colorings. The
green denim covered line seem as popular as ever, and
the leather hassock and footstool line occupied prominent space. The rest of the display was made up of
card and library tables, umbrella and coat stands,
diners (plain and upholstered) and some livingroom
sample suites in allover and part upholstered.
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A visit to the showrooms of The Canada Furniture
Manufacturers, Ltd.. at 136-140 King St. E., Toronto,
during their midwinter exhibition, revealed some interesting tendencies in the latest styles of furniture.
The days of the heavy mahogany parlor suite is past.
To-day "Comfort first" is a watchword as never before. And, curiously enough, in spite of the fact that
rattan, a product of the orient, in the manufacture of
which German and Austrian manufacturers excelled,
is so hard to get, reed furniture has stronger popularity than ever before. Rattan — cane or reed, or both —
is featured in livingroom chairs and tables, couches,
sewing tables and cabinets, tea carts, smoking cabinets
and novelties of all kinds. The bulk of these are in
the serviceable brown color, although enamel has a
steady demand.
Queen Anne style, popular for the last two years,
still holds the floor. A leading Chesterfield, appealing
for both com.fort and style, has a neat apron, and the
legs of this period. Tables and other furniture are to
match.
Bedroom suites in Avhite enamel have a strong lead.
They are clean and neat appearing, and light up even
a dark apartment.
Standard styles still hold.
A novel article of furniture which has had a great
run in the United States and is being welcomed here,
is what is known as a Day Bed. This is a narrow
couch, in mahogany, with an adjustable drop headpiece of cane. This drop attachment is found in two
styles, at one or at both ends.
One of the neatest importations is a mahogany
"Spmet" desk, or escritoire. This reproduces exactly the appearance of the old English spmet. It is
delicate and dainty.
It is in English brown.
In diningroom furniture the American walnut leads.
The styles have not materially altered.
EXHIBIT

OF THE GOLD

MEDAL

FURNITURE

CO.

The Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
211 Van Horne St., Toronto, set aside this season a
large section of the finishing department of their factory for a display of their lines. The management report a highly satisfactory record of sales to buyers
from all sections of the country.
Enquiry by The Canadian Furniture World as to the
leaders, brought the information that with this company the tapestry goods are the best sellers.
The better grades of Chesterfields and easy chairs
are most in demand. "You can't make them too
good," the manager remarked, "particularly for the
Western trade. The farmers have the money. A
stuff-over easy chair at $40, and a Chesterfield sofa at
$90, represent the standards required by the trade."
In living room furniture the lower priced goods are
popular, all in the heavier styles . There is a steady
demand, however, for the fumed oak in chairs and
rockers.
The Gold Medal Furniture Mainifacturing Company's regular lines — felt mattresses, Hercules spring
beds, and steel extension couches, also bed davenports
and diavenettes are moving well.
A feature of their display was the large variety of
styles in record cabinets and piano benches.
Likewise there was exhibited a wide variety of English. Scotch, Italian and American tapestries, from
which a buyer could make a choice.
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Aliractioe dtsiens in
rattan furniture being
shown by The Imperial
Rattan Co., Stratford.
)1liliri ni ti »i i i i >(]i i i

Matting covered utility box, manufactured by D. L. Shafer & Co. ,
St. Thomas.
They come in four sizes.
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Better

Homes

A suggestion to retail dealers regarding the possibilities of carrying
on a series of campaigns designed to impress upon householders the
importance of furniture as a factor in making home life attractive.
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS
"✓^H, I can't describe my home.
It is home, and I
I J
can't put its charm into words."
These are the words Avhich Mrs. Gaskell puts
into the month of one of her characters in "North and
South. ' '
While the greatest factor in giving charm to the
home is the character of the people that live, move and
have their being within its circle, yet another, and an
important factor, is the character of the furniture
which is present for the comfort of those who inhabit
it. One has only to think what a home would be like
without furniture in order to form some idea as to its
importance.
A Field for the Dealer's Enterprise
In view of these facts it naturally follows that there
is an unlimited field for the enterprise of the furniture
dealer.
Every householder worthy of the name is ambitious
to make his home both comfortable and attractive.
And there never was a time in the history of the country whCin he was in a better position to satisfy this
ambition.
Just now, every enterprising retail furniture dealer
is giving more or less thought to the consideration of
ways and means for developing his business during the
new year upon Avhich we have entered. Would it not,
while he is planning his campaign, be advisable for
him to provide for a series of special etforts particularly
designed to impress upon the public the place which
furniture occupies in catering to the charm of home
life? It seems to the writer that there can be but one
answer, and that is one in the afifirmative.
That the opportunity exists there can be no doubt.
Neither can there be any doubts as to the results, provided the proper methods are employed to bring
them about.
Opportunities for Home Betterment Campaigns
There are at least four seasons in the year when the
dealer can carry on such a campaign. They are
spring, summer, fall and winter.
It naturally follows that each and every campaign
of this kind should concentrate upon the importance of
furniture as a factor in improving and bettering home
life conditions.
This, in turn, means that every efEoi't should be
specific if it is to have the maximum of etfeetiveness.
Prom mere generalizing only the minimum of results
will be obtained.
Take living room furniture by way of example. Concentrate some effort on that line, care being taken to
dilate upon the charm as well an attractively and comfortably furnished living room imparts to the home
life. Point out at the same time the lines you have
in stock which are particularly designed to produce
the desired effect. Give also a variety of prices in
order that all sorts and conditions of people may be
interested.
The same idea should be cai'i'ied out regarding den,
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parlor, diningroom, bedroom, kitchen, verandah and
garden furniture.
A specific appeal might .be made to those who have
sons overseas or have boys returning home from the
battlefields of Europe, by pointing out how fitting it
would be to have a newly furnished bedroom awaiting
them on their return.
Interior and Window Displays
It would help out materially during these campaigns
for better homes (for that should be the slogan) if in
the interior of the store or in the window, or in both,
displays were arranged in as home-like appearance as
possible, showing ideal arrangement of the particular
line of furniture to which attention is at the time being
drawn. The introduction of wax figures would add to
the attractiveness of such displays.
Methods of Advertising
It necessarily follows that a campaign for better and
more comfortable homes would need to be accompanied
by advertising. The advertising should be of two
kinds. The first and most important is newspaper advertising. Plus this should be a series of either circular letters or booklets. In both kinds of advertising the copy should be concentrated upon the subject
in hand. Don't attempt to work in any extraneous
subjects in order to fill white space, as an eastern
dealer did a short time ago, when, in an advertisement
dealing with livingroom furniture, he informed his customers that "prompt attention was given to funerals."
Keep the one thing in mind and concentrate upon it.
There is one thing that can with propriety be worked
into all these "better home" campaigns, and that is
talking machines, for they do conduce to increasing the
attractiveness of home life. So do pictures, carpets,
rugs, and heaters.
All that the writer has attempted to do is to throAV
out a few suggestions with a view to inducing dealers
who may not hitherto have thought of concentrating
their efforts ui^on a series of campaigns during the year
■for the purpose of draAving the attention of householders to furniture as a ereatoi' of better, more comfortable, and more attractive homes. The details dealers
can work out for themselves. At any rate it is only
by individual effort that individual and original effects
can be produced.
That the game is worth the candle there can be no
doubt.
Try it.
REASONS PEOPLE GIVE FOE NOT DEALING
AT NEAREST STORE
Goods not invitingly displayed.
Prices too high.
Int'oi-ior goods substituted for those ordered.
Favoritism shown in waiting on customers.
Clerks inattentive and ignorant of stoek.
Children imposed upon.
Merchants agree to order goods not in stock, and
do not keep promises.
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PAUL'S

RETAIL FURNITURE VENTURE
(Continued from page 21)
kept pegging away, and as he had no one dependent
upon him, his living expenses Avere at a low minimum.
He gave a lot of thought to window dressing, in
which task he enlisted the eo-operation of a young
fellow who dressed the windows of a local dry goods
store.
"It only costs time to dress a window," he remarked
one day to a local nierehant who was commenting upon
the appearance of his window. And then he added: "I
would spend more money on advertising than I do
were it not for the fact that my capital compels me to
keep it down to a small limit."
In fact that was a reflection of his general policy.
He played safe, but kept "sawing wood." In other
words, he was cautious but energetic, with an eye ever
on the alert for new ideas.
When the summer of 1915 came around, and he
realized that the farmers in his part of the country
were going to reap a more than usually bounteous
harvest, and therefore would have more than the
usual amount of money to spend, he began to give
much thought and attention to the consideration of
ways and means for securing a share of the larger
trade which he saw looming up in the distance.
"It may be the year of my opportunity," he meditated.
A few days after this thought came to him he made
a trip to a town about twenty miles away, in which
there was an enterprising furniture dealer with whom
he had got on intimate terms and from whom he had
obtained many helpful suggestions.
"Say, Paul," remarked this merchant, after
they had been discussing the outlook for some
minutes, "how would you like to go in with me in getting out a catalogue covering lines which would be
particularly seasonable for fall and winter trade? I
have been thinking about it for some time. I believe
it would bring us considerable business, and would
help us to meet the competition of the mail order
houses."
"I'd like to go in with you," replied Paul, somewhat hesitatingly, "but I'm afraid I couldn't stand
the expense."
"Oh, the expense would not be great. You see we
could get all the engravings from the manufacturers.
And as it is not an elaborate affair that I have in mind
I feel that the cost, when divided between us, would
be relatively small to the possible benefit to be derived
from it. Anyhow, I'll look into the matter, get an
estimate of the cost and let you know. Then you can
decide what you will do."
When the cost was ascertained, Paul was surprised
at the amount. It was less than he anticipated, and
he accepted his fellow dealer's proposition. In
the preparation of the copy the two dealers divided
the work between them, each taking different lines.
When the copy was drafted they had a joint meeting
and made such alterations and revisions as their combined wisdom thought necessary. By the end of
August the catalogue was ready for distribution. Paul,
having the smaller business, took one-third of the
total, and his share had his name in bold, black type,
on the front cover. He was elated, and at once set to
work addressing copies to the residents in his part of
the country, giving the preference to the farmers. The
names to whom he mailed the catalogue he obtained
from the voters' list. A couple of hundred copies he
reserved for distribution at the local fall fair.
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But he did not confine his efforts to the catalogue
alone. For a few weeks he took double his usual
space in the local newspapers, and because of his enterprise the local editors gave him a short write-up,
in which they not only dwelt upon the preparations he
was making for fall and winter trade, but pointed out
to their readers the advantage, both to themselves and
the town, in dealing with local dealers rather than
sending their cash to the mail order houses in the big
cities.
"Read Paul's catalogue," remarked one of the
eritors, "and you'll see that you can buy furniture and
assorted lines of goods just as cheaply from him as
from the department stores. And at the same time
you'll be keeping your money at home."
And this remark regarding prices was no empty one,
for Paul and his collaborating merchant, when
preparing their prices for the catalogue, had kept
copies of department store catalogues at their elbow,
and in the fixing of their figures had been largely
guided by those recorded in them.
Paul also gave more than his usual attention to his
window displays. In the past he had made it a
practice to change his window display once a week.
He now did so twice a week. And, as a rule, they
were even more attractive than he had hitherto made
them. In several of the displays he depicted scenes
in home life, in which he was assisted by his young
friend from a local dry goods store, who loaned him
costumed wax figures for the purpose.
During the local fall fair he served coffee and light
refreshments to farmers, in a room at the rear of his
store, a card having been sent out to those to whom
he had previously mailed his catalogue. Being without a wife he induced his sister to take charge of this
part of the program. Paul accounted his effort a
great success, for while but few of those who partook
of refreshments bought goods, he made many new
acquaintances which was fruitful in subsequent business.
As Paul hoped it might be, 1915 proved to be his
year of opportunity. When the year closed he found
that, measured by both volume of business and profits,
it was far better than he had hitherto experienced.
How much of it was due to his catalogue venture, and
to his other efforts, he could not of course determine.
Some of the new business he could trace directly to
the influence of the catalogue. So flrmly persuaded
was he of this, that the fall catalogue has become an
annual affair, but he now takes one-half instead of
one-third of each issue. During the last couple of
years the two retail dealers have also jointly issued a
little booklet dealing with spring goods. It, too, has
proved a good investment.
"Well," he recently remarked, while discussing his
experience
friend,
guess
thatflood
venture
of
mine
in the Avith
fall ofa 1915
was "I
taken
at the
tide all
right." And it evidently was. At any rate, he is
now riding on the crest of the wave.
Police Magistrate — Well, sir, what are you up here
for?
Prisoner — For attending to business, your Honor. I
was arrested merely because I opened a furniture store.
Police Magistrate — T can see nothing wrong about
that.
Is the man's story true?
Officer — It is so far as it goes, your Honor. But he
neglected to state that he opened the store at 2 a.m.
with a jimmy.
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Fire at Listowel did considerable damage to tbe fine
residence of A. E. Malcolm, manager of the Andrew
Malcolm Furnitnre Co., on Jan. 13.
Arthur M. Tanney, general manager for J. A. Banfield, home furnishers, of Winnipeg, visited Toronto
and other eastern points, in January.
R. J. Campbell, of Campbell & Campbell, furniture
dealers, of Brandon, Man., was elected honorary president of the Retail Merchants' Association of that city.
M A. Comstoek, of Peterboro, Ont., was a member
of one of the rinks from the Liftlock City which visited
Toronto recently, and Avon the Capon-Waddel Trophy.
McNiven & York's furniture store at Guelph, Ont.,
Avas damaged by smoke and water through a fire which
destroy.ed an adjoining business block m that city
recently
The Comfort Manufacturing Co. Ltd., of Toronto,
has been incorporated Avith a capital stock of $40,000,
to manufacture bedsteads, springs, mattresses, etc.
The death occurred on Thursday, January 25. at St.
Michael's Hospital, Toronto, of EdAvard Hodgkmson.
re
who for the past thirty years conducted a furnituwas
ed
Deceas
to.
Toron
E.,
St.
business at 137 Queen
He was a memunmarried and seventy years of age.
ber of St. Patrick's Church, the C.M.B.A., and Holy
Name Society.

On Saturday. January 19th, the wife of Mr. W. H
& Hohmeier, Kitchener, Ont., presented
of Grosy'
GrosyAvith
a fine ten-pound boy. Needless to say, Mr
him
of
Grosy has been the recipient of many expressions
ed
occurr
event
the
as
trade,
the
congratulation from
tion
while the Kitchener- Waterloo Furniture Exhibi
Grosy
of
store
the
at
called
s
visitor
was on and many
& Hohmeier, where the Waterloo Manufacturing Co.
had their exhibit.
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The chief speaker of the evening Avas Mr. James
Acton, of the Acton Publishing Company, AA'ho spoke
on "Business Ideals." He dealt especially Avith the
(juestion of service and the important part that it
plays in business to-day.
Duncan Cowan led the furniture dealers in their
vocal efforts during the evening, and also rendered
vocal solos himself. E. West, of the Dale Furniture
.solo,
Company, Avas also heard to good effect in a vocal
while the son and daughter of Robert Muir. of the T.
an instruEaton Co., delighted those present Avith
mental duet, folloAved by a fine instrumental solo by
Master Muir. Mr. Foster also assisted Avith a vocal solo.
Mr. C. W. Stevens, the secretary of the company,
assisted ably during the evening in looking after the
welfare of the guests.

JAMES

BANQUET OF CANADIAN
AND MATTRESS CO.

FEATHER

Toronto furniture dealers and salesmen to theofnumThe
ber of 125 sat doAvn to the annual banquet
ers
Forest
the
in
Co.,
ss
Mattre
and
r
Canadian Feathe
Hall 22 Colleo-e St., on Wednesday evening, Jan. lb.
4.n excellent repast was followed by a series of adthe furniture trade, indresses by prominent men in s.
terspersed with musical feature
W H Smith, manager of the company, acted as
ext^endM. Love, the president, the
master of ceremonies. presen
hope
t and expressing
ino- a welcome to those
the
of
ts
thlt they would enjoy this and other banque
adshort
those Avho delivered the Ottawa
company. Among F.
Hardy, manager of
dresses were Mr. H.
such
branch of the company, who spoke of the value of
Eaton
T.
the
of
orn,
Shallh
C.
G.
get-together meetings;
Burroughes FurComnany ; Robert Burroughes, of the Adams
Furniture
nitu;e Company; C. H. Lord, of the
Co. ,- W
n
Simpso
Company ; Mr. Luke, of the Robert
Shafe of the Dale Furniture Company; o.and Mr. Whitworth, of Whitworth & Restall, Toront

MALCOLM ELECTED
KINCARDINE

MAYOR

OF

James Malcolm, president of the Andrew Malcolm
Furniture Co. Limited. Avas elected Mayor of Kincardine, Ont., at the recent municipal elections. Mr.
Malcohn is M-ell-knoAvn as a keen and progressive
business man, and should prove a Avorthy head for the
municipal council of Kincardine.
Mr. Malcolm is also president of the Pathe Phonograph Co. of Canada.
MIDDLESEX FURNITURE CO. SUCCEEDS
DYMOND-COLONIAL CO.
The Middlesex Furniture Co. Ltd.. of Strathroy.
Ont. which Avas recently incorporated Avith a capital
stock of $50,000. succeeds to the business of the late
Dvmond-Colonial Company. J. W. Cameron is president and J. C. Scott, vice-president, Avhile the director,
include R. M. Pincombe, D. C. Ross, M.P.. A. W^ Bixei.
and H. E. Mihell. Avho is managing director.
ure Co.. Avill specialize m bedThe MiddlesexandFurnit
buffets.
room furniture

WILL INAUGURATE SERIES OF
DEALERS' HELPS
The Kindel Bed Co. Avill this spring inaugurate a
series of dealers' sales helps throughout Ontario, beoinning in February, in Toronto, and then broadening
out to Hamilton, Windsor, and other centres.
The helps Avill consist of a co-operative advertising
effort on the part of company and dealer, giving pubstrations. A lady demonlicity toforthcoming demon
strator Avill show in the dealers stors and Avindow, hoAv
easily the various Kindel be dlines are made up and
manipulated. The inducement to sales ought to be
beneficial to dealers.
KINDEL

ANNUAL

February, 1918

BED

NEWS NOTES OF THE FURNITURE WORLD
The W. W. Kinsey Company Ltd.. of Bracebridge,
l stock of
Ont. has' been incorporated Avith a capita
undertaking
$40 000 to carry on the furniture and Kinsey
.
business of the estate of the late W. W.
ng the name
Letters patent have been issued, changiny
Limited
Compa
ing
actur
Manuf
ill
"Parkh
of the
d."
to that of "Alaska Bedding of Montreal. Limite
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CONVENTION OF SELLING FORCE OF PARKHILL
MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
The Parkhill Manufacturing Co. Ltd., of Montreal,
held a very successful selling force convention at their
head office on December 27, 28 and 29. The work of
the year 1917 was reviewed with considerable interest
and a great deal of enthusiasm for better things in
1918 was engendered.
The boys were entertained at the new Princess Theatre on Thursday night, and on Friday night, the annual banquet was held. This was one of the best
banquets in the history of the organization.
Bowlinp- Match was Big Feature
Probably what was certainly not the least interesting part of the convention was a bowling match between the selling staff and the factory staff held on
Saturday afternoon. It was a very sad affair as far as
the salesmen were concerned, who were very jealous
of their reputations as bowlers. In fact, they had been
blowing about swamping the factory boys the same as
they had been doing with orders during 1917. Although defeated, they were by no means disgraced, as
they were not in the "pink" of condition after theatre
parties and banquets.
The first game they had no luck at all, as the balls
seemed to have a fatal liking for going down the
"gutters" instead of the "alleys," but this was soon
corrected and they improved as the game progressed.
Mr. Bradshaw claimed that someone stole the only ball
that he ever uses, and that when he found it, the charm
that he had put on it was gone. Mr. Roberge went
one better and claimed that the pins Avere nailed to
the floor when he was bowling. Henry Charlebois'
bowling was interfered with by the "bay window"
effect which he has grown lately where his belt ought
to- be, but claims that he will be in better shape for
the next game. Johnny Osgood, Joe Leduc, and Gaspard Towner, were very lucky to make the scores that
they did, but they were last seen telling each other
how unlucky they were that they had not doubled their
scores.
The factory boys say that they knew they were up
against a soft thing, and that the following score will
tell all that they have to say:
1st
2nd
3rd
Factory staff —
177
Geo. Bucklev
1.52
125
96
180
R. E. McBride
135
166
135
108
Albert Guthrie
155
1.33
Pat. Healv
118
101
90
122
Leo. Flanagan
120
127
J. R. Le Compte
133
122
136
Jack Dougine
Totals
Selling staff—
L. J. Roberge
Johnny Osgood

766

994

866

102
116
121
131
90

103
137
111
87
147

142
147
107
151

137
165
887
Totals

679

133
132
108
920

After the game everybody limped home and got out
the old bottle of liniment so as to get in shape for the
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following Monday, when they were to start "bowling
orders" mto the factory for the new year.
J. E. ALAIN, MAYOR OF VICTORIA VILLE,
PROMINENT IN MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS
Mr. J. E. Alain, managing director of the Victoriaville Furniture Company, who is Mayor of Victoriaville, Que., has been connected with municipal affairs
for the past seven years, serving as alderman previous
to his election as mayor. In fact, Mr. Alain has always taken an active part in matters connected with
the welfare of his town.
Mr. Alain has been connected with the furniture
business practically all his life. His father conducted
a furniture store in Quebec City, twenty-five years ago.
The subject of this sketch, when he graduated from the

J. E. Alain
Mayor of Victoria ville, Que., and managing
director of the Victoriaville Furniture Co.
Academy of Quebec, went to Montreal, where he took a
position in the office of a piano factory. After two
years in Montreal he went to the Victoriaville Furniture Company as accountant, and has since been with
the company in various capacities — accountant, shipper, and traveller — until fiiuilly he was appointed manager, twelve years ago. He is now managing director
and second largest shareholder in the company. He
is also vice-president of the Victoria Toy Mfg. Co.
Ltd., of Victoriaville.
Mr. Alain is a member of the executive of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associati(in, and at a meeting in
Motitreal, on January 11, had the honor of being
elected chairman of the "Eastern Furniture Section,"
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the store himself and leave for his employees only unimportant details. Such a man is simply doing that
which he is paying others to do for him. said the
use of the
THE dealer should make every possible
more satisnes
he would find results much
advertising of manufacturers whose machi of speaker, and
to attend to the
clerks
his
allow
would
he
if
factory
up
cting
conne
The
es.
handl
he
and records
as po.srunning of the store and confine himself, as farcustome
such advertising with his store is bound to help m
r
sible to getting in personal touch with every
for
walker,
floor
of
n
It should not be necessary to tell the dealer that he —putting himself in the positio
e, and greeting every new arrival at the ondoor
oi
should make sure that his name appears in any ad- instanc
It is this injecti
smile and a handshake.
a
with
local
the
m
vertising that the manufacturer does
dous
tremen
a
proves
that
personalitv into business
paper in his town, but the writer knows of more than
factor in\vinning success, and also encourages the
apis
sing
adverti
's
cturer
manufa
where
e
instanc
one
him out of the idea that the boss
pearing in local papers without the local dealer ^s salesman by getting
to take sales away from
around
is
is simply hanging
name being connected up with it. The local dealer
credit that should be his.
the
sale,
the
with
and,
him
nity.
opportu
big
a
certainly passing up
your salesmen
ad- and' perhaps some commissions. "Treat
ns. Make
Hopki
There are other ways in which manufacturers'
Mr.
said
s,"
in the light of partner
ver. Advertiseeach, if he is worth
vertising can be made use of, howe
and
s,
busines
the
of
part
a
them
d
clippe
be
can,
ines
ments in the local paper or in magaz
his salt, will realize that it is going to mean something
out and pasted on the window glass when displays of
Let each salesto him, and puts forth greaterin energy.
can be used m
the Avindow
ng
talking machines are made, or they
trimmi
turn
regular
his
take
man
show-card form in the interior of the store.
store.
and having charge of some department in the
If the machine you handle is advertised extensively
comagainst
work
must
he
He will thus realize that
him
them
ig
paste
thrown
and
of
out
ads.
ibility
such
respons
clip
es,'
added
magazin
petition and the
in the advert
ising scrap-book, that waiting customers
in an
cause him to work that much
will
es
resourc
own
his
on
his
may look over. There is a big value in connecting
harder and put just so much more interest m
any
at
goods
sed
adverti
lly
nationa
with
up
store
your
"this instanc
time,
results.e, is likely to be productive of
of salesmen, he said, was an absofew indirect
not a and
The co-ope
"essentialration
efforts.
in every business, and that no selling or
lute
Lastly, manufacturers whose machines you_ handle
ation.
advertising plan could succeed without that co-oper
will alwavs be found willing to supply you with cuts
and reading matter pertaining to their machines to
own advertising. Don't be backward m
in your
use
on them.
calling
I AM THE TALKING MACHINE
E. Byrnee.
Cbarles hin
,
I am the TalkinByg Mac
VALUE OF LEARNING WFROM THE OTHER
you.
FELLO
bring
I
The jewels of Music are the treasures
comes the tenderest lullaby— th^
heart
mv
From
In a recent talk before the Talking Machine Men,
siacred hymn— the melody of romance- the song ot
^°T^o^"the voung I tell of happiness, of fondest long
Inc., in New York, Geo. W. Hopkins, general sales
de,
Company
hone
ino- of hopes fulfilled and thrilling conquest.
Graphop
a
Columbi
the
of
manager
clared that the selling of talking machines was just
To the old I give comfort and sweet contentment
es of the past
and golden hours, in which the memori
like the selling of any other line, and that the dealers
mist.^ of enchantment.
the
through
arise'^
the
g
studyin
by
ly
material
profit
could
trade
this
in
The noblest impulses awaken at my call.
lines
of
systems and methods followed by those in other
Inspiration, the passion to achieve and the thrill
weaves.
■ lsy*
He declared that the average retailer
Ambition are born of the dreams that my minstre
of business.
was too prone to take a narrow view of his business,
desire— the faithful companion ot
I am the heart's
g.
in
ng
si
, with, my
and cabin ,resound
Castle
and worried over the solution of his own problems ind.
mankin
all
other
the
how
seeing
and
view
broad
a
stead of taking
Mv voice enthralls the ruler in the palace and de"Watch
solved that same problem.
fellow had, perhaps,
an
in
things
doing
by
ahead
going
is
the depths
for the man who
the pioneer
hip. of the wilderness—
voice ofinFriends
for it islightsthe
the
and
meeting,
worth
man
comrade, because ot the
the
is
their
He
as
me
way.
original
Children claim
I instil in their
laughter
and
man I try to meet. Every time I buy anything, whether
gladness
and
goodness
clothing, food, or any other article, I listen to the
^^r.am
the
herald
of
Enlightenment,
I
bear the torch
salesman and very rarely do I come away without some
way to Culture.
the
lead
and
Learning
of
That is applicable
Education.
„
. -.r , ■
new thought on merchandising.
My message is Cheerfulness, Entertainment and
las."
Grafono
on
to a sales talk
I am your obedient servant— The Talking Machine.
Another danger, declared Mr. Hopkins, was for the
around
work
t
dealer to endeavor to do all the importan
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PATHE GUARANTEE
We guarantee every Pathe
Record to play at least one
thousand times with the Pathe
Sapphirepairing Ball,
without
Imthe unexcelled
toeauty
of tone.

The

The

Biggest

Little

Pathe

Thing

in

the

Trade

Sapphire

Ball!

It is small— that tiny, rounded, je vvel-polished sapphire.
But it's BIG in its selling points.
The vast new world of music embodied

THE

PATHEPHONE

That record repertoire is something new to unfold to
the prospective huyer.
Music of which America still knows little — the
great voices of all Europe; the romantic gypsy orchestra; the famed military hands, the songs and
mrsic of the lands that live romance; the hrilliance
and heauty of a world of art so far a closed book to
most Canadians.
To say nothing of the regular monthly list of up-todate sentimental and popular song successes and dance
hits.
Pathe voices are voices to
of Lucien Muratore, Claudia
Bispham, and a host of other
And here's another big
sells itself!

Pathe

Freres

in the record repertoire of

TALK about — the voices
Muzio, Slezak, Cavalieri,
world-renowned voices —
point. Pathe TONE — it

That's the artistic side of THE PATHEPHONE.
Here's the practical side:
No needles to change!
The Pathe Sapphire Ball is permanent. It never has
to be changed.
Pathe Records play 1,000 times! The Pathe Record
Guarantee is one of the biggest record-selling arguments in the world. Read it — it's worth your while!
The Pathephone plays all makes of records! Each
Pathephone, at any price, is equipped to play not only
Pathe Records, but all other records.
Pathe Prices— $45 to $350— a price to fit every income!

mere name "Pathe" is
not least,
And last, buteating
in itself!
force the
a confidence-cr

Co. of
Phonograph
Factories and Head Office :

4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO,

Canada,
Canada

Western Distributors :
R. J. Whitia & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Maritime Province Distributors:
H. L. Hewson & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
C. W. Lindsay, Limited, MontreaL

Limited
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in 1917

The past year has witnessed a distinct progress in all branches of the trade.
talking machine. They are really beautiful pieces of
IN the December luuuber of THE CANADIAN FURcabinet work ranging in form from commodes down to
NITURE WORLD, the development of the_ talking
The
with.
dealt
was
secretaries, that are intended to fit in and harmonize
machine industry during 1917
with tlic furnishings of a room, without a jar.
comments of the Talking Machine World on this same
"There are some designs that are still open to critiquestion will no doubt prove of interest to all branches
of the industry.
It says :
cism from the standpoint of the period decorator, but
it must be remembered that the talking machine in
"It Avas to be expected, naturally, that there should
cabinet form has been long established, and that at one
be definite progress made in the talking machine trade
to subordinate that long established type to the
blow
nts
accomplishme
the
of
review
a
and
during the year,
demands of a certain period is to expect too much. As
during the last twelve months indicates that the exdevelopments,
The
new styles are put ovit it seems very likely that the real
pectations were well founded.
however, have not been alone along lines of industrial
spirit of decorative art will make itself more apparent.
expansion, nor have they been confined to mechanical
A Broadened Field
improvements, but have been marked most forcibly by
"The introduction of period styles broadens the
the marketing and exploitation of the period styles.
"From a mechanical viewpoint it is quite possible
field for the talking machine dealer many fold, and
that the various instrum.ents included under the broad
him a brand new argument. He needn't conhead of talking machines have not reached the peak of givesfine himself to the mechanical or musical possibilities
perfection, for an acknowledgment that such is the of his machines, but can bring to the attention if the
case would indicate that the industry must either stand
possible customer the real artistic merits of the cabinet.
still in that particular, or accept the only other alter- In other words, to be plain, he can offer a most desirnative and slide back. In the matter of production
able piece of furniture and incorporate in it a musical
the trade will be fortunate if the total for 1917 ap- instrument. It means that the sale limit has moved
proximates those of the previous year, for scarcity of from a few hundred dollars into the thousands, that the
supplies, difficulties of transportation and other factors
wealthy customer who before could only legitimately
growing out of the war have all had their effect on the be asked to spend comparatively small sums can now
factory output. The introduction and development of be offered a product that runs into real money, and at
the period styles, therefore, is to be accepted as the the same time be confronted Avith the argument of exelusiveness.
logical move.
"To the lover of the beautiful there is almost as
Talking Machine Has Won Definite Place
much charm in 'fine furniture as there is in music. The
demand for harm.ony is just as insistent, and that the
"The talking machine as a music producer or reproducer has won a definite place with the public. It trade are noAV able to make capital of this fact means
is established and recognized, thanks to untiring pub- that the opportunities of 1917 have been grasped to a
most satisfactory degree.
licity and energetic exploitation. Attention has been
side,
musical
and
"The introduction of period styles has not. however,
directed in the past to the mechanical
toalso
a halt on mechanical improvements. These
and
music,
called
in
was
to recording the best there
ward the most advanced mechanical improvements for have been frequent, and probably will be frequent for
reproducing that music naturally and satisfactorily.
a long time to come. New types of motors, new reThe accomplishments have been great.
producers, subtle mechanical touches here and there
"It has been recognized, hoM'ever, that in the matter
looking toAvard general betterment have all been
of cabinets there have been limitations, and there are
offered. In the matter of nuisic neAV names of international prominence have found their way into the
undoubtedly thousands of well-to-do people of artistic
sense in the matter of interior decoration who even in record lists. The idea of bringing the voice of the
their music demand harmony in appearance as well as
artist into the home has not been lost sight of for an
harmony in sound. The fact that in purchasing a instant, and the result is apparent in the new material
talking machine they have been compelled to accept
Avhich has been offered to the talking machine OAvner.
The remarkable advance in the matter of music has
the type of cabinet exactly the counterpart of cabinets
to be found in thousands of other homes, has caused
been the successful recording by great symphony
orchestras — not simply orchestras, capable though they
more or less of a jar, for a mahogany cabinet, no matter how elaborately designed, does not fit Avell into, might be, that have been organized for the nai'ticular
say, a Louis XV interior. Recognition of this fact
purpose of recording. AAdiich to the initiated conveys
rehas
much, but orchestras of 75 or 100 pieces or more,
designers
phonograph
and
by talking machine
sulted in the production of a number of period styles AA^hose music has been recorded Avith a faithfulness that
is praiseworthy.
by several leading companies that should serve to meet
every normal demand.
"Each year sees formal limitations of the recording
room broken down and ncAv marks set at which to
Period Designs Well Done
shoot, and in the long run this Avould seem to be the
"The designs for the most part have been Avell done,
proper attitude. It is AAdiat is on the record that
counts. That is AAdlere the music itself is recorded,
trihas
art
periods
English
the
in
and particularly
iirnphed over the mechanical, and the cabinet design
and no matter hoAv elaborate the musical reproducing
rather than the machine has received the consideramedium, no matter hoAV artistic the cabinet, there can
tion. The result has been a production of styles that
be brought to the ears of the listener in the home only
to the ordinary eye might represent anything but a
the music that has been recorded on the record."
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Phonograph
IN'CORPORATED

NEW

45th STREET,

SEATTLE

Your

Helping

You

AND

Supply

Co.

YORK

ELYRIA, OHIO ; NEWARK, N. J. PUTNAM, CONN.

FACTORIES:

By

WORLD

CINCINNATI

TORONTO
Lumsden Building

Dealer

Yourself.
THE

For

Phonograph
Building

NO

BETTER

HHNEMAN

MOTOR

Known the world over as "The Motor of Quality," is the
natural response to the insistent demand for a GOOD
service. Recommend it as such
g-ivingno GOOD
—motor,
You make
mistake !

MOTORS
MADE!

THE

MEISSELBACH
MOTOR

AND

SO WE

STATE WITH
EMPHASIS THAT
THE BETTER
THE MOTOR,
THE LARGER
THE SALES;
IT HELPS
THE DEALER,
IT HELPS
YOURSELF.

Every modern idea in motor construction, every new improvement inmotor building machinery, every new method
every possible advantage that meefficiency,
factory
in
chanical experts could suggest, are incorporated in the
Meisselbach and Heineman Motors, recognized wherever
Phonographs are made ms THE PERFECT MOTOR
FOR MACHINES OF HIGHEST GRADE.

DEAN

NEEDLES

Prominent dealers recommend and sell the Dean Needle.
They know it is as good a needle as ANY— and better
than most. We own and operate the John M. Dean Steel
Needle Plant, and so your best interests are protected.
The advantage of the combination is yours.
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PHYSICIAN'S ATTITUDE TO TALKING
MACHINE MUSIC
BEYOND all doubt it has been established that
music has a beneficial influence upon health. On
this aeeoimt, and in view of the ease with which
talking machine music can be secured, physicians as a
class should be one of the most friendly towards the
talking machine trade.
Cases are often cited where the family physician has
prescribed music in addition to certain medicine, and
yet these cases are too infrequent. Whether or not
"this
due could
to lackbe of
enterprise good
on the
of the
trade,isthere
considerable
donepart
by having
doctors Avho were better informed on the question of
music.
Inducing Sleep by Music
This journal recalls the ease of a business man who
found it hard to get to sleep at the hour he desired,
and even then he seemed to have lost the power to
sleep soundly. He consulted his physician, and among
other things it was suggested that he should indulge in
a half-hour's music each evening before retiring. He
purchased a talking machine and made good use of it.
For his purpose he found that the playing of violin,
'cello or some of the violin, 'cello and piano records,
with soft needles, did him the best service. Every
evening between nine and nine-thirty he would put on
records of this class and en,ioy the quiet music until
ten o'clock. Avhen he would retire. For the assurance
of this proof of great benefit we have his own statement. If physicians all over the country acknowledge, as they do, that music can be a great help for
certain physical ailments, why do they not prescribe
it more frequently than is the case? According to Edward Bok, the well-known Philadelphia editor, physicians are not as well informed on the nature of the
benefits of music as they might be.
Mental Refreshment
This is his experience in his own words: "The man
who often stands between the business man, and not
only his enjoyment of good music, but the refreshment
that he would derive from it, is the physician. It has
become a positive fetish with the average physician to
counsel the so-called 'tired business man' not only to
keep away from the serious dramatic performances
and attend the 'lighter shows.' but from the opera and
the concerts where 'they give highbrow music,' and to
encourage his attendance upon musical comedies and
shows where 'he can have a laugh' and forget his
cares ! The trouble is that this average physician does
not himself understand the mental refreshment that
comes from listening to a program of good music, and
with this ignorance full upon him he steps outside of
his profession and counsels his patient about something of which he is absolutely ignorant. T have
again and again listened to this counsel from physicians and followed their advice until I awoke to the
fact
that
they didn't know what they were talking
about.
"I recall now six different physicians under whose
care I was at one time or another, and four of them
have acknowledged to me that so far as music was concerned they were stone-deaf. I have heard other physicians disclaim the slightest interest in music, and I
wonder if stone-deafness in music is characteristic of
the medical profession. One thing is certainly true
of this advice of physicians that I should keep away
from 'highbrow' music, as they called it; I used to
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dread the coming each week of the Philadelphia Orchestra concerts on Saturday evenings for fear that
T would be taken and asked to 'exercise a brain already
tired from the week's work.' Then, one evening. I
went. The result was, of course, that I was absolutely
refreshed : my mind was taken out of its rut and
quieted. Now I go every Saturday evening, and always Avith the same result. The time of duration of
a symphony concert is, to my mind, just right for a
man to whom the beauties and benefits of music are
opening up. Three hours of opera is unquestionably
a strain : the unmusical mind cannot take in so much,
and the man often goes home tired and at a late hour,
which is not conducive to his early rising the next
morning fit for a day's business. But the hour and a
half
a symphony
is about the
'first if
step'
that ofI can
imagine concert
for a business
man best
to take
he
wants to try the entertainment and refreshment that
an evening of music holds for him.
"It is high time, to my mind, that the physician snail
cease his uninformed counsel to patients about a subject that he knows not of: that he shall find oiit for
himself what an evening of good music can do for a
tired man ; or, failing this, that the tired man shall discover for himself, as I did. that while the physician may
be competent to give medical advice, he is not always
equally competent to tell a man from what kind of an
evening's entertainment he can derive the greatest
pleasure and mental refreshment."
If, then, physicians could, and should be a strong influence in advancing music for health building, which is
only another phase of "music in the home," and if
physicians through lack of accurate information are
not exercising this influence, it would seem to be good
business for talking machine dealers and salesmen to
make it a point to convert every doctor in their territory to the belief in music for health. The average
doctor is a hard-worked man, and it is perhaps due to
the fact that his hours are whenever the call comes
by day or night that he does not get time to develop
his own musical nature. This journal believes that it
is unnecessary to outline any scheme for getting doetors to look at talking machine music from a new
angle. Any resourceful salesman, if seized Avith the
advantages that might accrue to his business from the
doctor's friendly attitude, may surely be left to his
own resources to make every physician in his community apreseriber of music for better health.
TALKING

MACHINE

NOTES

The Edwards Furniture Co., Sherbrooke, Que., have
added a talking machine department.
The T. F. Harrison Company, furniture dealers, of
Kingston, Ont., report excellent results from their new
phonograph department.
The Wilson-Laird Phonograph Co.. New York, has
announced the appointment of the Hawthorn Mfg. Co..
of Toronto, as Canadian distributers for the Bliss reproducer.
G. W. Hopkins, of New York, sales manager of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., delivered an impressive
address before the Montreal Publicity Association,
recently.
Ralph
manager
formerly
American

W. Knox has been appointed advertising
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. He was
assistant general advertising manager of the
Chicle Co.
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PHONOGRAPHS

When you have made up your mind to start the highly
profitable sale of phonographs remember this : that distinction
in what you offer for sale lifts you above competition.
Distinctive in musical qualities, appearance and operation, these points
far lo the fore with people who
TALKER
WALKER
put THE
recognize merit and novelty — and buy accordingly.

The Walker plays every make of Disc Record, reproducing true the
tone and shading of the artist. It plays or repeats a record any number of
times and then stops at your will.

Guaranteed

The

to be equal in tone quality to any talking machine
on the market, regardless of price.

Walker

Bin

KITCHENER,

Fixture
Store
&
LIMITED
ONTARIO

Co,
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Salesmen

An interesting article from an exchange setting forth some qualities
that are essential to the success of the talking machine salesman.

everyone stops to consider that, in reality, a
polite man and a politician really mean the same
thing. So, for that matter, does a policeman.
Policy, police, politics and politeness all have a common root; though they seem far enough apart sometimes. They all hark back to the old Greek word
polls, which means simply "city." That explains the
politician and the policeman, of course ; but likewise it
explains the polite man. For he is the "man of the
city"; who knows how to be courteous (that is. accustomed tothe ways of a Court) and how to be urbane
(which is what our Roman ancestors called the quality
of " cityfiedness, " as you might call it). Yes, the
polished way (polls again) is the way of the city, the
polite way, the urbane way. And just as the city is
the real sign and symbol of modern civilization, so
also the polite man is essentially the modern man.
Value of Politeness
NOT

Politeness, however, need not be confined to the city
man, for the small-town fellow can have it too. even
though he does not always have as miach of it as would
be agreeable. But when the small-town fellow happens to be a talking machine salesman he finds politeness his need in more ways than one, and so becomes a
city man without ahvays knowing it.
Certainly, the salesman must needs be a polite man,
no matter Avhere he may be domiciled ; but the politeness Avhich should be his is not the politeness of Lord
Chesterfield, the politeness of wigs and hoops, of sedanchair and minuets by Corelli. It is not, in short, the
politeness that murmured under its breath at bluff Dr.
Johnson, and was all artifice and synicism, all stiffness
and mechanism, that was too unnatural to live ; and so
died with its mother, the eighteenth century.
The politeness of to-day neither grins, nor bows obsequiously. Itis not the trained servility of the manservant who lifts not his eyes, nor the odioiis familiarity that claps on the back and pretends to an acquaintance itdoes not possess. It is not the smirking
of the village cut-up among a bevy of girls, nor the
stilted formiality of the old-fashioned mid-nineteenth
century maiden afraid that every man had designs on
her.
Our sort of politeness is of another sort.
Gradually in America we are evolving a business
ideal of politeness. Every man who, like the talking machine salesman, has much to do, in business relations, with the opposite sex. needs to know the basis
of this manner and adopt it sincerely for his own. Yet
it cannot be made one's own unless one believes in it.
Our American style of politeness is becoming based
upon a recognition of the truth that we are finding
profitable in advertising ; namely, that a sincere statement of facts, presented without boasting and also
without servility, wins; and wins because it is right,
not because it seems superficially pleasing.
Sincerity and Truth
A .salesman who is dealing with women to a large extent and who has to sell expensive talking machines
needs to know to-day that sincerity and truth-speaking
are the foundations of the only kind of politeness that

may be depended on to carry him through every kind
of difficulty. To-day it is not necessary to flatter a
woman customer, or to be formal with her. It is only
necessary to speak the truth and to treat her with the
same respect one would give to the women members of
one's own family. It is most decidedly not necessary,
either, to agree unqualifiedly with every silly or
thoughtless statement a customer may make, whether
that customer be man or woman. For the ((uestion
may be asked by one who knows its erroneousnes,s but
wishes to be set straight. In any case, to agree with
those who know themselves to be ignorant in the specified direction, though they do not perhaps confess it.
is to destroy all belief in one's sincerity. When that
belief has vanished from the customer's mind, there is
slim chance of doing satisfactory or any business.
Overcoming Erroneous Ideas
It is a fact unfortunately true that the general public
have obtained some false ideas concerning our business, the profits in it, and the degree of credibility to
be assigned to the statements made by salesmen. In
consequence of this, it has become the practice for
many large houses, and is rapidly becoming the
practice of them all, to insist that statements made by
salesmen shall be strictly truthful and shall entirely
avoid
any knocking
of competitor's
goods.
this policy
but a recognition
of the fact
that the"What
truestis
politeness is to tell the truth, and let the merits of the
house that offers the goods speak for themselves?
But no one need, or should, suppose that, therefore,
the salesman is under less obligation to be courteous.
There is all the difference in the world between
familiarity and politeness. The old-fashioned familiarity was always based on insolence, and therefore always on lies : because one Avho takes liberties pretends
to believe in the existence of something that does not
exist ; namely, a right to intrude his personality upon
another.
Business politeness, in these days, is based, as was
remarked, on sincerity and truth-telling. Now. sincerity and truth-telling cannot be practiced without involving also the development of a better regard for
the feelings of others and less insistence upon one's
own supposed personal rights. The day is rapidly
passing when it is considered an infraction of one's
rights to be retjuired to refrain from smoking in a
piano from
wareroom,
or toandbe objectionable
expected to keep
one That
"s speech
free
profanity
slang.
the
average salesman should consider it his duty always to
be ready, at any time of the day, to talk business with
a lady is no longer a matter for argument. One
recognizes the necessity instinctively. Nor is there
any longer an excuse, in popular usage or trade custom, for permitting the continuance of any method
which contradicts the modern definition of busmess
politeness; which is the habit of telling the truth and
of being sincere, without familiarity and without rndeness.
The processes whereby the manners of a people are
developed cannot be called rapid upon the most charitable of constructions; but they are perfectly sure. The
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superficial observer may question whether the rising
generation shows any real improvement in respect of
politeness over the standard of its fathers; but, in
fact, all signs point to a gradual and steady advance
in this respect. Those who belong to the older school
may well remember that the moral and social standards
of "our national life are steadily rising, that behavior
which, twenty-five years ago, was accepted as usual —
offices and warerooms,
in " business
even expected
intolerable.
now be —considered
would
An Even Temper Needed

The professional talking machine salesman needs
to possess, above all others who engage in retail business, the priceless asset of urbanity. To be evenin all situatempered, truthful, calm and courteous,endeavor.
But
tions is to be successful in every line of
of
business
such ([ualities are especially valuable in the
the
effect
To
records.
and
selling talking machines
sale of an expensive instrument in the face of stiff
competition, with on the one side ignorance and its accompanying suspicion, and on the other side a.n_ unscrupulous competitor, is not always easy; but it is
quite impossible for the man who is not a gentleman by
instinct. The bully, the offensively familiar, and
the insincere, can never efface their real nature in
business contests of this sort. Only the gentleman can
keep his temper and his head at the same time, while
telling the truth and exposing the lie. To have these
(puilities as part of one's make-up is to be that paragon
a truly polite man, in the best and truest sense of the
term. ' It is also to be a successful salesman.
No man can aeciuire such winning qualities by wishing for them. If he wants them only as weapons
wherewith to make sales he will be disappointed. But
if he cultivates true politeness, by telling the truth, and
trying to be sincere, straight and respectful, without
servility or rudeness, then he will ac(iuire these qualities, and with them success.
DEVICE

FEEDS

NEEDLES

TO MACHINE

A magazine with a capacity for a number of talking
machine needles has been patented, which attaches to
the second box of a phonograph and is so made that the
steel points can be fed into position one after another
as needed, with a minimum of inconvenience. The
chamber consists of a slender tube, at the lower end of
which is a chuck, by means of which the needle projecting from the end is held in position for use. Theother needles are kept from pressing down against the
bottom one by a spring that projects through the side
of the magazine and can be withdrawn when the operator wants a new needle dropped into place. —
Popular Mechanics.
VOICE

RECORDS

OF SOLDIERS

At the Museum Association conference held in
Sheffield, Eng., recently, it was suggested that every
town should arrange for a voice record from every
soldier who retunu'd home, of his experiences in
fighting.
The delegates proi)osing this added that there
sliould be records from prisoners of war telling how
they had been treated by their captors, and museums
should contain everything that would lead posterity
to see, feel and understand the terrible ordeal through
which civilization is passing at the present time.

The success of your business depends on the life, performance and quality of your motor more than any other
factor. Unless you get the best possible motor you are
bringing trouble on yourself, your dealers, and causing
dissatisfaction to the user. Dayton Motors give universal satisfaction. Run without vibrat on, stand up
and give long service, please users and build permanent
business. The manufacturer of talking machines must
build real worth into them if he is to stay in business.
Bluff and varnish don't repeat sales— the motor is their
life. Make your machine a standard of excellence by
using the Dayton Motor, which is considered by
manufacturers and users as being

The

Best

Motor

in the World

of Precision"
the "City
the best
Made by
Wright
Starters,
Registers,in Deico
Cashmechanics
National
where
delicate
other
many
and
Scales,
g
Computin
Air Planes,
products have developed wonderfully skilled men.
Dayton Tone Arms are universal, playing any
disc record. Five styles — all good.

Dayton Reproducers are scientifically correct and
thoroughly practical. Two styles.
Build satisfaction into your products by using the quality
line— Dayton Motors, Dayton Tone Arms,
Dayton Reproducers. They will b ing you more
business and satisfy the most exacting customers.
Write for full particulars.

The

Thomas

Mfg.

Co.

DAYTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
328 Bolt Street
Toronto Office: 911 Kent Bldg.
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The "Walker Talker," is the latest talking machine
to come on the Canadian market. It is made by The
Walker Bin and Store Fixture Co. Ltd., Kitchener,
Ont., and was shown and demonstrated at the recent
January furniture exhibition at Kitchener, being
shown in Grosz & Hohmeier's store. The "Walker
Talker," having adjustable arm and sound box, can
play any make of disc record. The special feature,
however, is its equipment with the Brooks automatic
repeating device, which enables the machine to play
and repeat any size of record any number of times,
and then stop itself. A small disc like a clock, with a
little hand which is moved to the desired number of
times the piece is to be played, is set in the top,
and after winding, the machine will look after itself.
The Walker machine operates with a large double
spring motor, which will play the regular 16-ineh

AND

record ten times on one winding. Or it may be
equipped with electric motor — silent-running and nonheating — being adjustable to any voltage, direct or
alternating. An electric governor admits of currents
fiuetuatiug 30 volts without affecting speed of motor.
This talker is also guaranteed and is equal in tone
quality to any other talking machine, the continuous
soft wood throat and horn, helping to reproduce correctly the human voice on any musical instrument.
GREAT

ACCURACY

IN PRODUCING
MOTORS

DAYTON

The new Dayton motor — the type now being shipped
to Canadian customers — is "built like a watch" in
Dayton, Ohio, "the City of Precision," by the Thomas
Mfg. Co.
An idea of the accuracy required to produce a thoroughly satisfactory spring motor may be gained from
the factory's statement that certain parts may not
vary over a quarter of a thousandth of an inch — which
is about one-fortieth of the thickness of an ordinary
hair.
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Old-type or long-used machine tools cannot produce
this accurate work, and all Dayton motors are made
on new machines of the latest type. Some — notably
the bobbing machines that cut the various gears used
in the motors — are as accurately built as the finest
watch, as beautifully finished: and cost thousands of
dollars each.
The mechanics who produce the Dayton line are the
same high-grade men Avho have built adding machines,
electrical ai)paratus, time locks, cash registers and the
other exact products which have made "Dominant
Dayton" famous throughout the world.
The Dayton motor is assembled in a heavy, rigid
frame of close-grained gray iron easting. Xo stamped
frames are used even for the smallest motors.
All gears are accurately cut by the "bobbing" process. Bearings are bronze bushed, and end thrust is
taken up against fibre bnshings.
The upper bearing of the turntable spindle is of the
self-lubricating type Avith micrometer adjustment
variable to the thousandth of an inch — which makes it
possible to take out all unnecessary play without causing motor to run stiffly.
A new and clever type of micrometer adjustment is
fitted to both governor bearings, and these features are
covered by patent applications both in the United
States and Canada. End thrust of the governor worm
spindle is against a hardened steel ball contained in
the phosphor bronze bearing.
The brake is of the double-shoe type, which gives
much better service than does the ordinary single-shoe
type. Either the standard tunitable brake is used or
a specially designed and high-class governor brake.
PATHE

The Walker
" WalkerBin Talker,"
by the
& Store manufactured
Fixture Co.. Ltd.,
Kitchener.

THE UNDERTAKER

COMPANY

HAVE OPENED
OFFICE

MONTREAL

The Pathe Freres Phonograph Company have opened
an office in the Birks Building. St. Catherine Street.
IMontreal. in order to take care of their rapidly growing business in the Province of Quebec. This branch
will be in charge of R. W. Burgess who has proved
most successful in handling the wholesale business in
Ontario.
Mr. Burgess' place in Ontario will be taken by Mr.
C. Le Voi, an experienced talking machine salesman,
who was formerly with the Columbia Company, but
who has been in charge of the talking machine departments of Jury & Lovell, of Oshawa and Bowmanville.
establishing a record for sales which will be difficult to
beat in towns of this size.
W. C. WILLSON OF MEAFORD. JOINS PATHE CO.
Another addition has been made to the staff of the
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., in the person of Mr. W.
C. Willson of Meaford, Ont., who Avill act as assistant
to the manager, 0. C. Dorian. Mr. Willson,- who is
well and favorably known to the furniture trade, will
have charge of the internal organization of the company.
For the past fourteen years, Mr. Willson has been
secretary-treasurer and manager of the Meaford
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., of Meaford. Ont. Previous
to joining this concern he travelled for two year.s for
the Geo. McLagan Furniture Co. Ltd.. of Stratford.
Last year he Avas chairman of the Furniture ^[anufacturers' Association.
With his valuable experience in building furniture,
and in the management of an up-to-date factory, Mr.
Willson should be a valuable addition to the Pathe
organization.
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PHONOLA

THE

Canada

s Finest

In

Different
$18

Talking -Machine
Models

from

to $250

THE

PHONOLA
which

Model "C" $32.50

we

place on the

market as "Canada's First
and Foremost Talking Machine " attracts customers
at once as getting full value
for their money.

Oak, $45

Maho.any, $50
Model "B"

Its merit and reputation as
a Musical Instrument is
known, and the cost is so
moderate that it offers the
Dealers the chance of a
lifetime to build

up

a

highly profitable trade.
In all the many

parts that

go to make a Talking Machine what it SHOULD
be, the Phonola excels.
Write us to-day;

the

longer you delay handling the Phonola the
greater your financial
loss will be.

Model "Prince" $175

Model "Princes*" $135

THE

POLLOCK

MFG.

COMPANY,

LIMITED

Manufacturers of the
KITCHENER

"PHONOLA"

CANADA
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Steel

Vaults

„t-:^

ll

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Quality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxv/ell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequaled
Carried in Stock by All Leading Jobbers

Ask for Revised Price List
ase

M axwe

An Indispensable
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.
and Practical
Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance
to Handle.
t
Convenien
more
much
it
Making
Weight.
its
Reduced
and
Utility of this Case,
s the Handling
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitate
diffaculty.
without
remove
to
persons
two
enable
to
placed
tly
of Bodies. Handles convenien
ln»ide Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Price*: With Tray $30.00 ; Without Tray $28.00 ; Tray Alone $5.00

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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to send letters
and readers are inoiled
nt
Undertaking Profession are here discussed
rtme
Problems affecting theers'
Depa
Undertak
expressing their oiews on any of the subjects dealt with — News of the profession throughout Canada.

Aftermath

of

the

Catastrophe

at Halifax

Consequences to funeral directors — Who assisted
and how they worked— Providing for the future.
Specially written for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker
By CECIL E. ZINK
Secretary of N.S.F.D.A., Dartmouth, N.e.

WHILE the papers everywhere have been full of
the story of the great disaster which befell
Halifax and Dartmouth and the surrounding
districts on December 6th, as a result of the collision
between the French ship Mont Blanc, bearing a cargo
of the most deadly explosives, and the Belgian relief
ship Imo, in the Narrows, we believe that many
readers of The Furniture World and the Undertaker
would appreciate some brief account of the disaster itself, its consequences, especially to our undertakers,
and the subse(iuent measures of the relief adopted and
to be adopted. It is for this reason that this article
is written. It will necessarily be fragmentary and incomplete, but the effort will be to avoid exaggfration
and yet give the story as fully as possible.
The first impression is that of the suddeness of the
great disaster. It was a case of "in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye." Where one moment stood houses
at v\diich the women Avere going about their morning
work, schools in which the classes had just been
opened, churches standing in quiet state, places of business commencing their day's routine, factories, workshops and, dock yard, filled Avith the busy hum of
labor, shipping calmly lying at the wliai'ves or proceeding up and down the harbor; the next moment
there Avere masses of ruins, houses converted into
kindling Avood, dead, dying and Avounded lying in
every direction, and fires at once beginning from bloAvn
down chimneys, overturned stoves and live electric
wires.
The completely desolated area covered some two and
a half square miles in the north end of Halifax, and
practically all of Dartmouth north of the rink and the
little settlement of Tuft's Cove. The damaged area
covered all the rest of the city, all of the toAvn of Dartmouth, and much of the surrounding country. The
more distant and more fortunate houses and stores
escaped in some instances Avith nothing but the loss of
practically every pane of glass, but as a rule, even in
this district, plaster fell either wholly or in large fragments, every blind and curtain Avas torn into shreds by
the flying glass, many chimneys fell, Avails and roofs
were racked and damaged, furniture was overthrown
and scratched by glass, dishes and crockeryware were
smashed in quantities, electric light fixtures Avere destroyed, and in many places plumbing fixtures were
broken and torn from their places.
One very noticeable thing was that at first most
people regarded the disaster as far more local in ex-

tent than it actually was, many imagining that it v^^as
confined to their OAvn immediate neighborhood, and
Avondering therefore that help Avas not more immediately rushed in to them and theirs.
The Avriter of this article was just making some repairs to his car Avhen the explosion occurred, and glass
and tools began to fall. Immediately I Avent to the
house to find out conditions there, fortunately all Avere
safe. Thinking it Avas an air ship, the first impulse Avas
to take refuge in the cellar, but the truth Avas soon
learned.
The streets were soon filled Avith people Avith bleeding faces from the flying glass, even the slightly
Avounded generally bled profusely, and in the case of
children especially, mothers often thought them far
more AVOunded than Avas found to be the case.

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS WHO ASSISTED AT HALIFAX

Here is a list supplieil by President A. AV. Murray, of
the N". S. F. D. A., of t'hose funeral direetors who assisted
the Halifax and Dartmouth )nen from December 6 to 2i.',
after the cx[>losion on the Mont Blanc, which destroyed
a large part of the city, killing 1,200 and wounding about
;!.U00.
Eendering 6,000 homeless:
F. M. Brown,
iPugwas'h,
N.S. N.S.
iTaitamagouehe,
E. C.-T. McLellau
AV.
Dooley,
'North Sydney, C.B.
D. L. McKinnon,
Montague, P.E.I.
J. E. Borden,
Hantsport, N.S.
H ant sport, N.S.
Geo. Oomstock,
IMoncton, N.B.
Tuttle
Bros.
AValter Chapman,
Port Elgin, N.B.
A. E. Lauder,
Hillsboro, N.B.
J. J. Francis,
Sydney, C.B.
^iilton, N.S.
C. W. Hartlen,
A. .T. Woodman,
Wolfville, N.S.
S. C. West,
Liverpool, N.S.
G. D. Wright,
Liverpool,
N.S.
W. Patterson,
Berwick, N.S.
W. C. Hiltz,
KentviUe,
N.S.
B. L. Lowden,
J. ]\rcKinnon,
Sydney, C.B.
Svdnev,
Neal
Beaton,
Ed. Snow,
Sydney,
C.B. N.S.
Musqnodoboit,
A. W. Murray,
Amherst, N.S.
W. E. Read,
Bridgetown, N.S.
Harry Brown,
Si)ringhill, N.S.
I'rof. Stone, N. B.. Cobbledick, L. W. Trull, Toronto;
A. A. Schreiter, Kitchener; and C. VV. Brown, Parkhill.
J. Mcljoan, representing the New York funeral
ilirectors rendered sjiecial assistance that was very mucli
appreciated by the N.S.F.D.A.
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One very noticeable impression of the great disaster
was the surprising courage and common sense with
which practically cveiybody met it. Where there
was wounded everybody at once did all that was possible to render first aid, while those only slightly
wounded, disregarding their own injuries, devoted
themselves with bleeding faces, to the care of others.
While the day was bright and clear, and fortunately
not bitterly cold, everyone realized that to guard the
plumbing against the Aveather and to protect the sick,
the wounded and the children, every effort must at
once be made to secure shelter from the Aveather.
There was accordingly a general rush for boards, tar
paper and beaver board to cover up the spaces formerly
occupied by windows. By dint of hard work, the
writer was* able to cover in all the windows in his
house before night, but Avhile thus engaged the dead
Avere being sent in and in the afternoon found it necessary to turn out my teams to bring in the dead. Then
again in the night T had to turn my attention to
closing up the openings in my undertaking place to
protect the people on the street from the sight of the
dead. At this time no extra help could be had, and
Avorking in semi-darkness made the Avork very difficult. Undertakers soon began to arrive in Halifax
from, nearly every part of Nova Scotia, some from Ncav

parts of Canada
Brunswick" and later from different
and the United States. NoAA^ right here is where
some very good Avork Avas done, and some big mistakes
made, and I am going to call the attention of your
readers to them, not for the sake of criticism, but for
the benefit they may derive from it should we ever be
of
The president
similar
calledN. together
to bring all
and asked
called,cause.
Avas
A. "a
S^F. D. for
the
the help he could, Avhieh he did, but lacked organization Avhen they arrived, everyone going to Avork Avhere
in one place,
he Avanted to,' and naturally they allThegotmanufactu
rers
the secretary not even recognized.
made almost a bigger muddle of it. With their good
organization their salesmen began to rush goods in,
and as it appeared to a great many, and as it was expressed, had caskets enough in to bury half of the
people in the city, Avhereas this could have been
regulated from their Nova Scotia house, Christie Bros.,
Amherst. Noav this is Avhat is going on the Avhole
time, only this Avas on a bigger scale, and it just works
doAA-n to the point that there are too many salesmen on
the road, in a great many cases buying goods not because they are wanted, but to get rid of the salesmen,
they are all good felloAVS, but the undertaker must, pay
the bills.
The AVork at the Chebucto morgue Avas Avell carried
out, mostly from the experience Ave had from the
Titanic disaster a fcAV years ago, and although I understand an outside undertaker took the credit for these
arrangements T can state positively that Mr. Murray
of Amherst can take the credit for this work. Funerals
Averc not very largely attended, the people not having
time for this, the storms Avhich began to come up made
the work of burial more difficult, and it was no uncommon sight to see funerals going on almost any kind
of conA^eyance.
Among the undertakers of the city, Mr. Cruickshanks suffered the heaviest loss, he being situated
near the devastated area, and the majority of his business being in that district.
In addition to the caring for the Avounded and the
getting out of the dead, of whom there Avas found to
be far'^more than at first thought (the number is noAVof
e.stimated at about eighteen hundred), the problem
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the missing became a serious question. A surprisingly
large number of the dead Avere finally identified, some
by some little mark on the body, others by the remains
of some article of clothing, something Avom on the
person or carried in the pockets. In the Avorst district, at Richmond, the clothing in many cases Avas almost or entirely bloAvn from the bodies, AA'hile many
charred remains could only be approximately identified from the place in AA'hich they Avere found. Just
Avhat Avas the fate of many Avil] probably never be
known.
A VALUABLE

SUGGESTION

-s AA-ho came
funeral
to those
IN ingiving
Halifax confreres.
to help
theirdirectoi
the outside
from credit
President A. W. Murray, of the N.S.F.D.A., Avrites
Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker:
"The N.S.F.D.A. handled and buried the dead to the
satisfaction of all. so far as I knoAv. AA'hen one considers
the trying circumstances under AA'hich Ave Avere Avorking. Railroads blocked up. Avires doAvn. a little red
tape the first day or tAvo. a terrible blizzard raging,
broken AvindoAvs. Places of business destroyed. The
Avounded and sick had to be attended first, afterward
the dead.
Special mention of Mrs. Spencer, A\'ho faithfully
assisted her husband for days AA-ithout sleep or rest.
Also Miss Murdock, Suoav & Co.s secretary-treasurer.
Avho stood at her desk and Avorked night and dav for
several days, beside an open A\ indoAv. with suoav coming
in on her desk and the Avind disarranging her papers.
"Our experience gained caring for the dead recovered from the "Titanic" Avas noticeable, and the
team Avork done at that time made the Avork much
easier for all.
"I Avould recommend the Associations in Canada to
meet at once, make plans and be prepared to go to
any part of Canada during the Avar, for Ave do not
know what day we may be visited by the Huns' sympathizers Avith their bombs and instruments of destruction.
"Under the stress of the exciting circumstances, it
Avas difficult for me to get an intelligent account of all
that Avas done by the funeral directors, and I may
have missed names from the above list.'"
PREPAREDNESS FOR FUTURE EMERGENCIES

ManufacSecretary D. M. AndreAvs. of Dominion and
assist
turers, Ltd.. who Avent to Halifax to advise
in the Avork resulting from the disaster, on his return
presented a report to his company giving in detail a
history of the catastrophe and the methods employed
to relieve the distress. He gave great credit to all the
funeral directors Avho flocked into Halifax to help
their confreres.
Mr. AndrcAvs Avas assisted by A. W. Murray, superintendent of the Amherst, N.S.. branch; Warren A.
Christie, of the Christie Trunk & Bag Co.. and A. E.
Mullin. salesman, Avho directed the Avork at the Nova
Scotia Undertaking Co. Other travellers Avho helped
Avherever their services Avere re(|uired. Avere Messrs.
Ellsworth. Smith, Haley and the McKinnon brothers.
recommendation made by Mr. AndreAA's was
A telling
that "from the experience gained a plan of prethis:
paredness should be made and filed Avith all the
branches, so that in the event of a similar disaster occurring elsewhere the facilities of the company could
be brought into play intelligently, systematically and
Avithout loss or confusion."
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Organization

Means

Service

In the early days of Canada the settlers interred their dead in boxes
hewn by hand from the neighboring woods.
Later, as life in the country became

better organized, the work of

making caskets was left to the local undertaker.
Quebec this practice still prevails).

(In some parts of

of transportation facilities on the one hand, and
the rising cost of lumber and labor on the other, next lead to the
development of casket factories.

The

improvement

Finally, with the last generation came

the study of efficiency in

production and selling; of costs ; also a general recognition that cooperation leads to better service, and The Dominion Manufacturers
Limited came into being— the ultimate development for service to
the undertakers of Canada.
By organization of one company, with plants covering every section
of Canada, each branch managed by progressive executives working in accoid with each other and a central organization to study
costs, the market conditions affecting raw materials, and all other
such problems, the company is able to give service to the community such as would have been impossible prior to the organization
of this company.

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Limited
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No. 5 1 I — Quarter-cut oak. An old favorite. Elaborately hand
carved and very attractive. Dealers will find that to carry this ready
seller on their floors in different panels is good business.

No. 2030 — Steel Casket, covered with fine black broadcloth. Can be
made with any design of panel, and any covering of cloths or plushes
may be chosen, the same as any covered wood casket. A regular
line which a dealer should stock, so as to be prepared for any demand.

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Limited

Fcbriiuiy, 10!S
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Means

Service

In the early days of Canada the settlers interred their dead in boxes
hewn by hand from the neighboring woods.
Later, as life in the country became

better organized, the work of

making caskets was left to the local undertaker.
Quebec this practice still prevails).

(In some parts of

of transportation facilities on the one hand, and
the rising cost of lumber and labor on the other, next lead to the
development of casket factories.

The

improvement

Finally, with the last generation came

the study of efficiency in

production and selling; of costs ; also a general recognition that cooperation leads to better service, and The Dominion Manufacturers
Limited came into being— the ultimate development
the undertakers of Canada.

for service to

By organization of one company, with plants covering every section
of Canada, each branch managed by progressive executives working in accord with each other and a central organization to study
costs, the market conditions affecting raw materials, and all other
such problems, the company is able to give service to the community such as would have been impossible prior to the organization
of this company.

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Limited
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No. 5 1 1 — Quarter-cut oak. An old favorite. Elaborately hand
carved and very attractive. Dealers v^^ill find that to carry this ready
seller on their floors in different panels is good business.

No. 2030 — Steel Casket, covered with fine black broadcloth. Can be
made with any design of panel, and any covering of cloths or plushes
may be chosen, the same as any covered wood casket. A regular
line which a dealer should stock, so as to be prepared for any demand.

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Limited

Fcbriiuiy, 1018
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MY
VOYAGE
SOUTH
Being the experiences of a Canadian traveller to the
N.F.D. convention at Jacksonville, Fla.
Written specially for Furniture World and The Undertaker
By J. B. McI.VTVRE, St. Catharines, Ont.

IN response to 3'our request to give a description of
my journey to and from the National Funeral
Directors' Annual Meeting at Jacksonville, Fla.. in
November last. T shall venture to say something of the
scenerj^ we witnessed, all aglow with beauty, full of
fascinating interest, to the casual traveller. Like all
tourists in search of beautiful scenery, after careful
consideration we decided (my wife and I) to select the
route that would embrace the most varied and picturesque scenery, and arrange our visit so that no portion
of the trip had to be retraced, thus affording us constant variety and keeping the interest pleasurable and
exciting to the end. We can now say our highest
anticipations have been realized.
On November 8 last we were passengers from our
city on the Lehigh Valley Railway by evening train.
After a good night's rest we awoke to find ourselves in
Jersey City. Within one hour we crossed the majestic
Hudson River, and spent the morning in the great
City of New York. At noon, Friday, November 9, we
stepped aboard the beautiful Clyde steamer "Mohawk"
and joined the eastern delegation of furniture dealers
from New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and New
England, our party uumbering fifty-one. The steamer
itself was a delight to the eye, the spacious staterooms
gave a sense of comfort and ease that one almost forgets he is at sea, because around you is the atmosphere of a smart hotel. The days became much milder
and warmer as we steamed southward. We had a
very delightful voyage ; our party was a very jolly
one, and by the time Ave reached Jacksonville we had
all become acquainted as if we had been neighbors for
years. In the evenings, after dinner, we gathered in
the main salon where members of our party would sing
and play, thus passing a charming evening hour of
music. On these journeys every one appears at his
best. The heart is filled Avith good impulses and
kindly feeling to all those around you. Our tri]) to
the Sunny South Avas full of interest and variety. As
we were bound for the land of flowers AA^hat a fascinating allurement was in that name, especially to those
Avho had not visited the Sunny South.
After the second day at sea, haA'ing covered nine
hundred and twenty-four miles by steamer from New
York, and not a ripple on the ocean, Ave docked at
Jacksonville on Sunday CA^ening, our party remaining
on board the steamer until Monday morning. After
breakfast we motored thirty miles to St. Augustine,
the oldest and probably the most historic city in the
United States. Founded in 1565, it has passed successfully under Spanish, English and American rule.
Four hundred years of occupation by a romantic
people has filled the city with many a historic pile to
excite the interest- and admiration of visitors. In
some of the narroAV streets there are still quaint little,
old houses Avith overhanging balconies. We visited
the palatial hotel Ponce-de-Leon, doubtless the most
celebrated hotel in tHe world. At the time it was
built it was the most artistic and probably the most
expensive hotel building ever constructed.
These old
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buildings are constructed of native coquina, and the
newer ones of coquina shell mixed Avith sand and
cement to form a concrete. The modern buildings are
picturesque, folloAving generally the Spanish and
Moorish type of architecture. Few people realize the
grandeur of scenery and quaint, old historic points of
interest to be relished in the vicnity of Jacksonville.
After lunch Ave motored back to Jacksonville, in
time to catch the Clyde 4 p.m. steamer up the picturesque St. Johns River, through long roAvs of mossswathed pines and palmettos. Noav and then great
blue herons Avould Aving their Avay across the tide, and
brilliant colored birds chattered in the trees. Occasionally, alligators Avere seen on the river bank, basking in the sunshine all along the one hundred and
seventy-eight miles Ave journeyed, vari-eolored sea
weeds showing through the water, and the deep blue
sky overhead making a picture that maist be seen to
be appreciated. We arrived the second day at 11 a.m.
at Sanford, and received a Avarm welcome from Mayor
DaA'idson, F. L. Miller and Secretary Marlowe, of the
local Board of Trade, Avith a dozen or more of the
business men. With their autos Ave were taken
through the beautiful section of Seminole County, the
greatest winter vegetable section of Florida. It is
Avell-watered by an extensive system of irrigation,
which makes this county adapted for the cultivation of
fruits and vegetables. 3.700 cars of celery, lettuce,
caulifloAver, etc., was shipped last season under refrigeration toNew York and other northern cities.
After luncheon, given our party by the Mayor and
Board of Trade, Ave Avere again taken by autos thirtvfive miles down the riA^er to DeLand, Avhere Ave again
took the steamer, reaching Jacksonville, Wednesday
morning in plenty of time to meet the western delegates, Avho travelled by a special train of ten Pullman
coaches. The reception committee met the Avestern
delegation and immediately after lunch Ave motored
out through the Government reservation. AA^here 8,000
artisans were busy erecting a good-sized city to care
for 40,000 U. S. soldiers to be quartered there as soon
as this camp is completed.
On Saturday after the adjournment of the convention
a chartered train on the Florida Coast line was used to
convey those who wished to go, out to Pablo and Atlantic Beach, one of the most Avonderful beaches in the
Avorld, Avith three stretches of fifty miles of Avhite sand
along the Atlantic ocean. We rode by auto for thirty
miles on this beach over the white sand, smooth as
glass that lies before you.
Jacksonville combines the progressive spirit of the
north Avith the Avarm, dreamy charm of the south.
During our stay in Jacksonville, Ave were entertained
in a princely manner. The hospitality of the funeral
directors Avere unbounded.
Our trip to the south was completed and rounded
out by a delightful visit to Charleston, South Carolina,
on our homcAvard journey, AA^here Ave Avere entertained
by personal friends and taken to many intei'esting
points in and about this historic old city, viz : the naA'v
yard, the beach at the Isle of Palms, the magnolia
gardens, the old market, south battery, opposite the
famous Fort Sumpter; St. Michael's Church, Avhere
George Washington Avor.shipped. As Ave motored along
the high sea wall and through the dark green grove
of live oaks, along the South Battery, one could hardly
believe Ave had not landed in some dream-enchanted
city of old; no one could realize the grandeur of the
( Continued on page 56'. )
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President and His Aims

Fred. J. McArthur, the chief executive of the Canadian Embahners' Association for this year is
a pretty well-known funeral director and a very wellliked personality. He has been in the undertaking
business for eleven years, all told. He was in his
earlier years engaged as assistant with Daniel Stone,
Toronto, from whom he got his first insight into the
business. Later he was city traveller in the Queen
City for the National Casket Co.
Nearly seven years ago he purchased the undertaking and furniture business of H. L. McBride. at
Cobourg, and has carried on a successful business ever
si)iee. He carries a large stock, and has a full funeral
e(|uipment with up-to-date rolling stock in both horse
vehicles and motors.
Mr. McArthur has taken great interest in association and educational work, and has the success of the
C. E. A. very near
his heart.
He is exceedingly
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C. E. A. MINSTRELS

"So Jones is now running a crematory. Is he making a success of it?"
"Well, he is gathering a lot of dust, and he save.s
* « *
all he urns."
"Did you see where the tombstone trust had been
"It ought to be; that ^is 4(a grave
offence."
convicted?"
^
"Well," said the doctor, cheerfully, "how do you
feel this morning? Any aches or pain?"
"Yes," answered the patient, "it hurts me to
breathe ; but the only trouble now seems to be with ray
"Oh," said the physician, still more cheerfully, "I'll
breath."
stop that."
*
give you something that *will# soon
Melindy, bereaved of her husband, consulted her
young mistress on the proper wear to disclose her grief.
"Ah wants a black hat, an' a black dress, an' black
shoes, an' black gloves, an' a Avhole black hand-chief,
"Oh. no, Melindy," her mistress protested, "not a.
ma'am."
solid black handkerchief!"
"Honey," remarked Melindy. impressively, "when
ah mourns, ah mourns!"
"My second cousin. Perry Petty, for years kept a
series of diaries," related the interlocuter. "and had a
habit of producing and disproving thereby almost every
reminiscence that was uttered in his presence. He
seemed to feel that it was his duty to do so. His
funeral was the largest ever held in the neighborhood
where he had resided, people coming for many miles to
pay their last tributes of respect to a conscientious man
* *he absolutely was dead."
and to see for themselves * that
With fear and trembling he approached the doctor.
"I know there's something wrong with my heart, doctor. Ihave a feeling that I'm not going to live very

F. J. McARTHUR, Cobourg.
President for 1917-18.

anxious to be instrumental in placing the organization
on record as one of the foremost in its line on the continent, and he believes this can be done this year because, as he expresses it himself, "no president ever
h.nd as his executive a more excellent board of handpicked officers."
The new president considers the present to be the
psychological moment for an international association— the U. S. and Canada being under one banner
fighting for the liberty and democracy of all nations.
"And," he says, striking nearer at home, "why can
\\-e not as an association work likewise for one purpose, anxious to make our Association and convention
a means of greater fraternity, one object being to
bring the men of the smaller places in closer toucn
with the men in the cities." He believes the C. E. A.
as a unit might be a mighty factor along commercial
lines in taking up certain matters with the manufacturers for the betterment of conditions in general. He
pi-aises the manufacturers for the manner in which
they have assisted in the work and for the disposition
they have shown towards complete co-operation.
May this be a year of greater progress say Ave all.

"Nonsense.
Give up smoking."
"Never smoked in my life, doctor."
long."
"Well, stop drinking."
"I am a total abstainer from alcoholic drink."
"Well, try going to bed earlier; get more sleep."
"I'm always in bed by nine o'clock."
"Oh, well, all I can say is, my dear .sir, that I think
you had better let nature take its course. You're altogether too good for this world."
On one occasion a large and well known firm in St.
Paul's churchyard, at London. Eng.. sent in a set of
circulars to be printed, announcing a sale of goods in
their various departments at an early date. One of
the circulars ran thus : "On Monday, the 25th inst.. we
shall offer, at wonderfully low prices, the remains of a
city merchant." The printer's reader, when he sent
out the proof, put this query in the margin: "Hadn't
you better bury them?"

A 90-year-old resident of Paris, Ky.. has had a monument set up in a cemetery, has engaged an agnostic
to deliver his funeral oration and has engaged a band
to play "A Hot Time," "Dixie." and the "Star
Spangled Banner." That does not sound like moiirning, and, in fact, mourning is banned for that occasion.
The funeral ceremony is to be held in the opera house.
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He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.
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THE UNDERTAKER

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fiuid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

than Any

S. ECKELS

COMPANY

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE
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ADVERTISING

FOR FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS

"The formal opening of the new undertaking
establishment of Owens & Co., at 310 Main St., will be
held
from 7.30willuntil
10.30 o'clock
to-morrowhas night.
Refreshments
be served.
The concern
been
established in Argenta for several years." Such is the
advertisement of a firm of funeral directors who took
space in an Arkansas paper to tell of the event.
GOT BY WITH THIS
You remember the stories about fish farms and snake
farms that Eddie Bagshaw, John McLaughlin and
Clarence Coryell put over on us some months ago?
Well, McLaughlin has come back to town from a visit
paid to his home, and he tells that his cousin recently
ajjplied to the exemption board on the ground that he
could not be spared as he was wanted to herd the
sheep.
"Why," said the judge, "that is not technical work
- — herding sheep; a woman could do that."
"They're no a success," said Mae's cousin, who,
not being contaminated with city life still has a lovely
burr in his voice.
"Why, what proof have you?"
"Weel." said Scotty solemnly, "there was Little
Bo Peep."
HELPING TO ELIMINATE WASTE
The National Council of Defense in the United
States, having requested the co-operation of all manufacturers and merchants throughout the country in

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

eliminating waste, the manufacturing and wholesale
houses in the casket industry are trying their best to
heed this warning by eliminating useless sizes of
caskets and by discontinuing unnecessary styles of
burial cases.
For many years the casket business has grown more
complicated and more difficult to handle, to the disadvantage of all concerned. Styles have multiplied enormously and have so increased as to become a serious
burden to the casket manufacturer and the undertaker. Useless and unnecessary sizes, .many of which
are seldom, if ever, called for, have made it necessary
to carry enormous stocks. These conditions imply
increased cost and correspondingly decreased profit,
both to the manufacturer and the undertaker, with
no compensating advantage to either.
The casket manufacturers aim to reform, if not entirely eradicate, these expensive evils and confine the
sizes and styles of burial cases to such as are reasonably required by the undertaker and will meet hi;3
wants in a satisfactory manner. Any excess beyond
such rp(juirement implies waste and loss.
Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker is the
organ of all the Canadian Funeral Directors Associations— Canadian Emhalmers' Association; Nova Scotia Funeral Directors' Association; Western Canada
Funeral Directors' Association; Saskatichewan Funeral Directors' Association; Alberta Funeral Directors' Association; B. C. Funeral Directors' Associamotto. tion. "All the official news all the time," is our
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of Souchez

Fourth of the series of poems on current topics Written for
Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker
The writer pictured a youth picking up an exhumed
skull from, the German earthworks in the Souchez
cemetery, following a brilliant and victorious charge
by the French.
The battle, which was only of the brief space of
twent.y minutes, resulted in the complete route of the
German forces, during which more dead fell than in all
the centuries of the cemetery's existence. Following
the heat of battle, from which the youth emerged safe
and sound, he, picking up the skull, contemplated
death in its reality, and the author of this poem places
the following words of comment upon the young man's
lips as an illustration of his thoughts while holding the
skull :
Keep thought awake who later tread
These ancient precincts of the dead ;
Ah, who shall shed or hold in trust
A tear for this once precious dust?
'Neath this poor mouldering frontal dome.
Once Life and Thought both had their home.
Where the joys of effervescent youth
Commingled with the rays of truth —
And visions long since passed away
Once dawned 'neath this frail canopy.
Those eyeless sockets dark and void
Once flashed the light that Love employed
To signal forth from pent up fires
Old Nature's laws and Heart's desires.
This face, this oft' kissed battle-ground
Of Joy and sorrowing Grief, profound.
Expressionless, its hideous gaze
Recalls the debt that living pays.
Yet once the sweets of pleasure sped
Through dark AfiSietions gloomy shed;
Where grew the calms that Virtue gave
Hope lodged, while passing to the grave.
Tremont Park, Gananoque. Ont.
TORONTO

UNDERTAKER

— ANGUS.

BEREAVED

Florence Annie Bolton, fifth daughter of C. R. Bolton, undertaker, died suddenly recently, from a stroke
at her father's residence, 26 Beaeonsfield Ave.,
Toronto. She was in her 40th year, and had been a
member of Mystic Lodge of the IDaughters of Rebecca
and of the Wesley Methodist Church. The funeral
took place to Prospect Cemetery, Rev. W. L. Armitage
officiating.
FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

ELECTED

ALDERMAN

MeCoppen the undertaker, he is known as in Edmonton. Mr. S. J. McCoppen went to Edmonton from
Port Colborne, Ont., in 1905. Previous to his arrival
he spent seventeen years as captain of a steamboat on
the Great Lakes, entering his present profession in the
spring of 1906.
About seven years ago he became interested in the
Children's Aid Society and was one of the committee
that framed its present constitution, but, when the
city opened the Children's Shelter on Ross Flats, Mr.
MeCoppen with others, was instrumental in opening
the Day Nursery where widows and widowers are
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assisted in caring for their families until such time as
they can arrange a home for them.
For the last three years Mr. McCoppen has had his
undertaking parlors on Namayo Ave., known as MeCoppen Lambert Ltd., but on November 1st last he
leased his present premises, corner Rice and MeDougall on account of being more centrally located,
and has added to his equipment the most modern
ambulance known to the profession.
AboiTt a Aveek before the last civic nominations the
Railway Trainmen's Union requested him to represent
them in the Civic Council to which he was elected by
a large majority.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

The Jahnke undertaking establishment at Chatham.
Ont., was destroyed by a fire which recently burned a
business block in that city. The total loss was estimated at from $12,000 to .1^15,000 above the insurance
carried. Members of the Jahnke family escaped in
their night clothes from the living apartments.
The W. W. Kinsey Co. Ltd.. has been formed to take
over from the executors the undertaking and furniture
business conducted by the late W. W. Kinsey. at
Bracebrdige, Ont. The new company has obtained
an Ontario charter with a capital of $40,000. Joshua
L. Yeoman will conduct the undertaking department,
and other members of the firm will look after the furniture and hardware departments.
Chas. Crossland, manager of the Dominion IManufacturers, Ltd., Winnipeg branch, Avas, with his Avife
and child, a A^isitor to Toronto. They Avere guests
of his mother on Fenning St.
Geo. Speers, Regina, was visiting his brother Wm.
Speers, at West Toronto, recently. Mr. Speers was
threatened AAdth appendicitis and came east to see
about an operation. An X-ray examination shoAved
this unnecessary. Mr. Speers returned Avest a fcAv
days ago.
Mrs. Monds, Avife of Steve Monds, Manitoba and
SaskatchcAvan representative for Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., is at present ill in one of the Winnipeg
hospitals.
Miss Butler, Avho is a trained nurse, has joined her
father's business, Butler & Sons, St. Catharines. Out.,
and Avill help in the undertaking business, taking the
place of her brother, Charles, AAdio has enlisted with
the Cobourg battery.
MY VOYAGE SOUTH
f Continued from page 55 )
scenery, the natural enchantments, and quaint, old historic points of interest Avithout a personal visit.
After leaAnng Charleston Ave spent a few days in
Washington, D.C.. and Ncav York City. My impressions of these two cities. I may say something about
later on.
These annual meetings of the National Furniture
Directors of the United States have an educational influence on those engaged in funeral management. They
broaden the mind and create a desire to exalt the
standard, and assist to maintain the honor of those engaged in the burial of the human dead. The feeling
of fraternal regard for the Canadian funeral directors
by our brother funeral directors of the United States
never Avas more warmly cherished than now.
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Ontario*s Vital Statistics for 1916
According to the annual report of vital statistics for
Ontario, which was issued recently, the estimai^d
population of the province for 1916 is 2,776,885 divided
as follows: Cities, 36.72 per cent; towns, 5.76 per cent.,
and rural municipalities, 57.62 per cent. This is an
estimated increase in the year of 9,535, or .34 of 1 per
The increase in the population during the year
cent.
1914 was 2.62 per cent. ; this fell to 0.63 per cent, in
1915 and again to .34 per cent, in 1916, and may be
ascribed to the disturbed conditions of the country,
owing to the great conflict in Europe.
The following table shows the number of birth registrations for 1916 and allows of a comparison between those of 1915 and 1916 :—
19] 6 Ratio
1915 Ratio
67,0.32 24.2
65,264 23.5
Entire province
27,283 24.8
26,938 26.4
Cities
Towns ' "
4,687 21.0
29.7
33,862 22.1
30.0
35,887
33,639
Kural municipalities
The natural increase — i.e., births over deaths, was
19,684. The number of births decreased by 1,768 and
the ratio per 1.000 of population by .7. The relation
of m.ale births to female births was as follows :
Male Female M. to F.
33.663 31.601 or 106 to 100
Entire province
13,928 13,010 " 107 " 100
Cities
2,249 " 108 " 100
2,438
Towns
17,297 16,642 " 103 "100
Rural municipalities
Deaths During Year
The following table shows the number of deaths
registered during the year and allows of a comparison
with the registrations of the preceding year :
1915 Ratio
1916 Ratio
Entire province
35.580 12.8
33,294 12.0
Cities
14.287 14.0
13,080 12. S
Towns
2,609 16.5
2,053 15.9
Rural municipalities
18,684 11.7
18,161 11.2
It will be noted that the number of deaths has increased by 2,286, or 6.8 per cent. The ratio has increased by 0.8 per 1,000 of population. The ten
causes of death from organic diseases giving the highest
mortality in the province are shown, together with the
death rate per 100,000 of population:
Ratio
Organic heart diseases
Pneumonia
Tuberculosis
Cancer
Apoplexy
Infantile diarrhoea
Diseases of the arteries
Bright 's disease
Broncho pneumonia
.•
Paralysis without specified cause
Small Increase in Tuberculosis

3,335
2,962
2,5.59
2,012
1,485
1,218
1,204
1,017
887
598

120
104
92
72
53
44
43
37
31
21

The rate of deaths from this disease in this year
(1916) was 92 per 100,000 of population, being an increase of .03. The increase in the number was 93.
The same ratio appeared in 1911, from which date
there was a decrease till the lowest point wag reached
in 1913 and 1914 (85) ; there has been a slight increase
in 1915 and 1916. The following is an analysis of
rates in city, town and rural municipalities:
% of deaths Ratio per
Deaths from 100 M of
tuberculosis, population.
Entire province
2,559 100
92
Cities
934
35.0
91
Towns
174
6.8
110
Rural municipalities
1,451
56.7
93
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Henry AVhite, a Sussex gravedigger for 18 years
past, has in that time dug 1,000 graves.
A stone coffin in which a woman was buried in preChristian times has been unearthed at Priston, Bath.
The skeleton is in a good state of preservation, with
bronze bracelets on the wrists.
The War Office announces that when the relatives of
civilians killed in enemy air raids so desire, arrangements may be made for the attendance of troops with a
band, if one is available, at the funeral, and for the
loan of a Union Jack to cover the coffin.

BALTIMORE UNDERTAKERS ELIMINATE CREPE
On account of the war Baltimore, Md., undertakers
are eliminating crepe. All the funeral directors in
that city have the conservation movement in mind,
and most have agreed not to put mourning on the
doors of a home whereon death has laid its hand.
VERY

GOOD

EDDIE

It has remained for Eddie Bagshaw to hit it off
right, and this is how he tells it: He had to go up
country during the holidays and stopped off to see a
friend of his in
. Strolling into the local hotel,
which has quite a reputation, he ordered up his dinner. When the coffee was served he noticed some
little strange spots floating around the surface. So
calling the waiter he said: "Alas! if you kindly look
closely you will observe four flies swimming about in
"Too true," replied the gentle waitress of Hucka
my coffee."
buck
tavern. "It is indeed unfortunate, sir, but if
you will let the cup set, or sit, as the case may be, for a
few minutes the insects will drown and then sink to the
bottom, and you Avill soon forget all about them.
Howlyehaveyer-eggs 1 ' '
SHIPPING BODY IN WAR TIME
A. W. Miles, funeral director, Toronto, who had
charge of the shipping arrangements of the body of
Flight-Lieut. A. G. Bendrix, R.F.C., Avho was accidentally killed through his aeroplane falling while he
was flying at the military camp at Toronto, had to go
to New York city, where he had to appear before the
Danish Consul, the American Consul, the British Consul and the War Board, making affidavits, to be alloAved
to place the body on board a steamer for interment in
Copenhagen, Denmark. The Danish Consul placed a
final seal on the casket when permission was given.

d to
men have
professional
many fellow
SO receive
h in arrange
Knibalining
of Researc
the Journal
and Allied Sciences in onler to rei'ei\-e each
month, in comjiact, (dear, concise and lirief form those
new ideas which help them to give better service, ideas
which can be used to advantage in every funeral
director's own jiractice, that we have been encouraged
to give another opiiortunity to arrange to receive the
same business-building, profit-making hel]).
The editor of Canadian Furniture World and The
Undertaker will send the Journal of Research for a
vear for one dolliar; or, we will send both papers for
$1.75.
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Will Bring rrogress
By Howard S. Eckels, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' College of Embalming, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Written for Canadian
Furniture World and
The Undertaker.)
CONTINUED FROM LAST ISSUE.
The circulation of embalming fluid when the corpse
has been dead several hours, never can be expected to
equal the circulation of the blood in life. It does not
take very much to interfere with the blood circulation
in life. This is apparent when either an arm or a leg
remains in a certain position for a little while, and a.s' a
result the hands or feet "go to sleep." In this common phenomena, the blood circulation merely is about
shut oft to a sufficient extent to cause the part to become numb when the pressure is released and the blood
begins to circulate again, and tingling sensation is
felt as the tardy thickened blood is forced from the
capillaries by fresh arterial blood, which is pressing
behind in an effort to circulate through these tiny
blood vessels. We seldom think about this tardy circulation existing in nearly every dead body that is
embalmed, and we would be surprised if, after injecting half a gallon or more of embalming fluid, someone
should tell us that perfect capillary circulation
throughout all parts of the body had not been obtained. Because so many bodies thus embalmed keep
satisfactory until the day of the funeral, our surprise
is so much greater when it happens that we have a
corpse that does not keep perfectly.
Now, let us follow the work of embalming an ordinary, natural case from the first call until the time of
the funeral. Let us see how permanent preservation
can be secured, and yet the very best cosmetic effect
obtained. Permanent preservation itself presents no
great difficulties. Probably every undertaker realizes
that if the tissues can be thoroughly saturated by a
good embalming fluid that the body Avill keep indefinitely. There is, however, much room for mistakes as to the selection of the fluid, as well as to the
manner of its injection.
Another point, and a most vital one, is that a mere
saturation of the tissues will not, and cannot assure the
undertaker of a good cosmetic effect. Yet cosmetic
effect and permanent preservation, by methods which
I shall outline, are perfectly harmonious — so harmonious, in fact, that it is almost impossible to secure the
one without also producing the other. But, as I have
said, let us take a perfectly normal case and see how
these two — cosmetic effect and permanent preservation
— go hand in hand. At the first call, the embalmer
should forget preservation entirely. Cosmetic effect
should be his first aim. Yet, of course, he should do
nothing to interfere with preservation when the time
comes to attend to that all-important detail. Many
an undertaker scoff's when we talk cosmetic effect, yet
cosmetic effect is, after all, what friends and relatives
most appreciate. It is cosmetic effect Avhich spreads
the fame of the embalmer and builds up his business.
There is an old saying to the effect that you can preserve a body with common salt, but to make it look
natural, you must mix your fluid with brains.
Every experienced embalmer knows that a body
looks at its very best long before complete preservation is assured. In other Avords, when the body has
as.sumed its most natural state the embalmer 's work
has scarcely begun. He also should know that the
longer thereafter he continues to inject fluid in an
eff'ort to secure preservation, the more apt he is to
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bring about a serious condition of affairs, as far as
cosmetic effect is concerned, especially if raw formaldehyde fluids are used
When we have injected much le.ss than a sufficient
amount of fluid, therefore, the cosmetic effect is best.
Yet it is (|uite possible with certain chemicals to withhold the cosmetic effect until it is thoroughly set. and
then go on and secure permanent preservation. How?
By injecting at the first call rnly sufficient fluid to
bring the face to its highest standard as far as appear
ance is concerned, then stop.
But, let me pause for a moment and talk about how
the fluid should be injected to secure this highest possible cosmetic standard. Blood is the enemy of cosmetic appearance. Some of it we can drain from those
parts of the body which we wish to beautif}'. Since
all of the blood vessels Avhich drain the face and hands
empty into the superior vena cava, it is obvious that if
we wish to get rid of that particular portion of the
blood we should go to the superior vena cava itself, to
obtain it. It might be possible to drain some blood
from the inferior vena cava, but this would come from
the trunk of the body and the lower limbs, places
where cosmetic effect is a matter of indifference, since
they are completely covered by clothing as the body
lies in the casket.
But how may blood best be drained from the
superior vena cava? I feel sure that no one who ever
has used them as they should be used, will question the
fact that to get the best possible amount of blood from
the superior vena cava is to drain it through the
Genung-Eckels axillary draining tubes. They are
entered through an incision in the arm-pit, passed
through the axillary and the .sub-clavian veins and past
the only valve in the innominate vein, thus reaching
the superior vena cava itself.
How often we hear embalmers say that they were unable to drain blood from a body. Why? The only
reason they could not obtain blood was either that
they had not reached the proper point or that their
instruments had become clogged. Clogging is an
absolute impossibility with the axillary vein tubes,
since each of them is fitted with a blunt point plunser
which instantly will clear the tube should the opening
be obstructed by a clot. This plunger can be used to
clear the tube without removing the tube from the
vein and in a second's time.
Although there alwa.vs is blood in the superior vena
cava, it is difficult to drain it when the blood has been
set and hardened by a raw formaldehyde fluid. Venous
blood in life is in weight and much more sluggish than
is arterial blood. Why? Because in its passage from,
the arterial system to the venous system, it has passed
through millions of tiny capillaries, gathering from
each its impurities, and is journeying back to the revivified, lightened in color and made vastly more
ex— by what? The oxygen which the lungsflowhave
of the
tracted from the air. To secure a perfect
blood, and to facilitate drainage, as Avell as to obtain
some other advantages which will be dwelt upon
later, I insist that to secure the best possible cosmetic
effect it is necessary to use a peroxide of hydrogen
fluid, the oxygen in which acts upon the venous blood
after death,"^ exactly as the oxygen which the lungs
havelife.extracted from the air acts upon the venous blood
in
( To be continued. )

Jack F. Thompson, Winnipeg, is wintering in California trying to get rid of his rheuinatism.
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa
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Wallacehurg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint.

Schomtoerg
—
F. Skinner.

Patterson & Dart
Sutherland, G. W.
Welland—

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-146 St. Paul St.

Mack, Paul.
Woodstock
—

St.William,
Thomas —P. E., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.
ONTARIO

Dodsworth, A.
59 King St.
Eobinson, J.
19-21 John

Bohcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
BowmanvlUe, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.

Huntsville
Hilliar, —Joseph.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville
— Geo. A.
McCaughey,

Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Blmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.

A

R

Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Eeid, Jas., 254 Princess St.
London —
Ferguson's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.
Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Suei'essor to
IL A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Hamilton —
Blaehford & Sons,
57 King Street West.

c

H.
W.
H. & Co.,
St. N.

A

N

EMBALMING

Delivering

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Stratford
—
Greenwood
& Vivian, Ltd.
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.
Cobbledick,
N. B., 2068
Toronto
—
Queen St. Ave.
East andPrivate
1508
Danforth
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.
Washington, Flenrv Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. B.
Corner of Broadview.
Thedford
— J. B.
Woodhall,

All

A

Phone 10;;.

Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—
QUEBEC
Tees & —Co., 912 St. Catherine
Montreal
St. W€st.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA
Camiibell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell, A. F.
Dauphin —
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

Things

to All

Men

FLUID

Full

Value

When a business institution grows from
obscurity to dominance in a few years,
it is evidence that there has been delivered
to the buyer a hundred cents worth of
value for every dollar of his money —
There is no better article nor there is
no better value than

is the Frigid Casket-Lowering

Device

To the Artist—] t IS graceful, pleasingly proportioned,
with beautiful commitlal services.
To the
Mechanicsimplicity.
— A marvel of inventive genius and
mechanical
To the Careful — It is efficient and thereby a pleasure.
To the
Careless — It is "Safety First" and therefore
insurance.

CaranaC

Embalming

Fluid

and this accounts for the increasing demand.

To the Timid — It is reassuring.
tising.
To the A ggressive — It is progressive and good adverTo YOU—h

CARANAC

LABORATORY

PETERBOROUGH,

ONT., CANADA

is all these things and many more.

FRIGID

FLUID

CO.

217 South Western Ave., Chicago. III.
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Patented

Sale

Wanted

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five words. Each additional
word two cents. If Box is required
5 cents extra to cover postage, etc.
Cash must accompany each order
— no accounts booked.

Concentrated
FOR SALE — Cheap. A first-class hearse and double deck dead
wagon. Sleighs for each. All in perfect condition. Ford
& Sons, Blenheim, Ontd-j-f

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.
Larger Bottles filled np with water

FOR SALE — Furniture and undertaking business in Western
Ontario town; good, clean stock; first-class equipment. Good
'business, no oi'position. Apply Box 52, Canadian Furniture
World and The Undertaker.
-f
FOR SALE — Undertakers outfit. Mostly new and very up-todate. Two hearses, wagon, both with sleighs, harness, and
complete inside equipment. Also new furniture sleigh. Sell
as whole or part. Would consider active partner, to start in
new town with big prospects. Apply to Box 5, Canadian
Furniture World.
-f
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Egyptian

Chemical

Co. Boston, u.s.a
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Fluid

Champion

A

16oz.

bottle

of

Champion

Purest

Reputation

gai ed by many years of fair dealing
and honest goods is in each bottle of

Chemicals

Champion
MADE

IN CANADA
For

Order

direct from

The

Cosmetic
Champion

your Jobber

Champion
DR.

Preservation

G.

and

us

or
from

Fluid

W.

Chemical

FERGUSON,

50 Leuty Ave., Kew

Co.,

is Unexcelled

Springfield,

Canadian

Beach,

Effect

TORONTO

Manager

O.

The

"No-Sway"
(PATENTED)

Bedspring

^ The "No-Sway" Bedspring— a distinctive Alaska product— hasofbeen
the
received with entire approval by people w^ho prefer a bedspring
spiral type, but who have hitherto objected to the swaying motion that
is characteristic of so many coil springs.
^ The " No-Sway" feature has been achieved by the patented corner
construction shown in the illustration. The unique arrangements of
steel levers and helical coils, anchored to the bottom angles at each
corner is connected with the heavy edge wire. To this latter is fastened the " Banner"

top construction— also patented.

to
^ Thus the whole spring fabric cannot sway laterally, nor horn end
it remains entirely resilient, " fitting the body."
end,
cannotyetsag.
^ Ask

new

us for our

the " No-Sway

window

display

Moreover, it

card, demonstrating

" feature.

BEDDING

ALASKA

limTtTd

Makers of High-Grade Beadsteads and Bedding
MONTREAL

"Alaska

on an article means high-grade every particle'

^ead

the Advertisements
in this issue.

The

advertising pages are valuable sources of information that
the live dealer cannot afford to
neglect. Make a practice of
reading the ads.
It will pay you.

PUBLISHED
MMERCIAL
Si

32,

COLBORNE

PRES

CANADIAN

FURNITURE

AND

WORLD
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A medium-priced Chair and Rocker of entirely new design
and unequalled value. Constructed of quaitered oak, upholstered invarious grades of imitation leather. A pair of
these chairs on your floor will convince you of their selling
merit. Our catalogue, showing other pieces designed along
these lines, and price list on application.

No. 277

John

C. Mundell

FURNITURE
ELORA,

&

Co., Limited

MAKERS
ONT.

KAPOK

Is

and

will

remain

Queen

lightness,
Kapok is a worthy article, and its great
softness and pliability make it so.

of

Bedding

Materials

It has won the award of recommendation byreputable dealers everywhere as
a result of the many enthusiastic, satisfied owners of Kapok-filled mattresses.
If you are one of the few that does
know
not know what you SHOULD
about Kapok, write us TO-DAY and
we will send you our booklet. It will
convince you as it has others that Kapok
is a good and swift seller, a credit alike
to YOU and US.

THE

CANADIAN

FEATHER
TORONTO

&
-

MATTRESS
OTTAWA

CO.,

LIMITED

March, 1918
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Preparedness
Don't delay ordering your requirements for Spring-selling. Freight movements
for some time past have been exceedingly slow. We want your co-operation
in anticipating your requirements, thus avoiding possible disappointments.
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No. 24 Suite, Adam design

Of a restful, pleasing effect, combined

with a richness that spells good taste.

Supplied only in solid mahogany.

THE

GEORGE

McLAGAN
STRATFORD,

FURNITURE

ONTARIO

CO.
LIMITED
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Globe- Wernicke Sectional Bookcases offer the furniture dealer more opportunities for making sales among
the people who make the most profitable customers.

offer a wide range of designs to select from.
Designs are made to match up with the furnishings
of any room and in combinations to suit any space.

We

The Globe -Wernicke Agency brings to your store
the prestige that increases sales and makes satisfied
customers.
Write us to-day for particulars.
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Workmanship"

"Best

Materials"
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n

900BEST
we

workmanship

turn out.
AS

THE

900-3
and BEST

materials are embodied

It has been the mainstay
MAKERS

GRADE

OF

AND

WORLD^S

of our progress and expansion

CHAIRS
STYLE,

in everything

OF
AS

WORKSHOP

VARYING
GOOD

AS

PRODUCES

Regardless of your particular needs, regardless of the price you pay,
the chairs are RIGHT !

Stratford

oooooQcooooooo

5
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Chair

o OQCO ocoeo*

Co.,

Limited

- - Stratford
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FURNITURE

RATTAN

WE OFFER A LINE OF UNUSUAL
SCOPE, AND WE SUBMIT FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CANADIAN
FURNITURE DEALERS A DEGREE
OF QUALITY AND A RANGE OF
DIFFERENT DESIGNS NOT FOUND
ELSEWHERE. WHEN YOU HANDLE OUR LINE YOUR STORE
WILL BECOME NOTED FOR GIVING HIGHEST VALUE AT LOWEST
PRICE—BEST THERE IS ALWAYS

IMPERIAL
STRATFORD

Mr.

Are

RAHAN
Limited

Furniture

Dealer:

you getting and

reading

Furniture

World

If not, send

The

Canadian

Undertaker

regularly?

$ 1 .00 to address

paper will come
The

and

COMPANY
ONTARIO

below,

and the

to you, postpaid, each month.

Commercial

Press, Limited

32 Colborne St., Toronto

March, 1018
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LEST

YOU

It Stands to reason

FORGET

that the store handling

class of goods

will command

estimation

the

of

public.

a high

place

Automatically

build

up

goods

reflect the spirit of confidence.

KNOW
THEY

To

a steady

and

permanent

THAT
WHEN
LESS.
GET

handle

the

in the
it will

trade, for such

THEY

the best class of goods

best

PEOPLE

PAY

LESS,

in any price class,

from the simplest to the most exacting, and

"CASH

IN " on the correct business basis of a fair and adequate profit, furniture dealers should not overlook
the natural advantages

of buying

local conditions

manufacturing

make

facilities favorable

in EVERY

their stock
and

where

shipping

respect.

And
so it's worth remembering that Stratford is
known from coast to coast as a carloa
d centre. In
Stratford, VALUE

counts

HIGH,

can be met for honestly-built,
promptly,

efficiently, and

Stratford

and any demand

well-designed

furniture,

well.

Furniture
Manufacturers
STRATFORD, ONTARIO
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The

Medal

Gold

LINE

No. 785 SUITE.

The

Gold

Medal

Furniture
Living Room
is as necessary to your Furniture Stock as
Bedding. One of these Suites made up in
nice tapestry would make an attractive show
window for you and bring profitable results.

Sofa, 77 inches long. Chairs. 32 inches wide.
Strongly made with spring edges.

Furniture

Mfg.

Company,

Factories at TORONTO. MONTREAL. WINNIPEG and UXBRIDGE
Head Office: Van Home St., TORONTO

Limited

March, 3918
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An Attractive Bedroom Treatment, utilizing one cf our Stripe SilkcDamasks
COTTON

TAPESTRIES

DALY

SILK TAPESTRIES
REPPS
Stocked in quantities for the factory trade.
&

BROCATELLES

VELOURS

MORIN,
LIMITED,
MONTREAL
Factory and Warehouse at LACHINE

10
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Satisfaction
Much of the joy of life comes from the knowledge of
having accomplished something — having done something, and done it well.
This is the joy that we feel when we deliver to the
furniture merchant any part of the product which
we manufacture.
You may be just as certain as we are that Victoriaville
Furniture is right and will give satisfaction. It will
increase your business by making friends for you
constantly. The reasonable prices at which you can
sell Victoriaville Furniture insures rapid turn-over
and consequently increased profits.

VICTORIAVILLE

FURNITURE

Victoriaville, Quebec

CO.

March, 1918
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Verandah

Chairs

The

people

to

on

out

bring

porches

VERANDAH

This

Summer

soon

will

Time

Veiandah Chair No. 231

old

good

CHAIRS

offers you

WILL

IN

BE

an opportunity

their
and

DEMAND

to sell in

your community the well-known chairs of
our make, chairs that appeal to the good
taste of the people, at prices commensurate
and

LOWER

than their good quality would
to believe.

lead YOU

with

the average

income,

// IS time to write us about your supply now.

The

Canadian

Rattan
LIMITED
Victoriaville,

Chair
P.Q.

Company

12
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Fancy,

Goat

Leather

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled

Grain

Catalogues sent on application

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Upholstery

Springs

market.

made up to a standard that insures complete satisfaction to
the manufacturer, retailer and
customer.
Helical Springs

Let us quote you on cut stock.

for spring bed and mattress
fabrics. Our prices will interest

The most economical leather on the

Boullee

Fraser

Leather

^^C'

Canadian Made foi the
Canadian Trade
EttablitheJ 1885
you.
James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Ont.

Strength,

A Money-Maker
for the Appreciative
Furniture Merchant

The

a

Mfg. Co.,

YORK

234 Canal Street, NEW

That

March, 1918

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

IV e carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,

THE UNDERTAKER

G

Durability and
Ease of Operation

DIVANETTE

Means

QUALITY

The TRIANGULAR

and

STRENGTH

feature of this Divanette is something

new in the practice of folding bed construction. It insures: —
] si — Triangular support on all frame work- 2nd — Separate bed spring and mattress.
3rd — Troubleproof in operating.
4th— Rigidity and firmness found in no other bed.
5th— One finger will open it.
The TRIANGULAR Divanette will be a sure, big profit
getter for your Spring Trade. It is artistically attractive and
useful every hour of the 24. Write for full particulars at once.
MANUFACTURED

THE

SANITARY

BY

COMPANY,
BEDDING
TORONTO
ONTARIO

Limited

March, 1918
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Remember, our permanent showrooms at 1 36140 King St. E.,Toronto
are open all the year
around and afford the
dealer with a prospective
customer every opportunity to make a sale.
When in Toronto make
our showrooms

your

headquarters.
Queen Anne No. 9867

Queen Anne No. 9865

Individuality

Individuality is the word that appHes to the whole
in which unusual features combine

C. F. M.

line ; a line

to produce an individual product.

Original treatment of popular styles, compelling interest at a glance, and,
insuring a favorable first impression.
The "Queen Anne" Bedroom Suite in American Walnut, of which two
pieces are here shown, we offer as individual, both in quality and price.
Write us for prices of this suite, they will interest you.

PACTORiEs, PaNADaFuRNITUReMaNUFACTURERS
WOODSTOCK
\0
I
II
Limited

-ctok,es
WiNGHAM

!^lTS^^r^^S
WATERLOO
GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK, ONT.
SEAFORTH
WHOLESALE SHOWROOMS :
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

WALKERTON
,vM*oT'r^^,
WIARTON

14
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HOUSE

is about to Tssue a New Catalogue to the Moulding and Picture Frame Trade. Should you be doubtful
future
about being on our mailing list send us your name and we will send you this catalogue and any
advertising matter we may be getting out.

We also have a sample card of Mattboard that can be had immediately on request.

MATTHEWS
STREET
1906 DUNDAS

BROS.,
WEST

LIMITED

TORONTO,

CANADA

You may send us

Our line of matting
covered Chests and
Utility Boxes is truly
up-to-date in style,
construction, and finish, and satisfies the
most exacting.

your order and we
will be pleased to fill
it with every assurance that you get an
article on a selling
basis that offers exceptional profits.

Matting Cooered, Made in Four Sizes.
Write us for Catalogue

D.

L.

SHAFER

&

ST.

COMPANY,

THOMAS,

ROOMY

ONT.

and

COMFORTABLE
THIS NEW WINDSOR ROCKER
WITH UPHOLSTERED BACK

This rocker is suitable for verandah, sun
room, bedroom, or Hving room. Is finished
in Military Drab, French Grey, Ivory,
White or Black Enamel, also in Mahogany
or Walnut F inishes. We also manufacture
the Arm

Chair No. 1352

to match.

Get this line in stock ot once.
Prices on request.

No. 1354

The North American Bent Chair Co.. Limited
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

March, 3918
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Expositions

will hereafter be held in

May
Opening

the

last

and

November

Monday

in each

instead

The

of July

55th

and

April

and

October

January.

Exposition

will open

April

And

Continue

Closing

Plan

now

29th,

for

May

18,

Weeks

1918

to see it— to place your orders for fall merchandise

so that it may

reach

you in time for the early opening

fall season — that's the basic reason
the factory a chance
the season
Don't miss
in July.

NEW

Three

to get the season's

opens — not when
the

May

YORK

LEXINGTON

for the change

Show,

patterns

of date — give
to you when

it's half over.
as there

will be no

FURNITURE

AVENUE,

of the

Exposition

EXCHANGE

46th to 47th Street, NEW

YORK

CITY.
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WE ARE
SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makers uie

THE
OF

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost.
by

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

March, 1918

WABASH

SELL TABLES.
SLIDES /' HELP
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
The manufacturers
Largest Exclusive
Table-Slide
in America

These Tables Sell Themselves
Sounds like a brcmide, we know, but none the less it is
true. If you liave ever had a batch of Peerless, or Elite
folding tables on the floor you know it already: if not.
let us send vou, say, a sample dozen of the

HOURD

&

CO.,

Limited

SS^
ERLE
FOLDING.
TABLE*
and .see how PE
(juickly our words
come true. With th"
ajipioach of .spring will come housefurnishing time —
that s your opportunity. But it would be well to place
your order now and thus make sure of getting your
shipment
are busyorders
— very onbusy
but
we areM'hen
doingyou allwant
we it.
can toWe despatch
time— Dept
Sole Licensees and
W
London, Ontario
Manufacturers

Will it not pay you, Mr. Furniture Dealer, to ask for
COPPER

PLATED

MIRRORS

when purchasing furniture? The silvering on these
mirrors is so protected as to be absolutely immune from
damage through dampness, heat, or any climatic change.
And the guarantee has no time limit.

THE MAKERS:
PHILLIPS

LOOK FOR THIS LABEL.

MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
258-326 Carlaw Avenue
TORONTO, ONT.

37
CANADIAN
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357%— OUR
FINISHED

NEW

DINING

COLONIAL
SUITE

IVe know that Colonial designs are as staple and popular as ever they were.
IVe l^now that our No. 3571^ is a good example of correct designing, both
in proportion and outline.
IVe kt^ow that Knechtel's Empire Mahogany, Finish has "stood up"
and lasted as well as genuine mahogany, and that in appearance there is
hardly any difference between it and genuine mahogany.
IVe kpow that there are lots of people who would like a mahogany dining
suite, but will not pay the price for genuine mahogany.
Knowing these things — we venture to say that our No. 357^ suite,
(which may be sold retail at about $ I 10.00) will be a seller.
The buffet is 50" wide, the table 45" in diameter, and the chairs have
leather slip seats. Finish — polish or satin.
Brighten up your show window with one of these suites
and watch it sell.

THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER
ONTARIO

CO.
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The Meaford Line comprises most attractive Bed
Room Suites, Dining Room
Suites, Odd and Matched
Den and Library Pieces.
Centre Tables, Jardiniere
Stands, Medicine Cabinets,
Music Cabinets, Hall Racks,
Seats and Mirrors.

I

No. 717— Size 60x28x14

No. 2566— Size 48x20

The

Meaford
CLAIMS

THE
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ATTENTION

determination to manufacture furniture that by its charm and merit
will appeal to those who know good furniture has placed the Meaford
Line where it is to-day.

Settings that will do credit to the best homes are so reasonably priced as
to make them quite possible to the more modest ones.
are sufficiently varied, in design, to provide for a wide range in
The styles taste.
individual

NOW

The

IS THE TIME TO STOCK
WRITE US TO-DAY

Meaford

UP FOR SPRING
FOR PRICES.

Manufacturing

MEAFORD

•.•

ONTARIO

TRADE.

Co.,

Limited

D. O. McKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd.. 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; |l.oO to the United States,
Vol. 8.
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Small

City

Firm

Strong in their statement that windows are one of
their best advertisements — Features of their store.
By A STAFF EDITOR

PROMINENT firm in one of our small cities find
their windows one of their best advertisements.
They are located favorably on the main thoroughfare ofthe city, have two display windows in their
store and work both to the limit. Displays are
changed frequently and a good deal of time and attention given to their arrangement, and it is found
profitable to do so.
Value of Windows Demonstrated
A

"Our windows are one of our best advertisements,"
stated the owner to The Canadian Furniture World.
"In fact, we figure that our windows sell twice
as much goods as an advertisement in the local
paper. We have made a trial of featuring an
article in the local papers, both with and withotit
window publicity and found that when the article was
featured in the window as Avell as advertised, that
three times as many sales were made as when newspaper space only was used.
Work Window and Advertising
Together
"Of course, we realize that the
best results are secured by working window and advertising
space together. Interest may be
aroused by an ndvertisement, but
the reminder that comes from the
window frequently means the
making of the sale.
"We also believe in devoting
the window to one line at a time,
as far as possible," stated this
dealer. "When a number of
lines are shown, the attention of
the person passing is not concentrated on any one line, and accordingly is not as valuable as
the one-line window. We try to
keep to one line or at least associated lines that work well together, and find this the method
that brings us the best sales results from our windows."

He also recognizes the desirability of the dealer
knowing just what he is getting for his money in any
investment. This may be rather a diiScult matter in
the case of money spent in advertising as returns are
not always traceable. By featuring a new or special
lino in advertising space, however, a fair idea of its
value can be formed. In the same way, this dealer
occasionally conducts an investigation into the comparative values of the different advertising mediums
used by the store. In one such case, 70 pieces of
the line advertised were sold and of this number one
medium brought 50. This data was secured by asking
each customer which paper was responsible for bringing her or him to the store for the article.
Value of Room Arrangement

While the manager of this store is strictly in favor
of displays devoted to one line only Avhen any specialty
or individual piece is being
featured, he also appreciates the
value of the room arrangement in
LEAVE WINDOW LIGHTS ON AT
fhe sale of suites. He points out
NIGHT— WATCHMAN
TUKNS OFF
that many customers cannot picof the
ed windo
ture in their own mind the probt isvalue
THEat publi
nighcity
Tecogniz
by vvs
the
firm mentioned in the accompanyable appearance of a suite unless
ings.
ing article, and although the store is
it
is
in natural home surroundclosed at 6.30 at night, provisions are
made for leaving the lights on in the
In addition, the showing of
windows until people have disappeared
from the streets.
fnniiture in room arrangement
A good idea has been worked out
will often cause a person to buy
whereby there is no waste of power on
more than she or he intended to.
account of the lights burning all
They are in quest of a living room
night.
Arrangement is made with the night
suite, probably, but the other dewatchman on the street to turn out the
corations f\vd goods fire shown up
lights when people have left the
so well that they think they would
street. This is made possible by havlike to have them also. There is
ing the switch which controls the winno doubt that it takes more time
dow lights just outside the door, so
that the night watchman can easily
to
arrange a window in this manturn out the lights when on his rounds.
ner, but the greater interest it
This service is secured for a very
arouses well repays the trimmer
small payment.
The street on which the store is lofor the extra time and expense.
cated is largely patronized by pedesWindows are given a good deal
trians during the evening, and a good
of
attention and are found good
deal of advertising is secured by keepadvertisers,
both during the day
iLg the lights on during the evening.
and evening.
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FIRM FINDS SPECIALTIES
PROFITABLE
One of the nicest small city furniture stores in
Canada is that of Grosz & Hohmeier, Kitchener, Ont.
The store occupies three floors on the main street, m
what is probably the centre of the shopping district in
the city.
On the first floor is a general line of furnihire supplemented by such specialties as sewing machines,
plasteretcornaments, table lamps, doll carriages, pictui'GS
KITCHENER
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of Other

Dealers

"How much of your thought, ripened by years of
use, do you give to furniture? Furniture for your
home. Furniture is the first thing our eyes see when
we wake in the morning. We see it after a busy day.
when the mind needs a change and rest. We are i'l
the midst of it every hour we spend at home. We are
getting impressions from it daily. What kind of
impressions are YOU getting ? And impressions count,
do they not? A sunny morning or a gray day— pleas-

"The specialties pay well," said Mr. Grosz to The
Furniture World, "or at least most of them. Sewmg
machines are a good line. We don't go peddling for
business, so what business we get is the solid kind — no
complaints and the customer coming back for other
stuff.
"We haven't done any too well with pictia-es, but
that may be due to the fact that we have not pushed
them. We had a sale of pictures some time ago, and
it sold a lot of them. We like them in the store, however, to make it look more attractive even if they don't
sell well.
"The ornaments and table lamps, though, are good.
They sell well, don't take any floor space; make the
furniture look more attractive and they keep moving
all the time."
Musical Instruments Well Worth While
On the second floor Grosz & Hohmeier have musical
instruments.
"The piano and talking machine departments ar^well worth while. We might get more business in
these lines if we went out after orders, but we feel that
this would hurt us. You know we have an u'ldertaking department, and anyone in that business rnust be
very careful about indiscriminately calling in the
neighborhood. Sick people are very sensitive, and
nothing disturbs them more than the thought of au
undertaker keeping his eye on them in search of business. So we Avouldn't let any agent make house to
house visits for us.
"At the same time our business in musical instruments isgrowing. We expect it to be a really important
one. We have .iust arranged to handle one of the
This will help.
big lines of records.
"Business is good," concluded Mr. Grosz.

FURNITURE

TALKS

TO MEN

The appeal in the greater portion of furniture advertising isgenerally made to women. In the majority of homes it is no doubt the women who are the
ones most interested in better furniture, and who decide as to what is to be purchased. However, the
number of men interested in attractive ,endand,-?onafort
it will
able home surroundings is on the increase
be found desirable to address occasional ads. especially
to them. An ad. of this nature was recently \ised by
the Wanamaker Store in New York City. We quote
from it in part:

of furniture. Note the
interior arrangement
for good
Suggestion
sections
for showing
suites in room arrangement.
ing furniture ; or indifferent — which would you rather
see? This is a particularly appropriate time to give
some thought to furniture. The February Furniture
Sale (Original) is ready.
"Furniture in all woods and every good finish.
"Furniture for every room in any home — for large
rooms and small rooms.
"The finest and the most modest.
"It is worth while, from so many points of view, for
men to give some of their ripened thought to their
home environment — not only for themselves, but also
in the interest of wives and mothers and children, who
live in it and are influenced by it so much more than wo
men-folk."

A GOOD

LIVING

ROOM

FURNITURE

AD.

The Crooks-Keeley Furniture Co. of Calgary, recently used an excellent advertisement of living room
furniture. It was headed, "Have a Liveable Living
Room," and the introduction read:
"The furnishings of the living room is a matter that
deserves serious consideration — more, in fact, than any
other part of the house. The reason for this is plain
when we consider the part it plays in our daily life.
For a short time in the kitchen we prepare our meals:
for a short time in the diningroom we eat them: for
(luite a time in the bedroom we are occupied in sleepbut in the livingroom, for quite a time, especially now.
we live. The furnishing of this room, then, is bound
If furnished with one of our suites, its
to affect us,
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beauty and cosiness will soothe and please us ; its utility comfort and rest us; in fact, it will be livable in
the fullest sense of the term. Make the initial step
towards a good living-room by inspecting our assortment."
FURNITURE DEALER POINTS OUT VALUE
DRAPERIES IN WINDOW DISPLAY

OF

A furniture merchant is in this advantageous position, that he can make one display window as good as
two, and make the one more than twice as effective as
the sum of other two. He can do this by combining
the furniture display with a drapery showing.
A prominent Toronto furniture store makes
draperies an integral part of every window advertisement. Do the best you can with bare furniture, it
looks severe and unhomelike. It is not in its proper
setting and lacks appeal because of this. If, however, some draperies are introduced, in the background or otherwise, it softens the whole appearanee,
gives it finish.
"At, one time we didn't make a practice of using
draperies in our furniture window displays," said the
dealer above referred to. "And our draperies department suffered in .consequence. For, somehow, we
never seemed able to give the draperies window space.
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Good

Time to Feature
Carriages

Baby

One of the lines handled by the furniture dealer that
becomes specially seasonable at this time is baby
carriages. With the coming of warmer weather and
dry sideAvalks, mothers will be eager to give outings to
youngsters, and baby carriages will be in demand. The
average dealer does not quite appreciate the pride that
the average mother takes in the appearance of her
baby carriage, and this can be worked on by the dealer
to the benefit of sales. Play up in your ad. the fact

18 YEARS WITH THE SAME POLICY

1^ Give
S

SATISFACTION AT ANY COSTI"

y
Babge
t ria
Tha
a Car

TODAY

of u'sing
But. now that we have adopted the policy
them freely along with the furniture, both departments are benefited. We have noted a marked development inthe sale of draperies, distinctly traceable
to the increased opportunity which has been given the
public to see them. And, of course, when seen in
conjunction Avith the furniture, the effect is better than
when they are shown alone. The window-dresser is
able to convey suggestions as to colors, etc., which a
buyer finds helpful in making up her mind."
COLORS

THAT

HARMONIZE

Salesmen sometimes forget the rules of color
harmony when a customer Avants furniture of a certain wood or finish that will go well with walls of a
certain color. Supposing the lady says, "T want a
nice bed, and a dresser and a chair for a small room.
The walls are light green, Avith a small white figure.
Please show me something that Avould look aa-cII in a
room like that."
What would you do ^
This little list Avill prove handy, although it is by no
means a complete guide. A more extensive one can
be found in almost any good handbook on household
decoration :
Walls
Green or white.
Yellows.
Robin 's egg l)lue.
YelloAv. red or green.
Yellow.
Huffs.
Yellows.
Mai'oons, reds, greens,
pinks, white or
lavenders.
Sfilnion, lavender or
robin's egg blue.

Furniture.
Mahogany.
Light oak.
Anti<|ue oak.
Flemish oak.
Walnut.
Circassian walnut.
Ebony.
White enamel.
iiird's-eye maple.

"Vi-ATCi-l OUR NEW HOMC CROW

i
CREDIT

CREDIT
COOD AT

that mothers and fathers OAve it to their offspring to
provide them with attractive and comfortable carriages. The showing of attractive samples in the
AvindovA'
the
store.Avill also arouse the interest of those who pass
What about a "Baby Day," when a feature can be
made of baby carriages. We reproduce an advertisement along this line that Avill help the dealer in pre!)aring such a feature.
l>aby carriage sales are worth keeping after all the
time, however. The plan used by Clegg & Co., of
Peterborough, Out., is a good one. They Avatch for
announcemejits of births in the local papers, and send
the parents literature regarding the carriages they
handle.
This plan is productive of good results.
The Owen Sound (Out.) Furnishings Co, sustained a
small loss thi'ough fii'e recently.
Tlie Kemp Furniture Co.. Amiiei'stbui-g, Oiit., have
;u1(1(m1 a motor ear to their e(|uipment.
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Display

Now

is
season when greater attention should be given to window display
been
not
have
people
weather
cold
the
During
ching.
now approa
inclined to stop long in the survey of a window, no matter how attractive itmight be. All this is changed however, by the advent of warmer
weather, for with conducive weather conditions the public are ready to giveis
full attention to window displays which interest them. In addition, this
the season when people begin to frequent the streets extensively, apprede the mam thoroughpromena.
to againely
being ablesur
ciating the pleasure
es of lei
far
i ■ i
r.
Warm weather also brings a desire to the housewife to brighten up her
home, and accordingly is a season when furniture should be in good demand.
Featuring of seasonable lines at this time in the window will be found
We reproduce herewith some suggestive winproductive
dow displays.of good results.
THE
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Store

Home Furniture & Carpet Co., Ltd., of Toronto, find
circulars combined with window their big trade attractor.

—
CIRCULARTZATION— window display— credit
these three seem to be the foundation stones
upon which the Home Furniture and Carpet Co.
Ltd,. 348-345 Queen St. E., Toronto, have built xip a
huge and successful business.
Each month the Home Furniture and Carpet Co.,
issue a large four-page colored circular Avhieh they
place in every home in the eastern portion of the city
of Toronto.
30,000 Circulars Each Month
"We get out 30,000 of these circulars each month,"
Mr. C. B. Tadman, the genial manager, informed The
Furniture World. "It takes two men three weeks to
distribute them, placing one in everj^ house. We keep
these men on our staff for this purpose, for we have
found that through them we get better service than we
get by employing casiial help or having the work done
by distributing agencies."
"Do you attempt to cover the whole city?"
"No," replied Mr. Tadman, "we confine our work
entirely to the eastern portion of the city. Situated
where we are, on the corner of Queen and Parliament
Sts., we have to draw every dollar of our trade — and
we cannot induce buyers to come east of Yonge St. So
we follow the line of least resistance and cultivate our
own field."
"Do you advertise in the daily papers?"
"Not very much.
Our experience has been that to

succeed with general advertising a store must have a
central location. For a time we advertised in the
newspapers, from one thousand to twelve thousand lines
per week. Then we cut the appropriation in one-half,
and put the other half into circulars, with better results. Our experience has been that in our especial
circumstances the circulars are the best means of getting trade."
"And,
about size," enquired the writer, leafing over
a four-page sheet, each page about 12x17 inches, "is
this the best adapted for the purpose?"
"We used to make the circular twice the present
size," said Mr. Tadman. "But I believe that the
smaller circular brings just as good results."
Back Advertising by Window Display
"How about your window display?" we enquired.
The whole of the front and one side of the quarters of
the Home Furniture & Carpet Company consists of
plate glass. The windows are always tastefully
dressed.
"They back up our circulars. Our front windows
bring us trade, our side window display — well, since
the City — " Mr. Tadman waved his hand expressively
towards the lavatory conveniences which the Toronto
corporation have installed just opposite the side display windows — "since that was installed we naturally
can't get the same results.
And now — no lights. We

A Special Invitation is Extended to You and Yours to Visit Our Spring Opening
The Extraordinary Values ottered during this month should
Interest every Man and Woman In Toronto
DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE GRAND DISPLAY'OF 1916 BABY CARRIAGES AND GO CARTS
Reed Carriage
'--«21.90

White Enaitiel Iron Qeds Reduced
5^iStSSr"»2.45
Plllots
89c. pair

These Values Cannot Be Equalled Elsewhere -"^f
Room Furniture Underpriced
$17.9S Dining
•
Three Piece Parlor Suite fy\
rive Piece Parlor Suite
Parlor Chairs

Parlor Tables

ChiffnRiers Uniierprlced
Save GRi Wardrobes
'5^:I'^-^z':^-rBi $14-95
Child's Crib
lif-|i

Mistic Dressers 4-,,

^3 High Grade Oressere^ p^M ^ Steel 16.90
Couch Bed^
> Chifloniire to mttoh, $18.00

II CARPET
FURNITURE
CO. LTD.

(6.9S

::z~z:z::zr 14.95 ^
Hoi Pliln SI.49. >l 99

Sample of circulardouble
advertising
the Home inonllily
F^urniture and Carpet
Co.,
Ltd.,company.
of Toronto.It will
Tliisoffer
is a reproduction
of inside
page ofoffour-page
issued suggestions.
by this
some
seasonablecircular
advertising
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used to get splendid results from our window advertising, but it came mostly from the effect of the evening
display. Since that is curtailed our returns from this
source are small."
Make Big Feature of Credit
"You seem to make a large bid for the instalment
trade," we observed, as we scanned the circular, with
its frequent references to easy credit terms. "Can
yon meet all competitors in this tield?" The representative of The Furniture World was making mental
note of the insistent repetition — "Buy Now — Pay
Later" — "Open a Charge Account — We Will Extend
the Payments to Suit You" — "Open an Account. Your
Credit is Good" — "Our Convenient Credit System is
At Your Service" — "No Extra Charge for Credit."
"We have our own field and in that area competition
does not largely affect us."
The Home Furniture and Carpet Co. Ltd. have four
floors covered with goods. They make their slogan,
"We Furnish the Home and Clothe the Inmates," and
endeavor to live up to it. Of late they have installed
a complete line of grafonolas, giving up a generous
portion of their precious floor space to an adequate
display of the instruments — and a sound-proof demonstration parlor. In this trade "No Payment Down"
is the easy terms prominently featiired, the accommodation being contingent upon the purchaser buying
six records.
"Easy Terms — Buy Now — Pay Later" — these are
catch phrases Avhich are employed in their every variation in the effort which this successful company make
to get business.
WHEN

BUSINESS SLACKENS
ADVERTISING

INCREASE

Advertising! The thoughtful man thinks ahead.
The prudent man profits by his ability to forecast the
future as well as to scrutinize the present. One of the
most prominent advertisers in the country says he
makes it a rule to increase his advertising appropriation whenever business slackens, and he doubles and
trebles it in times of severe business depression. This
is his logical conclusion:
"The new customers that I get when times are hard,
I always keep Avhen times become good. They come
to me largely from those who lose them because they
fail to continue their publicity campaigns. A business
depression in this country never lasts long, and it is
always seed-time for me. The harvest follows when
prosperity returns. It is a wise man who knows his
own business better than the other man does. — Leslie's
Weekly.
A CATCHY

WINDOW

DISPLAY

OF RUGS

In arranging a display of high quality rugs, a
couple of rugs were hung as a background to the window display. At the centre of the background a
flag was placed with a card reading, "These Colors Are
Guaranteed Not to Run."
A display of this nature might be made entirely of
rugs, or an attractive combination can be made of this
background and some high grade furniture upholstered
in cloth of good quality, to which the significance of
the card inscription may be applicable.
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Gala

for Spring

Appearance

Opening

The Adams Furniture Co.. Toronto, make a big feature
of their annual spring opening. As a rule, it lasts for
two days, and during this time the big store puts on
gala attire. The cost of this event, according to M^-.
Godard, rims well into the four figures, but although
the management have scrutinized this expense most
carefully, each succeeding year, this heavy outlay has
seemed justified.
"We spend about $.500 in flowers, alone," The Canadian Furniture World was informed. "Palms and
such other suitable plants as we can obtain on that
basis, we rent for the occasion. But flowers, such in
particular as last but for a short time, we have to buy.
We endeavor to make the display really -ittraetive
from the artistic point of view, so that our patrons will
regard
enjoy. it as well worth coming down town to sec and
"We have, of course, good orchestras. We beiieve
in good music.
"The heavy expense is in the advertising. This is
not designed to bring in returns in the immediate
trade it draws.
It is an investment.
The Benefits Secured
"In just what evident way. Mr. Godard." the writer
enquired, "do you get returns on the big outlay for
the Easter Opening — if you don't mind saying?"
"Well," was the reply, "one immediate benefit lies
in the sprucing up of all stocks in all departnjents of
our store. It is in some sort an annual houseeleaning.
It puts the men on their mettle, creates enthusiasm,
starts the season with a swing.
"And then, it helps us realize on our down-down location, with its high expenses. We must get the people
and can get the people to come to our store by attractive advertising and window dressing and such
events as the annual spring opening. It behooves u.s
to take fullest advantage of our central situation —
unless we do so, it loses its value.
"Yes," the interview concluded, "it pays to keep in
the public eye."
Watch

the Store's Advertising
was in a store not long ago, a
the
WHEN
in and asked for an article that
lady camewriter
had heen advertised in the local paper at a
special price. The clerk said he knew nothing of the
line. it.He had to consult anthat ahout
of out
specialotheroffering
clerk to find
Did you ever witness a more convincing case of admit ance of lack of intelligence or interest in his work
than this? What would the customer think of such a
clerk, and of the store that allowed him to remain
hehind the counter? The ad. had done its work of
bringing the customer into the store, only to have the
benefit all but killed by an unambitious clerk.
Clerks should make it a point to keep posted on
the store's advertising, special or otherwise, and play
up those articles that are featured in it. It is immensely to his benefit because it is easier to sell a
customer an article that she has seen advertised.
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HEINTZMAN

GERHARD
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contend — and we
know

whereof

we

speak — that to demonstrate Gerhard Heintzman
Phonograph means
the sale is made.

that

In the matter of daily life there
is no selfishness in putting selfadvantage FIRST.
Realizing this basic truth, we
decided that it was to our own
advantage to do the musical
world the greatest service possible by making
''The Best Phonograph Built"
That ambition was realized, and
the widespread popularity of
the Gerhard Heintzman Phonograph is proof positive of the
fidelity with which the principle
has been followed.

PERFECT;;:';",";:a triumph of ingenuity and skill.
WE ALSO SUPPLY RECORDS
MADE BY THE LARGEST AND
FINEST
RECORD
HOUSE IN
THE WORLD.

Gerhard

Heintzman
LIMITED
75 Shcrbourne Street, TORONTO
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the benefit of those who can realize the SALE
the best Pedestal Table that skill can make, we
emphasis
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THE

TWIN

PEDESTAL

EXTENSION
TABLE

settles any argument which anyone
may start in regard to the all-important
subject of "SAFETY FIRST"— when
it comes to selling a PEDESTAL table,
a DANGEROUS PIECE OF FURNITURE THAT A CHILD CAN
TIP OVER, BUT an absolutely
THE

SAFE proposition when built like WE
BUILD OURS:

TILT-TOP

TWIN
We have tried to upset it, but we could
not. The illustration shows the stern
attempt we made to turn it upside down.

And so we recommend the Twin Pedestal
Extension Table to you solely because of
its merits, for a more important, a more
practical improvement in table building
never was made.
// sells whenever demonstrated to anyone in need
of a thoroughly reliahk, well-built, well-finished
table. It will increase your sales to pwportions
The profit is generous!
never before attained

CHESLEY

The

Chesley

Furniture

Co., Limited

Ontario
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Turned

into

a

Profitable

One

An interesting article by the general manager of a large retail
furniture store. — From System, the Magazine of Business.
By S. GEORGE GRAVES

rising cost of doing business did not grow on
me. J was thrown into the midst of it. My
job was to make a good business out of a store
that had been losing money. I came into my position
as general manager without any previous managerial
experience, althougli 17 years of hard work had
brought me from the shipping department clear
through the sales force. I knew, therefore, the detail of my business thoroughly, but nothing about
merchandising. My very ignorance insured openiiiindedness, and has resulted in methods which are
(luite different in many respects from those common
in other stores. They are not in the least sensational,
but they are successful. The first year in operation,
on a smaller gross volume of business, we showed a
substantial net profit which has increased steadily
since.
THE

There is Economy — and Economy
I know to a fraction the cost of doing business last
month, but T do not know what next month will cost.
What I do know is that rigidity in appropriating
money for expenses is dangerous to profits. For
instance, I know that our advertising expense averages
about 5 per cent, on sales, but we advertise to sell a
certain amount of goods, not to spend a certain amount
of money. That is our general policy. Of course, if
it is going to cost too much to sell a line of goods, we
simply do not handle it. T just give this example,
because I have learned that business is not a matter of
mere statistics, formulas, or money. Th^se things
are tools.
Business is men!
The change from an annual loss to a net profit in
one year indicates strenuous economy, when one considers that the sales volume was actually less when
the profit was made. But there is economy and
economy. Sometimes economy is spending less and
sometimes it is spending more. Both sorts of economy
mark milestones in our success.
Letting Machines Take Place of Men
My first important act was to change radically a
common custom with instalment stores. Under the
old regime seven collectors Avere employed at an aver
age salary of $50 a month. All payments were collected at the homes of the purchasers. The oflice
routine involved in this pi'ocess demanded five extra
clerks at an average of $50 each every month. I was
sure that a great economy could be eflFected here, and,
in studying the problem I learned one of my first merchandising lessons — and an exceptionally valuable one
it ha.s been.
Clerical work is largely automatic. It is ))etter to
buy a machine, or e(|uipment, at a first cost equal to
a year or two of a clerk's salary, than to let a clerk
do a machine's work.
That gave me my clew. T found that for several
hundred dollars I could ecpiip my office with devices
that would reduce our clerical force by five p.^ople. if
T could only eliminate those collector troubles T hit
on what is not a new idea now, perhaps, but one which

has paid in m.ore ways than a few. We made it part
of our sales contract that all payments were to be made
at the store. We dropped 12 people, the seven collectors and five clerks. Four important results showed
up: (1) The cash saving in salaries alone amounted tc
$7,200 a year — not a large sum, perhaps, in view of the
amount of business we do, but a substantial addition to
net profits. (2) It actually reduced our losses from
bad debts I This was unexpected and surprising. Wo
attribute it to several reasons. In the first place, people were more on their honor; as the average man is
eager to live up to his obligations, the customers made
a greater effort to pay regularly. Again, the dishonorable debtor could not readily escape our attention by
moving to an unknown address. Under the old system
sometimes three months went by without payments,
because a debtor was not at home when the collector
called, or because he failed to call regularly and he
frequently did not know of the customer's removal to
another address in time for effective tracing. Now
failure to pay promptly results in a courteous letter,
followed by a more rigorous registered letter which
always seems to reach them. Again, by bringing slow
accounts into the store, the method lets our high-class
credit man, instead of second rate collectors, deal with
them.
Payment of Instalments at Store Helped Sales
^3) The. new plan makes friends. People do not
like collectors. Our more dignified method appeals to
their pride. (4) And it brings people into our store
many times — as often as 52 times — a year. It gives
our displays more working value. It gives us a
chance to cement friendship, and distinctly increases
onr sales to good customers. It has aided greatly in
establishing good will.
Perhaps the only other important reduction of expense by directly saving money was in the delivery
department, and even here T found that more than
usual expejulitures often pay greatly. Our delivery
expense had been 7.75 ])er cent, of sales. Some men
in our business will say that that is not high; but I
had my start in the shipping room, and I knew it could
be reduced. And we did reduce it to 5 per cent, of
sales.
Lessening the "Rush" Deliveries
1 kncAv that every day there was a pile-up toward
closing time of "to-day deliveries," Avhich involved
lai'ger equi]nnent, more help, considerable overtime
pay, tii'e(l men, damaged goods, and customers really
no better satisfied. For two weeks I had th.-^ sliipni'i';'
foreman keep a list of the "to-day deliveries" promise^l
by each salesman. This list T arranged neatly and
tacked up where the salesmen could see it. Then I
called them together and explained just why these
deliveries were exi)ensive, and that, although sometimes they are necessary, they could generally be tactfully avoided. A week later I tacked up the results
of the nexl we(^k and praised the men who had made
reductions in theii- "to-day deliveries." The result
was a compel itive spirit of co-operation, which made
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a biff difference — enough, indeed, to show up big on
the profit sheet.
The first few months of hard study on my problems
convinced me of an important fact, perhaps the most
important in our business or any other business. Cheap
men and cheap methods are the greatest elements in
of doing business! By "cheap." of
the highI cost
mean cheap in the worst sense.
course,
Pitfalls of Policy of Cheapness
Because the instalment business has a large share of
its sales among people with limited incomes, many merchants promptly assume that only cheap men can be
employed. Their policies are marked by a niggardly
economy which they believe is responsible for their
to bad
are attributed
profits. ' although
up
who has built
competitor
mind alosses
I have in their
times.
niggardly
of
policy
this
with
business
large
a truly
oeonomv ; but at the end of 191.5 he had had two years
without a profit. He has made a profit since, because
selling conditions have been so easy that no exeuse can
exist for failing to make a profit.
This merchant employed a man who might have
changed this condition for him. but in six weeks they
disagreed over this very question and went thpir separate ways. I am certain that his profits would be
greater if his policy were changed. Our own business
marks the truth of what I say. Until onr realization of this fact, we had really hit the bumps because
of cheap methods.
This policy of cheapness has innumerable pitfalls.
It is alluring to the treasurer and a siren to the proprietor. But it means high expense in doing business
now. and it results in the loss of future business. At
the same time it has a most deceptive appearance of
doing the opposite. Not only is it expensive, but it
has a degenerating psychological effect on the manager's mind.
When we realized this, its corollary law became evident. Business is fundamentally nothing but menminds. A good business is merely the reflection of
good men, under the leadership of good men.

Good Men Kept in the Right Frame of Mind
I made up my mind at that moment that to be a good
leader I must have only good men in our business to
lead, and I myself must have the right attitude toward
the success of our busithe business. " Every itemtoinmen—
good men kept in
ness finally comes down
rememher. as you
Please
mind.
of
frame
the right
I have this unthat
,
methods
our
about
further
read
answerable argument in my favor: we changed a
decadent, failing business into what, we are told, is
the soundest business of its kind in the city.
Our men do not have to run to me for decisions.
They make their own decisions, and their decisions
stand without question as long as they are in harmony
with the goneral policies of the store. Even these have
been established largely by conferences among us. Do
not think, however, that I do not control things firmly.
T do, but I do try not to "boss."
Minimum of Salesmen for Business Done
We have fewer salesmen for the volume of merchandise we handle than perhaps 95 per cent, of the
stores in our business in America, and we pay them
m
probably more than any similar group of salesmen for
America are paid. The percentage of expense
salesmen's salaries, however, is not high compared with
It represents about 41/2 per cent, of the
other stores.
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total. I know that some stores pay as little as 3 per
cent, and their salesmen show it. Others pay a commission of 5 per cent, or more, and yet the individual
salesman makes considerably less than any of our men.
Incidentally we pay by a salary and a commission:
Init the main fact is that the high returns to the individual salesman have given us a small group of efBcient, contented men Avho co-operate with the house
and with one another with the utmo.st good feeling
and thoroughness. They dress well, live well, and are
well. The three greatest elements in selling from a
retail store are good salesmanship, good service, and
courtesy. Only high-class men, properly encouraged,
Our men do.
can supply these things.
Creating the Right Store Spirit

Simply getting irood men in your employ, T have
learned, is not sufficient. We have had competitors
induce men to leave us, and these men have practically
failed in the other organizations. Why? Because the
spirit was not right. A good man must be in the right
frame of mind to succeed, and the succes^s of your men
is necessary to your success. Besides paying enough
money to get good men, we have established several
other policies which are vital.
If a man has the right spirit we do not let go of him
easily. Men with the right spirit are even harder to
that a man. v.-hose
get than good men, and it is seldom
is the right kind, fails to become a good man
spirit
when coached helpfully.
We never employ a salesman or a department head
from the outside. " I learned early that for- us this
practice has two serious faults. In the first place,
there is a loss in the work of the man himself. It
takes time to adapt him to our ways and our methods
and our policies, and during that time his_ work
suffers a loss. Furthermore, if he does not fit in. the
experiment has to be tried again, which means a double
and sometimes a great loss until the right man is
found. This, hoAvever. is the lesser evil of bringing
men in from the outside.

Why We Bring no Men from Outside
The greater harm is the effect on the Avhole organization.'' The right spirit in the organization demands,to
for every man, satisfaction with his income, loyalty be
the house, and ambition. This ambition must
ement.
answered by the possibility of unlimited advanc
making
by
ways,
two
in
only
e
possibl
is
t
cemen
Advan
individ_ual's
each tion.
so that
larger and
ss more,
The
the
by .promo
worth
es arebusine
servicwhole
highest
the
to
open
way
the
has
ee
emplov
humblest
good.
place in our business, as long as he makes below,
Vacancies which occur are ahvays filled from
therefore rather than from the outside. This policy
nds than the best man we
divide
more from
has paid' usemploy
the outside.
could ever
Here are a few examples of how it works. Our
a truckfloorwalker a mightv good man, used to beknows
he
trucks
the
on
man
Everv
us.
for
driver
right behas a chance to rise, because this example is ng
room.
fore him. I myself came from the shippi
Do
men.
sales
our
of
one
was
man
sing
Our adverti
ni
runs
men
good
only
vou see how the idea of having
because
men
good
employ
a spiral'' I can afford to
thev are the least expensive. I cannot afford to do
good
on top
. beloAV wdl 1 notwmake•+
boeanse poor men
ng else,
anythimen

Every one of our men is for the house, loyal to it.
for it.
ready to fight for it, and to work his head off
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There are times when it would have lifted a big load
off my mind to be able to go outside for men, but I
am glad I never have done so, except once. That
once, although I got a good man, rock-adhored the
policy.

and attractive men who looked like possible future
managers 1 laid a right foundation. It is not easy to
tind these men. Good men will not do such work for
the usual salaries paid. 1 made a prim.ary induceThen, I could build securely.
ment of good wages.

Location Only Valuable When Taken Advantage Of
Now, see how these various policies worked out in
the matter of display. We spent several thousand
dollars in re-decorating our store, and in installing
good windows. We have not a huge store, hut it is
large and well located. Rent, by the way, I find is the
least expense of doing good business when it is paid
for a good location. A good location, however, is
adonly half valuable if it is not used to the bestplace
vantage. That is why we made the store a
which you would like to visit. By decorating the
store interior so nicely with one heavy, original investment, we did not need a lot of little expenses for
seasonal decoration inside.
The windows were a different matter. We do not
stint money on our windows. We find that it pays to
be liberal with them.

How Uniforms Earned Indirect Profits

Advertising is Life Blood of Business
The idea of adapting ourselves to the public is
clearly demonstrated in the advertising department.
We decided that the old screaming, black-typed advertisements, with tlie huge special sales we had heer. advertising, were, after all, merely attempts to force
the public. It can be done, too, but it costs too much.
Advertising is the life-blood of our business, but it
does no good to fill the business too full of blood. There
is a limit which cannot be exceeded profitably, except
in spurts that are inevitably followed by a reaction.
Steady advertising and steady business go hand in
sales, avc found, were actually detrihand.' mentalSpecial
to business. Indeed, we would never have a
special sale of any sort, if our competitors could be
induced to avoid " cutting up good business by such
methods. In fact, the time is coming— I sometimes
believe it is right at hand — when special pricing of
any sort will be recognized as bad business.
bur advertising expense has been cut about 40 per
cent, but we are constantly in the newspapers; and
we use other forms of publicity, too. But- and here
is a distinct factor in our success— our advertising, although not spectacular in any sense, is different. The
reaso^ii for it is that a good man handles it. I rarely
see an advertisement of ours until T open my newspaper at home. Less often do T find anything to
criticize, and still less frequently do T express my
criticism.

Something About Handling High-grade Men
Let me interject a word in this regard. I have
learned something about handling high-grade men,
which may be an old story: but it is often forgotten.
he can,
I may think I can do a man's work better than not.
The
and possibly I can; probably, however. I can
let
I
and
Avork,
fact is that" I employed him to do that
him do it his own way. If anything comes to my attention which needs criticism, I go ahead and give it,
of course, but I put it in the form of a suggestion— not
of a complaint.
I have referred to the reduction of expens'- m our
delivery department, but T did not tell how we changed
this from being merely a passive or service orsanizaBy selecting younr;'
tion to a produr-tive department.

There is something about the human mind that
responds to cleanliness and neatness. We bought
complete, washable uniforms for all our truck dnver.s.
and we issue them freshly laundered each Monday
morning. We had a little trouble gettuig the men to
wear them, but did not try to force the uniforms on
any of them. What a man does unwillingly he does
we
l)o"orly ; and he nurses a grudge to boot. When
succeeded finally in getting them to wear the uniforms
cheerfully we were rewarded. It made a good impression on the public, which I had in mind, of course :
but more important was the effect on the men themselves. It seemed to encourage care and courtesy
and self-respect. There was a noticeable decrease in
damaged furniture, and complaints about drivers
practically ceased. Without more than a few tactful
suggestions here and there from the office, they began
voluntarily doing the little extra things which loom
large in building good will. A spring to be delivered ?
"Yes. ma'am, from Yoiing and Chaffee. If you will
show me the bed, I will put it right on the frame."
Even the Drivers Helping in Sales

How different from the usual driver's careless and
hurried manner! Now these boys in the .shipping room
have a tradition of their own — a tradition of courtesy
and helpfulness. More than that, they have a sales
history! Small still, it is true, hnt growing. At
first it was merely a tip to us that a vacant bedroom
to the
existed. Then a' boyishly awkward suggestion
lady of the house that a new bedroom suite which was
worth seeing had arrived at the store. And now occasionally an actual sale of a mattress, a kitchen table, or
such, ' I do not push this. It has its dangers, but T
am letting it work out a little while to see what possiBut you see the spirit.
bilities ithas.
Our success in paying profits, which is the result of
meeting tlie rising cost ju-oblem successfully, is not in
accounting and card systems, although we have everything that is modern in that line. It isn't equipment
and machines, although avc ahvays buy anything Avhich
. It isn't our methAvill make our Avork more efficient
ods of accomplishing certain things, although we have
some crackerjack ]dans. It is the men and hoAV Ave
handle ourselves. And that is Avhat I have been telling you about here.
OH, YOU KID!
George Honsberger. of Pathe Freres. tells this as an
original. He overheard it in one of the outside tovrns
The
AvliTle trying to link up a dealer to his line.
dealer had taken on a ucav boy and was giAnng him
instructions. "Noav, if Avhile I am out and a customer Avants to look at a mandolin, flute, or piccolo,
you know AAdiat to shoAV him?
, sir."
Boy— "Yes
"And suppose he should Avant to see a
X)ealer—

Boy— "I'd ask him to Avait until you came in. sir."

No. 24. — Adam design bedroom suite, manufactured by The Geo. McLagan Furniture Co., of Stralfoid.
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in the Picture
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS

day, two years ago, a woman entered the retail
furniture s'toi'e of Jolm Kirton and asked to be
shown some picture frames. As Kirton did not
Iiandle them he of course had none to show her. He
did not even keep a supply of jnouldings from which
he could make a frame.
"Oh. well, I suppose I shall have to send to the city
for one," declared the woman with an air of disappointment.
Now. Kirton was a man who usually kept an eye
open for an opportunity of accommodating a customer,
having long since realized that it usually paid him to
do so.
"Render service when you can, even if you have got
yourself a little," was one of his
inconvenience
to
favorite
maxims.
ONE

And so Avhen he saw the woman was disappointed he
called her back just as she had reached the door. His
quick mind had conceived the idea that if she could
send to the city for the desired frame there was no
reason why he should not do so.

Enquiry Starts Kirton Thinking
"I'll get that frame for you if you leave the picture
with me and tell me as near as you can .just what you
want."
Highly pleased, the woman handed over the picture
to Kirton and described the kind of frame she desired.
After sending off the order to a manufacturer of
picture frames Avhose name and address he had obtained from a trade paper. Kirton began to think about
the wisdom of giving attention to picture frames and
And the more he thought about it, the
mouldings.
more favorably impressed did he become with the
idea, particularly when he recalled the fact that within
the last few months he had been asked more than once
As one of his characteristics was
for picture frames.
to act as well as to think, Kirton took train for the

The first' thing he did
city the very next morning.
on arriving there was to make a tour of the picture secHe followed
tions of the principal department stores.
up this by taking in a couple of the large furniture
From the information he picked up through
stores.
observation and conversation, he decided that he would
put a few pictures as well as frames and mouldings
Accordingly, on the morning following
into stock.
the day of his arrival in the city he called on the sales
manager of the firm to whom he had sent the picture
to frame. During the hour's conversation he had Avith
bethis man he gathered still more information, and
fore he left he had placed an order for a few frames,
some well-selected moulding, a small, though attractive
line of pictures already framed, an assortment of mats,
The three hours he spent on
and a supply of glass.
of ways and
the train he' devoted to the consideration
means of getting the best results from his new venture.

Opens up His Picture Department
Briefly, the decision he arrived at was this: First, as
and was
soon as' the stock he had purchased arrived
unpacked hf would make the most striking display
of pictures in his window that his ingenuity could
Then, besides hanging a few pictures on the
devise.
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Its Result

walls, he Avould set a well-lighted corner of his store
apart as a department for the display of jiictures.
fram.es and mouldings. This done he Avould make a
splurge for a week or two in the columns of the local

At the expiration of a week from the day he started
papers.
for the city he had his department in shape for business. In the arranging of it, excellent assistance wa.s
rendered by his "wife, who was a woman with a distinctly artistic eye. She also rendered excellent
assistance in arranging the window display. Kirton
knew enough about the art of Avindow dressing to
know that a crowded window is not a good one for
selling goods. The largest of his pictures he used as a
centre piece, and about this he artistically arranged a
few pictures which in sub.iect and price possessed
vai'iety. Attached to each picture was a card giving
the price in plain figures. A large card intimated that
frames could be obtained either ready-made or made to
order.

The town, which, by-the-way. Avas one of about two
thousand population, never had a AvindoAv display of
the character before. Naturally, therefore, it attracted
all the more attention. Frequently a dozpu or more
one time be standing before the Avit:Avould at
peopleadmiring
the pictures on view.
dow
Fortunately for Kirton this opening took place just
about the lime buying for the Christmas holiday gift
trade began, and so Avell did his new department take
Avith the public that at the end of three days he found
it necessary to dispatch a sorting up order for pictures,
friimes. moulding and mats.
Used Good Advertising

The advertisements Avhich Kirton published in the
local Aveekly papers Avere made particularly effective
from the fact that he had been able to secure from the
manufacturer from Avhom he purchased his supplies
half a dozen or more of good engravings of some of the
pictures he carried in stock. These engravings he
had also utilized in the preparation of a circular which
he had given a pretty Avide distribution in the neighborhood. As. in both the advertisements and the circulars, the price at Avhieh the picture could be bought
was stated under each one shoAvn, quite a number of
mail orders Avere received, delivery being made through
the rural mail system.
Kirton 's business has grown materially since then,
both in regard to general furniture as Avell as in regard
to his picture df^partment. But he says the Ifdter has
materially helped him in developing the former. Six
months ago he moved into a ncAV store in order that he
might have two AvindoAvs. one for the display of furniture and the other for Avhat he noAV calls his art department, which attracts customers from near-by toAvns. in
he places advertisements designed
neAvspapers
Avhos'e
to accomplish
that purpose.
"It was a lucky day for me," recently remarked Kirton, "Avhen that" Avoinan entered my store and asked
for a ]iicture frame and I had the goad sense to offer
to procure foi- her that Avhich I had not in s+ock myself. In business, as in many other things, great results often folloAV seemingly unimportant aets."
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The Special
Spring- Opening

A large number
of Canadian
furniture stores make it a practice
to launch their spring drive for
business by a big "spriug opening," when the store is
arranged in gala attire and attention directed to it by
extensive advertising of a special nature. This somewhat formal special opening serves the useful purpose
of directing attention to the store as well as of getting
the public thinking of the improvement of their homes
by the addition of new furnishings.
Most stores find it profitable to expend a considerable amount of mouey on this spring opening in order
to make it so outstanding that it will really attract attelition. One large city firm known to the writer,
generally spends about $1,500 on this feature, expending the larger portion of this sum in advertising, but
also using a considerable amount for flowers and decorations and special window arrangements.
Of course, this is far above the amount that the
average store could afford to spend on such an event,
but it goes to prove the high regard in which such
.special openings are held by aggressive retailers.
Every store should make it a point to open the spring
season with something really special.
^ ^ W
Reduction in
Insurance Rates

It is well that the retailer give
study to ways and means whereby
his expenses may be reduced to a
minimum. One means he should not take to secure a
reduction in expenses is to reduce his insurance below
a basis which will fully protect him in case of loss by
fire. It is a chance that the businessman cannot afford
to take. He owes it to himself, his creditors and his
family to keep his stock and property properly protected against fire loss.
Rather should he give study to ways in which he can
reduce his insurance rates. A campaign against the
immense fire losses that occur annually in this country
is one general means towards this end, but many
dealers will find it possible to reduce the rates in their
own individual cases by making arrangements whereby the risk in connection with their property is reduced, for the rate naturally depends on the risk.
Quite often the chances of a fire breaking out or
spreading in a district or building, can be reduced and
a reduction secured in insurance rate at the same time.
The best plan is to consult your insurance agent as
to means whereby the risk and insurance rate on your
property can be lessened. He knows the circumstances and conditions on which rates are based and can
fre(]uently make .suggestions that will help, especially
when a new building is being erected or an old one
remodeled.
The insurance rates in many smaller towns and villages are high because there is no adec|uate protection
against fire loss.
If such is the case in your town,
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why not institute a campaign to secure the necessary
equipment to competently fight fires?
^ ^ ^
Cost of Hio-hClass Management

In his derision of the big departmental stores the small retailer
will frequently point to the large
-lumber of managers they employ and the high cost of
management, to prove that it is simply impossible for
them to sell as low on the average as the smaller store.
We believe that the big stores do not sell any lower
chan the smaller stores — on the average, quality and
other factors considered. At the same time the writer
would like to make the point that high cost of management— or rather high-class management — is one of
the big advantages that the departmental stores possess.
It works for efficiency and allows effort to be applied
where it will prove of the greatest advantage. It
means a system that allows of a close tab being kept
on the pulse of the business machine. The business is
operated on accurate knowledge, not guess work. They
know the progress that is being made in each department both in regard to sales and profits, which ones
it is desirable to push strongly, as well as those that
need stimulating. Provisions are made for the study
of the best methods and of the means of getting the
best work out of employees. Those responsible for
the guiding of affairs are not tied up with details that
keep them from applying themselves to the bigger
matters that count for so much in the achieving of results.
Accordingly, the high cost of management is more
than paid for in the larger sales and profits attained.
High grade management is not so much an expense as
an investment.
Competition Caused If all merchants had a proper
By Ignorance knowledge of their business, much
of the competition that we hear
so much complaint about to-day would be eliminated.
It is (piite safe to say that competition caused by
ignorance is the most difficult competition that the
merchant of to-day is called on to combat.
The low prices that are quoted to-day, in many instances are due to the fact that the dealer is ignorant
of the exact cost of the goods laid down in his store,
or of the cost of doing business in his own establishment. The writer encountered an instance of ignorance of true costs last week, in which the dealer was
selling an article practically at the figure that it cost
him. It was due entirely to the fact that he had not
consulted his invoices when the goods came in, and
was unaware that the article had advanced in price.
His competitor aci'oss the street could not meet his
price and make money, and so 'was confronted with
this unfair competition — just because of the other
dealer's ignorance of costs.
Then again, there are a good numy dealers who have
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not a true knowledge of their cost of doing business.
They frequently guess at their expenses instead of
compiling an accurate statement as the real business
man should do. and must do if he is going to conduct
his business on a safe basis. Accordingly they do not
mark goods sufficiently high to make a net profit, and
the dealer who does is up against this unjust competition, caused in this case — by ignorance of correct
cost of doing business.
As stated before, this competition, based on ignorance, is the most exasperating that the business man
has to combat. How is the difficulty which he finds
himself up against to be overcome? If it were possible,
a big educational campaign to bring offending dealers
to a realization of the folly of their ways would be
desirable. The trade journals. Retail Merchants'
Associations, The Associated Advertising Club and
other organizations are doing good work in trying to
awaken those merchants who are going it blindly.
Meanwhile, we would recommend that those merchants who find themselves confronted with such competition, should call on their brother dealers who are
offending, and attempt to show them their mistakes.
Talking over the matter in a friendly way will fre([uently (eliminate such bad competition and pave the
way to better profits for both merchants.
A Hint Re
When the writer was in an OnBusiness Assessment tario store the other day, an
assessment schedule was beingdelivered to the dealer. Which suggests to us that we
remind readers that the business assessment in Ontario
is based on the assessed value of the property occupied
by the business. Where a dealer lives over his store
or in connection with it, he should see that the business assessment is based on the [)art occupied by th^^
store only, and not the residence section as well.
^ ^
An Advertising
Hint

Why should not every dealer do
what some of them do, namely, enclose a little advertising matter
with every article sent out to a customer?
There is no reason why it should not be done, but
there is every reason why it should be done.
The only cost entailed is the printing, and a very few
dollars will cover that. The distribution will cost
nothing, for the distributing will be done by the
customer.
The slips or folders to be used as enclosures should
be neatly and attractively printed and the articles advertised should be seasonable. At least once a month
a fresh supply, with a different line of advertising,
should be obtained. As a matter of fact the more
frequent the change the better. In the larger stores
o)ice a week would be none too often.
If done well there is no doubt about its being a payiiig proposition.
* * *
Talk Natural
in Your Ads.

The purpose of advertising is not
to impress upon customers your
command of the big words of the
English language nor give them the impression that
you missed your calling when you did not become a
vaudeville artist.
Yet, to read the advertisements of some dealers,
one would be inclined to think that they were trying
to give customers such an opinion. It appears that
just as soon as some dealers sit down to write an ad.
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they have to become unnatural in the words they use.
They forget that the purpose of the ad. is to sell goods
and not to spellbind or amuse.
When you are writing an ad. talk to your prospective
customer just as if he or she were in your store, and
you were attempting to make a sale. Use simple,
natural language, and drive home your arguments
just as if you had your prospective customers in front
of you.

Canada

Should
Saving

Adopt

Daylight

this Year

IT is up to Canada to adopt Daylight Savings this
year. Ours is a country particularly adapted to
the scheme, its benefits are readily acknowledged,
and there is particular need of such a plan of saving
daylight during war time. In addition to this, the
United States is to put Daylight Saving into effect in
April, and if Canada's time is not placed on the same
basis, there will be no little confusion in the matters
of trains, mail, news and business affairs.
Those centres which have tried out daylight saving
have found it to work out very satisfactory where the
circumstances were such that the difference in time
with other centres did not cause too great confusion.
The big objection to the scheme in individual towns
and cities has been the trouble caused because it was
not universal, and that the town time Avas at variance
vith railroad time, and the time in force in other nearoy centres. National adoption of the scheme however,
would completely overcome this difficulty, and with
the United States operating on the same basis, there
should be no confusion whatever, while great benefit
should accrue in a variety of ways.
When this scheme was first advocated some six or
seven years ago, the big argument put forth in its favor
was that it would give an hour more daylight in the
evening for recreation purposes. That hour more of
daylight is needed just as much this summer, but for
a different reason. On account of the acute food
situation, a strong call for production is going out this
year, and the public is being urged to cultivate all the
soil that is available, both in the city and country. An
hour more daylight after business hours will be an
immense advantage to those who take up gardening,
and the number will be large. In addition, it will
mean a great saving in lighting bills, for it is a wellknown fact that where Daylight Saving has been
adopted, that there has been a reduction of no small
proportions in the amount of electric energy used for
lighting purposes. In these times when there is a
call for general economy, such a reduction is important, while it also means the conservation of electric
energy and coal, the value of which no one will demonths. precate after the experience of the past couple of
Great Britain set us an example last summer in advancing the clock an hour. The United States has also
seen the light, and Canada should also fall in line this
year. Those who are interested in the movement,
and everyone who understands it should bring their
influence to bear on their representatives at Ottawa, to
see that there is a Dominion-wide adoption of the Daylight Saving scheme this year.
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of

NEWS

Mrs. Werliek, widow of the late Jacob Werlick,
furniture dealer at Preston, Ont., is disposing of the
business and ot¥ering the stock for sale.
The Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd., were
unable to open their factory at Woodstock on Feb. 20,
owing to the floods there.
George H. Whiting of Montreal, formerly of
Kitchener, a well-known furniture traveller in Ontario
and Quebec, passed aAvay this month after a serious
illness. He is survived by his wife, two daughters
and one son.
The Beach Furniture Co. Ltd., of Cornwall, Ont.,
was given permission to operate during the recent
•'heatless days" because they consume their own
I'efuse while operating.

James Malcolm
President of the Andrew Malcolm
Furniture Co., Limited, who was
elected Mayor of Kincardine, Ont.,
at the recent municipal elections.
The J. B. Watson Furniture Company Ltd., of Kincardine, Ont., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $50,000. The incorporators include James B.
Watson and Catherine H. Watson of Kincardine, Wm.
J. Rooney of Toronto, Alex. W. Tolmie of Ottawa, and
Frederick W. Green of Ionia, Mich.
The Orillia Furnitiire Co. of Orillia, Out., have recently made arrangements with the Automatic Container Co. of Chicago, whereby they have acquired the
Canadian patent rights to manufacture the automatic
filing devices that are produced by this company.
The factory of C. P. Gelinas and Frere Ltd., of Three
Rivers, Que., was recently damaged by fire, the loss
being estimated at $6,000, fully covered by insurance.
Ralph Cabanas, who recently left the Columbia
Graphophone Co. has returned to Mexico, where he
has an extensive jobbing business.
The Canadian Phonograph Supply Co. of London,
Ont., has been succeeded by the Starr Company of
Canada.
The plant of the Jeffries Furniture Company of
Welland, Ont,, which Avas recently damaged by fire, is
being rebuilt.
The Pacific Toy Company Ltd., of New Westminster,
B.C., has recently been organzied.

TO THE STRATFORD
EXHIBITION
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Among the furniture dealers and buyers who visited
the
Stratford
Furniture Exhibition this year, were the
following
:
B. C. Burroughes, Toronto ; E. H. Hughes. Toronto :
W. A. Wright, Port Arthur; Mr. Zeigler. Winnipeg:
Geo. Bussell, Toronto; Jas. Haygarth. Semans; J. A.
Ginest, Quebec ; A. E. Everett. St, John ; R. J. Campbell, Brandon; Geo. Jeffery, St. Kits; A. McEacheron.
Hamilton; Mr. and Mrs. McCape, Calgary; H. J. Sullivan, Montreal ; S. Reinhorn, Regina ; D. A. Souter.
Hamilton; R. M. McClenehan, Hamilton; W. A. Luke.
Oshawa ; Mrs. Patten. London ; Fred, Traut. London :
C. J. Lappin, Montreal ; A. Tanney. Winnipeg, J. L,
Matthews, Port Arthur; J. Cohen, Toronto: L. Yolles.
Toronto ; A. J. Smith, London : J. Lindsay. London : W.
Keene, London : J. Keene, London ; J. W. Taylor. Toronto A,
; Lutes, Hamilton ; F. C. Abbott, Hamilton :
L. Klein, Montreal ; W. J. McArthur, London : W. A,
Calting, Chatham : C. R. Montgomery. Toronto ; W. E.
Cassidy, Toronto ; W. A. Jennings, St. Thoma-s ; F.
Goodwin, St, Thomas ; W. J. Brown, London ; J. H,
Clark. Toronto; M. Patten, London: W. S. Partridge
and wife, London ; S. A. Hewitt. Mitchell : R. S.
Tomkinson, Stratford ; W. C. Brault, Montreal : R. A.
Breckenridge, Owen Sound ; Jos. Brophy. Goderich :
Geo. Graham, Edmonton : L. W. Phippen. Sarnia ; W.
T, Box, Seaforth; H. C. Box, Seaforth ; Mr. and Mrs,
Walker, Goderich; R. Banks, Toronto; C. Johnston.
Toronto; B. Leavens, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. Stager.
Hespeler; Mr. and Mrs. Boyd, Mitchell; Mr, Mederaur.
Simcoe : Mr, Hermiston. Listowel : H. Gordon. Montreal C.
; F. Duclow. Quebec ; W. Canning. Montreal :
D. McEacheron, Hamilton; K. H. Green. Hamilton; W.
J, Nash, Hamilton; J. G. McGowan, Winnipeg; E. D.
McMartin, Saskatoon; A. G. Haekett, Brantford: C.
L. Forster, Brantford ; D. Becker, New Hamburg, J.
Truscott, Saskatoon ; J, L. Sproule, Regina ■ D. B.
Bovey,
Turnbull,
J.^ Coles,
Woodstock;
C.
Lordly, J.St.W.Johns;
G. W,E. White,
Edmonton;
J. W.
Hare, Saskatoon; W. White, Stratford; C. Matheson.
Stratford; J. A. Forbes, Stratford; J. A. Duggan.
Stratford ; A. Vivian, Stratford ; C. N. Greenwood.
Stratford; C. Down, Stratford; A, J, Flannigan. Stratford ;W. Scott, Winnipeg ; B. Lesk. Regina ; N, L,
Brandon, St. Marys; J. H. Logan, Saskatoon; A, D.
McFetridge, Winnipeg; W. D. Robb, Toronto; G. Henderson, Toronto.
OFFICERS OF ALASKA BEDDING
MONTREAL LIMITED

OF

The present officers of Alaska Bedding of Montreal
Limited (formerly the Parkhill Manufacturing Co.
Ltd.) are as follows:
President — J. H. Sherrard.
Vice-president — R. Bradshaw.
Secretary-treasurer — R. Gomery.
Manager sales department — F, A. Beckman.
The company is Avell and favorably known as the
manufacturers of "Alaska" beds and bedding. It is
associated with companies bearing a similar name located at other prominent centres tliroughout Canada.
The Kemp Furnitiire Company, Dalhousie St..
Amherstburg, Ont., have secured a site at Richmond
and Bathurst Sts,, on which they will erect a two-story
business block.
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"MODERN AMERICAN PERIOD FURNITURE"
A notable contribution to the literature on furniture
New York's January Furniture Exposition had a is the book "Modern American Period Furniture," by
37
total attendance of 2.272 buyers. This compares Avith Ben. H. Dean, which has just been published by The
Books
Mich.
Rapids,
Grand
Co.,
Under
1917.
Publishing
January
Periodical
in
3.197
and
last,
1.9.S8 in July
there are a plenty on antique furniture, but until the
ordinary conditions, this shrinkage in attendance
the
of
success
the
on
commentary
serious
a
be
would
coming of this new volume there has been no satisfacExposition, but the remarkable fact developed that
tory treatise on modern furniture available. "Modern
American Period Furniture," fills a long felt want,
among the majority of the manufacturers exhibiting
and is the direct result of a Avidespread demand among
there came reports of practically a normal January
furniture merchants and householders.
l)usiness booked during the Exposition.
on the announceThe author is particularly ([ualified to handle the
During the progress of the Expositi
ment was made that hereafter the Expositions in New
subject because of his intimate aeciuaintance with the
York would be held in May and November, and that m
best contemporary products in the period furniture
the future there Avould be no expositions in July and field. The book illustrates and discusses in a simple,
of a carenon-technical manner scores of representative period
January. This announcement was the result ng
in the
ful canvass of the manufacturers exhibiti
pieces manufactured by the leading furniture makers.
Xew York market, which resulted in a vote of more
All of the principal English, French and other styles
than two to one in favor of the change. •
treated in a chronological order and exhaustive
are
This result has been brought about by the rapidly
manner, without being wearisome. Two or three
increasing number of buyers who have gone into the worthy antiques are given to form a basis for the
market in May and November in the past two years
examples of adaptapoints, and then modern
and so filled their reiiuirements for spring and fall that style tions
are introduced to show how manufacturers have
they were not interested in the most attractive offeradapted the best of the style features in articles of
suitable for modern households. The author
markets
furniture
the
of
any
at
ing's that could be made to them
in July and January. The growth of the early buy- has no patience with those who make a fetish of genuing custom has been particularly noticeable among the
ine antiques, and pays his respects to those who think
eastern buyers, the territory from which the New York
modern American manufacturers and designers inExposition draws its clientele.
capable of worthy adaptations.
Next Exposition Opens April 29
Excellent line drawings, over a hundred of them,
of individual pieces, as well as groups of style details,
The announcement of the Furniture Exchange fixed
illuminate the book, while each chapter contains a
Mondav, April 29th as the opening date of the next
a representative room grouping, valuexposil-ion. It will continue for three weeks, clo.sing plate ableshowing
in arrangement and decoration.
suggestion
its.
for
fixed
is
date
opening
The
18th.
May
on KSaturday,
A particularly helpful feature of the book are the
for April 29th so as to coincide with the carpet sale or
in
week
style charts, which shows in graphic form the prinopening, which is generally held the last
cipal features of each style. A comprehensive index
ExpoFurniture
April or the first week in May. The
the volume suitable for reference.
makes
the
of
sition running for three weeks, including both
held,
y
ordinaril
is
sale
fills a real want of the furniture merchant
carpet
book
the
The
which
weeks in
makes it sure that it will be open during the week of and salesman who wishes to comprehend intelligently
the period styles in order to sell his goods effectually.
the carpet sale, which insures an attendance of several
hundred dealers who have always been in New York
The average layman or householder will also find the
volume much more readable and informative than most
at that time, notwithsttinding the fact that the furnibooks on furniture, treating as it does of furniture of
ture season was not open. When the carpet season
is coincident with the furniture season it is believed
modern make and available for home fiirnishing, instead of inaccessible and undesirable antiques.
that this large attendance will be more than doubled by
reason of the double attraction, and that New York
The price of "Modern American Period Furniture"
will see perhaps the largest attendance of furniture
is $3, postage paid. It can be obtained from the Book
buyers it has ever known in its history as a market.
Department of The Canadian Furniture World. 32
Colborne St., Toronto.

C. MUNDELL CO. LTD., ISSUE
NEW CATALOGUE
The new illustrated catalogue of the John C.
Mundell Co. Ltd., of Elora, Ont., is an attractive production. Itis well arranged and printed, and the use
of good cuts and high quality paper has produced a
catalogue that presents their range of goods to tha
dealer in an effective manner.
A big range of chesterfields, settees and living room
chairs in various designs and finishes has been shown,
while considerable attention has been given to their
new line of bedroom chairs and rockers, in which the
the Munsame high i|uali1v as characterizes the rest ofcellarett
es,
dell line IS evident. Morris chairs,
,
eabinets
sewing
stands,
re
jardinie
stands,
'
smokers
a-nong
ai'e
stands
e
magazin
telephone stands, tablestedandin the new catalogue.
the other lines illustra
JOHN

"THE KILN DRYING OF LUMBER"
This is the name of a book by Harry D. Tiemann,
M.E., M.F., just published by the J. B. Lippincott Co.,
of Philadelphia, Pa. The author is in charge of the
.Section of Timber Physics and Kiln Drying Experiments of the U. S. Forest Service, and special lecturer
in Wood Technology and Forestry, at the University
of Wisconsin. The book contains 280 pages and is
listed at $4.00 net.

Among the retailers of Moncton, N.B., who participated in Moncton 's Annual Dollar Day on Feb. 28,
were The Moncton Carpet & Furniture Co., B. E. Smith
and Peter McSweeney Co. Ltd.
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CORYELL OF TORONTO
TO SAVE FOOD

WORLD

IN FIGHT

Mr. Robert Coryell of the Adams Furniture Co. Ltd.,
of Toronto, has been appointed Toronto district representative of the Conservation Publicity Section of the
Cfinada Food Board.
Mr. Coryell has been with the Adams Furniture Co.
for fourteen years. When he first went to them it was
to take charg-e of their office furniture department,
subsequently he was made sales manager. At present

general manhe occupies* the dual position of assistant
conager and secretary of the company. Prior to his
nection with the Adams Furniture Co., Mr. Coryell
was in the photographic supply business, with J. G.
Ramsey & Co. Ltd., of Toronto, and with concerns in
Buffalo and New York.
Mr. Coryell has had wide experience in publicity
He is an honorary president of the Toronto
work.
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MADE BY BRANDON
FURNISHERS

HOME

Campbell & Campbell of Brandon. Man., have greatly
improved their store front on Rosser Ave.- the show
window being extensively remodelled on the bungalow
idea, with panelled walls, bungalow windows and a
beamed ceiling. A model dining room was first shown
in the changed window and attracted great attention.
Other alterations have been made in.side the store.
A sound-proof phonograph room has been added as
the talking machine end of the business has b*»en found
very important.
KITCHENER

PROUD

OF ITS HOCKEY

TEAM

Next to being proud of their record as a furniture
manufacturing centre, the business men of Kitchener.
Ont., both manufacturing and retail, have taken much
pride in their local hockey team. They have real
reason for such pride this season, the Kitchener O.H.A.
senior sextette having carried off the O.H.A. championship and qualified for the Allan Cup. by winning
from Dentals of Toronto, by a score of 3 to 0 in the
last final game and 7 to 4 on the roimd. Just twelve
years ago the same city did the same thing.
TAPESTRIES

MUCH ADVANCED
WAR STARTED

SINCE

A tapestry which before the war sold to Canadian
furniture manufacturers for $1.00 per yard, now costs
$2.50 per yard. Another, which in pre-war days
could be bought for $1.50, costs to-day $3.50 per yard.
Really artistic tapestries could be obtained at *1.60
per vard
$4.00
up. some four years ago, but they cost to-day from
BUSINESS

ROBERT CORYELL,
of jToronto

Ad. Club. He was chairman of the Special Feature
Committee, being in charge of street parades, shiplds,
etc., in the Victory Loan organization, and was prominent along the same lines in the Patriotic Fund campaign. His work on the Canada Food Board will be
along the lines of the organization of stores by trades.
For example, the furniture dealers will have a sub-organization responsible to a central committee, the work
being to further the Government's
of the organization
program of food conservation and production by means
of window displays, donations of newspaper space for
announcements, recipes, etc.

INCREASED

SHIPMENTS
CANADIAN

OF FURNITURE
WEST

TO

Furniture factories in Ontario generally report materially increased shipments to the Canadian West
during the past year. An outstanding feature is that
the demand for high-class furniture has shown no
signs of diminishing in spite of conditions that might
be expected to curtail purchasing of this class of goods.
It is apparent however, that the public have plenty of
and are spending it in the improvement of
moneyhomes.
their

OUTLOOK AS VIEWED
FURNITURE MAN

BY A

"It is inevitable that in the re-adjustment of business
following the war there Avill be dull times for a
while," remarked Mr. Godard of the Adams Furnitiire
in an interview with THE CANACompany,
DIAN Toronto,
FURNITURE WORLD.
"When the war broke out. no one knew how things
would go. We Avere upon the brink of a big slump
anyway. So people simply sat tight for a time_ and
refiised to spend money even when they had it to
spend, which many had not.
"But as time went on, and it became apparent that
to Canada the big conflict was bringing not business
disaster, but a biisiness boom, money began to circulate.
As a matter of fact, the year which has just closed
a wonderful one for the furniture business."
was"And
if the war continues another year business
"Business will continue to boom, so far as T can see.
There is money in the hands of the people and they
are used by this time to spending it. As a matter of
the pendulum has swung to the opposite extreme.
fact,
will—"
"And after the war. Avell, as before, people will call
a halt upon spending — till they see on which side of
the fence the cat jumps. I believe that will lasi; for
perhaps a year, may be longer. Then, when immigration begins to pour in — because immigration will pour
in : Canada is a great country, and all those downtrodden peoples will flock to us — you will find business
brisking up again. And following that I believe we
shall see a period of remarkable prosperity in the furniture trade as in every other line of business in Canada.'"
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Columbia

Grafonolas

A

Booming

of

Barrage

/COLUMBIA

Publicity

advertising prepares the way for sure,

quick Columbia

sales.

Columbia advertising is not a "nibble" here and a
"nibble" there.
It's a sustained, rip-roaring, booming curtain fire of
irresistible selling publicity that creates the urge to buy,
and keeps on urging until lovers of music come
your

store and say, "I must have Columbia

number

into

Records

so-and-so."

That's Columbia advertising!

Columbia

Graphophone

Co.
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CLOSING

SALE BEFORE
GETS COLD

PROSPECT

When a customer shows interest enough in the purchase of a machine to come in to the store to make enquiries or to hear the machine play, the salesman has
his one best opportunity for making a sale. That is
the time when he should put forth his best effort, for
if the customer departs without purchasing, there is
prospect becoming "cold" and
great chance
interest. of the
losing
There is also the possibility of the customer going to
some other store where the salesman is more persuasive
and as a result the prospect of a sale is completely lost.
When the customer is inclined to hesitate, the salesman must use his best judgment as to just hov,^ far he
can go in endeavoring to force the issue without
offending the customer.

COLLECTING

SMALL

INSTALMENTS

A suggestion on collecting small instalments that
the atalking
in by
successf
worked
be° trade
might chine
writerma-in
follows
as ully
is setoutforth
System :
""Collectors working out of an office where sales are
made on small instalments— $1 or $2 a month— are supplied with envelopes bearing the printed address of the
office. When the collector calls on a customer and
fails to find him in, he leaves one of these envelopes
office or apartwith the nearest person, either in the to
request that
ment. The collector asks this person
the customer remit in this envelope the money due,
for only in that way will credit for the collection go
to his personal account. He then writes his name on
the envelope.
"This makes the transaction a personal matter between customer and collector. In a large proportion
of these cases the money comes in next day by mail."
REPETITION

IS A GREAT

THE UNDERTAKER

EDUCATOR

Repetition is a great educator. The great influence of the talking machine and the player-piano in
deepening a liking for the better class of music is just
due to the ease with which those Avho cannot play
themselves are able to play notable selections over and
over again. For one who seizes every opportunity to
hear a great pianist, symphony orchestra, band, chorus,
there will spring up a
or" 'cellist,"
organist, violinist for
the classics that will continue to
deep appreciation
mature as repetition makes it possible. As the editor
of the music page of the Edmonton, Alta., Journal, remarks:"People will say they simply cannot stand what
n they
they call classical stuff, but" by way of exceptio
Dvorak's
Largo.
Handel's
as
pieces
such
te
apprecia
do
Humoresque. Paderewski's celebrated Minuet, and
Beethoven's Minuet in G." The reason why they consider these as notable exceptions may be given in one

in
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Store

^vord — repetition. They have heard them often and
the full message of the composition has taken hold of
them. Had the same persons heard other compositions
would enlarge the list of classical selertions
they they
enjoy.
as often,
GETTING

PEOPLE TO COME IN AND
AND HEAR MACHINES

SEE

More effort should be put forth by dealers in talking
machines in their advertisements and window displays,
to not only stimulate casual interest in machines, but to
actually induce people to come in and hear them. That
is the big entering wedge in leading up to a sale. People
stop and look at machines in your window. Have a
special invitation on your show card that will induce
them to come in and listen to the music.
In this connection, the Columbia Company recently
headed. "Walk in
used an ad. in leading publications
and look at them — see them and hear them — that is
the way to tell." Retailers might Avell shape an occasional ad. along the same line. This particular ad.
read as follows :
"There is nothing you can buy which you eon enjoy
buying so much as a Columbia Grafonola — save possiblv
an automobile. It's a very natural tendency to want
to see, hear, and compare the different instruments yon
are considerijig. No matter what instrument you buy.
you are going 1o be pleased with it. But the degree
will depend iipou how
"of pleasure you get from it
complete is your assurance that you have bought the
right instrument — the one that will give you the fullest
measure of satisfaction. If you have a doubt as to
which type of instrument you want, or what kind of
finish yon prefer, you will find ample opportunity to
decide" in any store where Columbia Grafonolas are
sold. With" instruments priced at ^18 to $250— all
before you— all ready to be played to your contentment— you can judge the Grafonola by any test yr-n
wish and buy it with the unshaken eon%dction that you
could not have made a better choice."

TO STIMULATE

PUBLIC

INTEREST

IN RECORDS

For the purpose of stimulating public interest in
talking machine records by the more celebrated artists,
the dealers of Buffalo propose holding a great musical
concert some time during the winter. The Talking
Machine Dealers' Association has the proposition under
consideration. The dealers believe that by bringing
before the public a large gathering of soloists who have
made records, there would be a great impetus given to
the public interest. It is proposed to follow the con
cert with a complimentary banquet for the artists. A
nominal admission charge to cover expenses may be
made, but this point has not yet been decided upon. As
a result of the proposal a suggestion has been made
that two cities co-operate and hold a concert in each
centre.
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Otto

Heineman
25 WEST

FACTORIES:
CHICAGO

If

You

Think

You

45th STREET,

ATLANTA

of
of

SEATTLE

the

Look

the

the

CINCINNATI

TORONTO
Lumsden Building

Phonographs

MEISSELBACH

for the

for

Co.

YORK

HEINEMAN

HANDLE
Look

NEW

Supply

ELYRIA, OHIO ; NEWARK, N.J. PUTNAM, CONN.

MAKE

Think

If

Phonograph
INCORPORATED

MOTOR
MOTOR

Phonographs

HEINEMAN

MEISSELBACH

MOTOR
MOTOR

If you do not know what a good motor really is ; if you do not know the good points to
look for and the pitfalls to avoid, write us TO-DAY, and we will make plain to
you the following points :

Every modern idea in naotor construction, every new improvement inmotor building machinery, every new method
in factory efficiency, every possible advantage that mechanical experts could suggest, are incorporated in the
Meisselbach and Heineman Motors, recognized wherever
Phonographs are made as THE PERFECT MOTOR FOR
MACHINES OF HIGHEST GRADE.

We

own

and

operate

the John

M. Dean

Steel Needle

as fine a needle as can be made.

Plant-
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Educational

Side

short
merchants'
speaker in an address
says ina merchandising
So
of Kansas.
University
at the during
course
By FRANK E. MORTON

UNLIKE the automobile, taking people away
from the home, the talking machine brings all
the family Avithin the domestic circle. That
is no small social argument in these days, when, in the
view of many, family life is disintegrating, drifting toward the cafes and boulevards. As a business condition, ithas its corollaries, for the building up of the
home life leads to further expenditures in the beautifying and humanizing sphere.
It is well laiown that at one time dealers who
handled pianos were suspicious of the talking machine trade. They argued superficially that their sale
would reduce the demand for musical instruments.
Now they realize that the voice machine, both from
the home atmosphere it fosters and the musical acquaintance itcreates, actually enhances the piano demand. It inspires ideals demanding such mediums as
pianos for their full expression.
For the last fifteen years those conservators of
vocal energy, commonly known as talking machines,
have been purveyed in such numbers that the impression might well obtain to-day with those not familiar
with the unlimited possibilities of our racial activi^-y

that the point of saturation has been reached. I .say
possibilities, for racial activity is not necessarily spontaneous, and the talking machine trade does not bud.
blossom and bear fruit without proper nurturing.
Locally, this point of saturation is being reached
because of failure to develop soil for future absorption.
Dealers in such localities face not only loss of trade,
but a general lowering of the educational development
of the community. For it is, in reality, as an instrument of education that the talking machine offers its
greatest opportunity to the dealer. An educational
influence must needs be fostered. It is not enough
that a talking machine, notable in its lineage, attractive
in its appearance, even enthralling in its tonal effect be
placed upon the market. Such merchandising policy
will bring a certain dead level of returns, but it will
not expand and develop the trade.
For that, propaganda is needed. The product may
not merely be offered to the purchaser; reasons must be
offered sufficient to convince that the article is re([uisifce; in fact, indispensable for the happiness and
uplift of himself and family.
Among these arguments the educational one — al-
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with imagination and a fair knowledge
ANYBODY
of EngHsh can write a good advertisement, but it
takes more than that to make a good phonograph.

The dictionary has been pumped dry
phrases. No claim, no matter how
ridiculous, seems too " high-falutin "
talking machine manufacturer to make

of high-sounding
extravagant and
for the average
about his product

—but while " fine feathers make fine birds"— fine words
do not make fine phonographs.

Perhaps you have found this out, if so, and you have
wearied of "fine words," and are looking for a good
rehable easy-selling phonograph that will help you build
up your business — one with a live up-to-date factory and
organization behind it— ask us about the Pathephone—
the honestly, sturdily built Canadian machine, with the
exclusive new selling features, such as the permanerit
sapphire ball (instead of steel needles), the tone modifier, the all-wood sound chamber, and the classy cabinet
designs, and of course it plays all makes of records.

The Pathephone and Pathe Records offer merchants a
complete phonograph proposition with a liberal margin
of profit.

Pathe

Freres

Phonograph

Co. of Canada,

Ltd.

Factories and Head Office :
4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO, Canada.
DISTRIBUTORS:
Ontario —
Pathe Freres Phonognaph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
— Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
Quebec
Pathe
C. W. Lindsiay, Ltd., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
R. J. Whitla & Co., Limited, Winni|icg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. llewson & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
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domain of music. Too much has this been the ease,
though neglected — looms la ingest. All around us in our
homes are these educational agents in most cases re- but why let the talking machine delight and instruct
and elevate with its rhythmic outpourings, and muzzle
garded as toys or fads. As toys and fads they run
it for all other utterances? As a mouthpiece for the
discarded.
forgotten,
neglected,
are
course,
their little
Many a talking machine lives a fast life and a merry
pedagogue, the philosopher, the scientist, the socioloone; also a short one. While its novelty obtains, its
gist, the statesman, it would extend the limited audience of each to vast dimensions. This is a natural and
voice is heard in the land night and day, then gradually ceases, and, at least mentally, goes to the 'junk sequential development as the intellectual possibilities of this 'parlor plaything' gain recognition.
heap.But' as an educator, an uplifter, it has a cumulative
Outside the home, the avenues for the talking mavalue. It is like a library, usable at any time and the
chine as an instructor branch out in all directions.
more frecpiently the better. If it is discarded at all, it Limitless possibilities present themselves in the domain of clubs and neighborhood organizations.
is to give place to a more highly developed substitute.
It becomes a family institution. We may inquire
"Perhaps the widest path of development, at present
what has been the effect upon the intellectual developby indifference and inertia, is in the schools
blocked
Avhat
to
ment of the purchasers? In what manner and
What valuable records for the classcolleges.
and
extent has the talking machine made for intellectiial
room if this agency for instruction Avere more generprogression? A phonograph 's-eye-view of humanity
ally employed! The humblest pupil might listen to
may enable us so to compute relative values that the the most learned savant.
realization of the worthwhileness of its manufacture
The talking machine in every schoolroom! The
and distribution may prove an inspiration to an insuggestion would stagger some of our pedagogues. To
creased and more inteligently directed effort.
them it would soimd like having a jazz band concert
"Man's productive energy is in direct proportion to for opening exercises and a cabaret performance at
his rate of vibration. The higher his rate of vibra- recess, but it is a probability — a strong probability for
tion, the more energetic and forceful his performance.
the near future, especially if enterprising merchants
Man's rate of vibration is increased by intensive,
are wide enough awake to lead the procession.
selective listening, which increase is retained through
When the placing of sewing machines in schoolhis will power. In listening, man is at his zenith of
rooms was first suggested, there was doubt as to its
concentration. Carrying it to extremes, he becomes
its relationship to pedagogy. The place
and
value
listening
In
s.
surrounding
extraneous
oblivious of all
for a sewing machine obviously was in the home. Now
he is 100 per cent, there.
they are as natural in many schoolrooms as the timeThe well-travelled man is responsive, inentally
globe or the occasional human skeleton. It
alert and comprehends and apprehends quickly, not honored
with the suggestion that pianos be used
same
the
was
from having viewed peculiar formations of the earth
for teaching tone values. It is the
ms
schoolroo
in
known as scenery; not because he has looked upon
g of the original inertia that is difficult, and
straw huts, tepees, bungalows or marble palaces; not overcomin
that is the problem for the far-sighted dealer td-day.
because he has observed the activities of men from
mamountain fastness to towering skyscraper, but because
Along with its pedagogical value, the talking
chine has unrecognized possibilities as a recorder of
he has been talked to by many and various races of the
sounds. When your ear records a sound, it records it
earth, and has, consciously or unconsciously, accepted
momentarily; then the sound is gone. There is no
viewpoints other than his own ; he has established more
exact relative composite intenpoints of contact with his environment, he has de- impression left of its
vibrations.
its
of
tracings
no
sity;
multithis
With
things.
veloped an interest in more
When a sound wave energizes the delicate diaplicity of viewpoints thus acquired, he can think
constraighter and express his thoughts with greater
phragm of a talking machine, its whole history is infidence and consequent freedom.
mascribed, and minutely too, for the ear of a talkingorgan.
chine hears more than does the human auditoiy
The talking machine is one of these real world
soiuids are most interesting and
tours in tabloid; as a traveller's guide it penetrates all The markings of these
lands: it conducts its followers through the forums of valuable. For the student, for the expert, for the investigator, the talking machine, indeed, becomes a
statecraft and the temples of vocal art; it speaks not
clinic
in
tone
analysis.
the
of
ip
scholarsh
the
merely the oratory, the music,
for gratifipresent, it can preserve the voice of one age
cation and enlightment of another. In its diminutive
theatre the forensic and harmonic leaders of the world
fireside one
The Lost and Found
perform on one stage. Beside one'san own
array of talent
mav occupy a reserved seat before
When you lose vour temper, you lose a valuable
such as no inflated price in the grandest opera houses
would command.
asset. When vou lose your health, there's no use in
advertising the fact. When you lose your selfrespect, it's time to take invoice and lay in a new
And, naturally, it is in the home first that the talkstock.
ing machine appears as an educator. Properly inDon't lose voar sense of gratitude for favors as
houseevery
in
inmate
welcome
a
troduced, itbecomes
If you find the road to sucwith age.
they mellow
hold—in city or country— where there is any striving
rear lights. They may be a
your
out
put
don't
cess,
in
d
for intellectual advance, not merely to be switche
guide to some other fellow.
When you lose your grit, get the man ahead to put
for a bit of ragtime for the sport of an idle moment—
within
bring
to
on 'the track. When you find a willing helper,
but
sand
though it also has that value—
don't take advantage. When you find a true friend,
reach of all the family the treasures that are preserved
don't lose your appreciation. — Signs of the Times.
on its vulcanized tablets.
And these need not necessarily be confined to the
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Phonola

leader

your

as
-

o

What

the

represents:

PHONOLA

The furniture dealer who handles the Phonola Talking
Machine is not handling an experiment or "fly by night"
product, but a substantial, established and guaranteed
phonograph.

Why

the PHONOLA

leads:

The tone quaHty is pronounced by experts as unsurpassed.
Model "Princess" $135

we

What

the Dealer:

We offer to progressive furniture dealers a complete line
of machines and a liberal proposition, backed up by a
company that is in business to stay — not for a few
weeks or months.

PHONOLA

MODELS

$18

The

RANGE

to

Mfg.

Pollock

KITCHENER

Model "Prince" $175

offer

IN PRICE FROM

$250

Company,

Manufacturers of the
"PRONOLA"

Model "B" $45

Limited
CANADA

Model "C" $32.50
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BRING

BACK
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CUSTOMERS.

Canada J

f\
(MaMsetleordyo )

is the only high-class machine on the Canadian market to-day that allows the dealer a chance to jnake a real pt^M.
Our new 19 18 catalogue and price list are now ready tor distribution and will be mailed to any" dealer on request.
any
To compare the cabinets and equipment with any high-class talking machine on the Canadian market will convince
reliable
any
to
deliver
request
on
will
we
purpose
this
For
"
Symphonola.
"
the
handling
of
advantages
the
of
dealer
in \
(Made
dealer on approval one of our machines, and if it is not the best machine on the market, price for price, it may be
which
returned at our expense. Our factory is in a position to handle all orders received and make immediate deliveries, talking
other
from
received
service
the
by
past
the
in
will be a revelation to dealers who have been disappointed
machine manufacturers.

phonola"
The "Sym
Sound Box

The "Symphonola"
Motor

The sound box is the heart
of a phonograph, and it is
on the sound box of the

Next to the sound box, the motor isof the utmost importance.
While the different priced machines have different size motors,

" Symphonola" that the
most care and expense has
been spent. It is a delicately adjusted piece of
mechanism that responds
with almost human sensitiveness tothe slightest vibration. It converts the
lines of the records into Hving tone. No harsh or discordant note mars the music

"Symphonola"
motors,
means
that ihey
are all
yet theywhich
sus'ained,
even,throughout.
will produce antone
non-vibrating
Has full floating spring case and
spiral cut gears, silent wind,
worm drive. Every "Symphonola" motor is thoroughly inspected by experts, and is guaranteed
to give absolute satisfaction.
The "Symphonola" motors are
perfect in workmanship and material, allequipped with speed
ind cator.

of the "Symphonola."

ola"
"Symphon
The Cabin
ets

The "Symphonola"
Tone Arm

The "Symphonola" cabinets are
exclusive in design, the highest

The "Symphonola" tone arm is
a universal tone arm, reversible
so that it can be readily adjusted to play any make of disc record. Itis just like having all
these machines in your home, to
own a "Symphonola."

THE

"SYMPHONOLA"
Style Louis de Luxe

PHONOGRAPH

THAT

PLAYS

Canadian

Symphonola

31-37 Brock

Avenue,

MAKES

ALL

MADE IN CANADA

The

maker's
the cabinet
usin five ply,
; casesofmade
art
example
genuine
and
oak
cut
ing quarter
mahogany, and perfectly finished
in fumed oak or mahogany, highly polished. Cases finished back
as well as front.

OF

DISC

RECORDS

BY

Company,

TORONTO,

Canada

Limited
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E. LYLE JOINS CANADIAN
OF COLUMBIA COMPANY

WORLD

DIVISION

Mervin E. Lyle has recently been transferred to the
Canadian division of the Columbia Graphophone Company. Mr. Lyle comes from the head offices in New
York. His experiences of over fourteen years embraces every phase of the business.
He entered the Columbia service young enough to
start at the bottom and grow up through every department. This wide experience is especially valuable to Mr. Bradt, who has, in the handling of the
Canadian business, as many and varied problems of
manufacturing and sales as the company has in taking
care of its principal business in the States.
Mr. Lyle, after starting as secretary to the founder
of the Columbia Company, Mr. E. D. Easton. entered
the sales end, and was successively retail clerk, whole-

Demand

The
Daily

for

Increasing

Please Users
Builds New
Business

Yimir eustoniers iudge the value of the talking macliiiie
you sell by the i)erf oiniance of the motor. It is the
one moving iiart — hence the one pant that must be
No
your machine "goes big."
perfect. If it siatisties,
motor.
use risking your business future liy an inferior
real
build
must
machines
talking
of
er
The manufactur
worth into them if he is to stay in business. Bluff
anil varnish don't make repeat orders — long and good
ser\'ic.e does it. Make your nua.chine a staadard of excellence by using the Dayton motor, which is considered
by the manufacturers and users as being
Motor

Motors

Give Lasting Service

Do Not Vibrate

THE

sale salesman in charge of branch store, in charge of
Baltimore, with a wholesale territory covering seven
States; assistant manager of the Dictaphone; assistant
to the general manager; in charge of the recording
laboratories. In 1912 he entered the manufactnring
end, becoming inanager of the record factory; and
somewhat later took charge of the entire Bridgeport
factories for the company.
He later became manager of cabinet manufacturing,
controlling the making of Columbia cabinet work in
more than thirty woodworking plants ; and has during
the past year been intimately associated with Mr.
Whitten, the new president of the company.
With such an experience Mr. Lyle will be of great
aid to Mr. Bradt in upbuilding manufacture; in taking
care of sales; and the general development of the business, to the benefit of dealers in Columbia products.

Dayton

Run Evenly

Best

47

THE UNDERTAKER

is

Run Silently

The

AND

in the world

THOMAS
328 BOLT

in the "Oity of Precision,"
mechanics
the bestCash
Made bvNational
Registers, Delco Starters. Wright
where
Air Planes, Computing Scales and many other delicate
])roducts have developed wonderfully skilled men.
DAYTON TONE ARMS are universal, jdaying any disc
lecoi-il.
Fi\-e styles — all good.
DAYTON REPRODUCERS are scientifically correct
and ]iraoticalily efticient.
Two styles.
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Toronto

MFG.

ST., DAYTON,

office:

911

COMPANY

OHIO,

U.S.A.

Kent

BWg.
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PACKED

Dayton motors, maiu;facturecl by the Thomas Mfg.
Co., are now packed separately in heavy corrugated
enclosed in specially con-a
paper cartons and then which
methods result in
structed wooden cases,
minimum of damage or derangement
from rough
handlhig in transit.
The Thomas Mfg. Co., who manufacture the Dayton
line, have )"eeent!y reincorporated for $800,000 in
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ICEBERG FALLS INTO OFFICE
REGAL PHONOGRAPH CO.

OF

A mass of ice falling from a second-storey roof during the heavy snow storm in February, crashed through
raph
a "skylight in the premises of the Regal Phonog
Company at 14.5 Church St., Toronto. An office chair,
under the skylight, but fortunately unoccupied at the
time, was smashed to pieces.
WHAT

ADVERTISING

REALLY

IS

When a man begins seriously to investigate advertising he gets some rude shocks. He finds that most
of the things he thought about advertising are not so.
He finds that desultory advertising never paid and
never will. He finds that real advertising is merely
another term for the new science of business efficiency
applied to the selling end of a business. That its

Keep all the Machines Going
Tt is -neatly in the interest of the dealer that all
.
the nmchines"of his customers be kept in operation
tends to
If thev are not, autl if there i.s anything that music,
it
machine
reauc-e owners' interest in talking
will niateviallv affect the sale of records.
Where owners of niaekines report anything -svrong.
the ilealer -houM make an effort to have the matter
righted. If it is not, his sales of records will be less,
oi^the machine may be entirely discarded.

red by the
Model C Symphonola,lamanufactu
Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Canadian Symphono
order to add to their factory capacity. A great
volume of business has poured in during the past few
months, and the officers of the company feel very
for 1918, and are espeoptimistic as to the prospect prospects
.
cially pleased Avith Canadian

FURNITURE STORE'S MUSICAL OPENING
A L. Oatman had a formal opening of his recently
renovated store at Tillsonburg, Out., on Feb. 28. The
Imnerial Quartette and Miss Coughlan of London,
went down to entertain the guests, and the AeohanThe Oatman store
Vocalion "helped out the program. among
the smaller
has now one of the finest fronts
centres in Ontario.

No. 502

function is to reduce the time and cost of creating
customers. That in place of the old, piecemeal, unscientific selling methods, it deals directly with the
great currents of demand. That it sees to it that this
demand is surely and completely supplied. That m
accomplishing sales the printed advertisement is only
the printed adverpart of the operation. That behind
tisement must be the systematic and unimpeded distribution— the smooth and economical correlation of
nding
each part of the selling machine— the understa
and control of that machine without which its highest
efficiency is lost.
The National Cabinet Company Ltd., of Toronto,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,009.
H. H. Matthews, president of the Thomas Mfg. Co.
Ltd.. of Dayton, Ohio, was a recent visitor in Toronto.

The Skipping Rope.ISTn =ni _ Come Back rr„1 Come Back!:
ws Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Two beautiful photogravures on 30 x 40 paper, from the line of Matthe
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are invited to send letters
and readers art
ment
Profession are here discussed
Dep
affecting the Undertaking
rs'
Problems ake
Undert
expressing their Views on any of the subjects dealt with— News of the profession throughout Canada.

Model

Funeral

Establishment

at Winnipeg

up-to-date parlors and equipment of IVestern
funeral director — An Easterner in the West.
the leadmg funeral
G
AMON
directors and embajmers of
Winnipeo-, Man., are Clark
Bros, and Hughes, located at 193
Donald St. (corner of St. Mary's).
The accompanying photograph gives
a splendid idea of the firnrs new
funeral home and chapel recently
opened, as well as the motor car
e((uipment.
Always up-to-date and Avith a
breeziness that carries all before
them. Western funeral directors are
making a name for themselves all
over the country, and in the forefront is the principal of this enterprising firm. W. T. Clark is an Ontario man. being born in Peel
County. He is the only remaining
member of the firm. He is a son of
the late J. B. Clark, funeral director,
Chesley, Out., so comes into the profession naturally. Like all his Western confreres, Mr. Clark has a hearty
welcome for Eastern friends, and
extends a cordial invitation to all
funeral directors. He is a member.

and has been from its incpption, of
Canada Funeral Directthe Western
ors' Association.

The e(|uipment shown in the accompanying illustration does not
take in all the motors. There is be sides those shown a motor ambulance
and two other ears. They Avere in
use AA-hen the photo was taken, so
could not be reproduced. Mr.
Clark stands in the forefront of the
photo.
TORONTO'S PNEUMONIA
SCOURGE

•W. T. Clark.
One of Winnipeg's
prominent funeral
directors.

The pnenmonia scourge in Toronto during the fii'St two months of
this year has been much less severe
than in January and Febi'uary last
year. There Avere 150 deaths registei'ed as against 216 in January and
February last year, a reduction of
66. There is also a decrease of the
from the disease in 1916 of
1deaths
1 3.

Comprehensive view of Clark Bros. & Hughes' funeral parlors and auto equipment.

Mr. Clark in foreground.
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Vaults

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes. Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.
Unequaled
Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction
Carried in Stock by All Leading Jobbers

Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

Case

An Indispensable
Bodies.
For the Harxdlmg, Removal ar^d Transportation of
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.
d the Appearance and Practical
Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improve
more Convenient to Handle.
uS of this Case, and Reduced its Weight. Making it much
Greatly Facilitates the Handling
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and
to remove without difficulty.
persons
two
enable
to
of Bodies. Handles conveniently placed
deep.
in.
15
Inside Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide,
$5.00
Prices: With Tray $30.00 ; Without Tray $28.00; Tray Alone

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers,

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N.Y.

SI
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Means

Service

No
may

how

matter

a business

man

or

house

a business

desire to give good service to their customers,

cannot

accomplish

this object unless

there

be

they

behind

the desire an effective organization.

The Bolsheviki of Russia desire, no doubt, to create better conditions inthat country, but through lack of organization they are
practically powerless— unable to overcome
The Dominion

Manufacturers

the obstacles in the way.

have the desire, and that desire is

backed up by carefully planned and comprehensive
an organization built up with service as its objective.

organization,

factories in every section of the country, executives with high
reputations and long experience in charge of each branch, each

With

working in co-operation with every other ; with a central organization toco-relate all effort for the benefit of the customers ; with
exceptional buying power and farsighted executives anticipating
market-changes— with all these forces working to one end, the result
is " Dominion

Service."

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers,

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada

"CANADIAN

No.
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Couch

with white embossed
A very beautiful Child's Couch Casket; covered
fluted scroll pillars;
y;
canop
ion
plush; drop side, full lid and extens
ma
silk.
ine
Marcel
gnificently upholstered in crushed
Sizes: 3 ft., 4 ft., and 5 ft.

"Purchase

the Scientific Manufacture

Dominion

Head

Office:

of Many Years' Experience"

Manufacturers,

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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Will Bring Progress
By Howard S. Eckels, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' College of Embalming, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Written for Canadian
Furniture World and
The Undertaker.)
CONCLUDED FROM LAST ISSUE.
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The arterial tube, however, should be allowed to remain in place, so that all that Avill be necessary on
our second call will be to attach the hose to the tube
and start further injection of fluid.
These directions of course apply more to our present
work at home than to what we expect to do on the
battlefield. The general principles governing them,
however, are precisely the same. We cannot always
wait twenty-four hours for a second injection, and
conse(|uent]y cannot expect to secure the same perfect,
cosmetic results, but as far as preservation itself is
cnncf'i red. tiu l e is substantially no difference, provided the general thought undcrlyiiig the whole method
is conserved.

Every embalmer realizes that the tendency of raw
formaldehyde is to set and coagulate the blood, and to
harden the blood clots, as well as every other part of
flesh and fibrin with which it comes in contact. In a
peroxide of hydrogen fluid this tendency is modified and
eliminated by softening and refining chemicals which
transform the formaldehyde into formochloral, a substance which possesses all of the virtues and none of
the well-known disadvantages of raw formaldehyde.
CREMATION ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING
Fifteen-sixteenths of the atomic weight of peroxide of
The fifth convention of the Cremation Association of
hydrogen is oxygen. Its effect upon the blood is America will be held at Rochester, N.Y., on Monday
therefore apparent to any thinking man.
and Tuesday, September 9 and 10, and will be followed
How should a fluid be injected? While it is possible
on
the 11th, 12th and 13th by the annual meeting of
most
methods.,
older
of course, to inject it by any of the
aorta
the
the
American Cemetery Superintendents' Association.
of
arch
the
into
is
vs'ay
best
the
decidedly
itself, the beginning of the arterial circulation of the This will give the cemetery secretaries and superintendents who belong to the C. A. of A. an opportunity
blood during life. The course of the embalming fluid
to
"kill
two
birds with one stone." There are nine
after death being precisely that of the blood in life, it of them as follows
: A. W. Hobart, Lakewood Cemetery
Avho
embalmer
the
that
sequence
follows as a natural
Association, Minneapolis; John Keller, Mt. Hope
most closely follows nature's own method, and starts
Cemetery, Rochester; A. Cruikshank, East Lawn
the circulation of his fluid exactly where nature starts
Cemetery, Sacramento, Cal.; Wm. J. Adams,- Lindenthe circulation of the blood, is the most apt to attain
wood Cemetery Association, Fort Wayne, Tnd. ; W.
perfect results, and is a master of his art.
Ormiston Roy, Mt. Royal Cemetery, Montreal, Que. ;
The arterial tube is inserted in the axillary artery,
H. S. Mann, Forest Lawn Cemetery, Omaha ; Wm. D.
the
which is picked up through the same incision in
Peirce, Riverside Cemetery, Denver; Jos. S. Kemp.
arm-pit by which the vein was reached. The tube is Oakwood Cemetery, Tacoma, Wash., and Mr. Benedict,
flexible and passes through the axillary and sub-clavian
of Rosehill Cemetery, Linden, N.J.
arteries directly into the arch of the aorta. The cirDr. Hugo Erichsen, ex-president of the Cremation
culation after death always is sluggish, and to attempt
Association
of America, has been invited by the chairto inject fluid through the brachial artery, as is now
man of the committee on arrangements of the A.C.S.A.
is
done,
only occasionally, but once was commonly
to give a lecture on cremation before the cemetery
nozzling out of the big end of the hose.
superintendents, on the evening of September 11,Then a large proportion of the embalmers who still which will be followed by an exhibition of the lanterna
cling to the old brachial artery, drain blood with
slide set of the C. A. of A., that was shown at the
sharp-pointed trocar through which they seek to reach
Pacific and Panama International Exposition.
either the superior vena cava or the right article of the
heart, and to drain the blood in this way. The method
DR. FERGUSON HAS NEW PERFUME
is brutal in the first place, is unscientific in the second,
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Ferguson stopped over a fcAV
and makes reinjection difficult even where it is carefully done, and practically impossible where a puncture
hours in Toronto on their way to New York, and called
is made, which happens four times out of five even in on a few friends, among them The Canadian Furniture
the hands of those most skilled in the use of the tro- World and The Undertaker. The doctor, who in addicar.
tion to being Canadian representative of the Champion
But to return to oui' body. We have stopped injecChemical Co., is a druggist in Grand Rapids, Mich, has
tion at the point where our judgment tells us the best
a new perfume with a very attractive odor, which he
cosmetic effect has been secured. We have drained
hopes to put on the market shortly through his firm,
as much blood from the superior vena cava as naturally
the Champion Chemical Co.
flows. What had occupied the capillaries of the face
and hands had been driven out by the peroxide of
TWO PAPERS FOR PRICE OF ONE
hydrogen fluid, which being a blood solvent had facilitated drainage and which had not set. hardened and
ion rate of The Journal
A CHANGE in the subscriptng
discolored blood where it would disfigure the face or
and Allied Sciences.
of Research in Embalmi
Then what?
give a putty color. So far so good.
published and edited by Prof. Dhbnau will be
^
made at the end of this year, when tlie price will be
Leave the body at least twelve, and preferably
twenty-four hours, in order that the fluid injected at raised from one dollar to one-fifty k year.
Until that time, however, readers of 0,nadia!i
the first call shall have had an opportunity to close
Furniture
World and The Undertaker, will have the
perthe capillaries in the face and other tissues Avhere
infusion
impo.ssible
opportunity of getting both papers for -tLTS. Send
fect circulation is had, and render
of discoloi'cd blood from other parts of the body to mar
subscriptions and renewals to Jatnes O'lTagan. editor,
Canadian Furniture World, 32 Colbonic St., Toronto.
the cosmetic efiPect secured. The drainage tube then
should be withdrawn from the vein, as no further
Either paper's I'ate now one dollai'.
blood can be gotten on a second call.
Both papers' rate now one seventy-five.
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The annual meeting of the shareholders of Dominion
Mamifaeturers. Ltd.. was held at the head office,
Niagara and Teeumseh Sts., Toronto, on Wednesday,
February 20. There was a good attendance. The
presented, read and
reports "of the officers Avere
showed the past year to have been a
They
.
adopted
successful one.
All the officers were re-elected, with the exception of
Mr. Webster, who because of his other interests, asked
to be relieved of the presidency. His successor is C. H.
Ivey, London, Ont. Mr. Webster still retains his seat
on the board of directors.

FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

DISAPPEARS

A dispatch to one of the Toronto papers says : Much
anxiety is felt over the mysterious disappearance of J.
M. Crawford, an undertaker in Brampton, Ont., for the
past 30 years. He has not been seen since February
25, when he Avas seen on his way to the home of R. H.
Pringle in connection with the arrangements for that
gentleman's funeral, Avhich took place the following
day. Mr. Crawford accepted a ride in a friend's
motor car and was dropped off near the Pringle home.
He stepped from the car a tew feet from the Etobicoke
Creek, then much in flood, and the fear is that the
might' have fallen into it and been carried away, as no
since. Mr.
trance of him Avhatever has been found
Crawford, who was highly esteemed, is a little more
than 60 years old.

OUTLIVED

NINE

HUSBANDS

Into a grave in a ragged, unkempt cemetein^ in the
front yard of her home on the river bluffs near McGregor, la., and alongside the graves of seven of her
nine husbands — Avith none to mourn her passingthere was recently loAvered the body of' Mrs. Emma
Cameron Van Sickle, known as the "woman of many
loves," says a Avriter in the daily press. The strange
Avom.an's neighbors, Avith whom she seldom mingled,
.
propose to erect a tombstone over her remainshad
lived
Mrs. Van Sickle, AA^ho died at a ripe old age.
spent
years
late
of
and
at various points in the Avest,
nuich time in bringing to her home the remains of her
former husbands. She had seven of the bodies buried
before death called her.
ONTARIO'S

NEW

EMBALMERS

The following is the result of the examination conducted by the Board of Examiners under the Embalraers' Act, at the Parliament Buildings, Toronto, on
February 12th and 13th last:
Eleven candidates wrote, and of these, four failed to
pass Here is the list of successful candidates :
Honors— R. Lloyd Peacock, Toronto ; J. G. Truseott,
Hamilton.
,
t a ry■^^Pass— John Comstock, Peterborough; J. A. Hilts.
Toronto- D. Maclean Johnstone, Lucknow ; Vincent
Kelly C'olgan ; Gerald J. McFadden, Peterborough.

C. E. A. EXECUTIVE

MEET

A meeting of the Executive of the Canadian Embalmers' Association was held at Toronto on Monday,
office,
February 11th. in Secretary F. W. Matthews'
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665 Spadina Avenue. There Avere present Robt.
Nugent, Lindsay; F. J. McArthur. Cobourg; F. Morris,
Bowmanville; A. R. Coltart. Chatham; and Secretary
Matthews. The only absentee being X. L. Brandon,
St.A Mary's.
number of matters of interest to the Association
and to the profession generally Avere taken up. and
some topics coming under the purview of the Government Board Avere discussed Avith Secretan- Thos.
Simpson of that body. Some plans Avere discussed,
also, reFative to this year's convention, the details of
Avhich have yet to be worked out. When they are.
another meeting Avill be called of the Executive, and a
tentative program proposed.

INCORPORATION OF CEMETERY COMPANY
Notice has been given under the provisions of The
Cemetery Act that E. H. Dolsen, H. J. Falloon, J.
Clark, S. D. McGee, W. T. Sims. D. F. McKenzie. H.
Aitkinson, A. Underwood, Ben French. Jr., Harold E.
H. McNab, George Prosser, J. Small, B. Houston. John
McKenzie, A. B. Eraser, J. H. Sims, W. H. Barber. R.
McKinnon, C. R. Bennett, James French, Jr., L. French.
James French, Sr., Geo. Sims, E. M. Lemery, H. E.
Monhulland, D. J. Falloon, George Lemery and N.
Lemery, all of Strassburg, Sask., are con.stituted a
cemetery company under the name of The Lakeside
Public Cemetery Company.
ASSISTED

AT HALIFAX
In addition to those already mentioned in our last
issue as helping in the disaster of December 6th last,
there should be added the names of J. F. Rice. Digby,
N.S. ; A. J. Logan. Shubenacadie. N.S. ; Mr. :\IcLaren.
of McLaren & Son. Pictou, N.E. ; David Zinc, Mahone
Bay, N.S. ; W. A. Reid, Bei-Avick, N.S. ; Arthur Mungrid'ge, Shediac, N.B. ; and W. E. Campbell, Sackville,
N.B.

APPRECIATION

OF ASSISTANCE

AT HALIFAX

The Canadian funeral profession are indeed^ grateful
to Dan. MacLean, vice-president of the New York City
Undertakers' Association, and Mr. Hay, of Hay &
Peabody, Portland, Me., who gave so much of their
time and rendered such assistance to the funeral
following the .awful
at Halifax
who worked
directors th
e.
er
disaster
.

The Nova Scotia Funeral Directors Association,
through President A. W. Murray and Secretary Cecil
E. Zink, sent a letter of thanks to the Ncav York
Association for their help and co-operation.
STILL IN BUSINESS AT THE PAS
In the Januarv number of Furniture World an item
sional Notes," stating that
under" of"Profes
appeared Bros.,
The Pas, Man., had discontinued
Guymer
their undertaking business there. Mr. D. H. Guymer
writes to correct this, and to state that the firm is
still in business in The Pas, intend to stay, and never
had any intention of discontinuing. As our item_ may
be such as to cause damage to Guymer Bros, business,
and inconvenience to the members of the firm, we
gladly publish this correction, and hope the firm will
continue along its even and successful Avay until it
becomes one of the greatest in northern Manitoba.
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GOOD

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on conthe unfit to the botwhich sends
tinuouslyfittest
to the top.
tom and the

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.

We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.

He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.

And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor ; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.
Dioxin Contains More

PRACTI-

Peroxide than Any

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE

H.

S. ECKELS

Funeral

&

COMPANY

and

Vehicles
MADE

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

TO

Ambulances

ORDER
We

finish job complete, orbody only if
desired.

We rebuild horsedrawn.

This hearse is up-to-date in every respect. Weight of body less than 1000 lbs.
Is fitted on "Cadillac" chassis.
We have departed somewhat from the usual body proportions, with most happy results, in that we have eliminated top
the weight, and added a newness -a distinctiveness that speaks louder than words— proclaiming
heaviness,! reduced
Write us for prices before placing your next order.
CLASS
WM.

H. WATTMAN

CAR

BODY

CO.

- 237 Mutual

St., TORONTO
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IN DIPHTHERIA

The great prevalence of diphtheria at the present
time, says a writer in The American Funeral Directni-.
should be a Avarning to all fimeral directors to be prepared to properly diagnose any case that may come
under their care. "Consider all cases of sore throat
as diphtheria until they are shown to be otherwise," is
an edict issued by the public health department of one
of the larger American cities. The peculiar odor of
the remains of a person dead from diphtheria is an infallible indication of the presence of the germs of the
disease ; but the odor, th& pungency of which may have
been destroyed by disinfectants or deodorants, applied
before the coming of the undertaker, is unmistakable
and carries to the nostrils as sure a messenger as can
be found.
A physician called to attend a sick child entered the
outer hall of the house, and before entering the sick
chamber, exclaimed: "Your child has diphtheria!"
The physician had at one time been attacked by the
disease, and came near dying from the effects. He
appeared mortally in dread of the disease, and stood in
the centre of the room, not approaching the bed, to
give instructions for the treatment of the case. Other
positive tests of the disease should be applied in all
cases where death is caused by diseases of the throat.
Physicians have fully discovered the cause of diphtheria, the modes of transmission of the contagious
elements from one person to another, and they have a
reliable remedy and preventative in antitoxin. So
the undertaker who is properly informed as to the
nature of the disease and its positive indications, is
.strongly prepared with his embalming fluids for the
complete destruction of the germs, and the body dead
from diphtheria is readily rendered harmless.
Then should follow the immediate disinfection of al!
instruments and materials that have come in contact
with the remains, and also the proper disinfection of
the person and clothing of the embalmer. A physician
should be consulted as to whether an antitoxin should
be administered as a preventive. . Carelessness and
imprudence in the handling of such eases is not only
inexcusable, but should be branded as criminal, and
any person guilty of carelessness in handling such
eases should be reported to the proper authorities at
once, and steps be taken for the revocation of the
license under which he acted. These facts in regard
to precautions apply not only to cases of diphtheria,
but in the main to all eases of infectious or contagious
diseases.

J. J. Hennigan, funeral director, of Chatham, Ont.,
lost a little five-year-old girl recently through diphtheria.

GOOD WORDS FKOM THE "DEACON"
Enclosed find $1.00 for s'libiiCiiptiiom bo The Canadian
Furniture World and The Undevtaker. Would not
miss it. for sure it kee^is us all iu touch with what is
on the move in our be.sit oircles. May you carry on
with new life and thought in the year we are about to
enter, and may it be your privilege during the same to
dawn ofanda
the world,
that old
the "glad
send
thisall good
come toto iis
has news
perfectout ])eaee
that Man's Brotherhood to Man will have become a
great reality and the knowledge of the fuiHness of the
of God become a breath of real life bo us
Fatherhood'
all.
W. H. HENDERSON.
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i TNERAL DIRECTOR'S BODY FOUND
Id another part of this paper an item appears regarding the disappearance of J. M. Crawford, of
Hrampton. Ont. fSince the writing of that item
news has reached us that the body of Mr. Crawford
was recovered some days later under the bushes about
half a mile down the creek imbedded in the ice in a
perfect state of preservation. No inquest was necessary. Deaf and near-sighted, he is supposed to have
walked into the creek without realizing it.
WARM

MEETING

OF CEMETERY

BOARD

The recent annual meeting of the St. Thomas, Ont..
Cemetery Co. was a lively one. A large number of
plot owners Avere present, to discuss the resignation of
the superintendent. C. A. Towers, funeral director.
St. Thomas, informed the meeting that the cemetery
directors acted more as autocrats than representatives
of the people, and ought to resign in a bod}^ Charges
and counter-charges were made, and at several times
it appeared as if some bodily harm would be done.
Eventually a board of directors was elected and the
matter
board. of the superintendent will be taken up by the
ON THE SICK LIST
A number of funeral directors are reported on the
sick list of late. H. L. Godin, general manager of
Dominion Manufacturers. Ltd.. Toronto, has been laid
up with a rather serious attack of infliaenza.
J. C. Van Camp, funeral director, Toronto, and a
mem.ber of the Ontario Board of Embalmers' Examinerhas been very low with an affection of the heart.
W. A. Thorpe, Brantford. has been laid up fo'- a
fortnight with grip and tonsilitis.
UNDERTAKERS

ADDING

MOTORS

W. Taunton, Strathrpy, Ont., has added a $8,000
motor hearse to his establishment. Tt is built
on a three-quarter ton Reo truck, the body being a
special Mitchell one.
Hicks & Son. Essex, Ont.. have added a motor hearse
to their funeral equipment. Greer & Son of London,
are the builders. A Studebaker chassis carries the
load.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

A. L. Jencke. Chatham, Ont.. whose premises Avere
recently damaged by fire, has opened up his funeral
parlors in a neAV location.
Donald Gillies, assistant to N. J. Boyd, ]\Iitchell.
Out., joined the benedicts around Chri.stmas time, but
the ncAvs has only reached Toronto noAV.
The University of Michigan is giving a course of
"Embalming and Sanitary Science." as a special summer course. This year Avill be the sixth year that it
has been undertaken.
NOT WITHOUT

A BED

Arriving late in the evening at Chatham, OAving to
delayed train service, Clarence Buck, on one of his
recent selling trips, tried to make all his customers
before
a room
at house,
the hotel.
he
reached registering
the inn he for
found
a full
so he "When
returned
to Jencke 's and slept all night in a casket. He chose
a good one of silver grey, but he says his dreams were
peacefuL
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of the United States casket manufacturers
became so imbued with the thought expressed
in the heading above that he wrote the following little article in brochure form and sent it to his
friends. As it has to do with the accounting end of
liis business — and applies with equal force to funeral
directors — we publish it without any apology, for it
contains some very pertinent suggestions: —
On the books of every business house there are two
classes of customers. Those who can be depended
upon for the prompt settlement of every invoice, and
those whose accounts are always behind because they
never pay a bill until repeated statements, letters and
possibly threats have been sent.
We all know with which class we prefer to do business, which we are most anxious to please, and to which
we are most ready to grant favors.
But the important thing to each of us is. to which
class do we belong?
To those who, through oversight or through the
laxity of their own customers in remitting, have gotten
into the latter class the facts which follow are very pertinent just at this time.
Our country is engaged in a great war, for the prosecution ofwhich immense sums of money are re<|uired.
Much of this money must be obtained from business
institutions in the form of taxes. Other sums must be
obtained from the same source in the form of bond
subscriptions. Business can only pay taxes and buy
bonds when it is in a healthy condition. It is therefore of the utmost importance that the commercial welfare of the country be carefully safeguarded.
Nothing will be of greater help in maintaining this
healthy condition than the prompt payment by everyone of the bills they owe.
Manufacturers, in order to protect their customers
against inconvenience from freight embargoes and the
shortage of materials, are forced to carry unusually
large stocks. This would under any circumstances re(|uire large siims of money, and with materials at the
present high levels the amount involved becomes tremendous.
If the goods manufactured from these expensive materials are paid for promptly no undue hardship reONE

FRIGID

Automatic

Casket

AND
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sults, and the manufacturer can continue to render
good sei-vice, contribute to the prosecution of our
national aims, and give profitable employment to many
workmen.
But to carry theise immense stocks of costly materials, employ labor at high prices to make up the
goods, and then wait an indefinite time for payment
imposes a burden which the manufacturer cannot meet,
and must pass on to those who buy from him.
When the trade does not promptly meet its obligations to the manufacturer he must borrow from, his
bank, and the interest he is compelled to pay must be
added to his prices : or he must reduce his service,
thereby inconveniencing his customers and disturbing
the forward stride of business, which should be uninterrupted at this time.
There is business in plenty, and so long as accounts
are paid promptly evei'ything mOA^eiS smoothly, permitting of excellent service to customers, affording employment at good wages for many people, and making
for general prosperity. But just as soon as collections
lag, high operating costs impose a severe strain neces itating curtailment
a
of service, and making it extremely difficult to maintain a working force as large
as could be utilized in getting out the orders on hand.
This in tui-n affects the general prosperity, and reacts upon the very people who brought the condition
about through their dilatory methods of settlement.
At this time it behooves every business house and individual (o be more prompt in the settlement of their
accounts than ever before, as it is only by keeping the
money of the country in rapid circulation that the immense volume of business which confronts us can be
handled and prosperity maintained.
He who allows his bills to become overdue is imposing upon those who have trusted him; is interfering
with the prosperity of the country; and is hurting himself even more than anyone else, because the credit of
those who do business in this manner is soon impaired,
and credit is the most important asset which any business man can possess.
For the undertaker to get his accounts payable on a
proper basis may require that he ask more prompt
settlement from his own customers; but that also would
be a very desirable change. It is an old and true
adage that "short terms make long friendships." And
in war times individuals should neither ask nor receive
long credits.
P>y the prompt collection of his own accounts receivable the undertaker is enabled to take advantage
of the discounts offered by the manufacturer, and can
(Continued on paqe 59)

Lowering

and

Raising

Device

' I 'HE FRIGID Device is as gentle as a mother laying
down her babe — as beautiful as a piece of jewelry, as
strong and sturdy as a giant — and easier to handle than
pall-bearers. When the best men buy, they choose the
FRIGID, for it would be impossible to have 1 5 distinct
points of superiority without discerning men finding it out.
You can arrange to try the FRIGID Device for
a term at no expense to yourself.
Write as.

FRIGID

FLUID

COMPANY,

1'

217 SO. WESTERN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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to realization. So let us start at our earliest convenience— ^beginning where the world renowned Red Cross
leaves ol¥. We may meet with many obstacles. Every
faction whether helpful or not, does so. But, meet
our purthem suitfairly
laudable.we can, for our cause is just and

The laymen and the
Many arguments will arise.
novice may say, many bodies are shattered and torn,
others are too nearly disposed of in mutilation, and
still others will contradict our issue with a complaint
Address delivered before Nova Scotia
By
Now we will run over this the eoraraoo
of expense.
Funeral Dirt dors' Association
suggestions, which I think you will
our
of
ground
agree that these aforementioned Avill cover most of the
objections with which we will meet: First, assuming
that each battalion on the firing line supports the
Secretary C. E. ZINK
necessary number of professional embalmers, licensed
in their "community. With the question of torn bodies,
advanced prowe will show the "world how, with our
cess of preservation, together with our knowledge of
before
bringing
of
ity
opportun
this
take
to
I want
demi surgery, a corpse can be reassembled almost beyou a subject that has probably come up in yovir mind
yond belief; Second, in cases of entirety or total or
or
or
person
some
why
before with a vague wonder
unidentified bodies, the usual sanitary methods for the
ganization has not dwelt on, these long months gone
protection of the living, can be used, the corpse buried
by here let me mention that there is no organization
and so reported ; Third, with regard to the expense of
like the Nova Scotia Funeral Directors' Association;
shipping, there need be none comparatively, so far as
there is no place like Halifax; nor any time like the
the Government is concerned — after the body has been
present to take the first steps— and I refer to the
properly embalmed and preserved with our advanced
proper care of the dead bodies of our own dear boys
the
system, which should sustain a reasonable amount of
is
now
that
you
to
at the front. Did it ever occur
it can be wrapped in, and bound in. paper
firmness,
time and this is the place to show the world outside
covering, placed in the hold of the conveying vessel,
our own circles, how we have risen from the level of
can proupon arrival at its destination, the family
and
known as the oldthe coffin keeper of old, commonly reached
cure the sort of a casket or burial case they desire.
of
goal
the
have
we
until
ers,
time undertak
This, my colleagues, concludes my suggestions upon
the funeral director, recognized by our law makers
this subject; nor must we lose sight of the fact that
as men of the highest professional type, who have
many a loved one could sleep in comfort, and as time
subbeen
have
and
ents
requirem
al
anatomic
passed
rolled on, forget much easier the deep seated sorrow,
jected to the test of sanitary science? Then this is if they but knew and were positive Avhere lies the last
all the more why we should place ourselves and our
remains of their dear boy— to say nothing more of the
services in the hands of our good British Government
probahle beneficial application of our disinfecting and
to be sent to Europe at their disposal. It seems a pity
methods and the good it would undoubtedly
sanitary
that so many of our loyal boys, who have given their
do among the tremendous forces of our remaining,
living, soldiers.
lives for their country, should be buried ' ' Somewhere
in France," which is not only an unsanitary system,
for the living who must walk, sleep and even eat over,
the earth where they are shallowly covered, but it is
AMEND ONTARIO CORONERS' ACT
a menace to the lives of the living and a moral cruelty
of
filled with unconscious disrespect for the remains
present Coroners' Act in the
amend the
An act ofto Ontario,
is to be introduced at the present
Province
es
our country's defenders together with the heartach
sitting of the Legislature at Toronto. The wording
caused the loved ones at home, who are now worrying
of the bill, known as No. 53. is as follows:
away
laid
were
boys
their
which
in
aibout the manner
Tommy was
His Majesty, hy and with the advice and consent of
whether
know
for they will never
Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario,
buried piece by piece with a piece here and a piece the
enacts
as follows :
there or disposed of in the many other so-called handy
The Coroners" Act is amended by adding thereto
and convenient ways which is customary across the the1. following
section:
sea at this time. Many, yes millions, of tears are shcl
a coroner conducts an innuest m
Where
(1)
38a.
liked
have
every day because mother or sister would
violation of the provisions of section 6 he shall incur a
to have one last farewell look at that dear cold face,
seemingly
a
penalty of not less than $100 nor more than $500. to be
which would have held for them not only
sued for and recovered by anyone in any court of
which
kiss,
patriotic smile— but also that cold marble
would have been an everlasting satisfaction to many a competent jurisdiction, and upon a certified copy of
Attorney-General
loved one. who being proud to possess the remains of the judgment being filed with the
revoked.
ely
immediat
be
shall
ent
this
n
appointm
his
expressio
the
interpret
would
one so brave
(2) It shall be sufficient for the plaintiff in any such
, dear ones,
sleeping expression, as saying "Farewell
River,
the
over
action to allege that the defendant is indebted to him
this is not good bye — I will see you
the sum claimed and the particular inquest for
in
the
be
would
where all is peace." Such a thing
and that the defendant has
greatest source of comfort known to many a wife or which the action isofbrought
Act.
this
violation
in
is
It
acted
dream.
a
not
is
it
And
t.
sweethear
mother or
a possibility, hrother funeral director. You and T
(3) The action shall be commenced within one year
next after the inquest was held and not afterwards and
can, when conjoined with others of our profession
shall be tried by a judge without a jury.
throughout the Dominion, bring this beautiful thought
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Dodsworth, A.
59 King St.
Eobinson, J.
19-21 John

Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10.
Burks Falls —
miliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.

H.
W.
H. & Co.,
St. N.

Huntsvllle —
Hilliar, Joseph.
IngersoU
—
Melntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.

Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William

Hamilton —
Blachford & Sons,
57 King Street West.
GENERAL

Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.
London —
Ferguson's
174 to 180Sons,
King John
St.
Orillia
— Straehan,
W. A.
Successor to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

FUNERAL

NOTES

Penn.sylvania has raised the allowance for the burial
of indigent soldiers from $50 to $75, and all estates
must be probated witbin six months, so that funeral
directors do not have to wait two or three years for
settlement of accounts, as in the past.
Baltimore, Md., funeral directors, have ag'reed to
abolish the Sunday funeral.
An Atlanta, Ga.. funeral director places in all hi'^
caskets costing $100 or more, a set of three-inch wire
springs.
This he does as an added "service."
A swindler operating in New York, has been calling
on imdertakers telling of the death of his mother and,
showing insurance papers, "borrowing" money to buv
mourning clothes. Some of the funeral direr^toi's
"fell" for this.
PAY

UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD
OTHERS PAY UNTO YOU

HAVE

( Continued from page 57 )
likewise keep his finger constantly on the pulse of his
business, which will tell him whether or not it is in h
healthy condition. When he looks at his bank balance he will not be forced to the recognition tihat it
belongs to the firms whose bills he hasn't paid, but will
have the satisfaction of knowing that every cent of it
is his own.
"Paying unto others, as you would have others pay
unto you," is a habit which helps in winning success,
makes a man's account welcome anywhere, and which,
for the period of the war at least, is a patriotic duty.
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Luke Burial Co.
Oshawa —

Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint.

Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-140 St. Paul St.

Mack, Paul.
Woodstock
—

St.William,
Thomas —P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.

ONTARIO

Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.

AND

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Phone lOi;.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.
Cobbledick,
N. B., 2068
Toronto
—
Queen
St.
East
1508
Danforth Ave. and
Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.
Washington,
Fleury Bu'-ial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.
Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.

Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—
QUEBEC
Tees & —Co., 912 St. Catherine
Montreal
St. W«st.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA
Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell, A. F.
Dauphin —
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.
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World and The Undertaker.

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best

Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Out.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

and house furnishing business m good
FOR SALE-Furnihtnre
iov-n\ Britis Cohin.bia. An exceptional y good thin^^.
Furniture
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For
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Fluid

Champion
Leader

Champion

For

Generations

Fluid is the choice of thousands of the best and most discriminating Embalmers

Champion Fluid has no equal
for Life-Like Cosmetic Effect
and as a Disinfectant.
Steadily increased sales every
year for nearly half a century are
the strongest testimonial of Champion
quality.
Pioneers

in the making of em-

balming fluid— we know

how.

Scientific principles are used to
keep Champion always in the lead.
Champion Fluid, made by the
most reliable manufacturer, can be

Economical becauae
of its Purity

Oon

A bottle of
Champion
Fluid
makes maximum
quantity

depended upon to give results.

't Experiment

with

Cheap,

Unreliable

Fluids

!

Price protection of contracts for chemicals enabled us to operate through 1917 without advancing the price of fluid.
Chemically pure mateiials, such as we will continue to use to maintain the high standard and quality of Champion Fluid,
have so increased in cost as to make imperative an advance in price of fluid, effective January 1 , 1918.
This price is subject to further advances without notice, depending upon market condition of chemicals.
Serving as we do, a high class trade which demands the best, we will continue as heretofore to give the best the market
affords, and whenever necessary will raise our prices rather than reduce our quality. Our price of fluid would have been
advanced sooner had we not been protected by contracts through 1917
There is nothing so important tn the building of a good reputation as a body well
preserved and looking natural as life.

The

Champion

DR.

G.

W.

Co., Springfield,
Chemical
Largest and oldest concern of its kind in the world
FERGUSON,

50 Leuty Ave, Kew

Canadian

Beach,

TORONTO

Manager

Ohio

No. 3303,

Steel Crib

Pillar., 7s"; Fillers, X"; Top Rod, Bottom Rod, r^g"; Height, 40";
Size, 2' 3" X 4' 3" ; Shipping Weight, 60 lbs. ;
Finished in White Enamel, Brass Vases, with decorated Panel attached.

d this crib— it is
^ The experience of the many merchants who have ordere
one on their
keep
not
can
they
that
been
has
sellers—
one of our very best
time.
of
floor for any length

The decorated
^ It is neat, strongly built, and attractive in appearance.
panels at the ends, and the brass vases offer a dash of color m pleasing
contrast to the snow-white purity of the enamel.
^ No. 3303 is only one of several ALASKA
money for the retail merchant.

ALASKA

Cribs that are making

BEDDING

TSrit

Makers of High-Grade Bedsteads and Bedding
MONTREAL
RAOC MARK BtCliltRttt

*' Alaska on an certicLe means high-grade every particle"
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A medium-priced Chair and Rocker of entirely new design
upand unequalled value. Constructed of quartered oak,
holstered invarious grades of imitation leather. A pair of
these chairs on your floor will convince you of their selling
merit. Our catalogue, showing other pieces designed along
these lines, and price list on application.

No. 277

John

Co., Limited

&

C. Mundell

FURNITURE
ELORA,

WHERE

MAKERS
ONT.

THE

PHILLIPS

GOODS

ARE

MADE

MOULDINGS

MIRRORS

FRAMES

TRAYS

FRAMED
PICTURES

SUNDRIES
FRAMERS'

FACTORY,

OFFICE

AND

SHOWROOMS

uct.
manufacture and distribution of our prod
The entire plant is used exclusively for the
Limited
COMPANY,
PHILLIPS MANUFACTURING
258 to 326 Carlaw Ave., TORONTO, ONT.

April, 1918
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THE

CHESTERFIELD

is the latest production in folding beds. It combines the most
modern features found in any bed or Chesterfield. It reduces
the cost of living because it gives the customer every service of
a bed and Chesterfield and costs only the price of one.
The Kroehler Chesterfield is most profitable for the dealer to
handle, because they sell quickest and yield a better profit. We
give the best quality and sell at a moderate price.
IVrite us lo-day for full particulars.
THE

^Ktttll^l

Company,
Bed
STRATFORD, ONTARIO

Limited
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LOUIS

XV

Bedroom

One

of our Solid Mahogany

Bedroom

Suites,

with

that

exclusive

touch

that

both

attracts and

No. 229

satisfies.

All pieces in stock ready
for immediate

George

shipment.

No. 227

No. 222

The

Suite

McLagan

Furniture

STRATFORD

Company,

: ONTARIO

Limited

April, 1918

CANAt)iAN

THE

McLAGAN

LINE

OF

a choice

in period

styles of distinctive

finish and

superior

To

workmanship.

create

satisfied customers

is our traditional
us

THE UNDERTAKER

Furniture

Bedroom

offers you

AND

WORLD

FURNITURE

demonstrate

policy.

Let

you

our

to

ability to please.

No. 225

The

George

McLagan

Furniture

STRATFORD

No. 220

Company,

: ONTARIO

Limited
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STRATFORD

CHAIRS

Have

all the qualities desired

discerning

furnishers.

Above

by
all,

they have the distinction of design which all women hope to
1679-5

find when

In

keeping

they buy

furniture.

their

with

distin-

guished appearance, Stratford
Chairs

are wholesome — rightly

made — in every particular.

THE
STRATFORD
COMPANY,
STRATFORD,
1679-1

CHAIR
LIMITED

ONTARIO

CANADIAN
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A

NEW

DESIGN

of the
"NUFOLD"
DIVANETTE
The most perfect
folding bed
manufactured
"NUFOLD" DIVANETTE No. 215;^

REVOLVING-SEAT

DAVENPORT

BED No. 1032

Equipped with "Marshall" Spring Cushion Seat

The

Farquharson-Gifford
>RD
STRATFORD

-Oooocoocooooooo

o ooeo eoocpf

Company,
ONTARIO
O

oooooooe>ec

Limited

Oo ooocooooooc*^

ooo

Canadian

furniture

world

and

the untdertaker
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CO-OPERATIVE

A

BUILDS

A
he

well-known
got

more

bought
There

EFFORT

TRADE

furniture merchant
service with

in Stratford

than

are plenty of other
their

they spoke
same thing.
Stratford

furniture

said that

the goods

anywhere

else.

retailers who,
say

would

minds,

can be handled

Every

consumer
furniture

tries to outdo

the

the

likes.
manufacturer

his neighbor

service he renders

if

success-

fully byany dealer, for it is the kind
average

he

m

Stratford

in the quality of

the dealer.

As

one

re-

tailer put it, "those Stratford fellows surely
give us goods that sell, and then they add
a

quality

of service

that we

seldom

get

anywhere else."
The acme of co-operative service is a tradition with Stratford manufacturers, and any
merchant
touch

can participate in it by getting in

with

Stratford
OOP

0

the advertisers

Furniture
STRATFORD,

on

this insert.

Manufacturers
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Spring

House-cleaning

Book-case

your

GLOBE-

the

customers

Opportunity
with

a

WERNICKE

You can interest your customers by showing them the protection it gives to their books ;
you can appeal to their sense of pride m treasures gathered together after many years,
and you can add to your trade a continuous satisfaction that brings back customers to
your store ; this you can do by taking advantage of this seasonable opportunity. No
expense is entailed in creating a sale for these goods. Show them in your window.
They sell themselves. Let your customers know you have them in stock, and pound in
the fact that they not only protect their books but they are a lifetime ornament as well
as a necessity in any home. We ■ can assist you. Co-operation is our watch-word.
Will you co-operate ? It means profit to you.

•The

Slobcn^crnickc
(^oSid.
ONTARIO
STRATFORD
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RATTAN
For

Summer
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Trade

manufacture a wide

range of upholstered Reed
Suites, Chairs and Rockers.

wmm

Send your order in now
and be prepared for
the demand.

IMPERIAL

RATTAN

STRATFORD

Mr.

Are

Furniture

Furniture

World

If not, send

A

ONTARIO

and

reading The

Canadian

Undertaker

regularly?

$ ] .00 to address

paper will come
V

COMPANY

Dealer:

you getting and

below,

and the

to you, postpaid, each month.

<0
The

Commercial

Press, Limited

32 Colborne St., Toronto
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A CHESTERFIELD SOFA of ample proportions and
r\
^^^^^ ^^^^^ i^^Xm?, capacity. As a temporary bed it
would be a delight for a visitor to sleep on overnight.
in Luxury
Tk^
I ne

-r/
I ^c* Wrti
L.U^l
rr uiu.

No. 793.

Upholstered with soft, loose cushions on seat, and loose pillow arms,
in fine grades of imported tapestries.

%

1 ■•

No 789

THE

GOLD

TWO

MEDAL
TORONTO

EXAMPLES OF NICE EASY LIVING-ROOM
CHAIRS AND ROCKERS.

MFG. COMPANY,
FURNITURE
G UXBRIDGE
WINNIPE
MONTREAL
Head Office: TORONTO

No. 790

LIMITED
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The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited

Leather

Owen Sound
IV e carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,

Fancy,

April, 1918

Ontario

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled

Catalogues sent on application
and

Goat

Grain

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Upholstery

Springs

The most economical leather on the
market.

made up to a standard that insures complete satisfaction to
the manufacturer, retailer and
customer.
Helical Springs

Let us quote you on cut stock.

for spring bed and mattress
fabrics. Our prices will interest
Canadian Made for the
Canadian Trade
Eatablithed 188S
you.
James
Steele, Limited
Guelph, Ont.

Boullee

Fraser Leather Mfg. Co.,
234 Canal Street, NEW YORK

Ellis

Fine

Upholstered

Furniture

comes to you with the stamp of "Up-to the-Minuteness" and excellency of cabinet
making that plays a very important part in a quick and profitable turnover. ^ Every
dealer needs a variety of pieces such as these shown to complete his stock, and
nowhere can the Ellis creations be surpassed for their purpose and at their prices.

That you may he better prepared for spring ordering,
write for photos and prices of our newest designs.

THE

ELLIS

FURNITURE
INGERSOLL,

ONTARIO

COMPANY

CANADIAN
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Buying

is

Seeing

When

THE UNTDERTAKBR

sees this new

the madam

een Anne
dimngroom suite in "Qu
Walnut,
an
ric
motif, made in Ame
on sight.
its attractiveness will sell it
In C.F.M.

Remember, our permanent showrooms at 1 36140 King St. E.,Toronto
are open all the year
around and afford the
dealer with a prospective

Furniture

retations
correct and pleasing interp
Woven
of the different periods.
into each

distinct style is the individuality ofthe designer. Each

harmonsuite is complete in itself,
izing indetail and finish.

customer every opportunity tomake a sale.
When in Toronto make
our showrooms your
headquarters.

Write

US for full particulars

Side Table No. 9821

FACTORIES :
WOODSTOCK
KITCHENER
WATERLOO
SEAFORTH

Buffet No. 9820

CANADA
I

RERS
FuRNITUReMaNUFACTU
ITED
UIM
I
I
I

GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK.
WHOLESALE

you will find

SHOWROOMS

:

ONT.

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

FACTORIES :
WINGHAM
WALKERTON
WIARTON
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HOUSE

is about to issue a New Catalogue to the Moulding and Picture
Frame Trade. Should you be doubtful
about being on our mailing list send us your name and we will
send you this catalogue and any future
»uiure
"
S
advertising matter we may be getting out.
We also have a sample card of Mattboard that can be had immediately
on request.

MATTHEWS
1906 DUNDAS
STREET

BROS.,
LIMITED
TORONTO,
CANADA
WEST

Try Out This
Big

Profit

Maker

This Shafer Cedar Chest is a Hve leller
because it combines attractiveness, fashion
and utility with moderate price — An appeal
the modern women can't resist.
Write For Catalogue
D. L. SHAFER & COMPANY
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO

New

with

Rocker

Chair

to Match

This chair is made
full Livingroom

A

Good

Seller for

in

size, is

finished in fumed or golden quarter cut oak and
upholstered in Craftsman
leather, with slip pad or
spring seat construction.
No. 2027

Spring Trade

The

North

American Bent Chair
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

Co., Limited

15
April, 1918
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Expositions

will hereafter be held in

May

Opening

the

last

and

November

Monday

in each

instead

of July

and

The

April

and

October

January.

55th

Exposition

will open

April

29th,

and continue for three weeks

Closing

Plan now

May

18,

1918

to see it— to place your orders for fall merchandis
e

so that it may

reach

you in time for the early opening

of the

fall season — that's the basic reason for the
change of date give
the factory a chance to get the season s patterns
to you when
the season opens — not when it*s half over.
Don't
m
July.miss the May

NEW

YORK

LEXINGTON

Show,

as there

FURNITURE

AVENUE,

will be no

Exposition

EXCHANGE

46th to 47th Street, NEW

YORK

CITY.
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WE ARE

THE

OF

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

SLIDE

SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
excluiively — for 30 year*
Many Canadian Table-maker* uie

THE
3^ABASH
7ABLE SLIDE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
r Cost.
Lowe
Made
by

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

WABASH

HELP SELL TABLES.
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

SLIDES

cap
taxed to
is often
factory
of our
output -I
in now.
The l^
Notice—^^
Special^ Notice
of our
dealers.
To secure a
ably prompt delivery send your orde

Twin

The

IS THE BEST YOU

CAN

link

SELL OR RECOMMEND

TO YOUR

of this character ever devised.
The most comfortable, noiseless, and lightest Bed Spring
the proper size for flex.b 1just
of
links
Small r^esh openings, ongitudinal double wire
connecting hnks cros.w se
loose
no
are
There
t r srence.'comfort and stren.gth.
twin in s on he helical
the
of
pull
ht
straig
The
to become displaced and noisy
both occupant, of a double bed, as there can be
great comf, rtforforbookle
springs means er.
t.
Write
whatev
sagging
Canadian

Feather
LIMITED

&

Mattress

ARIO

B. WALTER & COMPANY
WABASH, IND.
Factory St.
Table-Slide
Exclusiinve America
Largest turers
The manufac

!• *i.J Sole Licenseis and Dept.^^
lO/^
Hourd & Co., Limited

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

The
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Co.

Spring
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It requires no argument
convince

you,

medium-priced

Mr.

but

who

that

are

Correctly

designed,

carrying

out

all

manufactured

in

The

and

that the

great middle
rich nor

have

right, are

tracted toMeaford

No. 579— Dressing Table

Dealer,

are neither
want

our part to

line of furniture is the

big selling line.
class, who

on
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poor,

furnishings

immediately

at-

Furniture.

prevailing styles.

Conscientiously

every detail, inside and
Carefully

finished,

permanency
Consistently

and

with

out.
a view

to

refined tastes.

priced, making

an

ex-

ceptional profit easily attained,
IS MEAFORD

Meaford

FURNITURE

Manufacturing
LIMITED

MEAFORD

ONTARIO

Co
No, 558— White Enamelled Dresser
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Mattresses
RELIABLE
"

That means a great deal with
Standard Bedding Mattresses. Not
only does it mean a thoroughly well
made mattress all the way through,
that will give lasting wear, but it means
a thoroughly sanitary mattress built on
"HYGIENIC" piinciples, with all
new and clean materials.

The

Standard

Bedding

Mattress

Company

Specialists

27-29 Davies Ave.

Toronto, Ontario

iiiiiiiii iiiirllllll,illlllllllilllllllll!|.ll|||||l||l!ll|||l|;|iJllllllll||||||||||!lilllll^^

Xcellence

in Bedroom

Furniture

This trade mark on Bedroom Furniture,
whether elaborate or simple, and moderately
priced— is the signature of a company ot
craftsmen who are proud of their work. It
ers ot
is their promise to you and your custom
excellence in workmanship, in design, and m
carefully selected wood.

Wrile us for prices of some new suites
we have recently added to our line.
ART

FURNITURE COMPANY,
KITCHENER, ONTARIO

Limited
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DINING

ROOM

SUITE

No. 238

This suite (No. 238) in American Walnut,
Queen Anne design will appeal to the most
exacting customer. Material and workmanship are of our usual high grade.
Peppier Furniture makes it possible for you to
offer mighty good values, and yet make a
nice profit. It is always well made, well
finished, neat, and inviting in appearance.

Peppier Bros., Limited
High-Grade Furniture Manufacturers
Hanover, Ont.
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The above trade-mark stands for "the g
best cabinet in America for Canadians. g
Besides possessing new and exclusive g
features of great importance to the housew^ife, "Knechtel"
Cabinets
are being
advertised extensively in the leading home
papers and magazines of the country.

1
|
M
1

Link up w^ith the "Knechtel" line and
make your spring and summer sales smash
all records.

|
g
g

IVrite for prices at once. Knechtel Furniture j
Co., Ltd., Selling Agents, Hanover, Ontario 1
Knechtel Kitchen Cabinet Co. |
LIMITED
=
HANOVER
ONTARIO
m

YOU
THE

push

I
I

ADJUSTS

the

rest!

ITSELF!

IVrite us to-day for prices — you will find them fair
to the dealer and just to the buyer.

MORLOCK

I

button —
does

CHAIR
IT

j
I

the

BROS.,

HANOVER,

LIMITED

ONT.

MAKERS OF LIVING-ROOM FURNITURE, CHESTERFIELDS,
PARLOR SUITES and STEEL-CONSTRUCTED COUCHES.

IIIIIIIIIIIIE
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Made

The

At
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by

Knechtel

1

Furniture

their Southampton
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j

j

No. 340 is another Period Pattern
at a Popular Price

I

Perhaps

I

Suite, but still we

I

best ideas in it, and

I

proportions

I

mahogany

I

red gum,

I

Get

I
THE
I
I

the brothers

Adam

claim
we

to have
must

are excellent.
and

enamel

in walnut

your orders

and

in now

did not design our No.
embodied

submit

This

finishes.
natural

a few

340

of their

that the outlines and

suite is made
No.

340R

|
|

of gum,

in

j

is made

of

|

finishes.

for prompt

|

delivery.

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
CO.
LIMITED
HANOVER
ONTARIO

|
|

|
I
■
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0

No charge will be
made for our new 1 00page Catalogue, which
will be ready in three
weeks. Write us at
once.

Dealers should order
at once, or we may
not be able to serve
you for months.

0

THE FIRST KISS
One of the latest productions in statuary.

G.

L.

499 West Queen

IRISH
Street

Toronto, Ont.

Manufacturer and Importer of

PICTURES,

FRAMES,

MOULDINGS,

MIRRORS,

STATUARY,

ETC.

furniture store should be without statuary and pictures, they are not only money-makers
but are a big decoration and help to sell other goods. Pictures and statuary are as
necessary in the home as furniture. It has been proven that people who are the most
cheerful and prosperous come from homes that are profusely decorated with pictures and
statuary. Take an object lesson from the moving picture theatre where statues and pictures
are shown to a great extent in interior decorations.
NO

$1 50.00 will start you with a fine assortment of pictures, oil paintings, water colors, pastels,
engravings, chromos, etc., completely framed.

$150.00 will also start you with 100 pieces of statuary in all sizes and finishes. Bronze,
natural colors, antique, art gallery, ivory, and new finishes.
Nothing like the assortment I make is seen anywhere in the world to-day. I have over 1 500
models gathered from all over the world.

in all lines. Dealers
My new catalogue will be issued in three weeks, showing many new things
.
overlooked
be
not
will
they
sure
be
to
once
at
write
should
and
this
for
watch
should
G. L. IRISH

P.S. — Rush in your orders to obtain prompt shipments before this catalogue.
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now
See

the

Product

Doubt was the first answer to the announcement of
the invention of the "Reed-Loom, by Marshall B.
Lloyd. Then CAme curiosity, investigation and,
lastly, CONVICTION.
—and now YOU CAN SEETHE PRODUCT that
is woven "thirty times faster" — and of a fineness,
evenness and beauty not possible with the primitive
method of weaving- reed by hand that the Lloyd Process displaces. The Loom is thedcom of hand work.
See the product at our permanent exhibition at —
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Another

Triumph

for

Columbia

Records

Riccardo

Stracciari,
the great Italian baritone,
makes records exclusively
for Columbia.

Riccardo
Stracciari

In line with the Columbia policy to always give you
the best, we have secured the services of Riccardo
Stracciari, the great Italian baritone, who will sing
as "Figaro'
exclusively for Columbia.
world; at La Scala
Stracciari has sung in the great operatic centres throughout the
Ayres-and
pe^^^ of Moscow, Petrograd, Havana and Buenos
fn Milan at the'o
and New York.
ihis season will appear with the Chicago Opera Company m Chicago
y reproduced
Stracciari's superb voice, so wonderfully deep and powerful, is perfectl
in the records he has made for the Columbia.

step toward
This acquisition of one of the world's greatest baritones is just another
is the conwhich
public
the
and
dealer
co-oper
that goal
a. ation between the
stant aim of
of ideal
Columbi

the public wants.
Columbia Records are easier to sell because they are the records

Columbia

Graphophone

Company

Factory and Headquarters

Toronto,

-

Canada

D. O. McKlNNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN
EDITORS

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; |1.50 to the United States,
No. 4.
Vol. 8.
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Lines

to

Feature

Now

APRIL, 1918.

and

How

to Do

It

Many lines handled by the furniture dealer
thai can be featured to advantage just now.

are a number of lines handled by the furniture dealer that become specially seasonable
just now, and which should accordingly be
played up strongly. The window and ad. should be
worked to the limit in the drive for spring and early
summer business.
THERE

This is not the season when the value of a refrigerator is brought home to the housewife the strongest,
but it is a good time to begin to feature this line, driving home the point that by purchasing one now, the
benefit of it will be secured during the whole season.
Along with this, the argument should be put forth that
a refrigei'ator greatly reduces the loss of food by
spoilage, and it is particularly desirable that no food
be allowed to go to waste this year. In fact, regulations issued by the Canada Food Boal-d provide a
heavy penalty for the wasting of food.

Lines in Demand at Housecleaning- Time
For one thing, spring housecleaning is of considerable advantage to the furniture man. It brings to the
mind of the housewife improvements which are needed
about the house and many of them necessitate the purStove
chase of additional pieces of furniture. It behooves
the furniture dealer to impress on such prospective
customers that he can best
serve their requirements.
If a dealer handles vacuum
cleaners he should give them
Buy Your Refrigerator
prominence during housecleanNOW
ing time, while carpet sweepers
should be kept well to the front.
It is a particularly good time
There are miaiiy reasons why you should
to play up rugs and carpets
buy your refrigerator now. Foi' one thing
you get the benefit of its use for the whole
and also window blinds, curseason. Another reason this year above all
tains and draperies.
others, particular care should be taken of all
foodistuffs so that nothimg will be wiasted.
Kitchen Cabinets and Utensils
And aigiaiu, if you buy now, you get the
choice of the eomtplete stoGk — if you put off
At this time of the year,
buying, the very one you want may be gone.
housewives are generally given
We are showing a nice asisortment of
to a little reorganization of
meidium
priced refrigerators in both gialhousehold work, and particuvanized and wthite emamel lined. They are
larly of that about the kitchen.
made by the largest and best refrigerator
maufiacturers in Canada, laaid have proved to
They are brought to a greater
be satisfiaetory in every reispect.
appreciation of more system in
this work and of the need of
The rcrsult of their plan in constrivction is
great economy in the use of ice and superior
equipment that will allow work
refrigerating qualities poissessed by few othei'
to be carried on quickly and
refrigerators
efficiently. It is therefore an
Prices are, galvanized lined, $9.75,
excellent time to push the sale
.$12.1.5 amd
$15.10
of kitchen cabinets and kitchen
White cniamel lined, $13.95, $16.20,
utensils as well as various other
$19.80 ai^d
$21.60
labor saving devices and equipment. A window display of
WRIGHTS,
LimitedSYDNEY
these associated articles comCHARLOTTE ST.
bined with an advertisement
along the same line can be used
Ad. used by Sydney, N.S.. fiim to ituhice enrly purchases
of refrigeratoi s.
to advantage .jnst now.

Season Opens
It is also time for the dealer
who handles stoves, to begin to
feature tho-se varieties that are
especially desirable during the
smnmer months. With the
coming of warm weather there
is a general discarding of
heavy ranges, with replacement
by gas, electric and oil stoves
that can be operated at low
cost for cooking and baking,
and which do not use fuel nor
power when not in use, or give
of¥ heat Avhen heat is far from
desirable.
The furniture dealer will tind
baby carriages a very saleable
article at the present time.
With the coming of appropriate
weather for walks, mothers
will be thinking of new carriages for their children.
We reproduce herewith an
advertisement used last year by
a Nova Scotia firm early in the
season, pointing out the advantages to people of buying
their refrigerators early so as
to get full benefits from them
during the year. Other dealers
might well use ads. along the
same line.
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Getting

After

Spring

and

Summer

Furniture

Trade

Some suggestions regarding ways and means of obtaining
the best results. One man's experience. A promising situation which progressive dealers should tal^e advantage of.
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS

THAT a little extra effort will always create a little
extra business there can be no doubt. Sometimes it may not create all that may be desired.
But then, again, it sometimes produces results better
than anticipated. It is, however, always worth the
trial, and nine times out of ten the success attained
is well worth the effort.
Spring is now with us, and in the course of a few
old summer time,''
"goodsuggests
the That
we mayits expect
weeks
to be making
advent.
that the time
is at hand when the furniture dealer should be planning for the making of a little more effort to secure the
highest possible maximum of business.
Outlook for Good Business

forth the maximum of effort. And he who would put
forth the maximum of effort should now be thinking
out ways and means of securing the desired end. It
is no more Avise for the furniture dealer to put off the
maturing of his plans to the eleventh hour than it is
for the commander-in-chief of an army to defer working out his plan of campaign until the enemy is preparing to attack. Anticipation is the wise thing iri
both instances.

About the first thing the dealer should do in planning for the summer's campaign is to make a careful
study of the catalogues of the manufacturers and the
advertising and reading matter columns of the trade
journals. He should also talk the matter over with
the travellers. By this means he will get a line on
There are several reasons why the furniture dealer
such new goods as are being put upon the market.
This done he should make a selection such as is deemed
should do a particularly good business during the comsuitable for his particular clientele. And when he
ing season. In the first place the general trade conhas made his selection he should not procrastinate in
ditions obtaining in the country warrant an expectation of it. The farmers, who are of course the backplacing his orders. As there is a scarcity of labor in
bone of the country, never had as much available cash the factories, to say nothing of the transportation
as they have at present. Prom field crops alone they
diificulties obtaining, procrastination may mean diffilast year obtained a revenue of about $1,200,000,000.
culty in getting delivery in time to get the full adAdd to that the live stock, the dairy products and the
vantage of the season's trade.
fruits and vegetables they sold and the sum total of
Selling Schemes
the money they received for their year's effort could
have been little if anything short of a billion and a half
That it will pay the dealer to give careful thought
dollars. The manufacturers of the country are also and attention to the working out of selling schemes
there can be no doubt. Conversely it will not pay him
enjoying a high measure of prosperity, while their employees as a rule are earning record wages. That
if he neglects to do so. Dealers who employ salesthere is more money than ever before circulating in
men should call them to a conference or two. Get
the Dominion the bank statements clearly demonthem to work out schemes and inspire them with enthusiasm. He whose business is not sufficiently large
strates, while the financial condition of the country is
reflected in the savings deposits, which are running a to Avarrant employing even one salesman can at least
commune with himself on the subject.
couple of hundred million dollars in excess of a year
ago.
There is not a retail furniture store in the Dominion
Business Must Be Courted
incapable of developing business-getting schemes of a
profitable character. But latent schemes are of no
It does not follow that because general trade conditions are good that the dealer is going to secure this earthly iise until they are put into operation. And the
summer a larger turnover unless he adopts ways and more original they are the greater as a rule will their
effectiveness be in securing business.
means likely to bring it about. He must "get up and
At least one scheme should provide ways and means
get" if he is to succeed in doing so. If he trusts to
chance he must be satisfied to get chance business. The
of reaehing the farmers. A folder or booklet dealing
only Avay to got the maximum of business is to put with seasonable summer goods should be sent to every
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farmer in the vicinity. Naturally this folder or booklet should be illustrated, engravings for which can be
obtained from manufacturers. Prices should also be
given. In getting out literature of this kind the dealer
could, if he saw fit, probably get a retailer in another
and non-competing town to collaborate with him, thereby reducing his costs. This has been done in other
lines of business and could just as easily be done in the
retail" furniture trade.
A Retailer's Experience
A couple of years ago a certain retailer found himself towards the middle of the summer with a larger
stock of outdoor furniture than he felt was desirable.
In thinking of ways and means designed to reduce the
stock he came to the conclusion that it might be a good
idea to secure a horse and wagon and take an assorted
load of the furniture into the suburbs of the city in
which he lived. The resTilt was most gratifying, for
it enabled him to clean up his stock of summer furniture more effectually than during any previous year in
his experience.
If such a scheme was productive of good results
under circumstances such as that outlined, why could
not a similar one be employed at the opening of the
summer season? There does not appear to be any
reason why it should not. And it could be worked
not only in suburban districts, but in selected urban
districts as well. It should also be employed where
there is a summer cottage district.
In the carrying out of a scheme of this kind it would
not be a bad idea to take along two or three of the
cheaper lines of talking machines, and particularly
when making a tour of suburban districts and localities in which summer cottages and camping grounds
are situated.
Window

Displays of Summer Furniture

Naturally no plan of campaign for the sale of summer furniture would be complete which did not provide
for systematic window displays. A new display
should be made at least once a week, and a special
effort should be made to make each display accord Avith
the conditions under which it would naturally be used.
If verandah furniture is being shown try and fix nn a
scene which will depict it in use under natural conditions. Carry the same idea out when such seasonable
lines as sleeping porch, garden, or lawn furniture are
being displayed. Lawn and garden furniture particularly lend themselves to the working out of dis-
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plays under natural conditions. So do lines suitable
for campers.
Importance of Advertising
The importance of advertising in connection with a
campaign of this kind is too obvious to be questioned.
The advertisement is the most effective of all mediums
for making the public acquainted with the goods which
the dealer has for sale and the prices at which his
various lines can be obtained. It has a further office.
It reminds the public of its needs.
In order to obtain the best results from a medium
of this kind it naturally follows that the more thought
and attention which is given to the subject the better.
There is first of all consideration as to the amount of
money that it is wise to expend in advertising. It
by no means follows that the more money a dealer
spends in advertising the more business he will get.
The dealer should first of all consider the amount he
can afford to spend, and in the deciding of that point
let him not be influenced by a narrow or a parsimonious
outlook. But it would be foolish to spend a larger
sum of money than the trade possibilities of his
locality warranted. Neither will it pay him to spend
less.
After all it is not the size of an advertisement in
itself that determines its selling qualities. It is its
character that is the determining factor in this respect.
In the preparation of copy the dealer should avoid
crowding. What he needs to do is to tell in as simple
and direct language as possible the news of his store,
and particularly in regard to those lines which he is
advertising. To do this does not require the skill of
a genius.
It just requires common sense.
And that, after all, is about all that is necessary in
the carrying to a successful issue the furnitiire trade
campaign for the summer season — and any other seasonable campaign for that matter.
LINOLEUM

FOR

THE

PANTRY

An ad. headed, "Pantry Purity," used by Wright's
Limited of Sydney, N.S., featured linoleum for pantry
use. It read, "A pure, sweet, sanitary pantry is essential in every home. Linoleum goes far to make such
a pantry. It entirely eliminates the cracks and
crevices, that so easily collect crumbs and dirt. The
patterns we are showing are desirable and artistic, and
keeping it clean is no task at all. Drop in and see
the latest patterns."

.Mtractivc spring or siiiiimcr hacUKrouiid, susKi'stcd Ijy The MtTcliiints' Rocord and Sliow Window.
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How

a

Brandon

Firm

is Going

After

Spring

Trade

special effort put forth in window and advertising —
Room arranged in window — Featuring phonographs.

methods being employed by Campbell &
Campbell of Brandon, Man., in their drive for a
big spring trade, are worthy of emulation by
other Canadian furniture stores at this time. Although this firm is aggressive in its bid for business at
all times, special energy is put forth during the spring.
Increased Advertising Space Used

THE

Although small space is used regularly in the local
paper, the spring drive was inaugurated by the use of
a half page ad. which we reproduce herewith. It will
be noted that specially seasonable lines have been
dealt with and that each one has been treated individually, with a considerable amount of descriptive
matter devoted to it. It will also be noted that prices
have been quoted in each case. Advertising space, 6
by 41/^ inches is used regularly throughout the year.
The quality of copy is generally good. Readers have
had an opportunity of examining many of these ads.
which have been reproduced in The Canadian Furniture World during the past few years.
Model Room Arranged in Window
In order to be particularly well equipped to go after
trade by window display during the spring months,
Campbell & Campbell recently had their store front on
Rosser Ave., remodelled, arranging the show window
in model room form for the showing of furniture in

EARLY

room arrangement effective]}'. This firm has found
room arrangement an excellent method of interesting
the passing public in furniture, and accordingly have
gone to the expense of a special room con.struction in
the window for this purpose.
Advertising the Window
Advertising space was used to draw attention to the
special window. The ad. was headed, "Have you seen
the interior of a bungalow." It read, "The rich
panelled walls, the beautiful and attractive windows
and the beamed ceiling. Our Rosser Ave. window
has been re-decorated and designed, giving a perfect
illustration of the interior of a home. The diningroom
suite on display portrays the dignity and elegance of
the furniture in vogue during the 'William and Mary
period.' The graceful lines and the antique design
and finish are certaintly worthy of j^our inspection."
Featuring Talking Machines
As will be noted by the advertisement reproduced
here, quite a feature is made of phonographs by this
firm. As indicating the importance placed on this
line, Campbell & Campbell have recently installed a
special sound-proof phonograph room so that customers listening to machines will hear them to the best
advantage, and will be guarded from outside noise and
interruption.

SPRING

DRIVE

aRANDON NEVBB HaD A FURNITURE SALlf LIKE THIS— SAVINGS STAftT MONDAY MOENIlfG.
Ill
thu
face
of
the
most
extraordinary
conditions
in hiatorj'parallel
we have
preparedwithfoi no-thestrings
gi-eatestto them.
sale inYouour willexperience.
BihiuIl-ii The^govalues
diBcovered
Campbell's
Fiiviiilure!(;ds Sallys
valuesof unheard
savingsnaven-ithout
— bargains
not be di&ap|ioiiited!
are here'that Every
bOBie
even cem'pri^ed
a single piect
Furnitureof —should
someone
'ih%n heee
grtn Monday without fail!
It Ha<J to Come
An Ojutstanding Value of Special
was not coiffiDcd
Importance
tit Riwken art ipadc of genquirt«r-cut
in Ooldeo
id Fumed
SoiBh, oikstrongly
made,
bull I for cerviM: upred ui feanise iMttatr^ witb
1^1 [coipered ■(•«) coQ

• 1^ d<«lcD hit I.

Curtails, Chintz and Draperies

PtaoDacnob

Noteworthy Saving on
„« 40c
Sideboards
16.00
[> UHOLA RUOS

CAMPBELL

&CAMPBELL

12.40
AKTISnc BOUSE
roimsBeits

Well-arranged half-page adveitisemeiU used by Campbell & CampbeJ), of Bracdon, Man., in spring campaign
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No. 2726 — Hall minor in
American black Walnut, is
24 inches high by 3 4 inches
wide, with British bevelled
mirror 1 5 by 26 inches.

No. 2725.— Hall seat
in American black walnut, 35 inches high by
36 inches wide, with
box seal.

China cabinet. No. 981 I , Queen Anne
design, American walnut, manufactured
by the Canada Furniture Manufacturers,
Limited.

Two attractive hall pieces from the
McLagan line

Two new record cabinets manufactured by
the Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Right — New Empire
record cabinet
Left— No. 39. record
cabinet built for Victrola IX machine.
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Store

A. L. Oatman, Tillsonburg, Ont, now has extensive and wellappointed store — Had a re-opening that attracted attention.
By A STAFF EDITOR

IN a recent remodellinig of his furniture store at Tillsonburg, Ont., Mr. A. L. Oatman gave particular
study to the arrangement of the store front, with
the result that it is not only attractive in appearance
and a credit to a town with a population of 2,800, but
it allows of the display of goods to advantage as well
as admitting plenty of light to the interior of the store.

Music Co. Ltd., whose goods are handled by Mr. Oatman. The program con.sisted of selections by a male
quartette, the Aeolian-Vocalion, a player piano, a
pianist and a violinist.

The photograph which is reproduced herewith gives
an idea of the construction of the store front. It
gives a fine large display window which has been
equipped for convenient showing of goods in room arrangement, while the plate glass front to the second
story acts not only as a supplementary display window
which is visible from across the street, but it also gives
plenty of light for the inspection of goods on the
second floor where large space is devoted to rugs, and
upholstered furniture also displayed.

Brought Many People to the Store
The general public were invited to attend these entertainments, for which a special printed program was
prepared. A local man of prominence acted as chairman and in his introductory address warmly commended Mr. Oatman for his enterprise in evolving so
handsome and extensive a .store, which, he said, was a
credit to the town as well as to the proprietor. Large
numbers of people attended these entertainments and
also inspected the goods on display, so that the idea
was a profitable one in that it got many people
acquainted with the new store and its stock. The
local paper also ran news items regarding the opening
as well as the new store.

Arrangement of the Interior

Satisfied Customers Prove Good Advertisement

The main floor, which is 167 feet in length, is devoted to the display of diningroom suites, bedrooni
suites, bedding of all kinds as well as kitchen furniture. There is also a linoleum and floor oilcloth department on the main floor, where special racks have
been installed for the convenient showing of these lines.
.A broad stair leads to the second floor.
A separate room has been devoted to the piano and
phonograph department in order that these instrument?
may be heard to best advantage byprospective buyers. A large stock of records
is carried in stock.
The undertaking parlors
are at the rear of the first
floor and separate from the
rest of the store.

Mr. Oatman began in business in Tillsonburg about
seven years ago with small capital. In spite of keen
competition he has built up an extensive trade. To
The Canadian Furniture World he stated that the

New Store Front Gives Efficient Display

pleased customers are his best advertisement. "We
strive to satisfy every one with whom we have dealings,' he said, "and would rather make considerable
sacrifice than have a dissatisfied customer.
"Our next best method of attracting business.'' he
continued,
"is byandattractive
window display
keeping
our store clean and the
goods well arranged so that
every person entering the
store may gain a favorable
impression. We
further
consider that motor delivery
service is good advertising

Musical Entertainments at
Re-opening

In the manner of introducing the attractions of
his remodelled store to the
citizens of Tillsonburg and
the surrounding country,
Mr. Oatman displayed as
much enterprise as in planning the alterations that
have made his store one of
the most attractive in the
town. The re-opening took
place on February 28 and
was marked by two highclass musical entertainments
given in the showroom on
the second floor, which was
tastefully decorated for the
occasion. These entertainments were arranged for by
the Nordheimer Piano and

for the store."
System that Shows Important
Business Details
Mr. Oatman realizes that
in order to make a success of
business to-day it is essential
that the dealer keep close
tab on profits, expenses and
other details. The store
has an efficient bookkeeping
system that gives an accurate
account of every detail of
the business. It has even

Attractive front to recently remodelled stoie of A. L. Oatman,
Tillsonburg, Ont.

progressed to such a stage
that it is possible to easily
ascertain the cost of running anyThis
department
of the
store.
is possible
by
a detailed account of all
expenses.
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Firm

Window displays that attracted attention and created sales for the
Adams Furniture Co., Toronto— Conduct of a big spring opening.

By A STAFF EDITOR
LIFE, movement, novelty — three of the mo?t valu- direct selling talk, but arrest the attention of passersable secrets of effective window advertifiing were
by. "Do you find these devices of value?" the writer
illustrated in happy combination recently in the asked Mr. Godard.
"Yes," he replied. "For example, our window
kitchen cabinet window display of the Adams Furniture Company, Toronto.
dresser, during a display of summer goods, placed an
electric fan in the windoAV, attaching to its frame a
In the February issue of THE CANADIAN FURNInumber of strips with dollar bills tied to their ends.
TURE WORLD
'was
article
dealing
with who
the
phenomenal
success
of aanUnited
States
mercliant
When the current Avas on, these bills fluttered in the
made use of striking window displays to illustrate
breeze as though they Avere about to fly away and be
the contrast between the old-fashioned kitchen and
lost. Near by was placed a card with the legend,
the one equipped down-to-date with labor-saving ap- 'Don't BloAV Your Money Away — Buy Here and Save
pliances, the kitchen cabinet in particular. The
Dollars!' or words to that effect. The novelty of the
dollar bills fluttering in the wind brought passersby io
Adams Furniture Company went this man one better.
attention, and thereby gave the genuine bargains Ave
Novel Method of Presenting Contrast Kitchen
put on display in the AvindoAV a chance to be knoAvn
Cabinet Displays
and considered.
A large circular platform was constructed in their
Little Child in Window Attracted Much Attention
Queen St. window, one-half Avithin the Aviiidow the
"Only a fcAv Aveeks ago we developed this idea along
other half extending back into the store, whole platanother line. As I have often observed, if you can do
form being so supported that it could be revolved on
its axis. Diametrically across this platform was an
something to lend life and movement to a window display it attracts the piiblic strongly.
upright partition. On one side of this partition was
"On this occasion we had a woman employed as a
the representation of the old, unhandy, unsanitary
windoAv demonstrator, and with her she took into the
fatiguing kitchen, the unfortunate housewife represented by a figure almost upside down, scraping the Avindow space her little girl. Toys Avere given the
flour from the bottom of a barrel. Every lack of child and she was left there quite to her oaa'u devices.
convenience was, of course, emphasized, even to the Being Avith her mother she soon got over the strangeness of the surroundings and became quite oblivious
verge of the ridiculous. On the other half of the
to
the
crowds of people outside the Avindow. These,
platform was the supposed facsimile of a modern
attracted
by the pretty little girl, and the novelty of
kitchen, every appliance provided, the woman — a live,
her presence, congregated in large numbers, to watch
happy-looking housewife — seated, reading a newly-cut
magazine. Everything here was spic and span, the her play. AVomen, in particular, Avere interested and
charmed. That Avindow, Avhile it brought us under
kitchen cabinet well to the fore, all its shiny interior
the
notice of the society Avho have child Avelfare in
and accessories in plain view. Some strongly-worded
charge,
attracted an immense amount of attention and
brief posters put into words the message the advertiseAvas talked of in homes all over the city. Indirectly
ment was intended to convey.
it Avas a big general advertisement of the Adams
Co-operation Between Advertising and Windows
Furniture Company, and as such Avas a successful
This platform was revolved at short intervals, first
the old way and then the new being given the window.
WHEN THE WAR WILL END
''
It was one of the most "drawing" of any window disfeature.
Absolute knoAvledge, I have none.
play ever put on in Toronto, and kept the pavement
in front of the store almost blocked to traffic. The
But my aunt's Avasherwoman 's sister's son
Heard a policeman on his beat
sales of kitchen cabinets during this drive by the
Adams Furnituie Comjjany, are said to have been
Say to a laborer on the street
enormous.
That he had a letter just last Aveek
That Avas Avritten in the finest Greek
"We use nev/spaper si)ace and window display
From a Chinese coolie in Timbuctoo
always in combination," said Mr. Edw. L. Grodard, adWho said the negroes in Cuba knew
vertising managei- of the Adams store, to The Canadian
Furniture World in the course of conversation on the
Of a colored man in a Texas town
Who
got it straight from a circus cloAvn
subject of the firm's success in window display. "For
That a man in Klondike heard the neAvs
this reason it is not easy to ai)portion results to one or
From a bunch of South American Jews
the other medium. The newspaper advertisement is,
About somebody in Borneo
perh.aps, coiisiderably the more productive, but the
Who heard a man who claimed to knOAV
window disi)lay, ap])ealing to the eye, confirming and
Of a swell society female fake
thereby seconding the first appeal, drives home the
Whose mother-in-law will undertake
agreement and brings in the customer who might not
be secured through the newspaper only."
To
seventhpiece
husband's niece
Has prove
statedthat
in aher
printed
Novel Windows Advertise the Store
That she has a son Avho has a friend.
Exchange.
Who
certainly knoAvs when the war —Avill
end.
The conversation drifted into the subject of "J3yecatchers" — novel window features which make no
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One of tlie best advertisers in any of the smaller centres of Canada, is "Wright's Limited, of Sydney, N.S.,
whose advertisements we have freqiiently reproduced
in THE CANADIAN FURNITURE WORLD. The
subject matter of (heir ads. is generally good, and in
addition they are persistent advertisers. A recent
ad. was in the form of an editorial talk headed, "Why
Buy
Furniture? — Because." The reasons given were
as follows:
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them in good condition, and ea.sy of access. These
prove a big saving to the housewife of time for
other domestic duties.
It Encourages System
What progressive man or woman, the head of a
home does not admire system and regularity. The
kitchen cabinet, the biiffet or the chiffonier are all
designed for the purpose of keeping things in their
right place and encouraging neatne.ss, and order.
Once the right habits have been formed, how much
more effectively can the home routine be carried
out.

It is a Money Asset
Furuilure has a real money value, whe+her soldIt Produces a Good Environment
to-day, to-morrow or ten years hence. It can
What is more charming or delightful in the home
always be turned into cash. Unlike wearing
than good furniture. Few realize what effect it
apparel and many other lines of essential merhas on the characters of those who are constantly
chandise, itis seldom consigned to the scrap heap.
Furniture always has a market value. It is on a
making use of it. It is there before the eyes continuously, and quietly but surely influences in its
par with real estate or the stock market. The
furniture of a home, Avhether simple or elaborate,
way the character of every occupant of the home.
has a money value and can at any time be turned
It Satisfies
into gold.
Furniture pays a big dividend every way you
It is Permanent
look at it. Money spent on good furniture is an
investment. Furniture has that something about
Furniture, when rightly made, and to-day easily 90
it that gives lasting satisfaction. Its very outlines
per cent, of Canadian furniture comes under this
class, will last practically a life time. It is made
give it charactei', almost life. Every piece in the
entire home takes a prominent place in the life of
mostly from those lasting, durable materials —
that home, and is linked up with human interests
wood, metal and leather. It is not constructed to
— is a real part.
satisfy alone the uses of to-day, but as well the
uses of years to come. It is not in the same class
with the many lines of merchandise that wear out,
CO-OPERATION OF NEWSPAPERS HELPI
or become obsolete.
FURNITURE SALES
It is Artistic
What is more beautiful than the modern finishes
The co-operation of your local .paper will be found
and the charming curves and outlines, and the extremely valuable in helping along the sale of furniornaments of modern furniture. Furniture is an
ture. Assistance may be given by means of editorial
homes
adoi'ument to any home ; it is being constantly ad- articles calculated to instill an interest in better
newspapers
prominent
of
number
A
furnishings.
and
mired: "A thing of beauty and a joy forever."
It Renders Service
Furniture serves morning, noon and night. It
works hard. How constantly is the dining room
suite in use, the living room and library pieces,
Adopt a Furniture Plan
and the kitchen equipment. The bedroom furniture renders service during both the hours of the
The interior of a bomo is a reflection of the esthetic
day and night. What portion of the furniture or
life of the family.
furnishings of the home is not broiight into more
or less regular service.
Leit your wiife express herself, Mr. Husband. Let
her plan and figure out a "furniture plan," amTvliich,
It Gives Rest, Comfort and Pleasure
not
when completed, wall lead her to say: "I
Who does not know the comfort of an easy arm
ashamed to have anybody see our home."
When a -woman can say that, and mean it, it proves that
chair, or the rest obtainable on a well-made spring
Kome one has put time and thought on planning the furnishand mattress? These produce that rest that caning of the home.
not be obtained in any other way. What would
It may take several rears to arrive at the point -where her
plan is fully worked out. But it is -worth the effort. The
mankind do in these days of high tension were it
plan she adopts -will, of course, be laid according to the
not possible to snatch at least a few hours of rest
family purse — but it is surprising -what real study and
thoug"ht
-will home.
do toward improving the appearance and comfort of your
regularly each twenty-four hours? The modern
luxurious davenport, the footstool and reclining
February is the month when the retail furniture dealers —
e.Npcrts ofin'furniture
questions— hold
of taste
desirability
this or that
chair are all designed to give the greatest degree
periiid
theirandannual
sales. ofFebruary
sees
opportunities galore presented by established firms, with prices
of com.fort and rest. What greater pleasure can
alluring selections very comprehensive, and the stage all set
a home lover derive than to listen to the great
for real progress and en.-ioyment in furniture.
GIVE EXTR V ATTENTION TO THE FURNITURE SALES
music masters on an up-to-date talking machine, a
NOW IN PROGRESS.
model of beauty with its cabinets for tiling records,
It
will
pay
you
in
years to come; it will stamp your family
designed and finished to match any suite in the
as occupants of a comfortable and artistic home.
home.
It Economizes Time
That word "economy" sounds especially good to have adopted this means of assisting retailers of furevery houscAvife during these anxious times. How
niture who use their advertising columns so extenvaluable time is. Take the modern kitchen cabinet
sively. We reproduce herewith copy used by a Toronto daily during the February sales. It was set one
with everything in its place; the buffet or china
cabinet that hold the silver and china, and keep
column long and two columns Avide.
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Efficiency

Is good business for the furnilure dealer— A special appeal at this time
that housewives may be enabled to give more time to patriotic endeavors.
By A STAFF EDITOR
the refrigerator. The amount of food that goes to
THIS is a most appropriate time for the furniture
waste in this country because of lack of refrigeration
dealer to spread the gospel of kitchen efficiency.
must amount to an astoni.shing total in a year. Every
The subject has been given extensive attention
houscAvife should do her bit in reducing the amount of
in hoiisekeeping and home magazines in the past few
Avaste in these times Avhen food is so urgently
years, so that the mind of the average housewife is in this
a most receptive state for definite suggestions as to needed for the Allies.
articles that will work for greater system and less
Use Display Backed by Advertising
work in the daily conduct of kitchen affairs.
Accordingly, the dealer Avill find it profitable — and
Save Time in Housework and Bevots to
at
the same time will be doing a patriotic Avork — to
Patriotic Endeavors
push the sale of kitchen cabinets, refrigerators and
There is a special reason just at the present, too, for other lines that Avork for kitchen efficiency. Scientific
featuring those articles that will reduce the time ne- household management re(iuires these articles. A combined display of them in a model kitchen as suggested
cessary for the completion of kitchen and other household duties. The country is calling for the Avomen of in the accompanying photograph, Avith the use of appropriate show cards driving home the need of greater
the nation to help in various ways. Those who canefficiency
in
kitchen Avork, should prove a great source
can,
work
country's
their
to
tijue
not devote all their
of interest to most houseAvives. It should be backed
however, render valuable service by giving as much
time as possible to patriotic endeavors, be it in the up by advertising attention, Avith the suggestion that
the reduction of kitchen Avork just noAv Avill give more
nature of knitting or similar work, or by the increasing
time to devote to patriotic endeavors.
or
gardens
back
of
cultivation
the
of production by
other plots. The furniture dealer can point out that
Appeal to Husband to Consider Wife
the purchase of time and labor-saving equipment will
A selling scheme for household appliances that has
allow houscAvives to devote more time to Avork of a
not been used to the extent that it might, is the appeal
patriotic nature.
to men to give their Avives time and labor-saving deEliminating Waste of Food
vices e(iual to those Avhich they themselves employ in
There is also a strong appeal to the womanhood of their office or factory. The real business man Avould
the country at the present time to help the cause of the not think of doing business in a roundabout manner
Allies by eliminating -all waste of food. There are Avhen some appliances could be purchased to reduce tlie
various lines of kitchen ecjuipment that guard against time or labor necessary for it. Then, Avhy should he
One important article of this nature is
undue Avaste.
not apply the same principle to his Avife's Avork.

spreading Ue gospel of kitclien efficiency,
an effective means of better
Window display oifers housewife's
kitchen equipment.
heart for
create a desire in the

A display like this should
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Three

New

Models

of the
Gerhard

Heintzman

Phonograph
Showing that whether you are catering to the millionaire or to
the home of moderate income, the Gerhard Heintzman dealer can
fit the purse of any customer.
There

Gerhard

are

Eight
in the

Models

Heintzman

Line

$51 to $400 Retail
and in the manufacture of phonographs we are putting the same
zealous watchfulness, the same unstinted expenditure of time, thought
and money that has made for Gerhard Heintzman pianos their
Dominion-wide reputation for enduring tone and quality.
Get particulars of the Gerhard Heintzman
Phonograph Agency.

Model 75.
Home of Gerhard Heintzman High Class Musical Instrumerts

Gerhard

Heintzman,
Head

69-75

Sherbourne

Retails at $73.

Limited

Office and Factory
Street

Toronto
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Early Display
Desirable

Too many dealers are in the habit
of trailing" along in the wake of
more progressive competitors,
picking up what is left after the cream of the trade
has been skimmed off.
It seems that it is only after the opportunities for
selling a line have been demonstrated to them by the
success of a competitor that they awake to its possibilities.
We speak not only of the featuring of new and special lines, but of the sale of seasonable goods as well.
A good many dealers wait until the selling season is
well under way before they get behind a line in real
earnest, and then it is generally found that their
efforts are not productive of the maximum results that
would be possible by an early featuring of the line.
So, the dealer would do well to get after spring trade
real aggressively, and make plans right away for the
featuring of summer lines just as soon as the weather
becomes appropriate.
* * «
"A Man's
Room"

The average dealer does not appreciate the value of a special appeal to the men. Some merchants
have recognized it however, and have used special advertisements tointerest men in better furnishings for
the home.
Macpherson & Bedford of Brandon, Man., made a
direct appeal to men recently, by showing a model
"man's room" in their window. It was arranged
with a deep pile rug on the floor, a brass bed, with
somnoe and reading lamp at the side. There was also
a large easy chair covered with tapestry, and a dresser
and chiffonier of walnut. The men who viewed it
were urged to request other room ideas from them.
This is a field of endeavor that many other furnitnr '
dealers will find well worth developing.
* * *
Development In the conduct of the war it is the
of Initiative men who do things on their own
initiative in the pinches who carry
oft' the military medals. It is much the same with
the salesmen in the business world. The laurels go to
those men who do things on their own initiative occasionally without direction from the manager or proprietor.
Of course, there must be a head to direct the general
work. The men under him must obey, but on occasion they must act on their own initiative.
Try the idea out on your own sales force. Many a
time a man must act without direction. The man who
acts right is the real thing. Keep your eyes on your
bnen for instances of such initiative. It's what a man
f^oes — and does right — without being told, that proves
his riglit to advancement. The advance on the Somme
is a P>ig. Brother to the advance on the payroll. On
this basis, at least, war and business are mneli the
same.
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Sell More
Furniture to the
Farmer

In his drive for trade this year.
the furniture dealer wants to give
the farmer his full share of attention. The farmer has plenty of
money this year, and it is up to the furniture dealer
it.
who is favorably located, to get after his full share of
The city flats hold a lot of furniture, says the Furniture Trade Review, but a flat is not a marker to an
up-to-date farmer's home as a repository of home
furnishings. He has a lot of bedrooms, and big rooms
all over the house. True, he has not been as modern in
his furnishings as his city cousin, but he is getting
there. His women folks do not take the feminine
magazines for nothing, and Queen Anne, William and
Mary and other people are getting right into their
inner life. Moreover, they are getting a line on
cretonnes,- novelties, etc., and library suites and handsome odd pieces are rapidly replacing the old time
abortions of parlor furniture. The farmer must be
brought in touch with the furniture stock, right in the
store, and dealers will realize, of course, their opportunity, when it comes, to co-operate with any movement in their town by merchants generally to organi^^e
a plan to bring the farmers to town on a certain day.
or during a certain week. A plan of this kind is sufficiently important to the furniture man to prompt him
to even take the lead in starting a feature of this kind,
which the local newspapers will of course shout themselves hoarse in forwarding. The idea is to get the
farmer next to the furniture, and if this is done he wil
get a lot of it, especially if he has his wife Avith him
and of course he will bring her along. Moreover,
spring is a great time for refurnishing in agricultural
districts, and the furniture man who "gets the jump"
on this proposition will do some real business.
Proper Books
of Account

It should be borne in mind by all
nuM chants that it is necessary for
everyone in business to keep
proper books of account. The section of the Dominion
Criminal Code having to do witih the matter was
amended last year and now reads:
who,
"Everyone is guilty of an indictable offence and
liable to a fine of .$800 and to one year's imprisonment
"(c) Being a trader and indebted to an amount exceeding one thousand dollars, is unable to pay his
creditors in full and has not kept such books of account
as, according to the usual course of trade or business
in which he may have been engaged, are necessary to
exhibit or exnlain his transactions, unless he be able 1o
account for his losses to the satisfaction of the court
or judge and to show that the absence of such book^
was not intended to defraud his creditors, but no person shall be prosecuted under the provisions of this
[jaragraph by reason only of his having failed to keep
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such books of account at a period of more than five
years before the date of such inability to pay his
creditors."
The time may come in the career of anyone when
disaster such as loss by fire, or other cause, may bring
about a condition to which this Act would apply and,
in view of this, to protect themselves, merchants who
are not in the habit of keeping an accurate record of
their atfairs, should immediately take steps to open
such a set of books as may be necessary to record the
various transactions of the particular business in
which they are engaged.
The merchant who tries to operate his business without keeping books is in the position of a sailor trying
to steer his ship without a compass ; he has very little
guide to his progress, and no reliable means of judging as to his success or failure.
Jt,
W Jt.
TV" 4t-TP
Clean Up
Your Desk

Every merchant should conduct a
periodical cleaning up of his desk,
and now, when houseeleaning is
so much to the fore is a good time to undertake such a
task. The desks of many retailers are a sight to behold, with their collections of odds and ends of correspondence, invoices and statements, not to mention
dust and dirt which frequently adorns them, m-aking a
conglomeration in which the dealer can rarely find
anything he Avants when he wants it. As a result a
bad impression is given to those who view it, and much
time is lost by the dealer in carrying on his office work
or locating any papers he may desire.
If your desk is inclined to be in such a condition,
now is the time to make a clean-up, at the same time
instituting such systems as will allow you to easily locate any desired books and papers, and carry on your
work speedily and efficiently. There are few raer
chants who could not improve to some extent on the
system about their own desk.
^ ^
Helping the
Frankford Way

The food situation is a most eritical one and there is good reason
for the strong call for greater
Droduction that is going out this year. One of the
handicaps to production is the lack of help. Farmers
are not going to be able to get sufficient assistance to
put in and harvest maximum crops.
Merchants who really have the welfare of the
country at heart, might well adopt during the seeding
and harvesting season the plan of assistance to farm^ers of their district followed by the merchants of
Frankford, Ont.. during a critical period in the harvest
last year.
A "Wednesday half-holiday is in vogue in Frankford
during the summer, but instead of spending it in the
usual form of recreation on this occasion, an entirely
new form of outing was inaugurated, containing every
needed feature of delightful novelty, exercise and usefulness.
The business men of Frankford got together and
decided to give production a boost, so a general invitation was issued to spend a Wednesday afternoon in
the harvest fields helping the hard-pressed farmers.
The response was hearty and generous, and a fleet of
motor cars conveyed the willing workers to the fields
where their services were utilized by the farmers.
The benefit conferred .iust from this sporadic attempt at helpfulness, was surprisin.?, and it is said that
the result of the afternoon's frolic by one squad of
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Frankford volunteers alone was to place fifty loads of
hay and grain in the barns.
Most village and town people know a little bit about
farming, and could render quite valuable services in
this way, especially in these times when many farmers
are "up against it" for labor.
The Frankford idea could well be taken up in many
communities with pleasure and profit, and with a little
organization and previous preparation could be made
very effective. In addition, it would foster a .^,pirit of
friendly relations between the farmers and town people
that would prove very beneficial to retailers.
* * *
Competing With
Mail Order
Houses

At a recent convention of hardware retailers in HamiUon. the
question of mail order competition
was discussed, and some of the
conclusions arrived at will no doubt prove of interest
to retailers in other lines of business.
Their big purchasing power is one of their chief advantages. They also use leaders to attract trade, but
there is no reason why smaller stores cannot do the
same thing.
There were many lessons to be learned from these
large concerns, and some good advice mig'ht be given
retailers. For one thing retailers could do more in
the way of teaching their clerks and taking tbem more
into confidence. Some other weaknesses of the retailer were touched upon. Stocks should be turned
over rapidly ; too much time was lost in the retail
business; the staffs shotild be kept busy; information
should be given as to what the goods being sold could
do — the mail order catalogues explain the us^s of the
goods offered.
Then there is the matter of service. Retail merchants in very many instances are much behind the
time in service — service in the store, service in delivery, service in suggesting sales ideas. A crowning
point brought out in conclusion was the interest retailers should have in their community and home town,
because of lack of this interest, in many cases, opportunity was created for mail order houses setting up
competition in those centres.
* # *
The Need of
Cleanliness

Something
like 457,000 articles
have been written by editors of
trade papers on the need of
cleanliness in retail stores. Of course, we don't vouch
for the exact accuracy of the figures ; you can verify or
disprove them' yoxirself — when you get time.
However, in spite of the large amount of advice that
has been handed out on this particular subject, there
is apparently need for more of it. Take a walk along
any of our business streets and you will find proof of
the fact. The number of outstanding and glaring cases
of uncleanliness will surprise you. And all this in the
face of the fact, as every dealer should well know hy
this time, that the purchasing public of to-day are
strongly prejudiced against dealing at those stores that
do not observe the rules of cleanliness and that goods
do not shoAV up to advantage in a dirty store, and that
sales are accordingly affected.
Besides, uncleanly surroundings are always an incentive to listlessness and carelessness. The employees
of a dirty store lack the efficiency of the clean, bright
and neat establishment. For these reasons, every
dealer in
should
make it a point to maintain strict clear.liness
his store.
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System whereby the dealer, without a great deal of work, can
make out an inventory showing standing of business once a month
or oftener if desired — Gives same information as annual inventoiy.

advantage of the annual inventory is that it
"Monthly Statement," which is reproduced
tells the dealer how he stands and enables him headed
here. We will say that this is the statement made out
at the end of January. When stock was taken at the
to gauge how he has been progressing throughout the year. It is acknowledged by live merchants
first of January, the amount was found to be $2,970
that if this same information were available oftener,
and the fixtures $430. These are listed in their respecit would be of immense advantage, but the making
tive columns, making a total of $3,400. The total
of an inventory more than once a year means a good amount of goods purchased during January was $2,330.
deal of work for the dealer. In fact, it is regarded as This is very simply kept track of, according as invoices
are posted up during the month.
Monthly Statement
The total sales for the month were $2,800. Now this
is the selling price of goods, while the stock is listed
at cost price. How is the cost price of goods sold to
21 7 O o o
mount of Slock on Hand Biouglil Forward
be reckoned? Merely by deducting the estimated
co
gross profits on the goods sold. In this ease the estimount of Fixtures on Hand Broi'ght Forward
mated gross profits were set at 20 per cent. This figure
OTAL STOCK AND FIXTURES
is set from the figures of the previous year's business.
For instance, supposing that sales during 1913 were
otalfromPurchases
for the month
o-rrCash Drawer
$20,000, and the gross profits amounted to $4,000. Thi.s
2 -330
olai(rumPurchases
for the month
would mean that the gross profits of the business averln\oiie Record
ci
S'73o
aged 20 per cent, on the turnover. The average gross
• OTAL STOCK AND FIXTURES
profits for this year could be expected to be about the
O-fscnjsame — so deducting 20 per cent, from the $2,800 sales,
< lies foi the month
which is $560, the cost of the stock sold would be
2 ^ cru
1
$2,240, and this deducted from $5,730, leaves total
S bo
1 St Gross profits < O per cl
amount of stock and fixtures on hand as $3,490.
( osi of Good* Sold From ^ t Yo
Stock
Keeping Track of Amount on Books
Id
1 ZHC ero
^ dse. Returned and Allowed
The other assets of the business consist of bills receivable, cash on hand, and in bank and book accounts.
rOCK AND FIXTURES ON HAND
The first two amounts are easily obtained, Avhile the
latter is not so difficult to secure either if an "amount
oles ano Bills Receivable
dH'io
V 70 Cr-O
on books
account"
kept.
A sample
this
<r-o
tro
kind
is shown
here. isThe
amount
on the account
books onof Jan.
pok Accounts
T> n
1, as shoAvn by the annual iliventory, was $1,000. DurLsli on Hand and in Bank
ing January there was sold on credit $1,500 worth of
goods, which would make a total on books of $2,500.
ROSS ASSETS
THE

Lcounls Payable
= otes and BilU Payable
ET WOfTH ■ '

HHS-o, cnrMonLlily statement ilhistraling (he system whereby the dealer
can tell standing of business at end of each month.
SO laborious by some dealers that they commit the
grave mistake of neglecting to take it even once a year,
and thus they go on with no actual knowledge as to
how their business is going ahead.
A plan is outlined here that will enable the dealer
to keep in close touch with his business — give him_ absolute knowledge of how it is progressing. It is in the
form of a monthly inventory, or it might be termed a
perpetual inventory, for the dealer, if he desires, can
make out a statement of his resources and liabilities in
a short time and without a great deal of work at any
time he wishes. It does not require a very elaborate
system either — in fact, no more accounts than the ordinary well-conducted business should have. .
How the System is Worked
This system of monthly inventory practically explains itself to the person who examines the sheet

AMOUNT ON BOOKS ACCOUNT
January 1 — Total
Sold for credit in January
1.500
Received on account
1,180
AMOUNT OWING ACCOUNT
January 1 — Amount owed
Goods bought in January
2,330
Paid out for goods in January
2,413

1,000
2,500
1,320
1.20O
3.530
1.117

Amount on Boolcs Account and Amount Owing Account referred
to in accompanying article

but the amount received on account was $1,180, leaving
the amount of $1,320 on books at end of January. Tbis
amount, with bills receivable, cash on hand, and_ in
banks and stock makes the total gro.ss assets as $5,597.
Now, in order to find the net worth of the business,
the amount owed must be deducted. The "amount
owing account" shows how this is kept track of from
month to month. On Jan. 1, the amount owed was
$1,200. During January, there was bought on cretlit
$2,330 worth of goods. There was $2,413 paid out for
goods during the month, leaving a balance of $1,117.
Thus the net worth of the business is shown as $4,480.
Knowing the net worth in this manner at the end of
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each month, the dealer can keep in close touch with the
progress being made, and knows twelve times a year
instead of once how his business stands.
System is not Complicated Once Started
This system may seem to involve considerable work,
but once it is running smoothly it does not require the
time or work that one would imagine. At any rate, it
is worth some extra time and attention to be able to
know each month just how the business is getting on.
It is also important to know whether the amount of
stock on hand, of book accounts or amount owing is
increasing or decreasing, and how much.
At the end of the year, the annual inventory should,
as usual, be taken, because this perpetual inventory
may not remain exactly correct during the year, although close enough to serve its purpose. For instance,
the percentage of profit may vary somewhat, and this
would cause a slight inaccuracy in the figures, which
the annual inventory is necessary to correct.
It is quite evident that this system should be started
immediately after the annual inventory. It is quite
possible to start in at any time, however, by making up
the figures on the statement back as far as the last inventory, instead of merely for the month, although it
would mean considerable work. If a dealer took an
inventory at the first of the year, it would not require
a great deal of work to inaugurate this system at the
present time.
How to Determine Percentage of Profit.
Care should be taken to get the average gross profit
as nearly accurate as possible, because, for instance, a
difference of 1 per cent, on annual sales of $20,000
would make a difference of $200 in the year. It may
probably be advisable to go into the question again of
how the percentage of gross profits is arrived at.
If a dealer had a total turnover of $14,000 during
1913, and on that amount made a gross profit of $2,660,
the percentage of gross profit would be 19 per cent. If
on the same turnover, the gross profit was $2,730, the
percentage would be 191/2 per cent. Again if a gross
profit of $2,730 were made on a turnover of $13,000, the
percentage of profit would be 21 per cent.
We want this system to be thoroughly understood,
because its value to the dealer depends on him thoroughly understanding it. It is not by any means com-
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plicated once it is figured out. A dealer may ask how
the gross profit for the year is secured. His inventory
may show only the net profit. In that case, add the
amount of the store's expenses for the year to the net
profit, and you have the gross profit. Supposing, for
argument's sake, that the dealer's inventory showed a
net profit of $1,480 for the year. The year's expenses
were, say, $1,250. Then the gross profit for the year
would be $2,730.
ENCOURAGING

MORNING

TRADE

An Iowa merchant has solved the problem of getting
customers into his store at least one morning in the
week, in an original and effective manner. ■ In order to
increase his Saturday morning sales, this store, which
catered especially to suburban trade, advertised that it
would give a lunch check free with every purchase totaling over a certain amount, provided that it was made
before noon. These checks were good in the week following at a designated restaurant. A $3 purchase entitled the customer to a 25-eent lunch, and 5 cents was
added for each additional dollar spent. Where formerly about a quarter of the Saturday buying was done
after
o'clock, hours.
nearly half of this trading is now done
in the 12morning
THE CASH CUSTOMER
If you ar6 conducting a store on a credit basis, the
question naturally arises : What are you doing for the
cash customer?
There is no gainsaying the fact that the customer
who pays cash at each transaction is entitled to own
his or her merchandise at a less figure than is the longtime credit purchaser.
What are you doing to overcome this handicap upon
the cash purchaser in order to give him or her the
differential to which he or she is entitled?
Conditions in many localities are such that a strictlj'
cash business does not seem feasible. Yet you have
many customers who do pay cash for each purchase at
the time the purchase is made.
Have you ever given serious thought to this matter
and attempted to work ovat some plan whereby your
store would still make its present appeal to the credit
trade and at the same time make an added appeal to
the cash buyer?

Siiiiif ii.-w nature prints bcinir sliiiwn by G. I>. Irisli & Co., (,f Tdrontu, at niddcralp iirices.
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Exchanges
Suggestions from Our
Merchandising
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals

WHY HAVE A "LITTLE" STORE?
A travelling salesman tells a story of his ef¥orts to
sell a dealer in a small town a line of novelties that
were easily handled and that had proved a fine "side
line" ))rofit maker for a number of furniture stores in
several large cities. The dealer didn't buy because he
explained "this is a small town and I have only a little
store here; I'm afraid they wouldn't go." Perhaps he
was right, maybe the line in question wouldn't have
gone, but just the same there's a criticism to make of
this dealer's plea. If his business horizon only included a"small town and a little store," we wonder
how he could ever expect to get up any enthusiasm to
grow himself and help his town to grow greater. Another thing, people are just people, most anywhere
you find them, and the chances are that what is salekble in Chicago will be saleable in Choctaw, if only you
create a demand for the goods. Don't hesitate to try
out a new line or a line that sells for a little more than
the furniture you have been handling, just because
you have a littie store in a small town. G-et the creative impulse, teach your patrons to buy better furniture and more different kinds of furniture, and pretty
soon you will have a big store in a large town. — Chicago Furniture Journal.
AN IDEA— IF YOU

HAVE

AN AUTO

If you own an automobile or if you can obtain the
use of one at very reasonable cost, there may be a suggestion for you in the paragraphs below. A merchant
who possessed an automobile and was also troubled
with a reduction of trade on stormy days used his
auto to build up his rainy day trade. He merely announced that if any residents of his city desired to
make purchases on rainy days, he would gladly send
for them, provided they would telephone a request for
the auto to call.
The trade-building worth of this idea is easily apparent and it might be well utilized by furniture dealers in larger cities as well as in smaller ones. In large
cities it would likely be necessary to limit the territory in which the auto could call. — Southern Furniture
Joiirnal.
RECOVERING

OFFICE

FURNISHINGS

TRADE

That feature of the legitimate retail furniture business which has largely drifted into the possession of
office supply houses is in a measure being recovered
by the regular dealer. The furniture dealer, in preference to any other class of tradesmen, should have and
hold a monopoly of the office supply business. That
it has drifted away from him very largely in recent
years is a pretty well known fact and with some practical reason. And apparently the reason for this loss
is that the furniture dealer was unwisely careless in
overlooking some vital features — or in a word, has
been standing still, and falling short of sup])lying the
requirements of the modern professional and business
office furnishings. If a good bu-iness can be created
for the office furniture specialist it can, with equal
reason, be made a profitable department in the general

furniture store. But the methods that prevail and
sustain the former must be applied by the furniture
dealer if he is to win back what logically belongs to
him. Office equipment is quite different from what
it w^as a few years ago. The dealer who is able to
the kind of desks, tables, filing cabinets, secsupply tional
bookcases and chairs that are in demand for the
modern office, and is ready at all times to meet every
suspicion of a prospect as it appears, with the proper
encouragement, should have little trouble in winning
back a very good and substantial business that he is by
good rights entitled to. Apparently it is a task of
improved system and general up-to-date methods. And
it is certainly worth the effort. — The Furniture Index.
KERNEL

OF THE

ADVERTISING

NUT

Trickery may get sales, but it takes honesty to make
customers. Many business men have been ruined by
advertising — for which their competitors paid the
bills.
Advertising service that brings maximum results
from your publicity appropriation is cheap at aliy
price. Advertisers that keep faith with their customers are adopting the one best means of serving
their own interests. Except for the fact that it costs
more not to advertise than to do so, there would be no
advertising — would there?
Ever hear the story of the boy who cried "-wolf" too
often? Promiscuous cut price sales are like that.
When sales literature is wn-itten with a view to makhig
sales and not just to please the boss, there will be less
talk of the "tremendous waste" in advertising.
Big talk does not make big sales. The big sales go
to the credit of the quiet, persistent, thinking chap who
sticks to facts. In advertising, follow the line of
least resistance. Push hardest where competition is
weakest until you are as strong as your competition.
— Printer's Ink.
THE PASSING

OF THE RED PLUSH

SOFA

Ten years ago the red plush sofa was in almost every
house in America. Five years ago it was in only half
as many. To-day it is nothing but a symbol ; but i^
is a symbol of all the ugly things Avhich we used to buy.
It symbolizes the Queen Anne houses ; the gingerbread
decorations; the horse-hair furniture; the wall mottoes; the shells under glass; the ebony what-nots; the
iron dogs on the lawn; the badly-planned gardens: the
and one eviugly farm barns, and all the thousand
dences of poor taste from which we Americans used
to suffer.
I knew that red plush sofa well. I had observed
it in all its varieties and phases. Then I noticed its
gradual passing away. And with its passing, I observed, in the American people, a great awakening to
beauty, to taste, to color and to harmony, a quickening of the public's desire for a Iniowledge of all that
was appropriate and beautiful in the arts of building,
decoration and furnishing.— Conde Nast, in House and
Garden.
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Questions for You to Answer
These guesllons are asked in the hope that thty will
inspire you to proper effort in some oj the littlt things
By A. R. Specht

PliEASANT, healthful, cheerful surroundings are
necessary to human life and health. If one desires to obtain the best results — likewise these
conditions are just as necessary in business life. You
should never expect your business to become healthful
and a pleasure to you and to grow and grow unless you
give your clerks pleasant, healthful, cheerful surroundings and your customers prompt, pleasant, cheerful,
courteous service ; therefore it behooves you to put
your house in order and prepare for the business that
will be yours if you will only show that you want it.
I have prepared a list of questions that to me seem
to cover the retail business quite thoroughly, and are
prompted by one of the greatest adages I know of, and
one that I believe less attention is paid to than any
other — and one that if followed out would bring the
greatest returns. The adage is:
"It's the little things that count."'
The following questions are little things, but they all
count.
Think them over.
Do you have a smile and a pleasant word of greeting
for every one entering your store?
Do you ask each customer to return?
Do you close each transaction with a "Thank You?"
Do you give information cheerfully?
Do you show the way to the telephone or directory
cheerfully?
Do you check parcels for your customers free of
charge ?
Do you deliver promptly?
Do you keep your store and showcases clean?
Do you allow loafers to congregate in your store?
Do you dress your windows properly?
Do you instruct your clerks as to their duties and
what you expect of them?
Do you have plenty of light in your store and windows?
Do you have all merchandise displays priced?
Do you endeavor to please every customer?
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Do you maintain a strictly one-price system and show
no favoritism?
Do you make exchanges cheerfully?
Do you ever reprimand a clerk before a customer?
Do you plainly price all merchandise?
Do you keep an accurate record of your business?
Do you advertise?
Do you endeavor at all times to treat others as you
would wish to be treated yourself?
Do you commend your clerks when they do well?
Do you show and display seasonable merchandise?
Do you look ahead for future needs?
Do you endeavor to be a leader or do you fall in
behind?
Do you discount your bills?
Do you turn your slow-selling merchandise into dollars and cents?
Do you appreciate a good clerk when you get one?
Do you instruct your clerks as to the best selling
points of all the merchandise you have for sale?
Do your employees have confidence in you?
Do you make it pleasant for your employees?
Do you keep all the promises you make?
Do you ever misrepresent merchandise?
EDUCATING

THE

PUBLIC

TO DEAL

AT HOME

In those toAvns where mail order houses are making
inroads into the trade of the local dealers, it would be
desirable for the merchants to combine in an educational campaign to show the public the folly of sending their money aAvaj' to the big mail order concerns in
the large cities. A merchant can even by himself
wage a campaign of this nature with good results. One
dealer who did this was J. M. Toombs, general merchant of Salmon Arm, B.C., who used a column of
reading matter in the local paper over his name, to
drive home to readers the benefits of dealing in their
OM'n home town.
"If there is one game the quitter should let alone, it
is advertising. For advertising does not jerk. It pulls.
If steadily stuck to it will exert an irresistible influ-

ence."

No. 1051— ALUiiclivo minor manufiictiuecl by Mallhevvs Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
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NEWS

Arthur B. Wilson, furniture dealer, of Duudas, Ont.,
suffered fire loss recently.
The warehouse of B. M. and T. Jenkins Anti(iue
Furniture Company, of Toronto, was destroyed by fire
on March 14.
The Strathroy Furniture Company Ltd., Strathroy.
Ont., have issued a new catalogue.
H. F. G. Dreyer, of Haveloek, Ont., who Avas formerly
in the retail furniture business at Burnt River, Ont.,
is now on the road for J. J. Turner & Sons, of Peterborough.
Mr. Joseph Brien is now calling on the French trade
for the Pathe Phonograph Company. He is located
at the Montreal office.
Mr. James Malcolm, of the Andrew Malcolm Furniture Co., of Kincardine, Out., has returned from a trip
to Western Canada. He reports conditions there
greatly improved and equal to the former prosperous
davs.
The employees of the Uxbridge, Ont., plant of the
Gold Medal Furniture Co., met in the town hall and
presented the retiring superintendent, C. W. Young,
with a handsome club bag and an address.
A. E. Townsend, furniture buyer for the Hudson's
Bay Co., of Vancouver, was on a recent trip east, visiting the furniture factories in Ontario. He reports that
business conditions in the West are very satisfactory
at the present time, and with a good crop this year, the
business situation should rise to a high water mark.

NEW

YORK FURNITURE EXPOSITION
OPENS ON APRIL 29

April 29, 1918, Avill ahvays be known as a red letter
day in the history of the New York Furniture Exchange. It will mark the day of the most radical
change that has been made in the twenty-seven years
of the successful conduct of semi-annual furniture expositions inNew York City.
April 29 will be the opening date of New York's
fifty-fifth semi-annual exposition. It will run for
three weeks, closing Saturday, May 18. It will mark
the definite abandonment of January and July as exposition months in the New York market. Hereafter
they will be held in November and May. The management of the New York Furniture Exchange attempted to make this change in the spring of 1911
when they moved into their new and enlarged (juarters.
but met with .such united opposition on the part of the
manufacturers and their representatives that the plan
was abandoned notwithstanding the record-nuikin:^'
support given the initial trial of the earlier opening of
the first exposition held in thi- new building in June
1911. The attendance of buyers and volume of oi dcrs
placed, showed clearly the approval of earlier opening -,
by the dealers at that time, but they were abando^-ed in
response to the factories' opposition.
Gradually earlier buying grew in popularity until it
reached such proportions that opposition to earlier
opening of the New York Exjjosition developed into a
demand for a change of dates. Thus the plans of
seven years ago have at last become a reality by the
process of evolution instead of by foresight.
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April 29 was made the opening date in New York in
order that the Furniture Exposition might be open at
the time of the Carpet Sale, so that the buyers might
cover the opening of the carpet and rug season and
that of furniture at one trip. The combination of the
two trades so closely allied makes New York a market
of unexcelled attractiveness to the dealer, and a great
increase in attendance is anticipated.
COLUMBIA

COMPANY ACQUIRE
IN TORONTO

NEW

PREMISES

The Columbia Graphophone Company are moving
into new premises at 54-56 Wellington St. W.. Toronto.
Avhere they will have more than double the manufacturing space heretofore necessary and also be right in
the best of the wholesale district. The premises will
be greatly improved, including the erection of fireproof
partitions and the installation of a complete .sprinkler
system.
The primary reason for this move is the increase in
Columbia business, which has made it impossible to
keep pace Avith the demand for Columbia products,
particularly records, in the ((uarters being vacated.
New record-making e(|"ip™e»t is already on hand, and
is being rapidly installed. This. Mr. Jas. P. Bradt. the
general manager for Canada, states, will increase the
output to take care of the business, Avhieh has more
than doubled during the past year, and Avith an eye to
the future, facilities are provided to again double th.^
output as soon as necessary.
The cabinet manufacture and the making of completed Grafonolas Avijl continue as at pr sert. a number
of large Avoodworking plants being busv on this Avork.
So the neAv premises will be reserved to sunply ample
record manufacturing s+oek and distribution facilities.
Because of the splendid location, and in order to
the Dictaphone
centralize the Company's activities,location.
Avill be taken care of also in the ncAV
Large and handsome offices and ideal show room facilities are being provided, as the chief consideration
in locating on Wellington St. Avas the central location,
convenient for the trade. It is primarily this reason,
state the nianagem'^nt, that influenced the Compa^n- in
establishing in AA'hat is chiefly
expense
to the show
going
roomof district.
a Avholesale.
BEDDING "WOOL" MADE OF CORK
The British Department of Overseas Trade has been
informed through a reliable channel that a Soanisli
firm is manufacturing "aa'OoI" from cork AA'hich. it is
claimed, may Avith advantage be substituted for
natural avooI in the manufacture of mattresses. pilloAA's
(|uilts, etc. This material is stated to be cleaner and
lighter than avooI. Delivery is made in bales of 80
kilos (66 pounds), the packing for each bale Aveighing
about 2 kilos (4.4 pounds), and the price asked is 2.50
pesetas per kilo (roughly, 25 cents a pound), on Avagof charge for packing, but counting the gro-^s
gons,netfree
for
Aveight.
In this connection the Department of Overseas Trade
has also received from the same source information
relative to a Spanish process for utilizing cork as a
textile material. The cork is employed in the form
of verv fine pellicles, of which 14 go to make the thickness of a millimeter (0.03937 inch). It is first treated
with chemicals to remove any resinous substances r.nd
to render it flexible and less likely to break. The cork
is then seAvn betAveen two cotton sheets and pressed

several times.
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at the Basis of Profits
By F. M. Taussig

Few business men know precisely what profits are.
They are willing to take what they regard as profits,
but most of them have a false idea concerning _the
actual amount that should be credited on the right
«ide of the ledger each year.
Some economists even go so far as to sharply distinguish business profits from wages. Part of what a
business man gets is thought to be simply wages; but
part is neither wages, nor interest, nor rent; it is different from these. This peculiar element is regarded
as profits. The method of separating business wages
from profits is artificial.
Looking over the whole varied range of earnings
among those engaged in business careers, it is simplest
to regard them all as returns for labor — returns marked by many peculiarities, among which the most strikare the" from
risks and
the Avide range, the
high inggains
able uncertainties,
pioneering.
Profit is Pay for Risk Taken
In some cases business profits are separated from
wages by considering as wages that amount which the
individual would have been paid if hired by some one
else. An independent business man's actual earnings
are likely to exceed that sum ; the excess is business
profits. Here emphasis is put on the element of risk.
Profits differ from wages in that they are the result of
the assumption of risk and are the reward for that
assumption.
To Icnow Avhat dividends you are really entitled to
draw, it is necessary to look the facts in the face,
avoid all fallacies, count in every expense, and get
the price that will pay the profit. This is no small
order, but if you have the courage to study your business just as critically as though it were a competitor's,
it is possible to discover the real facts — and make real
profits. Search for the expenses that get away and
you will know what your bu.siness really pays.
The average business does not really pay Avhat it is
supposed to pay, because the owner lacks sufficient
business training to discover the hidden leaks._ His
wrong, his principles wrong, and hi.^ calpremises are
culations often Avrong.
Dealer Fools Himself

The first and most general fallacy is that which, in
spite of figures, repeats to itself: "I am making 10
or some other per cent." This form of self-hypnosis is
so common that it has almost the force of a trade
custom.
"If I ever want to sell out," the owner reasons, "I
can't sell a business that does not pay. Then, too, if I
claim my business is not paying, it is a reflection on
my ability." So he makes the claim of a mythical 10,
or 20, or 25 per cent, until he actually believes he is
earning that much.
A tradesman celebrated this winter his forty-fifth
anniversary in his town and shop. It is his proud
boast
that" So
he firmly
has made,
yearfixed
in and
yearmind
out, that
his he
20
ner cent.
is this
in his
resents, as a disloyal act. the attempt of his son — a
skilled accountant — to show him that last year's business paid him but 14yo per cent, and that he has had
vears when he actually lost money. The .son, used to
calculating the profits of city concerns, sees in a
glance what his father has not seen in forty-five years
of business in one place.
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A second fallacy is the assumption that all, or a
great part, taken in over the cost price is profit.
The master barber of a five chair shop found one of
his men calculating. "I'm going to start a shop," he
announced. "Last Saturday I did $4.80 worth of work
for which you gnve me $1.20, consequently you made
.$3.60 profit out of me. 1 am going to start a shop and
getThis
all the
profit." barber, having omitted to note
journeyman
that he had drawn $1.20 for Tuesday's work — which
day he took in but 50 cents — he was a surprised man
when the new shop was sold five months later to pay
wages and rent.
All Expenses Should be Included
Third on the list of profit eating fallacies is the belief that every expense incurred because of the business
should not be charged in the expense to run. Thus a
caterer neglected to charge in the wages of his wife
and children in running the business. His oversight
is duplicated every day. Where a business owns a
building, the rental is frequently neglected in calculations; window displays, particularly where the display is depreciable, often fail to connect with a charge;
and interest on investment is never reckoned by fully
fiO per cent, of business men to-day.
A fourth fallacy is to take the price paid the supplier as the actual price of goods, neglecting various
other items, such as railM^ay charges. The cost price
of goods is their cost when on the shelves ready to sell.
Fifth — and one of the greatest fallacies of business
— is the theory that profit percentages are reckoned
on the price paid for merchandise. That overactivity .
in one department is successful in overcoming loss,
neglect, or lack of method in another, is a sixth fallacy
that misleads many in an honest attempt to determine
the real profit. "Extra business necessitates extra expenses," rectifies the seventh fallacy. Almost every
business man has his eye on a point ahead where he
Avill round out profit by a little more business. But
increase of business is not necessarily followed by increase of profits. There are other factors to reckon
with.
THE VALUE OF DETAILS

It is the detail that counts. All small advertising
cashes in on that basis. The old game of smashing
the buyer's favor is played out. Whether
wayorinto
your
in talk
type. Be as warlike as you desire, it is
bayonet touches that count, as the fencing masters say.
Pave the way with a barrage fire. Make your first
words to the customer count. But watch the details.
While you are hammering your proposition home the
prospect may be watching the calendar.
Wiite for our catalogue. We manufacture Lawn Swings, Folding Chairs, Chair
Seals, Lamps, Garden Seats, etc.

J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal
AgentM at
Calgary
Vancouver
Winnipeg
London
Toronto
Ottawa
St.
John
Quebec
Yarmouth
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HINTS

FOR

DEMONSTRATIONS

Use a pleasant voice.
This is not petty advice. People who come to buy
music generally are people with an ear. More than
simply an auditory organ — an ear for pleasant sound.
The voice of a huckster or hot-dog barker is incongruous in selling music. Practice a well-modulated, firm
voice, and last but most important, remember: "The
voice with a smile wins."
Make as few motions as possible.
This also may be a new thought, but it is an important one. You should always give the idea that
the machine is easy and pleasant to operate. Don 't
stand in front of the machine in demonstrating. Don't
get into the machine as if you were having trouble with
the spark plug. The prospect should feel in the ease
of the machine that "the little finger does it.'' Start
and stop the machine with as little motion as possible.
Be graceful in placing the record upon the turntable,
being careful not to go jabbing for the centre of the
record as if you were playing a game and won a cigar
every time you made a hit. Don't start to put on a
record and then change your mind every other time.
It creates the impression that your first choice was a
poor one. Make up your mind what you are going to
do and do it. There should be as much smooth running in a p'honograph demonstration as an automobile
test.
The above are simply a couple of "surface" thoughts
which many of your dealers may have overlooked.
Give them the tip.
PHONOGRAPH

IS SOLACE

AT FRONT

"When T was across in France seeing the boys," said
Harry Lauder, "I often thanked the inventor of the
talking machine for not having lived in vain. A record
out yonder, where the mwd is much deeper than even
in the streets of dear auld Glasca on the worst winter

in

Store

day, a record brings back the sniff o' the hills, the wee
ingle neuk, and the days o' auld lang syne. It's graun.
I'm tellin' ye! What an invention! Voices o' loved
ones ahvays wi' you; sangs o' the hameland. the mountain and glen to inspire you. to fill your heart and
strengthen your arm. Aye, the talking machine is a
thinking machine, and the thoughts that it inspires are
pleasant thoughts — thoughts o' hame and the dear
ones left behind."
Such is Harry Lauder's d'i'scriplion of music among
the men at the front in an interview with the London
Phono-Record shortly after his return from his recent
visit to the western front. "I'll tell you a wee story."
he proceeded in his own pawky and inimitable way.
"an' it's no a made-up yin. min, I'm telling ye! This
is a story of how a gramophone backed up the gallant
soldiers o' a gallant Scottish Regiment. The day's
duties had been long and arduous, and for hours and
hours the Jocks liad been under a fierce bombardment
— without a rest and without a halt. Then day gave
way to night. Shells were continually bursting; Lazy
Lizzies, Whistling Willies and a' the rest o' the devil's
messengers. Now the rain came on. Sheets and
sheets o' it— rain that looked as if it never would
stop, and made one wonder where it all came from.
Even the Frenches were flooded. That night passed
and at dawn the Germans were scattered and new
positions Avere taken.
But still it rained."
Harry at this stage quietly chuckled. puflPed away at
his pipe, and went on. "Several hours later the boys
were relieved, and tramped miles back to their rest
camp — amid mud to the knees all the road, and with
the water streaming down their neeks and squelching
in their boots. It Avas evening before they arrived
at the place AA'here Avarm tea, Avarm clothing, and a
good dry bed aAvaited them, but, man. CA'en before a
helmet Avas doffed one o' the Jocks made for *he company gramophones. He .slipped on a record, wound
up the machine, and started it agoin. And the dis■ comforts of the past thirty-six hours Avere sent
into oblivion Avhen the machine calmly churned
nut, 'When you come to the end of a Perfect
SUMMER

Suggestion for tlie arrangement of a phonograph window.
room idea and general arrangement.

the

Note tlie

PHONOGRAPH

TRADE

Some dealers have an idea that the Avinter is
;he big selling season for phonographs as peoDav.'"
ple spend so much time indoors. The experiences of firms Avhich have made a big feature of
talking machines shoAV that a big trade is also
possible during the summer season. There is
an increasing demand for phonographs for
summer resorts, camps and summer dancing.
This should be kept in mind in pushing for
trade uoaa'. Impress on customers that they
might as aa'cII get their machine right away,
hoAvever ,and so get full benefit from it.
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Proposed Embargo
Instruments

on Musical

The embargo that the Dominion Grovernment proposes to place on musical instruments of all kinds is
not altogether unexpected by any means, the talking
machine and piano trades having received previous intimation as to this course of action being probable.
The effect that the embargo will have on the talking
machine trade varies, those manufacturers of machines vi^hose products are made in Canada not being
affected, but on the other hand benetited by somewhat
lessened competition from American firms dealing in
Canada who may not see their way clear to open manufacturing plants in Canada. There are a few talking
machine firms of U. S. parentage with quite a substantial trade in the Dominion, who up to the present have
not had manufacturing plants in Canada, but who will
now be forced into making arrangements for the manufacture of their products in this country.
The question as to whether talking machine records
are likely to be placed on the embargo list is not quite
so clear. If the import of records is prohibited, it
will be quite a serious matter for the majority of talking machine firms, as most of them bring their records
in from the United States, although there are some
manufactured in Canada.
The embargo which will cover a variety of lines is
being imposed in order to correct the balance of trade
which has existed between Canada and the United
States. The adverse balance against Canada has
operated seriously upon exchange, which has been running to almost two per cent, on New York. The working out of the details of the embargo has been turned
over to the Canadian War Board.

The

ADVERTISING

If you want to do calendar advertising, do it when
you will get results. Most calendars are distributed
for the first of January. As a result, nearly every
home and place of business has a surplus of calendars
at that time of the year, and in six months there may
be a shortage, and those at hand will be soiled and
torn. Distribute your calendar in the middle of the
year some time, when a fresh calendar will look good
to people. Do not send it out "v^ath January the top
leaf, but have it made with the current month, the
month of distribution at the top ready for use. Thus
you avoid having your calendars torn up and the pads
"used for fancy work while the picturesthearecalendar
made into
an
Christmas gifts. In order to make
obvious advertisement for the store, have your name
iiuprinted on the picture where it cannot be removed
wit'.iout spoiling the picture. One good way is to use
a hali'toiu' of your store for the picture, thus giving
the whole a personal touch. Distribute the calendars right in the homes and offices where you want them
used, and don't leave them if they are not wanted. —
Chicago Furniture Journal.

No business man would think of opening his cash box
and handing out dollar bills to every Tom, Dick and
Harry who came into his store and asked for the loan of
them. He would lend them only to those in whose integrity he had, from experience, learned to have confidence. But with merchandise the practice of altogether too many is quite to the contrary. And yet
merchandise is representative of money just as much as
is the bill which bears the stamp of authority of some
bank or of the Government.

Talker

Walker

The Walker plays any make of disc record,
reproducing true the tone and shading of
the artist.

the Brooks' Automaequipp,edit with
Being
plays or repeats a record
tic Repeater
any number of times and then stops at
your will.
Be the one merchant in your town to handle
the highest grade talking machine —
THE

WALKER

TALKER

The Walker surpasses all competition. It
is made in designs which attract attention
of the most particular people.
WRITE

The

Walker

Bin

US FOR JGENCY

and
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"PROPOSITION

Store
LIMITED

KITCHENER

Fixture

ONTARIO

Company
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Timeliness is a most important factor in the display
and sale of any product, and particularly so of talking
machines and records, for in that line there are almost
endless opportunities for featuring records to fit in
with any public or semi-public occasion.
Tlie various talking machine companies in their own
advertising and in the suggestions offered to dealers

Come in and hear
the New Records
To-day is the time to add some attractive
selections to your record Jibrarj'. This is
the beginning of the great music season.
Blanlt records this year are supreme. There
is everything for everybody — light opera
gems, eatchy popular songs, wonderful records
and dance music.
We give instant and jiroper service. You
secure absolutely new records here. We do
not sell records used for demonstrating.
Come to the House of McLean for your
records.
J. J. H. McLean.
Sugg-estive ad. featuring records.
keep pretty close track of the national holidays, such
as Thanksgiving, Christmas, Victoria Day, Dominion
Day, etc., and it is therefore easy for the dealer to
adapt that publicity to his local needs. The live retailer, however, will find that there are many chances
for active exploitation of certain records limited to his
own locality.
As the various military units march off to camp the
occasion is frequently made a semi-holiday, and some
appropriate cards and records in the dealer's window
should not only prove pleasing to the departing soldiers
and their friends, but should call their attention to
popular patriotic records that are most timely. Then
there are local concerts and entertainments, harvest
festivals, and a hundred and one affairs that can he
adapted to his own purposes by the dealer; although
there are no special records that exactly fit the occasion, there is always a window that can be arranged in
a manuer to attract by reason of its very timeliness. .
Cash in on Current Events
In his circular matter, too, the retailer will find that
it will pay to include some apt comments on current
and coming local events and to emphasize the fact that
the talking machine and records should occiapy a decidedly welcome place at that particular time.
Tt is all a case of getting out of the rut, by doing
things a little differently, and bringing .selling arguments to the attention of the public in connection with
events in which they are already interested. A talking
machine dealer may make a living, but he certainly
will never make money by following the line of least
resistance.
Keep Name and Product Before Public
He should keep his name and the products he
handles constantly before the public in a manner that
will attract and hold their attention. To work along
the same lines followed by a half dozen or more other
dealers may get some results, but real business will
come from following out ideas of his own develop-

A \ O THE UNDERTAKER
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ment. A live dealer, however, should be more or less
interested in his competitors and in men in the same
line in other sections for the benefit of the knowledge
that he may gain through such interest. It is much
easier to adapt to one locality a plan tried suece.ssfully
in other sections than it is to run the risk of experimenting and failing with a brand new idea "Watching
how dealers in other sections handle their publicity in
connection with special events should give the average
dealer a working basis on which he can improve at
will.
PERSONALITY

COPY

THAT

WINS

If you have gotten in the rut with your talking machine copy, here's an idea that may pull you out. says
The Chicago Furniture Journal: Run a series of what
I am going to call "personality" ads. Read the piece
of copy shown here and you will get the idea. The
big value of such copy is that it gets the reader's attention. And once having been read, the message sticks,
and sets the woman who has read it to thinking. If
she herself is a travelling man's wife, this copy touches
her in a vital spot. But even if she isn't, she can
sympathize with the other woman, and from doing so
will come to the conclusion that a talking machine
wouldn't be a bad idea to help her own lonesome hours
to pass more pleasantly.
Run the ad. shown here for

"Yes, John
home

is away

from

most of the time — "
' ' A traveling man 's wife gets terribly
lonesome sometimes. But I seldom
get lonesome any more; of course, I
miss my husband, but since he gave
me that beautiful Goodone Phonograph on my last birth da.v, I always
have entertainment at hand to check
the blues \\ath. Unless you have a
phonograph you can't imagine what a
great comfort and pleasure good phonograph music is to lonesome folks. I
simjily could not live without my
phonograph now that I have learned to
depend
on what
it to acheer
me up."
This is
woman
customer of
ours told her next-door neighbor about
the Goodone phonograjjh she bought of
us. And we sold the neighbor a machine the following week.
Do YOU ever get lonesome? If so,
may we show you the Goodone?
THE FINE FURNITURE CO.
Anywhere.
Any Street No.

your first, then run one along the same order supposedly written by a doctor's wife, and so on along
lines that will occur to you. The copy vai-iations can
easily be put in by your advertising man. This is
merely to give yovi the idea.

MAKE USE OF MAKER'S ADVERTISING
A good many retailers handling phonographs do not
make use of the advertising of manufacturers whose
goods they handle, in the way they should. Connect
your store up with their advertising by the use of such
ads. on show cards or pasted on the window.
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Phonograph

Recording for Pathe
and most of them
exclusively.
Muratore, Muzio, Didur, Thibaud, Ganz, Grace Hoffman,
Rimini, Ober, Cavalieri, Bispham, Slezak, Urlus, Weil,
Fitziu, Sammarco, Ruffo, De
Cisneros, Journel, Chenal, Maguenat and others.

'T'HE retail sale is the final objective
^
point.
And

the ultimate

user of a phono-

graph isinclined to buy the machine
where he need not change the needle,
and

of records.

one playing all makes
These

are

only

two

Pathe

advantages.
Write — we'll

Pathe

Freres

give you the others.

Phonograph

Co. of Canada,

Ltd.

Factories and Head Office :
4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO, Canada.
DISTRIBUTORS:
Ontario
— Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
Pathe
Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
— Lindsay,
Quebec
C. W.
Ltd., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
E. J. W.hiitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hewson & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
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Some suggestions in regard to reaching prosptdi Jor talliing machines in the country through the agency of the
automobile
An article from Talking Machine World.

INCREASING the number of sales for talking machines to the country customers by the dcciler can
be made possible with a little extra efifort on the
part of the salesman, provided there is a special appeal
advanced. Advertising- will be a help, of coarse, and
it will act as an incentive to bring some prospects to
your store, but there are others who can not be induced to visit your store. There are various reasons
for this lack of interest and to arouse a keener desire
on the part of such possible customers to become buyers demands a personal visit.
This method of co-operation partakes of the personal
equation that has so much to its credit and that arouses
that larger interest that must be a part of the many
sales transactions in the store. Your personal visit to
the homes arouses that increased desire to become a
customer, and you will be amply repaid for the time
and expense that is thus involved. Not only +hat, but
it will act as a means of publicity that will do much to
make additional sales for you in localities tha+ are not
so easily reached by the ordinary routes.
How One Salesman Works
To cite an instance of this kind that has been very
productive of results, and that has proven the v/isdom
of the method we have in mind, we will refer to a salesman who has been making out-of-toM^n trips for a
house in a large city. His method has been to begin
early in the week, using a Ford motor car. He loads
a number of machines on the ear and then, with a route
list planned out that will cover about a week's trie,
goes in quest of the customers. He does not specify
any particular time as to the length of the trip, though
he makes it average about a week. He v-isits the
country trade, leaves a machine on trial whe^'e there
is a possible sale, makes his talks and by a clever salci
impression many times makes the sale.
You see he has the prospect at an advantage. He
can easily offer to place a machine in the home and
with the use of a few Avell-selected records, and the
simple heart-to-heart talk, make the customer keen for
a desire to have a machine in his home. There is a
difference in having the machine in the home. It has
an effect that is not always possible with a visit to the
store. There one is often interrupted, even though
the salesroom is a neat and compact little apartment
that has been made so attractive for the demoij«tration
of the machine. There is likely to be a desir*^ to hold
off. It is so easy to visit other stores and to lo.ok about
before deciding.
Once the customer leaves your store you have lost an
opportunity that is not at all certain to be met with
again. The other man has his particular talking points
and his particular arguments to advance that might —
well, anyhow, you know that the sales are lost in this
way that might be had where the conditions were different. It is like getting the name on the dotted line.
It is far better to have this than to have the prospect
say, "I like this machine, but I'm not quite sure about

when
be all
I'll
neverbe

I will buy it." Or, "Yes, the machine seems to
right. T think I'll buy this one, but not to-day.
back in atodaygetorback.
so." For various reasons they
manage

Advantagre of Getting the Machine Into Home
But the machine that has been placed in the home is
different. There it is and there is can remain for your
prospective customer to try out so that if there are any
complaints and anything about the machine or its
operation they can be made clear without the least
misunderstanding. The live salesman can even go
further, he can place the machine in a proper place in
the home so that the best possible results will be the
outcome. You know that the machine does not always
give satisfaction after it has been placed in the home
and the reason at times is due to the fact that it has
not been located in the section of the room that will
show it off to the best advantage.
Then there are complaints made and the machine
gets the blame for the trouble. This can be obviated
by the intellig'^nt salesman who exnlains this, and to
avoid this possibility gives the setting of the machine
his personal attention. This interest on his part
pleases the customer and the effects are sure to increase
the desire to have one.
Well, here it is right in the home. He playr. a careful selection of records, these varying according to the
tastes of the customer, and informing them that it is
so easy to get other records when they are desired.
The difiRcultv for the customer to refuse to buy under
these conditions is much increased. The competitors'
machines are not there. There are no ou+sid? inter uptions. Itmakes it possible for every mf^mber
of the family to henr it nlay. It mieht be that some
of the neighbors come to hear it, and other SRles are
thus made possible. What a world of opportunities
for the salesman with a motor car.
You can 20 after your trade with an aopeal that
reaches nuiekly. There are not any annoying delays.
Customers can tell you of others whom they feel might
be interested. You can sell more machines in this way
and Avith less expense than some of the dealers feel is
possible. Then your record sales are incrpased. for
your store has become associated v.i+h the particular
line of machines and the customers can turn to you
when in need of any records, or when they desire to
make other purchases. Go aftgr the countrv trade
and take the machine into the homes and thereby make
your sales count for something that is worth while.
"MAKE

YOUR

HOME

HOMELIKE"

The above is the slogan of the Matthews' Furniture
Store, Port Arthur. They say in an advertisement.
"A house well-furnished means a home well-balanced
— where unity and amity dwell. To those who dwell
in it, a badly furnished home means unrest and dis-
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Heart
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of

a

Phono^rapK
Motor

its

g

building must rest upon the secure foun
PHONOGKAPH
dation of a perfectly-designed and correctly-built motor.
Unless you get the best possible motor you are bringing
trouble on yourself, your dealer, and causing dissatisfaction to
the user.

has won wonderful and enduring popularity and is considered by
manufacturers and users as being the best motor in the world.
Dayton Motors are made in four styles and sizes. They
are noiseless, easy winding and durable.

Dayton Tone Arms
Five styles.
records.

are universal, playing any disc

Dayton Reproducers
are scientifically correct and
thoroughly practical.
Two styles.
Build satisfaction into your products by
using the quality line —
Dayton
Dayton

Motors

Tone

Arms

Dayton
Reproducers.
They
will bring you more business and satisfy
the most exacting customers.
Sold all over the world and used in the
highest class Talking Machines
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

The

Thomas

Mfg.

Co.

328 Bolt St., Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.
Toronto

Office:

911 Kent

Building
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PRESIDENT OF CANADIAN SYMPHONOLA COMPANY HAS HAD EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE
The president of the Canadian Symphonola Talking
Machine Co. Ltd., whose plant is located on Brock
Ave.. Toronto, is Mr. William Long, who has had extensive experience in the piano business. Prior to going into the manufacture of talking machines, Mr.
Long spent a good deal of time and money studying
the intricacies of the talking machine, in order to perfect a sound-chamber and get the correct proportions
for his machines before starting to manufacture them.
Before entering the selling end of the piano business
Mr. Long had a number of years of practical experif^nee
in the piano business, so that he is Avell ([ualified to
direct both the manufacturing and selling activities nf
the Canadian Symphonola Company.
SALE

OF RECORDS

TO FOREIGNERS

A good many dealers do not appreciate the possibilities for the sale of records to the foreign population. Those who do not should read the following
comment by the music editor of the Edmonton
Journal :
"It astonishes one who has not had occasion
to learn to what extent our foreign population
chasers of talking machine records. Many
delight in the opera records.
Their children

to know
are purof them
soak up

AND

THE UNDERTAKER
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the musical training tlie public schools give like a lai gisponge in a dribble of water. If the greatne.ss of
Canada's future lies to a very substantial extent in
the new citizenship molded from a fusion of temperaments, then to the rank and file of our foreigners will
much credit be due for the introduction of more music
among the masses."
STRONG

ORGANIZATION BEHIND MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE SALES CO.

W. B. Puckett. vice-president and general manager
of the Williams Piano Co. Ltd.. and F. A. Trestrial,
advertising manager of the same company, are now
with the Musical Merchandise Sales Co.. distributers
of Brunswick phonographs in Canada. John E. White,
salesmanager of the Williams Piano Co., is also joining
the Brunswick organization.
Mr. Puckett went with the Williams Co. eight years
ago in the capacity of bookkeeper and rose to the position of general manager. Mr. Trestrail came frov.1
NcAV York in 191.5 to take charge of the advertising department. In October last he became identified with
the distribution of Brunswick phonographs. Mr.
White was formerly with Hurteau. Williams & Co.
The Toronto offices of the Musical Merchandise Sales
Co., are at the corner of Adelaide and Toronto St<;.
They intend opening branches in Winnipeg and Montreal.

A CANADIAN TALKING MAOHIMK PLANT.
Views of the manufacturing dnpartnients of the Canadian Symphonola
(.'oinpany. Limited. Toronto.

Finishing deparrnient.

Assembling department.

Machine room.

Cabinet room.
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THE

ACHIEVEMENT

IN RECENT

Perfection

Machine

Talking

YEARS

AND

ARE

PROGRESS

EMPHASIZED

IN PHONOGRAPH
IN THE

LATEST

MAKING

DESIGNS

OF

NATIONAL
CANADA'S
TALKING
MACHINE

The determination of the Cana-

This high-grade talking machine
is offered to the trade with an

dian Symphonola Co. has been
to manufacture talking machines

iron-clad guarantee from Can-

that, by their charm of both
design and tone-quality, will
appeal to those who realize the
necessity of handling nothing but

ada's largest manufacturers of
phonographs (exclusively).

The styles are sufficiently varied
in design to provide for a wide
range in individual taste.

high-class machines.

FIVE STYLES, FINISHED IN
EITHER OAK OR MAHOGANY.

SELLING RETAIL AT FROM
$60.00 TO $225.00. TERMS
ON ENQUIRY.

SATISFACTION

Much

of the joy of Hfe comes

from the knowledge

of having accomplished

some-

thing— having done something and done it w^ell. This is the joy that our dealers
feel, when they deliver to a customer any machine we manufacture.
Without any obligation whatever on your part, we will deliver one of our Symphonolas for your mspection, and if it is not superior to any machme on your floor,
considering price, it may be returned at our expense.
MADE
The

Canadian

IN CANADA

Symphonola

31-37 Brock

Avenue

-

BY
Company,
Toronto, Canada

Limited
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Don't

Laugh
at the Mistakes of Customers
// does not pay to make fun of the mistakes of
customers —Laugh with them but not at them.

IT is not difficult for the average talking machine
salesman to recount the humorous instances that
occur in the course of his experience in the store,
of the people who have come in without any knowledge of what they wanted or with the wrong name foithe desired record, and people who have been confused
as to artists and makes of machines, and brought their
troubles to the salesman. These instances for the
most part are really funny, but the time to laugh at
them is when the customer has left the store, and when
there are no outsiders to hear.
Many Customers Not Versed in Musical Names
We all know the story of the brawny Irishman who
entered a talking machine store and demanded a record
by "Al. McOluck.'' The incident is related as a story,
but the average salesman has to meet demands equally
as ridiculous every day in the week. Every customer
is not well versed in the names of musical compositions^
nor can everyone pronounce correctly the names of
foreign artists. In fact, there are many salesmen,
supposed to be authorities, who have weird methods of
some of the ai-tists' names.
pronouncing
When a customer enters the store and asks, as did
the colored woman, for the record "Human Rest." it
is up to the saleman to inquire casually if the record
wanted is not "Humoresque, " and to act as though
the customer had simply made a slip of the tongue. No
matter how peculiar may sound some of the demands
of customers, to the salesman who knows his line of
records there is always a possibility of associating the
customer's demand Avith some record in stock. The
words may be different, but there is a phonetic similarity that cannot be mistaken. To grasp that similarity upon the instant and to save the customer embarrassment bybringing the desired record forward
without delay is one of the traits of the salesman who
knows his business.
Don't Smile at Customer's Mistakes
We have seen incidents where the salesman has
smiled in a superior way at the demand of a customer,
and taken long enough to explain to that customer
just where he, or she, was in error in pronouncing the
name or indicating the desired selection. We have
seen these customers flush with emharrassment. or
more frequently with anger, and hurry out of the store
before completing a purchase. Even when the customers did stay after being corrected, they acted as
though their feelings were hurt and only bought the
one record asked for to prevent the further embarrassment of having the salesman sneer as they went out
where salesempty handed. We have seen occasions
men have smiled and actually laughed at the mistakes
of a customer. It doesn't require statistics to prove
that the customer once laughed at is a customer lost.
Necessary to Educate
One of the great problems of the talking machine
has been to bring into the lives of the musically uneducated the greatest works of the masters. The man
or woman who formerly depended for his music upon

the vaudeville theatre or even the hand organ can now
play at home and by means of the talking machine the
great arias and symphonies that under ordinary conditions would be as foreign to him as Chinese. It is but
natural that the average mortal cannot delve into this
new musical world without making some mistakes, and
every mistake thus recorded in the talking machine
store may be accepted as proof positive that another
convert has been won over to the cause of good music.
Get Goodwill of Customer

The man or woman who comes in and pronounces
the name of some foreign composition or some foreign
artist casually and without hesitation generally has
much experience with the higher types of music, but
the person who comes in and stumbles is exploring a
new realm, and the salesman who is looking towards
the future of the business should make a special effort
to make that exploration pleasant and to remove the
stumbling blocks of almost unpronounceable names
with courtesy and tact. Then the customer leaves the
store with the feeling that he has been well treated and
will come again, rather than with the feeling that he
has been laughed at and that his trade is not wanted.
Moreover, if after the exit of the customer making
the humorous mistakes the salesman sees fit to laugh
by himself, or in company with his fellows, that fact is
noticed by other customers who happen to be present,
and we may be sure, if any among them is not quite
sure of his ground, he is going to think awhile about
coming into that store again, unless for a record that
to him. Of coui-se if the salesis perfectly familiar
man's sense of humor is strong enough to overcome
his sense of business and he can only control himself
sufficiently to let the customer get out of the store,
why, there is generally a stockroom in the basement
or in the rear of the talking machine store to which he
can repair and roll on the floor in glee for a few
moments to relieve his feelings.
When he is selling records the salesman is not paying
for and should not expect free entertainment. The
customer comes into the store not in the role of a
comedian but in the role of a purchaser and should be
treated as such. The- adage, "Laugh and grow fat." is
all right under certain circumstances, but the salesman who laughs at customers' mistakes is going to
of nourishment and the wheregrow thin through lack
withal to purchase same.
WOULDN'T WORK TWICE
In a Canadian camp somewhere in England a second
George Washington has been found. He. in company
with "several others, had been granted four days' leave,
and, as usual, wired for extension. But no hackneyed excuse was his. In fact, it was so original that
it has been framed and now hangs in a prominent spot
It ran as follows:
in the battalion orderly-room.
"Nobody dead, nobody ill; still going strong, having a good time, and got plenty of money. Please
And extensio
he got n."
it!
grant
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A

Dependable
Phonograph
Model "B" $45

THE

Model "C" $32.50

PHONOLA

The growing demand for talking machines does not make you any money if
you haven't a dependable make to offer, at the right price, with a generous
dealer's discount.
"Phonolas" should be your first choice. As musical instruments of the highest class they are well-made to the minutest detail — finished from bottom to
top, inside and out, so as to appeal to the most exacting buyers.
Fine tone and absence of needle
scratch are synonymous with
the name, " Phonola." It has a
Canada-wide reputation for upto-date-ness and progress.

''Phonolas

Please''

''Phonolas

Satisfy''

"Phonolas

THE

Pay"

POLLOCK

Mfg.

Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of the
"PHONONA"
Model "Princess" $135

KITCHENER

ONTARIO
Model "Prince" $175
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Prompt

Fair

Service

Prices
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iiiiniia
TRADE MARK

"Quality"

Line

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

"Evel"

Stands

for

first, last, and all the time.

"QuaHty"

Whether

the casket

is our finest mahogany or a cheap broadcloth— it is
made with honest material, the design is artistically
correct, it is carefully inspected, and it is stamped
with the indefinable touch of quality. If you are
looking for real quality goods get in touch with
the "Evel" line.
Polished Caskets in Oak, Mahogany, Walnut, Gum,
and Birch. Cloth and Plush-covered Caskets.
Ladies' and Gents' Suits in latest fashions. Pillow
Sets and Linings in exclusive designs. Westfield
Plate Hardware.

i

i

The

Evel

Casket

Hamilton

Company,
Ontario

Has no affiliation with an^ other firm in the Trade
llllllllllllllillilillliilliraiililillilllillill

Ltd.
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Problems akers'
affecting the Undertal(ing Profession are here discussed and readers are invited to send letters
Undert
expressing their views on any of the subjects dealt with — Depar
News of the profession throughouttment
Canada.

New

Winnipeg

Funeral

Home

One

of

Finest

in the

West

A. B. Gardiner & Co., funeral directors, move into neto premises,
which has been beautified and modernized to the highest degree.
By CURTIS A. SMITH
WE

are, most of us, in the habit of passing very
quickly over thoughts of funerals and "undertakers." They are not subjects for cheerful contemplation, it must be admitted. And yet,
there has been a change — ^progressive men, keeping
pace with modern advancement in all other lines of
human endeavor, are revolutionizing this business.
They are lifting it up out of the gloom and sordidness
begotten of old fashioned and crude methods, and in
so doing are rendering an inestimable service to mankind.
Among the very foremost of Canadian men who are
striving to attain the ideal in this business is a Winnipeg man. He is A. B. Gardiner, sole proprietor of
the firm of A. B. Gardiner & Co., funeral directors.
It was not with any very apparent enthusiasm that
I set forth to inspect the A. B. Gardiner & Co.'s new
funeral home at 172 Kennedy St., which Mr. Gardiner
has recently purchased and fitted up. I did not anti
cipate a pleasant time, but an agreeable surprise
awaited me. I enjoyed every one of the sixty minutes Ispent looking through
this beautiful establishmerir
and chatting with its very
congenial owner, who. by the
way, is not an "undertaker"
at all — he can't be. He
isn't the least bit gloomy
and long-faced. And that is
just the difference perhaps
between an "undertaker"
and a
funeral director,
Modern
methods have so
changed the business that
the name had also to be
changed.
Finest in the West
I trust the reader will
pardon me if 1 shall appear
to employ adjectives rather
extravagantly in my deseription. It is necessary. This
new funeral home of the A.
B. Gardiner Company, than
which there is none superior
in Western Canada, is simply
beautiful, and merits a generous use of adjectives.

Mr. Gardiner's dominant idea in fitting and equipping his new place of business was- to make it homelike and to keep removed from it every trace of commercialism and suggestiveness of the business which
it represents.
He has succeeded.
No. 172 Kennedy St., is a fine old mansion of brick
and stone, large and roomy, and given just the right
air of distinction and dignity by an imposing tower
over the front of the building. The street itself in
this section is beautiful — thickly bordered with elms —
and although of easy access to the main business
thoroughfares is just sufficiently remoA'-ed to give it
peace and quietude. The privacy which is desirable
in an establishment of this nature is thus afforded.
The Elegant Interior
Mr. Gardiner has spared no expense to make the interior of his new place all that could be desired by the
most particular people. The entrance is impressive
and admits one to a long spacious hall. On the right
is the office, correct in its appointments in every detail.
Immediately back of the
office is the reception room.
Here the home idea is carried
out witli good effect. The
room is beautifullly furnished, yet restful and inviting, with a cheering fire-

Exterior of A.172 U.Kennedy
(iaidinerStreet,
& Co.'sWinnipeg.
new funeral home at

Across the hall and runplace. ning the full length of the
south side of the building is
tlie service parlor. This is
the principal part of the
establishment and is the part
which will make the A. B.
Gnrdiner Co. more famous in
its line throughout the West.
The building has been remodelled to make this room
just what was wanted. It
is not oidy correct in every
detail, but is, one might say,
lavishly furnished, yet so
tastefully and harmoniously
that its lavishness does not
obtrude. Deep Kliorassan
rugs of the Oriental pattern
not oidy beautify, but assist
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quiet. The
the desired
greatly in maintaining
trimmed
velvet,
mulberry
rich
a
are
draperies
are decorated with a
walls
The
in old gold.
most wonderful green heavy silk cloth wall covering.
The wood work is maThe effect is most pleasing.
hogany and the furniture is all Jacobean oak of the
Finally, a soft
molt expensive and elegant pattern.
indirect lighting system gives just the right touch to
On the whole, the room is most tastefully and
it all.
richly appointed, and is doubtless surpassed byof few,
this
At the front
either in the States or Canada.
casket
the
for
room
vate
semi-pri
a
is
service parlor
This room is conand the family of the deceased.
nected with the main parlor with
double doors, but has a private
access to the hallway. Here also is
the organ for the musical service.
The casket is placed beneath a
beautiful canopy of white silk, or
white trimmed with purple, as desired, and at either end stand high
of wood to
electric candelabras
ings. The
furnish
match the other
kept upbeen
has
effect
e
home-lik
radiplace
permost and the whole
ates peace and beauty.
The Modern Way

And this all leads back to a previous statement I made to the effect
that the manner of conducting
funerals has undergone great
changes. Modern methods have
removed much of the agony and
havoc to nerves at this sad ordeal.
The chief aim of the modern and,
up-to-date funeral director is to do
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— that
years
recent
in the vogue of holding funerals of
90 per cent, of all funeral services are now conducted
from the funeral director's establishment if he be
properly equipped for that purpose. It has been found
that this also relieves much of the mental agony attendant upon such occasions. By removing the body
of the deceased from the home and by conducting the
service .smoothly and beautifully as can be done in a
properly equipped place, the feelings are soothed and
relieved to a very noticeable extent.
A word more about this modern establishment. T
went down into his display rooms, where are kept all
Here he has a very
the necessary funeral supplies.
of caskets — beautistock
extensive
ful caskets of mahogany and oak.
or finished in silks, plushes and the
grey velours, all
prett.v French
richly lined with white silk and
trimmed with antique silver.
Furthe'r back on this floor is tlie
mortuary, modern and sanitary in
eciuipment. and Avhere only expert
help is employed.
At the rear of the building a
large garage is in course of con-in
struction, which will be modern
every respect.
The firm has just recently moved
into its new establishment from the
firm's old stand at 531 ^Main St..
where the business has been conducted for 28 years, being one of
the oldest in the city. The business

A. B. Gardiner
Proprietor of and
the Gardiner
business. funeral home

Reception room in the new Gardiner funeral home.
that very thing. In their sorrow and bereavement the
family and relatives are never in a condition to bear up
under the worry and nerve strain occasioned by the
responsibility of seeing that everything is looked after
properly. The modern funeral director takes every
responsibility and really is a real physician in the
.soothing and quiet manner in which he carries out his
work. He is willing and capable to take care of every
detail— securing the services of the minister, the musicians, care and arrangement of floral tributes, providing conveyances for the family and friends, seeing that
properly delivcards of sympathy for the family are
ered, and numerous other necessary details.
Mr. Gardiner says that there has been a great change

Gardiner'sin
by Mr. Gardiner,
was established
father,
the late George
1889. For a number of years Wm.
Conollv was associated with the

The large service parlors where funeral services are held,
elder Mr. Gardiner in the business. Mr. A. B. Gardiner
became active in the concern in 1900 and was a partner
with his father for eleven years. In 1912 his father
time he has been the sole propriedied and since that
tor of the institution.

Mr Gardiner recently travelled through the Western
States and especiallv along the Pacific Coast, where h^
made a study of all new ideas and methods m his line,
modern
for it is on' the Pacific Coast that the most ent
ar^
establ.ishments of this kind on the contin
located
Mr. Gardiner has become widely known throughout
Western Canada as a modern funeral director through
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Maxwell

Sanitary

t^-

Steel

Vaults

th£^-

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyalily and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.
Superiority Unquestioned
Carried in Stock

Design and Construction Unequaled
All Leading Jobbers

Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

C

ase

-irtifiitiiiliiggii^^

For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
An
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handling
of Bodies.
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
Iniide Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Prices: With Tray $30.00; Without Tray $28.00; Tray Alone $5.00

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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his connection as secretary of tlie Western Canada
Funeral Association for many years.
One would naturally be led to believe that service
from such a concern would come high. Such, however, is not the ease. The company is prepared to
give an expensive and stately service to those who

Part of the Gardiner motor equipment. There is also horse
equipment.
want nothing but the ultra, but it is also prepared to
compete in the most moderate priced service.
The use of this luxuriously furnished and quiet,
dignified home— for it is a home— is given gratis to
every funeral conducted from the establishment, so
that the poorest may have the satisfaction and corn-
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After

the Shades

are Drawn

"Well, Mirandy," said Mrs. Bosbyshell to her cook.
"I hear it rumored that you are going to be married
again, this time to Joe."
"No'm, I ain't gwine git mahried again, Miss Lucy,''
replied Mirandy. "I'm very fond o' Joe, but I ain't
mahrythehim."
gwine
"What's
trouble?" asked Mrs. BosbysheU.
"Aain't no trouble, Miss Lucy," said Mirandy.
"but yo' see I done been mahried three times already,
an' to tell you de truff I'm gittin' mighty tiahed payin'
out good money to dem undahtakahs. "
FOR THE

NEW

EMBALMERS

A Scottish country woman was taking her son to the
school for the first time, and, after impressing the
schoolmaster with the neces.sity of the boy having a
thoroughly good education, she finished up by saying:
"Be sure he learns Latin."
"But, my dear lady, said the schoolmaster. "Latin is
a dead language."
"So much the better," replied the woman. "Ye
ken, he's going to be an undertaker."
ONE

ON THE

CORPORAL

Corp. Jones of the 208th Irish Canadians, a furniture
traveller before enlisting, sends this yam from England A: corporal, w^hile instructing a squad of recruits,
to relieve the monotony of drill, related some historical
facts about England, stating that William the Conqueror landed on the Island in 3065 A.D. One of the
recruits asked the corporal what A.D. meant, and he.
scratching his headrr-saidi Tic guessed it meant "after
Mr. Gardiner's private office in his new funeral home.

MAKING

fort of giving their loved ones whom death has claimed
a fitting and respectful service amid surroundings of
beauty and peace.

dark."
Mr.
defacemaent
the Brown
aboutMr.
Did you
fewof days
ne?"hearasked
tombsto
.
industry
of
captain
funeral of that eminent
"No, what was it?" inquired his neighbor
"Some one added the word 'friends' to the
"What was the epitaph?"
" 'He did his best.' "—London Opinion.

MARKING

CANADIAN

SOLDIERS'

GRAVES

on has been inThe Imperial War Graves Commissi
formed that the Canadian authorities have decided on
one pattern headstone for all Canadian graves, with
the option of a special crest or motto for each battalion
The design has not yet been settled.
on service.
UNDERTAKERS

OWN

CEMETERY

A story comes from. Baker, Oregon, where an undertaking firm acquired the local cemeteries and then
refused to sell lots to persons employing their competitors in the undertaldng business. The courts have
sustained the right of Welch & Co. to sell or refuse to
sell what is their private property. The only remedy
would seem to be for each undertaker to start a
separate cemetery for himself unless the community
should wake up to the importance of owning and controlling what ought really to be public utilities.
Don't worry — to-day is the to-morrow you worried
about yesterday.

IT FIT

s
Skinner'
after the
curiously.
epitaph."

The funeral directors of Altoona. Pa., have decided
to make a charge for chairs loaned or rented at funerals. Up to now this service has been a bill of expense to them.
r-a-iHAT the emibalmer must develop from withm is a
towardbe
one mayof question.
b'o course
I truism
■■•
w'hieh the
the embalmerTheis goal
set must
If he
that goal which is fixed for him by so<ciety.
does not develop from within he will not be ready to
respond w^hen the ©all comes. To merely bury the
dead is not the embalmer 's vofiatiou of the future.
Socielty is n«w knocking at our door and demanding
that we open it and let in the lig%t so that we may
to
better jwepare ourselves to do our part in helping
solve some of the larger problems of the day. If we
fail to respond to the demands of society we shall lose
our right to exist as a profession. — Prof. Dho:nau.
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Organization

Improves

Service

In a paragraph in "Trade Association Fundamentals," Austin
Bread tells the story of how the organizations sometimes termed
"trusts" proved successful when

in the hands of practical men.

"In the operation of these trusts," he writes, "plants that had been
permitted to fall behind in equipment and modern methods were
improved. The BEST METHODS
that the entire line of
business had been learning were applied to ALL the business.
STANDARDIZATION
was worked out ; some of the factories
were enlarged and all that continued to operate were IMPROVED.

" The result was that the trusts were soon able to give the public
BETTER
SERVICE."
This paragraph tells the story of Dominion

Manufacturers

Limited.

Since the grouping of the outstanding casket factories in one organization, the plants have been improved and methods made more
efficient because the best practice in each was made available for
all ; standardization and cost accounting have reduced production
costs ; purchasing power has been augmented by greater capital
and improved by broadened experience ; selling has been co-related
and co-operative instead of competitive— all of which has resulted
in the ultimate development of service to the undertakers of Canada.

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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No. 545 K.P.

THE

No.

DESIGN

IS MADE

THREE

WAYS

545,

Selected

546,

Solid mahogany,

three panel top

547,

Birch

three panel top

QUALITY,

Head

mahogany,

STYLE

Dominion
Office:

quarter

and

:

cut oak, three panel top

FINISH

Manufacturers,

GUARANTEED

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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for

the

Funeral

Director

By HOWARD S. ECKELS, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' College o£ Embalming, Philadelphia, Pa.
Written for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker.
Webster's dictionary tlius methods and we thereby are teaching them also to obare ethics?
WHAT
serve those sanitary precautions which conduce to
defines the word, "A system of moral principles; asystem of rules for regulating the better health and a greater longevity.
actions and manners of men."
The sanitary service to the living is one phase of our
And what is publicity? Again let us turn to our
work which we can bring out without offense to anyWebster where we find it defined as "the state of being
one. By so doing, we can excite not only the appreciation ofthe public for our work, but also by our excommunity."
a
of
knowledge
the
public or open to
Have we anything to conceal? Have we anything
ample inspire them to take all needed precautions to
which we can not afford to lay open to the inspection
contribute to the public health.
of the public ? That is the real teist to which we must
Unethical publicity, bad publicity, is that which is
put ourselves.
destructive in its methods, confidence-shaking in its
effect and repellant to the reader. Publicity, however,
Publicity is good or bad according to its effect upon
test before we can demust be put to still another
Good publicity, ethical publicity,
the public" at large.
termine whether or not it is profitable.
i^that which is confidence-producing. The undertaker
who advertises merely for business, fails of his purpose.
Does the printed word reflect the man behind it?
The man who seeks publicity because it will inspire
Does the service which it pictures find an echo in the
better business is on the right track.. He not only service which is given? If it does not, the printed
benefits himself but he benefits the profession and_ sets word is Avorse than wasted because it invites a criticism which it is sure to receive because it is untruthful.
an example for those who have not analyzed the situamyself
make
To
has.
himself
he
as
tion as deeply
There is no power on earth stronger than truth put
inshould
which
thought
the
point,
this
on
more clear
into print. Conversely, nothing is more destructive
vade every form of publicity for us is neither witb the than a lie spread broadcast. It is destructive to its
idea that it shall take funerals from your competitor
author and doubly destructive to others in that it
nor to encourage a higher death rate, but instead of shakes the confidence of the public in all engaged in
that, to educate the public to appreciate the services
our profession.
of yourself as a professional man.
Publicity, which follows the lines of education,
this is the only efficient means of educating the morality and truth, is confidence-building, constructive
and beneficial. I believe the time has come when this
public to appreciate the difference in the service offered
g
advertisin
the
by
given
r of publicity should be more generally used
that
and
characte
al
profession
the
by
cut-rater, who too often misrepresents and misleads
by the funeral directors. I would advocate ethical
the public into thinking that you are formed in a trust,
p'ublicity for the undertaker for two purposes: First.
secretly manipulating so that higher prices are charged
I regard it as the only effective weapon against the
By advertising it is pos- unethical and so-called" " cut-rate advertiser;" Second,
by you than they advertise. for
ahnost every article.
sible to increase the demand
T believe that any proper methods of increasing the
Advertising will induce a man to discard a 1915 autoof the fimeral director's work
appreciabytion
public's
will
be justified
results.
mobile and pay a heavy premium for one which bears
food
any
"Freedom," is a word common enough in our
the 1917 stamp. It can increase the sales of
comevery
almost
of
indeed,
shoes—
clothing,
language; but real freedom is rare in our mental
product,
estate. With the average mind, freedom merely
modity purchased by the public. A casket, however,
the form of a choice of precedents. We think
takes
We
rule.
universal
to this almost
exception
is the "one
cannot
sold ; we
of caskets
the number
increase
cannot
ourselves free if left to choose from the guidance of
increase the number of funerals by advertising. We
those who have gone before us. Yet, many of these
can, however, train the public mind to realize the
guidances have come from minds limited by a similar
scientific advancement of the profession and the consort of "freedom.'
stantly increasing value of our service. We can thus
Let us unshackle our minds and discuss this problem
prepare them to appreciate this better service. We
from the viewpoint of the present rather than from thare thus inspired to render better service by the prejudices of the past. What progress we could make
fact that we have made the public ready to pay the cost
if we safelv could cast off custom and run out our own
which such service re(|uires and deserves.
g them with the weight of
thoughts n without
time-wor
theories hamperin
!
The man who merely advertises for more funerals
Most of our stumbling and most of our inability—
prothe that
injures
and therefore
in order
the public
injures his.
man whos"informs
fession. Thecompetitor
or is it unwillingness— to be what we are, to speak
it may demand a higher type of service and be willing
from following the will-o'-thewhat we believe, comes than
himself but his profesthe light within us. For
of custom rather
to pay for it benefits not only
wisps
subject
the
that
but
sure
sional brothers. I am not
unexplainable reason,
perhaps
some unexplained and
of this talk should be educational publicity rather than
sive professional
progres
most
many of our otherwise
ethical publicity, because the character of publicity
the moment
hori'or
men* throw up their hands in holy
which T have advocated and arn advocating is the
ned. Yet every
publicity or advertising is mentiot.
that
The painted
man is in himself an advertisemen
spreading of information beneficial alike to the unlarg*^.
at
profession
the
to
which he
and
ent
it
using
dertaker
sign the printed word and the equipm
maintains but mirror himself. They simply extend
Our service includes something more than incre'v
trying to induce the public to buy a higher price the knowledge which his intimates already have of
It is teaching thein regarding our sanitary
casket.
f To be continued. )
him.
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TALK
ON
CREDITS
An imporlani mailer lo the profession, well handled by
C. M. Greenman, in an address before the Oklahoma
Funeral Directors' Association.

trenches! What a phrase nowadays, and
what a picture of world activity the word suggests. The armed men of the enemy, concrete
fortifications, armor plate, and wire entanglements
present themselves in front of the forces, which we,
ourselves, have now joined ; and at their rear there are
the supply trains, the ammunition wagons, automobile
trucks, hospital ambulances and myriad other conveyances, indicating the enormous activity necessary for
their proper sustenance. All these things arranged,
the one line of forces in opposition to the other, with
our Tommy Atkins, the poilu , the Italian, and the
numerous colonial troops in between, our troops taking all that is bad from the enemy in front and getting
all the good they can from the things behind them —
nourishment for their bodies, medical aid if they be
wounded, newspapers and letters from home, and
spiritual advice if they run foul of mental discouragement or moral stress.
The trenches ! Apply the phrase to your own business, and carry the simile into the front door of your
own establishment and let's see the application. The
trenches (the firing line, if you please) become your
establishments and your counting rooms, manned by
your assistants.
THE

"Your friend," the enemy, in front of yon
(strangely enough flying the same banner as yourself) appears as the prospective customer inhabiting
your territory, to be conciuered by the attractiveness
of your merchandise, and by the heavy fire of your
services. Fortified they are by certain superstitions,
chief among which at this time is the notion that you
are getting all the cream ot¥ the enormous rise in
prices, girded about they are Avith the armor of
righteous indignation; and supported they are by the
artillery of their oAvn public press which is battering
away at your right to earn a living Avith its ceaseless
fire against the great High Cost of Living.
And you — the felloAv in the trench — what comfort
have you from behind the lines? There is your
banker Avith your notes ; your AA^holesaler with his
bills; and way back there through these supnlieating
friends at the rear yoxi can .iust see your OAvn little
grass plot — your OAvn humble chimney pot, your OAvn
hospitable, kindly old front door that shelters behind
it the Avife and the kiddies who minister to your Avants,
AA^ho provide the real joys of your living, and who
furnish the stimulus, mental, moral and physical, that
keeps you there on that firing line from daAvn till dark
and dark till dawn.
The joys and the stimulus they furnish — yes ! But
Avhere is the kindly government that sends the paymaster round once a month Avith a cheque for $13.33
and a box of tobacco from home? And where 's the
kindly municipality that picks you up, financially incapacitated, inits comfortable ambulance and carries
you away to give you expert treatment, to massage
your strained bank account, heal your broken credit,
put black figures on your books where the red are too
much in evidence, bind up your aching head, and wipe
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aAvay the tears of chagrin and the half-thoughts of
defeat that act on you?
Ah ! gentlemen — the payma.ster, the food train, and
the hospital wagon are not there. In civil life, or
business and professional life, these are priA-ate institutions, mostly on demand at a stipulated price — and
you know! you have to pay the fiddler your.self for his
fiddling
You are figuring ahead — Avondering wbat the commercial shake-up is going to leave for you; and estimating when the cost of prodiietion is going to cease
and Avhen you can get doAvn to the ncAv level of business administration and plow up a straight furroAv of
profits Avithout the carping of the public on one hand
and the suggestion of higher costs from the manufacturer and wholesaler on the other.
Entirely aside from terms militarv. our business —
yours and mine — involves certain oblierations of which
Ave must not lose sight. I take it that most of you
are interested not only in the undertaking and embalming business, but in other lines of retail business
of greater magnitude, to Avhich this honorable profession is more or less closely related.
The very nature of your business makes it necessary
that you conduct it along lines of a high moral and
ethical nature. Demands are made upon you by
families in siipreme distress. The question of finances or other things m'aterial, raised by you at such a
time, might make yon a set of enemies whose hatred
Avould endure for a life-time, and you are therefore
placed in a most precarious position.
On the one hr.nd you have to observe the laAv of selfpreserration, "Nature's first one" (as the old adage
puts it), by assuring yourself of the return of the costs
and a profit in each of your transactions. On the
other hand, you cannot turn down a request for serA-ice
in a time of emergency, hoAveA'er Aveighted with sorroAV and adversity the applicants may be. With tact
much ereater than the averase business man possesses.
and AAath patience most intelligent, a'ou are oWiged to
find a AA'av that Avill meet the situation and assist not
only the a^'flicted family to nroAnde decent interment
for its dead but a Avay by Avhich a'Ou as well may come
out finaneiallv intact on the transaction.
T must confess to you. ladies and gent]em<^n. that I
don't see hoAA^ you can alwaA'S do it. Ma' oavu opinions
in fact must be influenced to believe in the converse
of the proposition, namelv. that you 'are A^erA' seldom
able to come out intact: for in the course of my brief
career it has fallen to mv lot. as som^ of you may
knoAv, to endeavor to collect certain interment ac''ounts and notes, and T must admit further that af+ev
intervieAvinff se-^-eral of the signers of su^^h notes and
obtaining (in lieu of cash") extended recitals of the
reasons whv such notes could not be paid. T have f°lt
that thp only proper place for me was one of tho=-e
alonffside some of the subjects named in the face of
the notes.
HoAvever a suggestion merelv in this connection.
Every business has its losses. Ba^ scientific observfincp, rules are laid doAAm to the industrial and distributins' lines of business AA^hich cut losses to a minimum. The professions. hoAve\'er, cannot be governed
in the same degree by these laAvs as are purely mercantile lines. Witness the lawyer and the phA'sician
for instance — the eommoditv thev have to sell is service. Do they alwavs collect their fees? Is their
hard Avoi'k ahvays rcAvarded in every case by a reasonable cash payment?- Ask them some time, as I have
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DESIGN

OUR No. 4 STOCK DESIGN
WE

HAVE

HEARSE

BODIES

IN STOCK

AT ALL PRICES

Here are a few of the largest and most successful firms in your profession wlio have purchased
Several have sent us repeat orders. If these up-to-the-minute business men
Greer Motor Hearses,
consider Greer goods neeessarv in the maintenance of their jji-estige, can you atford to be without
GREER MOTOR FUNERAL VEHICLES?
Mac Paul, Woodstock.
T. S. Fetterly, Lethbridge.
Armstrong & Hotson, Vancouver.
McKay & McKay, Lethbridge.
J. A. Hicks & Son, Essex.
B.C.
G. L. Phillips, Sarnia.
Kemp Furniture Co., Amherstburg
Bradlev & Son, Sherbrooke, Que.
Smith & Hunter, London.
T. Little & Son, Gait.
H. J. Beuglet, Tilbury.
Luke Burial Co., Oshawa.
Thompson & Son, Winnipeg.
Geo. A. Dart, Pt. Colborne.
P.
R.
Williams
&
Son,
St.
Thomas.
McKillop & McTntyre. Brampton.
T. A. Carseaddeii, Verdun, Man.
A. J. Beaton, Sydney, N.S.
Belleghem & Son, Peterboro.
McKague & Son. Saskatoon.
Buchanan & Miniker, Picton, Ont.
G. A. Jamiesou, Ilanna, Alta.
Phippin & &Sim[)s()n,
Sai'iiia.
Connelly & McKinley, Edmonton.
Thompson
Co., Belleville.
Geo. Logan, London.
Allen Theaker, Mt. Albert.
D. P. Frye, Dunnville.
Forest Lord, Sherbrooke.

A.

B.

&
GREER
MANUFACTURERS

—
SON
OF MOTOR

ONT.
LONDON,
FUNERAL
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done, and let them show you their ledger pages with
one after another showing an 'account receivable with
nothing on the other side of the ledger to show a credit
of reasonable proportions. Why certain men of note in
this country are known to charge nothing at all or mere
expense for services to the destitute, which same
services they extend to the more opulent only for
thousands of dollars; and further they make no bones
of the fact that the fat fees they sometimes make are
exacted entirely for humanitarian reasons and to enable them to continue to do the greatest amount of
good in the largest number of places^ — yet in the
general average these men are tremendously successful.
Witness a statement of a leading physician in this
city, closely -allied with other members of this profession and very public spirited, and otherwise in a position to know Avhereof he was talking. He stated that
scarcely a physician or surgeon in this city failed to
do what he called "charity work" running from a
value of $100 to $600 every month of the year. The
costs were figured down to bed rock, a small fee for a
call, a moderate fee for a major operation, and the
bare cost of medicines, nurses' fees, and even in some
eases hospital fees as well. I was astonished by his
statement and have since taken pains to confirm it by
further inquiries; yet I also found that the volume
of business actually accomplished paid mighty well for
the sacrifices just named. On the basis just suggested
it would be folly to insist that the losses (through extension of credit) should be less than five per cent, for
a physician or surgeon or many another professional
man, as for some lines of retail business the law is laid
down.
Likewise it seems impossible to apply the same rule
to you gentlemen. I do not claim the intelligence
nor the right to propound the exact law in your cases
and I doubt if any one else can, therefore, I drop the
foregoing remarks merely in the nature of a suggestion; for it would seem to me perfectly justifiable for
you in your profession to adjust your schedule of
charges so as to make the community you serve provide those things in time of stress to the needy as well
as those in better circumstances; and things which all
humanity grants are the right and privilege of those
who were among us yesterday and to-day are not.
Your obligation is two-fold — to yourself and your
family first, their preservation — and to your community, second, and your own problemis in this connection can best be worked out by yourselves alone.
The practice of extending credit dates back to the
beginning of business and consequently to a time when
we exchanged, not goods for money, but goods and
merchandise for materials and products. In substance,
however, it has always meant, "I believe in you. I
believe that if I let you have certain of my goods you
will come at an appointed time and pay me;" and one
of the objects of this paper is to assist you in ascertaining whether you are true to yourselves and your own
business by being true to this theory.
Whether you make of your credit business a dumping ground and waste heap for your year's profits, or
whether you make it a fertile field for the cultivation
of new business and greater profits depends entirely
upon your observance of certain basic principles well
established throughout the retail world. Every professional man. merchant and banker has it within his
power to become a constructive force for good in his
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community ; but if handicapped with too much undesirable paper, and worried by misplacement of judgment and the consequent hard collections, he become^
at once a fit subject for adjudication through the
courts as a bankrupt ; and his power for good is all but
*
shattered.
A power in * his*community
is a good judge of credits.
Be he banker, professional man. merchant or plain
citizen he cannot be the one without being the other.
His very success bears evidence of the fact. He is a
man who has studied his community and his fellow
men. He has taken due consideration of its agricultural or industrial possibilities and has profited thereby. He has been one to learn and teach better farming methods, improvement of highways ; to encourage
and promote the growth of schools and churches ; and
to help assure for his town or his country good clean
business in the little matter of political administration.
He has been active in all these things, perhaps for a
selfish motive, or perhaps he is really one of thos?
God-given individuals occasionalh- found who does it
in the interest of mankind alone, believing that his
reward may conie in the great hereafter, if he thinks
of a reward. But in either case he must be a big
man, wide between the eyes, keen-sighted, far-sighted,
and generous, who sees that by helping to increase industry, thrift, or productiveness, in his community, he
will thereby create a greater number of prosperous,
independent citizens with whom he may do business —
on a credit basis if you please.
And he is no man to give credit promiscuously. He
must know all about John Smith, his family, his moral
standing, his earning capacity, and his disposition
with reference to paying debts. He must know that
in ease of financial stress John can always lay his hand
on something he has back of him and raise a little
money to pay a little debt. And he must know also
that if John is stripped by some catastrophe of everything he possesses, that John's earning power and
John's honor may be depended upon to finally pay up.
We have learned too, in our bu.siness. that there
need be no equivocation nor apologies in requesting
payment of accounts. We have learned the value of
establishing a uniform time of payment and as nearly
as possible holding all customers strictly to that rule
of payment; we have learned too that arguments and
discussions do not pay and that when they unfortunately arise, "discretion becomes the better part of
valor," and that it is best and alw^ays pays to leave
the
"argufying"
all to theWekicker
beat too
as graceful
a retreat
as possible.
have, and"
learned
that it
does not pay to suffer repeated imposition on the part
of any customer; and that one who makes extraordinary demands upon us had better be left strictly alone
and that his practices moreover are not peculiar to
our business alone, but common to the experience of
other merchants who deal with him.
And finally, we have learned that the observance
of these rules and principles herein suggested permits
us to close our books each year with a minimum of
credit losses ranging always within one-half of one
per cent, of the total volume done on a charge basis:
and moreover permits us to deal in peace and enjoy
the respect of our patrons, as w^ell as in other ways to
realize our right to business "liberty and the pursuit
of happiness."
F. M. Feron, funeral director, Montreal, is dead.
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FOR PROGRESS

A profession makes progress as its members perfect
themselves in its work. Perfection can only come
when the members of the profession take its work
seriously. To take its work seriously the members
must take an obligation to study their eases ; they must
obligate fhemselves to study every operation from
every angle ; they must learn that there must be a good
reason for everything they do, and that an operation
which cannot stand on the basis of good reasoning is
usually not a good operation.
There are two bases on which scientific matters
stand. Chemistry and mathematics are rated as exact
sciences. Pathology, bacteriology and biology are
rated as inexact sciences. Embalming can be made
an inexact science, the same as pathology, but to do so
every embalmer must resolve to know what he is doing
when he does it, and must be able to give a good reason
for it. Tihe science of embalming is only in its infancy. We are hoping to receive the help of every
embalmer to strengthen it. We are hoping to see the
day when the embalmer will take the same interest in
unusual conditions that we are taking, and that this
will help to develop men who are capable of making
interpretations of these unusual conditions so that our
profession will advance more rapidly in its command
of methods that will have a definite value when applied
to known conditions.
At the present time the people we serve demand
good results in all kinds of eases. They are willing to
pay for service as long as the service is satisfactory.
We must, therefore, aim to satisfy them by producing
uniformly good results regardless of handicaps and
conditions that retard. We must prove that there is
a good basis for the life of our profession in order to
help it hold its prestige during the general reorganization of all activities that is sure to come during and
after the great World War. — Prof. C. 0. Dhonau.
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the country must face. What has been proposed is 67
in
line Avith the growing feeling that if we really believe
in a future life, crape is not the best expression of our
grief when those who are dear to us pass on. If to die
for one's country be glorious, then is the star emblematic of the honor which is due those who give their
lives for the salvation of democracy. — American
Funeral Director.
BLAST

FROM

THE

EAST

J. R. Sederquest, "undertaker and florist," St.
Step'hen, N.B., has been sending out his new business
card. One of them which reached Toronto, being sen"
to A. J. H. Eckardt, reads: "I have been in this business since 1887. I have been pleasing and displeasing the people ever since. I have been cussed and discussed, boycotted, talked about, lied about, lied to,
hung up, help up, robbed, etc.
The only reason I am
staying in business now is to see what the
is going
1o happen next."
AS THEY

SAY

IT NOW

The following conversation, says Doc. Ferguson, occurred in Norman Baker's "Pekin" restaurant during
his last visit in Toronto :
Customer: "I would like an order of German Prankforts, a cup of English breakfast tea, and two French
Waiter: (to the cook) : "One war in a tray."
Customer: "Please add two sinkers (doughnuts) to
rolls."
Waiter: (to cook) : "Throw in a couple of U-boats."
my order."
CARANAC
EMBALMING

FLUID

\
REMODELLED

FUNERAL

PARLORS

In his recently remodelled premises, A. L. Oatman,
furniture dealer, of Tillsonburg, Ont., has provided excellent facilities for the undertaking department of his
business. The undertaking parlor is at the rear of the
first floor, entirely separate from the furniture department and has been so arranged that funeral
services can be held in the parlors at any time and will
not be subject to interruptions from sounds in othei'
departments of the store. This afifords excellent accommodation for out-of-town funerals, or when it is
not convenient to have the funeral service at the home.
The whole equipment of the undertaking department
of the business is first-class, comprising motor and
horse-drawn hearses, etc. Mr. Oatman believes that
the only proper way of gaining trade is by rendering
very careful and efficient service, and providing firstclass etiuipment. He points out that too much care
cannot be given to the proper trimming of the caskets.
GOLD

STAR

INSTEAD

CO
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OF CRAPE

The suggestion comes from Chicago that instead of
wearing the black mourning for the American soldier
dead, there be substituted by relatives the wearing of
a gold star as the badge of loss and of honor paid. This
is a matter that will become more and more important
as casualty lists grow in number; it is a matter which

a.

CaranaC Laboratory
PETERBOROUGH,
ONT., CANADA
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Director

of the best known and most highly respected
funeral directors in Ontario passed away in the

of J. 6th
G. last,
Van after
Camp,an' 30
Bloor
St. W.,a
Toronto,person
on March
illness
of about
month.
Mr. Van Camp, say his friends, was a lovable man
and serenity itself. He was entirely wrapped up in
his home and family. Though brought much in contact with the public, and with many of the worries and
troubles of the world, he always carried himself with
an even, pleasant demeanor, and spoke with a soft
voice, never in anger. The respect entertained for
him was shown at his funeral by the large number of
friends who attended the service, and the floral tokens,
which were among the most beautiful and numerous
seen in Toronto in some time.
G. W. G. Graham conducted the funeral. He was
assisted by T. H. Evans, wlio had been introduced into
the profession by Mr. Van Camp himself. The pall
bearers were friends of the family — Messrs. A. J. H.
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Deputy, Orange Royal Arcanum, Chosen Friends.
Woodmen, and Royal Templars. Mr. Van Camp was
a Methodist, a member of Central Church, and he is
survived by his wife and six children — one son. Fred.,
of the T. Eaton Co.. Winnipeg, and five daughters.
Mrs. (Dr.) Whitney. St. Paul, Minn.; Mrs. L. M. Kinshella, Regina; Mrs. (Dr.) Defries. Toronto; and
Misses Cora and Muriel at home.
Mr. Van Camp had for years been one of the chief
backers of the Retail Merchants Association, in the
days when it was small and of slow growth, and helped
to make it what it is to-day; he was also a former
CanadianofEmbalmers"
secretary
and
one ofofthethemembers
the OntarioAssociation,
Board of
Examiners since its creation a few year^ ago. A magnificent floral token from the C. E. A. testified to thf
hold Mr. Van Camp had on the hearts of his fellow
professional men.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

The Manitoba Free Press. Winnipeg, recently conof A. B. Gardiner & Co.'s new
a description
funeral tained
home
in that city.

Geo. Speers, of Regina, threatened with some internal complication and who come to Toronto for
X-ray examination, underwent an operation at Winnipeg, on his way home. He is now rapidly improving.
Mr. Speers had also paid a visit to the Mayo Brothers
at Rochester, Minn.
Lloyd Peacock, who fifteen months ago entered the
profession as assistant with F. W. Matthews Co..
Toronto, and who has made such progress that he has
since graduated with honors in embalming, has taken
unto himself a wife, the ceremony took place ]\I?rch
28. Lloyd is not yet 20 years of age.
In New York City recently, following a brewery
drivers' strike, several somber black funeral cars were
into the service. From "bier to beer," says
pressed
an
exchange.
BE UP-TO-DATE

Eckardt, former casket manufacturer; W. K. Murphy,
representing the Toronto funeral directors; A. Provan,
Central Methodist Church; J. Palmer, Blake Lancey.
and G. McCulloch. Rev. Dr. Hincks, an old pastor of
Mr. Van Camp's, conducted the service, and he was
assisted by Rev. Dr. Lanceley, minister of Central
Rev. Dr. Taylor, a friend and
andChina.
Church, in
Methodist"
former missionary
Mr. Van Camp was a Canadian, born in Prince Edward Island '69 years ago. About 50 years ago he
moved to Petrolia, where he conducted a furniture
and undertaking business until 27 years ago, when he
moved to Toronto. Locating in the north end he had
for more than a (juarter of a century conducted a
funeral directing business until his death.
He was a meinber of a number of fraternal societies
—Masonic, Oddfellows, of which he was Past District

WORK

Journal of Research in Embalming and Allied
Sciences is the only monthly paper in the world
devoted exclusively to the advancement of the
art and science of embalming by reporting the work
done in research and discovery. It contains illustrated
articles on unusual cases, discoveries, investigations,
and the results of research work leading to the standardization ofembalming as an applied science.
The editors take an active part in doing this work
themselves and in helping, by suggestion and precept,
others w^ho wish to give their discoveries to fellow embalmers the world over. The general profession of
embalming has been sleeping these many years. No
one thought that an interchange of advanced ideas
could be handled successfully until the Journal of
Research and Allied Sciences came into being. The
subscribers are fellow w^orkers. They are becoming
active in reporting their own experiences and investigations, and the subscription list contains some of the
brainiest men in our work.
year, or in conThe subscription rate is one dollar aWorld
and The
nection with Canadian Furniture
is $1.75
news,
Canadian
the
gives
which
Undertaker,
for both papers.
ons to James O'Hagan, editor CanaSend subscripti
dian Furniture World, 32 Colborne St.. Toronto,
THE

The late J. C. Van Camp, Toronto.
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa

Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint.
Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.
St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-14G St. Paul St.
St.William,
Thomas-P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.
ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10.
Brantford —
H. 8. Pedrce & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Eamfbalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, R. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

SOME

DAY
CALLY

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.
London —
Ferguson 's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.
W. A.
Orillia
— Strachan,
Successor to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

DIOXIN
EVERY

These are Some

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.
Geo. J.
Chapman
Toronto
742 —Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Ambulance service.
Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.
Washington, Fleur\ Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E,
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

WILL

BE

GOOD

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

BY

&

QUEBEC
Montreal
Tees & —Co., 912 St. Catherine
St. West.
NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton
Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA
Camjibell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Broadfoot
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!
DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor ; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More Peroxide than Any

S. ECKELS

USED

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

H.

Phone lOli.

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—

Other Fluid Made

!

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
'™
COMPANY
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five words. Each additional
word two cents. If Box is required
5 cents extra to cover postage.etc.
Cash
must accompany
— no accounts
booked. each order

Concentrated

FOR SALE— Furniture and undertaking business m ^\ estern
Ontario town; eood, clean stox'k; flrst-elass equipment. Good
on. r.Apply Box 52, Canadian Furniture
Inisiness,
Undertake
World andnoTheopjiositi

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

Egyptian

business in goo.l
FOR SAIiE— Furniture and house furnishing ally
good thing.
An exception
town in British Columbia.
•53 Canadian Furniture
For full particulars apply to B-ox
World, 32 Oolborne St. Toronto.
ni-a-m
FOR SALE— Furniture and undertaking business in one of the
for
Reason
best towns north of Toronto (no opposition).
sellino- have two businesses. Will sell either one. but not
both Box 5-1, Canadian Furniture World. 32 Colhorne St.,
Toronto.
All in
FOR SALE — Handsome hearse, sleighs and hiarness.
Take half,
Cosit twelve hundred.
oQoa con-dition.
Fumiture World,
Box 57 Canadian
business. Writero
fn," from rne
nto.
:i2^Colbo
St., To

Larger Bottles filled up with water

Chemical

Co. Boston, U.S.A

this month, on siamples of antoFOR SALE— We pay express
cally from
BetirnwTtic bal.v carriage runners. Change automati
rumios to w'heels; has no springs. J. Jackson Co.. London.
POSITION WANTED — Funeral director and enibalmer, can
le
pass anv examination for license, is now open for a responsib
work.
position. 20 vears' experience in city a-nd countrycarpets.
Possesses a thorough knowledge of furniture and
secret soi-ieties.
A member of leading
Ao-e 40 Married. Neat
appearance. Address Bi>x 56 M.,
An active woTh.-r.
Furniture World and Undertaker, Toronto.
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Huid

Champion

A

16oz.

bottle

of

Champion

Purest

Reputation

gained by many years of fair dealing
and honest goods is in each bottle of

Chemicals

Champion
MADE

IN CANADA
For

Order

direct from

The

Cosmetic
Champion

your Jobber

Champion
DR.

Preservation

G.

and

us

or
from

Fluid

W.

Chemical
FERGUSON,

50 Leuty Ave., Kew

Co.,

Effect

is Unexcelled

Springfield,

Canadian
Beach, TORONTO

Manager

O,

"Star"

Mattress

Carded Felt Filling; Roll Edge Finish; 4^" Border; Extra Fine Art Ticking.
Approx. Shipping Weight, 45 lbs.

The "Star" is one of the ALASKA
family of mattresses noted throughout
the length and breadth of Canada for permanent sleep comfort, cleanliness,
purity of filling materials, and attractiveness of appearance.
You may confidently recommend the "Star" mattress to customers needing a
good mattress at a moderate price. Neither you nor your customers run the
slightest risk, as it is sold under a guarantee of satisfaction.
Have

You

Received

Your

The

ALASKA

Copy

of Our

ALASKAN,

New

House

Organ,

Yet ?

BEDDING

limJtTd

Makers of High-Grade Bedsteads and Bedding
400
TRADE. MARK RLCI^TCRCft

St. Ambroise

St., MONTREAL

'^Alaska on an article means high-grade every particle*'

PUBLISHED
OMMERCIAC

BOF^NE

BV

PRESS

STREI

CAN ADIAN' FURNITURE

WORLD

A

AND
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New

May. 1918

Rocker

Comfortable,

serviceable

and

attractive. For living-room use
this medium-priced Rocker is
unequalled. Finished in fumed
or

golden

quarter - cut

oak,

spring seat, upholstered in various grades of imitation leather
or tapestry.
Prices on application.

C. Mundell

John

ELORA

Co., Limited

&
V

ONT.

KAPOK
The

Queen

of

Bedding

Material

Are you familiar with the many advantages offered
by KAPOK as a mattress filler of highest grade,
and do YOU realize that KAPOK is the natural
response to the great demand for Mattresses that
are light, soft, and pliable?
Dealers perfectly familiar with the good qualities
of KAPOK Mattresses naturally keep them always
in stock. If YOU do NOT carry them, there is
but ONE reason :

YOU

DO

SHOULD

NOT

WHAT

KNOW

ABOUT

KNOW

YOU

KAPOK

get our booklet.
and we urge you to write us at once andthat
is a i-ure and
It will make you familiar with a line
swift seller, carrying the market in steadily rising demand.
Write us to-day— lest you forget.
The

Canadian

TORONTO

Feather
LIMITED

-

&

Mattress

OTTAWA

Co.

May, 1918
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'^he Jirt Mission Style from Line of

G-W

Sectional

Bookcases

THIS ART MISSION STYLE, AS ILLUSTRATED, IS
ONE OF THE BEST SELLERS AND MOST ATTRACTIVE STYLES FROM THE GLOBE -WERNICKE
LINE. IT IS MADE IN QUARTERED OAK AND
REAL MAHOGANY, AND FINISHED IN EARLY
ENGLISH OAK, FUMED OAK, AND MEDIUM
DARK MAHOGANY, ALL DEAD FINISHES.

She

Slobc^Vcrnickc
STRATFORD

Qo.£id.

ONTARIO

J.

ooo I
ooocoocoooooooooQCO
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10
William

and Mar})

Dining

Room

Furniture

This

unusually

effective

and appropriate design is
made
in both selected
quartered oak and American black walnut; excellent in construction and
reasonable

in price.

c ,
V

OOP

0
0
o
o

No. 5037

THE

GEORGE

McLAGAN FURNITURE
STRATFORD. ONTARIO

COMPANY,

LIMITED
C 0O

CANADIAN
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TheMcLa

Line
is readily appreciated by all
furniture connoisseurs, not only
for its unusual accuracy of design
but also for the excellence of
cabinet work and finish. This
is the result of years of specialization bymaster craftsmen.

No. 5052A

nil

No. 5054

THE

GEORGE

No. 5057

McLAGAN FURNITURE
STRATFORD. ONTARIO

COMPANY,

1

LIMITED
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FURNITURE

RATTAN
For

Summer

We

Trade

manufacture a wide

range of upholstered Reed
Suites, Chairs and Rockers.
mini
Send your order in now
and be prepared for
the demand.

IMPERIAL

RATTAN

STRATFORD

limited

Mr.

Furniture

Dealer:

Are

you getting and

reading

Furniture

World

If not, send

and

COMPANY
ONTARIO

The

Canadian

Undertaker

regularly?

below,

$ 1 .00 to address

and the

to you, postpaid, each month.

paper will come
V
The

Commercial

Press, Limited

32 Colborne St., Toronto
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FUENITURE

Distinctiveness
thoughtfully

WORLD

uncommon

for you

service —

Stratford

Stratford

Chair

these

Chairs

to handle.

PROTECT YOUR CUSTOMERS
STRATFORD CHAIRS

y

of finish,

coverings, construction

are the things that make
so desirable

TSE UNDERTAKER

of design, richness

matched

that guarantees

AND

WITH

Company,

STRATFORD

Limited

FURNITURE

CANADIAN

AND

WORLD

THE UNDERTAKER
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Business

Better

is this "Better Business" talked
WHAT
Does it mean
about so much }
merely

better accounting,

better salesmanship,

better advertising,

better buying

?

Yes,

it means these things, but it also means
better merchandise at better values.
Furniture

made

merchandise.

in Stratford

is such

better

Sometimes

it costs

more

than furniture w^hich
Often

it costs less.

is made
But

to imitate

it.

it always has that

superiority of design which makes it different.
It has the quality and appearance which
makes it good
merchandise.

No

matter

as well

value,

where

you

as

better

are, nor whether

your store is litde or big, Stratford Furniture
Manufacturers will satisfactorily serve you.

Stratford

Furniture
STRATFORD,

Manufacturers
ONTARIO

May, 1918
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Line

Medal

AHEAD

ORDERS

Freight transportation is slow and uncertain,
and in order not to be short of stock every
dealer should have two months supply on hand.

Put
Gold
Felt

on

this
Medal
Mattress

this

PATENT

ALL-STEEL

BASKET

"Hercules'
Bed
And you have a combination
that

EDGE

Spbe
ring
cannot

equalled.
The heavy double wire cable edge will keep
the mattress in position and prevent spreading.
Basket Edge
safe shipment.

The

Gold

Medal

TORONTO

is made

to

Furniture
MONTREAL

fold down

Mfg.

flat for

Company^

WINNIPEG

UXBRIDGE

Limited

10

CANADIAN

Upholstery

FURNITURE

WORLD

AND

Leather

and

Fancy,

Goat

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled

Grain

Catalogues sent on application

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Upholstery Springs
are important products ; their
manufacture is a big industry in
itself; tfieir selection for various
purposes is often a problem.
Our service department will design any special springs lor your
work, and our factory will produce any spring in any quantity
at the right price, promptly, and
guarantee the reliability of same.
Etlablithed 1885

The most economical leather on the
market.
Let us quote you on cut stock.

Boullee

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

Mfg. Co.,

YORK
NQ 26

The

May. 1918

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American
Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

IV e carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish^

THE UNDERTAKER

" Ellis Quality
The

" Fine
Line

Line

of Least

of

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

Upholstered

Furniture

Resistance

When we call it "The Line of Least Resistance" we mean that the " Ellis Quality" Line "moves" with
a minimum of sales effort — a claim that doesn't have to be proved to any dealer who has sold the line.

QUALITY
"ELLIS
piece toof the
of everyappeal
practical and perfect
The elegance, design,FURNITURE,
buyer.
discriminating
an almost irresistible
makes workmanship
UPHOLSTERED

If you do not already sell "ELLIS QUALITY " Upholstered
Furniture, prove these things for yourself.
THE

ELLIS

FURNITURE

CO.

-

INGERSOLL,

ONT.

May, 1918
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The
Summer
will
be

Time
soon

here

No. 1168

Are

you

ready

for the big demand

RATTAN

Send

your order now

Nothing

CHAIRS

before

it is too late.

but first quality material

goods, and we

would

for

enters into our

be glad to send

you

our

latest price list.

The

Canadian

Rattan
Limited

VICTORIAVILLE,

Chair
P.Q.

Company

■3
12
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FURNITURE
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AND
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THE

BIG

HOUSE

MOULDING

CANADIAN

is about to issue a New Catalogue to the Moulding and Picture Frame Trade. Should you be doubtful
about being on our mailing list send us your name and we will send you this catalogue and any future
advertising matter we may be getting out.

We also have a sample card of Mattboard that can be had immediately on request.

MATTHEWS
1906

DUNDAS

STREET

LIMITED

BROS.,
WEST

TORONTO,

CANADA

Try Out This

Big Profit Maker
This Shafer Cedar Chest is a live seller
because it combines attractiveness, fashion
and utility with moderate price — An appeal
the modern women can't resist.
Write For Catalogu*
D. L. SHAFER & COMPANY
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO

Light,

Strong

Suitable
and
This
made

for

Ice

and

Restaurants

Cream

Parlors

chair will be in immediate
especially

for ice cream

every purpose where
chair at a moderate

Durable

demand.

It is

parlors and

for

a serviceable light weight
price is required.

No. 1900 BENT WOOD VENEER
SEA T CHAIR can he supplied in golden,
fumed, walnut or mahogany finish.
YOUR
OUR

The

North

ORDER WILL RECEIVE
PROMPT ATTENTION.

American
OWEN

Bent

SOUND,

Chair

ONTARIO

Co., Limited

May, 1918
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13

th

Bride

June

□

First of all she will be
cipient of many
gifts from

as a present
nice

No. 6077

handsome

her friends.

ing could be more

a

the re-

Noth-

appropriate

to the bride

piece of Canada

than
Fur-

No. 9901

niture Manufacturers products.

This

is your

opportunity,

Mr.

Furniture

Dealer,

to offer a

suggestion

by way

of window
No. 6434

display of a sensible gift to the
bride,

and

furniture

the

for her

most

suitable

home.

Order ^ow.

We

can make immediate
delivery.
No. 6073

FACTORIES :
WOODSTOCK
KITCHENER
WATERLOO
SEAFORTH

FACTORIES :

(anada

FurnitureMan
ufactu
rers
■
II
Limited

GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK.
WHOLESALE SHOWROOMS

:

ONT.

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

WINGHAM
WALKERTON
WIARTON

14
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WE ARE

THE
OF

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-maters uie

THE
WABASH
TABLE SLfDE
Y
\ MANUFACTURED
•
eY

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost.
by

r WABASH

WABASH

HELP SELL TABLES.
I ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

SLIDES

Write for our special proposition to buyers in gross lots. offer.
Scores of live furniture men are taking advantage of this

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
The manufactuTert
Largest Exclusive
Table-Slide
in America

Hourd & Co., Limited

BUY

MOULDINGS

PHILLIPS

LARGEST

PHILLIPS

VARIETY

MANUFACTURING
258-326

MOULDINGS

QUALITY

FRAMES

Carlaw

COMPANY,

Ave., TORONTO,

FRAMED

RIGHT

PICTURES

Limited

ONT.

MIRRORS

TRAYS

May, 1918
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No. 430 Desk.

GET
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,^

No. 629 Wardrobe.

in touch with the way the general public views
your merchandise.
We know that whenever a merchant watches closely

his

stock

records,

he

finds

Meaford Furniture steadily living up to its reputation
for
clean, consistent turnover.
But there is another test which
applies. How do the boys on the floor feel about the bedroom furniture

you are selHng?

Are they enthusiastic about it? Or do they merely feel
that they are in your employ to sell whatever you provide them ? Put in
a few pieces of Meaford Furniture and watch how the boys favour them.
That is because Meaford Furniture appeals strongly in design and
prices to
the customers they wait on.
It is real merchandise.

Meaford

Manufacturing
Limited
MEAFORD,

ONTARIO

Company

CANADIAN

ALL
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DEALERS

FURNITURE

TO

WISH
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KNOW

ALL

THEY

FURNITURE, ORIENTAL RUGS AND
SHOULD SECURE THESE

CAN

ABOUT

AMERICAN ARTS AND
SPLENDID VOLUMES.

PERIOD

CRAFTS

1
j

1

The

FURNITURE
Practical Book of PERIOD
By HAROLD DONALDSON EBERLEIN and ABBOT McCLURE.
A special feature is an illustrative chronological
With 250 illustrations.
Octavo, handsome decorkey tor the identification of Period Furniture.
Postage paid.
ated cloth, in a box, $6.10.

The

Practical

Book of ORIENTAL
By G. GRIFFIN LEWIS.

RUGS

With 20 illustrations in full color.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
in line. Folding chart of rug
designs
70
.
doubletone
in
ns
illustratio
93
Octavo, handsomely bound,
characteristics and a map of the Orient.
Postage paid.
in a box, $6.10.
The

EARLY

Practical

Book

of

CRAFTS
AND
ARTS
AMERICAN
By HAROLD DONALDSON EBERLEIN and ABBOT McCLUR! .

American glass, Mexican majolica and glass, American ironwork, copper,
brass, lead and tin, needlework, silverplate and goldsmithing, pewter,
portraiture and allegoripottery, decorative painting on household gear, on,
handblock printing,
cal painting, coverlets and carpets, illuminati
carving and lace. 232 illustrations. Octavo, handsome cloth, in a box.
$6. 10. Postage paid.
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WORLD
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32 Colborne St., TORONTO,

Ont.
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BEDROOM

SUITE

in Flat Ivory or White Enamel will give attraction to your
show window or selling floor. It is one of our many
popular selling lines.
SURFACE

OAK

is coming back.

The method which we have been using for
the past six months gives the nearest possible effect of genuine quartered oak. In fact it takes an expert to detect the
difference. It is uniform in grain and color and has a rich
golden tone. Moreover, all pieces match each other perfectly.

EMPIRE
We

THE

MAHOGANY

still lead all others in this finish.

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER

ONTARIO

CO.

17

CANADIAN

18

FURNITURE

WORLD

AND
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''TWINS

Tilt-Top

What

housewife

does

not

These

points of superiority,

dread getting down on hands
and knees once a week to

besides

dust

are what

the

base

of

ordinary

table ?

the Top

and

to Tilt

the entire base

of the "Tilt Top Twin" can
be dusted with the utmost
ease.

At

those

of

the

"7"tf;/n" Base

"Twins"

It takes but a second

all

Construction,
give the Tilt Top

their selling qualities.

Furniture
"Twin"

Dealers

find

the

line a profitable one

to handle. The "Tilt Top"
feature enables you to pack
your tables in the least possible amount of floor space.

house-cleaning

when

moving, what a convenience and satisfaction to

Tilt the Top
table

on

through

and

its

draw

own

the narrow

the average

The

time, or

the

casters
doors

of

in touch

with

us, we

want
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Business

Matters

By The Observer
1 RECENTLY asked a dealer if he drew a fixed salary
from his business. His answer was a negative
one. When urged to give a reason for not doing
so, he declared that his business was of such a character
that he did not feel warranted in drawing a fixed
salary. As he- expressed it, "he took money from the
till as he required it."
The business of this particular dealer is an oldestablished one, and for that reason it is rather extraordinary that he does not yet consider it to be on
a basis that warrants him in paying himself a fixed
salary just as he does his clerks.
If the business was a newly-established one there
might be some excuse for the practice he follows. But
when the opposite is the case it is inexcusable.
It is wrong in both theory and practice. Every
business man should decide from the very inception
the salary he can afford to pay himself. If he can
not at the start pay himself all that he would be paid
if he was managing the store for another dealer, he
should at least stipulate the sum that the condition
of the business warrants, and, in his private life, live
accordingly.
Besides, when a man takes money from his till just
when he wants it, or thinks he wants it, there is no
check upon his personal expenditure. And in this
way he is just as likely to overdo as to underdo the
thing.
I can recall one man vv^ho followed the same
practice. Ilis business, properly managed, would
have been a most successful one, for it had the annual
turnover to make it so. But instead of being on
"Easy Street" financially, it was eternally in deep
water, for much of the money that the proprietor
periodically took from the till was expended in "fads
and fancies" absolutely wa.steful. And the trouble
was that he would often take money from his till in
substantial amounts which he knew would be wanted
on the morrow for the payment of accounts. lie had
a "trust in Grod" way about him that could scarcely
be called commendable. Originally, he took the
money from his till for persona] necessities. But the
habit grew upon him until it became recklessness, pure
and unadulterated. And that is what may be the
result with others who follow a similar practice.

THERE was a certain furniture dealer who, during
the first few years he was in business, made but
a feeble attempt to look after his accounts. In
the first place he was careless in making entry of goods
he had sold on credit. Instead of making an immediate entry he sometimes thought he could carry it in
his head for the time-being. At other times he would
make an entry on a slip of paper and stick it in his
waistcoat or trousers pocket, awaiting a more convenient season for doing that which he should have
done in the first place. As his memory sometimes
proved him false, and at other times he lost the slips
of paper on which he had- made an entry, he was
naturally often at "sixes and sevens." Furthermore
he had no systematic method of collecting accounts.
He merely got busy when he was pressed for money.
Then he often had trouble over disputed accounts.
Fortunately he did not fail, because one day, through
a suggestion offered by a friend, he came to his senses.
In brief, the suggestion was to the effect that he delegate to someone else the store bookkeeping and the
collection of accounts. It was astonishing how soon
the effect of the new order manifested itself upon the
business. Customers in the first place could not
understand why their accounts were rendered so
systematically and promptly, and, furthermore, were
so free from errors.
And that Avas not the only effect that the new order
had upon the business. While the dealer was a poor
accountant he was a good buyer and a good salesman.
And being saved the time and worry attending to his
accounts he had more time for attending to the
branches of his business in which he was strong.
Furthermore, his financial condition becoming stronger
he was able to buy to better advantage. That man is
to-day a prosperous dealer.
WHERE
possible, it is desirable that the dealer
keep track of sales by departments, so that he
may be able to tell just what each one is doing.
A division of expenses by departments is also something to be aimed at, but with the avei-age store is it
always possible. An endeavor should be made, hoAVever, to make each department stand on its own feet,
and information regarding the progress of each is
necessary in order to do this.
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80 -foot

Store

Front

T. F. Harrison Co., Ltd., have big frontage on Main St.— Carry large
stock and strong on display and advertising — Some features of business.
By A. STAFF EDITOR

value of plenty of space for display purposes
is fully appreciated by T. F. Harrison Co. Ltd.,
furniture dealers, of Kingston, Ont., Their store
is located on Princess St., the main thoroughfare of the
Limestone City, and has a total frontage of eighty feet
on that street. This makes possible a big battery of
displays which are made the most of by the maintenance of attractive arrangements of furniture and
associated lines.

THE

An inspection of the three floors of the establishment impresses one with the extensive stock carried.
It is practical evidence of one of the most important
of the business policies of Mr. Chas. E. Taylor, the
proprietor of the store.
"You have to carry the stock" is the way that ^Ir.
Taylor summed up this policy to THE CANADIAN
FURNITURE WORLD.
"People naturally gravitate to the store wl^ere they
can get a good selection," he stated, "and we try to
of customers."
classes way
please
to also
goods is
the stock
have
A full
an all
excellent
to combat the
mail order evil. When people can see the goods they
want in a store in their own city they are not so likely
to consider the purchase of goods from
mail order houses.

Big Battery of Window Displays
The windows on either side of the main entrance
are generally devoted to dining room and bedroom
suites and seasonable pieces. They are roped in so as
to separate them
from interior display
and in order that the
room arrangement
Mr. Taylor
believes in handling
'idea may be better
those
sidelines
which
carried out in window display. Large
form legitimate dewall mirrors form a
partments forand
the
furniture store
feature of these
windows.
which will help to
The double winswell sales and profits with little or no
dows to the south
are utilized for the
increased selling exdisplay of talking
machines, baby carSewing Machines
riages and sewing
pense.
Prove Excellent
machines — lines
which are carried
Sideline
immediately behind
One
outstanding
these windows. The
Front of the store of the T. F. Harrison Co. Ltd Kingston,
instance
which
large window to the
showing 80-foot frontage.
north is devoted to
proves the value of
rugs, linoleum and assooiated lines.
taking up such sidelines is that ot¥ered by sewing machines, which were taken up only about a year ago.
Backed by Extensive Interior Display
and which have proved a big selling and profitable line.
"For the amount of space that was devoted to this
The windows are backed up 'by extensive interior
line it has proved one of the best we have ever taken
display on three floors. The central part of the main
up," stated Mr. Taylor, "and the beauty of it is the
floor is given over to diningroom and bedroom furnifact that the money we make out of this department is
ture, the office being located at one side to the rear,
and mattresses carried on the other.
like so much velvet, as we have practically no inAn archway leads to the floor-covering department
creased expenses in handling it — about twenty square
where tapestries and draperies are also carried. There
feet of interior display space, occasional window atis a counter to the front for the measuring and parceltention and the work of looking after collections."
Sewing machines are sold on the club and instalment
ling of these lines, with carpets in rolls on display on
four shelves which extend along the other side. Rugs
plan. Considerable advertising space was used on
are carried on one side to the rear of the archway, and
the start to interest the public in the line. Big sales
have resulted.
linoleums on the other. These latter are mounted on
a series of rollers suspended lengthwise, fapilitating
Special Talking Machine Facilities
the showing as well as the cutting of these lines. A
Talking machines are another big line with this
stairway leads from this department to the second
floor as in the main section.
store. A number of machines are carried on the floor
while a special file has been built for records, making
Another archway on the south side of the main section leads to the musical instrument and sewing mait easy to locate any desired selection. Nearby there
is a small counter for wrapping records.
surplus
a
is
which
of
rear
the
to
departments
chine
stock room.
In order that machines may be heard to best ad-
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vantage, a special sound-proof demonstration room has
been erected in this department. Quite a novel idea
has been carried out in this connection, the soundproof cabinet taking the form of a little house with
slanting roof and window. It is located in the centre
of the floor and suitably fitted out. It not only allows machines and records to be heard to good advantage, but enables two customers to be cared for
at once, as a machine on the floor and one in the
cabinet may be operated at the same time without a
conflict of music.
Believes in Publicity

Mr. Taylor is a heliever in advertising, using regular
space in the local papers. He also believes that there
are frequently simpler and less costly forms of publicity that the dealer can take up to advantage. For
instance, he makes use of advertising signs on the
roads leading into the city. These are prepared in
the store in spare time. Suitable lumber is obtained,
a couple of coats of white paint applied, and the use of
black paint with stencils gives an attractive road sign.
Mr. Taylor looks after the erection of these himself
during trips through the surrounding district.
Mr. Taylor has grown up with the business of which
he now has charge. For twenty-two years he has
been connected with the T. F. Harrison Company Ltd.,
in various capacities. Two years ago he purchased
the business, and under his proprietorship it is continuing its successful career.
TEN COMMANDMENTS

The Retail Merchants' Association of Nashville,
Tenn., has formulated ten commandments to be observed by all the members of the organization. They
are :
1. Confine your purchases to as few houses as possible.
2. Do not overbuy.
3. Take all discounts and pay bills when due.
4. Have some books, especially an accurate expense
account, a daily sales record, a book showing purchases, with cost, and when due.
f). Carry enough insurance.
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6. Make accurate reports to the commercial
agencies and answer all letters.
7. Keep a clean, w^ell-arranged store.
8. Do as much cash business as possible.
9. Do not make unjust claims.
10. Live within your means.
THE WANE

OF THE SPECIAL

SALE

The trend of merchandising principle is away from
the so-called "marked-down" or cut-price sale. The
best merchants are avoiding them as much as possible,
and find that it is profitable to do so.
A continual policy of reduction sales reduces the
profit there is to be gained by increased sales by its
very continuity. For a quick turnover of obsolete
stock that cannot he disposed of in any other way it is
all right, but as a steady policy it gradually loses its
effect, for people become suspicious of a store which is
always offering something at special prices. Those
who do not, on the contrary, become confirmed bargain
hunters, and as a result poor customers for the regular
stock at regular prices.
One New York store has a splendid method of
handling the special sale problem. They are never
advertised publicly, but well-known customers, however, are notified that special values may be obtained
at such and such a time, but even in the letters no mention is made of the price.
This is the special sale on its highest plane, for not
one jot of prestige is lost by the firm in ridding themselves of such surplus stock as may accumulate at the
end of the season.— Grand Rapids Furniture Record.
PUSH

ADVERTISED

GOODS

We merchants are in business to supply the people
with what they want, says a retailer in Printers' Ink.
No one merchant can carry every brand, but every
well-conducted store should have those brands for
which such a demand has been created through advertising. To make a business pay you have to work
up a good volume of trade, and you will get that volume quicker by pushing well-known, advertised brands
of goods than any other way.

T.
I'', iliirrison Co. lild., Kingston, Out. Bead
Ski'lcli of the ground floor arrangement
of the store article
of tin for description.
accompanying
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Excenent heading and introduction to June bride ad. used last year by Adams Furniture Company, of Toronto.

A

Venture

in the

June

Wedding

Trade

and

Its Result

How an inexperienced, but alert-minded, dealer was induced to
embark upon it and the methods he adopted in making it a success.
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS.
an assortment of lines which Avere particularly adapted
a customer entered the
COUPLE of yearsin ago
for the June wedding trade.
retailer doing business in a
store of a certa
But while the traveller took the order for the said
small town in Ontario and asked to be shown
a
ble
for
t of furniture lines he left a few things with
suita
d
be
assortmen
woul
that
ture
some pieces of furni
amed
when he took his departure. They were in
expl
omer
dealer
the
cust
The
nd.
frie
a
to
gift
ing
wedd
the shape of suggestions for the dealer to work out in
that he wanted something "nifty" that would cost but
a moderate sum of money. The
regard to making a special effort
dealer showed him through the
to cater to the June wedding
store, but there was nothing that
trade in his particular vicinity,
A THINKING, plus an
caught his fancy.
promising that when he returned
The fact of the matter was that
in a week or two, he would give
^ active, dealer can alhim a little further coaching.
the stock was not only small, but
ways work out successful
besides that it was not wellFortunately for himself the
business-getting schemes for
assorted. That was to be exdealer was an apt pupil. He
the June wedding, or any
plained by the further fact that
not only turned over in his mind
other special campaign. If
the dealer had not been long in
the suggestions which the travelbusiness, while prior to that his
you have not already done
ler had left with him. but he bevocation had been teaching
so, try it.
out schemes for himgan to think
school, and he had departed from
self. And no one was more
it because he felt that merchansurprised than himself with the
results.
dising gave him more scope for
success in life. But if he lacked business experience he
"Why, it's even more interesting than working out
was not lacking in 'business instincts, for when the cusics," he ruminated, as ideas bein inmathemat
problems'
tomer expressed the opinion that, there being no other
upon him.
roll
to
gan
furniture store in town, he would send to one of the
That is usually the way when an intelligent man sets
department stores for that which he wanted, knowing
his "grey matter" to the task of working out ideas.
where he could get a catalogue, the dealer's mind was
sufficiently alert for him to remark:
Nothing in the business, scientific or mechanical world
ever created which did not have a prior existence
Avas
manu"I have the catalogue of one of the leading
in the mind of some thinking man. Of course lots of
facturers, and if you will show me just what you want
things have been created in the minds of men which
I will send and have it shipped by express."
have never actualized. That is because some of us
Help and Advice from Traveller
are given to thinking, 'but not to acting.
in
was
dealer
the
as
just
and
act
worked,
The scheme
But this particular dealer was a man who could
he
ideas
the
of
some
that
true
is
It
the act of telephoning to the factory, which was only
as well as think.
out in his mind and carefully put down on
thirty miles away, a traveller from that particular
worked
manufacturer entered the store, to whom he related
paper were "blue-pencilled" by the more experienced
his experience.
and practical traveller when he returned a week later.
The long and short of it was that the traveller not
But some of them were not, and some of them which
only took the order for the particular piece the cus
escaped the censorship were decidedly unique. Others
tomer had selected, but (it being the month of May) for
were ideas he had gathered from a close study of trade
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papers, back copies, as well as current issues, which
he had obtained from publishers, and from a perusal
of catalogues.

Although his store window was rather small, and did
not lend itself to pretentious displays, yet the dealer
obtained some surprisingly eflPeetive ones. The fact
that the town was small and the number of people on
the street at any one time correspondingly so, there
was at no time a crowd in front of the window. But
the displays had the effect of arresting the footsteps
of the ones and the twos, and occasionally half a dozen
or more persons might be seen gazing at them.
Wedding- Scene in Window

The initial stunt he worked off was a scene depicting
a marriage. From a local drygoodsman with whom
he had formed a friendship he 'borrowed three wax
figures and the necessary clothing to dress one in the
attire of a bride and the others as groom and clergyman respectively, while on a good-sized card in the
foreground of the window he had these words :

"The bride and the groom are happy because
their home is furnish
ed from this store and
their wedding garments by John Brown, the
drygoods man."
Nothing like it having been seen in the quiet little
town before, it naturally attracted a great deal of attention and became the subject of comment in the
homes of the immediate residents and of the surrounding farmers. It was in short, a decided hit. But hit
and all as it was the dealer did not allow the display
to wear out, for when he had come to the conclusion,
which was in the course of a few days, that it had
served its purpose, he one evening withdrew it and
next morning had in its place another display bearing

Burroughes-Canada
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upon the June wedding idea. And thus he kept alternatmg his displays. At one time it would be bedroom furniture. At another diningroom, livingroom,
den, kitchen, verandah, or garden furniture. At
other times he would specialize on odd pieces of furniture or nick-nacks. Each and every display, however, was linked up with the June wedding idea. '
Good Use of Printer's Ink
His efforts at drawing attention to his stock were
not, however, confined to his window displays. He
used printers' ink as well. Even before he had his
initial display made he announced through the columns
of the local newspaper and a circular which he widely
distributed that on a certain day a Avedding scene
would be depicted in his store window. Accompanying the circular was a neatly printed list, together
with prices, of articles necessary to furnishing a home,
together with individual pieces that made suitable
presents.
As his stock was small he kept a close tab on his
sales, and promptly ordered a fresh supply of any line
which was selling well. He was by this means not
only able to keep his stock pretty well assorted, but to
keep his capital, which was by no means large, working well.
Gratifying: Results
The campaign was a gratifying one. In fact it exceeded his anticipations. And one thing which pleased
him greatly was the fact that the special efforts he
made to attract the June wtedding trade brought quite
an increase as well to his ordinary business, while connections were formed which have been maintained to

'
pr
theRecentl
es
en
y this
particu
lar t.
dealer found it necessary to
move to a larger store. And
he is firmly of the opinion
that it was his initial effort
in
specializing for the June
s-OFFE
GreatRS
est THE
HomeJUNE
FurniBRID
shing
E Organization
wedding trade that was
IRRESISTABLE OPPORTIJNITIFS
largely responsible for the
subse(pient growth of his
business. It was the fertilizer which stimulated its

growth.
Go thou and do likewise.
And the season is approaching for the doing of it.
SUGGESTIVE JUNE
BRIDE AD.
June bride advertisement
of tlie Rurroughes Purnitui'e
('ompaiiy of Toronto, that
will offer suggestions to
otiier dealers for subject
matter for their own ads.
Note the good use of illustrations, the descriptive
treatment of each line as
well as ((notation of prices.
Now is the time to get busy
with the preparation of
good,
advertisements
for the strong
campaign.
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Campaign

Dealers are responding to appeal of Canada Food Board to help
educate the public to conserve needed foods and to avoid waste.

call for the conservation of foodstuffs in
general, and a few certain lines in particular, is
becoming even more insistent as time goes on,
and it is incumbent upon the retail trade to render
what assistance they can in helping along the campaign. There is a duty to perform for the Empire,
and in critical times like these the retail trade will
always be found ready and willing to do their part.
Retailers Helping by Special Displays
In view of the important niche that the retailer
occupies in the community and the influence which his
advice has on customers, the Canada Food Board have
been making a special appeal to the retail trade to
assist in the campaign for the conservation of needed
foods. Many stores have arranged window displays
to drive home the conservation idea to the general
public. We reproduce herewith a simple window
along this line arranged by R. H. Williams & Sons, Ltd.,
of Regina, Sask. It really explains itself. Note the
emphasis that has been placed on the fact that waste
should be carefully guarded against. Some other
s along this line will be found elsewindowwhere insuggestion
this issue.

THE

Helping Sales by Preaching Conservation
the furGiving publicity to conservation will allowcampaig
n,
niture dealer not only to help in a worthy
,
instance
For
s.
henefit
personal
but to secure some
who would say that the window display reproduced
here would not be a help in interesting customers in
dining room furniture? It is not in this particular
that the greatest benefit is received however, but rather
in the fact that the campaign gives an opportunity to
feature such lines as refrigerators which guard against
food waste, but also equipment like the kitchen cabinet
eping on a more scientific and effiwhich cientputs
basis. houseke

Use Catchy Show Cards
The dealer can help the public realize the true food
situation and their duty at this time by catchy show
cards about the store. Here are some from a competition among Indiana school children.
Be canny with food.
Peel thin and win.
Spread butter thin— help the soldiers get Berlin.
Bread and Buns will beat the Huns.
Every spud is a bullet.
Save Bacon until Berlin is taken.
Wise wives won't waste.
The kichen is your fort.
Kill Kaiserism in the kitchen.

BROCKVILLE

DEALER FEATURED
CARRIAGES

BABY

Sheridan's Furniture Store of Broekville, Ont.. recently used window and ad. in a combined drive on
the sale of baby carriages. The ad. was headed.
"Give Baby Comfort," and read:
"This is the most comfortable carriage we have ever
seen. In it, baby is protected from jars and bumps
by real springs and soft cushions, and from the wind
and weather in the specially designed body and large
hood and storm curtains. Its style and elegance makes
it truly fit for the child of a king. We have a large
variety of styles and at prices to suit any purse. Come
in and let us show them to you."

Photographs of good window and interior displays
are wanted by The Furniture World for reproduction.
When you have a good display in shape, have a photograph taken and forward a print to us. Address The
Canadian Furniture World. 32 Colborne St.. Toronto.

it helped a worthy cause and incibask,
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for our catalogue and secure the
Gerhard
Heintzman agency, or still better-send
for a sample
instrument and " play it yourself. "
Comp
by point with the machine you consider are it point
best.

Aside from the beautiful piano-finish
ed case, noiseless
precision motor, and expert attentio
n to all details,
you will be greatly impressed with
the perfectly
natural tone reproduction.
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D
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Needles
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Albums.

ORDER

NOW.
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TORONTO
$300
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HEINTZMAN
LIMITED
CANADA
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TO DEVOTE

A window display featuring the value of the kitchen
eaJbinet in saving time in kitchen work and enabling
the housewife to devote more time to gardening and
other patriotic endeavors, as suggested in the April
issue of THE CANADIAN FURNITURE WORLD, was
arranged hy the Adams Furniture Company, of Toronto, during the past month.
The display was divided into two sections. The one
was devoted to the display of kitchen cabinets, pointing out their value in saving time, work and materials.
The other section showed the lawn and garden at
the side of the house with the housewife at her
gardening. Imitation grass was used, with a pathway
leading up to the door of the house. At the rear was a
beautiful flower garden with a baby girl playing in
front of it. A rablait sat on its haunches near'by. In
the foreground was a section of garden, represented by
real earth. Gardening tools were at hand and packages of seeds. A figure of a woman in working attire
and on her knees at work at the edge of the garden,
was shown. A large show card read, "A kitchen
cabinet gives the busy housewife time for" and from
this ran strings to four smaller cards arranged one
above another and reading as follows :

WORKING IN
THE GARDEN
A

Kitchen

Cabmet
gives
the Busy
fe
usewi

CARING FOR
THE CHILDREN

REST AND
RECREATION

Ho

Time

for :

IMPROVING
HER HEALTH

A baby sulky, reclining chair, lawn mower and hose
were shown on the lawn. Needless to say the display
attracted a good deal of attention.

HAVE

AND

SPECIAL REASONS FOR FEATURING
CHILDREN'S LINES

A big feature is made of children's lines by the Homo
Furniture Cai-pet Co. Ltd., of Toronto. They have a
double reason for this. Not only are children's goods
a good selling and profitable line because of parents'
deep interest in the welfare of their children, but this
business is frecjuently the opening wedge for other
sales of great value.
Special prices are quoted in

THE UNDERTAKER

of

Other

Dealers

their monthly circular on a few lines of interest to
children in a direct endeavor to get parents into the
store through this means.
In a recent issue there was a page headed, "Kiddies'
Page — Lots of fresh air keeps baby healthy." The
introduction read, "Where is the mother who has not
Marry
Why
Not
We are here
to do our
the

Girl ?

part — and it

TO furnish a Home

for

YOU and HER— aiscomthis —
pletely and comfortably
furnished home that
radiates cosiness and
happiness. You will be
doubly happy, too — first,
because you can choose
the furniture you like
best — second, because
you pay less for it on a
plan of payment to suit
your own convenience.
Why delay the wedding?
Let us furnish a home
now
— bring her in tomorrow.
Suggestive
catchybride
heading
and introduction
for June
advertisement.
said, 'I will, give anything, do anything, to 'be sure my
child grows up healthy and strong.' The secret is—
fresh air and sunlight. The selection of a carriage for
baby, or a toy for the older child, will be the means of
keeping them out of doors and save many doctor bills."
On the pages they featured baby cariages, sulkies,
go-carts, rockers, baby walkers, velocipedes, kiddie
cars, dolls' carriages, high chairs, teddy bears and
boys' scooters. Each was illustrated and described
with price. A special cut was made on a couple of
lines.

THE CLERK'S COMMANDMENTS
It pays to inspire clerks to greater effort and higher
ideals. In an endeavor in this direction, the Edwards
Fui'iiiture Co., of Sherbrooke, Que., issued a circular
with the following commandments:
1. As soon as thou gettest to thy place of business in
the morning pull off thy coat and go to work; then
shalt thou prosper and make the word "failure" si)ell
"success."
2. Thou shalt not go
"bum" for thou shouldst
pearance goes a long way,
ter of recommendation.
;j. Thou shalt not draw

about thy business looking
know that thy personal apnay even further than a leta salary on excuses. Thou
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shalt not say to those who chide thee, "I really didn't
think."
4. Thou shalt not wait to 'be told what to do, nor
shalt thou watch the clock and sigh for the hand to
point to six, for if thou doeth this, verily thy days
shall not be long on the job which thou hath.
5. Thou shalt not fail to do thy duty towards thy
Boss, nor to maintain thine own integrity. Thou shalt
not 1)6 guilty of anything that will lessen thy good
respect of thyself.
6. Thou shalt not covet the job the other fellow hath,
nor his salary, nor the position he hath earned by his
own hard labor, but get one such as he hath by thine
own efforts.
7. Thou shalt not "blow in" all of thy salary. Thou
shalt learn to live on less than thy salary is. Thou
shalt not contract debts Avhieh thou canst not see thy
way clearly to pay, for behold, the collector cometh
and might cause thee to have a "rough house."
8. Thou shalt not be afraid to blow thine own horn,
but not so as to disgust others, but shalt always remember that he who fails to blow his own horn at the
tindeth no one standing ready to blow^ it
proper
him. time,
for

9. Thou shalt not hesitate to say "Yes" also "No,"
at the proper tim.e, and mean it Avhen you do, nor shalt
thou fail to remem'ber that there are times when it is
unsafe to say either. Thou shalt not bind thyself with
a hasty judgment.
10. Thou shalt give every other man a square deal.
This is the last and great commandment, and there is no
other like unto it. Upon this condition hangs all the
law and the profits of the business world.
11. When thou shalt decide to take unto thee a
wife, thou shalt choose thee out a noble woman, and
from the Edw^ards Furnibuy thy e,furniture
shalt
thou' ture
Co., Sherbrook
Que.
EXTENSIONS
Another example of the profitableness of following
the policy so frequently advoeated by The Canadian
Furniture World — that of cheeking invoices and
verifying extensions — was given while the writer was
IT PAYS

Marshall

TO VERIFY
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in a furniture store the other day. An invoice for
burlap had been received and on checking up the extension he found a mistake of nearly $5. Surely it
pays to check up all invoices. Those who make them
out are only human — and liable to err.

EIGHT REASONS WHY CARPET AND RUG
PRICES WILL REMAIN HIGH EVEN
AFTER THE WAR
1. With a normal dema^id for rugs, consumption will
be vastly greater than production — naturally prices
will hold firm with a tendency to elevation rather than
depression.
2. Production for destruction, not for stock. The
conclusion arising from this significant fact is that
America is living on its immediate manufactured resources. After the war, factories must work overtime
to produce goods for reserved stock.
Government taxes and debts can only be paid by
a working country. If business shows any indications
of falling off, the country will have to create work to
secure the strength of its economic fabrics.
4. Machinery destroyed in warring countries. Most
of it can never be replaced, most of it will never be rebuilt. America, because of this fact will be called

part of her floor covering proa large
supply
upon to duction
for foreign
trade.
5. After Avar technical needs means a scarcity of
skilled help. Wages, naturally, will increase and will
in turn reflect upon carpet prices.
6. Raw materials for a long time after the war will
continue high-priced — no carpet mill can sell goods for
less than current quotations.
7. War-tired men will appreciate home more than
ever before. They wall create a demand for home
furnishing goods which will only be another reason for
keeping prices high.
8. Natural vogue for better things in the home is becoming universal. The younger generation, as it
grows up, will demand better furnishings and this fact
will also tend to hold prices at high levels. — The
Carpet and Rug World.
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FURNITURE- APPROPRIATE
GIFTS FOR JUNE WEDDINGS
Nolhins m tie range of Weddiog G.lls is m
appreciated than Fumilure—
as it doe
IS n
Our stock
homebecomm«
part of ttie
permanent
exceptionally
pieces essentially
appropfi
ate for weddingreplete
gifts, with
convemenUy
arranged
to
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illustrate
and selection easy We
comparison
specially priced pieces that are highly acceptable
Solid mahogany
maid Tea
i29 00
SolidWagons,
mahogany
Mufjtn Stands.
Solid mahogany
-Marlra Washingicn"
Tables, Work
(14 SO
Solid mahogany
ptaestal
Wot
k
lobies, an especially altroctive
detgn,il9.7i
Solid mahogany
Nests oj Tobies.
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For

Brides
June
PnT-Tutiirf IK alwar-s an appropnalr and acceptfor « bride
as it is\ears«nmetliins that can
beiblpkeptpresent
and enjoyed
for many
Oui stock lusl now. oifers a wuii ranse to
•tnoue from, and a selection can b, made that will
combine beauty and utility al moderati rust
\\i liave many netv and beautiful d^^sign;, in—
BUFFETS,
CABINETS, CHTNA
PRETTY CLOSETS,
PARLOR PAHLOR
CHAIRS,
REED AND IRISH RUSH CHAIRS,
MUSIC •sti.CABINETS, FANCY TABLES,
JARDINIERE STANDS, CAKE STANDS,
BEAUTIFUL RUGS, CURTAINS, POR
TIERES, and.•Ui.lmanyloi other suitable articles
1 e can be easily solved,
of wbil
r the many pretty and
appiMpr
The M. S. FurnishiDg Company, Ltd.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
7J-76 KAKKlNflTON ST, HALIFAX

A Suggestion:
Oriental Rugs
for Wedding Gifts
Oriental Rugs ol worthy character almost >nvanably
most gladly itcei.'ed
the
objectsareandofamong
weddingthe presentation
They areof
beautiful
practical,
and carry a permanent
appreaation and pleasure.
We ofter
a veryment
large stoat, one bywhicharty weoiherbelieve possesses
commercial
collectionanexcelled
.n this country The
pnces 'are the lowest ai which good rugh can be
procured wt court careful compansoa
Following are representative 4,3x2
itenas9
58
65 0x3
9x5.01 % 35
Royal Kemiiinshaii
Iran
Royal Saruk
63 6x4.11
Sercband
610x35x4 22
Royal Bokhara
Senna
&.5x4 4
Royal
Royal
Kerman^hab
56-2x4
3x4 .2
AntiqueSanik
Bokhara
Royal Kashan
6 8x4.4
TheTolieyrurniliireCoinpsny
WMsihYorkAttnui
Store. mil669 Wsii^ntKm
FijlM Atfiur.SiM.SrviCBICACO
York City

JUNE BRIDE ADS.
Furniture dealers
should make the most
of the trade resulting
from the
marthatmany
take
in .Tune.riagesHere
are place
some
suggestiveshould
ads.be gone
This
business
after
early.
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The June
Bride Trade

The month of June has now become renowned as Cupid's harvest
season, and each year we find an
increasing number of matrimonial unions being staged
during this month throughout the length and breadth
of the land.
_ This is all grist to the furniture dealer's mill, especially ifhe puts forth real aggressive efforts to cash in
on the opportunities presented. It gives chances for
sales in two ways — first in the selling of appropriate
lines for wedding gifts— and secondly, in the furnishing of new homes for the newly-weds. Both of these
should be gone after strongly at the proper time. It
is desirable to make each the subject of a separate
effort, a different appeal for each being necessary for
the best promoting of sales.
This business should ibe gone after quite early in
May, and the campaign maintained well into June.
Special Efforts
to Clinch the
Sale

Where the amount of the sale involved is sufficiently large, aggressive dealers will go to great
length to clinch a sale, and find
it profitable to do so, even taking into consideration
the fact that such special efforts are ibound to fail
occasionally.
Musical dealers have been well to the fore in the
matter of such special efforts and we find them quite
frequently taking the trouble to put an instrument in
a prospective customer's home in the hopes that a trial
of it there will clinch the sale.

Thornton & Smith, interior decorators, of Toronto,
even arrange window displays with the direct aim of
clinching a sale. Sometimes, for example, a prospect
will become interested in some article of furniture, but
not quite persuaded to buy, saying that she Avill call
next day. The window trimmer will make that piece
of furniture the subject of treatment in the window
for the next day, with a view to the effect it will have
upon that one customer. At the same time it does
general publicity work for the store, hut also it frequently isthe means of clinching the prospective sale.
When a prospective customer at the T. Eaton store
in Toronto, becomes (|uite strongly interested in a
suite of furniture, but holds back in the matter of
making a decision, it is quite common practice to arrange that ]tarticular suite in one of the furnished
rooms arranged for the purpose, and this fretjuently
proves the means of completing the sale.
When the prospect for a sale is encouraging, it is
good business to put fortli special effort to clinch it.
A certain amount of time and energy has been expended and in order to make it count, the sale must
actually be made.
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Connect Your
Store
the Ad.up With

Extensive advertising is being
done in connection with many
articles carried in your store. Are
you taking full advantage of this
advertising by connecting it up with your store in a
way to make sales? Many of your customers have
probably been impressed by some outstanding ad. of
some article you handle. Do you make any effort to
drive home to such customers that fact that you handle
the article in question? They are in a most receptive
It should be cashed in on.
mood.
Many dealers arrange window displays of national
advertised goods, using advertisements from periodicals to connect their store up with the national advertising. Show cards can be prepared with advertisements pasted on. Some merchants go so far as to
use their own advertising space to draw attention to
the magazine advertisements of goods they handle, or
to make the point that they handle national advertised
goods in which the public are inclined to place much
confidence.
In the passing it might be pointed out that some
dealers neglect to make full use of their own advertisements. They can be pasted on the side of the
window or used in show card form in the interior.

Business Men in
Parliament

The new Parliament at Ottawa
has over fifty business men among
its membership. It is true that
they are outnumbered by men of the legal profession.
But fifty solid, sober business men ought to be able to
guide the House aright when matters concerning the
business interests of the country are under consideration. The professional politician is disposed to belittle the ability of business men in respect to the
affairs of State. Unfortunately business men are
sometimes as blindly partiz-an as any other class in the
House, and consequently are just as likely to sacrifice
the welfare of the country to the exigencies of the
party. But fortunately the tendency is now in the
opposite direction. There are probably more men in
Parliament whose paramount interest is for the State
than at any time in the history of the Dominion. Consequently itshould be easier for the business men in
the House to exercise their influence when issues appertaining tothe industrial welfare of the country are
in the balance.
Owing to the conditions created by the war, Parliament will of necessity be compelled to give more than
usual attention to the solution of problems of a business character. It is fortunate, therefore, that the
House has so many men among its members Who possess the practical business mind.
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Of Interest
To All

Business men generally are either
directly or indirectly interested in
the abnormal situation which has
developed in Canada in regard to the rate of exchange
on the United States. It is nothing unsual for exchange on New York to be at a premium. During
certain periods it is common. But that which is unusual isthat the premium has recently gone as high as
1% per cent., which is a record.
The principal root of the trouble is the extent of the
unfavorable balance in Canada's trade with the United
States, the exports to the latter country last year being less than the imports from by about $400,000,000.
Naturally, as a result of this marked inequality in the
trade between the two countries the supply of bills of
exchange on New York is away short of the demand,
hence the abnormal premium now obtaining. When
exchange is at a premium, or above par, it means of
course that the importer who has to buy it in order to
meet his liabilities has to pay that much more for his
goods.
One way of adjusting matters is to increase exports
to the United States and, on the other hand, to decrease
imports from that country. But this is easier said
than done. Judging from the deputations of business
men which have been called to Ottawa recently, it is
the intention of the Government to help matters by
prohibiting the importation of non-essentials, because
there are certain essentials, and particularly materials
required for the making of munitions, which is desirable to import in even larger quantities than in the
past. Still another method of relieving the situation,
and one which is likely to be employed, is for Great
Britain to arrange a credit in the United States to
cover such portion of her purchases in Canada as are
essential for the maintenance of Canadian industries
engaged in making munitions and war supplies of
various kinds.
In the meantime the machinery of international
trade between the two countries is working anything
but smoothly.
Feature LaborSavers This
Year

This is the big season for the sale
of
labor-saving housecleaning
lines, and especially is there good
reason for featuring them this
year. On account of the scarcity of help, many housewives who have been accustomed to hiring assistance
during the annual clean-up, will be compelled to undertake this work entirely themselves this year. Such
housewives will be on the watch for preparations and
-appliances that will lessen this work, and the suggesgestion of suitable lines in display and advertisement
should be productive of good results.
And get these lines to the fore early, for it is those
dealers who begin to play them up while the season is
yet young who corral the greatest trade.
* * *
Manag'ement That
Gets Results

Everyone who has made any
study of the matter recognizes
that there is a big difference between the results secured by those who are in charge
of help in a retail store — how some managers are unget efficient
worka high
and results
their stafit's
whileable toothers
can get
degree out
of ofservice
from
almost identical staffs.
The character of employees is frequently blamed for
the inefficiency, but more often it is the fault of the
manager.
One type of manager who can never at-
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tain any great success is the one who is always afraid
that others won't do the work assigned to them
properly, and accordingly he burdens himself with so
much detail work that he has neither time nor thought
to give to the bigger factors in successful management. He is a putterer who is always fearful that
work won't be done right unless he has a finger in it.
Another type of manager who never proves very successful in a business establishment is the domineering
manager. He is the kind who may achieve results in
handling people who work with their muscle and not
with their head. He does so by driving them. Such
methods do not get the desired results, however, with
employees who use brains in their work.
The best type of manager is the expectant. He sets
a standard of achievement for his employees and lets
them know that he expects them to come up to it, and
that each one will be rewarded according to the extent to which they measure up to the .standard set. He
is not backward in placing responsibilities on the
shoulders of employees, and accordingly they put
forth their best efforts to do what is expected of them
in a competont manner. And they . are more likely to
prove sueeessfiil because they are inspired with the
confidence which the manager has placed in them.
The Annual
Inventory

That most retail meerehants once
a year at least take an annual inventory of their business may be
taken for granted. It is also certain that an odd one
here and there does not. We know of one retailer
who had been in business five years before he was induced to do so. He had never hitherto felt his need
of it. His business was a grooving one, and apparently a prosperous one.
But one day he awoke to the realization of the fact
that while in volume his business was steadily going
ahead, his profits were not as large as formerly. And
then he began to Avorry because of the fact that he
did not know the reason.
In his dilemmahe one day consulted a business friend.
The first thing the latter wanted to know was when
he had last taken stock, and on discovering that he
had never done so, strongly advised him to undertake
the task at once.
When the inventory was taken there was no longer
any mystery regarding the diminished profits. It was
all due to the fact that while the business had been
growing, the stock he Avas carrying had increased at a
faster ratio.
The retailer Avas Avise enough to profit by his experience. Thereafter his stock was kept at a ratio
more in keeping Avith his capital. His profits at the
same time became more satisfactory.
A business man who does not take an inventory at
stated periods, like a mariner who consults neither
chart nor compass, is "at sea" regarding his actual
whereabouts. And that is to court ultimate disaster
no matter hoAv fair the sailing may appear to be.
^ ^ ^
Talking Machines
as Wedding
Presents

Why not feature talking maehiups
for wedding presents for June
brides? A talking machine is not
only an acceptable Avedding gift,
but Avill serve to remind the recipient of the giver constantly for years to come. Now is the time to make
suggestions along this line, as people are generally
looking around for suitable Avedding presents for some
time before the actual purchase is made.
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J. A. 'Caiitin, furniture dealer of Quebec, has recently
registered.
The Ottawa Furniture Exchange, Montreal, has recently been registered.
The Rogovein Furniture 'Co. of Montreal, has recently been registered.
The Smith Furniture Co. Ltd., of London, Ont., suffered loss by fire recently.
H. Renber & Son, hardware and furniture dealers, of
Elmwood, Out., have dissolved.
Joseph H. Stewart, of Stewart Bros., hardware and
furniture dealers, of Tilbury, is dead.
The furniture stock of the estate of E. F. Best, of
Simcoe, has been sold to Wallace & Walsh.
G. G. Hendren, furniture dealer, of Lakefield, Ont.,
has been succeeded by Hendren & Himter.
A frame storehouse at Stratford, Ont., owned by the
Stratford Bed Company, was recently burned to the
ground.
The Black Diamond Needle Co. of Montreal have
dissolved, H. A. Bennister continuing under same
style.
Chas. O'Brien, buyer for Washington & Johnson,
Toronto, has resigned to take a place on the floor staff
of the Robert Simpson Co.
F. C. Vanstone, furniture designer, of New York
City, was a recent visitor in Toronto. He does a good
deal of designing for a number of Canadian furniture
factories.
The Toronto Cabinet Company Ltd., of Toronto, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000, to
manufacture furniture, woodenware and musical instruments.
The Kelowna Furniture Company, at Kelowna,
Okanagan Valley. B.C., was recently reorganized under
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the name of the Woodcraft Manufacturing Company.
The new factory covers a large floor space, and comprises alarge general workroom, drying kiln, fuming
chamber, painting, finishing and upholstering rooms,
and showrooms. The new factory is e(iuipped with
a full line of woodworking machinery.
Andy Walsh, late of the Robert Simpson Co. and
Washington & Johnson staffs, has put on khaki and is
now in training for overseas service at Exhibition
Park, Toronto.
The Kitchener Furniture Company Ltd.. of
Kitchener, Ont., has been incorporated Avith a capital
stock of $40,000. This company has taken over the
business of Grosz & Hohmeier.

The manufacturing part of the munition plant of the
Canada Beds Ltd., of Chesley, Ont., was destroyed by
fire on April 26, with an estimated loss of $40,000. An
alien enemy is suspected with starting the fire.
J. H. Parkhill, formerly president of the Alaska
Bedding Co., has returned to Winnipeg from the east,
and will now devote his abundant energy to the David
Bowman Coal & Supply Co., of which he has been vicepresident since its commencement in 1904.
FURNITURE

MEN

CHANGE

PLACES

Grosz & Hohmeier Ltd.. furniture dealers, of
Kitchener, Ont., have been succeeded by the Kitchener
Furniture Co. Ltd. Andrew Edwards, who represented
the Waterloo Furniture Co., has become head of the
new concern, buying out the interests and assuming all
the liabilities of Grosz & Hohmeier. Mr. Grosz has
taken Mr. Edwards' place on the road for the Waterloo
Furniture Co. The Kitchener Furniture Compauy
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000.
"THE ALASKAN"
The initial issue of "The Alaskan," the new house
organ of Alaska Bedding of Montreal Limited, contained many suggestions and ideas of interest and
value to retail furniture dealers. A copy of this
house organ, a well arranged and printed publication
of sixteen pages, is available to every furniture and
house furnishing dealer in Canada, for the asking.

A section of the beveling department of the Phillips Mfg. Co., Limited, Tortmto.
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CHAIRS FROM CANADIAN
FACTORIES
Some suggestions of Chairs for
different purposes from Canadian
furniture manufacturers.

No.
238
No. 1900

No. 245 — Upholstered rocker from
the line of /. C. Mundell & Co.,
Ltd., Flora, Ont.
No. 1 900 — Bent Wood veneer seat
chair for restaurant or 'ce cream
parlor, manufactured by the North
American Bent Chair Co. , Owen
Sound.
No. 238 — Diners from Queen Anne
dining-room suite, manufactured
by Peppier Bros., Ltd., Hanover.
Ont.
No. 1670-1 and 1 670-5 —Two
diners of attractive design from the
Stratford Chair Co. line.

Ill

No.
1670-1
1670-5
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Good

Fix

Music

Itself

No matter how little money a customer can afford to pay for
good music, there is a Columbia Grafonola to suit his purse.
The one he can afford to buy is the one to sell him. For,
though it is the instrument that is delivered at his home, what
he is really buying is the joy and comfort of music.

The low-priced model, at $24 or $38 will give him his desire.
A moderate expenditure for an instrument will enable him
to
buy more records than if he puts nearly all his available purchase money into a higher-priced Grafonola.

Acquaintance with
the wide variety and
make your customer
and an advertiser of

the Grafonola, increasing enjoyment of
splendid quality of Columbia music, will
a regular purchaser of Columbia Records
his Grafonola among his friends.

Some day he will buy a higher-priced instrument. That day
will take care of itself, if you take care of his present desire
in the right way.

Columbia superiority is as marked in the lowest-priced instrument as in the Grafonola de luxe.

Columbia
54-56

Wellington

Columbia

Graphophone
St. West

Grafonola,

Price

Co.
Toronto

$38

1
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Talking
1

i

Machines

Furniture

PHONOGRAPHS

FOR JUNE

BRIDES

time has now arrived for the dealer to begin
to feature talking machines as gifts for June
brides. The talking machine makes an appropriate wedding gift. It is both a piece of furniture for the home of the newlyweds, and a source of
entertainment for the young couple and their friends
for years to come. This is one prominent feature of
the talking machine as a wedding present that should
y — it will prove a constant restrongl
up recipie
be played
nts of the donor for years.
minder tothe
People are generally aware of approaching marriages of their friends some time in advance of such
events and are generally on the watch for a suitable
gift for some time iDefore it occurs. For this reason
it will be found desirable to begin to feature talking
machines in this connection well before June.
It is not often that the dealer has a chance to make
a second sale of a talking machine to the same person,
but this is one of those occasions, for it is the person
who already owns a machine and appreciates its value
who is most likely to choose one as a wedding present
for his or her friends. Besides, those who already have
a machine are likely to be interested in a real good
instrument.
Most dealers will find it proflta'ble to devote one or
more window displays to this line of endeavor during
May. A show card should, :at least, be used in displays with some message such as, "A talking machine
makes a most appreciated wedding gift" — "Give the
machine
new bride a talking machine"— "A talking
will remind the newly married couple of the donor for

THE

to come."
years
A similar appeal can also be used to advantage ui
advertising.

in

the

Store

INCLUDE

RECORDS

IN ALL OFFERS

The thing that stops a good many people from buying an automobile is the thought about the gasoline,
windshield perhaps, and many other "extras" that
have to be purchased before a good many machines
■can really be considered "ready to ride." And the
thing that makes a good many readers of talking machine ads. hesitate about purchasing a machine may
be summed up in an expostulation made by a friend of
mine, a woman who was reading a talking machine ad.
on the front porch of a cottage at the beach one day.
says the Chicago Furniture Journal. She said: "This
advertisement is so clever that I feel like going right
down and buying a talking machine. You know. I've
intended doing so for a long time. But listen. This
machine is advertised for $125 delivered right into the
home, but you don't get a single record with it. and
I jvist hate the thought of having to lay out a lot of
extra money right at the start for records; and what
good is a talking machine without records?" This
woman, in the vernacular, "said a mouthful." Do
you know how a lot of big city stores get around the
hesitancy of this type of customers? They advertise
no machines alone, but every ad. is an ad. for MACHINES AND RECORDS. No machine is pictured
alone, either, but a bunch of records are shown with
every machine. And the price is not "$125 for this
'l)eautiful machine," but instead it reads: "$137.50 for
this beautiful machine and twenty records of your own
selection. Long time terms cover purchase of machine
and records." There you have it; and how much
more inviting it is. Mrs. Smith doesn't hesitate to
buy the machine because she does not dread having to
buy twenty or so new records for cash. She buys
them with the machine, on time.

Well-arranged window display of phonograplis and records, that will offer suggestions to the furniture dealer.
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Record

at Your

CABINET

Finger

Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and
mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.

have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.
Write us for cuts and prices.

Patented July 10th. 1917
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The

Tips

Walker

CO.,

LIMITED

ONTARIO

Talker

Guaranteed to be equal in tone
quality to any talking machine on
the market, regardless of price.
The WALKER
TALKER
is the most distinctive in musical
quahties, appearance and operation. Itappeals to the people
who recognize merit — and buy
accordingly.
The

WALKER

TALKER

will play any make of disc record.

Write us to-day for agency proposition. Itwill interest you.

The

Walker

Bin

and LIMITED
Store

KITCHENER

-

The WALKER isfitted with the BROOKS
AUTOMATIC REPEATING DEVICE
and operates with a large double spring
motor, which plays the regular 10 inch
record ten times on one winding. The
Electric Motor is best ever designed for
this special purpose, is silent running and
non-heating. It is adjustable to the voltage of any city lighting current — direct
or alternating.

Fixture

ONTARIO

Company
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Don't

Judge

Customers
by Outward
You can't always tell by the appearance of customers how much money they may have to spend.

Appearance

By ALFRED PARSONS

IN the business of selling talking machines, or in the
music trade field as a whole, the outward appearance of prospective purchasers is not always a safe
guide to judge of their purchasing ability, says the
Talking Machine World. There is a time-worn story
in the piano trade of a rural gentleman who entered a
fine piano wareroom, was side-stepped and joshed by
all the star salesmen, and finally was turned over to a
"rookie" for final consideration. The old gentleman
tried out the piano with fingers knotted by earnest toil,
and with finger nails in deep mourning. The final
outcome was that he 'bought a magnificent grand and
paid cash for it, taking the money out of a greasy old
wallet dragged from the depths of one of his overall
pockets. The illustration is one that draAvs deep
laughter from the all-wise salesman.
Treat Each With Equal Courtesy

One of the first pieces of advice which capable managers give to salesmen is to treat every customer with
equal courtesy and consideration, regardless of their
apparent circumstances. That this should be the
natural attitude without suggestion goes without saying, but it doesn't require a psychologist to note how
fine clothes and a suave, cultured manner win the immediate attention of talking machine salesmen, as comunpared with the indifference shown the ill-dressed,
cultured visitor. An excellent illustration of how this
attitude works in another branch of the industry is
pointed out in the experience of a man who related it
in this wise :
"Some years ago a salesman entered the employ of
a piano house and worked hard to make a record. It
was when player-pianos were new and the selling of
them was hard work. This salesman was lolling about
the warerooms hoping for the best, when late one afternoon an old chap, who would have been better off for a
good scrubbing, and whose clothes were not only unkempt but had the fragrance of the stable ahout them,
entered the wareroom. The salesman sized the visitor
up either as a poor farmer or a stahle hand. He was
about to pass some hright and witty remark when there
Large
Shipment of
Summer
Records
Just Received
Order at once
" Guardsman "
Disc
10 Double
inch Records
Made in England
BRITISH
capital, labor, material
Viola Phonographs
Wholttalt Prices and Catalogues sent on application
Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Co., Winnipeg

flashed through his brain the story of the old fanner.
He said to himself, "Well, I have nothing else to do
this afternoon, T might as well talk to this man."
You Never Can Tell by Appearances
"I want to see one of these here piano players," sa'd
the visitor. The salesman looked him over, and finally
decided that it wouldn't do any harm to let him look
at them, so he conducted him to the upper floor where
the player-pianos were displayed and proceeded to
demonstrate. As he played, the old gentleman's feet
hegan to quiver, and finally ended by beating time to
the music.
"Pretty fine piano," he said, "how much?"
"Seven hundred dollars," answered the salesman.
' ' That so 1 Got any better ones ? ' '
"Sure," said the salesman, and conducted him to a
large and massive instrument.
"This sells for $850."
"How much for cash?" asked the visitor while the
salesman's brain began to reel.
"Seven hundred and sixty-five dollars for cash,"
was the answer.
"All right, deliver it to-morrow," said the customer,
and proceeded to draw from the inner recesses of his
coat a long black stocking, simply full of money of all
kinds, small change, Ijank notes and ehe(|ues. The
$765 was counted out, a receipt given and the sale
closed.
The salesman was naturally curious, and at the first
opportunity stopped at a nearby town where the player
was delivered, ostensibly to see if it had given satisfaction, and found that the man was a prosperous farmer
and well off. Moreover, he had come to the store
direct from the court house where he had settled an
estate for his niece ahiounting to something over
$100,000 — hence the stocking full of change.
"After that," declared this salesman, who. by the
way, is now a successful executive of a talking machine concern, "the rougher they looked the better I
treated them."
Selling Higher Priced Machines
During Christmas time in a town not far from New
York, two of the most expensive styles of talking machines were purchased bv customers whose outward
appearance would not indicate that they could afford
to buy a $15 machine. The salesman was so unimpressed with the appearance and supposed financial inadequacy ofhis visitors that the head of the business,
who happened to Tje around at the time, was forced to
the opinion that these people were not being handled
discreetly. He took them in hand himself and sold
each of them a $200 machine, much to the amazement
of the salesman who first dickered with them when
they entered the store. As a matter of fact, clothing
doe'sn 't always proclaim the size of the pocketbook.
Needless to say that circumstances like these are unthe salesmen
few businesses
"arecourteous,
for there so
as in the
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and sowhere
efficient,
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100%

HANDLING

TALKING

MACHINE

No other talking machine

The determination of the

on the market offers such

Canadian Symphonola Co.

inducements to the dealer.

has been to manufacture
talking machines that will

This high-grade universal

play any make of disc
record and play them

talking machine is offered
to the trade with an iron-

perfectly.including Edison,
Victor, Columbia, etc.

clad guarantee from Canada's largest manufacturers
of phonographs
(exclusively.)

□
□

SELLING

FIVE STYLES,
FINISHED IN
EITHER

OAK

RETAIL

at from
$60.00 to $225.00.

OR

Terms on Enquiry

MAHOGANY.

SATISFACTION
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done
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t'""?
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'^«)T''^1
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for your inspection, and if
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returned at our expense.
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Canadian
Symphonola
31-37 Brock Avenue

Company,
Limited
Toronto, Canada
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cutting.
An address showing the detriment to business of illegitimate price
By ADDISON A. PEGG
Sales Manager, The Nordheimer Co., Toronto.
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Inefficient

MOTOR

!

Don't jeopardize a good phonograph by instal ing apoor Motor.
You hurt your business,
cause trouble for the dealer and displease the user.
The Dayton Motor gives universal satisfaction and
It has made good in thoubuilds permanent business.
sands ofmachines, and has won great popularity all over the
country.
You will gain reputation and re-orders if you equip
your talking machine with it, and you will have no Motor troubles.
Why take a chance with other makes, when

Runs
Silently

Runs
Evenly

is considered by manufacturers and users as being the Best
Motor in the world. Dayton Motors
no.eless.
^^^^ - ^^-^
t;t:t^tr^^.
DAYTON TONE ARMS are universal, playing any disc
record. Five styles.
DAYTON REPRODUCERS are scientifically correct
and thoroughly practical. Two styles.
Write for full particulars to-day. Let us show you it is to your
interest to use the

DAYTON

THE

THOMAS
328 BOLT

QUALITY

TRIO

MANUFACTURING
STREET
- DAYTON, OHIO.

Toronto

Office:

911 Kent

BIdg.

CO.
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spected business houses, whose motto is "One price to
all and money back if goods are not satisfactory."
Everyone is familiar with the marvellous growth of
some such stores.
I have shown from both the point of view of the
salesman and the business itself, that the illegitimate
price-cutting, is a detriment to any business.
We have now considered price-cutting from the
salesman's standpoint, as well as that of the owner's.
Now let us look at it for a moment from the angles
of the general buying public and suppose we consider
what the effect would be if every business institution
was run on these lines. What would be the immediate
result? Confidence in business would be almost unheard of. Such a thing as respecting the salesman's
word, concerning the goods he was selling would not
be considered and because the great preponderance of
our citizens are 'business people the effect of this system would spread into the social life as well.
If we allow our imagination a little freedom, we can
see where this would bring us. The laxity in business
principles would soon result in laxity in morals, and
laxity in morals is not far removed from crime. No
dou'bt some will be saying, ' ' Well, that is a pretty blue
picture you are painting." Well, I am considering it
from a point of view of every business house being run
on the "Get all you can for the goods" system.
Fortunately, the great majority of our business, is done
on the one price basis, and I am only glad, indeed, as I
said before, that the old order of things, in this respect,
is dying out.
The Cut-Rate Store
There is one other store which might be considered
in this discussion, and for a 'better word, might be
called neutral, in that while it is known as a cut-price
store, its price each day is the same to every buyer who
comes in that day. I have no doubt but that a great
deal can be said, both for and against business houses
of this kind. Establishments of this nature, are almost exclusively confined to the drug trade, and they
have 'been eminently successful from a financial point
of view, and they do enjoy the confidence of the public.
From an ethical point of view, however, I am not
quite sure whether it is quite right in having a manufacturer of some preparation spend thousands of dollars in putting his goods on the market at a certain
retail price, to have them offered by an establishment
of this kind, at a price very considerably less than
what the manufacturer has been advertising it. This,
to my mind, is hardly treating the manufacturer fairly,
and might give the public an impression that the manufacturer was an extortioner.
Also, it has, to my knowledge, a very unsettling
effect in the business of the small retailer, who has to
turn these articles over at the price advertised, because of the fact, that the volume of his business, being
so limited, he is not able to cope with these cut-rate
stores, who have such an immense turnover.
In many cases the retailer has to do either one of two
things: he has to meet the prices set by the cut-rate
store or go out of business.

SELL THE NEWLY-WEDS

A PHONOGRAPH

When the prospective or already-bas-happened
newlyweds come into your store to select furniture and
equipment for their new home, do not neglect to bring
the phonograph to their attention. Not only is it an
attractive piece of furniture for the home, but a source
of entertainment as well.
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Even where there seems little prospect of an immediate sale, it will be found good business to get the
young couple to hear one of your machines. It may
pave the way to a sale at some later date. Frequently,
the young man is not overly flush with money and is
able to provide only essentials on the start. Later
on he will be interested in a talking machine and there
is nothing like paving the way for that sale.
EDUCATING

PEOPLE TO HIGHER
OF MUSIC

FORMS

The dealer will find it good business to educate his
customers to the higher forms of music, especially
'op'cratic music.
To do this properly he should first educate himself.
The man who deals in music should know and prefer
the highest there is in music, bearing in mind that
very often the tastes of a dealer are reflected in his
customers. A dealer can have great influence in
shaping the record purchases of his customers. Some
dealers make no effort in the direction of selling
operatic records, reconciling their consciences by saying there is no demand for high-priced records in their
community.
Do not be deceived by the notion that there is no demand for operatic records in your community. There
is such demand in your community if you will only
take the trouble to create it or find out where it lies.
By his own likes and dislikes a dealer often limits
record business. We have in mind the case of a record
customer who once bought only the cheaper records.
Never was he known to pay over $1.00 for any record,
but he was an exceptional customer and every lowpriced record on every new supplement went into his
library. On one loceasion his dealer mentioned
operatic records to him, but he vetoed the suggestion
instanter and the dealer never mentioned the subject
again.
One day this customer chanced into the store of another dealer. This dealer knew his music — knew the
beauties of better music. It took about half an hour
for this dealer to convert this customer, who heretofore had never bought high-priced records, into a customer who subsequently bought every operatic record
on every supplement. To-day this gentleman has one
of the largest libraries of operatic music in the world.
Why not try to convert one of your cheaper record
customers into a better customer? You will be serving yourself and your customer at the same time. Certainly infinitely greater satisfaction and pleasure is to
be found in the higher forms of music than in music
that passes in the night.
HANDY DEVICE FOR OPENING DOOR
A number of retailers in an Ontario town, have
a handy device attached to their street door for the
purpose of opening it on the approach of a customer
from either the outside or inside.
It consists of a small cord running along the side of
the store and attached to the door so that the latch
can be lifted and the door opened By the person near
the rear by a simple pull of the cord whiph hangs
down from the top of the shelving so that it can be
grasped by the clerk.
When a customer is entering or leaving the store
with her arms full of parcels she appreciates having
the door opened for her and this ingenious device
makes this possible without loss of time.
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Records

PROPERLY

At last, a new method of reproduction has
been invented which is a real sensation.

it is what the public have been waiting for, and
what interests you is that we are going to tell

invention is one of the

every one about this final achievement— we
will create the buyers' interest for you and bring
them into your store to hear the superior tone
of the ALL-Record Brunswick. The new
Brunswick has a real appeal.

This latest Brunswick
supreme achievements

in phonograph

history.

reproduces each type of record
PROPERLY— according to exact requirements—the proper diaphragm, the exact needle,
the precise weight.

The

Ultona

The Brunswick dealer is the only dealer who
can now truthfully say that he sells a phonograph
which plays ALL records exactly as they
should be played.

Those

Brunswick has a tremendous appeal,

Remember

THE

you

have

MUSICAL

The

are fortunate

returns.
The live, progressive dealer is going to see that he secures
this new Brunswick line. Are you one of them? Some
territory is still open. Send for full particulars at once.

You want this new Brunswick, don't let someone beat
you to it. Drop us a line to-night.

Brunswick

Record

to link up with

SALES
MERCHANDISE
Excelsior Life Bldg., TORONTO

BRANCHES
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inCOMPLETE
enough to represent this
strument have absolute confidence of splendid

The Ultona revolutionizes old ways of playmg.
It removes all limitations.
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Guise

of Householder

Chicago dealer uses classified advertising columns to dispose of new
phonographs by advertising in guise of offering of private householder.

THIS is an era of new methods of merchandising,
both commendable and otherwise. Sad to relate, many of the new schemes are of the latter
variety. One of the most recent of these has to do
with the sale of talking machines. Its birthplace is in
Chicago, and as yet has not spread to Canada— at
least not to our knowledge. It is well, however, that
the trade be put on its guard so that any scheme of
this kind in Canada may be quickly squelched.
This new scheme is operated through the "want
ads." in newspapers, and is designed to deceive the
buying public, is the charge made by the National
Vigilance Committee of the Associated Advertising
Clubs, which has issued a bulletin on the advertising of
one R. Nordin, of Chicago, who is using this plan to
sell talking machines. The bulletin, which was sent
to the classified advertising managers of leading newspapers throughout the covmtry, asked the co-operation
of the papers in keeping Nordin out of their advertising columns. It went into some interesting discussion of "gyp" dealers, referring to Nordin as a "gyp,"
operating nationally.
How "Gyp" Dealers Operate
Many instances have been found where newsnauer
classified columns are being used — rather, abused-— by
"gyp" advertising, particularly in furniture, piano
and phonograph lines.
The "gyp* may be defined as a dealer who disposes
of new merchandise from a residential address, by advertising inthe guise of a private householder offering
his own used goods for sale. As fast as sales are made
the "gyp" replenishes his stock, which is often of thp

cheap,
"flashypublic
order.
His advertising
is misleading,
legitimate
and hurts
confidence
undermines
business.
The Case in Question
While the "gyp's" obnoxious practices are xisually
confined to the community in which he operates, there
is the ease of R. Nordin, (alias A. Nordin, F. Nordin.
B. Nordin and R. M. Nordin) 3166 Ogden Ave ,
(formerly advei'tising from 1922 South Kedsie Ave.;
a "naUonal" classified
be called
Chicago,
advertiser,who
who might
also uses
the United States mails, A
leading papers have refused Nordin 's adnumber of vertising,
because of facts secured through local
A''igilance Committees and Better Business Bureaus
working in co-operation with the National Vigilance
Committee, and because of exposures through music
trade channels. Here is one of the Nordin advertisements that appeared in Milwaukee papers:
"RARE OPPORTUNITY — For sale, my
beautil'iil it^lTiO Victrola size phonograph and
records; guaranteed 10 years; will accept $60;
used only 10 weeks; wonderful bargain; will
shipC. 0. D., allow examination and trial without one cent deposit.
If found unsatisfactory will pay freight both ways.
Write A.
Nordin. 31 6G Ogden Ave., Chicago, 111."
The use of the word
"Victrola" is misleading.
Nordin handles the King phonograph.
He is "manufacturer, representative and distributor" (according

to his own letterhead, which he seldom employs in his
correspondence.) Plain letter paper is used to answer
inquiries — evidently to add to the private-sale disguise.
The classified reader who answers Nordin 's advertising receives a hand-penned letter in a woman's handwriting on a plain note size, four-page sheet of paper.
The letter cites that the machine has only been used
"about ten weeks," is in "perfect condition," and
"we have ten records that goes with it," and that it
is easy to ship as "we have the box in which the machine was packed." Several photographs of the machine which "we happen to have" are enclosed. The
purchaser , is deluded into thinking he is getting a
slightly used machine at a wonderful bargain price,
for does not Nordin 's advertising say he "will accept
$60" as the machine "has been used only 10. weeks?"
The fact is that the King machine which Nordin sends
out is absolutely new in all its parts, is spick and span,
even to the packing case, because both are just leaving
the "factory." It has not "been used ten weeks" and
Nordin is willing to "accept $60" because it is his
regular price.
put the "gyp'-'
their powerhis toadvertising
it in declining
. To
through
of business have
outNewspapers
make classified advertising confidence-inspiring and
trustworthy it is necessary to throw out all that tends
to wreck confidence. A considerable number of newspapers bar this kind of advertising and find it to their
advantage and to the advantage of their readers.

The

Selling of Talking
By Geokge W. Hopkins

Machines

the selling of talknt factors
importa
very
broughtin out by George W.
were
ing machines
Hopkins, general sales manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. in an address at the annual bancpiet
of the Talking Machine Men, Inc. He declared that
in his opinion the business men of the country should
endeavor to do twice as much business as in the past,
as one factor in doing their part in the Avar and in
developing the nation's financial power. He spoke
of what talking machine manufacturers ai-e doing — by
supplying mvisic that aids in assuaging the sorrows of
those who are called upon to face the loss of loved
ones, and likewise helps the boys actually in the
trenches, by providing them with cheering melodies.
In every sense the business is essential.
Mr. Hopkins described the operations of the price
cutter and the reason for his actions: and told how
certain standard articles were offered at reduced
prices, with a view to selling the cxistomer other
articles upon which a profit could be made. The
speaker drew upon his experiences in other lines of
industry to prove the necessity of the salesman believing first in his own product and mentioned that
only the man who is himself sold on his own product
can really be successful.
Mr. Hopkins said it is his belief that the average
talking machine salesnuin was too technical and failed
to realize that the buyer likes to be flattered by luivSOME
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ing the features of the machine or records presented
to him in a manner that he can understand and appreciate.
For the dealer and manager Mr. Hopkins declared
that the head of the house should endeavor particularly
to stamp his personality on the people employed by
him, and by that means multiply himself among his
salesmen. Everyone likes to do business Avith the
head of the house, he said, and proper training will
give to assistants the ability to give the same personal
sort of service.
"Don't run your store the other felloAv's Avay, but
work out your own way," said the speaker. "To
follow in the footsteps of ,a competitor and to adopt his
ideas is a sign of weakness and the imitator rarely
meets with any success. Think up new ways of getting and holding it. As an instance in point, don't
leave a customer alone in a booth while searching for
the record he has asked for. See that there is a
selected bunch of records in each booth, and put one on
the Grafonola and start it playing, on leaving the room.
This idea has actually resulted in increasing
record sales where it has been adopted. There are
also many other plans that will get results if properly
applied.
"Endeavor to learn of the houses in your vicinity
which are not supplied with Grafonolas. Then take a
snapshot of the house, have it finished and attach it to
the head of a letter, send to the owner or occupant of
that house with the query: 'Why is there not a
Grafonola in this house?' accompanied by a short selling talk. The personal touch is almost sure to make
the proper impression."
Mr. Hopkins also made a plea for consistent and
liberal advertising by the dealer, and stated that
statistics show that 84 per cent, of the biisiness failures
are among non-advertisers. He also maintained that
organization funds should be used liberally in the
cause of music, with the ultimate idea of making
America a singing nation.
RECONSTRUCTION PERIOD
INDUSTRY

IN FURNITURE

Col. Carnegie, head of the ordinance section of the
Imperial Munitions Board, addressed a representative
gathering of furniture manufacturers at a meeting of
the Canadian Furniture Manufacturers' Association,
held in the Canadian Manufacturers' Association offices
in Toronto, on May 6. Mr. Moss, of the Crown
Furniture Co., Preston, and chairman of the Furniture
Section of the C.M.A., presided. He called on Mr.
Shaw, of the Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd.,
Woodstock, to introduce the speaker of the afternoon,
which he did in a neat, complimentary speech.
Col. Carnegie, who has given a number of addresses
before other public, commercial and industrial bodies,
made his remarks applicable to the furniture industry,
and he spoke from the angle of the buyer, the seller,
the manufacturer and the worker. He told of the
benefits of co-operation as opposed to competition, and
emphasized a plea for standardization. Dealing with
furniture statistics as found in Governmental reports.
Col. Carnegie made a comparison between the yeai's
1909 and 1915, showing a seeming decline in the industry of the later year. This, of cour.se, was due to
the war; but the men who have gone to the front will
come back, and now was the time for furniture manu-
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facturers toprepare for the reconstruction period that
would follow this world war. Col. Carnegie also
pleaded for the workers, saying a better understanding
was now being obtained that is mutually beneficial.
Messrs. Smith, Owen Sound, and George McLagan.
Stratford, moved a vote of thanks to the speaker, which
was adopted unanimously.
Mr. McLagan reported on his visit to and interview
with the War Trades Board at Ottawa, on matters
affecting the furniture trade and industry. It was
possible, he said, that the Government might place an
embargo on the importation of furniture into Canada,
as might also be done with other lines manufactured in
the Dominion. He could not speak definitely on this,
however.
Another matter he had to take up with the Board
was regarding the importation of A'arious woods used
in furniture making. As yet, the U. S. Government
had not placed a prohibitory law again.st the exportation of these Avoods. They Avere of course sub.iect to
license, and Mr. SOiaw had that afternoon received a
telegram from the secretary of the Board, stating that
the licenses Avere still being O.K'd at Washington.
Mr. ShaAV, as spokesman for the special eommittee
dealing Avith the placing of the Association and the
furniture industry on a better and higher level, reported the several meetings of himself and confreres
— ^^Messrs. McLagan, Knechtel and Smith — and moved
that Clarkson, Son & Dihvorth, expert accountants, be
appointed to make a special report on the matter by
sending out a questionaire and interA'icAving some
representative furniture firms. Mr. Knechtel seconded.
Avtiich after a slight discussion was adopted.
Secretary CaAvkell explained the Avorkings of the
Federal Trade Commission of the United States, which
had been appointed in the fall of 1914 to prepare for
after-the-war trade. That commission had found that
what was wanted was a process of education and the
adoption of a cost system. Here in Canada we wanted
a similar plan. We furnitiire manufacturers wanted
to adopt, first, a uniform cost system ; second, one
method of dealing Avith depreciation ; third, the opening of debit and credit accounts, AA-hieh Avill cheek up
all supplies.
Mr. Caiwkell reported three new firms applying for
membership in the Association Avithin the past week,
and stated that when a eouple of other concerns had
come in, the Association Avould be one hundred per
cent, efficient.
LINOLEUM

WANTED

She had been sitting in the furniture shop nearly
two hours, inspecting their stock of linoleums.
Roll after roll the perspiring assistant brought out,
but still she seemed dissatisfied. From her dress he
judged her to be a person of Avealth and thought it
likely she would have a good order to give.
When at last he had shoAvn her the last roll, he
paused in despair.
"I'm sorry, madam," he said apologetically, "but if
you could Avait I could get some more pieces from the
factory.
Perhaps you Avould call in again?"
The prospective customer gathered her belongings
together and rose from the chair.
"Yes, do," she said with a gracious smile, "and ask
them to send you one or tAvo Avith A'ery small designs,
suitable for putting in the bottom of a canary's cage."
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ACCORDING to information received on ThursdayApril 4, Lieut. John A. Gibson, of the 116th
Canadians, died of gunshot wounds in clearing
station No. 57, Prance.
Lieut. Gibson was one of the group of officers who
recruited the 126th (Peel) Battalion and went to England with that Battalion. Later he was transferred
to the 116th under Col. Sam Sharpe, and had been in
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At the same time the sacrifice of such lives lays upon
the community the obligation that their deaths shall
not be in vain ; that such further sacrifices be made as
shall ensure the defeat of the war lords of Germany,
so as to be a guarantee of the future peace of the
world.
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT BUSINESS
PROFITABLE

IS

That there is a worth-while profit in the musical instrument'business when trade is gone after aggressively
is indicated by the following report from Montreal, in
regard to C. W. Lindsay, Ltd.:
"At the annual meeting of C. W. Lindsay, Ltd.. held
at the head office of the company here, the chair was
occupied by C. "W. Lindsay. The financial statement
presented by the company's auditors. A. K. Fisk.
Skelton & Com.pany, showed a thoroughly satisfactory
year's business. Indeed, so successful has been the
fiscal year just closed that the Board of Directors
voted, in addition to a 10 per cent, cash bonus to the
staff at all branches, a stock bonus of 2-5 per cent, payable out of the undivided profits and to holders of common stock. The usual dividends were declared, viz.,
7 per cent, on the preferred and 8 per cent, on the comman stock, and a substantial amount was carried to the
reserve fund."
ORILLIA

Lieut. John A. Gibson.
service in France since February last. He was gassed
and slightly wounded on a former occasion. For some
months he had been acting captain, and had been taking a special course just prior to the last German
offensive.
For several years prior to the war, Lieut. Gibson was
a member of the staff of The Commercial Press,
Limited, starting in a junior capacity. His earnestness, aggressiveness and keen intelligence, however,
had lead to such steady advancement that at the time
he left for active service he was one of the advertising
managers in connection with the technical papers published by this company.
A man of most serious purpose, "Jack" Gibson always held the love and respect of all his fellowworkers in the company. His death will be learned
too, with deep regret by hundreds of advertisers in
our papers, as he had the habit of winning the warm
regard of the man he did business with.
Lieut. Gibson is the third member of the sales staff
of this company who volunteered for service out of a
definite sense of duty to his country, and who has
given his life for the sake of liberty. Lieut. L. M.
Connell was killed early in 1916, and Sergeant R. E.
Howson, in August, last year.
To one who has known intimately such splendid
young men, the horror of war is made very real indeed.

FURNITURE CO. FEATURING
RECORD CABINETS

"Every record at your finger tips," is the selling
slogan of the new line of efficient record cabinets being
manufactured by the Orillia Furniture Co. Ltd.. of
Orillia, Ont. Each cabinet is equipped with guide
cards and index book which allows of the easy location
of any desired record. There are a series of drawers
which hold records in an upright position, and the
space from which a record is taken remains open until
it is replaced.
Five-drawer cabinets have capacity for one hundred
10 Or 12-ineh records and the ten-drawer cabinets hold
two hundred records. All tops are 19 by 22 inches,
but the five-drawer cahinet is 30 inches high and the
ten-drawer 37 inches.
HEINEMAN

SUPPLY CO. TAKE
PREMISES

LARGER

Owing to increasing business, the Otto Heineman
Phonograph Supply Co. Inc., has found it necessary to
arrange for new and larger premises in Toronto, at
172 John St., where they will occupy an entire floor in
a modern concrete building, which will allow offices
and warehouse to be together, thus permitting closer
co-operation between the two departments.
The Canadian manager, Mr. C. J. Pott, is now being
assisted by Mr. L. Green, who has come to Toronto
from New York.
CAR LOAD SHIPMENTS FROM UNITED STATES
COTTON
LINTERS
LESS THAN CAR LOAD SHIPMENTS FROM TORONTO
Write or wire for prices and samples.
E. T. CARTER

& CO., 82 Front St. East, Toronto
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Phonolas

$18

to

$250

and

DOMESTIC

RECORDS
85

The

cents

to

$1.75

Merchandising

Possibilities

for the Phonola line are big. The demand tor music is the
greatest ever. Recorded music for the phonograph offers the
most varied means of meeting that demand, and the Phonola
plays all brands of records perfectly.
The range of styles and prices gives a Phonola
taste and every purse.

The

Artists

"Domestic"

for every

Making
Records

include : Henry Burr, Charles Hart, Frank Croxton, Harry
McClaskey, Miss Inez Barbour, Miss Marie Morrisey, Jos.
Phillips, The Domestic Military Band, Van Eps Dance
Orchestra, The Peerless Quartette, and The SterHng Trio.

Pollock

Mfg.

Company
Limited
Makers of the

PHONOLA

Model "B"

KITCHENER

-

-

ONTARIO
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Vaults

Prompt Delivery.
Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Quality and
es. Yet
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for AH Burial Purpos
Light and Easy to Handle.
uction Unequaled
Superiority Unquestioned Design and Constr
s
Carried in Stock hy A II Leading Jobber
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

Case

Indispensable

An
portation of Bodies.
For the Handling, Removal and Trans
.
taker
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Under

In.ide Dimeniions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide. 15 m. deep.
; Tray Alone $5.00
Price.: With Tray $30.00; Without Tray $28.00

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY.

ONEIDA

N.Y
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are incited to send letters
and readers art
ment
Profession are here discussed
Dep
affecting the Undertaking
Problems ake
rs*
Undert
expressing their views on any of the subjects dealt with— News of the profession throughout Canada.

Late Chief
Impressive Funeral of Manitoba's
of prominent people.
gathering
Large
Chief Justice Howell buried at Winnipeg—
SpeelaHo Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker

late
IMPRESSIVE services marked the funeral of the
chief justice of the Manitoba 'Court of Appeal, Hon.
H. M.' Howell, held at Winnipeg last month. After
a simple private service at the residence, 66 Carlton
St., conducted by Rev. Henry Martin, a public service
was held at 3 o'clock in Holy Trinity Church, His
Grace Archbishop Matheson presiding.
The fine old church was filled with those who came
to pay their last respects to the gifted jurist who had
been so long one of the most prominent men in the city
and in the west. The Provincial Grovernment was
represented by Premier Norris, and all the foremost
public bodies were represented. The members of the
Law Society attended in a body. The cortege was
one of the longest ever seen in Winnipeg.
The chief honorary pall-bearers were: Chief Justice
T. G. Mathers, Sir Hugh J. Macdonald, Hon. J. D.
Cameron, Judge W. E. Perdue, Isaac Campbell, K.C.;
Gapt. Wm. Robinson, Sheriff Colin Inkster, A. McT.
Campbell.
.
tt j
tt
The actual pall-bearers were : Hon. A. B. Hudson, H.
Ormond, T. A. Hunt, K.C. ; G. H.
Walker, J. A. Machray, and S. E.
Richards.
Tnterme-nt was made in St. Jolm's
cemetery, and the services at the
grave side were conducted by Archbishop Matheson.
All cases coming up in the court
were adjourned as a tribute to the
late Chief Justice.
Resolution of Condolence

At a meeting of the Manitoba
council of the Canadian Bar Association, the following resolution was
passed :
"Resolved, that the Manitoba
Council of the Canadian Bar Association desire to place on record the
deep regret of its members at the
death of the Honorable Hector
Mansfield Howell, chief justice of
Manitoba, who for almost forty
years has been one of the gr'eat
figures of the province. During the
87 years in which he practised at the
bar his position was a most distinguished and honorable one. He

Justice

possessed great abilities and force and sincerity of
character, which won for him not only the admiration
but the esteem and confidence of the bench and bar,
his clients and his fellow-citizens. His heart was very
tender and loyal to his friends and associates, and they
will cherish his memory with deep and affectionate
regard. The high qualities of the man and the lawyer
were carried with him to his work on the bench. He
was a great advocate, a good judge, and a worthy
citizen. The council desires to extend its sincerest
sympathy to the members of his family."
HALIFAX DEATH AND PROPERTY

LOSS

The Halifax Mail recently published a "Reconstruction" number, in which was published the names of
those who lost their lives in the catastrophe which destroyed that city last December. The list totalled
about 1,550, though with a number still missing it is
believed the death roll will approximate close to
2,000' men, women and children. The property loss is
placed at $25,000,000.
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C.E.A. at Toronto

35th anPREPARATIONS are being made for the
nual convention of the 'Canadian Embalmers'
Association at Toronto, next August and September. Some radical suggestions have been made for
this year's program and these will be dealt with by the
Executive at its coming meeting.
Secretary Fred. Matthews has received several letters
conducting this year's
from demonstrators relative tocourse.
These also will
school and convention lecture
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3. To increase his business; because with an increased business he will be able to give better values
and better service for less money than before. This
will be profitable both for him and for the customer.
4. To give people an opportunity to inquire about
him, his methods, his goods and his service before they
require his services.
ability.
5. To inspire confidence in the public as to his

6. To impress the public with his individuality, and
with his personality.
7. To convince the people his goods are dependable.
8. To convince the people that he has their interest
at heart.
9. To keep in touch with those who have moved out
of his immediate neighborhood.
10'. Because it is his duty to let his fellow man
know about his merits, if he, his services and his goods
are really meritorious, and advertising is the only way
in which this can be done: advertising in the public
press and other mediums, and advertising by the conscientious performance of his tasks.
PROFESSIONAL

by Chas. Watson, Aylmer, Ont., for W. Smith & So;
Motor hearse built
Leamington.
It is on an Overland chassis.

be taken up for discussion at the Executive meeting.
James O'Hagan. editor of Canadian Furniture World
and The Undertaker, has 'been appointed assistant sessional secretary for the convention.
SASKATCHEWAN

DIRECTORS

IN JULY

July 15, 16, 17 and 18 are the days selected for the
1918 convention of the Saskatchewan Funeral Directors' and Embalmers' Association, which will be the
fifth annual gathering of that body. The meeting will
be held at Saskatoon, and the demonstrator will be
Prof. R. U. Stone, Toronto. Dr. Seymour, Commissioner of Public Health for Saskatchewan, will give an
address on the proper filling in of papers for burial
and transportation. An examination of candidates
for embalmers' licenses will be held at the close of the
convention. Twenty-five new members have joined
the Association since last convention.
SHOULD

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS

ADVERTISE?

May, 1918

NOTES

general manager of Dominion ManuH. L. Godin,
facturers, Ltd., has returned to Toronto from a trip
into the lumbering regions of Northern Quebec, whither
he had gone to arrange for the company's supply of
wood for this year's business.
Secretary D. M. Andrews, of the same company is
leaving this week for his annual inspection of the
Western branches of his concern. Mr. Andrews will
go through to the Coast, visiting all the important
centres on the Avay out and return.
Joe Thompson, a popular Toronto embalmer. has
joined P. MeCabe & Co.'s statf, his former place with
The Fred. W. Matthews Co., has been filled by J. Wallace, of Hamilton.
W. S. Bean, who recently disposed of his furniture
Ont.. has purand undertaking business at Selkirk, ng
business of
chased ahalf interest in the undertaki
Smith, Son & Clark, of London, Ont.
The leading undertaking establishment in New York,
that of Frank E. Campbell, Broadway and Sixty-sixth
street, maintains a publicity department. This may
sound astonishing, but it is true. At the head of the
department is a former New York newspaper man.
The Campbell establishment is able to secure at least
$75 worth of free advertising in the daily papers every
week. Several other leading undertakers of Manhattan are considering organizing similar departments.

A very pertinent question is the above. It has comrup several times at the C. E. A. conventions. But it
has come up in other places also. A Chicago undertaker recently offered a $100 prize to the person who
vvorjd send him the best reply to the query, and, according to The American Funeral Director, this is the
letter that won the prize:
An Undertaker Should Advertise

1. To make himself, his business and his location
known to the public.
2. To tell the people about himself, about his goods
his service, and about the convenience of his location,
in order to convince them of the desirability and advisability ofdoing business with him.

J. e.\ii ^. L>» t- II I i u i II ini t 't J. w A
^ ..^ I — - - - > . - .
soldier at tlie winter flying camp, and sent to Canadian turniture \\ orld
shows the Canadian flying corps contingent immeUndertaker,
and Thediately
following the gun carriage.
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BUYING

SERVICE

In a time like the present, when the abnormal conditions existing have completely upset market conditions,
a serious shortage of many lines and unprecedented advances in others, the manufacturer who

causing
would

give his customers

must

be in a position

have

the financial

the highest degree of service

to understand

strength

to take

the markets
advantage

and

of his

knowledge.
One of the factors in the service given to the trade by Dominion
Manufacturers Limited has been the good work of its purchasing
department.
Experienced executives, carefully studying conditions, especially in
lumber and fabrics, anticipated several years ago a serious advance
in prices, and took full advantage of ample financial reserves to buy
these goods " to the limit. "
Needless to say, no matter how far-sighted the purchasing department of any manufacturing concern might have been, prices could
not under present conditions be maintained at the low level of prewar days. On the other hand, if it had not been for the facilities for
buying and the wise anticipation of advances by this company, prices
for caskets would be at a much

Dominion
Head

Office:

higher level than they are to-day.

Manufacturers
109 Niagara

Limited

Street, Toronto, Canada.
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No. 501, H.P., Quarter-cut Oak.
No. 502, H.P., Solid Mahogany.

No.

501,

Hinged

face panel, trimmed

502,

otherwise

OUR

of solid, selected

corners and

witl^ carved

Oak,

No.

made

H.P.,

H.P.,
same

made
as No.

MOTTO:

Dominion
Head

Office:

Quarter-cut

centre panel ornaments.

with Liberty satin, crushed.

of solid, selected

Mahogany ^

501.

" The

best goods

Manufacturers,

at fair prices."

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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By HOWARD S. ECKELS, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' College of Embalming, Philadelphia, Pa.
Written for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker.
(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH)
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past when publicity would have been so beneficial to
been no way of publicly distinguishing between memthe profession and to the public, which are now
bers and non-members. I believe that once this inready for it. I do 'believe that the time has come,
signia becomes familiar to the public that the great niathe curAssocia
your
however, when we should at last draw aside
jority of those eligible to membership in
light of publicity shine upon what
the
let
and
tain
and
ship
member
seek
will
s,
tion." but not now member
and what we hope to
can do e.
what we
the privilege of using it.
ev
we have done,
hi
ac
^
himself.
man
But, as T have said, back of it all is the
It has been firmly rooted in the minds of the f unerai
The funeral director who conducts himself in a gentlein
alike
that it is neither pleasant nor profitable to
clean
directors
nce;
appeara
of
neat
is
manly manner;
his personal life and in his professional work, must of
dwell in the public prints upon "any of the wares connected with our profession." It has long been apnecessity be a good advertiser of our profession. Any
methods which he uses to bring these qualities to the
publicity, dethat unpleasan
parentstructive
publicity. t publicity is bad
attention of the public are of benefit not only to him" have been speself but to the profession at large. The more he emThe very fact however that "wares
cifically banned, makes it the more apparent that any
phasizes his own adherence to high ideals the more
methods which throw the light of publicity upon our
glaring becomes the contrast between himself and the
man who advertises falsehoods. I believe in the kind
achievements, our equipment of our professional
of publicity secured by the funeral director whose
publicity. ..re good
,
(lualifications is constructive, and therefo
motto IS,
I abhor the advertising done
Ser
After all, what is publicity? Only giving those with
reads "I Sell."_ _ Andandherein
by the man whose motto
b;id
publicity
good
between
distinction
the
lies
whom we are not in intimate contact an insight into
adthe motives which animate us and into the methods by
destructive
and
advertising, constructive publicity
vertising, ethical publicity and unethical advertising,
which we pursue our daily avocations. The public
professional publicity and cut-rate advertising.
knows comparatively little about the great advance
made by our profession, and therefore is not prepared
to
success
owes his the
"of undertake
type ar-ound
(juality
him rapnreciate
that those
facthighest
theThe
service the modern funeral
to appreciate the better
Let us permit the light to shine.
of his work. Why, then, shonld he not be permitted
director can render.
to extend that knowledge over as wide a eircle as posIn the profession of medicine, efforts constantly are
sible by means of the nrinted word, if he chooses to do
which were thembeing made to erase the rigid lines
selves responsible for the advertising fakir. Many oF
so, as long as he confines the same to "service" and
not to "wares."
the most eminent physicians in America are now writWlicii the Wesleys were once criticised for seizing
ing for the public press over their own signatures and
UDOii tlie tun(>s of ponular songs and fitting hymns to
educating the public along lines undreamed of even ten
tliein. tliey rci)lied. "We do not believe in letting the
vears ago. No longer does the (|uack monopolize the
devil have all of the good music."
pages of our daily newspapers. Eminent medical
I do not believe in letting the cut-rater reaj) all of ■first
authorities and investigaitors without hesitation lay
the benefits from advertising — as he now does in a
their discoveries oi)en to the public gaze in a manner
clear field. T believe he does reap benefits from it
which would have brought them unstinted condemnaeven though he uses his publicity badly, and T believe
tion only a few years back. The wheels of progress
that he will continue to reao benefits from it mitil the
never turn backward.
earnest and conscientious undertakers of the country
(To be continued.)
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Cars

The Automobile Journal in a recent number in publishing an illustration of a new funeral car, had this
to say in describing same :
"The funeral procession, an institution as venerable
almost as time itself, may soon become passe, succumbing to the march of progress Avith its many innovations
and changes in customs. In olden times the funeral
cortege was made up of casket bearers, relatives of deceased and mourners wending their way toward the
last resting place, on foot. With the advent of horsedrawn vehicles the funeral procession was made up of
a hearse and carriages, which form of cortege has been
the custom for several centuries and is still the accepted form in the majority of cities, although the
automobile cortege has gained great popularity in the
past few years.
"Now comes the funeral car, a mammoth vehicle,
which carries not only the casket, flowers, undertaker
and his stafi', but the entire funeral party, and threat-

New funeral car, used in several American cities, which carries casket
and has accommodation for thirty-eight people,
ens to do away with the old form of procession. It is
already in use in several cities and has many advantageous features, as it not only lowers the cost of funerals, but is far more convenient than the old system,
as it moves through the city traffic to its destination
with no delay and without the waiting necessitated
at burial ceremonies caused by the delayed arrival of
the various units of the procession.
"The funeral car, as it is called, and which is shown
in an accompanying cut, holds 38 people comfortably.
It is mounted on a three-ton chassis and has a length
over all of 22 feet, 10 inches. The outside width is
99I/2 inches and inside there is a clear width of 74
inches. The six doors and driver's door on each side
have drop windows. The two doors on each side of
the casket compartment have stationary windows. The
rear windows are stationary and all windows of the
body have silk drop curtains.
"Above the doors are transoms of Florentine glass,
every other one hinged. There are three electric
lights on the ceiling of the body and two telephones
connecting with the driver's seat. The casket compartment has a shelf 22^^ inches from the floor, and
fitted with rollers and stop pins. The upholstery
throughout the car is Fabrikoid. The cars are usually
finished in either black or gray. A step running the
. length of the body folds up when not in use."
C. W. Buck, Western Ontario representative for
The Evel Casket €0. Ltd., has enlisted in The Royal
Air Force. H. B. Eve] will represent the firm in that
district.
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SOLDIERS' GRAVES IN EUROPE
The secretary of the War Office states that at the
second meeting of the Imperial War Graves Commission
held recently with the Prince of Wales, president, in the
chair, it was announced that the Government had undertaken to bear the cost of laying out, enclosing,
planting, and maintaining British military cemeteries
abroad and of providing suitable headstones for th?
graves wherever possible.
The Commission had under consideration a report
from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Frederic Kenyon, Director
of the British Museum, who had been appointed adviser to the Commission with regard to the laying out
and architectural treatment of cemeteries, and who
had consulted the representatives of the various
churches and religious bodies and had paid special
visits to France and Belgium to study the local conditions and to ac(|uaint himself with the opinion of the
armies in the field on the subject. The chief recommendations were :
(a) That the principle of e(|uality of treatment laid
down by the Commission should be carried out by the
erection over the graves of all officers and men in the
war cemeteries abroad of headstones of uniform size,
but, in each ease, distinctive as regards design of the
regiment or other unit to which the officer or man helonged.
(b) That in addition to the individual headstone
there should be in each cemetery central memorials inscribed with some appropriate phrase or text.
(c) That the constructional work in the cemeteries
should be carried out under the general supervision of
three principal architects. Mr. Reginald Blomfield. Sir
Edwin Lutyens. and Mr. Herbert Baker.
Sir Frederick Kenyon 's proposals were generally approved and it was agreed that, with a view to arriving at an accurate estimate of the cost of carrying them
out, the necessary authority should be obtained to proarchiceed, on plans approved by the three principal
tects, with the work of laying out, enclosing, planting,
and the erection of headstones and central memorials in
three selected cemeteries in France or Belgium which
contain the graves of both British and Dominion
soldiers. On this estimate coiild he based the recommendation which the Commission would make regardof the total cost to be horne by the
proportion
ing the
Governments of the United Kingdom and of the Overseas Dominions.
It was announced that regiments and other military
formations had been asked to send in their own suggestions for the design of headstones. There were
it was denow being received bv the Commission, ofand
the National
cided that the offer of the Directors
Gallery and the Wallace Collection and Mr. Macdonald Gill to assist in the final selection should he accepted. It was stated that some, if not all. of the
Dominions would decide on a headstone representing
the Dominion rather than individual regiments.
A committee was appointed to consider the special
(luestions arising with regard to the graves of Indian
soldiers.
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The Sunnyside in its latest issue contains an insert of
sixteen pages devoted to a publicity campaign for selling Liberty Bonds. 'This insert is contributed and
t U. S. manufaca number of the prominen
paid for hy jobbers
of funeral goods.
turers and
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Edward H. Sleight, public accountant, tells how he
handled the office business for a funeral director.

gbecoming' connected with the undertakin
BEFORE
biasiness I was for a number of years a public
accountant and auditor. This work showed me
how few retail merchants had the least conception of
their financial condition. Most of them figured that
if at the end of the year they had had their living and
their debts had not materially increased, they had made
some money, whereas, if they had kept a proper set of
books and installed a system adapted to their particular business, they would in many instances have
found that they had lost money. The reason they did
not have such a system or set of books was that they
did not know how to install it or keep them.
When T started in this business I took a careful and
accurate inventory of his stock of caskets, hardAvare.
pillow sets, linings, furniture, hearses, casket car.
fluid, etc. The cost of most of these items could be
obtained from the original invoices, but in the case of
the furniture, rolling stock, etc., T estimated these at
their worth and then made a reduction in order to be
on the safe side. I opened a simple set of double
entry books, using a cash book, .iournal and ledger.
I opened these with as much care as I would for a
million dollar business.
T carry on my ledger such accounts as rent, light,
fuel, telephone, salaries, cemetery, freight and cartage,
automobile expense, water, rent, expense, insurance,
livery, taxes, etc. These are all charged off at the
end of the year into the merchandise account. I keep
them for the reason that T want to know each year just
what they amount to for comparison with previous
years and also to determine the overhead expenses.
Every invoice is credited through the journal to the
For
to the proper
and charged
"party
proper
in. I charge
comes account.
for caskets
an invoice
instance,
merchandise and credit John Jones & Co. A light
bill comes in. I charge light account and credit the
light company. When T pay these bills, I charge
through my cash book Jolin Jones & Co. and the light
company.
At the end of the year, or each six months— if I care
to know just how Ave stand twice a year — T take an inventory of all stock, including rolling stock and furnia certain perture. T' depreciate these two items by
centage to cover their loss in value by reason of age
and usage. To assist me in taking this inventory, T
keep a stock book in Avhich I have a record of every
casket, pilloAV set, liardware, etc., bought and received
during the year, with the exact cost of each article.
When any of these items is taken from stock. T deduct
it from the stock book. I am therefore enabled at any
minute to knoAv just what is in stock and the cost, so
that the taking of an inventory is an easy matter. T
know at the end of each six months or year the profit
to a cent. I knoAV also what the cost of doing business
is per job. T know what the average received per job
is. The former is valuable information, for T doubt
if many undertakers know what the overhead expense
is on each job. Take, for instance, a two-foot casket.
It costs a certain price and is sold for a certain price.
The difference itiost undertakers would call profit and
think they had made money on that particulai' size. ])ut

in reality you have lost money, for your overhead expense per job is more than you have received for the
casket. All you get out of small caskets is increased
volume, thus reducing your overhead per job and helping a little your bank account.
On a small casket you often get an introduction into
a new family, and while it does not give you immediate
returns in dollars and cents may bring them later.
I keep my funeral register just as accurately as I
can get the necessary information. Sometimes, years
after, you are called on for data that your register
should have. We also use a specially prepared blank
that we give to some member of the family to fill out
Avhile Ave are working on the body. This blank is very
complete and is filled out more easily when on the first
call than at a later date. This blank enables us to get
the information to the neAvspapers early, which is an
advantage when they might be just about ready to go
to press. These blanks are filed for future reference.
When I make out a bill for a funeral, I itemize everything so the debtor can see just what we charge for.
We do not make the casket carry the load. I charge
of the inthe debtor in the journal Avith the amountpays
wholly
voice and credit merchandise. When he
or in part, T credit him in the cash book and in the
register.
There is a satisfaction derived from my system, for
you knoAV everything about your business ; nothing is
es. In the
left to guess; the books speak for themselv
case of a combination of furniture and undertaking, a
little change Avould have to be made so as to know Avhat
each branch is doing, independent of the other, but this
is easily done and requires but little more Avork after
the books and system are installed.
T am so confident that many undertakers are groping
side but
their Avay along, thinking they are on the safe are,
that
who Avould like to knoAv positively that they
any inquiries or make suggesglad to sansAver
T Avilltions.—beEmbalmer
Monthly.

The bodies of 400 Chinese, buried in the Chinese
reservation, in Brooklyn, are being exhumed, preparatory to shipment to the Orient.
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contr
wants
directing.
of their exiieriences iu embalmiivg- and funeral
We want practieal hints and suggestions on better
the work of
wa,ys of doing anything eonneeted with
ent or arrangethe funeral director, such as managem
ment of the funeral cortege, refinements in funeral
service, care of the stock, casket trimming, s,arrangement of the show room, accounting, collection claiins,
card systems, records of stock on hand, shipping,^ disinterring, embalming, handling of unusual or difficult
cases, disinfecting, work-room conveniences, etc.
Every jiractical man has developed certain details
that experience has shown him will save time or nioney
or make for efficiency in fome branch of his business.
Don't bother about
Tell us what some of yours are.
What we want is jtractical ideas. Write
writing.
fine
us now.
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Observations from the outside by one who had his experience
in the undertaking field, and who later viewed the situation from the neutral standpoint of the travelling salesman.

It is an unfortunate fact that the undertaker sometimes fails. We are so often enthused over the successes, that we are apt to neglect to consider the possibility of failure. But the ciuestion as to why there
are many such failures is an important one. In analyzing this possibility. I shall have to present to you
many things in ordinary, every day routine, that may
seem to have but a vague connection Avith the financial
Thus writes "The Traveller,"
your business.
endTheof Ejnbalraers
in
Monthly.
I hope, however, that my readers will bear with me
to the end of the article, though it may not read
smoothly, for I am going to state simply a few facts
for your consideration Avhich I hope will be of some
benetit to you, whether you are just starting in the
business or have been in it for years. I think there is
food for thought here which it will profit you to consider.
First, let me state my position, that you may not misunderstand me, and therefore condemn me as one who
knows nothing of the business from a practical standpoint. Iwas in the undertaking business for several
years in a Western State, and I was considered one of
the worst cranks along certain lines that belonged to
that State's Association. However, I did succeed
financially and otherwise, as can be proved hy the number of friends in the profession which T made while in
it and still retain. T tell you this, in order that you
may disahuse your mind that you may he reading an
article by one' who has a beautiful lot of theory, but
like many others whom you have listened to, has never
been a practical success in the business himself.
The first and most important cause of failure in our
line of husiness. I consider, inexperience. The second
is inadaptability and the third, unethical and unprofessional tactics in business, which is twin brother to dishonesty, ifindeed it is not that creature itself.
Taking up the first cause, inexperience; what do T
mean by the word as applied here? Many, many
things in our line of business, more than in almost any
other line, because ours is both a husiness and a profession, and needs experience in both fields. Tho
business and professional ends must work in unison,
the one assisting the other, but in the cases of failures
such as those I am discussing, they are generally found
to have 'been disconnected.
Young men and old ones alike are lured into the
business by the idea of hig profits and the seemingly
small investment necessary to open an establishment.
This, coupled with the encouraging words of some
salesman, who is either so ignorant of the retail end of
his line or so unscrupulous as to care for nothing but
to sell a bill of goods, puts many a man into the business only to make an ignominious failure of him. And
he is afterwards turned out into the world as one of
the worst knockers the profession has to deal with.
For though he has made an utter failure of the business
and has lost all the money he has put into it, he is the
very one man in the community who will always be
telling of the enormous profits to be made in the busines-s, and how he used to "hury them in any old kind
of a hox and clean up a hundred." He it is who will
stand on a street corner and watch a funeral go by with

critical eye and will receive the inspiration for a beautiful story of graft as it is practiced by the undertaker.
That was a failure caused by inexperience. By getting into the business without an adequate understanding of its responsibilities and running expenses.
But here is where the second cause, inadaptability,
comes in. This inexperienced man usually becomes a
blunderer who throws disrepute upon the profession.
He cannot adapt himself to the conditions among
which he finds himself when he has opened his place
for business. If he is an old man, it is not to be expected that he will easily do so, for older men are
harder to mould into new form than are the young.
But for him we have little sympathy, for he has had
enough experience in lif^ to warn him against entering a new venture without first fitting himself for it.
Would this same man, say he is forty-eight, attempt to
open a doctor's office and employ a young physician at
a small salary to take care of his patients? Or if he
did, what kind of a success would he make? Or would
he go into a medical school and try to procure for himself the necessary knowledge and a license to practice
medicine? If he were to do either, which Avould b ■ the
more sensible idea? The answer would certainly be
the latter, would it not?
Yet we find this man entering a profession with
which he has no familiarity whatever, hiring, perhaps,
a licensed embalmer just out of a school, who has no
more practical or husiness experience than he has
himself.
Is it any wonder that he fails?
If this man is of fewer years, say twenty-eight instead of forty-eight, then his chances and also his disadvantages differ only in the fact that his ideas are
more easily moulded hy conditions, his inexperience
degree as in
inadaptahil
and former
case.ity counting in the same
the

The third cause, unethical business and unprofessional tactics, is in a great degree the result of the first
two causes, added to which is the supreme struggle to
succeed financially regardless of either business or professional ethics. This in turn brings upon his business aprejudice against him in the minds of the people
in his community and against his methods of getting
tions.
business, which "in the end means death to his ambi-

This brings us to confront another vital cause of
faihire, if we may be allowed to separate it from the
rest ; the. inability to understandy. human nature or the
absence of training in psycholog
Now, it would indeed be very useless for me to
simply recite to you the facts in these cases, and not to
give you some remedies. Although this may seem to
be more of a .warning to those contemplating entering
the undertaking business, than a word to you who are
already established, it is meant for your help now
and in the future, for if your field is only the scope of
your vision, then yours is a small field, indeed.
No man in this day and age need go into any line
without at least a fair share of experience, as Avell as
education in that line. The country abounds with opportunities for men to obtain experience with old, reliable, well established firms, and the modern schools
for einhalmers await the student with open arms, ready
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to give the technical and even practical knowledge of
the profession, if you choose this as your life work.
Therefore no one need enter this business without a
fair knowledge of the business and a thorough technical knowledge of the profession.
It is true that in times past, men have been in some
eases forced into the business as a matter of circumstance, and some of these are among the most siTCcessful men in the business to-day. But these men were
recognized successes before they went into the undertaking business and were (|ualified, progressive and
enthusiastic men. setting themselves to learn the
technology of the business. Or, in other words, they
were adaptable to their conditions.
At this point T want to say a word to my brother
salesmen on the road: Many a man has been urged by
vou into the bi'siness who has made an utter failure
because of his in capability and absolute unfitness for
the work of an undertaker. You have done this
simply to make a sale, regardless of the fact that in
case he should make a faihire of it, he will be the one
kind of citizen, above all others, who will be a detriment to the business — your business.
It is far better to discourage this man than to sell the
opening stock, for he won't stay with you when he
finds himself getting into a hole.
I remember one occasion when a man asked me to
sell him an opening stock and full e;!uipment which
would have amounted to more than $6,000, but upon
Q'etting ac(|uainted with him and his asking me my
oi^inion as to whether he would be wise to enter the
business, I discouraged him and lost the .$6,000 sale.
But recently this man told a friend of mine that he
considered me one of his very best friends. Would
he have said this had I encouraged him to enter a business of which he would un(|uestionably have made a
failure? This man is a success in the line which he did
take up, but was decidedly unfit for the work of an undertaker, both in temperament and physical condition.
But we were talking of unethical practices and the
struggle for business. Let me leave this one thought
with you: Your success deoends upon the same foundation as do those of the doctor, the lawyer and the
dentist ; that is, knowing your profession technically
and practically, and honestly putting it before the
public. If you are properly fitted for the work you
have chosen, you will have no trouble getting the attention ofthe public and conse(piently their patronage.
In short, when you enter the undertaking biisiness,
do so with an honest purpose. Take it for what it is,
a legitimate, high class line of industry, the professional features of which are now recognized among the
other professions, and your career Avill be marked with
.success.
To you wlu) are in the business, can you not see a
little in this that is adaptable in some degree to your
own cases?
How about the appearance of your funeral home?
Does it look as though a "professional" man had
charge of it? You are a sanitarian. How about your
morgue, for instance? Is it clean and thoroughly sanitary? How about the appearance of your grip, instruments, couch board, etc.? Do they look like e(|ui|)ment used by a professional man? And, excuse mo for
getting persona], how about your own appearance? Do
you carry the appearance of a professional man when
about your professional work? Ask yourself these
(juestions, not oidy now, hut every day.
Yes, ami that remids me of another (piestion : Are
you adaptable to your work?
Ask yoiirself this (|nes-
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tion often, and then undauntedly apply yourself to the
study and practice of your profession, chase yourself
into the groove of application, and then the psychological moment will come, perhaps at the next turn, when
success will greet you, even as I would greet you at
this moment could I but reach your hand.
There, my train is just pulling in, so good-bye !
Here's a hand to all of you !
A CHINESE

FUNERAL

, Several cabs, some surreys and an awful noise announced the coming of the funeral. They move very
slowly through the main streets, on out to the coitntiw.
Arriving there the casket was carried to the grave and
the ceremonies begun. Roast pork, roast chicken,
bananas and oranges were plentifully supplied for the
dead, as well as large bottles of Chinese whiskey. One
bottle was burned on a monument like that on which
joss sticks are burned, while the contents of another
were poured into the grave. A large box of burning
joss sticks stood at the head of the grave, and after the
coffin was lowered this was also thrown in. No box
was used, the earth being thrown on the coffin. A
small artistic sort of an oven with arched openings at
the four sides is there, into which is cast the belongings of the deceased. Coats, books, slippers, caps,
ribbon decorations, letters and everything of his are
burned in this, blazing brightly, as the other ceremonies
The funeral party gave one last look around, and
proceed.
hurried out to be gone ere the grave should.be entirely
covered. There were no signs of grief, in fact it
seemed more like a picnic than otherwise, as they drove
away laughing and chattering like magpies. — The
Casket.
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Woodhall, J. B.
Thedford—
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saiii =
Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa
Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.
St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-146 St. Paul St.
St.William,
Thomas P.
— E., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.
ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Brantford —
H. S. Peiree & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
C^boconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
S|iroul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

SOME

DAY

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Eobinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and E. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
MeCaughey, Geo. A.
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Eeid, Jas., 254 Princess St.
London —
Ferguson's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.
Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Suci'essor to
li. A. Bingham.
Phone 45.3.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

DIOXIN
CALLY EVERY

These are Some

Geo. J.— Chapman
Toronto
742 BroiadvieTv Ave
Phon-e G. 3885
Anilbiilanee siervice.
Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. Ave.
East andPrivate
1508
Danforth
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.
Washington, Fleurv Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. F..
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

BE

USED

BY

He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.

We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.
Dioxin Contains More
&

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—
QUEBEC
Tees
&
Co.,
Montreal
— 912 St. Catherine
St. West.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA
Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A, F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
— rdale Co. Ltd
Clark-Leathe
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Broadfoot
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no un-.
certainties.

S. ECKELS

94 Ontario St.

GOOD

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

H.

Stirling —
Ealph, Jas.
Phone lOL'.
Stratford
—
Greenwood & Vivian, Ltd.
88-92 Ontario St.
White && Fleming,
Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down

WILL

61

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Peroxide than Any
COMPANY

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
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Champion

Fluid

The

Leader

for Generations

There is a supreme
SATISFACTION
in being a constant
LEADER
As the manufacturers
CHAMPION

of
FLUID

we enjoy that satisfaction.
It is a self evident fact that the
Multitude of Leading
Funeral Directors and Embalmers
the United States and Canada
use Champion

in

who

Fluid enjoy the same

SATISFACTION
This fact is proven true by the steady
increasing sale of CHAMPION
FLUID

If a better Embalming
could be compounded,

The

year by year.

fluid than CHAMPION
we would compound it.

Champion

Chemical

SPRINGFIELD,
DR.

G. W.

FERGUSON,

OHIO
Canadian

Manager

50 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO

Co.

No. 3616 "Electro Weld" Steel Bed (with a Wood Finish)

"Electro

Alaska
Steel

will

Beds

Wood

Weld"

any

match

EIGHT
Light Oak
Dark Oak
Surface Oak
American Walnut

Finish

Furniture

Ivory :
FINISHES
Gum Wood
Light Mahogany
Dark Mahogany

The Strength of Steel, plus the Beauty of Wood
After months of experimenting. "Electro-Weld" Steel Beds are now being offered to the trade
in colors that will match most of the furniture in Canadian homes to-day. This is another epochFurniture 1 fade. It
making event and one fraught with great significance for the Canadian durability
and sanitary
strength,
the
to
added
is
wood
means that the richness and beauty of
a new
created
have
Beds
-Weld" Wood Finish Steel
qualities of steel. The Alaska "Electro
have made possible values that cannot be secured elsewhere.
standard of bed excellence. They
There is no rival to this Alaska attainment.

WATCH

FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

REGARDING

THESE BEDS

getting your copy of the "ALASKAN"— a monthly
Are you
magazine of interest to furniture dealers ? If not,
write for it. It's yours for the asking.

BEDDING

ALASKA

um^

Makers of Metal Bedsteads and Bedding

400
VRADC MAnvC RtCI^TLRE.ft

St. Ambroise

St.,

MONTREAL

'Alaska on an article means high-grade every particle"

■'^^■'illlilliiP UBLISW
ED^'
THE
COhMERClAy
33
COLBOKNE
S

PRESi'

,„
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Kiddie-Kar

June. 1918

Trailer

of "^«f"l"«;^!°f
This is the last word in toys, and opens up a new field
carry things -take
s can
Now the kidd.e
lE-KAR.
ever-popular KlDD
s from the store.
parcel
bring
or
ride,
a
for
r
brothe
small
Trailers to all *°se customers who
Increase your profits this year by selling
the year before. They 11 all want them.
bought KIDDIE-KARS last year and
Made

in one size only-height 10>^ in., width
i"-,^^";^^!^
K\UUlt.-K/\t^.
any
to
readily
Can be attached
the KIDDIE-KAR.
Kiddie-Kars.
Dealers' discounts the same as on
Retail price $1 .25 each.
Let us have an order from you.

Canadian

K.K.

Hora,

Co., Umitej

CHANDLER

Ontario

PASTELS
in the popular Rembrandt
tone, framed in Circassian
Walnut Veneer, Powdered
Antique, etc., are an
exclusive feature in our

Gold

framed

picture line.

38234— Genuine Pastel matted and framed in burnished powdered gold.

We are sole distributors in Canada
els.
of the Genuine Chandler Past

Jo. 38255— Genuine Pastel in ornamental antique gold.

MPANY,
G and CO
1 1 IL
AAA^L
URIN
^ NUAfafeers
of quality
mouldings
FACT
frames
MA
LIPS
PH
258-326

Carlaw Ave., TORONTO,

Ont.

Limited
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CHIPPENDALE

CHINESE

Diningroom

Suite
In Selected Quartered

A

most

Oak

attractive and

serviceable

at a moderate

price, par-

Buffet No. 5042

pattern

ticularly pleasing in Old
finish.

All pieces in stock ready

for immediate

Write

China Cabinet No. 5044

The

George

McLagan

English

shipment.

us to-day.

Extension Table No. 5047

Furniture

STRATFORD,

Company,

ONTARIO

Limited
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pM—i^iia

The

Line

Profit

This
with

for

that

makes

the

Dealer

suite will compare
much

favorably

of the higher-priced

sells readily whenever shown. Stock this as a leader,

furniture

and

bring

sales and

it will help your

trade to your

store.

No. 275.

Bed.

54 in. Slat

Illugtrations show pieces of
a new Queen Anne Bedroom Suite, made in Figured
Gum, finished in Natural
■

Mahogany

71

and Walnut.

Same price in all finishes.

No. 270^ B. Dresser

The

No. 272B. Chiffonier

Stratford

Chair

STRATFORD,

Company,
ONTARIO

Limited
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rURNITURB

JTYT

A

SK

the average

person, either in or out of the furniture

business, what the name, " Globe-Wernicke," stands
for, and the answer nine times out of ten will be, why,
they're sectional bookcases, aren't they " ? And they are
sectional bookcases ; the pioneer line, the line that definitely established the sectional bookcase in universal favor.
Naturally,
finish and

they are the best sellers.
design

possible

for your

They

come

customers'

in every
demands.
:□

3hz

9lobc^crt)kkeeo.£t6.
STRATFORD
ONTARIO

6
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rURNITURE

A

PROFIT-PRODUCING

LINE

You must meet the people's requirements.
The "Imperial Rattan" Line has proven its
durability and salability under present conditions. The many beautiful designs make
it easy to select pieces that harmonize with
any furnishing or color scheme.
Attractive designs that are entirely original.
Our designs may be copied, but our quality
is all our own.

IMPERIAL

RATTAN
STRATFORD,

It's

To

CO.,

UMITED

ONTARIO

Profitable

Buy

In

Stratford

Baying "Made-in-fetratford" Furniture is being proven
profitable by hundreds of retail furniture dealers in
every section of Canada. "Made-in-Stratford" Furniture
is "high quality— medium-grade." It is good in design
and it is good in workmanship. Its prestige-building
qualities will assist any dealer to build a reputation on
value-giving merchandising. Tell any of the advertisers
in the insert what you want to know about "Made inStratford" Furniture. Write them for catalogues.

Stratford

Furniture

Manufacturers

June, 1918
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The

Gold

Fine

Medal

Living-Room

Line

Furniture

The variety of our upholstered lines makes it easy for
you to make a selection. Our Tapestries, Velours and
Damasks are well-assorted and of high-grade qualities.

No. 792

To

No. 778

MANUFACTURERS

and

DEALERS

WE HAVE A BIG STOCK OF XXX AND XXXX MOSS,
TOW, IMITATION LEATHER AND CORDUROY.
PRICES RIGHT.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

The

Gold

Medal

Manufacturing

Company^

Head Office : TORONTO

TORONTO

MONTREAL

llilllillllllliilllilllliilillllllillillllilllli

WINNIPEG

UXBRIDGE

Limited
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Leather

Upholstery

IVe carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,
and

This

Picture
Millions

Has

ly
This design shows more forceful
ce
eren
diff
the
s
word
of
me
volu
a
than
ther
between real leather and "lea

ans."effort to make the available
Insplit
demand
supply of leather meet the
each hide is split into layers Ihe
and
outside layer is tough, durable
rs
laye
r
The othe
EXPENSIVE.
y.
are pulpy, porous, and " fuzz
Fabrikoid is a tough, durable and
handsome material for upholstermg
automobiles, furniture, the makmg of
y
bags and suitcases, and for ever
and
purpose where wear-resistmg
ce
aran
appe
and
s
itie
qual
roof
herp
weat
.
are required
Fabrikoid is more durable, more satis
than
ce
aran
appe
factory and of better
" leather splits."
les
Its use in the manufacture of artic
is
requiring a leather substitute
universal.
We will be glad to send you samples
of Fabrikoid and full details of its

adaptability for YOUR

Goat

Enamelled

Grain

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed Hides

Made

Think

Fancy,

The

most economical leather on the
market.
k.
Let us quote you on cut stoc

Fraser Leather Mfg. Co.,
Inc.
K
234 Canal Street, NEW YOR

BouUee

y, Limited
The National Table Compan
Co., Limited
The Owen Sound Chair
C^,
The North American Furniture
Owen Sound

Ontario

HighManufacturers of Medium and
Hall,
oom,
Bedr
Grade Dining Room,
iture.
Living Room and Library Furn
Catalogues smnt on application

WHEN YOU ORDER

purpose.

STEELE'S

Kio.u.s.MT.orr.

Fabrikoid Company
Factory and Sales Office :
New Toronto, Ontario

DuPont

N9 26

Quality

Upholstery Springs
receiving hill
you know thattheyousameaie lime
receiving
value, and at
to be ot
nteed
guara
are
that
gi
Sprin
the best material and workmanship.
Springs are small things, yet they play
on
constputructi
part inWhythe not
tant ture.
imporfurni
an good
your
of
Spring problems up to us to solve ?
HELICAL SPRINGS
James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada
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opportunity to see the greatest aggregation of MADE-IN-CANADA
Furniture to be found between Halifax and Victoria.

DO NOT

FAIL TO CALL
OUR GREAT

AND

SEE

MIDSUMMER
FURNITURE
EXHIBITION
held at our
Toronto
136-140

Showrooms

King

Street East

It will pay you to call and see our new lines
before placing your Fall orders.
BUY

CANADIAN

GOODS

Keep your money at home. Canada needs both money
and men.
It is a good policy at any time, but especially
good just now.

Call and see what we have to offer.

ONLY

EXCLUSIVE

FURNITURE

ANADA

PERMANENT

SHOW

ROOMS

WHOLESALE
IN CANADA

•

rURNITUREWlANUFACTURERS
Limited
WOODSTOCK,

ONTARIO

10
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MOULDINGS

NEED

you order
FRAMES
PICTURE
OR
the goods. Don
from the old reliable firm that always delivers
be uncertam.
a chance this fall, as deliveries are likely to

them
t take

LIMITED
BROS.,
MATTHEWS
MOULDING HOUSE
BIG CANADIAN
THE
CANADA
TORONTO,
STREET WEST
1906 DUNDAS

Try Out This

Big Profit Maker
This Shafer Cedar Chest is a live sellei
because it combines attractiveness, {ashiori
and utility with moderate^ price —An appeal
the modern women can t resist.
Write For Catalogue

D. L. SHAFER & COMPANY
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO

Comfortable

and

Roomy

THIS

POPULAR

Windsor

Made

Rocker

in nicely finished fumed

oak, with sohd

sseat, well-braced. It is very durable, yet surpri
ingly low in price. We also make an arm chair.
No. 1330, to match.

Write for illustrations and prices
of our new and profitable designs

No. 1334

The

North

American Bent Chair
LIMITED

OWEN

SOUND,

ONTARIO

Co.
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No. 454

Bedroom

Suite

(ADAM PATTERN)

This beautiful and well proportioned suite of seven pieces will draw
attention on your floor.

It is made

of Walnut, and

in our very best construction and finish.

Supplement

to our No. 49 Catalogue will soon be in your hands.
It contams

THE

many other fine pieces.

KNECHTEL

FURNITURE

LIMITED
HANOVER

ONTARIO
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Chicago
The World's Greatest Furniture Market
FOR the up-to-the-minute designs; for the chance to
select from a greater number of lines; for the best
values; for the opportunity of meeting and talking with
the biggest, most progressive dealers from all sections
of the country, make up you mind NOW to
Come to Cliicagn for tlie 1918
JULY FURNITURE MARKET
Here are some facts about Chicago:
and sold
^54,000,000
here
in 1916.worth of furniture made
Ten buildings
niture exhibits. devoted in whole or part to furMore than 475 lines on exhibit.
Mixed and pool car service out of Chicago;
reduced freight rates.
More chance to meet fellow dealers, because
more come to Chicago.
Entertainment such as otJy a big City can offer.
Many successful stores worth visiting for new
ideas.
No need
up" in hotels-Chicago
has
room forfor"doubling
all.
Write for the guide to all exhibits for July, issued by

ors'
ure Exhibit
Furnit
The Chicago 608
Association.
S. Dearborn
St., Chicago
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WE ARE

THE

OF

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Royal

BEST

IS THE

June, 1918
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WABASH
TABLE SLIDE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
r Cost.
Lowe
Made
by

BWALTfcKsCO.
WABASH
fe- IND.
WABASH

SLIDES

CAN

SELL

I ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

OR

B. WALTER & COMPANY
WABASH, IND.
Factory St.
Canadian Repreaentative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith, Kitchener, Ont.

Link

Twin

Patent

YOU

SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 year*
Many Canadian Table-makeif me

1^ j^^^I-

RECOMMEND

TO

YOUR

Spring

CUSTOMERS

guaranteed
10

unexcelled

years

quality

Spring of this character ever devised.
The moet oomfortable, noiseless, and lightest Bed
of just the proper size
Sn,all mesh openings, long.tudinal double wire links
to become
There are no loose eonneetnrg links cross-wise
enee eomfort and strength.
the helical springs means great eomfort for
The straight pull ol the twin links on saggin
and noisy
g whatever.
both occupants of a double bed, as there can be no

a Bam
„ , ,„ a, ,11,1 liiBiHi! a, 11! II i! Ill Ill
The

Canadian

Feather

&

■ ■

Mattress

■ «

Co.,

for

■ " " " '" ' """^
Limited

*
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Mid-Summer
Furniture

Exposition

OPENS

Monday,

June

Better

Preparations

Larger

Exhibits

More

Every

Individual

present
under

Ever

Exhibitors

indication is for a big Market
the best of conditions

YOU

Grand

Than

24th

ARE

INVITED

Rapids

Market

Association
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■yHE dealer best serves
his own business interests by marketing a
make of furniture that
will reflect credit in his good

Profit
and

ment after years of hard
judg
service in actual use. Such a
featuring
reputation is to be gained by

Prestige

The
Meaford

Line

which comprises Sideboards,
Buffets, Diningroom Suites,
Wardrobes, Seats and M rrors.
Medicine Cabinets, Bookcases
Hall Racks, Library Tables,
Centre Tables, Desks, and

No. 614— Top 36x19
Mirror 18x24 Br. Bev.

No. 617— Top 30x19
Mirror 12x18 Br. Bsv.

Jardiniere Stands.

No. 615 -Top 30x17
Mirrors 12x20 and 7x18 Br. Bev.

No. 529— Top 24x16

ted
Let us give you price on this new suite illustra

WRITE

THE
MEAFORD

TO-DAY

G

FACTURIN
MANU
Limited
MEAFORD

-

ONTARIO

COMPANY

D. O. McKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN
EDITORS

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate 81.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; $1.50 to the United States,
No. 6.
Vol. 8.

TORONTO,

Speeding

Up

the

JUNE,

Sale

of

1918.

Summer

Fumiture

Suggestions to the furniture dealer for
booming the sale of seasonable furniture
THE

time is now opportune for the launching of
the main drive on summer furniture and associated lines. Most dealers have fired some preliminary shots in the campaign, but now is the time to
go "over the top" in a big, well-planned and carefully
engineered drive, in which all departments of sales
attack are brought into play.
Providing- a Cool Retreat for Warm Days
The weather is bringing to the minds of customers
those very lines that the furniture man wishes to impress on them now. Those who are fortunate enough
to have summer homes or cottages will now be taking
up their residence there, and it is well for the furniture dealer to get in his suggestions as to lines they
will need for comfort and utility's sake. Those who
remain behind will be no less anxious to provide for
themselves such furniture as will allow them to arrange
a cool, comfortable retreat — on verandah or lawn —
for the warm days they will have to face during the
next few months. Now is the time to suggest suitable
lines forcibly by display and advertisement.
Displays in Appropriate Surroundings
Displaying summer furniture with suggestive surroundings should be a most congenial task, for the
window trimmer can achieve delightful results which
should be an artistic triumph while incorporating a
sale element not always a possi'bility. The simplest
effect for i)orch oi- garden furniture is to use a back-

ground of awning cloth simulating the interior of a
tent, remarks an exchange. The top of the window
may have the cloth stretched on a sloping frame higher
in front and gathered into a rosette in the centre.
Another variation of the idea would be to slope the top
down from the rear and conceal under it some amber
flood lights to throw down an imitation of sunshine.
Green matting may cover the floor and potted plants
be set at advantageous points. The interior of the
store may be decorated discreetly in accordance with
the season. Some large stores install elaborate summer settings of cottages and pergolas and rustic
gardens, the arrangement of which call for the highest
skill of a theatrical scenic artist, but the small store
will be attractively distinguished by the simple means
here outlined.
An Attractive Summer Setting
A decidedly summery setting, that was simple as
well as eminently artistic, represented the porch of a
summer cottage, large pillars painted a snowy white,
sustaining a trellis, over which ran a wistaria vine
with long, drooping clusters of the delicate purple
flowers. Japanese lanterns hung 'between the pillars
and a railing in panels with openwork geometrical designs in a lattice work, filled in between the pillars,
outlining the edge of the porch. A large Japanese
shade on which was painted a landscape, in characteristic Japanese style, made a fitting screen. The porch
was filled with golf outfits, wicker furniture, cluiii's.
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Summer

Furniture

Trade

Some suggestions regarding ways and means whereby retail dealers
may stimulate it and materially increase the volume of their business
By WILLIAM LEWIS EDMONDS
with the furniture displayed in a way which Avould
THAT the summer season is one which atfords
suggest its actual use. Artificial creepers interwoven
furniture dealers ample opportunity for conabout the imitation verandah would greatly increase
ducting aseries of special sales there can be no
doubt.
The only question is how to go about it in the attractiveness of the display.
order that the best results may be obtained.
■ On no account should the window be crowded. The
It is not my purpose to go into all the details as to more it is crowded the less effective will the selling
force of the display he. As a matter of fact the
how the summer trade should be conducted. That, in
fewer the articles placed in the window at one time the
the first place, would be presumption. And in the
more striking is it possible to make the display.
second place it would be presuming that the setting
That the display should be
forth of details would be essen- i '
;
tial in order that the sales could
changed frequently follows. And
there are more reasons than one
be carried to a successful issue.
My purpose is merely to offer a
why it should be changed freThe furniture dealer who would
quently. In the first place, a
few suggestions in order that
obtain a good ^ield of business
window display, no matter how
dealers and clerks may give a
during the summer months must,
good it may be, becomes stale in
little more thought and consideration to the suhjeet than might
time. And by changing it frelike the farmer, cultivate if he
otherwise, in some instances, be
quently an opportunity is afforded
Would reap.
of showing a greater variety of
the ease. In other words, my
goods, both in regard to prices
aim is to stimulate thought, in
and styles. That is an important
order that each and every dealer
matter to keep in mind, for there
may work out original plans of
is variety in both the tastes and purchasing capacity of
his own. For it is originality that creates the uni(|ue
customers.
ill business as well as in any other scene of activity.
Garden and Lawn Furniture
Furnishinars for the Verandah
Furnishings for the verandah afford an excellent
Much that has heen said of verandah furniture apscope for the effort of the dealer. This must be
plies with equal force to garden and lawn furniture.
patent to every dealer when he takes into consideration
This is particularly true in regard to making the winthe numiber of lines which come within the category of
dow displays possess a natural setting. A few square
verandah furniture. There are, for example, chairs,
yards of sod can readily be secured for the ground
settees, lounges, work taibles, etc.. in all of which there
work of a lawn. So can shrubs and small trees. With
are a large num])er of styles and makes specially dea setting embodying this idea it is a very easy matter
signed for the summer season. The important thing
to arrange garden and lawn furniture in a way that
is to get the desired goods in stock and develop the
will present a natural and attractive scene.
methods most likely to bring about their sale. The
buying part of the program is a comparatively easy
Sleeping Porch Furniture
matter. He who consultis catalogues, the travellers,
Thanks to the attention which is being given by
and the advertising columns of the trade newspapers,
medical men to the impoi-tance of sleeping where the
will readily recognize this. Judgment is, of course,
maximum of fresh air is obtainable, the dealer has the
necessary in order that the buying shall be wisely done.
way well paved for pushing porch furniture during
Rut that may he taken for granted.
the summer months. To fix up a representation of a
Window Plays Important Part
modern sleeping porch in his window is a by no means
As to selling methods, while that is a matter that
difficult matter. In one display, for instance, he might
show a line suitable for the sleeping porch of an adult.
every dealer must necessarily work out for himself,
At another one for children. A wax figure of an adult
yet a few suggestions may be in order. Window disin hed might be shown in the one and that of a child in
plays naturally have an iranortant place, designed as
the other. This would undoubtedly greatly add to
they are to arrest the attention of passers-by, and thus
the attractiveness of the displays. Window cards
create a desire for the goods shown.
It naturally follows that if the maximum of results
should also be used on which was set out the importare to he obt ained from the disnlays that the maximum
ance of porch bedrooms as an adjunct to health.
of effort should be given to their arrangement. In
Interior Displays
other words ^ the dealer should have every display
In connection with the window dii^plays of summer
mapped out in his mind before he begins its arrangefurniture of various kinds, the interior of the store
ment. And when he is giving thought to the subject
should be similarly treated. During the height of the
of each display, let him consider the particular purpose
of the goods he proposes to show. With this in mind
season the interior of the store should be given a
let him think how he can best arrange the display in
"summery" appearance; a section of the store
should he at any rate. Get in a liberal supply of
order that it may convey to passers-'by the particular
use for which the articles shown are intended. In
flowers and shrubs and fix up sundry and inviting sumother words let him rig up a reproduction of a verandah
mer scenes. The plants, flowers and shrubs could be
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A florist would doubtless be glad of the opportunity ofco-operating in this particular respect.
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Advertising is one of the first essentials in connee
tion with the midsummer wedding, as it is in connection with all othei' special campaigns. Without it the
campaign would be practically a misnomer. Newspaper advertising is undoubtedly the first essential.
But circulars or booklets should be employed as well.
Each is complementary to the other. In other words
the one helps the other.
In both schemes of advertising a list of articles suitable for housekeeping and appropriate for presents
should be furnished. Prices at which they can be
I)urchased should also be given. The importance of
the list of goods is that it furnishes newly-weds with
information as to their housekeeping necessities, and
their friends with suggestions regarding the suitability of this and that article as a wedding present.
In addition to the two general schemes of advertising outlined above, it would 'be a good idea to send a
letter to prospective brides and grooms Avhen their engagement is announced, in which their attention is
drawn to the goods the dealer carries in stock, and inviting them to call and inspect it. A little later this
should be followed with one of the circulars giving
detailed information regarding the ditferent lines of
furniture.
Anticipating Future Business
With a view to future business it is advisable that a
list of the newlj'-weds should be compiled. As no
young couple, when beginning housekeeping, have
their home fully equipped, it follows that they will
some time need to purchase a number of articles as
ihey realize their necessity. It also follows that the
furniture dealer who keeps in touch with them, as he
can do by occasionally sending them a letter or circular, will, as a rule, get the business. As a matter of
fact it is possible for a dealer to build up a connection
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in this way which may have great potential possibilities. In addition to circulars or letters he can occasionally use the telephone for the same purpose.
That window and interior displays can 'be made eon
tributing factors to the securing of business during the
midsummer wedding campaign there can be no doubt.
As a matter of fact they are so important that no campaign of the kind would be complete without them.
And being important it follows that they are worth}
of much thought and attention.
Character of the Window Displays
The windowas it
displays
should
be made
as uni'que
and
appropriate
is possible
to make
them.
A certain
retail store in Toronto some years ago, started its midsummer wedding campaign by inducing a young couple
to have the marriage ceremony performed in one of
its store windows. While this is an innovation that
few young couples would consent to be a party to, it is
possible for every dealer to borrow three wax figures
from a local drygoods merchant and dress them up to
represent the contracting parties and the officiating
clergyman. A display of this kind would be particularly appropriate for launching the campaign and
would undoubtedly attract a great deal of attention.
Such a display might not lead to an immediate sale of
goods, but it would undoubtedly give the store considerable publicity.
The displays which follow should- be specifically designed to attract the attention of both couples about
to 'be married and their friends. This implies that
they should be as diversified as possible and frequently
changed. Some of them should He particularly designed to catch the eye of the contracting parties, whil^
others should be made up of articles which can be
recommended as suitable for wedding presents.
Every display should be accompanied with a liberal
use of appropriate and catchy window cards.
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gether to buy a twenty-five dollar stove or vacuum
cleaner or whatever else you wish to push, each paying one dollar a week for twenty-five weeks. Every
week some member is selected by lot to get a stove.
To succeed, the club plan requires getting out and
hustling, covering the sales area carefully, approaching all possible customers who are financially responsible. The selling arguments are : That a good machine is a good investment and a great convenience
and that the club provides a safe way to buy on easy
payments at a cash price. Each week you have the
money before you turn over the article. You can
offer to allow the club washer or vacuum cleaner as
part payment on a more expensive one, or agree to
buy it back at a five dollar reduction if the customer
doesn't want it when he gets it or wants to drop out
of the club. In managing a club it is wise to have a
properly drawn up form of agreement that makes
the entire plan legal and binding.
THE

BOARD SAYS, "SUBDUE THE
SUBMARINE," BY
Substituting economy for waste.
Substituting co-operation for criticism.
Substitviting knowledge of prices for gossip about
profits.
Substituting cornmeal and oatmeal for white flour.
Substituting fish for beef and bacon.
Substituting vegetable oils for animal fats.
Substituting the garden hoe for the golf-stick.
Substituting performance for argument.
Substituting service for sneers.
Substituting patriotic push for peevish puerilities.
Substituting perishable for preservable foods.
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FINDING

OUT REASONS

FOR LOST SALES

We reproduce herewith a printed form in use by
a firm of Montreal retailers in order that they may become acquainted with the reasons for lost sales in
their store. It is filled out by the clerk and shows the
article asked for and the reason a sale was not made.
LOST

SALES

CLERK
ARTICLE

DATE
REASONS

FOOD

Another ford conservation window — arranged by the Hudson's Bay Company, of Edmonton. Note how they are taking advantage of the opportunity to f";i;nrp many lines of kitchen equipment.
Substituting greater production for a German peace.
Substituting the beef you do not eat for the rifle
you cannot carry.
Siiltstituting conservation for conversation.
Substituting eomiiion sense for common gossip.
Substituting inarkctiug for telephoning.
Sub.stituting production for pessimism.

Lost sales are not always due to lack of salesmanship
on the part of the clerk. A particular brand not in
stock may be asked for, a competitor may be offering
a lower price, or there may be some other cause that is
not the fault of the clerk. If the "reasons" show
any weakness on the part of the clerk, he or she can
be coached so as to overcome the difficulty.
GETTING WOMEN'S TRADE
Most women like things to be neat, clean, and attractive. Ionce called upon a shrewd hardware
merchant in Los Angeles, in the downtown district,
right under the shadow of the big department stores,
and found him so busy that he could talk to me only
a minute at a time between waiting on his customers,
about one-half of whom were women. By degrees
he told me the details of how he had gotten women
to trade with him.
To begin with, he was a constant advertiser in the
daily papers, where most of his advertising was
directed at women. That particular morning he had
played up a big advertisement telling about the sanitary and neat appearance of some new white enameled
refrigerators he had just received. He had two welltrained salesmen, who were thoroughly drilled in talking up the merits of the refrigerators. He sold five
that day. He also advertised a bargain sale on
scissors, and had them piled in a basket, not in the
front of the store, but about half way back. The
basket was presided over by an attractive young girl,
who was also a good saleswoman ; and she sold
articles of cutlery to almost every one of the Avomen
who bought a pair of the bargain scissors. — ^Hardware
Dealers' Magazine.
AN IDEA TO HELP

COLLECTIONS

An Ontario furniture dealer who sells sewing machines on the instalment plan, gives his bookkeeper,
who has charge of collections, the last dollar collected
on each machine. Naturally, this is an incentive to
the ^bookkeeper to see that all payments are made
promptly.
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letter enclosing part payment. A frank, honest statement in person pleases us best, and that we endeavor
to get.
"If a man is experiencing
to make allowances, in fact
lengths to accommodate a
for the last thing we want
furniture.

hard luck, we stand ready
we will go to considerable
really deserving customer,
to do is to take back the

"If, however, we find that a man is not making a
real effort to live up to his contract we use different
methods.
Three Letters to Tardy Payers
"In making collections we divide the city into sections, and these areas are covered regularly by our
collectors. When a sale is made we discover on what
days a man gets his wages, weekly, fortnightly or
otherwise, and make it a point that our man shall call
at that time. Some accounts are made payable at the
store. Whichever way it is, when a man misses a
l)ayment we send him a form letter calling his attention to the fact. If he disregards this, we send him
another letter, a little sharper in tone. If he fails to
respond to this, we write him a personal letter stating
that unless he takes some steps to meet our demands
we shall re possess ourselves of the goods according to
the terms of our contract."
Look Well Into Each Case
Mr. Riggs, who has in charge the credit department
of the Adams Furniture Company, of Toronto, like Mr.
Hoffman, i-elies largely upon the impression he receives in a personal interview with the customer, both
in the first instance and in subseciuent dealings. Even
when on the face of things an account may be hopeless, apersonal interview may reveal the fact that a
man i.s essentially honest, and that it will be s!ill to the
iutorost of the company to carry him.

" When it comes to collecting accounts long overdue,
it pays to look well into the ease," says Mr. Riggs. "If
a man owes us an account he probably owes others,
but if we handle him right, we may be the ones to get
the money !"
Individual Treatment of Each Case
The percentage which shall be paid at tlie time of
purchase is, with Mr. Riggs, an elastic amount. When
it is an old customer who is buying, the records of the
previous purchase furnish a fair guide. When it is
such iiiateriMls as curtains and mattresses whicli are
being purclutsed, the down payment is in larger proportion, since, once used, they cannot readily be offered
for re-sale— not less than 25 per cent, of the price.
With furniture it is customary to ask for 20 per cent,
cash.

"In making collections we base our procedure upon
the record of previous payment
s, the information
brought us by our collectors, and the response to our
letters.
"We have as many as four form letters which we
use s;)inetimes before writing a personal letter. But,
if we find from our collector after two letters have
been sent to a man, that it is time to take sterner
measures, we waste no time in further letter writing.
Every account calls for individual treatment if one is
to get results.

"Sometimes it is necessary
take back the goods
;in(i have tliem sold by auction. to
We reimburse ourselves
for the costs and, if they sell for sufficient, collect the
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balance of our account. Anything left over this is returned to the defaulting purchaser.
"In rare cases, where the amount involved is large,
and where there is not suificient realized out of the
sale to re-imburse us and pay up our account, we place
the matter in court and get judgment. We do this
only, of course, where the customer is possessed of
property or other assets, or where in the interests of
ourselves and other persons, it is necessary to make an
example of the case."
ENQUIRY ON SHOW CARD WRITING
The Canadian Furniture World :
I am a subscriber to your paper looking for information on how to commence the course in show card writing running in your paper. What material is best to
use, what is the price of same, and where is it obtainable ?
FRANK PATTERSON.
Editorial Note — Collins' Course in Show Card Writing which has been appearing in this journal has been
completed. A useful book on showcard writing is,
"How to Make Show Cards," which is obtainable from
the Book Department of The Commercial Press Ltd ,
32 Colborne St., Toronto, ior $1. It is a book of 120
pages, printed on heavy coated paper and giving
fundamental principles of lettering with pen and brush.
It is well illustrated with diagrams, alphabets, sample
signs, etc.
Show Card Information
You can begin practice in show card writing with
little mateinal and can add to your equipment as you
desire. For practice work procure some shfets of
manilla wrapping paper, a ruler, pencil and good rubber. You Avill require at least a couple of red sable
brushes that will work nice and flat. You will reod
them to work from 1/16 of an inch in width to half or
5/8th of an inch. With a little practice you will be
able to manipulate a brush to work at various widths.
For example, the brush with which you cf^n do a 5/8
inch stroke you Avill be sble to do a 1/4 inch stroke.
A black show card ink that dries (piiekly, flows
freely and leaves a flat, black surface may be prepared
as follows:
Take shellac, 4 ozs. ; borax, 2 ozs. ; water, 1 quart,
and boil until dissolved; add 2 ozs. of gum arable dissolved in hot water (or 3 to 4 oz. lii[uid mucilage will
answer the purpose), add lamp black about 2 ozs., and
dissolve about half a package of black dye, according
to directions on the package, and stir into the mixture.
Boil this for five minutes and strain through a coarse
cloth when sufficiently cool to handle.
You can get red sable brushes for show card work
from E. Harris and Co., 73 King St. E., Toronto, for
fi-om 20 cents to $1.00, according to size. Black lettering ink can be had from the same firm for 20 cents a
bottle.
SIGN IN STORE OF HOME OUTFITTING
OF HAMILTON

CO.

EVI'lR^' iiiMii sliould work and feel that he is |Kn't
111' tlic finin and not niercly a iliii'e<l man. Ho
should look a.t'ttM' the business as thoufih he
owned it; and feel that i.f (he in t\uy way M(\!j;lected
his work t!ie 'Inisinoss would suffei-.
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Fighting Mail
Order Evil by
Co-Operation

For the growth of the mail order
evil in the small town the merchants themselves are largely responsible. As has heen frequently pointed out before, they do not put forth sufficient direct et¥ort to demonstrate to customers that
they can serve them just as cheaply as the mail order
concerns in the large centres, and that it is the people's
own as well as the town's interests to spend their
money at home.
Aside from this lack of aggressiveness, there is another big factor in turning much trade to the mail
order houses, and that is the inability of local dealers
to supply fully the wants of customers properly. I
mean that customers are frequently unable to get all
varieties of goods they desire and that the selection
from which they have to choose is often altogether too
limited. In the average town this is due to the selfishness and lack of co-operation on the part of the local
merchants. The big trouble lies in the fact that dealers
are not content to stick to their own legitimate line,
but are continually encroaching ou some other dealer's
field and the trade is so split up that no one dealer can
carry any large stock or assortment.

"We find the dry goods man putting in groceries and
the grocer
retaliating by adding a few lines of dry
goods. The druggist puts in silverware and clocks
and the jeweler gets back at him by taking up the sale
of stationery, pennants and such lines, and even in one
case known to the writer, patent medicines. The shoe
man encroaches on the dry goods man by adding
gents' furnishings, and the latter puts in a line of
shoes. And thus, the merry battle
goes on, until most
of the stores are operating departmental stores, with
the drawback that none of them have sufficient business to be able to carry a large enough or well enough
assorted stock to satisfy customers, and as a result
they begin to send away to mail order houses where
they can get a better choice, and pretty soon the habit
of sending away for goods is firmly established.
This would be avoided if dealers in such towns would
get together and agree to stick more closely to their
regular lines. A little co-operation in this direction
would prove of great benefit in fighting the mail order
evil
towns.that is sapping the life-blood of so many snifill
"She's One of
Our Customers"

A dealer in speaking of a certain housewife recently said, "She
is one of our customers," meanino'
to imply that she bought all her requirements at his
store. The writer happened to be better acquainted
with the lady in question than this particular dealer
and knows that he does not sell this woman any more
than halt of \wv i'liniishings, although he appears to be
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him. the impression that she buys all her goods
under
from
Many other dealers are mistaken in the same way in
regard to a good many of their customers. They go
gunning for new customers when they already have
many patrons to whom they might sell a considerably
larger quantity of goods. The increasing of the trade
of the customers he already has is a worth-while field
of endeavor for the average dealer. He needs to
study intensive storekeeping just a.s the farmer of today is studying intensive farming. He will find that
he Avill be able to increase the amount of the purchases ofeach customer just as the farmer finds it possible to increase the yield per acre on his farm by the
use of intensive agricultural methods.

Talking Machines The sale of talking machines for
For Summer Homes summer cottages and camps is
an excellent avenue of business
for the dealer at this time. The number of machines
sold for this purpose last year was large, and there is
every evidence that it will be increased this season.
As a source of entertainment for various times and
occasions at the summer camp, the talking machine has
many advantages, one of the greatest being that it is
easily transported and is ready to provide entertainment at all times.
Why not adopt a slogan of, "Take a phonograph
with you on your summer outing?" It can be used in
advertising and in window displays showing summer
camp scenes and telling about the delights of phonograph music during the vacation season. Get after
this business
right away.
The Training
of Clerks

The dealer to-day has not the
same opportunity for the selection
of good clerks as he formerly had,
on account of the smaller number available to choose
from. Nevertheless, he should do his best in this
regard, and in addition, put forth special effort in the
matter of training his clerks so that they will become
really efficient employees.
They should be instructed in the rudiments as well as
the ethics of the business, inspired to secure and assisted in securing a knowledge of the varieties and
(luahties of the goods stocked so that they can present
them intelligently to the customer.
Many an opportunity to make a sale has heen lost
because of the stupidity, ignorance or incompetence of
the clerk. Do your best to raise the standard of salesmanship inyour store, so that each clerk will be able
to attain maximum results. It will prove profitable to
you and besides it is your duty to inspire and train
your employees to the highest possible efficiency.
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In his rounds of the trade during
the past couple of years, the
writer has frequently heard the
deal more
complaint from retailers that it costs a great
on
to finance a husiness now than it previously did ot
ity
necess
the
and
goods
of
account of the high price
the slowness
stocking up on many lines on account of
in getting supplies.
a dealer
The other day, however, the writer called on feature
who had no complaint to make regarding this
pomtea
On the contrary, he rejoiced because of it. He lished
estab
the
of
tage
advan
the
to
was
it
out that
" pikers "-those who
dealer because it kept out the
on small capital or
ess
busin
into
are inclined to go
trade
limited credit, and who are a detriment to the
who
them
of
generally because of the large number
fail.

Keeping Out
the "Pikers'

By
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Price cutting is to present day
business Avhat the rule not to
strike below the belt is to prize
fighting. That is the way that
Paul Nystrom, economist, puts it. One blow below
the belt may put the best fighter in the world on the
floor in a moment and thus end the struggle. A foul
blow in business competition such as unjustified or
dishonest price cutting has shown itself to be, might
send the most efficient man into a receivership.
The merchandise in your store may be yours, and
you can do with it what you want, but when you use
blow.
it to destroy another dealer, you deliver an unfair

Price
a Blow CuttingBelow
the Belt

o/

VALUE

THE UNDERTAKER

to the general detriment of the trade. Especially in
times like these it is not wise for those with insufficient
the
capital to float their business craft, to venture into
sea of trade. Considerable capital, even in a small
business, is almost essential at the present time.

There is no doubt that there are altogether too many
capital.
neoDle who go into business on insufficient a place
for
fight
their
in
d
cappe
handi
badly
are
Thev
e,
in tiie business world, and many fall by the waysid
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Merchandising
Suggestions from Our
Exchanges
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals

THE SMALL

PRICING

SALES

In our December number we had a suggestion, that
we regarded as particularly good, on the furniture
store having a modern showcase displaying the small
things that are carried in stock, such as castors, polish,
draw pulls, etc. The importance of the little goods is
apt to be overlooked where 'big goods are sold. It
should be borne in mind that the most successful and
profitable of all mercantile establishments are the fiveand-ten cent stores. They are the ones that are cleaning up the millions.
Here is an apropos story:
A country merchant was once talking with a traveling man in regard to small wares.
"I can't see," he said, "how it pays to bother with
so many of those little things. Now, if I sell an item
for ten dollars I can see where my profit comes in. But
ten cents:, fifteen cents, twenty -five cents — where'?
the profit?"
"I know something that is better than an argument," said the traveling man. "You just take a
(|uantity of your old sales cheeks and have them sorted
according to amounts. Put everything that is less
than a dollar in one pile and everything over ten dollars in another pile and so on. I don't know just what
yon will find, but you will learn something."
Some months later the merchant met the traveling
man.

FURNITURE

There are two rules that the present-day furniture
merchant follows when pricing his stock, and they
both call for determination and grit :
1. Loise enough on a few things to make sure that
they are very attractive.
2. Figure large enough profits on the many things
to offset the loss on the few, and leave a satisfactory'
gain besides.
In needs gumption to take a loss, but it sometimes
takes as much — or more — courage to make plenty of
However, without having courage enough to do both
profit.
these things, the purposes of good price-marking are
not accomplished.
To mark down the few things so little that they
don't move freely in season, is to fail to accomplish
the purpose of so marking them.
Don't lose sight of this: the other merchant is just
as hot after profit as you are. Better forget the competitor anyway. Mark a few prices low enough to
make them compelling, and advertise them. That
will bring more people into your store.
Then by right arrangement of stock you can sell
the more people in your store some of the other things
marked high enough to pay you a profit as big as it
ought to be. — Northern Flirniture.

what did you find on those sales checks?"
said"Well,
the drummer.
"You were right," said the dealer. "They mak^
the
big bulk of our sales." — Southern Furniture
Journal.
MORE

USE FOR EXAMPLE

LAWN

SWINGS

for 2 and 4 Passengers for 1918 delivery

ROOMS

The example room in the furniture store has increased as an important factor in the favorable display of suites and a demonstration that greatly assists
a sale. It may be worth consideration, in cases where
there are several of these rooms in a store, whether it is
not advisable to hold one of these rooms for special
cases that retiuire most careful treatment. Say on^
of these rooms is kept vacant, for instant use when
occasion recpiires. Suppose a woman comes in who is
not sure of herself. Perhaps she is refurnishing an
entire room with rugs, eurtains and furniture. A
skilled salesman, by showing her about the store, may
get her i)references in regard to the style of a suite,
color of wall paper, or rugs, or eurtains, and if the
customer eainiot be "sold" immediately, arrange for
her return the next day to see that exami)le room completely furnished with a style of suite and in a tone of
furni.shing that she prefers. Thus the next afternoon,
when she ajjpears, there will he the right rug on the
floor with harmonizing eurtains at the window, and
the suite of Turniture well displayed in a room which
presents a beauty and har'iiiony that will have its full
effect. This is simply a suggestion foi' the use of an
available room on special occasions, and others will no
doubt arise from time to time that could hardly have
been foreseen. — Furnitui'e Trade Review.

The derrick is 9 feet high, painted led, and glazed
with good out-door varnish. The cross-aims, hangt-is
and seats are finished on natural wood. The swing
is amply large for four persons and folds completely.
Weight, each, 115 pountls.
For particulars write to
J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal
Represcntoiives :
R. G. Bedlinalon At Co., Vancouver, B.C.
J. M. Paquin, Montreal
The Ivei B d lead Mfa. Co., Winnipeg Landry & Simaid, Qtcbcc Cily
Lynch & Manley, Toronto, Onlaiio.
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The furniture business of E. B. Clegg, of Peterboro,
Ont., is Ijeing closed out.
The Crown House Furnishing Co., of Toronto, has
recently been registered.
A. Godfrey Fournier is now a partner in the firm of
L. Gr. Fournier & Co., furniture dealers, of Ottawa.
Laurin & Laurin, furniture dealers, of Montreal,
have dissolved, J. H. Laurin continuing under same
style.
J. A. Banfield, of Winnipeg, was elected president
' Assoof the Dominion Board of the Retail Merchants
ciation at its annual meeting in Ottawa last month.
W. B. Rogers, postmaster of the city of Toronto,
who passed away this month, was at one time connected

THE UNDERTAKER
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OF CALGARY,

PASSES

AWAY

Hugh Neilson, founder and president of the Xeilson
Furniture Co. Ltd., of Calgary, Alta., passed away in
Honolulu on May 9, whither he had gone in an endeavor
to recuperate from a lengthy illness.
The late Mr. Neilson was one of the pioneer business
men of Calgary. Born at Chatham, Out., iu 1849, he
was in business there for twenty years before coming
west. In 1894 he went to Calgary and established the
business which bears his name and of which he has
ever since been the president and moving spirit.
Mr. Neilson had few activities outside of his own
business, to which he devoted all his energies, and the
success of which is a monument to his integrity and
ability. He was, however, prominent in the Independent Order of Oddfellows, and was a Patriarch of that
fraternity. In religion he was a Presbyterian and an
elder of Grace church.
In addition to his wife, Mr. Neilson leaves a
daughter, Mrs. Fred Curry, whose husband, Capt.
Curry, has 'been on active service overseas ever since
the outbreak of the war. Both wife and daughter
were with him in Honolulu, and according to the cable
message received will sail from there shortly, accompanying the body, which will be brought to Calgary
for interment.
PRICES

MOUNTING

UPWARD

American metal bed makers were compelled, a short
time ago, to advance prices 10 per cent. American
furniture manufacturers recently advanced their prices
25 per cent. These advances are significant of price
tendencies. The ever-growing scarcity of materials
and labor, and the steadily increasing transference of
manufacturing facilities to war work is forcing the
price of all commodities upward.
The dealer who now hesitates about ordering depleted lines will find that the longer he waits the more
he will have to pay — and the more danger he will run
of having his order unfilled at any price. The present
is a time for wise and careful buying, surely ; but it is
not a time for undue timidity in buying nor for a partial paralysis of sales effort.
J. A. BANFIELD,
of Winnipeg, who was elected president of the Dominion Board of the
Retail Merchants' Association.

with the furniture business, being secretary-treasurer
Chas. Rogers & Sons Co., furniture manufacturof the
ers of Toronto.
George Jung of the firm of Heimbecker & Jung, furniture manufacturers, of Elmira, Ont., and one of the
town's prominent citizens, passed away on May 27. He
has been in business in Elmira since 1902, and is survived by his wife, a son and a daughter.
Mr. William Hess, who about 30 years ago, along
with a brother, conducted the Hess Furniture Company of Listowel, Ont., and later had a factory at
Bracebridge, passed away last month. He was at one
time mayor of Listowel.
Baetz Brothers, of Kitchener, Ont., will show the
Baetz and Anthes lines in their display rooms in the
Anthes factory, from July 10 to 20, featuring fall
is their intention to conduct a semi-annual
goods. Itshow.
furniture

B. WALTER & CO. APPOINT CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. Leonard J- Fox, sales manager of B. Walter &
Company, manufacturers of table slides, Wabash. lud.,
visited Canada in May, in the interests of Wabash
Slides, which are used by a goodly number of table
manufacturers of Canada. While here he completed
arrangements whereby Mr. Frank A. Smith, of Kitchline. ener, Ont., will act as Canadian representative for this

In company with Mr. Smith, Mr. Fox travelled over
a good part of the Canadian territory, visiting the
furniture factories in Stratford, Strathroy. Listowel.
Lueknow, Kincardine, Southampton, Owen Sound,
Chesley, Hanover, Kitchener and Hespeler. They
found furniture manufacturers well pleased with the
present outlook for business.
MID-SUMMER SHOW IN JULY
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd., will conduct a
comprehensive display of furniture at their Toronto
show rooms during the entire month of July. A complete range of Christmas goods will be on display.
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Embargo

Certain woods and other raw materials continue under license —
Conservation necessary because of limited supplies — Canadian
Furniture Manufacturers Ass'n discuss war trade conditions.
The following is a more extended report of the special committee
which' interviewed the War Trade Board at Ottawa, and of the remarks
made at the atMay
mtttiiig
of the Canadian
FurnitureMunitions
Manufacturers'
Association,
whirli
Col. Carnegie
of the Imperial
Board,
spoke, held in the Tore, nto offices of the C. M. A. A summary of Col.
Carnegie's
talk
and
tho
various
reports
presented
appeared
in
the
issue of Canadian Furniture World, and a more extended report of last
the
Colonel's remarks appears on another page. — The Editor.
^
AT

the coiiclusioa of Col. Carnegie's splendid address, Chairman Moss asked Mr. George McLagan for a report of
the furniture manufaciturers who visited the War Trade
Board at Ottawa.
This report, I think, said Mr. McLagan, would have been
considered much more interesting if it had been given earlier.
The budget of the Finance Minister, the statement of the
plans of the Goveriimen/t in regard to taxation, have practically given us all that we were looking for in the way of information. Imay say just a word or two, however. I think
most of you know that there was iiroposed that there should
be an embargo jilaced on furnLture along with a great many
other articles, a.id tiiat as an offset to the loss of duty that
would result lo the Government therefroan, there should be a
IC jier cent, excise tax on goods manufactured here. You
have noted, however, that though that was proposed and your
representatives at Ottawa, or at least those that were called to
Ottawa by the War Trade Board were willing, as far as their
niimlber went, to agvec that that would be not adverse to the
interests of the furniture manufacturers, providing it was
wisely carried out, yet apparently the Government, in its wisdom, or unwisdom, have decided that they would not place
furniture on the list of goods embargoed and upon wihich the_y
determined to place an excise tax.
Now, fhere is a matter wlhicih I think is of interest to all of
us which was discussed before the Wiar Trade Board, and that
is the import of materials from the United States which we
use in our manufacturing. The War Trade Board was asked
\ery definitely if they were quite sure that the embargo on
the manufactured product mi.ght not carry with it a disposition
on the terial
part
of the beL'nited
to place an and
embargo
on mathat would
used States
in manufacturing,
wihether
arrangements could not be made whereby the interests of the
Canadian manufacturer could be safeguarded, so that he could
jirocurp all his articles. We have found, some of us, that
there is a possibility of an embargo being placed on some of
our materials. As you are prolmibly all aware there are some
articles that we cannot import from the TTnited States except
under license at the present time, and I may say that we have
been taking u|i this matter to find out if we could discover what
the present status of the situation is. Our secretary wrote to
the War Trade Bnard recently, asking for definite information
as .to what the ]irosjiects of the future were. , T will read to
you the reply vvihieh he has sent.
"May I suggest that your
outline materials
which you require cn.i which are Association
not obtainable in Canada and
for which you are i>l)solutely dependent on the United States.
"The following woods require license prior to export from
Statesth<- United

Ash
Birch
Fir timlbeMahogany
Oak

X2
X2
X2
X2
X2

Spruce, veneer, and ply woods of all kinds.
Walnut— X 2.
Yellow pitip, measuring 12x12
or longo r, sizes 25 ft. long or
longer— X2.

"The export conservation list of the United States of April
15, 1918, contains certain modifications
of the previous export
conservation list. We are advised tliat the attention of shipjiers is being called to the fact that the commodities on the
export conservation list are in many cases being strictly conserved on account of the limited «upply and the needs of the
United States and the Allies for the successful prosecution of
the war.
Before making purchases or sales for export or en-

gaging freight space for tonnage for these commodities shippers are advised by (he Washington authorities to obtain license
for their export.
"It is to be noteii that marks X and X2 indicate that supplementary information forms are to be used, and shippers are
also reminded that al! the commodities on the above list require individual licenses when shipped to Canada, except when
specifically stated to the contrary on the list.
"We enclose herewith Form S19, outlining the procedure as
to application for U. S. licenses to export to Canada as agreed
upon hy the War Trade Board of Canada and the War Trade
Board of the United States.
"We also enclose copy of forms X and X2 from which you
will see the information requisite in regard to application for
exip'ort licenses from the United States.
' ' Any further inf -irmation ithat we can give you will be very
gladly taken up.
Yours faithfully.
"(Signed) C. B. Mc.MAUGHT,
'Member of War Trade Board."
Mr. MiacLagan continued: There does not appear at the
present time to be any distinct prohibition of the exportation
of any of these articles to Canada. There have come to our
notice, to'o, cases wtere the application for licenses were refused
but there does not seem to be any settled policy, and where
applications ha\'e been refused, new appli-cations have been sent
in and igranted; and so far as we can learn at the present time
there is no prohiiiition of the export of r.uy of these articles to
Canada, and yet we are continually hearing the statements
ni.ide that the exportation to Canada is about to be prohibited.
I think probably the travellers from the other side are talking
iu that way. A certain number of those I have heard talked
about the imminence of these prohibitions. I have heard today incidentally — I don 't know whether it is true or not —
that they are going to prohibit the lumbermen cutting into
veneer oak logs 20 inches in diameter. T have heard that
statement made and we find it rather difficult to get very
definite instructions as to what the real situation is. The
latest information — ^?nd that was received just a day or so ago
— is from Ottawa, that they have no intimation, so far as they
are in touch through the Canadian Mission at Washington, that
these articles shall be prohibited altogether. So that is the
sifuation as near as we can present it to you at the present
time. Whether or not there will be any new developments
speedily, I am not in a position to say.
Now, I do not know that I can refer to any other items — I
may say there was an enquiry that was sent to the secretary
as to whether iron beds were to be included in the same
category as the furtiiture. It is not. speciallv mentioned, but
the general idea I gathered was, that had the einrbargo gone
on, that would ha^'e been included with the rest.
Mr. J. R. Shaw: (Supplem«nting Mr. McLagan 's remarks) T
applied through a friend at Washington to go to the Board and
.■v^ee if he coubl get any information, and he wired me back that
1 would have to deal with Ottawa. I therefore wrote Mr.
McConnell, the chairman of the Board, stating I would be much
obliged if I could get some information to di'sseniinate to-day,
and I had
minutes
ago: this telegrajn deli\-ered to me here jnst a few
"Replying to yours, have not been advised that United
States is seriously considering total prohibition of either yhun
or quartered oak being ex])orted to Canada, and United States
export licenses are still being endorsed by me. Have telegraphed
Washington asking whether any change is contemplated.
"(Signed) J. F. McCONNELL,
Director of Licenses War Trade Board."
Chairman Moss here asked for discussion on Mr. McLagan 's
report. There being none, the meeting took up the report of
the special committee in reference to the appointing of a highgrade firm of accountants to make a report on the standing,
and financial position of the furniture industry.
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Address delivered by Col. David Carnegie, M. Inst. C. E., F. R. S.,
Edin., at May meeting Canadian Furniture Manufacturers Ass'n.
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^a^^^ of $265,260 in 1910, and $324,306 in 191o.
render the maximum of service, in an efficient and
harmonious manner, and receive a proper share m the
comparison 1 should like to give the folprofits of the industry.
lowing facts in regard to the furniture business of the
5 That there are two distinct and yet co-related United States during the year 1909.
sections in each industry where the operations are con- dumber of establishments . . 3,155
144,140 .
Number of employees
ducted by two types of skill.
1 The commercial, exhibited in the buying and sell- Capital invested
oi nnnnnn
ing.'
Salariesof and
wage
s
239
zcss.ooo.
8S6 uu
000
ducts
pro
Value
2 The technical exhibited in production.
being
with
Canada
charge
can
we
think
not
^lo
j
two
proposed
I
To take advantage of these facts
profligate in its expenditure on house furnishing durkinds of Boards for each industry.
' ing these years, which amounted to approximate y
■ 1 Trade boards
2. Sodiiction boards.
$L75 per capita in 1910 and ^^'J-.^^'^':^^
dnnk bil . a. ap^
^ that C^iada
The composition and functions of these boards T de- when we co.^Klei;
scribed at some length in the address to which I have l-^^^f^^^^-J^/^^'^^ff't which is now saved
referred.
'^^ ^^^^^^^^.^ ^^^^^^
,,,efully employed in beautifyCanadian Furniture Industry in 1910 and laio
.^^^ ^-^^ homes of the people, your industry would inBefore trying to show hoAv these Boards may be of urease its output in a very short period,
service in your industry, I should like to refer to a
Causes of Decline in Furniture Business
few facts I have gathered regarding the furniture m^
^^^..iHar ,,tl, vonr selling agencies or your
'"Sirding to the official published statement in the ^ill in ^o^^^;?--^^^^:^^^:^
- as reached^^cl. pl;.;K.neiml fi.iue. e
Fifty C^^for mi^ an. t^Postal Census of manu
spent m making the
t'a'lImbt of ttiblishnients employing 1918, it seems that the amount
'^f S
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homes of the peoijle comfortable is incomparably small,
and I am sure we all share the hope that the next census will show a very marked increase.
Doubtless there are many contributing causes for the
decline of the business in 1915. The stocks of furniture on hand when war was declared in 1914, I am informed was very large, and the fact that emigration
ceased, and that so many homes have 'been broken up
owing to the number of men who have left the country
since the war began, have reduced the demand for
furniture, and put a severe handicap on the development of the business.

While I believe that the employers are responsible
for organizing methods of production with a view to
standardization, I believe that by co-operating with
the employees in the consideration of such plans, more
efficient results would be obtained in carrying into effect any proposals made. As a matter of fact the
large hulk of the work of production is carried out by
the workers, many of whom would feel it a privilege
to be asked to confer on the means for improving output. Let the workers be recognized as part of the
producers, and it will be found how surprisingly active
their minds become.

House Furniture Planning
The nien are coming back, however; homes will have
to be refurnished, "'Complete plans for model furnishing have no doiibt had the earnest consideration of
your As.?ociation. House furniture planning is as important in providing for the comfort and educational
advantages of the home as town planning is for the
community. House furnishing with comfortable and
sanitary conveniences for healthy, robust life on an
economical scale is as necessary for the workers as for
the masters, if they are to become fully efificient in industry.
If the propaganda of your Association has not included house furniture planning in the past, you have
a great opportunity for an educational campaign at
the present time in this direction. I believe that the
maintenance of community life is dependent upon the
attractiveness of the homes of the people and their
healthy surroundings.

Big Selling Organizations Secure Trade
Mr. Hichens in the same address to which I have
referred, speaks of the great value of selling organizations. He says, "But big selling organizations are
undoubtedly, 1 think, more economical than smaller
ones. What is wanted, therefore, I suggest, is big
selling organizations which should also promote research work and a variety of manufacturing units.
The money that is wasted every year iii advertising, in
travelling expenses, in touting for orders by means
which are often degrading, in over-production, runs
into enormous figures."
Mr. Hichens continues to speak of the evils of syndicates which aim at keeping up prices instead of keeping costs down. He states, "I believe they are not
insuperable, and that attention should be concentrated
on the establishment of big selling organizations."
You will observe that Mr. Hichens' idea of big selling organizations corresponds in some measure with
the trade boards such as I have suggested. By having such boards, composed of representatives of the
buyers and sellers, with the chairman and vice-chairman approved by the 'Government, and secured for
service during the 'period of election, they would produce the results Mr. Hichens had in view, without the
attendant evils common to private monopolies.

Handicaps to Good Business Organization
T profess to have no prophetic genius, so I will not
attempt to forecast the future jiroispects of the furniture business. Great leaders from the ranks of industry are now planning for the future, and arousing
manufacturers to a sense of their need to recast their
methods of business and processes of manufacture.
In an address delivered to the Greoiock Philosophical
Society last January by Mr. W. L. Hichens, the chairman of Messrs. Cammell, Laird & Co., Limited, Eng.,
he said,. "A great source of wasted energy to-day is
that so many manufacturers are engaged in a miscellaneous trade with no economic standards. A dozen
firms may each be manufacturing a dozen types of
articles at a loss, whereas if each concentrated on ore
type the loss would be converted into a profit. Moreover. s+fi;!dardization of tyjies has'be«n sadly neglected,
and (uiite unnecessary variations h'lve beeii allowed to
intrude themselves merely because it is nobody's business to see that they are reduced to a minimum."
I need not emphasize Mr. Hichens' words; we all
know too wi'li the truth of them, and the neglect to
which he refers cannot be attributed to the employees;
i< belongs to the sphere of the employers and reflects
on their methods of organization, the standardization of processes and products which has been carried
out by some manufacturers has been so suceePi-?ful as
to warrant others following. Unfortunately, only
here and there do we find instances of efiPeetive and
economic standardization being carried out. All industries should give cat'eful consideration to tliis subject.
Judging from results, no one can question the
enormous pin of the iiulividual fii'in or firms where
specialization and the standardizing of j)roducts. as
well as methods of production, have been inti'oduced
ef¥ectively.

Suggestions for Trade and Production Boards in
Furniture Business
I am not familiar with the means you employ to secure trade or maintain efficient production in your
factories, and it may appear to you to be presumi)tion
on my part to venture to suggest how to ajiply the
functions of National, District and Production Boards
to your business. I am sure, however, you will understand that I have no other ob.ieet than to suggest
for your consideration a method b.v which it might be
found possible to improve the general organization of
.your industry, and stimulate its economic development.
From the Postal Census of Manufacturers of Canada
for 1!)16, to which I have alread.y referred, the number of furniture establishments emplo.ying five hands
and over, is given as :
In British Columbia
8
In Nova Scotia
8
In Ontario
102
In Quebec
27
Total
If the number of establishments throughout the
Dominion are considered, irrespective of the number
of hands ein|)lo.yed in each, the nunibei' dui'ing 191.^)
was 175.
Col. Cariu^gie next dealt in detail wilh the foi-nnilion of trade and pi'oductiou hoards, and tlu'n took ui)
the human elenuMit in furniture-niakiiig.
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Retail dealers in talking machines and other musical instruments have reason to be glad that the excise
tax of 10 per cent, on these lines announced by the
Government in the Budget last month, does not apply
on retail selling prices as at first suggested — and that
already in retailers' hands
it
on does
May not
1. apply on goods
Some of the Details
Some of the details are as yet lacking. It is clear,
however, that the lines included are player pianos,
player organs and music rolls, talking machines and
records— that the tax applies only through manufacturers and importers — and only on goods delivered
after April 30 (with certain exceptions.)
As a result of meetings of the piano and phonographic branches of the trade in Toronto, and the sending of representatives to Ottawa, the following circular letter was sent out from the office of the Secretary of the Canadian Piano & Organ Manufacturers'
Association, reporting that the following points were
tentatively established in connection with the excise
tax. The regulations here announced are subject to
official confirmation:
1. Tax applies only through manufacturers and importers.
2. Tax applies on all goods imported or shipped or
delivered by manufacturers after April 30th (except in
cases mentioned in "exceptions").
3. Tax applies on all imports whether now in bond
or transit.
4. Tax is payable on duty paid price for imported
goods, and manufacturers' selling price for goods made
in Canada. The manufacturers' invoice price to
dealers in each individual case to form basis of tax.
5. Tax does not apply to parts or unfinished materials.
6. Exceptions. Where manufacturer or importer
has received and accepted orders previous to May 1st,
which he is legally bound to deliver at former prices
and where he cannot collect the tax, will have consideration as to refund by applying to the Department of
Inland Revenue.
7. Payable from Canadian manufacturers. Tax collected by Government for phonographs, records and
player rolls; May sales on June 1st, 1918. For player
May sales on June 1st.
organs;
cal8
and mechani
pianos 9
.
1
1
.
Note— Efforts are being made to secure extension ot
collection of records tax for two months, and players
tax for six months. No decision yet rendered. In
event of postponement of tax, a guarantee year bond
will re(|uire to be furnished satisfactory to the Department.
8. Tax is payable when goods are passed through
This 'does not change present regulations
Customsg. bonding.
coverin
9. While bill has not been passed, it is understood

in
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that when it is put in force, it will be made effective
as from May 1st, 1918.
There has been no strong protest from talking machine men because of the imposition of the tax, although there are many who feel that music should be
It is not felt that there will be any great
aged.
encour
adverse effects on sales and the trade have generally
signified their willingness to cheerfully co-operate
with the Government in the raising of needed funds.
Some companies have not as yet got new scales of
expected that things
prices quite adjusted, but it is again
under the new
will soon be running smoothly
excise tax.

TRIBUTE TO THE TALKING MACHINE
It is silent when you 're wear.v
And therefore, unlike your friend,
It never bores nor gossips,
Never borrows, never lends.
It is always waiting for you
With the thing your mood most wants.
Whether raggy, jaggy music
Or the dreamy kind that haunts.
You sit back in a corner
With the shadows all about
And the music sets you dreaming,
And your pipe goes out.
Fairies gather round you,
Sometimes whisipering in your ear,
Sometimes kissing sihut your eyelids,
Leaving on your cheek a tear.
Ghosts of long ago peer at you,
Bringing back forgotten things,
When the record on your graphophone
Plays melodies or sings.
There's the tinkle of a cow bell
Or the gurgling of a brook.
Then a strain recalls to memory
Some sweet line from a loved book.
There's the scent of apple blossoms
And the murmur of the sea;
And a cupid comes a-whispering,
"Won't you listen, Love, to me?"
And he throws a few love kisses
From the record where he stands
And he dances to the music
While he waves his chubby hands.
Then comes a strain that makes you hear
A voice that's long been still;
And you see the grass and withered flowers
On a narrow slab-marked hill.
Then the fairies came back laughing,
(Music must give joy or pain) ;
Begging you to cease your sighing
And to light your pipe again.

All your heart is with the phantoms
they dance about your chair —
Ah!As But when you try to touch them
They 're but music in the air.
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A GOOD part of the salesman's success depends
upon liis orlei'inality, because originality is the
only thing that can differentiate one salesman
from a million others. If all salesmen dressed alike,
talked alike, acted alike and said the same things, the
selling market would drop fifty per cent. It is the
bright scarlet j\eckties here, the silvery voice there, the
reverberant enthusiasm here, and the clean-cut remarks there, that help to sell goods, liecause in these
soi't of things lie the markings of "personality."
But to be able to gracefully swing the personal touch
into the art of salesmanship is not solely an inherited
ability. It can be accpiired 'by conscious eonscientiou;?
effort.
A good many men think originality is the output of
imagination. This may be true, but behind imagination one finds the real source of power that build.'?
original personality. Imagination in the psychological
analysis consists of spurring the mind upon matters
that have been suggested by external stimuli. Put a
man in a dark room and his ideas will gradually wane.
On the other hand, send a man out on a tour of world
investigation and he will return Avith thousands of
ideas, because the external stimuli which his senses
have experienced have spurred his brain into vigorous
activity. That is why travelling is the antidote of
"going stale."
Gettiro- After June Bride Trade
The actual process of developing originality is perhaps Ijest illustraled by specific example. For instance,
suppose you want to get some talking machine business
this month. All right, you now have three external
stimuli represented 'by (1) talking machines, (2) June,
and (3) dollars profit you want to secure.
Sitting back in the armchair to let the mind work
on these stimuli, it immediately comes to mind that
June is "The Month of Brides." And to connect this
item of timely intei'est up with the rest is not very
difficult to judge from the (|uaiitity of advertising
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copy in the national magazines that harps on brides,
bridal presents, and June.
But why stop at this point where other feet have
already trod? "Why not step on along paths of originality? How, in other words, can the "June Bride"
idea "be conveyed in other than advertising copy and
at the same time help business?
Using a Circular Letter
And right at this juncture is where the dealer or
dealer's salesman with originality comes to the front
and establishes his worth. He runs over to the city
library, looks over the daily pa'pers and makes note of
marriage dates, etc., which are coming. He then
composes lists which include the boon friends of each
"him" and "her" so far as he is able and concludes
by getting up a letter for the particular benefit of
these friends which might run as follows :
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Gregson :
All the world loves a lover, and yet few enamored
couples are wont to stay just lovers. Especially during the month of June are lovers inclined to pass on to
matrimony.
No doubt some of your own dear friends are getting
married this bright month of June, and, if they are. it
is easy to understand that you want to make your
token include a bundle of pleasure for "their married
Mayibe Ave can help you soWe the problem in an ideal
way iby suggesting a talking machine, or if "they" already have been given a machine, by suggesting that
life."
you send some records "with a charm."
A talking machine to Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed is like
a "young addition" to the family. It puts a "third
party" interest in the home. And records are the
food for its mouth.
Perhaps you now realize how you can keep "those
dear friends" of yours perpetually smiling and ever
mindful of your sensible selection.
Come on in and see us and ask for our "bridal gift
salesman," who is
Very truly yours,
A. B. ELDER,
For A. M. Bissel & Co.
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Hector Chari.kswokth
Home Joxirnal

ed a large
WHILE in a small Ontario town T notic
ds ox
recor
ng
that
unci
t
anno
advertisemen
Jascha Heifetz could be procured from a local
dealer. Less than ten months ago the name of Heifetz
was unknown, even to the most noted musical critics
of New York. He came to America from Petrograd
and gave a violin recital in that city about the time of
the first snowflakes. At once it was recognized that
a great star had risen in the musical world, and Ins
subsequent appearances have created a furore wherever
he has gone.
A decade ago such an incident would have affected
only a few large cities with halls capable of contain
ing the thousands that naturally throng to hear a new
and celebrated man of genius. In a small town, such
as the one I mention, the idea that Heifetz would become a personage so well known as to be the subject,
of lengthy advertisements in the local newspapers
would have been fantastic. Only a few of the Avellto-do, who might go on a journey, could ever hope to
hear him play the violin, and his name would have beenIt
dismissed from the mind of the average individual.
is not overehoooting the mark to say that ten years ago
the ordinary reader of a small town newspaper would
have been indifferent as to whether Jascha Heifetz was
an anarchist or a new kind of mineral water. Now he
is the possession of the whole community. The sure
barometer of advertising expenditure shows that he
has a pu'blic everywhere, a public intinitely larger (who
will know him through the records, and probably sees
his face) than the throngs who are crowding to hear
him in the large cities.
In the course of time, when a greater percentage of
homes have talking machines, some artists will find
it profitable to devote themselves exclusively to the
almaking of records and abandon public appearanceshave
together; just as certain lecturers and educators
abandoned the rostrum and do their teaching entirely
by the correspondence method.
This is not likely to occur in the case of any artist
of first-rate talent,'" says the writer, in conclusion, "for
appearances in themthe very good reason that pu'blic
selves, if successful, form an advertisement for the
records of an artist of inestimable value. Yet the
situation does hold its possibilities for the singer who
to meet with misfortune other than the loss
happens
of
voice.
Suppose that Caruso, just for instance, had been
young enough to have been drafted for the Italian
army, and had met with the loss of his legs or with
some hideous facial disfigurement which precluded his
ever appearing on the stage again. He would, did h:s
voice retain its power, be able to continue to appeal to
s. The same
popular approval by making new record
sex.
either
of
singer
noted
other
every
of
is true
KEEPING

THE PROSPECT

WARM

The great problem of the salesman in any line is
naturally to close the sale. No matter how broad
the salesman's knowledge, or convincing his arguments, they count for nothing unless they bring the
order Salesmanship teaches that the sooner the order
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is landed after the approach is made the less chance
there is for the prospect to get "cold." and lose interest.

When the customer is inclined to hesitate, the salesman must depend upon his intuition as to ju.st how far
he can go in endeavoring to force the issue without
offending the customer. He mu-st know whether it is
safe to let the prospective 'buyer go out of the_ store
promise to call again, or to insist upon immewith the
diate action.
An interesting incident calculated to prove that the
salesman is sometimes right in taking a chance of letting the customer get away from him is cited in "The
Voice of the Victor," and tells how one customer eara-.'
The story reads:
back and why.
"She was .somewhat past middle age and she was
also slightly deaf, but she had a businesslike gait to her
as if she were a real customer instead of a mere
'looker.' She came into a Cleveland Victrola -store and
explained to the salesman who greeted her that she
had been th'uiking of buying a Victrola X. He demon.strated the X for her and also other types, but she eon,cluded that the X was what she wanted. 'I don't
-she explained, 'but
to-day, however.'
to getin itto-morrow
want come
and get you to play more
will
records for me.' She had already explained that this
instrument was to be a present to one of her relatives.
As she Avas seemingly pleased with the service the
.salesman had given her, she exoressly requested that
he be on hand the following day between 12 and 1
.o'clock and play the records that she had in mind.
made' this appointment she walked out.
Having
"Whereupon the manager of the store kindly but
the salesman in this case on th.firmly began to lecture
0- reat importance of closing a sale while the store had
an interested customer within its doors.

" 'T am satisfied that we have made this sale.' explained the salesman. The manager smiled indulgently: 'Don't fool yourself like that, my boy. She
"gone out to shop at other places and there is not
has
one chance in a million that this store Avill ever see her
again. The thing to do is to hit while the iron is hothands on them.'
while we have our
close them right upcould
not disou+e the argument that
"Mr. Salesman
sale before the
,it is generally a good plan ^.o clo>^e the same,
his sixth
customer leaves the store. Jnst the
corlady
.sense assured him that he had read this old
1-eetly — that she had her plan mapped out and that she
would come back next day just as she had promised.
,He told the manager so. The result was a friendly
wager.
"The next day at 12.15 the manager and one or tAVO
others in the store began to make teasing remarks Avhen
the customer of the previous day did not appear. But
the salesman had faith in his judgment. He Avas
v/illing to bet a good hat that the customer Avould still
come and before 12.30 at that. There were people in
the store familiar Avith the argument. Avho would have
easily.
taken the wager, only they disliked to get a hat so

"At 12.20 our salesman was in the rear of the store
when word came from the front of the room that a lady
wanted to see him. It Avas the past-middle-asre
slightly-deaf woman of the day before, and she still
had her businesslike gait.
"She not only bought a A^ietrola X. but a very nice
order of records Avhich our salesman Avas glad to play
with the full-tone needle so that the slight deafness of
the customer didn't matter."
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THE

LATEST
Every

RECORD

Record

at Your

Finger

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.

mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.
Write us for cuts and prices.

Patented July 10th, 1917

THE

CABINET

ORILLIA

FURNITURE
ORILLIA,

CO.,

LIMITED

ONTARIO

Triangular
The

Divanette

Exclusive

with

Features

Only Reinforced or Triangular construction can result in a product possessing ALL the advantages of this Divanette. By this new construction you are
offered a folding bed with all the firmness and durability of an ordinary bed,
with ease of operation and adaptability
greatly increased over anything of its kind.
Some of its outstanding features are :
1st. Triangular support on all frame work.
2nd. Separate bed spring with thick layer felt mattress.
3rd. Troubleproof in operating.
4th. Rigidity and firmness found in no other bed.
5th. One finger will open it.
Offer your trade the LATEST

The

Sanitary

Bedding

and the BEST

Company,

in Divanettes.

Limited,

Toronto,

Ont.
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Records

A lOorlh-while field of endeavor at the present time — Some
suggestions on the subject from the Talking Machine W orld.

relied pretty much on naIN the past, dealers have other
outside influences to
tional advertising and
records for them.
and
nes
machi
ng
talki
both
sell
coming in, makof
habit
the
red
The public has acqui
ing its own choice, and taking home M^hatever it
-pleases. Because of this practice there has heen comthat conparatively little hard pan selling— selling
you want hnn to
what
vinces the buyer he wants
iS6lcct.
Big Field for Development
Without doubt the national advertising of the record
manufacturers, the record bulletins, and the numerous
attractive store posters have gone a long way toward
creating a demand for specific records. But there are
few dealers who have taken up the problem in earnest
where the manufacturer is forced to leave ofiP. Examples are not over frequent where retailers are conscientiously engaged in devising ways and means for
the sale of high-priced records. There reincreasing'
mains, therefore, a very broad field for expansion along
this line. It is folly to think aggressive work on the
part of the dealer and his staff of salesmen will not
materially augment the sale of high-priced records.
the "home town" elenient
The personal element and
can certainly be made to produce more sales for high^
priced records than is now the case.
Worth-While Sales
If the dealer will inject into his entire sales force the
fact that every $3 record sold is equivalent to selling
three $1 records or four 75-cent records, it is reason-g
able to suppose his sales force will soon be offerin
of
good practical suggestions for increasing the sale
the high-priced stock.
At this writing we will not discuss m detail, plans
g,
for selling high-priced records. Broadly speakin
however there are five excellent channels to work
through, five channels the possibilities of which have
to date been developed by the dealer to a small degree
two,
only They are: one, newspaper advertising: ns;
icatio
commun
mail
direct
window display; three,
four featuring of selected records after the customer
enters the store and the booth ; five, conversation eno-aged in by the salesmen and sales-women. Considered
five different ways
fn a general wav here is what theserecords
offer:
iced
high-pr
selling
of
and means
Five Plans for Boosting Sales
1. Newspaper advertising offers an opportunity to
introduce the pictures of famous artists. Individual
and it would not seem adselections can be featured, than
ten records in any one
visable to run a list longer
advertisement. The playing up of specific pieces and
element
of popular artists will introduce a very newsy
into retail advertising, and it will therefore be possible
to use small-sized space very effectively.
2 Window display offers the opportunity for originality on an extended scale, with an option between
an
simplicity and extravagance. Just as Hawau
Hawaiaround
built
been
windows have, for instance,
ian dance records, just so can window displays be built
around famous opera scenes, etc.

3. In direct mail communications to regular and
prospective customers, feature circulars, etc.. can be
built around individual records of the high-priced
class, thereby helping the public to select from the
•current record hulletins in favor of the high-priced
records and thereby offering the chance of bringing
hack to mind some of the high-priced records of an
earlier date.
4. Many plans may be devised for featuring records
inside the store and in the demonstration hooth. Special racks, special posters, special records left apparently carelessly on the machine in the booth, special
in the middle of the store, etc.. etc.. add
display
of human ingenuity.
the limittables
5. Great things can be accomplished by having the
salesman carefully study the nature of each client, so
that he can suggest in an artful and diplomatic way
certain high-priced records. Weekly meetings of the
sales staff will help_ bring out the effective ways ot
working along this line.

CARE OF THE MOTOR OF MACHINE
It seems to be the natural and usual thing that a
talking machine owner never looks at the motor of his
almost
machine until it won't play properly. Thenwhom
from
dealer
the
on
calls
he
on
hesitati
without
s that it be repurchased the instrument and re(inest
paired at once. The dealer turns the matter over to
his repairman and upon his arrival at the scene of the
the
trouble he often finds a broken governor spring—
so
loose
screws
motor
the
brake—
the
of
leather out
some
or
or—
regulat
or
brake
the
hits
e
that the turntabl
other little thino- wrong that takes about five minutes
actual working time to remedy. The dealer has spent
some valuable time— the repairman possibly has spent
an hour or so riding to the house to remedy a little
fault that the owner could have prevented if he had
a few helpful ^vords at the time he purbeen given
chased his machine.
the conIn this time of war when all things call for why
not
servation of resources, time in particular,
the buyer's attention to the
make it a point to call
following important facts:
1. A machine must be oiled at stated times.
2 If used to any great extent make a point of going
over the governor spring screws and tightening them
every six months— also the motor board
up ahoutandonce
screws
nuts.
3 Make a point of taking out the winding key and
oiling the threads on the winding shaft and also oilmg
the key where it rubs against the escutcheon.
ne on the soiral cuts of the turnta, ble
4. Put
e andvaseli
governor spindle.
spindl
5 See that brake leather is properly held m place,
and that turntable does not hit or rub against any parts
of the motor board attachments.
These little hints, if given to and followed by the
and
machine own^-r, will save him trouble and expense
ot
time
the
es
purpos
will certainly conserve for other
the dealer and repairman.
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DESIGN

PATHEPHONES
Pathephone

No. i6o, Georgian.

Pathephone

No.

125, Adams

Bros.

Two splendidly built machines of rare beauty, worthy to take their place alongside of the
other beautiful Pathe period designs which we have already brought out. Do not fail to
stock these
machines—
they will give your store an added reputation and open up a profitable field for
more sales.
Pathephone No. 1 60 is the Georgian
style and presents a very graceful and
striking appearance.
Pathephone No. 125 if after Adam
Bros., and its plain yet elegant, comely lines will prove a delight to the discriminate lover of fine furniture.
Both of these instruments come in
genuine hand-rubbed mahogany, selected quartered oak and figured
American walnut.

We

are
make

Get

now

ready

to

shipments.

your order
in early.

125 Adams Bros. $137.50

Pathe

Freres

Phonograph
Co. of
Factories and Head Office:

4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO,
DISTRIBUTORS:

No. 160 Georgian Style.

Canada,

Canada

Ontario — Pathe Freres Phonogipaph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
— Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
Quebec
Pathe
C. W. Lmdsiay, Ltd., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia^
R. J. Whiitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hewson & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

$ 1 76

Limited

\2
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Hospitals

Military

The Red Cross Society is asking for old and new
records for hospitals — a chance for the dealer to help

ty
appeal has been issued by the Red Cross Socie
ary
milit
the
in
use
for
ds
recor
ph
for phonogra
hospitals. It is an appeal that the dealers m
to no small exphonographs and records can assist helpi
ng along a
tent in promoting, thereby not only
, but benefiting their own business as
cause
hy
wort
well.
Music Cheers and Helps to Cure
There is no doubt about the worthiness of the cause.
the monotony
Music helps a great deal ia 'breaking is
only fitting
and dreariness of hospital life, and it
en up the
bright
to
or
endeav
should
that the public
lives of those who have sacrificed so much for us and
are still suffering for their sacrifice. Those who have
spent any time in a military hospital are well aware of
the manner in which the boys appreciate music of all
kinds Besides, it is conceded that music has a curative property of no small value, and it is for this reason
that those in charge of hospital work are so anxious
that patients have plenty of music. ^
New as Well as Old Records

AN

that
The appeal was initially made for used records
owners of machines felt they could spare, but why not
^ to
an effort to get people to buy new records to donate
donated
the cause? While many of the used records
care
are practically as good as new, many people do not have
they
which
s
record
of
ions
select
with
to part
se new
carefully chosen, and would prefer to purcha
ly
probab
people
other
Many
se.
ones for this purpo
e value
do not like donating old records of (piestionabl
and
knowing that the soldiers appreciate good music,
be
can
that
best
the
of
ing
deserv
feeling that they are
provided.
Inaugurate a "Buy a Record" Campaign
a ''Buy a
So why should dealers not inaugurate sition and
Record" campaign, as a good business propo of records
as assistance to a worthy cause. The need
advertisement
for the hospitals could be pointed out m
ed to the
devot
be
could
ow
and show card. A wind
ers and
soldi
cent
ales
conv
of
s
view
ing
idea show
interior
by
up
d
hospital scenes. This should be backe to forward any
made
be
could
offer
An
attention.
Society
records purchased to a branch of the Red Cross p aced
be
could
tacle
recep
A
.
or a military hospital
not only ot
iust inside the entrance for the receiving,

The

Red

Cross

s
Appeals for more Record
for the
Boys in ihe Hospitals

BUY

ONE

A

records purchased in the store, but any others that
people might desire to donate.
One firm manufacturing records has already inn along the lines suggested above,
a
augurated campaig
who handle their goods with
dealers
ng
and is supplyi
suggesting how customers
cards
show
appropr
"do iate
can
their bit," for the boys.
Music a Big Curative Agent
That music not onlv entertains, but is a therapeutic
a.-, well, is indicated by the fact that Mrs. Isa Maude
Usen, of Hamilton, Ont., who has made extensive use
of music to win convalescent soldiers back to health
authoriand happiness, has been asked by the military
ties of the United States, to draft a plan for them, embodying the principle that she has tried out as superintendent of the Military Infirmary, of Hamilton.
" The men who are confined to hospital have a craving
for good music, and they seem to never get enough of
it " states Col. E. B. Hardy, D. S. 0. at the Base Military Hospital. Toronto. "The Red Cross are doing
ng this campaign, and dea good thing in conducti
serve real support from all those who can possibly
spare phonograph records or old machines.
"If the public could only realize the monotonous
quiet of manv of the soldiers in hospital, I am sure
the
they would supply the necessary music to sweeten
to go through."
some of them have
dull dreariness
said a doctor who has seen service in the field overseas,
and is now home on furlough.
There is no doubt a'bout the need iind the desires of
the wounded men as regards the matters of phono-

graph music.

USES FOR USED

"BUY

Suggestive

NEEDLES

All the phonograph records you don't care to hear
adrated
Illust
the day
are still
one record
out World
any more
take
ironing
On use,
es. 'of
vises housewiv
and place on the board and you will be introduced to
a new and improved ironing Avax when you lightly
the iron on the record. •
place
Take all the old needles and put them into a bottle
or small jar on the sink, and whenever you have a
dirty bottle, such as a milk bottle, vinegar cruet, etc..
just' pour them into it and shake well. In half a
minute the bottle will be clean.

Good Record
will help

To Cheer Up the Boys
in the Hospitals

TO-DAY

AND

RECORDS

A RECORD"

showcards for campaign

outlined above.

"BUY
We

A RECORD"
will forward it

to the Red Cross Society
to be sent
to where

most needed
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AS A THERAPEUTIC

From, the earliest ages the value of music as a
therapeutic has been recognized and appreciated, and
it is not surprising to learn that Mrs. Tsa Maude Tlsen,
of Hamilton, Ont., has made extensive use of miasie to
v.in the convalescent and diseased I'oldiers of Canada
back to the fullness of health and happiness. Music,
.she believes — and she has been demonstratinp; in
practice the truth of her tenets — possesses a tremer.dours power considered as a medicine.
She says the part that music may play toward
' ringing back to normal our soldiers who are sick with
minor ailments before they go to the front or are
wounded after reaching the battle line is no small one.
Mrs. Ilsen knows whereof she speaks. For nearly
two years she has been the volunteer superintendent
of the Military Infirmary of Hamilton, where a great
number of Canadian soldiers sufferinor from wounds
and illnesses caused by the war have been treated. It
is in this institution that she has proved the practical
value of music in the sickroom.
At present Mrs. Ilsen is drafting a plan for the
United States military authorities which will give
them an idea of the possibilities to be gained from the
ap|)lication of her principle. She will u,se her recent
experience to illustrate the enormous possibilities of
music in therapeutics.

Runs
Silently

Evenly
Runs

The success of your business depends on the life,
performance and quality of your motor more
than any other factor. Unless you get the best
possible motor you are bringing trouble on yourself, your dealers, and causing dissatisfaction to
the user. Dayton Motors give universal satisfaction. Run without vibration, stand up and
give long service, please users and build permanent business. Make your machine a standard
of excellence by using the Dayton Motor, which
is considered by manufacturers and users as being
"T

he

Talking machine music is being used to-day in many
hospitals as a curative influence, and has been esnecially effective particularly where soldiers are suflPering
from forms of ".shock" which disturb the entire
nervous sysiem making them in a measure a wree^^
for a considerable time. The selection of thp records
to be used is, of course, an important matter. They
have to be guarded in accordance with the actual
[ihysical condition of the patient so that the influencp
exercised is most beneficial. The efiPect of music on
different patients varies, and jutst like medicine. M^hat
cures one may harm another. In this domain the
talking machine is, destined to fulfil] a noble mission.

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER HELPS TO PROVIDE
TALKING MACHINES FOR SOLDIERS
There is no general endeavor to provide our soldiers
and saih)rs with free gramophones and records, says a
dispatch from London-, Eng., but it is really surprising
the several channels
exist for their
on
and collection from which
a generous public. "distributi
One of the
most po{)ular organizations for this purpose is the
Daily Express Cheery Fund, which under the guidance
of one named "Orion" dispenses all sorts of games
and amusements to the * different services. Free
"dravyings" have been instituted for outfits consisting
of a fine Columbia trench gramophone, six double records and a thousand needles. Any soldier or sailor
acting for a group of comrades may participate by
making application, countersigned by an O. C, to the
Daily{)lace
Express
office,y,London. Eng. ' The "dra'wings"
take
periodicall
the outfits being etpially divided
between the two services. By this scheme about forty
free gramophone outfits, value nearly £10 each, have
been distributed in a few weeks. The demand is, of
course, greater than the supply, which is dependent
upon ;i generous |)ublic.

Bes

t

Mo

to

r

in

"
They embody the highest t
quahty
Wofo mechanical
h
rl
d sizes;
perfection. Made in differente styles and
noiseless, easy-winding, and durable.

Build satisfaction mto your products by using
the quality line Dayton Motors, Dayton
Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. They
will bring you more business and satisfy the most
exacting customers.
IV rite for full particulars.

The

Thomas

Mfg.

Co.

328 Bolt Street
DAYTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
Toronto Office: 911 Kent BIdg.
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KILLED

son of Mr HerFlig-ht-Lieuteiiant T. H. Heintzman,
man Heintzman. vice-president of Heintzman & Co
at
Ltd of Toronto, was killed on an airplane accident
was
and
29.,
Camp Mohawk, Deseronto, Ont,, on May
o.
buried with military honors from his home m Toront
the
ot
nt
ntende
Before enlisting he was assistant superi
factory. He was an instructor at Camp
company's
k.
Mohaw
P. A. FUSS GOES BACK TO U. S.
P A Ftiss who recently became editor of the
Edifion,
Amberola Monthly, ptiblished by Thomas A.
talking
the
m
ence
experi
of
es
varieti
Inc has had two
machine field— first, with the phonograph departmenu
sales
of a trade journal, and secondly, as the Edison
o.
Toront
of
ny
Compa
Sons
&
ms
Willia
S.
manager of R.
Fuss
In addition to editing the Amberola Monthly, Mr.
serve as general assistant to the advertising manwill
ao-er of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

DEALERS OPEN BIG PHONOGRAPH
DEPARTMENT
Ont.,
Baum & Bradv, furniture dealers, of Windsor,
attractive^ a Ikhave completed the construction of ancharg
e of H M
It is in
ing machine department.
branch of
rines
Catha
St.
the
with
ly
recent
until
Shaw,
the Home Outfitting Company.
WINDSOR

DISPLAY LINE AT U. S. EXHIBITION
A reversal of the usual is the displaying of their line
ot
at a U S exhibition by Gerhard Hemtzaman litd.
L
and
D
styles
y
displa
to
Toronto who have arranged
m
Show
Music
al
Nation
the
of their phonographs at
New York City, from June 1 to 8.
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out the line of Pathe period cabinets. Both of the.se
cabinets come in mahogany, walnut and fumed oak.
the Musical MerJ L De Vanev, who represented British
Columbia,
chandise Sales Co. in Alberta and
ded by
succee
is
He
hasG.A.joined
K.
Ross. the Royal Air Force.

E SAUNDERS APPOINTED TO TORONTO
TECHNICAL SCHOOL STAFF
G E Saunders, who has been appointed instructor
of Cabinet Making in the Toronto Technical School,
has had extensive experience in the furniture industry^
He first spent five years with the D. & S. Knechtel
Furniture Company, at Walkerton. Ont., going from
there to Hespeler, where he put in five years with the
ing this Mr.
Hespeler Furniture Company. Followfor
Krug Bros..
n
forema
years
seven
for
was
rs
Saunde
ton.
Chesley Ont. He then "emigrated" to Edmon
Alta where he had charge of the machine room of the
Alberta Government's Avoodworking shop, Avhere the
interior woodwork for the Provincial parliament buildings and other Government buildings was manufac" tured.

Returning east, Mr. Saunders has been engaged with
last
the McLagan interests at Stratford. Ont.. for tlie
Chair
ord
Stratf
the
five years first as foreman with
Geo.
Company, and later in the same capacity with the
ore,
theref
t,
eviden
is
McLagan Furniture Company. It
labor.
that he goes well equipped for his new field of

NEW

CASKET

COMPANY

AT MONTREAL

eal, has
The Interprovincial Mfg. Co. Ltd.. Montr to make
000
$200,
of
al
capit
a
been incorporated with
hardware,
and deal in caskets, undertakers' supplies,
etc.
s,
bodie
plated goods and automobile

TALKING MACHINE NOTES
er
George W. Hopkins, general sales manag
to
Toron
the
d
visite
ny,
Compa
bia
Colum
the
of
was
ns
Hopki
Mr.
branch of the firm recently.
tions in Canada so
gratified
. find condi
actoryto
satisf
The Pathe Company have announced two
new Pathephones. One machine at $125 is a
yerv attractive design of classic outline m the
style of Adam Bros. The other at $160 is
a Georgian period design, and helps to round

FROM THE
PICTURES
TWO
PHILLIPS MFG. CO. LINE
Top No. 38223 — Matteded water
color in burnished powder gold
frame.
Side — No. 38505 — A genuine
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Summer

Phonolas

The smaller types of Phonolas are m big demand for summer trade. Phonola dealers
have been successful in selhng the people
who want small machines for the camp, the
canoe and the summer cottage.

Model "C" $32.50

EVERYBODY

in the family uses the phonograph.
It is played constantly, therefore it
must be honestly built to stand usage
in which there is scarcely any let-up.
The Phonola is built with that in view.

[ Write us for Agency
Proposition
f
•*«]iiiiimitii(]iNmiiiiiinJiiiiiMiiiuimiiiiiimNiiiiiimiiic]iimiiiiiii(iiiiimiiiiiuiJJHiiiiiii[)miiiiii^

POLLOCK

MFG.
CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

Limited

"PHONOLA"
ONTARIO

KITCHENER

Model "Princess" $135.00

Domestic

Records

Mad- by such prominent artists as:
Frank Croxton, Harry McClaskey,
Mane Morrisey. Jos. Phillips, The
Van Eps Dance Orchestra, The
The Sterling Trio.

85
' I \»\m\

cents

mill I

Henry Burr, Charles Hart,
Miss Inez Barbour, Miss
Domestic Military Band,
Peerless Quartette, and

to $1.75

Model "B" $50.00

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Vaults

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes. Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

led
Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequa
Carried in Stock by A II Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List .

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

Case

An Indispensable
Bodies,
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.
d the Appearance and Pract^al
Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improve
more Convenient to Handle.
much
it
Makmg
.
Weight
its
d
Reduce
and
Utility of this Case,
Removable Interior Tray Retams All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly F-^i'^*- ^^^^^
without difficulty.
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove
of Bodies.
deep.
in.
15
wide,
in.
20
long,
in.
75
Imide Dimeiuions:
$6.00
Prices: With Tray $34.00; Without Tray $32.00; Tray Alone

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers,

Manuf actvired by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N.Y.
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1Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed
and readers are incited to send letters ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Undertakers'
expressing their oiews on any of the subjects dealt with —Department
News of the profession throughout Canada.

Making

Ready

for

the

1918

Convention

Canadian Ewbalmers' Ass'n Executive meet to draw up program — School
and Convention to be under direction of Prof. Renouard, New Yorf^
THE

Executive 'Committee of the C. E. A. met in
Secretary F. W. Matthews' office at 665 Spadina Ave., Toronto, on Tuesday, May 22. to discuss suggestions and make plans for the 35th annual
convention of that body, which will be held as usual
during Toronto Exhibition weeks.
With President F. J. Mc Arthur in the chair, there
were also present at the meeting, Past President Robt.
Nugent, First Vice-President N. L. Brandon, Second
Vice-President F. F. Morris, Secretary F. W. Matthews, and Asst. Sec. James O'Hagan. Treasurer
Coltart was the only a'bsentee.
After the president's opening remarks and the
vouching for the correctness of the February Executive
meeting, Mr. McArthur stated that the meeting was
called to consider the program for the coming convention, but before taking up the detail of that convention itwould 'be well in view of the ipresent world war
to settle the (|uestion as to the conducting of both the
school and convention this year.
Secretary Matthews pointed out the fact that as the
operation of the M. S. A. now applied to young men
from 19 to 22 years of age, it made the (luestion of
holding a school this year a very pertinent one.
Tn a diseussioii on this point it was the concensus of
opinion that as the school was the educational feature
of the a. E. A., and as it was reasonable to expect that
there would be a number of young men classed as unfit, itwould l)e unwise to dispense with the school this
year. It would be giving up something that the
A.ssociation had always undertaken. So the school
will 'be a feature again this year.
On the (p.iestion of lecturer and demonstrator. Sec.
Matthews read letters from Profs. Dodge, Boston;
Renouard, New York; Eckels, Philadelphia, and
Dhonau, 'Cincinnati, ofiPering their services. After a
brief discussion it was decided to invite Prof. Renouard.
President McArthur thought it advisable to invite a
jnedical inan to give a talk to the convention on some
interesting topic regarding common diseases, and the
jiathologist at the Toronto General Hosi)ital was suggested. This matter was left with the president and
secretary, to settle.
The president also suggested inviting some expert
credit man to give a talk on business matters affecting
insurance, credits, bookkeeping and other topics that
should pi-ovf^ helpful to funeral directons,
ly
,at this time. The force of such a talk wasparticular
felt to be
good, but the time necessary to work it into an al-

ready tilled program was thought not to allow of this.
The matter was left in the secretary's hands to add
if he thought he could fit it in.
The entertainment and program features as well as
printing were left with Secretary Matthews and
Assistant Secretary James O'Hagan, to fix up. The
Island dinner and games idea was favored.
Before the meeting dispersed, the members of the
Executive agreed to write to fifty friends of theirs in
the profession, asking them to make it a point to be
present at this year's convention, also asking the
assistance and cc-operation of the travellers towards
this end.

THIS YEAR'S LECTURER AND DEMONSTRATOR
Prof. Chas. A. Renouard. who will be the lecturer
and demonstrator at this year's school and convention,
is one of the best known authorities extant in embalming, disinfection and sanitation.
He is the son of the

PROK. CHAS. A. RENOUARD,
Nfvv York, who will conduct this year's scIkhiI jind lecture
at the C. E. A. conventicin.

late Prof. Aiiguste Renouard, "the Nestor of Embalming," and so comes to his life work under tlie best of
circumstances, being practically born to the profession.
The i)rofessor is the
(Continued
head on
of page
"the 53.)
Renouard Training
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Directors

The program for the fifth annual convention of the
SaskateheAvan Funeral Directors' and Embalmers'
Association, which will he held in the Provincial University building at Saskatoon, on July 15, 16, 17 and
18, has been issued, and is as follows:
Monday, July 15th
11.00 a.m.— Call to order.
President's address.
Reading minutes of last convention.
Appointing of committees: Credential, Resolution,
Examination.
Entertainment and legislative.
Introduction of Prof. R. U. Stone, Toronto.

2.00 p.m.^Call to order.
ofs.Credential Committee and introduction of
newReport
member
Lecture, 30 minutes, Prof. Stone.
Demonstrated lecture on properly filling in papers
for hurial and transportation. Dr. M. M. Seymour,
Commissioner of Public Health.
Lecture by Prof. Stone, till 4.30.
Tuesday, July 16th
9.30 a.m.— Lecture for one hour by Prof. Stone.
Auditors and Legislative Committee's report.
Lecture by Prof. -Stone till 12 o'clock.
2.00 p.m.— Lecture and demonstration till 4.30.
Wednesday, July 17th
9.30 a.m. — Lecture for one hour by Prof. Stone.
Opening of Question Box.

THE UNDERTAKER
The

Undertaker

June, 1918

and

His

Overhead

in something of a
MANY an undertaker is living that
he is making
fool's paradise, thinking
much more money than he actually is.
Possibly he sums up the supplies Avhich he furnishes
and finds that they total $100. He charges $175 for
the funeral, and estimates that he has made a clear
profit of $75. Now, as a matter of fact, he has done
nothing of the kind, and this is the reason that his
bank account does not grow faster and his ability to
discount all his bills make itself apparent.
To begin with, our undertaker must expect to figure
up his annual expense in doing business— rent, heat,
light, advertising, long distance messages, expressage.
etc. ' In the course of the year this includes all items
• v*^hieh are necessary in doing business, and Avhieh arc
any specific head as goods or
not charged up under
service to customers.
The average overhead expense for the undertaking
business is from 30 to 33 1/3 per cent.- that is. if you
have done a business which totals $45,000. it will cost
must
$15,000 in actual outlay to do it. and this $15,000 gross
be taken into account in figuring profits. If the
profit has been 50 per cent., the net profit will only be
Don't forget that!
16 2/3 per cent.
Out of that 16 2/3 per cent, you are likely to have
stock,
from 5 to 10 per cent, represented in increased up
by
and the balance may be partly or wholly tied
t
apparen
it
make
would
which
of
all
outstanding bills,
one
though
even
plenty
too
none
often
is
why money
may be doing a good business.
The secret of success has been told so often that it is
a secret no longer, but the facts remain that we must
heed a few rock bottom principles if we are going to
Here they are:
succeed.

Secretary's report.
Selection of next place of meeting.
Election of new officers.
Unfinished and new business.
Address by Prof. Stone.
Thursday, July 18th
9 30 a m —Examination of those who wish to obtain
s for the Province of
diplomas and embalmers' license
Saskatchewan, by the Board of Examiners.
The course of lectures and demonstrations by Prof.
Stone will cover fully the following : Cosmetics, demicases, blood discolorations, comsurgery, post-mortem
municable diseases, decomposition. bacteriology
arterial embalming, cavity embalming, anatomy ot
circulation, anatomy of respiration, anatomy of digestion.
A circular sent out hy Secretary-Treasurer McGuire,
states that the Executive have been successful m securing the services of Prof. Stone, of Toronto, as
and demonstrator. "That capable gentleer
lectur
man," states the circular, "officiated in Moose Jaw for
our Association two years ago, and proved beyond a
doubt that he was .just the class of professor we wanted
for this work, as all are aware who have met him. It
vou have yet to make his acquaintance you can look
confidently forward to meeting a master of the art and
a real fine fellow as a man, both in business and out

of it."

AND

Take overhead expenses into consideration in priccosts exing all your goods and service. First, figurethen
allow
ad,
overhe
for
cent,
per
1/3
actly, add 33
overyour
In
on.
additi
in
profit
yourself a legitimate
head expense don't fail to include a reasonable salary
for yourself as proprietor, and draw that salary
You are entitled to it.
regularly.
Next keep a profit and loss account, charging, up all
uncolleetable hills to it. Estimate the percentage of
less you suffer on each dollar of business you do.
Naturally the cash business must bear this and youn
must include it, either in your overhead or, m additio
to it depending on just the way you figure, but_ take
percentage of loss into account and charge it up.
your'
is a cost of doing b.usiness and must be paid.
it

in the unNext remember that service counts more
dertaking business than cheapness. Your services
\ on
and your personality are part of your assets.
al
person
in
keep
cannot give them away. You must
not
is
It
ess.
busin
your
of
branch
every
touch with
make
necessary that you attend to details yourself, but Every
them.
to
attend
do
who
you
to
able
those answer
one does better when given praise or blame as they
Don't be sparing with, praise.
deserve.
Remember that there is no such thing as standing
still You must either be progressing or you are
slipping back. Success may be summed up m the
, Don't Ouess. "—Russell Wilmot. in
words, an"Know
Funeral Director.
Americ
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VARIETY
IN

To

serve

AN

ELEMENT

SERVICE

any trade or profession

sense, meeting

the needs

of large customers

small, satisfying the preferences
section of Canada,
ligation ofmaking

as well as

in people

in every

lays upon the manufacturer
up his stock in such a way

practically an endless
may

in the full national

variety from which

the obas to give

his customers

choose.

In a line like caskets the variations
and shapes made,
material

Dominion

An

inventory

Manufacturers
The

yet there was

differences

in the sizes

used, in the colors and

in finishes, in the hardware

the linings.

designs.

in the woods

occur

trimmings

of the variety made
showed
in some

a range
cases

and

in

by the

of 20,000
were

slight,

a difference.

To standardize product and still maintain such a variety means
constant study and wise supervision. Only by reason of the long
experience of the executives of the company has it been able to
provide this service to its customers.

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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No. 601 H.P.

Spartan

Gold

The

Spartan

SPARTAN

popularity — you
that

sooner

Silver

Spartan

finishes are making
have

probably

or later you

several designs
already ordered

Copper

to choose
one, w^ould

Spartan

rapid strides in

made

up

your

mind

We

have

must

buy

one.

from,

and

if you

suggest

ation from our representatives,

have

not

you get full inform-

or write

us for details.

(Extension handle used in No. 1 236)

"Original

Designs, Superior IVorkmanship

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers,

and Material"

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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Ethical Publicity for the Funeral Director
By Howard S. Eckels, Ph.G.
Dean of Eckels' College of Embalming, Philadelphia, Pa.
/Written for Canadian Furniture World and
The Undertaker.)
(CONTINUED FROM LAST MONTH)
It has been judged by this Association that any discussion of "the wares connected with our profession"
is distasteful and disg'usting to the public, and degrading to the profession. Such publicity, therefore
is unethical, is a bad advertisement and is condemned
for its economical as well as its ethical results. It is
destructive and not constructive. There are as many
ways to give publicity to service as there are ways of
doing good.
We are all striving to be educators, and I am inclined
to think that we have now carried forward the .education of the undertaker and the embalmer in the art and
science of disinfection to a point far beyond the appreciation of the public.
I have been interested for years in the subject of
progress in our profession, education for our profession, advancement of our profession, and have made
many suggestions in regard to how to bring these
things about. Suggestions have been made for
lengthening the time of apprenticeship, for adding
weeks or even months to the course of our colleges of
embalming, for encouraging universities to establish
one, two or three-year courses, or suggesting more
stringent (jualifications from the applicant for examination. Some even demand that he should be a college graduate before he could enter upon an apprenticeship.
Some of these things I thoroughly believe in. I am
confident that they will come as rapidly as the profession and the public are prepared for them. I say the
profession and the public advisedly. T believe that
the profession is not yet prepared for such stringent
action only because the pulalic is not.
While we are working to raise our own standards,
we must therefore at the same time work to increase
the public's appreciation of what we have done, what
we are doing and what we propose to do. Several
years ago, T began to write the history of the leading
undertakers' establishments of America. I have
written nearly a thousand sketches on this subject
since that time. I have visited in person and through
my associates almost every notable establishment in
America. At no time, however, have I been more
greatly impressed than by a conference I held with
one of the oldest undertakers in the country. The
man at the head of this business Avas at that time about
eighty years of age, was sound of mind, active in body,
and, I am pleased to say, is still a prominent figure in
our profession.
I had just interviewed an undertaker who had said
that the profession was going backward, and that the
business was not as it was in the years gone by. T
could not quite understand his ideas. I did not believe them because of the knowledge gleaned from my
personal acquaintance with so many of the foremost
men of the profession. However. I did not have to
argue the jioint with my octogeiuirian friend. I
simply asked him, "Is the undertaking [)rofession pi'ogressing oi' going backward?" Remini.sccntly, he i-eplicd, "improving, and improving ra[)idly." He then
told me a story concerning his father who also had
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been an undertaker. He said that the first real
51
funeral which he remembered occurred when he was
about sixteen years of age. He helped his father all
one night to make and polish a casket for the then
richest man in America. Two-ineh mahogany was
the wood and the most scrupulous care was taken in
the work.
After the funeral, his father debated how much he
should charge for his casket, for the outside box, his
services, the digging of the grave, the use of the hearse,
and all the incidental expenses. He finally decided
upon .$50 as being the outside amount which would bo
justified. This sum was paid, but even then he was
subjected to considerable criticism. "What reckless
extravagance to bury $50' in the ground!" With a
twinkle in his eye, he added, "Of course the money
was not buried in the ground; it was put in circulation for the comfort of his family and as a reward for
Avork well done, according to the standards of the day."
Recently, he buried the great-grandson of this rich man
and received more than $5,000 for his services, and this
without any criticism from anyone.
The public understands conditions better to-day, but
it still is far short of a real appreciation of what the
undertaker has to give and of the service which he is
able to render. We get (better prices to-day, not onl,y
because we deserve better prices, but also because the
public understands that we desexwe them. I believe
that in the future we can reap even greater rewards if
we can teach the public to realize that we deserve
them.
How shall we do this? We may call it salesmanship, call it publicity, call it what Ave will; 'but, the one
fact behind any program we may make is that Ave must
have a motive for that progress and that motive must
be that we shall reap the reward from it.
A famous lawyer is quoted as having told one of his
younger brethren that the way to argue the case before
the judge and jury Avas to keep on hammering the
facts, regardless of their frequent repetition. General Grant had the same idea when he said, "We Avill
fight it out on this line if it takes all summer."
One of the oldest proverbs is — "Continual droping of water Avill wear away a stone." For many
years Ave have been doing just one single, singular
thing — applying principles new to our work. We
have done these things largely because we felt impelled
to do them for our oAvn satisfaction.
The time has come, hoAvever, when we should reap
the rewards for the knoAvledge we have acquired, for
the experience we have gained, for the equipment we
have provided and for the service we can render. Each
of these things has a market value, but its value is in
direct proportion to the understanding of the public.
Let the cut-rater blazon his "wares" before the
public eye ; let him create his stench in the public
nostrils; let him degrade and disgrace himself as much
as he pleases — is what we have complacently said.
But. do you not realize that the public does not have
the knowledge of him and of his purpose that we haA^e
and that his advertisements appeal to a great many
and will continue to do so as long as he has the field
of advertising to himself. It is our duty to the public and to our profession to give them the same understanding of the cut-rater's motives as we ourselves
have.
T believe that the founders of association work had
deej) and keen appreciation
of exactly
these facts
f Concluded on page .5<5 )
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Funeral of Winnipeg Policeman
special Correspondence of Canadian Furniture World
and The Undertaker
A last tribute to their slain comrade was paid by
nearly 75 Winnipeg policemen, at the funeral of
Patrolman Bernard W. Snowdon, who was shot by
burglars recently.
Present at the obsequies were also Chief Macpherson
and Deputy Chief Newton, the police commission,
heads of various civic departments, delegations from
the Royal Society of St. George, and Sons of England,
of which Snowdon was a member, policemen representing the Canadian Pacific Railway force, and a squad of
soldiers, under the leadership of Capt. Eugene Goddard, assistant provost marshall.
A private service was held at the policeman's late
residence, 472 Kylemore St., Fort Rouge, at 2.15
o'clock.
At this service only Mrs. Snowdon and her
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CO-OPERATING

CONDITIONS

The manufacturers of the metropolitan district of
New York, have issued a statement in which they say
that in a desire to co-operate more fully with customers, the undertakers, they wish to confer with them
upon an aspect of the business that requires immediate and serious attention.
The practice of long credits, they say. has had bad
results for them and bad results for the funeral director. It has tied up money, it has burdened their books
with a raft of poor accounts, it has added greatly to
the expense of doing business. For the funeral
director it has meant an encouragement towards unbusinesslike practices, it has made them thoughtlessly
incur debts beyond their capacity, and has kept them
on the anxious precipice of bankruptcy : it has set up
in business many irresponsible undertakers.
"We all knew," continues the statement, "that in
theory, long credits were wrong, but to-day owv theoretical knowledge is backed by
cold, stern facts — and action must
be the result. To-day because of
the increase in the cost of raw materials and of labor, because of the

Policemen marching intotheir
Thompson's
undertaking
Winnipeg to view remains of
late comrade,
Patrolmanparlors
W. B. atSnowdon.
two-year-old daughter, and intimate friends of the
family attended.

business.

The public ceremonies were conducted in Thomson's
chapel. Main St., at 3 o'clock. The solemn ritual
of the Church of England, was conducted by Dr. R. C.
Johnstone, a personal friend of the bereaved family.
Rev. Leslie Pidgeon, of Augustine Presbyterian
Church, to which denomination Snowdon belonged,
assisted at the ceremonies.

NEW

The policemen were under the command of Drill Instructor Jamieson. The pall bearers, who reverently
bore the bier to the hearse after the service, were two
constables from each precinct police station. Burial
was made in Elmwood cemetery, in the same plot in
which three other policemen were buried, one of.
them a victim of a desperado's bullet.
Among the wreaths placed on the coffin was one from
the police department. Chief and Mrs. Macpherson,
Royal Society of St. George, Mrs. Wells, a friend of
the family, Sons of England, officers and men of the C.
P. R. police force, and several sprays. Mayor Davidson said that Snowdon 's widow would receive at least
$1,000 from a pension fund established by the city.
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uncertainties of the materials markets, and the demoralization of transportation systems, a casket factory
must carry two or three times the
usual investment. To do this, we
require money, and our only legitimate source is our customers. So
we come to you and say frankly:
'The casket industry can be run
profitably to-day (uily on a short
credit basis. We must, therefore
ask you to pay your bills when due.
These are our terms to undertakers
of approved credit : 5 per cent. 30
days — 60 days, net. On no other
ba.sis can we do business with you.'
"Satisfactory credit relations are
essential to the success of any industry. Let's all co-operate to put the
casket industry and the undertaking
profession on the map as a sound

and healthy factor in the nation's
And the way to do it is — let's all collect."
MANAGEMENT FOR CENTRAL
CO S CANADIAN BUSINESS

CASKET

Robert Cooper and R. S. Flint have acquired the
controlling interest and management of the Central
Casket Co. Ltd., at Bridgeburg, Out., and will continue
the business on an enlarged scale. Both these men
are employees of the Central Casket Co., the former
superintendent at the Buffalo plant, and the latter
"Bob"
Canadian representative. Both are Canadians.
Cooper having been for years with the old Toronto
Casket Co. He is said to be one of the best all-round
casket men in America. His father also was a casket
designer, having been connected with Richard Philp,
Philp & Eckardt, and the Toronto Casket Co.
Mr. Cooper will look after the home office interests
at Bridgeburg, and Mr. Flint will continue on the road.
The two Bobs should make a big success of their undertaking, asthe same standard of values which has
made the Central Casket line popular in Canada, will
be maintained, and the new and stronger organization
hope to give more promptness in the filling of orders.
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KEEPING CUSTOMER'S ATTENTION
THIS little salesmanship experience may have
something in it for you. It is the story of a
high salaried general agent for a life insurance
company, a man who was supposed to he able to handle
any kind of a prospect and handle him successfully.
A local agent had a farmer prospect whom he could
not land. The man needed insurance and he had the
price, hxit it was impossible to get him down to cases.
So when the general agent came around, the local man
got him and the farmer into the office together and the
super-salesman went to work.
As a demonstration in scientific salesmanship, the
selling effort was a wonder. The rugged prospect
sat there in silence, looking now at the local agent, now
at the hundred-point man. now at his owu gnarled and
knotty fingers. The salesman approached the climax
of his argument. He began to unfold an application
blank. The local man pulled out his fountain pen and
got the cap adjusted. At what was supposed to be
just the right psychological moment, the general agent
paused in his flow of language, reached out the blank
application and his mouth was fixed to say "Sign
here," when the farmer spoke for the first time.
"Say." said he. examining his thumb critically, "ye
don't happen to know of anything that'll take that
wart off my thumb, do ye?"
Did you ever find your customer's attention wandering while you were trying your best to interest him?
When that happens it calls for immediate action. You
must get the interest back at once or you have lost
your sale. — Frank Farrington.
WORK

FOR THE

PURPLE

CROSS

The plague, which ravaged Mongolia five years ago,
has broken out again in Northern China, and fears are
entertained that there will be a repetition of the scenes
which were witnessed at that time. The American
board of commissioners for foreign missions, through
its repre.sentatives. is distributing plague suits and
masks and giving directions for the proper disposal of
the bodies of the dead. Now. if the Purple Cross were
authorized and recognized, how efficiently it could cooperate in this work of humanity ! It seems to us
that in every gieat calamity making necessary the
handling of large numbers of dead, whether at home or
abroad, the Purple Cross could be made a potent agency
for good. Let us take, for example, the recent calamity at Halifax. The Red Cross was there at once to
assist the wounded and destitute. The care of the
many hundreds of lifeless victims, however, overtaxed
the working capacity of the local undertakers and
those who were able to come to their assistance, aiid
only the most heroic efforts could partiality meet the
emergency. How different it would have been had
there been a duly recognized Purple Cross, the sam? as
the Red Cross, to respond to the first cry for help in
caring for the dead. Trained embalmers and undertakers, maintained for the purpo.se. would have left at
once for the scene of the disaster in sufficient numbers
to properly handle the situation. Every dead body
would have received attention and tender care, the
unidentified and the humblest as well as others. This
work of mercy concluded, the remains in every instance would have been turned over to the relatives
when known, or to the authorities, or, by their direction, into the hands of the local undertakers for
easketing and burial.
War-time conditions have sug-
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gested the service of the Purple Cross on the battlefield. This service would also find noble application
in times of peace, when pestilence, floods, cyclones,
wrecks, fires, and many other catastrophes pile up their
(juotas of the dead. — "The Casket.
A PUZZLED FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Charles Staunton, a leading Hamilton funeral
director, claims to have an unsolvable puzzle, and says
that he will thank anyone of the trade who will give
the proper answer before the ball game at the picnic
this fall. This is the second season that Doc. Ferguson has had a "Charlie Horse" limp. Did he get
it in his different auto accidents ; did he catch the gout
at the medical meet last month; or is he trying to impersonate Charlie Chaplin, with his little mustache, his
cute little cane and funny little walk? Now, don't
anyone accuse Doc. of camouflaging until after the
war.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

Jack McLaughlin has joined the travelling sales staff
of Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd.
Mi's. Ryan, wife of James Ryan, funeral director at
791 Dundas St. W., Toronto, died on May 11, at her
residence. She had lived all her life in Toi-onto. and
Avas Avell respected in the west end of the city where
she was known.
There are 147 funeral directors in Louisiana, 16 of
them being women.
The National Funeral Directors' Association convention dates at Grand Rapids. Mich., have been set for
Wednesday to Saturday, October 2 to 5. The Michigan association will meet the preceding Monday and
Tuesday.
MILITARY FUNERAL EQUIPMENT
A Houston, Texas, undertaking company, which has
the Government contract for military funerals in that
city, have added a gun caisson to their equipment.
Heretofore a hearse has been used to carry bodies of
soldiers to the railway station for shipment to their
homes, and with the increasing number of military
funerals the firm decided to purchase a caisson.
The gun belonged to an old artillery company, and
was assembled and rebuilt for the undertakers. The
caisson has been constructed somewhat different from
the regular artillery piece. The gun is mounted,
while over it a platform on which the coffin will rest,
has been constructed.
MAKING

READY FOR 1918 CONVENTION
( Continued from page 47 }
School for Embalmers of New York City, which he
founded over a quarter of a century ago.
Prof. Renouard was instrumental in the formation
of the British Embalmers' Society, which had its inception in London. Eng., in August, 1900, when he
lectured at the L^niversity of London, and he was
<>lected an honorary member of that society in recognition of his services and labors in advancing the
practices of modern embalming. Prof. Renouard was
instructor and demonstrator in the first school held
for embalming purposes in Great Ri-itain, and his coming to Toi'onto will be awaited with pleasure and inby themembers
pros!)ective
at who
this yeai-'s
school,
and byterestthe
of thestudents
C. E. A.,
no doubt
will
attend this year's convention in large numbers.
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Report of Mortuary Committee
IN a disaster of the character and magnitude of that
which befell Halifax and Dartmouth on the morning of Dec. 6th, 1917, important duties were required in connection with the identification and burial
of the many who suffered death, says The Halifax
Herald in giving Chairman A. S. Barnstead's report
publicity. In association with Alderman R. B. Colwell, A. S. Barnstead was requested by Deputy Mayor
H. S. Colwell to take charge of the mortuary which
had been established in the Chebucto Road school. It
was doubtless the most conveniently situated building
available in the North End at the time for the purpose.
There was no room in the 'building Avith glass in which
protection could be secured from the storm that came
December 7th. All the basement windows, north,
east, and Avest, were broken, and it was necessary at
pnee to make the building habitable for the purj^ose.
Snow drifted in the upper stories and through the roof
,and melting, drained down. The conditions in the
.basement, therefore, during the first few days, were of
the most difficult character, and yet all those who
assisted in the work endeavored to make the best of the
conditions and to evolve some semiblance of order. As
^oon as the basement of the school was made ready and
while proper forms were being prepared, the private
.mortuaries in the city were directed to send unidentified bodies at once to the Chebucto Mortuary, that the
public would not be inconvenienced by passing from
one place to the other in the frantic and often vain
search for loved ones.
One or two of the school class rooms were utilized
for office accommodation, and helpers secured who continued to aid in a voluntary capacity until shortly after
the new year, carrying on their Avork at the school itself. Immediately upon undertaking this Avork, Mr.
.Barnstead called on Lt. Col. Thompson, of the military
headquarters staff, for aid from the military authorities. In speaking Avith The Evening Mail. Mr. Barnstead said this was courteously and cordially given,
and from that day headquarters had at the mortuary
or at the cemeteries, a num'ber of men, on one occasion
as many as five officers, sixteen non-commissioned offi.eers, and 160 men. In all, there aa^bs an average of
500 military men daily employed in relief work or for
search parties. These were voluntarily given for the
purpose of assisting the mortuary committee in one or
the other of its capacities, either recovering bodies
from the ruins, preparing them for view at the mortuary, assisting the burial parties at the cemeteries and
in repairing the building to make it habitable for use.
The men who performed these services did their Avork
under most difficult Aveather conditions, with great
fortitude, and Avith true heroism.
Mr. Barnstead went on to say that it may not be
generally known that there were few professional undertalcors aval/able for use in preparing the bodies for
identification and burial. The building for a time,
owing to weather conditions, had no water service
available, and this work Avas attended to by men of the
military detachments, with great skill. So far as
observation went in supervising the work all played
their part in a praiseworthy manner and performed
.most creditable services. The committee was endeavoring to arrange some method and system in the
identification of the dead, when there came from To-
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ronto, sent by the city corporation. Messrs. R. U.
Stone, an embalming professor, and A. A. Schreiter, of
Kitchener, Ont. Professor Stone Avas at once appointed Mortuary Supervisor with Mr. Schreiter as
asisistant. and they Avere empoAvered to carry into efTeet
plans previously formulated for the proper arrange,ment, classification and convenience in identification of
bodies. Their Avork Avas very expeditiously and successfully carried on, so that in a very feAv days the arrangements ofthe mortuary chamber Avere so ordered
a« to evoke favorable comment from mam- of tho-e Avho
had the very difficult task imposed upon them of
searching for the remains of relatives and friends.
Under Professor Stone's direction bodies Avere Ava.shed,
clothing removed and properly ticketed Avith a number
corresponding to that on the body. The effects, such as
rings, Avatches and money or small trinkets that would
aid in identifying the bodies, Avere removed and placed
in cotton bags with corresponding numbers. Descriptions of the bodies Avere taken on forms prepared for
that purpose and were then carefully covered with
cotton. Electric fixtures were installed so that
identification could be carried on with equal facility by
day or night, and for this purpose the mortuarA' Avas
kept open until 10 p.m.
That full opportunity for identification might be
kept open as long as possible about 200 bodies Avere embalmed, including the ibody of every child that could
be so treated. For this Avork an additional room was
equipped Avith heating and other facilities to carry on
the embalming processes.
After identification Avas established the statistical
information was given at the office respecting each
person, and no body issued from the mortuary chamber
Avithout a burial permit being first obtained. The
Avork of identification was, in many cases, made more
difficult and in some cases impossible by the fact that
the tickets placed on bodies in the dcA'astated district
Avere bloAAai off before arriA'al at the mortuary, or Aver?
in some cases sent there Avithout indicating the place
at Avhich the body Avas found. This also applied to
removals from some of the hospitals, no clothing or
effects from hospitals arriving Avith bodies or forAvarded
to the committee as belonging to any particular body.
Should, unfortunately, a similar disaster oA'ertake this
or any city, many of the difficulties encountered by the
committee in this Avork Avould be overcome by attention to some of the details mentioned. Hospitals
should in any event, be provided Avith labels in sufficient numbers to meet emergency conditions, and Avith
proper receptacles, as cotton bags, for the ticketing
and care of valuables and clothing. If these had been
preserved in some semblance of order, not so many
Avould have been buried unidentified, a great many
would have receiA'cd their dead earliei-. and identification Avould haA'c been greatly hastened.
Before the burial of the unidentified bodies, said Mr.
Barnstead, full descriptions Avere taken and published,
and from these a num^ber of identifications have since
been made. It may be interesting to knoAV that all of
the unidentified are num'bered, a number being placed
inside the coffin, the same mimber on the outside of
the coffin and a corresponding number on a slab at the
head of the grave. Later, more permanent markings
will be provided. The exact position of the numbered
bodies is shoAA-n on a chart of the lots at the cemeteries
so that Avhen identification is subsequently made, the
Continued on page 56. )
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Trade

Buffalo, May

27th 1918

We hereby announce that the controlling interests and management of the
Central Casket Company, Limited, of Bridgeburg, Ontario, have been
acquired by Robert Cooper and R. S. Flint, who will not only continue the
business but will enlarge its facilities.

The same high standard of values which have made our line so popular with
the trade in Canada will be maintained, and with the new and stronger
organization and the ability to serve you with more promptness, we hope to
be able to secure a much larger portion of your valued orders than heretofore.

We

wish to thank the trade for their many kindnesses and courtesies shown
us in the past, and trust we may merit a continuance of the former pleasant
relations.
Yours very truly
CENTRAL

SOME

DAY
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UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.

And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion toits deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.
Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

PRACTI-

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

than Any

Other Fluid Made

!
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n of the body sougTit may he indicated to
exact positio
s.
relative
The first of the puhlie burials took place from the
mortuary on the 17th of December, two services, the
Protestant and Catholic, being held outside the Chebucto school. On subsequent days burials took place
from the mortuarv, in every case with a religious
service. At the public firneral service all denominations were represented. The State was represented
by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor; the city by
His Worship the Mayor and Council. The military
and naval authorities also attended. In addition the
Australian Imperial forces were represented hy Lieut.
Newlands, Avho. passing through the city at the time,
d
paid his respects and expressed a desire to be accorde
sister
our
nting
represe
as
ion
process
in the
a placewealth
.
Common

Practically all the work carried on hy the committee
has been of a voluntary character. All tabulating work,
identification of bodies and general office work was
cheerfully performed hy volunteers. In order that
the work might be carried on uninterruptedly, and m
view of the isolation of the Chebucto school, it was neof workers to remain there continuously.cessary for the staff
The committee received valuable aid from Walter
G Hay, of the Rotary Club, Portland, Maine, and from
E Murray Graham of the same city, hoth formerly
Nova Scotians ; from Daniel McLean of the Church of
the Puritans. New York, and from Mrs. BurringtonHam, of Toronto, National Immigration Secretary of
the Y. W. C. A. The sympathetic services rendered
by Mrs. Ham on behalf of the ladies who were called
upon to assist in identifying their dead, are specially
v'orthy of mention. Yery valuahle assistance was
rendered to Alderman R. B. Colwell and Alderman W.
G Foley in recovering bodies from the ruins by many
of our citizens, by men from Bridgewater, from the
Cook Construction Co., and from the military forces.
te
It Avill prohablv never he possihle to give a compleMr.
r,
disaste
the
in
lives
their
lost
l^st of those who
Descriptive details hy Avhich posBarnstead added
have been presibly identifications may yet he made,
The bodies unidentified and huned to date
. served
But these are not inclusive of
number just over 100.
were recovered, not
which
many charred remains
identity is posished
estahl
no
which
of
claimed and
sible. They may represent a total of 400 bodies, even
Of a great many others there have heen no remore
mains secured whatever, although the ruins and houses
Some bodies have
have been thoroughly searched.
ry rums and
Refine
Sugar
the
vet to he recovered from
All evidence, hoAv■from the debris under the water.
number than was
larger
a
that
ever points to the fact
m the North
homes
their
in
previously thought were
End at the time and did not have any opportunity to
or
escape, either being killed hy the falling houses
caught hy the flames.
so that
There are over 400 in the list of "Missing."
2,000
the conclusion can not be avoided that (luite
er.
disast
the
in
hed
peris
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PUBLICITY FOR FUNERAL
( Continued from page 5/ )

DIRECTOR

when they devised the code of ethics, or the system
of moral laws which they laid down nearly forty years
ago. I believe they went as far as then was advisable
condemned the flaunting of our "wares"
when they
before the public eye. I believe, however, that the
time has come when the language of the Code of
Ethics should be made a little less liable to misinterthat it should the more clearly
I
pretation. believe
the public discussion of
only
is
it
that
point out which
is forhidden.
"wares"

an has a motto: "Simila
The homeopathic physici
Like cures lik'\ This has been
similibus curantur
loosely translated into— "The hair of the dog is good
for the hite ' —which I thoroughly indorse. I believe
that education is the best thing possible for the funeral
director, but I know of nothing Avhich will stimulate
him to acfiuire an even higher education more than to
realize that greater rewards will come to him because
of his studiousness.
I believe that the magnificent establishments which
many undertakers are building and eriuipping for the
service of their patrons will be greatly increased in
number when we train the public to demand them and
naturally, to pay for them. I believe that the motor
equipment which is hecoming almost universal to-day
is doubly justified by reason of the advertising which
it in itself gives you, in addition to its convenience and
comfort to your patrons. This is one of the apparent
things which needs no explanation in print, hut there
is another phase in our progress which is not so thoroughly understood.
I have heard undertakers say— "Why should I spend
more time and m.ore money to do better embalming
when my people are satisfied as it is — when I give satisfaction by my present way of working?" T sincerely pity" a nian who takes that attitude, just as I
sincerely pity any man Avho feels that he has reached
the limit of his possibilities. I believe in going forward, but I do not helieve it is possible to go forward
as fast without the support of the public. I believe
that that support can be acquired only by the use of
the modern Aveapon of publicity — ethically administered.
There is still one service AA^hich I can render to
association work, and that is to point out to them that
many funeral directors noAV numbered in our memberwavering on the borders of sensaare
ship" alreadytionalism
We can save these men to our associations
and add many others by directing their energies and
efforts at publicity along helpful and constructive
lines.

DR. FERGUSON

RETURNS

EAST

Dr G. W. Ferguson, Canadian manager of the
Champion Chemical Co., has just returned from the
the recent medical conwest stopping off to attend
vention at Hamilton. He reports business with the
trade exceptionally good for this time of year, considering the Avar conditions, and says that the country, the
fields and the crops look the finest and give bright
there
prospects for a splendid harvest— even though
relareports
stic
pessimi
Avere some doubts and many
tive to the outcome after the very severe Avinter.
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa

Woodhall, J. B.
Thedford—
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saini

Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.
St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. — •
144-140 St. Paul St.

ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Brantford —
H. 8. Peiree & iCc,
Funeral Directors and
Emibalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
HuntsviUe —
Hilliar, Joseph.

HamUton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Melntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Eeid, J as., 254 Princess St.
liOndon —
Ferguson's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.
Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Successor to
if. A. Bingham.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Phone 45.-?.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

At all times it is essential for the salesman to know his
goods, but when limes are a little quiet it is doubly so,
and anyone desirous of making a success as a salesman must first equip himself with a thorough
knowledge of the line he is trying to sell.

THE

Here is the book which you need
to give you accurate, concise,
and complete furniture information.
By
PRACTICAL
BOOK

PERIOD

Harold
.

Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.
Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.

St.William,
Thomas-P. E., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.

Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

QUEBEC
Montreal
—
Tees
Co., 912 St. Catherine
St. & West.

Phone 102.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.
Geo. J.— 'Chapman
Toronto
742 Broiadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amlbulanee service.
Cobbledick,
N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.
Washington, Fleurv Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton
St.Fitzpa
John—trick Bros.
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA
Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell, A. F.
Dauphin —
Winnipeg
— herdale
Clark-Leat
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Youug, —A. E.

CARANAC
EMBALMING

FLUID

\

ft

OF

FURNITURE

Donaldson
and

Eberlein

Abbot McClure
With 250 illustrations that illustrate
RIGHT FURNITURE

^

-5
S

^

E
0)

iIfARA
''ii««el ol Stienci iim NAf
Pticllcal EipeilMll i
OF EXIRAORDINAflT STREN6IH i
^EimniiiGRiiii^

O
o

A special feature is an illustrative chronological key for the identification ofPeriod Furniture. Octavo. Handsome decorated
cloth, in a box^$6.00 net, postage extra.
This book will be welcomed by all those who wish to buy Right
Furniture (Antique or Reproduced) for the Household, by all
wl'* L ^^'^ ^"'^ "^^^"^ °' Correct Reproductions.
Whether
you are a Salesman, Manufacturer, Dealer, De.Mgner,
or Connoisseur, you should buy this Handsome Praclical
Volume!
PRICE $6.10, Postage Paid

CANADIAN FURNITURE WORLD
and THE UNDERTAKER
32 COLBORNE ST., TORONTO

a.

CaranaC Laboratory
PETERBOROUGH,
ONT., CANADA
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted

50 cents per inserticn uo to
twenty-five words. Each additional
word two cents. If Box is required
5 cents extra to cover postage, etc.
Cash
must accompany
— no accounts
booked. each order

Concentrated

FOR SALE— Furniture aii<l undertaking business for sale in
Death of owner reason for selling. Address,™
good loealitv.
Mrs. B. L. Mavbee, Box 20, Tottenham, Ont.
good
rOK SA.LE— Fmuituie aad house furnishing business m thing.
tow" in British Columbia. An exceptionally good
For full partietilar? api-l.v to Box .53 Canadian Furniture
m-a-n:
World, 32 Colbonie St. Toronto.
busiing
undertak
and
e
furnitur
hed
FOR SALE— Old establis
for any one
ness in EasTern Ontario. Splendid oipening nity.
Apply,
M-illin" to wotl-:. Do not miss this opportu
Box 56 Canadian Furniture World, 32 Colborne St., Toronto.

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

Egyptian

FOR SALE — Handsome hearse, sleighs and harness. All m
twelve hundred. Take half. Eetiroood condition. Cost
business. Write Box 57 Canadian Furniture World,
from
in.o
:!•/ Colborne St., Toronto.

Larger Bottles filled up with water

Chemical

Co. Boston, u.s.a

FOR SALE— An up-to-date hearse, Greer make, as good as new,
done over two years ago. Photo on application. Apply, Box
™'3
27, Selkirk, Ont.
WANTED — A mail experienced in furniture manufacturing, to
act in the v-apacitv of assistant manager. We want a man
w'lo has techineal knowledoe of manufacturing, who can TonUand follow all .iobs throuoh complete. Who can handle eorncc .u(' cessf ullv. who can buy and sell goods when
ve-^lionde
neccssitv arises. When replying, state fully your experithe
ence di-aft' status, salary expected, and give references.
Address, Box 58, The Canadian Furniture World, 32 Colborne
St., Toronto.
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Cooling

Board

No. 2912

Six Reasons

Why

You

Should

Buy This New

Champion

Adjustable

Board

1 . Steel telescoping legs, with five distinct adjustments, ranging from
20 to 30 inches in height.
2.

Can be easily raised to morgue table height after the body is
placed upon it. Eliminates stooping to do your work— therefore, no more backache.

3.

Legs are equipped with rubber tired swivel wheels, which roll
smoothly. Can be easily moved to any part of room by one person.

4.

The top is three-ply veneer, 6 feet 3 inches long by 22 inches
wide. Equipped with canvas top on request. The frame is
selected oak, nicely finished and securely braced.

5.

The head end of the board can be raised to any height desired,
leaving the foot end stationary, thus giving the natural drainage
desired when embalming a difficult case.

6.

When lowered to regulation height of 20
under any Champion Couch Cover.

inches can be used

We also manufacture the board with upholstered top and detachable
skirt, made of very best grade artificial leather. Prices quoted on request.
THE ONLY BOARD OF THE KIND MANUFACTURED

The

Champion
DR.

Chemical

Co.,

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
Canadian Manager
50 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO
Write for illustrated circular to-day.

Ohio

When

You

Sell

ALASKA

Feather

Pillowj

purchases. This is better
You raise the standard of the public's pillow
rt hygiene, and ultimate
for them, for you, and for us. Health comfo
if he will buy the best ot
economy are sure to accrue to the purchaser
ent enough mtervals.
feather pillows, and re-purchase at frequ
s, even if originalb highNote that word, "re -purchase." Most pillow
unhygienic, and so inelastic
arade, are kept so long that they become
No pillow should be used
that they give indifferent sleep comfort.
still. Many pillows of poor
longer than ten years ; five would be better
time.
quality become useless in a short

nents, and by suggestmg
If you 11 join us in driving home these argur
bed or a mattress, you 11
a
Alaska feather pillows whenever you sell
would never secure. And
create trade for yourself that you otherwise
you'll make life-long friends as well.

business successful, not merely for
Let us help you to make your pillow
a special sale, but permanently, as we have ^^^V^Vr"* aI .Tfor
Ask us tor
own locality.
an immense field for such effort right in your
further information.

uMrrr^

BEDDING

ALASKA

Makers of Bedsteads and Bedding

400
T«<»Ot MABK BtClSTlHt*

St. Ambroise

Street,

MONTREAL

" Canada has no pure bedding laws— WE

HAVE

!"

Time to go "Over the Top"
in Summer Trade Drive.

T^ead the articles in this issue for
suggestions for the big offensive
on summer lines.
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Kiddie-Kar

July. 1918

Trailer

new field of "^«f"|°«^^«
This is the last word m toys, and opens up a
carry things -take
can
Now the kiddies store.
AR.
ever-popular KlDDlE-K
the
from
ls
parce
bring
or
small brother for a ride,
g Trailers to all 'h°se customers who
Increase your profits this year by sellin
the year before. They II all want them.
bought KIDDIE-KARS last year and
j^fi-h|d^°f^"'^'^h
Made in one size only-height 10!^ in„ width VA ^-KMt\.
RIUUlt
any
to
readily
d
attache
be
Can
the KIDDIE-KAR.
Dealers' discounts the same
Retail price $1 .25 each. you.
Let us have an order from

Canadian

K.K.

Co., limited

SERVING

No. 28.

as on Kiddie-Kars.

Oora,

Ontario

TRAYS

6 X 20— A new size- Polished Mahogany Finish, Serving Tray.

,
Square, oval, and round cornered
complete
Our line of Serving Trays is most
.
stock is well made and finished
in the popular finishes, and the
n Walnut Mouldings.
Still selling Genuine Circassia
MPANY,
COetc.
1 M. M.M.^^M^M. NU
of Quality
ING Frames,
URMouldings.
FACT
MA Makers
PHILLIPS
ONT.
258-326 Carlaw Ave., TORONTO,

Limited
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STRATFORD

many

of

by all discerning

profits, and

satisfied customers,

the McLagan

Real

buyers.

Merit

goods
Ready

are assured

are readily
sales, good

when

handling

Mahogany and Walnut

No. 8411.

Oak, Mahogany and Walnut

George

3

Line.

No. 8407.

The

THE UNDERTAKER

superior features of McLagan

appreciated

No. 8401
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Furniture

STRATFORD,

Mahogany and Walnut

Company,

ONTARIO

Limited
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Julv. 191S

FURNITURK

War

Time

Bedroom

Furniture

Through careful consideration, we have been able
to cope with the restrictions of war time economy
and still maintain the characteristic quality of our Ime.
This result has been obtained through the use of
conservative designs, skilled workmanship, and distinctive finish. Thus we have evolved patterns
which compel the attention of the buyer who
desires to meet the increasing demand for better
Bedroom Furniture.

Illustrations show pieces of new Bedrooni
Suite made in gum, finisned in natural
mahogany, walnut or enamels.

Every furniture dealer should investigate the
is
merits of Stratford Bedroom Furniture— it
high.
ty
quali
the
and
d
medium price

The

Stratford

Chair

STRATFORD,

Company,

ONTARIO

Limited
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rURNITURS

rntckc

Sectional

Bookcases

THE

store that carries Globe-Wernicke Sectional
Bookcases is possessed of an asset that no other
make of Canadian furniture can equal.
It constitutes greater and more opportunities for increased
sales and profits.

We shall be pleased to send you
dealer propositions on request.

our

You

on your floors.

should

have G.-W.

LINK UP WITH

%i

Bookcases

GLOBE-WERNICKE

catalogues

WORLD-WIDE

PUBLICITY

9lobc^«rt)ickcec.£t6.
STRATFORD,

ONTARIO

and

3
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FURNITURE

RATTAN

We manufacture a wide
range of upholstered
REED
CHAIRS

SUITES

and ROCKERS-

Send for prices and
illustrations

STRATFORD,

How

are you meeting

the desires of your

know

Stratford.
you

ONTARIO

KEEPING

for well-designed,
You

LIMITED

YOU

ARE

HOW

CO,

RATTAN

IMPERIAL

Let

the advertisers
customers,

from Stratford

STRATFORD

produced

in

this insert help

requirements.

factories are made

ly, because the manufacturers
the best possible shipping

on

customers

furniture P

the quality of the furniture

to rneet your

Shipments

well-constructed

PACE?

are organized

promptto give

service.
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II The

Gold

Medal

Une

11

Upholstered

| |

No. 791^

I I

During

I I

Furniture,

I I

Van

I I

all our customers

I I

with

the excellence

I I

tion

now

I I

travellers call upon

Home

I i
■ I

II

July we

Cabinets

and

Street and

will

a full line of our

Bedding,

at

Bartlett Avenue.

to pay

our

Factory,

| |

cordially invite

| |

better acquainted

| |

We

us a visit and become

and

Toronto

variety of our lines.

Personal

enable

inspec-

you to order intelligently when
you.

our

Take Dovercourt Car to Van Home Street, our Factory
IS two blocks west of the end o/ the Dovercourt car line

The

Gold

B ■

M J

are showing

Medal
TORONTO

Manufacturing
MONTREAL

Head Office and Factory : Van Home

WINNIPEG

Company^

Limited

UXBRIDGE

St. and Bartlett Ave., TORONTO

| |
| |
■ i
1 ■
■ B

11
B ■
1 I
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Fancy,

Leather

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled

Catalogues »ent on application

Finishes

Grain

Goat

and

Unsurpassed Selections
Hides
Well Trimmed

WHEN YOU ORDER
STEELE'S Quality
Upholstery Springs
you know that you aie receiving full
value, and at the same time receiving
Springs
are guaranteed
to be ol
the best that
material
and workmanship.

The most economical leather on the
market.

Springs are small things, yet they play
an important part in the construction
of good furniture. Why not put your
Spring problems up to us to solve ?
HELICAL SPRINGS

Let us quote you on cut stock.
BouUee

Leather

Fraser

Mfg. Co.,

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

YORK

234 Canal Street, NEW

KAPOK
The

Queen

of

Bedding

Material

Are you familiar with the many advantages offered
by KAPOK as a mattress filler of highest grade,
and do YOU realize that KAPOK is the natural
response to the great demand for Mattresses that
are light, soft, and pliable?
Dealers perfectly familiar with the good qualities
of KAPOK Mattresses naturally keep them always
in stock. If YOU do NOT carry them, there is
but ONE reason :

YOU

DO

NOT

WHAT

KNOW

YOU

KAPOK
ABOUT
KNOW
SHOULD
booklet.
and we urge you to write us at once and get our
and
It will make you familiar with a line that is a sure
swift seller, carrying the market in steadily rising demand.
Write us to-day — lest you forget.
The

Canadian
TORONTO

July. 1918

Co.,
Limited
,
Company
The National Table
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

IVe carry in slock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,
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Feather
LIMITED
-

&

Mattress

OTTAWA

Co.
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Pedestal

is no question

TWIN

TABLES,

The

either m

in addition

action

or m

Pedestal

construction

is absolutely

TOP

repose.

alone

from all other ideas in pedestal

mechanical

"

Tables

the reliability of TILT

very idea of the TWIN

prominently

The

about

9

" TWIN

Top

There

THE UNDERTAKER

stands

construction.

is simple but thorough,

accident

and

out

and

fool proof.

There isn't a furniture merchant but that has the idea of
giving to every customer that which will give the greater
degree of satisfaction and value.
IJ you are not handling TILT

The

Chesley

TOP

T IV INS get in touch with us at once.

Furniture
Company,
CHESLEY, ONTARIO

Limited

10

CANADIAN

for

you

stock you
present

WORLD

prepare for good
For

while
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Sales
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put "Canadian"

ones.
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Future

for

Stock

When
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Rattan

Chairs,

etc. into your

future sales as well as for good
the

price and

appearance

of

value is
these goods are exceptionally attractive, the real
smgly
of much higher grade, and holds custom in a surpri
buy
tenacious manner. Every one of your custorners who
"Canadian" goods will never regret it, and will always feel
that he, or she has been

The

Canadian

treated well at your

Rattan
Limited
VICTORIAVILLE,

Chair

P.Q.

store.

Company

11
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Furniture

Quality furniture is not necessarily high-priced
furniture, despite the rather general impression
to that effect.
We do not manufacture especially high-priced
furniture, but we do put real quality into every
piece we make.

Illustrated is our new Dining Room Suite No. 42. The
design is very attractive and will claim attention. This
suite is manufactured in fumed surface oak, also the
regular surface oak finish. The price is very low for its
merit, and we will be glad to give you same on request.
ilillllllllilllllllllilllllilllilllllllllllli
WRITE
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OUR NEW
CATALOG— JUST
OFF THE PRESS

VICTORIAVILLE

FURNITURE

VICTORIAVILLE,

QUEBEC

COMPANY
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PICTURE
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you

FRAMES

them

order

Don't

.
from the old reliable firm that always delivers the goods
a chance this fall, as deliveries are likely to be uncertain.

take

LIMITED
BROS.,
MATTHEWS
HOUSE
ING
MOULD
THE BIG CANADIAN
CANADA
TORONTO.
STREET WEST
1906 DUNDAS

You may send us

Our line of mattingcovered Chests and
Utility Boxes is truly
up-to-date in style,
construction,and finish, and satisfies the
most exacting.

your order and we
will be pleased to fill
it with every assurance that you get an
article on a selling

Mailing Cooered, Made in Four Sizes.

basis that offers exceptional profits.

\

Write us for Catalogue.

D.

L.

SHAFER

&

ST.

COMPANY,

THOMAS,

BETTER

ONT.

GRADE

ROCKERS

REASONABLY

PRICED

aim to make every chair turned out of
our factory a source of pride to us and to
you. Thit is why so much care is given to
finishing and other details.

We

Rocker No. 401 4 is made
of oak, specially constructed so that it may
be shipped knocked dovjn. From present
indications this line will be a popular one.

Roll Seat Arm

The prices are reasonable.
The
Arm Rocker No. 4014

North

American Bent
LIMITED

OWEN

SOUND,

Chair

ONTARIO

Co.
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Suite

PATTERN)

We know that Adam Patterns are very popular, and are selling well.
We feel confident in introducing our No. 340 Bedroom Suite. It is
of Gum,

Mahogany

Finish, which

makes

it doubly attractive and

saleable. The design is particularly pleasing, and the workmanship
most thorough and substantial.

is

^4lMiiii)iiiMtttiiniiiiiriiiiiiiimiiiic]MMMmiinmiiiiiiitiiittiNiiiii()iii
IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED -A COPY
OF OUR SUPPLEMENT TO CATALOGUE
NO. 49, SEND FOR IT AT ONCE.
imi i i i i iiLHinnnn i i irni i i imuniniH I iJiMi i 1 lit i i i i Ii i ici i

THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER

ONTARIO

CO.
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Wouldn't

the

Head

The

You

man

Like

to

Procession

at the head

of the

procession of successful furniture
dealers, like the successful man in

No. 529— Top 24x16

every other business, is the wideawake man who keeps an open

No. 615— Top 30x17
Mirrors 12x20 and 7x18 Br. Bev.

superiority m
mind for the merits of every line, and is prompt to take advantage of
quality and price wherever he finds it.

has always been at the front, and now has the distinction
satisfaction to your customof being a leader. Study the design, the finish, the real
suite on your Hoor.
er, and if you are wise you will at once put this new bedroom
Write for prices to-day.
It will help you cHmb the ladder of success.

The MEAFORD

LINE

The
Meaford

Line

which comprises Sideboards,
Buffets, Diningroom Suites,
Wardrobes, Seats, Mirrors,
Medicine Cabinets, Bookcases
Hall Racks, Library Tables,
Centre Tables, Desks, and
Jardiniere Stands.

The

Meaford

Manufacturing
Company
No. 617— Top 30x19
Mirror 12x18 Br. Bev.

MEAFORD

- ONTARIO

No. 614— Top 36x19
Mirror 18x24 Br. Bev.
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SLIDE

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makers use

HABIESIIOE

SLIDE
YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

[
t

.
8Y

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost.
by

:'^g
-■• !•

^ WABASH

WABASH

WE ARE
SPECIALISTS

SLIDES

HELP SELL TABLES.
I ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Representative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith. Kitchener, Ont,

f
p
o
^ '

The
thata total
Proved
"Peerless"
Five Test
men, with
weight the
of 1,002
pounds, stood
upon a "Peerless" table at cue time. The table remained
firm — steady — unshaken. Surely such a test should
sufficeinvestment.
to convince any
that the demand
"Peerless''
is a
good
Whenhousewife
your customers
strength
in a table, show them the

%

' FOLDING
TABLEERLES5
WPE
Its sound construction, and convenient form, will commend it to everybody. For the summer cottage, picnic,
camping trip, garden-party — for restaurants, lodges,
churches,
and colleges in— the
"Peerless" is always
in demand,schools
and particularly
summer.
"A word to the wise is sufficient."
Hourd & Co., Limited ^MiL%Xr''L8N''DON

Tell

Your

Customers

About

Craftsman

Quality

Fabrikoid is the ideal material for furniture upholstery. In the first place it is handsome in appearance —
duplicating the effect of higher grade, most expensive leather. Unlike "leather splits," it does not crack
or peel,
or tear — on the contrary, it is tough and resists the hardest kmd of wear. It is also stainproof
and
sanitary.
So specify that the furniture you order be covered with Fabrikoid and you can then assure your customers
that it will give splendid wear and entire satisfaction.
We will gladly send you samples of Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid showing a large range of finishes and shades.
WRITE TO-DAY
DUPONT FABRIKOID COMPANY
Factory and Sales Office: NEW TORONTO
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-IN-CANADA
opportunity to see the greatest aggregation of MADE
Furniture to be found between Halifax and Victoria.

DO NOT

FAIL TO CALL
OUR GREAT

AND

SEE

MIDSUMMER
FURNITURE
EXHIBITION
held at our
Toronto
136-140

Showrooms

King

Street East

It will pay you to call and see our new lines
before placing your Fall orders.
BUY

CANADIAN

GOODS

Keep your money at home. Canada needs both money
It is a good policy at any time, but especially
and men.
good just now.
Call and see what we have to offer.

EXCLUSIVE PERMANENT WHOLESALE
FURNITURE SHOW ROOMS IN CANADA

ONLY

ANADA

ruRNiTURE

WOODSTOCK,

Manufacturers
I
P
ONTARIO

Limit

e q

D. O. MCKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISINO MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN
EDITORS

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; J1.50 to the United States,
Vol. 8.

TORONTO,

"OVER
THE
:iiiliiillililiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiii:(ii{iiii{lliiiiiiiiliiiiiii!>iliiiiiiillliliillllllilliiii!iili<iiillllill^

TOP"

No. 7.

JULY, 1918

in SUMMER

TRADE

DRIVE

Psychological moment to launch big selling drive on summer lines — Big opportunities now present themselves to the
dealer — Make the most of them — Have appropriate settings for displays and follow^ up early successes with energy.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN
THE

Avay has been prepared by the heavy opening
artillery fire of your big ads. ; the reserves are
in place behind the lines in the form of sufficient surplus stock; ammunition has been brought up
for the big central drive in the way of advertisements,
and windows prepared in advance for the coming
month; already there have been some preliminary
skirmishes at various parts of the line with considerable success, but the big drive that all this has been
leading up to is yet to come. The phychological
moment to strike has arrived, however. Conditions
are now most favorable and it is a most opportune tim.e
to "go" over the top" in the big assault that tells
the tale. The success of the store's efforts depends on
the degree of enthusiasm and energy with which the
drive is prosecuted all along the line.
Each Man Should Do His Part
All branches of selling effort sbould be worked to
the limit at this time in a combined effort ta effect
sales.
Rig ads. and elalborate displays may sow the

seed of suggestion and pave the way for sales, but it
takes the individual efforts of salesmen to reap the full'
benfits of the campaign. The big guns at the front
are essential in paving the way, but it is the "over the
top" efforts of the infantry that actually wins the successes that count. Accordingly, every man in the
store should recognize that his best selling effort is
needed to accomplish real things in the summer furniture drive.
Maintain Selling Effort
Successes should be properly followed up, too. Just
because good results have been attained one Aveek is
no reason why the energy and enthusiasm of the campaign should be slackened. You may have done a
record trade in summer lines to date, but that is no
reason why you should not continue to do so. On the
other hand it should be an incentive to even greater
effort. Some worth-while trade is passing. See that
you get your full share of it.

.\n attnictivi! .suimiiici- fii rii il iirc I'ciilurr, iilTiTins;' dircii sus>'i;i'st inns tn cusl nini'i's.
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Many
Methods and ideas that can be utilized to advantage by the furniture retailer in his bid for more business—
they have tried
suggestions that have been tried out by other dealers— Readers are invited to send along ideas that
iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiliiiiiiii"^
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^Look into our mirrors," reads the sign of one firm.

Scenic backgrounds and decorated pillars contribute
to the appeal of summer furniture displays.
In recent billboard advertising, the Murray-Kay
Company, of Toronto, have been using the slogan,
"Furniture that can be handed down to your children's
children."
Now is the time to feature phonographs for camp
and summer home. Arrange a display with a suggestive setting.

Thornton-Smith Co.
furnishers, of Toronto,
their AvindoAV by merely
into position over the
display.

Ltd., interior decorators and
frequently make a change in
draping a new piece of tapestry
pieces of furniture already on

A Toronto firm in displaying small summer rugs
created an artistic effect by arranging them in fanshape by catching in at the bottom.
m

A Toronto departmental store have a series of brass
rods over which tapestries and draperies may be placed,
for the inspection of customers, thus showing them off
to best advantage.

Play up the value of the refrigerator in the conserving of food, which the Government is making a special
appeal for at the present time.
m
The Green Furnishing Co., of Hamilton, show advertisements from trade papers, containing new furniture, on the wall at one side of their store, where they
are open to the view of visiting customers.

MAIN

CRESCENT
HOME
FURNISHERS

179 banna17yne
"avenue
east
//

their letterback toof indicate
the city,
used ofonthat
sectio.i of AVinnipeg
Map ofbybusiness
the
the Crescent Home
heads
of theirs store.
locationFurnisher

FEATURES

OFFICE

FURNITURE

A good many furniture stores do not make the
feature of office furniture that they should. There
are fcAV centres in which considerable trade cannot be
done in this line if properly gone after.
The .Nova Scotia Furnishing Co. Ltd.. recently devoted aspecial advertisement to office furniture. An
illustration showed a man at his desk, and the ad. read :
"If you want office furniture of any kind, you can
get suited at our store now. A long delayed shipment has just arrived, comprising desks, tables, chairs,
etc., and we can meet most any re(iuirement in standard styles, sizes and finish. No lower prices than we
quote can be obtained anywhere for the class of goods
we offer. If you need office furniture of any kind,
you can certainly get suited here in styles and values.
"We can also supply you with linoleum, cork carpet,
mats, rugs or any floor furnishings needed."

FREE

ICE WITH

REFRIGERATORS

In pushing the sale of refrigerators a Seattle firm
amount of ice Avith each refrigerator
certain
offered
"Free a ice
!
purchased.
Their ad. read :
" — an exceptional offer for refrigerator purchasers!
" we give Avith every refrigerator or ice box free
ice — a stated amount of pounds.
" — quantity varying according to the price of the
refrigerator.
" — the ice so given can be used Avhen Avanted. and
will be delivered to your house by the ice company."
CATCHING

THE

WOMEN

This little plan will catch others than the Avomen,
chief
though we alAvays talk as if the Avomeu Avere the
ones to be interested in looking into a mirror, says an
exchange. Hang up a good looking glass in the wmdoAV, close to the glass. Use a good quality of mirror,
preferably not beveled. Put a sign under it reading.
"A Popular Picture." The people Avho look in Avill
of course see their oavu faces, and they judge for themselves of the popularity of the picture. Incidentally
there must be such an attractive windoAv display that
every person will take note of that before leaA'ing.
They Avill be particularly likely to do so, because most
people Avill feel just a little foolish at having gone up
and looked into the mirror, and they Avill linger at the
windoAV long enough to give the impression that it Avas
not the glass alone that dreAv them there.

DISPLAYING

REED

FURNITURE

NoAV is the time for extensive display of reed furniture. It can be made particularly appealing to the
hot and weary public if shoAvn in proper setting. A
good background is important. The use of floral
Don't croAvd displays.
trimmings also helps.
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CENTRAL FEATURE FOR KITCHEN
CABINET DISPLAY

importance. Don't use the bulk of it in a month or
two and let the public forget you for the next feAV
months. You must keep at it, but you can easil,y plan
In a recent window demonstration of kitchen cabfor a little extra spurt once in so often. Don't spend
inets by the Adams Furniture Company of Toronto,
all your money in the same kind of advertising. Use
the central feature embodied in the show card "Why
the newspapers ; build up a mailing list and send out
stay tied down in your kitchen?" attracted a good
some
good circulars ; keep your show windows working
deal of attention. It showed the figure of a woman on
for
you
all the time — you are paying rent for them anythe floor of her kitchen tied down by strings which ran
way, and you might as well get every cent out of them
to six show cards labelled :
BACKACHE,

DRUDGERY. WORRY, DISCOURAGEMENT, LONG HOURS, WEARY FEET.

Another .shoAV card read : "$1 will cut the strings and
send a cabinet home to you," one dollar being the initial payment required in the purchase of a cabinet.
Above this show card was the representation of an
axe labelled "$1."
SHOW

FURNITURE IN NATURAL
SURROUNDINGS

The appeal of fiarniture is greatly increased by being
shown in natural surroundings. For instance, the
Standard Furniture Co.. of Vancouver, B.C., had a
boudoir that would delight any woman. At the top
was white lattice work and the balance of the Avoodwork was white, hung with sAveeping draperies of lilac

youThecan.dropping water wears the hole in the rock, but
you will get far quicker results if you apply the same
principle in your advertising. Persistence and steadiness, rather than size and irregularity, is what makes
advertising build up sales.
SOME WINDOW TRIMMER'S HELPS
Many different ideas may be brought out in trimming show windows, although the ultimate object of a
show window is its value as an advertising medium.
While in the main, displays should be made with a
direct view to creating a desire for the merchandise
you have to sell, it is also well at times to vary the
monotony a trifle by injecting a little of variety into
your window displays.
Different seasons of the year; different occasions,
either of a purely local nature or of wider scope, offer
different opportunities for working in these changes.
Have numerous small signs in your show window
for people to read.
Tell them about the goods in your

Furniture price tickets used bv
T. F. Harrison & Co. Ltd., of
Kingston, Ont.

silk, with panels of lace between. The centre of the
room was covered with a large soft rug of silver grey,
with garlands of pink roses, while in front of all the
heavy articles of furniture were small rugs of heliotrope plush. The furniture— bed, dressing table,
bureau, chififonier, table and chairs — was ivory enamel^
the bed having cane panels, and the chairs being uphol.stered in lilac silk. A tall pier glas.s, hung with
smilax and orchids completed the furnishings.

REGULARITY

IN ADVERTISING

COUNTS

Advertising of any kind must be steady if good re.sults are expected. Jerky advertising never did and
never will pay. Worse than that, it discourages the
man who does it so that he becomes skeptical about advertising ingeneral.
Your body will not receive much benefit from an
enormous meal one day and starvation for the following two days. Constant, regular nourishment is what
keeps you in good trim. It is the regularity of your
advertising also that furni.shes the best nourishment
for your business.
It is good business to appropriate from one to three
per cent, of your gross annual business for advertising
your furniture .store. Use last year's total for figur''nig this year's appropriation. With your increase of
business this year, the amount to spend in advertising
next year increases.
How you spend this appropriation is of the greatest

Suggestive arrangement for livingroom display of furniture.

window. The average person who stops, interested
in some article, wants to know more about it. These
little cards or signs are very cheap salesmen. They
draw no salary, are easy to make, and make many a
"
shown. first
articlewithout
sale
Do bynottelling
start the
in toparty
dressabout
your the
window
having some definite idea of what you are going to do.
Decide upon the general plan, a definite line of goods,
and, as far as possible, the articles in that line to be
generally used. Limit yourself as far as possible to
one line of goods.
Let's have co-operation —
In business life, niy brother,
The doctor and the undertaker
Always help each other.
The doctor helps the patient
This troubled world to shake
And then the undertaker
Buries the doc's mistake.
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An attractive showing of summer furniture in natural surrounding:

Make

Your

Window

Display

Jolt the

Passerby

Window trimming should be carefully studied—Some
helps for the dealer— simplicity an essential asset.

y merits far more careful atten- but the plan at least gives him a solid foundation upon
WINDOW tion displa
than many merchants devote to it. The
which to build, and little modifications and re-arrange
easily and with little lost
made
are
pulling power of a window depends, of course,
display
the
in
ments
time.
largely upon lo<?.ation; but the testimony of experienced
merchants is that no matter what the location, it is
Good window displays are not expensive. True,
a very effective factor in drawing trade. A good
window display will halt the hurrying passerby; it some merchants indulge in costly scenic and mechanical effects; but the most effective displays from a busiwill even, if sufficiently striking, draw people from the
ness point of view are those which show the goods the
other side of the street. It will jolt the man enhas in stock. Often the plain, everyday dismerchant
grossed in other thoughts into a new train of reflecplay of staples pulls more orders from the street thana
tion. And the merchant, whether he fills his window
the elaborate, decorative effect which attracts
does
or not, pays for it. He might as well, therefore, put
attention but neglects to clinch sales. The mer-^
a little extra thought into the subject, and put on dis- lot of has the goods. He has the window. Both or
chant
plays that will bring him bigger returns.
these represent the investment of money. Combnied.
What is it that makes a display effective? It must
they will help to produce sales. Therefore, it is up
for to him tovincingcombine
who isn't looking
the wayfarer
them in the most appealing and coneye of should
the there
catch
way.
be some little element of
it— hence
novelty. A bright touch of color is often enough. It
The spectacular display may create a lot of talk
must interest the customer — therefore, it must conthe store in general ; but the merchant as a rule
about
precise
that
at
cern something of which a lot of people
it far more worth his while to use his wmdovr
find
will
season are likely to feel the need. Hence, the display
for the purpose of showing some particular line Avhich
should be timely. And, to carry the customer along
will interest the people and produce actual, hard cash
to the buying point, the goods must be shown in an ap- results. Nevertheless, little added touches help to
pealing and attractive way.
enhance the effect of staple displays; and, where atCleanliness is essential. Time is saved in window
tainable, they should not be neglected. Thus, pricp
trimming by thinking out ahead what sort of display
cards should be employed. One or two cards, putting
exact words the significance of the Avindow, will
wish to' put on. The clerk who starts right in to into
you
lix up a display without first planning his general
supply a missing link in the chain of argument. Then
scheme is apt to botch the whole thing. More than
novel" effects can be produced in simple ways— such as
that, he has to stop every now and then to ask himself:
g uithe use of red tags for pricing, or of blue letterin
"What next?" and as a result he wastes time which
stead of black, or of paper streamers pasted to the
could be saved by careful planning. True, Avhen he glass instead of paste-board cards distributed among
does plan he may not carry out his plan to the letter; the goods.

Some simple displays of bedroom furniture.
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It Pays

to

Change

Displays

and

Ads.

Frequently

Toronto firm changes window displays and advertising
daily — Opportunities in tapestries and associated ines.

FURNITURE dealers who slight or uegleet the frequent dressing of their show Avindows are losing the assistance in their business of a powerful
selling agent. In the sale of no other line of merchandise, perhaps, can the appeal to the eye be so successfully exploited. Furniture enters into the picture
of home so largely and the longing of the average
citizen centers so much upon that picture that it is an
easy thing to awaken desire for the wherewithal to
make the picture comfy and creditable in appearance.
It is an easy thing to do this and it pays well to do so,
as many a furniture dealer has found.
Study Color and Effect
But in striving after the best effect in window
dressing, it should be borne in mind that good taste
counts for much. And if from your stock of draperies,
tapestries, rugs and works of art, you can add that
which suggests something of the suitable in room interior— give the furniture an appi'opriate setting —
the selling arrangement is much stronger. It pays to
study color and effect, and Avheu displaying a piece of
furniture in your window give it suitable setting.
Toronto Store Changes Window Display Every Day
Ouf of the most successful windows in Toronto, is
that of the Thornton-Smith Co.. intei'ior decorators. 29
King St. W. This firm make a practice of changing
their display everyday. The stock which they carry
is of a better grade than that found in the average
furniture store, and of course, the extra quality of
goods is reflected in their window offerings. But the
small man should not be discouraged by this fact. It
may be borne in mind that the customers for expensive
goods are many times fewer in number than those who
buy the cheaper goods, and. moreover, it is probably
true that they are less susceptibile to influence of the
window display than is the humbler man or woman.
It follows that when it pays the Thornton-Smith Co.
to decorate carefully — and it does pay them — it will
likewise pay other furniture merchants.
Individual Display Favored
A practice of this furniture concern is to feature one
article of furniture in a window at a time, and with
it, to set it off, show some draperies of suitable color
and design. These fabrics may be draped or hung,
but always with a view to (piiet. artistic effect. A
vase of flowers, some books, a mirror or a suitable picture complete the showing. The more refinement the
better, with a firm doing the class of trade of the one
referred to. With a store catering to a different clientele this could well be shaded down to the point where
the appeal will not be above the heads of the hopedfor customers.
Possibilities of Draperies and Fabrics
But the addition of draperies, rugs and ornamental
goods, while they serve admirably to heighten the
effect of a window display the main object of w hich is
the sale of furniture, have a value of theii- own. In
no other way can these goods be displayed to such
advantage.
Time and again
furniture merchants

have been surprised at the increase of sales in tapestries and such materials following upon their use in
window decorations. The truth is, of course, that
the fabric and the furniture are complementary to
each other. Each is shown to better advantage when
in combination with the other. As a matter of fact,
while they have a factory in England and one in Canada for the manufacture of furniture, the ThoriitonSmith Company have their biggest trade in fabrics.
'"But. at present, ■■ Mr. Jas. A. Irvine, the foremaJi.
informed The Furniture World, "it is difficult to get
the better grades of tapestries. Any material, involving the use of wool or silk is at a high premiiim.
and linens to an only lesser extent. Fortunately, we
had a heavy stock on hand when the war broke out.
for upholstered goods are having the run.
"A real scarcity, however, exists in art pottery and
similar goods. All importations of these were cut off
with the second month of the war."
At the present time the Thornton-Smith factory in
Toronto is working upon a $100,000 order for paneling
to be used in a residence now under construction. They
make a feature of contracts for renovating, re-modeling
and planning interiors, and have built up an enviable
reputation along this line. As this field of endeavor
is far from crowded, and in the nature of things, the
work is lucrative, it would appear that more furniture
men might look into its possibilities. As Avealth groAvs
the opportunities to make money here Avill expand.
Changing Ads. Daily, Too
Along Avith their Aviudow display, ba^-king it up. is
the newspaper advertising. With the ThorntonSmith Company, changes in these are made daily. Their
advertisements are not large, usually single columi! in
Avidth, hilt they are carefully illustrated and sparingly
worded.

The smiling one on the Icfl : "Your bird in a tail one, but lies nil
bone and feathers. You'll have to change the Kiel lo IlIUl h ni. '
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Profits

Address before the Retail Furniture Dealers' Association of Tennessee.
By FRANK BELL

^ve think of price cutting, competition and
WHEN
profits both suggest themselves. If the saying, "Competition is the life of trade," has
any truth in it from the dealer's standpoint, the definition given in the dictionary must be changed. On
looking up the word '"competition "you will find the definition to be "rivalry and strife for supremacy," and
this usually results in price cutting and failure. I
have been asked to discuss the (juestion from the standpoint of the dealer in the small town. Most of the
competition we have had has been with the city dealer;
and I hope that what I have to say will be helpful to
my friends from the cities, and that you will not think
the small toAvn dealer conceited when T say that most
of the people who leave the small town and go to the
city to buy goods do not go because they cannot get
what they want at home or that the price is too high.
There seems to be a peculiar streak in human nature
that prompts a certain class of trade to go away
from home to buy goods.
Selling Without Profit
In the furniture line, how much of your trade really
knows a bargain when it is presented'? Most of them
cannot judge quality or price. Now, when this prospective purchaser comes into the city without knowledge of quality and value and begins to look around.

before he goes far he reveals the fact that he came
from some of the smaller towns and has the cash. The
thing that happens then is usually about like this: The
city dealers get out their long knives and begin cutting
at each other. Finally the fellow buys without knowing whethi i- lie has been skinned or not. and the man
who has sold him has sacrificed his jirofit and done
what he could to demoralize his own business. I realize fu.lly that people will always go from the smaller
towns to larger places to buy goods and that no concern can control all the trade around it. and for that
reason I believe it unwise for the city dealer to cut his
prices. The customer can usually be sold just as well
at a profit. Some of this price eiitting reminds me
very much of the story of the dog in the manger. If
you eaimot make a sale at a profit, Avhy not let your
fellow merchant have it?
Dog-in-the-Manger Policy
I know of a recent case of price cutting between city
dealers where the largest part of the bill of goods was
sold at 10 per cent, above the factory cost, the dealer
who sold the goods believing that the purchaser had
not priced in his home town and the dealer in the
small town did not know that the man Avas in the
market for furniture. The man who sold this bill of
goods robbed himself and his fellow merchants of a

Window display in Toronto store that will offer suggestions to otlier dealers.
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legitimate iDrofit, and the man who bought the goods
thinks that he was beaten in the trade. If you will
pardon a personal reference, I want to relate a conversation which took place between me and a clothing
merchant who lives in a city not very far from my
town. Knowing that I was in the furniture business,
he said: "Why don't you come to this town and open a
furniture store?" He then related his experience in
buying a library suite. His wife had visited three of
the leading stores in the morning, and at each had
made a memorandum of the numbers and prices of the
goods which interested her. The same afternoon the
gentleman visited the stores to look at the goods, and
not in a single instance was the price quoted the same
as given his wife. He finally made a selection and
bought at a price much less than the first asked, but
had no confidence in the deal, not knowing whether he
had been fairly treated or not. This took place several years ago, and since that time a store has opened
in his town and made a success selling furniture at
one price.
Price Cutter Doesn't Always Know Selling Expense
I have a strong suspicion that the price cutter does
not always know the cost of doing business. This is
a charitable view to take, and it certainly does look
foolish for a sale to be made that does not pay for the
cost of doing business. Some of us may think that it
is an easy matter to figure cost, but I want to say that
cost is one of the most ehxsive things you have to deal
Avith. About the time you think you have it. something else bobs up. Some of the highest salaried men
in the commercial world are the men who figure cost.
The figuring the price is not a simple matter. There
is a fixed and everlasting law of price which must be
obeyed. The whole structure of trade is based on
profit. To sell goods for less than total cost is not
business; it is bankruptcy, and means failure and ruin.
Nearly every time prices are cut, if you will analyze
the ease, you will find the reason a bad one, and the
dealer who looks around for excuses for price cutting
is forming a habit like taking dope, and eventually he
will put his business to sleep for good.
Buildino' by Good Goods at Fair Prices
How many successful firms do you know among the
price cutters? What make of shoes do you wear?
What brand of hats? Who is your doctoi-? Why do
you buy Ivory soap. Uneeda biscuit and Quaker oats?
Why do you sell Hoosier kitchen cabinets, and GlobeWernick(> bookcases? Is it because of a cut price? I
dare say not. Yet you are bound to recognize that the
producers of these goods are successful, and they have
made their success by consistently giving good goods
at a fair price; and that, my friends, is all that the
public re(|uiros. The trade that comes solely on account of i)i'iees is not the trade that builds up your
business. The customer that counts, the trade that
makes the very bed rock foundation of a successful
business is that which comes on account of service and
fair dealing. I have heard a great many people
recommend the Marshall Field store as a safe place to
ti'ade, and yon well know that this business stands out
in a class, aiul almost alone, as an example of successnil retailing; and 1 have never heard it said that they
sell cheap 'or at cut prices, but you do hear that they
are (le[)en(lable. When your name is written on a
sign as a Fiiniitiu'c dealer, it ouglit to mean to your
comKiiinity a s(|uare deal and one huinli'cd cents worth
of goods and service for every dollar which goes in
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to your cash drawer. The man who engages in any
business should feel that he is doing what he ought
to do and what he is best fitted for; that the thing is
worth while ; that he can put into it the best effort of
his life to accomplish the most for himself and his
fellow man. In doing this a man's life is a success
whether he makes money or not.
Work for Better Homes
If a man gives the community in which he lives and
is doing business the best service he is capable of and
the best his community is capable of accepting and appreciating, he can raise the standards and ideals of
his customers, and create a desire for better homes and
better furniture. He is doing his bit for himself, his
fellowman and his country. The man in the furniture
business who is not doing this is a misfit and ought to
change his job. I am a great believer in the fitness
of things, and whatever may be said about opportunity
and circumstances, most of us who are not where we
belong are there because we have not made an honest,
conscientious effort and done our best. Who creates
the opinions of the public and makes our reputation?
If our business is not well thought of, we are to blame.
If it does not reflect credit on us as men of high standards and ideals, we can blame no one but ourselves,
and price cutting does not get any of these things.
People like to trade with a prosperous store, and what
I have said along the lines of high ideals has to do
with price cutting in this way — that in doing these
things, we will price our goods right to start with, and
that we are entitled to a fair profit, and will not have
to cut prices to get it. I believe that when a man gets
to be a habitual price cutter he shows weakness — that
he has been wounded in the commercial struggle — and
sooner or later an ambulance will come around, and
he will be taken to the rear, and the services will be
held over the remains of his business by a receiver
and auctioneer.
AS TO COLOR

IN THE WINDOW

WindoAvs of a solid color attract the eyes. Red,
of course, flames out brighter and stronger than anything else, and it is hard to get by a bright red window,
and thus we know why it is that the turkey cock and
the ill-tempered bull, rage at the color. There is
something about red that is magnetic to the eyes.
A v/indow draped wholly in white will appeal to
people at any time, but most effectively in hot weather.
It looks so cool. Light colors for warm weather and
strong coloi's for colder weather are the rule.
PLACARDS

AND

SIGNS.

A well-lettered and prominently displayed hint to
consumers, costing a fraction of a cent., can sell as
many, if not more goods than a salesman paid ten to
fifteen dollars a week.
It is no trick to take a piece of white tea paper,
and with a camel 's-hair brush, a teaspoonful of bluing, letter a sign. If you have no knack in that direction, copy some style of letter and figures. A little
practice will make one quite proficient in that Avay.
Some one about the store or some schoolboy can be
secured to do very creditable work, so that these little
dodgers, tacked on the shelves, placed on wall or window pane, will be silent yet suggestive workers for
trade.
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Contest —

on

Trial

Interesting statements of both prosecuting and defending counsels in the case — The reader is the judge.
iarge madet in
THEthe elHi
gh Cour of
Merchandising i s ,
that our old friend — the
Bean-Guessing Contest —
is not a profitable investment. The question is —
guilty or not guilty?
Prosecuting Counsel —
I contend that the accused
is guilty, as charged, of
being a non-profitable investment. The fact is
borne out by the statement of various retail
dealers who have tried
out bean-guessing contests
and found that they did
not stimulate interest
sufficient or increase sales
enough to make them
profitable when one conBiders the expenditure that
is necessary for prizes and
for advertising.

features of the contest as
WHAT

ABOUT

IT?

conducted by Mr. McCulloch. A resume of

these may probably influence you to render a
verdict that such a contest is profitable, at
least under certain circumstances. The contest
lasted for a month. A
guess was given with
every 50 cent cash purchase, no matter what the
goods might be. The
prizes consisted of credit
slips for the various
amounts,
giving
the goods
winners choice
of any
in the store equal to the
amount named. The contest was announced in big
prizes.
9. Only cash purchasers are entitled to a guess — no
space in the local paper,
guesses allowed when the goods are charged.
10. You can buy one day and take your ticket home
and followed up by smaller advertising space.
till you dope out your guess and turn it in later — ^but
early
guessers
take
precedence
when
two
or
more
are
alike.
The first prize was $50,
the second $15. and the
Statement of Prosecuting
third $5.00. Then there
Exhibit
A
—
Submitted
by
counsel
for
defendant
—
the
BeanCounsel
Guessing Contest.
were five prizes each, of
I would draw attention
$3, $2 and $1.
The rules and particulars of the contest are given in
especially to the case of Mr. Fred. Smith, who
Exhibit A, presented herewith. Mr. McCulloch has
conducted a contest in which he offered prizes
valued at $40.00. The contest lasted for two
earned quite a reputation for this annual bean guessing contest, and it is known for miles around as a
weeks. If the average net profit on goods sold
big,
fair and square proposition, with no strings tied
by Mr. Smith is five per cent., it is evident beyond dispute that he would have to sell $800 extra worth of to either end.
goods during the two weeks to pay for the prizes alone,
not to mention the additional advertising expense. Mr.
REMODELLING OF STORE FRONT PROFITABLE
Smith's sales records show that he did not increase
The value of a good store front has been frequently
sales by $500 even, during the two weeks. I accordingly ask you to take this evidence as good and suffi- referred to. It is driven home again by the experience
cient proof that the Bean-Guessing Contest is not a
of a dealer in an Ontario town, who spent considerable
profitable investment.
money a few years ago in remodelling his store front,
and who states that it was a good investment in view
Defendant Counsel Submits Evidence of Brandon
of the increased trade it has brought.
Dealer
"In the first place," stated this dealer to THE
Defendant Counsel — I place my whole defence of
FURNITURE WORLD, "a good store front creates a
our good friend, the Bean-Guessing Contest, on the
better impression in these days when appearances count
evidence of Mr. Geo. E. McCulloch, proprietor of a
for
so much in influencing the minds of people. Besuccessful business in one of our western cities.
sides, you have to get goods out where people will see
Mr. McCulloch has been in business for a
them in order to make sales."
number of years, and is acknowledged as a keen and
The window is fitted with hardwood floors with three
sagacious business man. He is so strongly of the
small
steps built up in the centre of each for the disopinion that a guessing contest is a profitable investplay of goods.
ment that he has made such a contest an annual affair.
The windows are closed in at the rear, and little
Last year he gave a total of $200 in prizes in this controuble
is found from the front pane frosting oyer in
of
total
a
test. He repeated it this year, giving
As a preventive measure, ventilation
that
weather.
cold
evident
is
It
$100.
to
amounting
eighteen prizes,
he must have found such a contest profitable, or he
has been provided to keep the inside of the window
would not have repeated it.
cool, so that there will be no warm moisture-laden air
to come in contact with the cold glass, and condense.
Some of the Particulars
Th« store is finished in white, giving a bright appearance to the window.
I would like to draw your attention to some of the
1. A sealed glass jar in our window is filled with
beans.
2. You are supposed to guess or figure how many
beans the jar contains.
3. Each 50c purchase or purchases aggregating that
amount entitles you to one guess. $1.00 to two
guesses, and so on.
4. With every 50c purchase you get a guessing
ticket, with a blank line for your name, your address,
and your guess.
5. The tickets are all dated and when two or more
guesses are alike the earliest guess wins, and the
others take their place in order.
6. Bach guessing ticket is deposited in a locked and
sealed galvanized iron ballot box.
7. The guessing starts Saturday, December 1st, and
ends Decem'ber 31st.
8. A committee of disinterested citizens will be
selected as judges to count the beans and award the
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attractive samples from the line of the Gold Medal
Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd., of Toronto.

No. 615 — Top 7x8
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mirrors 12x20 iiiid
Br. Bev.

Pieces from now lii'drooin suite
nuinufrtctiiled
hy the Meaford
Manufacturing Vo., of Meaford.
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customer?—
Green Furnishing Company of Hamilton, Ont., give premiums to regular patrons who bring in new
Use circulars and other advertising to acquaint patrons with proposition— Has proved a satisfactory trade puller.
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"Satisfied customers are our best advertisement," is
a statement that a good many merchants have made to
the writer. Especially is this fact true when the customer tells others of " his or her satisfaction. The
recommendation of a pleased customer has been the
means of securing many new customers for furniture
stores.

Premiums to Those Who Recommend

Store

In fact, the recommendation of those who have already dealt at the store is held in such high esteem by
Furnishing Co., of 129 King St. E., HamilGreen
the
ton, Ont., in getting new customers, that they have
Avorked out a plan to cash in to the full on the idea by
offering premiums to old patrons who bring or send a
"new" customer to the store.
The idea is concisely put in a circular given to all
those who make purchases at the store. It is headed,
"A personal message to you," and reads:
"Your purchase we feel sure will please you-—
won't you tell your neighbors about this splendid
bargain from Green's. will he sent to you if you
"A useful premium
send us a new customer. Read carefully the
premium booklet attached.
"Your order is appreciated — may we hope that
when in
you and your friends will keep u.s in mindconvenien
t
need of beautiful, comfortable and
things for the home ? ' '
The Premium Given
The premium hooklet mentioned above is a circular
1.3 by 6 inches, folding into a four-page booklet. No

premium is given for purchases of less than ten dollars
by new customers, but small sales are allowed to be
added together to make up the amount. The premiums
offered are as follows :
Bronzed Statue — Molded from plaster paris. finished
in bronze, free to person bringing a new customer
whose purchase amounts to over -$10.
10-Piece Kitchen Equipment — Set of kitchen pieces
with ebonized handles and good grade of steel, if purchases of new customer amounts to over $2.5.
Covered Casserole — Given where purchase of new
customer amounts to over $50.
Weigh Scales — Especially useful to weigh postal
packages, where purchase is over $100.
Some of the reading matter used in the booklet is
reproduced below.
CUT PRICES

BECOME

A

—IN

US

FAIRNESS

LETTER
If
can't cometellwith
the
newyoucustomer,
us their
full nime and address.
Tell us if they are engaged,
newly married, just moving
to our city, and, if possible,
what they need.
Your name will not be
mentioned, but if sale is
made, you are entitled to
a premium.
GREENS

PRICES

Cut prices after a while become the fixed prices,
when they are no longer attractive; then a continuance of the system will demand a reduction of th.^
selling prices of other items, whereby the relative proportion of profit-bearing goods is still further decreased. The manufacturers did not reduce their
prices because some retailers saw fit to sell their par• ticular goods below the stated figures, though eventually nearly all dealers were compelled to reduce the retail prices if they wanted to sell any of them and to
dissuade their patrons from going to other stores. Thrcut price became the fixed price. — E. G. Eberle.
How

SEND

FIXED

"Positively no premiums given unless recommendation is mentioned

may

secure

Useful
Premiums
—at GREENS

before, or at time of sale."

Bring a new customer who has
not dealt with us before.

This friendly premium plan is our
way of showing appreciation of your
good- will — but in fairness we have
been obliged to make the above
rule.
GREENS

you

We promise that your friends
will receive our careful and
courteous attention.
Your assistance is highly valued.
The

Green

Furnishing

Co.

129 King East - Open Evenings
Opposite Terminal Station

Canadian
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The Spirit
of the Season

The store which achieves the best
sales results breathes the spirit of
■ the season in window and interior. The goods that are prominent and the settings
in which they are placed speak loudly of the existing
season. Everything is suggestive of those things
which should be uppermost in people's minds at the
time.
For example, at the present moment, "summertime"
should prevail throughout the store. Suggestions for
the furnishing of verandas, porches and summer
homes should be to the front. Suggestive settings,
roses, vines, summer flowers, etc., all assist in giving
the proper touch.
^ ^ ^
An Extra Room
During Summer

Why not play up the suggestion
to the housewife that she create
an extra room in her house during
the summer — and a comfortable and cool one at that —
by the purchase of such lines as Avill virtually turn the
verandah or porch into an extra room? It will not
mean any great expense and it will certainly give much
freedom from the overwhelming heat that will be
present many times during the next few months.
People who cannot get away beside lake or stream
owe it to themselves and their families to provide a
cool retreat for the hot weather. Use advertising and
show card to drive home the fact.
* * *

The Delivery
Question

The delivery problem is becoming
one of no little difficulty for the
furniture dealer as well as merchants in other lines of business, especially at the
present time when costs are soaring upward and the
help problem is causing no little trouble.
There, is no doubt that many dealers would find it
possible to simplify this prolblem if they Avould only
put forth a little effort, and ask for the co-operation of
both salesmen and customers in doing so.
Just as an example : the writer accompanied a
friend when he was purchasing a piece of furniture recently. When the sale had been made the salesman
took i)articular pains to inform my friend that the
article would be delivered the same day, which would
mean within three hours. My friend had not asked
for any assurance of (juiek delivery. Tn fact, any
time within a couple of days would have done. However, the salesman seemed to desire to give full value
for money received by special delivery service, while
no rush was necessary.
Tt is "rush" deliveries that pile up heavy costs for a
good many furniture stores, and they should be reduced to as few as possible. This is not a difficult
matter if some effort in this direction is put forth.
Delivery within a reasonal)le time will often suit the
customer just as well as a "rush" job.
Tlie needs of
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the customer should be ascertained. When the majority of goods can be delivered at the convenience of
the store it reduces the cost considerably. Of course,
at the "convenience of the store" does not mean longdelayed deliveries that are likely to peeve the customer and cause strained relations between store and
The Green Furnishing Co. Ltd., of Hamilton, Ont.,
patron.
make a practice of delivering in one section of the city
in the morning and in another in the afternoon. They
have an announcement to this effect in the store, on
which they also state that they prefer to be given until
the next day after purchase to deliver goods, if it is
convenient to the customer. Some little effort along
the same line might well be put forth by other stores.

The Business
Outlook

Although Canada is still enjoying
a high measure of prosperity it is
becoming more and more apparent that its continuance will largely be determined by
the nature of the next harvest.
While it is yet too early to determine what the
harvest will be, yet the situation is encouraging rather
than otherwise. One thing is certain : there never
was a time in the history of the country when the
acreage under cultivation was as large as it is at
present. From the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboard
the farmers have been putting forth a strenuous effort
to put more land to the production of cereal crops, so
that even should the yield per acre not be bountiful
there is good prospect of a large aggregate output. Tn
addition to this there is practically a certainty that
prices will continue to rule high, thus ensuring the
farmer commensurate returns for his efforts. And
the same thing applies to his live stock and dairy
products.
In the West the acreage devoted to the cultivation
of field crops is at least 15 to 20 per cent, in excess of
last year. At the same time, however, it is advisable
that retailers throughout the country should keep their
business well in hand. And that means their stock as
well as their accounts.
At present it is better to sail close to the wind rather
than to run along with mainsail free to the wind. True
there are no storms visible in the offing, but we do
not know what might happen if the crops failed. And
in these critical times it is well to be prepared for
eventualities.

The Financial
Situation

Of one thing we may be assured.
and that is, the financial situation
of the Dominion is still strikingly
strong. Tiie monthly Government statement dealing
with the banks of the country is proof of this. In assets the banks are stronger by if5755. 854,971 tiian they
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were four years ago, while their quick assets have
reached the enormous sum of $1,168,955,637 compared
with $569 892,435. Public deposits have touched a
new record, being $1,482,123,039 against $1,336,917,226
a year ago. That more money is also floating about
the notes in circulation
is'eviden't from the fact that
are $191,058,404 compared with $148,265,140.
As next fall the Government will be calling for an
additional loan we shall be wise if in the meantime we
conserve our surplus cash, whether it be from profits
or salaries, in order that the response will be equal to
the demand.
* * *
In the olden days, the cow path
of the village developed into a farfrom-desirable street in the later
town or city. But a new era has now developed, and
the engineer goes ahead and plans the layout of the
assuring
centre,''for
y. later days a thoroughfare that
efficiencfor
works

Past the Cow
Path Stage

In the same way, the business man should progress
past the cow path stage. He should not allow his
business to run haphazardly along without any definite plan in mind. He should prepare his plans m
advance, and have something really definite to work
along.
Bookkeeping
In Furniture
Stores

Too many merchants are given to
calculating their progress by
general indications — which is
practically guesswork — instead of
by accurate knowledge. They do not seem to realize
that success in business, especially under present conditions, isdependent to a large extent on proper bookkeeping, and that a record of expense, item by item,
ul dealers to pare down thenis helping most tosuccessf
meet competition and insure profits.
costs in order
There has been an improvement in bookkeeping
methods in the retail trade in recent years, brought
about to a large extent by necessity, but there is still
room for improvement. It is recognized that the
dealer is a busy man, fretiiiently spending a good deal
of his time in selling, which to him seems more immedi-
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A change
books.
his
ately important than keeping
howabout,
brought
being
gradually
is
in this attitude
necesthe
recognize
to
coming
are
ever, and dealers
sity of devoting time to keeping proper records.

A London merchant who decided
that after a certain date he would
run his business on the "pay as
you enter" principle, announced his intention to his
customers by placing placards, with heavy black
mourning rules around each, in prominent places
around his shop, bearing the following notice: "Wo
regret to inform our respected customers that our good
and generous assistant, Mr. Credit, expired to-day. As
you know, he was always Avilling and helpful to our
customers, if not to. us, but he has been failing for some
time. May he rest in peace! In the meantime he
isn't .stated,
will be replaced by Mr. Spotcash." Itthat
Mr. Pro
but it is probably a fact, nevertheless,
prietor entertained on the same day and for the first
time Mr. Profit as his guest.

Death of
Mr. Credit

Wilted Collars
and Ambition

When the oppressive hot weather
makes its appearance do not allow
your ambition and sales effort to
wilt with your collar. Remember that this "hot
stuff" that you are so strongly condemning is all grist
to your mill if you are only prepared to cash in on it.
It is affecting the rest of the people just as much as
you, putting them in a receptive mood to be influenced
by your suggestions as to articles which they should
buy to provide themselves with summer comfort.

Of peculiar ways of earning a living one of the oldest
is reported by a New Orleans attorney.
A colored man was brought into court on some minor
charge. The judge, following the usual routine, after
asking his name, demanded :
"What is your occupation?"
"Well, sah, jedge, Ise a wormhole borer in a antiquefurniture shop."
IF FIRE SHOULD VISIT
YOU TO-NIGHT, WOULD
YOU BE PROPERLY PROTECTED?
IT lite.
is oneNoof one
the knows
uncertainties
when theof
great
devastator
—
Fire
visit his store and leave— itmayin
smoldering ruins. It behooves
every dealer to be prepared
against such a catastrophe by
having his stock and store fully
andwellinsuredand hi-: business
papers and record* properly protected. In justice
hinisc If andaa
the business
he isto fostering,
well as for the protection of his
family
crediioi-s. Now
the dealer
should and
be prepared.
is the
time to give consideration to the
cured.
subject— not after a Are has oc-
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Merchandising
Suggestions from Our
Exchanges
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals

LOOKING

THROUGH OTHER
WINDOWS

PEOPLE'S

THE

habit of looking into other people's windows
carries with it much which is helpful in your
own work. Even though the husiness may be
quite foreign to your OAvn, there often will be found
something Avhieh can be et¥eetively applied. Attractive displays fashioned from paper napkins are
suggestive of the possibilities in even the simplest
article if it carries with it freshness. Cartons of foods
common in the average grocery are proof that even
plain paste'board boxes, when piled with accuracy,
carry sales suggestiveness. Truly, arrangement counts
for much; and when you can add to this, elegance —
here is a chance to accomplish wonders.
Most of us need some incentive to keep us up to our
best, and especially is this true if there happens to be
no direct rival in the town. "We are apt to grow into
the notion that the rut into which we have slipped is
the broad highAvay, and needs no improvement, because for the time our car is not jostled. A close tab
kept upon other people's work will soon serve as a
reminder that this is no go-easy road, and that those
who are doing the best in other branches of trade are
those who are alive to the fact that they must go
ahead; that there is no such thing as standing still.
Whether the windows into which we look are foregin
or akin to our own trade, there is the what-not-to-do as
well as the what-to-do therein suggested. Surely, if
ever one may profit by the experience of others, it is
here. — Grand Rapids Furniture Record.
PROFIT IN PICTURES

AND

FRAMES

The furniture dealer is beginning to realize the advantages of a line of pictures, small frames and moldings, according to a prominent manufacturer in this
field. He says that business in this line has been the
best during the past season that he has ever had, and
that the furniture man has been largely the cause of
it, for he is taking up the line to a far greater extent
than ever before. And when you come to think of it.
what is a more lo-gical line for the furniture denier to
liaiidle? One store has put in a good line of small
ivory, walnut and mahogany frames, and has plac-d
the show case up near the main entrance. It is kept
in apple pie order and always daintily decorated, and
lias a young lady to take care of it. The dealer reports
that sales on this small line have been exc"(Mlin<i'h'
profitable, and that little trouble and expense nvo neces-sary to get this business. The same store htis put
in a show ease of ladies' purses and hand bags on Hie
opposite side oF the entrance, and expects this li'tic
side line to prove e(|ually profitable. Retui'ns have
not yet come in on this part of the venture. — Chicago
Kiiniiture Journal.
WRITING

THE

TRADE

LETTER

Many advertising letters fail of results because of
the way in which thev are written.
The followiii"'

suggestions may be helpful— they are taken from the
Layman Printer:
1. Know what you are going to write about.
2. Get the viewpoint of the recipient.
3. Tell your story clearly, briefly and convincingly.
4. Talk "you," not "we."
5. Avoid extravagant phrases, meaningless terms,
and so-called "clever" or fancy writing.
6. Know when to stop.

7. Don't revise so much that you take the life out of
what you said.
8. Make your letter read like a personal communication to the recipient, not a form.
9. Be sincere, honest and straightforward.
10. Last, but by no means least, use common sense.
EXAGGERATION

AND

MIS-STATEMENT

The greatest evil of modern retail advertising is misstatement. Merchants and dealers everywhere seem
to think that they can attract trade by making rash
statements and promises. They announce that they
have "the greatest collection brought together,"
they wonder why so few people visit their store to and
see
this great collection. As a matter of fact, so many
people have read this same expression so many times
that they no longer believe it. If they could feel
assured, on any particular occasion, that the "greatest
collection" was really the greatest, they would take
steps to see it immediately. But they have been
fooled and disappointed so often in the past that they
read such a statement in a more or less perfunctory
manner and more often than otherwise, pass it by Avitliout a second thought.
Adjectives may be quite essential in describing certain things. The advertising representative of Barnum
& Bailey's circus has perhaps used every adjective in
the
English
language.
"he has
really
gained
anything
from theirButuse whether
— more than
he would
have gained from simple truthful statement — is a matter of doubt.
Things theatrical must be treated in a theatrical
manner. But merchandise that is not to be inspected
in the "lime light" must he described in an entii'ely
different manner than a circus.
There is one New York store which avoids the use
of adjectives whenever possible. Its merchandise is
never the greatest or the newest or the best or the most
novel or the finest or the cheapest or any of these things
which are generally used to describe uuu-chandise. It
tells of its goods in an intimate, personal sort of a way.
In its particular ease the method it pursues is (|uite
successful. It holds assurances from many of the customers that they were led to buy from it merely because of the truthfulness arul personal character of its
advertising matter.
Eveiy mis-statement in an advertisement is taken
cum iiuigno grano salis — with a large grain of salt —
Nobody really believes it except the man who writes
it. He is the only one who is fooled. — The I )(>('()rat ive
Furnisher.
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Pieces room
from
a new bedsuite manufactured
by the Stratford Cbair
Company. Made in gum,
finished in jiatural mahogany, walnut or enamel.

No. 4945
No. 4950
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□ 'I

Gerhard

Heintzman

i
"TheMach

ine of Merit''

1i

Without question the Gerhard Heintzman
hne of phonographs will increase your sales
and bring new customers into your store.
When

you sell a Gerhard Heintzman Phonograph you are giving dollar for dollar value.
MADE

IN EIGHT

$58.00

Write
For

to

MODELS

$425,00

NOW

Agency

Proposition

Sit down

for a minute

and

listen to the

Gerhard Heinlzman play. Its clear, sweet
tone is so delightful that you want to hear it
play for hours.
Now

is the time to sell this reliable line. We

want a live furniture dealer in every town

in

Canada to represent us. We have an interesting proposition which we send on request.
We also carry a complete line of Steel and
Jewel Needles ; also Record Albums.

Gerhard
Toronto
□ liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Heintzman,

Limited
Canada
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PUTNAM SPRINGFIELD
NEWARK
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OHIO
PORTLAND
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OVER
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Heineman

Steel

Dean

The

above

talking

products

machine

manufacturers

WE
AT
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YOUR

SERVICE

and

Motors

Meisselbach

are

the

Tone

Arms

Needles

in

the

recognized

by

standards

field, and

to be

Arms

Tone

and

Motors

best

in the world.
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Figuring

Profits

Saskatchewan dealer writes us regarding a previous
article on the subject — A reply to his enquiries.
By A STAFF EDITOR
IN a recent issue we gave the answer to a dealer
who asked: "If I should purchase a harness for
$39.64 and sell it for $44.60, what is my percentage
of profit and how do you figure it?"
In answer to this we said :

"Taking the transaction stated above, the correct
method of ascertaining percentage of profit is to subtract from the selling price of $44.60 the cost price,
$39.64, which gives the gain in terms of dollars and
cents as $4.96. The percentage of profit is found by
dividing this amount by the selling price, which gives
a percentage of approximately eleven and one-eighth.
It is perfectly obvious that if this merchant's cost of
doing business is the average of about 17 per cent., he
would be losing a very nice amount in selling the harness at the price given. That the selling price, rather
than the cost price, should be taken as the basis of
calculations is doubtless evident to all merchants, in
view of the arguments pro and con which have at
various times found their way into the columns of the
trade papers."
Letter from Saskatchewan Merchant
In connection with the above we have received the
following letter from a general merchant in Saskatchewan :
The Editor:
Dear Sir — I note an article in a recent issue
on, "How to figure percentage of profit," that you
state the correct method of computing the percentage
is based on the selling price.
I cannot by any method figure out where or why you
so compute it. You say the merchant's profit is approximately llVs per cent. I think you are wrong.
You also say if his expense is 17 per cent, for doing
business, he would be doing a nice (losing) business.
How do you arrive at his 17 per cent., expense ?
In marking your harness you could not arrive at any
17 per cent, expense unless you used the former year's
percentage as a basis — which would be hazardous.
Furthermore, don't you think it sounds somewhat
exaggerated to say that it costs the merchant practically $6.75 to sell a $45.00 harness?
As an illustration, rather (homely), if in 1912 I had
two boys, and in 1916 I have four boys, according to
your method of figuring my increase would be only 50
per cent., but I hardly think you could make my wife
believe it or myself, either.
For obvious reasons, do not publish my name, as T
desire neither publicity nor censure in the matter
CONSTANT READER.
Why Profits are Figfured on Selling Price
We

are always glad to receive letters from subscribers on the all-important subject of figuring profits.
From his letter, this dealer apparently does not just
see why profits should be figured on the selling price
of goods. The reason for this is that the percentage
of selling expense is invariably figured on the selling
price, and unless gross profits are figured on the same
basis there is liable to be a discrepancy when an accounting ismade.

To illustrate what I mean, I know a dealer who
found his cost of doing business was 20 per cent, (on
the selling price, of course). He said to himself, "Now,
I will mark my goods at an advance of 25 per cent, and
»
thus make a net profit of 5 per cent."
Figuring Expenses and Profits on Different Basis
The trouble with him was that he figured his selling percentage on the selling price and his gross profits
on cost price — two altogether difi'erent bases. He
finally found out that the 25 per cent, that he added
to the cost was just equal to the 20 per cent, on selling
price that it cost him to do business, so that he was
really just breaking even when he thought he was
making a net profit of 5 per cent.
To illustrate this, still further, figuring on sales over
a year, his average cost of doing business was 20 per
cent, (on selling price). For every dollar's worth of
goods sold his expenses amounted to 20 cents. He
bought an article, say at 80 cents and added 25 per
cent, to it — 20 cents — making a selling price of $1.
Now, the amount he added to the cost just equalled the
average expense of selling the dollar's worth of goods,
so he just broke even.
This is the big trouble with scores of dealers — they
do not realize that 25 per cent, on cost of goods is just
equal to 20 per cent, on selling price — 33 1/3 on cost
just equals 25 per cent, on selling price — and so on.
How Big Loss May Take Place
In the case cited above, the dealer only made $4.96
on the sale, while if his average cost of doing business
was 17 per cent., or $7.58 on the $44.60 sale, he would
naturally be losing $2.62 on the sale. This dealer
cannot get it clear how he can be losing money when
he sells goods and makes a profit of $4.96 on the sale,
but if he were to sell all his goods on the same basis,
his bank account at the end of the year would be all
too eloquent proof of the fact.
For example, a profit of $4.96 is made on a sale of
$44.60. At the same rate on a business of $15,000 per
year, he would make a profit of about $l,i668. Now,
if his cost of doing business is 17 per cent, (on sales, it

figured)
is
a totalbusiness
of $2,550
for the
doing
a niceorlosing
of $882
per year,
year. he will 'be
Many Dealers Figuring Wrongly
If this dealer has been figuring the selling price of his
goods on the basis that his letter indicates, he needs to
make a thorough examination into this question of
figuring profits.
In regard to our correspondent's (homely) illustration in which he quotes the increase in his family, we
would certainly agree that the increase is more' than
50 per cent. — a full 100 per cent, as he will well appreciate when he figures out what it is costing him for
food and clothes for them, but in figuring profits, it is
necessary to proportion same to a similar basis as cost
of doing business is figured on, in order to make certain that a real profit is being made. To figure expenses on one basis and profits on another, means to
court disaster.
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in ADVANCE
MERCHANDISING
YEAR'S
PLANS
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Planning his merchandising scheme ahead proves advantageous to dealer v^ho nets 50 per cent, profit on a capital
o{ $12,000, turning his stock six times during year— Forms showing just how the year is planned in advance.
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% FURNITURE business of $75,000 a year on an
/\ average stock investment o£ $12,000, at a net
*
profit of better than 50 per cent, on the capital
invested, is about as rare as a gold nugget in a rubbish
pile.
Yet a Michigan furniture store did exactly that in
1917. When the owner went into business five years
ago he possessed $1,500 in cash and a merchandising
plan which was destined to be worth thousands of dollars to him. He had worked out this plan while a
store manager.
To-day he owns a fine three-storey brick store building and a stock averaging about $12,000 which he will
turn, better than five times this year, figured on the
cost of the goods sold. His profit last year was over
$6,000.

This record certainly bears out the owner's faith in
the practicability and effectiveness of his merchandising plan. It is based on the records of the past year
and is simply a program of buying, selling and expending which the proprietor aims to follow during
the current year. It is not a difficult proposition, and
any merchant can make one for himself by following
the same principles.
Tabulates Expenses

In working out his plan for 1918 the merchant's first
step was to make a budget of his estimated expenses.
This simply means that he took the various items of
expense in running his store and tabulated them, allowing for each the amount he expected to spend for that
item during the coming year. Of course these figures
are merely estimates, as he cannot know exactly what
his expenses will be. Some of the items were left the
same as for the past year, others were reduced, and
still others were increased.
This furniture man constantly experiments with his
expenditures in an effort to lower the percentage of
expense to sales. This doesn't necessarily mean
he inspending less, however. For example, in 1917hundred
creased his advertising appropriation several
in advertising expenditure
This increase
dollars.
Table No. 1: Estimates for 1918
Per Last
Cent. Year
Salaries
'
82,227.77
2.9 $6,145.58
.Advertising
384.09
5
Commissions (P.M.'s)
238.14
31
s
Repair
691.38
^
Delivery
230.46
3
Supplies
-61 468.60
Heat and light
Insurance and taxes
1-1 «o?'Vf
General expense
-9 ?.n}i]
Denreciation
1-2 ^tl-'^t
21.82 $16,530.30

1918
Estimate
$7,500.00
3,000.00
400.00
250.00
675.00
250.00
3,150.00
466,00
845.00
690.00
920.00
250.00
$18,396.00

brought enough additional sales to take care of the
added expense, and actually lowered the percentage of
expenses by nearly one per cent.
Reference to Table No. 1 shows that during 1918 he
plans to spend $700 more for advertising than he did
in 1917. He has also increased the amount for salaries
nearly $1,400. This will take care of any additional
help needed to handle the increase which he plans in
his sales.
In the field of bad debts he ha-s made a radical cut.
that in the- past he has been
this byof saying
He
lax explains
in the matter
collections and that he is going to
tighten up this department. He also estimates that
he can lower his percentage of overland to an even 21
per cent, of sales.
The expense budget properly estimated, the proprietor next calculated the amount of sales necessary
to justify such an expenditure. He did this by dividmg the estimated expenses for the coming year by the
proposed percentage of expenses.
To make this clear, his estimated expen.ses for 1918
were $18,396; and he wanted to reduce his overhead
to 21 per cent, of his sales. So, dividing $18,396 by
.21, he found that to do this it would be necessary to
sell $87,600 worth of goods. This figure, of course, is
He will sell more if possible.
simply a minimum.
Estimates for Sales, 1918
The estimated sales were next prorated through the
twelve months of the year, on the basis of the past
year's variations in sales. For example, January,
1917, produced 7.5 per cent, of the store's sales for that
year. 'Consequently, as shown in Tahle No. 2. he allotted to January 7.5 per cent, of the estimated sales
for 1918. This sales plan is the second step in the
owner's merchandising plan. It gives him a standard
for comparing monthly sales during the current year,
and a chance to increase the advertising and get the
clerks up on their toes if the sales lag.
Keeps Stock Low
The third part of his system has to do with purchases. These are based upon the estimated sales for

Table No. 2: Merchandisin
Dec. g31, Plan
1918)(Prom Jan.
Inventory beginning of the year
Stoclc reduced to end of year . . .
Decrease
Per
Estimated cost of sales
Possible to buy this year E""!Sales
Iniate K^timate
Sales
Purchnse
Cent.
Mouth
L^sf
Year
-January . . . .$5,776.38 4.8
February
6,570.00 $4,500.00
March . . . 3,709.12
5,119.24
6,000.00
4,204.80
5,781.60 7,500.00
April
6,913.77 10.3
7.5
6,000.00
7,796.40
Mav
7,981.96
.lune
8,271.05 10.7 9,022.80 4i500.00
2,500.00
,Tuly
5,098.21 6.8 9,373.20
5,781.60 2,000.00
August
4,178,36 6.6 4,730.40
4,000.00
September . . 5,271.73 5.4 5,956.80 6,000.00
October
November .... 7,179.15 9.3 8,146.80 7,500.00
8,213.37 12.5
10.6 10,950.00
9^107.42
December
9,285.60 4,500.00
3,500.00
Totals .. .$76,819.76 . . . $87,600.00 $58,500.00

1, 1918 to
.....
. . .$14,000.00
12,000.00
.... 2.000.00
.... 60.444.00
.... 58.444.00
Actual Actual
Sales Purchas'
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the coming year. The plan starts with the inventory
on January 1. The first thing the owner does is to
decide whether or not that inventory is too large for
the amount of sales expected. The ideal, of course,
would be to buy as he sells, but it is necessary to
carry a certain amount of stock. This, hoAvever, he
plans to keep as small as possible in order to get the
greatest number of turnovers.
This dealer's inventory at the beginning of 1918
showed .1il4:,000 stock on hand. He wanted to make
five turnovers during 1918. and he estimated that his
sales for the year at cost of the goods would be
$60,444. This meant that he must carry an average
stock of about $12,000'. From these figures he knew
that he shoiald buy during the year $60,444, worth of
furniture, less $2,000, the amount he wants to reduce
his stock, or a total of $58,444.
His Buying- Schedule
Having determined the total amount of his purchaises, he next prorated them for each month on a
basis of the expected variation in sales. Of course,
the orders for goods are placed so that delivery will
be made in time for the heavy selling months. How
the owner does this is shown in column No. 3 of Table
No. 2. These amounts tabulated by months make a
schedule which guides him in placing 'hits purchase
orders.
With his merchandising plan finally constructed, the
owner has a fixed yet flexible plan for the coming year.
It enables him to keep talb on his business to see if he is
ahead or behind his estimate.
Of course his business never runs exactly as he has
planned. No plan and no system will eliminate the
chances for losses and mistakes nor overcome unexpected market conditions or unseasonable weather.

AND

THE UNDERTAKER
IMAGINATION

AND

ENTHUSIASM

The two greatest factors in business success are enthusiasm and imagination. If a man believes in his
business, if he has confidence in his goods, if he feels
that he is selling the right things at the right time,
then he can enthuse over his work and make it successful.
Without enthusiasm behind it, any proposition appears weak and uninteresting. A man who tells his
story in a half-hearted way never has a big audience.
If a merchant thinks there is something wrong with
the merchandise he is selling he lacks the proper spirit
to sell it.
Imagination is just as important as enthusiasm. The
man who has the ability to think of the other man's
side of an argument a^ well as his own, generally has
the power to make his side the most convincing.
The man who has a single track mind, with his
thoughts running in a groove, never becomes big. He
sees everything in his own terms. Everyone to his
mind is wrong because they don't agree with him.
Imagination frequently turns failure into success.
Imagination furnishes one with the power to shift his
point of view, if such a shift be advantageous.
If you can't conceive a thing, if you can't imagine
it in your mind, you will never be able to helieve it.
Don't be afraid to use your imagination. Don't be
afraid to enthuse. The greatest things in the world
Avere imagined in the mind 'before they were made in
material. And it was enthusiasm that changed them
from their state of imagination to their state of being.
— Decorative Furnisher.
He who is pushing Canadian-made goods is
helping to pull the country through its business
difficulties.

But it does give the manager facts upon which to "base
a logical judgment of how to handle a given situation,
rather than
with it by guess. — ^^Twin City Commercial dealing
Bulletin.

NEW

CATALOGUE

FROM

J. E. BEAUCHAMP

& CO.

Catalogue A, issued to their clients by J. E. Beauchamp & Co., of Montreal, indicates the extensiveness
of the lines handled by this firm. They sell many
S[)eeialties handled by the furniture trade, some of
those included being fibre chair seats, lawn swings,
lawn chairs, bake boards, ironing tafcles, garden seats,
floor lamps, table lamp stands, sporting goods and toys
and games of various descriptions, wooden doll carriages, papier maehe animals, sleighs, etc. FHiriiiture
dealers would do well to procure a copy of this illustrated catalogue and price list.

NEW

IRISH CATALOGUE

ISSUED

G. L. Irish of 499 Q-ueen St. W., Toronto, manufacturer and importer of pictures, frames, mouldings, mirrors, statuary and associated lines has just issued a
new catalogue and price list of those goods. Mr. Irish
has been in the whole.sale and manufacturing business
in both Canada and the United States in the lines illustrated inhis catalogue for a quarter of a century. Any
dealer who has not already received this catalogue
should write for a copy.
Ask for catalogue No. 39.

No, 4014 — Roll spat arm iMiclicr in oak, niaiuifactlu> North .Vnicrican Bout Chair Co, Ltd,,
oftured
Owenby Sound,
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GOLD

The J. Hoodless Furniture 'Co. Ltd., of Hamilton,
have sold out.
A. V. Fiola & Co. Ltd., furniture dealers of Montreal,
have registered recently.
The capital stock of the Canadian Buffalo Sled Company Limited, of Preston, Ont., has been increased
from $40,000 to $100,000'. Their charter has been extended to include the manufacture and sale of baby
carriages.
The Phonograph Shop Limited, of Winnipeg, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000.
Chopin Phonographers Limited, of Winnipeg, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000, to
take over the businesses cari-ied on by Irving Robinson as the Chopin Piano and Talking Machine Company, and the Vista Phonograph Corporation of
Canada.
Fire, believed to have started from spontaneous
combustion, did $7,000 damage to the factory of the
Empire Mattress Company, Richmond and Portland
Sts., Toronto. The blaze broke out in the back of the
second floor of the building amongst a pile of excelsior.

OHAS

A. MOORE

IN CONTROL
MFG. CO. LTD.

MEDAL

EXHIBIT

July, 1918
IN TORONTO

The Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd.. of
ronto, are making up a full line of upholstered goods
and will exhibit them on one of the floors of their main
factory on Van Horne St., during the month of July.
They intend to show their line of parlor suites, chesterfields, easy chairs, davenports, divanettes and music
cabinets. They will be ready to receive dealers for
inspection of gooids the first week in the month.
ToCARRIAGE

FACTORIES
LTD., ACQUIRE CANADIAN RIGHTS FOR BABCOCK COMMERCIAL
BODIES

One of the recent developments in the matter of auto
bodies for delivery cars is the ac(iuisition of the Canadian manufacturing rights for Babcock Commercial
Bodies by Carriage Factories Ltd. These bodies were
heretofore made only in the United States.
The construction of the Babeoek Body is patented on
accovint of its steel construction and has a reputation
for lightness, strength, durability and economy. These
bodies are made on the unit plan and all styles (open
express, canopy top, screen side and full panel body)
are interchangeable with very little labor and no expert mechanical assistance. They can be shipped in
"knock down" form, saving freight charges and
minimizing risk of damage.
Carriage Factories Ltd., whose head offices are in
Toronto, will manufacture these bodies at their
Alexandria works.

OF STRATFORD

Chas. A. Moore who has been manager of the Stratford Manufacturing Company Ltd., of Stratford, for
a number of years, has purchased all the interests
which were held by the estate of the late Allen P.
entirely conBoyer, founder of the business, and now president.
trols the company, of which he becomes
A policy of concentrating on the lines that move
freely and eliminating the slow sellers, will be adopted
with the idea of being able to carry a stock of made-up
goods so that prompt shipment of all orders may be
made.

SUPPLEMENT

TO KNECHTEL

CATALOGUE

An attractive supplement to Catalogue No. 49 of the
Knechtel Ftirniture Comipany Ltd., of Hanover. Ont..
has just been issued. It shows some strong additions to their line in bedroom and diningroom furniture, as well as some new pieces in library tables and
record cabinets. It is well printed on good quality
colored stock and well-illustrated throughout.

What do you think of that June ad. which read. "We
stand behind every bed we sell."

of Hanover, Ont,
No. 340- -Bedroom suite (Adam pattern), manufactured by the Knechtel Furniture Co. Ltd.,
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The
Dealer

his

Motor

Delivery Body. There's
Plenty of Space
and
Load

Capacity

in

the

WHAT
load will it carry? This question is asked by
every enquirer after Commercial Bodies. The carrying capacity depends on the body. The heavy body
means a smaller load; the light body means greater capacity
for goods. The less total weight of the body, the greater the
weight that can be used in the load. The Babcock Commercial Body is one-third lighter than the ordinary Commercial
Body; therefore, by equipping your motor with a Babcock
Body, you can add that much more weight to the load that
safety and speed will allow.

MADE

IN

CANADA

Exactly Suited to the Delivery of
All Kinds of Merchandise
Our style No. 1, the Open Express, and our style No. 2, witli a canopy
top, represent the popular styles foT delivery miotoTs. The Canopy top
is quickly put on and has side curtains to use in inclement weather. The
bodies are rigid and strong, -nith foundation of steel. The patented
method of mounting prevents racking and weaving and makes the
Babcock the most durable and econ omical body on the market. Babcock
Bodies are made in all styles and all interchangeable.
Write for illustrated folder and prices.
AGENTS

WANTED— Write for Terms.

CARRIAGE
FACTORIES,
LIMITED
Sales
Offices
: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
Head Office: Excelsior Life Bldg. TORONTO.

This advertisement will appear in all Commercial Press papers.
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THE "BUY A RECORD" CAMPAIGN
IN our last issue we exhorted dealers Avho handle
talking machines and records to assist the Red
Cross Society in the appeal which they have issued
for the donation of more records by the public for use
in the military hospitals.

We suggested that dealers might inaugurate a "Buy
a Record" campaign in this connection. The appeal
could be put before customers by window, advertisement and show card, an offer being made to forward
any records for customers to the Red Cross Society or
a military hospital.
If you" have not already launched isuch a campaign,
now is the time to give consideration to the matter.

TALKING MACHINES FOR
AND SUMMER HOME

THE UNDERTAKER

Machines

Furniture

PUSH

AND

CAMP

It is high-tide time now for the sale of talking machines for camp and stimmer home. The present is
the psychological moment, for making a big drive for
every vacationist
" Every
sales.
music
withoutrealizes
is incomplete
outing and
summercottager
that the
and it is the phonograph that can best and most conveniently provide it in variety for dancing and other
entertainment.
As pointed out by an exchange, even though there is
a war waging, the talking machine is indispensable. It
is truly an essential to the joy and comfort of tbose
who need consolation, owing to the absence of loved
ones, or affording joy and pleasure to those who feel
that victory is in the air — ^that our boys Avill soon come
marching home triumphant.
Where summer cottages are already supplied Avith
talking machines there certainly is a big opportunity
for selling records. No matter how you view it there
is business to be had, but it must be gone after intelligently and persistently. These are days when it
doesn't pay a business man to rest on his laurels; he
must be up and doing, bringing his products continually before a new constituency.
in this respect advertising is one of the necessary
concomitants to success. The form of this publicity
and ho v.- it is placed must depend upon the individual

in
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the

Store

(y)o(J5)o^

dealer, but there is no getting away from the fact that
advertising is an insurance against failure. It is true
that some succeed without advertising, but it eannot
be denied that their successes would have been much
larger and no re jjronounced had they advertised.
THINGS

WHICH ATTRACT WOMEN AND
APPEAL TO MEN
Cleanliness of —
Your walk
Your windows
Your floors
Your shelves and show cases
Hands and linen of employees
Neatness of —
Goods in your v;indows
Goods on your shelves
Arrangement of fixtures
Personal appearance of your employees
Price cards, signs and arrangement of goods
Courtesy —
Of your employees
Over the 'phone
In speaking to and Avaiting on customers
To children (who are customers in the making)
To servants sent to your store by your customers
—
WhenService
customers
buy for cash
Quick
When goods are charged
In answering the 'phone
In filling orders
Accuracy —
In describing goods and statements made
In measuring and counting sizes and quantities
In keeping accounts of customers
In making change
In making charges
These attractions and appeals require small effort
and outlay; yet they assure such direct and
quick returns! And most of that effort is headwork and vigilance. You never had a better
make money. You couldn't ask for
chance
a more tofavorable opportunity for your every
effort to count in immediate and direct sales.

Some .side shots on phonograph shopping, by Kay Sherman.
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Placing of talking machines in period styles on the market has opened up a big field for the live merchant—
The dealer in furniture is particularly well situated to push sales of such machines — Should make most of it.
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the last year or so the trade has witnessed the placing on the market of talking
machines and phonographs in period styles,
machines encased in caibinets wonderful for their
elaborateness and faithfulness of detail, and listed at
prices ranging into thousands of dollars. It is the
logical development of the industry. The companies
have,, in the past, quite properly devoted themselves to
improvements in the mechanical and musical features
of their product and for the nonce were contented with
standard types of cabinets familiar to thousands, or
rather millions, of homes all over the world.
When it came time for the introduction of period
styles, however, the matter was gone into with a thoroughness that is characteristic of the trade. There
has been nothing haphazard about it. The development
has been along definite lines, and although certain of
the styles introduced are open to criticism, from a
purely decorative standpoint, for the most part they
conform with great faithfulness to the period represented and offer some wonderful sales opportunities to
the talking machine retailers.
There is an element even among our democratic
Americans that demands exclusiveness in the things

THE

LATEST
Every

they buy and are perfectly able to pay generously for
it. In other words, the demand is for the product
and not the price. This element has naturally been
compelled to recognize the musical standing of the
talking machine as has every other class in America,
but with that recognition has come the knowledge that
to purchase a talking machine they must accept a
cabinet the counterpart of which is to be found in
thousands of other homes. Moreover, from the dealers'
viewpoint there is a maximum amount that could
legitimately be asked for a machine and that was limited to a few hundred dollars.
The introduction of the period styles has changed all
this. It gives to the lover of the exclusive the particular style of machine cabinet that will harmonize
most perfectly with the other furnishings of a particular room, or meet the customer's individual ideas
and tastes in the matter of period furniture. For the
dealer's part, it increases his sales possibilities from
hundreds of dollars into thousands, and enables him to
approach high-class trade with a new argument.
Opportunities for Retailer or Salesman
The question now is, does the average retailer, or
salesman, appreciate fully the opportunities that lie be-

RECORD

Record

at Your

Finger

mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.
Patented July 10th, 1917

ORILLIA

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.

THE

CABINET

FURNITURE
ORILLIA,

ONTARIO

Write us for cuts and prices.

CO.,

LIMITED
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fore him in the exploitation of the period styles'? There
are perhaps some whose stores are located in sections
were period furniture is an unknown factor, and where
price is the main consideration. To some of these
perhaps this new opportunity is not open. The great
majority of talking machine dealers, however, have
somewhere in their territory prospects to whom these
elaborate models should appeal.
In the past the chief requisites of a good talking
machine salesman was a knowledge of the mechanical
features of his instrument, and also a knowledge of the
record catalogues. If he could emphasize the
superior mechanical qualities of the product he was
selling, and talk more or less intelligently on music,
and at the time select suitable records from his stock
with promptness and dispatch, he was considered a
good man. He needn't worry about the cabinet. The
customer could see that. Now something else is demanded if the salesman is to make the most of his opportunity, and that is a thorough xmderstanding of
the period design and what it means.
The Subject Is an Interesting One
The salesman who takes up seriously the study of
period furniture design and its application to presentday products will find that he has launched into a most
interesting subject, and the writer speaks from experience when he says that there is hardly a study
that is more rich in infinite variety or that is closer
linked with the important events of the world's history
than the decorative arts. The student of decoration is
really a student of history, and Avill find that all the
great political changes of history, the upheaval of empires, the overthrow of old rulers and the installation
of new ones, are all faithfully marked by the changes
in decorative forms. This can be no better illustrated
than in the ease of the French styles. The early
French styles, for instance, followed closely along the
lines of the Gothic, and this in itself reflected the close
alliance of Church and State at that time. With
Church and State practically one at that time, it was
but natural that decorative arts folloAved those found
in Church architecture, and even to this day the Gothic
is the Church architecture.
With the coming of Catharine de Medici to France
as the wife of Henry II, she brought with her followers
from Italy a love for Italian art and mannerisms, and
this influence of the queen is quite evident in the furniture and architectural designs of the period, just prior
to 1589, known as the Renaissance. As the rulers of
France came and went, with their particular ideas and
fancies, so changed the decorative styles with equal
regularity.
The Noblest Period of French Decorative Art

Leading up to the reign of Louis XIV we find the
first of the styles that may be considered as the
modern, or at least one of the styles most familiar to
present-day people, and the Louis XIV period is accepted without question as the noblest period of
French decorative art. The chief decorative developments of the period were from 1660 to 1683 and Avere
carried out largely under the direction of Le Brun, a
court favorite who followed closely the king's ideas in
such matters. The period was marked by a large introduction ofcurves and a further departure from the
classic Greek. It likewise got away finally from the
Church influence, and the vast amount of ornamentations found in the designs of the period reflects the
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wealth and prosperity that prevailed in France at that
particular time.
With the death of Louis XIV and the ascension of
Louis XV, passing over the brief period of the regency,
we find the Court of France given over to extravagances and excesses, with the king surrounded by Madame
Pompadour, Madame DuBarry and the other notorious
women of the court. This tendency, too. is reflected
in the arts. Louis XV is the period of the Rococo,
Rococo being practically elaboration without regularity,
and developing in its later days so that it represented
more or less of a riot in ornamentation, with no two
curves balancing.
The Tendency Toward Simplicity
A reaction came with the accession of Louis XVI.
The rulers of France became duly cognizant of the
fact that their extravagances and excesses had driven
the public to the verge of revolution, and from the
point of extravagance endeavored to revert to extreme
simplicity in one move. The intention was good, but
the results were more or less ludicrous.
This tendency towards simplicity was more thoroughly set forth in decorative arts than in the accomplishments of the court and the ladies thereof. The
Louis XVI style, therefore, will be found full of floral
effects, beautifully and elaborately designed, but delightfully simple as to motif. The effect of the floral
designs was added to by the liberal use of ribbons and
bow knots, and throughout the period there is even a
desire to reflect nature as far as possible, and forsake
the artificial. The coming of the Reign of Terror and
the guillotining of Louis XVI marked the end of the
Then came the Directoire with another reaction.
period.
The practical abandonment of religion and the substitution of woman as a figure to be worshipped. The
French figure of Liberty — the woman Avith body
draped in white and flowing hair covered with a Liberty
cap — typifies the brief period of the Directoire. and a
glance at the reproduction of the Directoire style will
show that the female figure in one form or another acts
as the basis of the motif. Incidentally the Directoire
period brought a partial readoptiou of the classic
style, with its palm leaves, its medallions, its frieze and
its garlands. The classic Avas further developed during the period of the Empire. 1804-1814 ended Avhat
is now known and accepted as the style of the Empire
Period, distinctly Roman and Grecian in its tendencies,
emblematic of the great empires of centuries before.
The English Styles an Interesting Study

The English st.yles will be foinid equally interesting
in their study, although they reflect the more or less
peac eful conditions that prevailed in Great Britain.
The British periods are particularly notable for the attention paid to furniture design, and perhaps thei'e is
nothing that fits better into the American home to-day
than reproductions of the Avorks of HeppleAvhite, the
Adam brothers, Sheraton or Chippendale. As a matter of fact, the furniture art of the Georgian Period is
the basis of Avhat is knoAvn as our Colonial st.A'le.

Why the Salesman Should be Well-informed
To sell successfully talking machines in period design the salesman need not necessarily knoAV the history
of the nations represented in the styles, but he must
know the period styles he is selling, their relation to
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other styles, and how they will tit into rooms
furnished in a certain particular period. After exhausting his musical and mechanical arguments and
seeking to make a maximum sale, he must be able to
speak with some authority on the decorative treatment
of the cabinet he is offering. He must be able to point
out its faithfulness to the design of the period, and
know what he is talking about. He will find that in
getting an education in period furniture he will unconsciously absorb a liberal education in European
history.
The libraries of the country are rich in works of
decorative art. There are magazines published devoted exclusively to that line. The opportunities for
study are there. It rests with the salesman whether
he will take those opportunities and fit himself to take
full advantage of the field offered him by the period
cabinets. — Talking Machine "World.
AN INTERESTING

SNAPSHOT

Herewith we present an interesting snapshot of
Sergt. B. A. Trestrail, of the U. S. Army Medical
■Corps, who was with R. S. Williams & Sons Co., of
Toronto, previous to enlistment.
Sergt. Trestrail who
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mechanical equipment of the average talking machine,
but the finished phonograph.
It contains an interesting history of the origin and
development of the phonograph, chapters on motor
essentials, care of motors, hints on building business
and on various other matters of both interest and
value to every dealer. In brief, they have incorporated in the catalogue, a fund of general information
that answers in a clear manner a big range of questions which arise practically daily in the conduct of a
talking machine business.
The catalogue (No. 4) contains 64 pages and is
worthy of the careful perusal of every dealer in
phonographs. The Toronto office of the Thomas Mfg.
Co., is located at 911 Kent Building.
NEW

ADVERTISING MAN FOR PATHE
COMPANY
Mr. George L. Andre, a well-known advertising m^an,
who for several years was in charge of publicity for
Mason & Risch of Toronto, has joined the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Company of Canada, as advertising manager.
0. C. Dorian, general manager of the Pathe Phonograph Co. of Canada, has been on an extended trip to
the Canadian West.
Mr. Ralph Cabanas, former manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. 's business in Canada, has returned to
Mexico to look after his interests there. After leaving the Columbia Company a few months ago, he made
a trip to Mexico City and found conditions there so
good that he decided to take up his permanent residence there at once.

the Motor
is a brother of F. A. Trestrail of the Musical Merchandise Sales Company of Toronto, is now in England.
The picture shows him at the home of John F. Murray,
general manager of the Wyeth Chemical Co., of New
York City.
"THOMAS PHONOPARTS"
This is the title of an excellent catalogue just issued
by the Thomas Mfg. Company, of Dayton, Ohio, illustrating and describing the trio of Thomas Phonoparts
--Dayton motors, Drayton tone arms, and Dayton
reproducers. In addition to very complete conventional illustrations and specifications, a part of the
book has been devoted to phonograph instruments for
the information of dealers and others handling the
completed machine. In a brief but complete form, is
given useful information regarding the more im})ortant
things that dealers should know, not only about the

That has made good in
thousands of machines.'s
It has won wonderful
Hereand
enduring
popularity
and reliembodies the silent-running,
able and durable features that
delight the customer and satisfies
the builder. The Dayton Motor is
considered by manufacturers as being

r in the World''
Best intoMoto
BuildThe
satisfaction
your products by using our Quality
Dayton ReproMotors,
line. Dayton
ducers. .Ml styles
and Dayton
sizes. Tone
They Arms,
will bring you more
business and satisfy your customers. Write for full particulars.
THE THOMAS
MFG. CO.
328 Bolt Street
DAYTON, OHIO
Toronto Office : 911 Kent Bldg.
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Home Outfitting Company of Hamilton, Ont., have built up a substantial talking machine trade — Used live dancers
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Canadian furniture firm that has done well in
the sale of talking machines and records is the
Home Outfitting- Co., King St. E., Hamilton,
Ont. The importance of this department in their
store is indicated by the fact that they have given over
space at one side of the main floor of their store for
five demonstration booths, each of which are about
eight feet square.
Booths Help in Sales
These booths are neatly arranged so as to really add
to the appearance of the store, while the interiors are
also artistically set, the floors being covered with rugs
and pictures of artists Avhose records they sell adorning the walls. These booths allow the salesperson to
talk to the prospective customer under ideal conditions,
Avithout interference from other people or outside attractions that are liable to take the customer's attention away from the matter in hand. Records can also
be heard to better advantage.
One of the big display windows in the store is devoted largely to the display of talking machines, except when there is a sale of some other line on that
requires special featuring.
Experts Danced in Window to Phonograph Music
A novel stunt was used by this firm when the department was first started in order to impress on the
people of the Ambitious City that phonographs and

ONE

A large ad. in the Hamilton dailies announced the
event, and the Avindow, which is a particularly large
one, was specially fixed for the occa.sion. Four of the
'best machines were used, one in each corner, pictures
of artists Avere festooned about and used in the background, vases of floAvers added some color, and tAvo red
roosters (the Pathe trade mark) were placed on
pedestals in the doorway. The artists danced during
Friday and Saturday afternoons and Saturday evening, and every person AA'ho saAv the dancers, and those
also Avho read the ads. naturally Avere impressed AA'ith
the fact that this firm Avas in the talking machine business. Immediate sales were also worth while.
Special Store for Phonographs Last Xmas
Previous to Christmas last year, this firm opened
up a branch store on James Street (in another section
of the city) for the exclusive featuring of talking machines and records, in an endea\'0r to cash in on the
Xmas gift trade and also to further advertise the firm
as a handler of machines. Many machines and records
Avere sold during the time the store Avas open and the
plan Avas also successful in opening up a AA-ider interest
in this variety of music. The fact Avas impressed on
customers that the premises Avere only temporaiy and
that the permanent headquarters were on King St.
Hints on Demonstrations

A young lady is in charge of the talking machine
department and devotes her entire time to this line.
Miss Florence Johnson, the lady in question, has
naturally made quite a study of the methods that are
most effective in making sales of machines and she
gave an editor of THE CANADIAN FURNITURE
WORLD, Avho recently visited the store, some hints
in this regard. She points out that Avhen a prospective
customer comes in to hear a machine it is most important that the salesperson be able to size him or her
music
up (|uickly with a vieAV to deciding AA-hat kindtheof initial
is most likely to appeal. Much depends on
impression made on the customer and selecting the
record that is most likely to appeal is most important.
Starting With Right Record

Miss Alice M. Pinkham and Veiiiim W. Bennett, of Castle House, New
York, interpreting new and standard dances played on a Phonograph m
the Home Outfitting Co.'s window, Hamilton.

records were being handled, and not ats a mere sideline, but as an important department. Two dancers
from New York, a young man and a young woman
who had given similar demonstrations in some U. S.
cities, were engaged to give exhibitions of the latest
dances in one of the windows of the store, the raiisie
being supplied by a Pathephone, the make of machine
handled by the store. The demonstrations were given
on two days — a Friday and a Saturday.

Miss Johnson generally starts otf Avith a band selection, which variety seems to appeal pretty Avell to the
average customer. She endeavors to ascertain then,
the variety of music AA'hich interests the prospect most
and to follow Avith a selection of that kind. Popiilar
music is a pretty safe second record, especially with
young or middle-aged people.
The store has no outside salesmen and so there is no
direct foUoAving up of people Avho visit the store to
hear machines. HoAvever, the names of real live prosletter. pects are taken and they are folloAved up by phone or

There is a special booth for records, selections being
arranged according to number.
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PATHEPHONES
Pathephone

No. i6o, Georgian.

Pathephone

No. 125, Adam

Bros.

Two splendidly built machines of rare beauty, worthy to take their place alongside of the
other beautiful Pathe period designs, which we have already brought out. Do not fail to
stock these machines — they will give your store an added reputation and open up a profitable field for more sales.
Pathephone No. 1 60 is the Georgian
style, and presents a very graceful and
striking appearance.
Pathephone No. 125 is after Adam
Bros., and its plain, yet elegant, comely lines, will prove a delight to the discriminating lover of fine furniture.
Both of these instruments come in
genuine hand rubbed mahogany, selected quartered oak and figured
American walnut.
We

are now
make
Get

ready

to

shipments.

your order
in early.

No. 125. Adam Bros. $137.50

No. 1 60. Georgian Style.

Pathe

Canada,

Freres

Phonograph
Co. of
Factories and Head Office:

4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO,
DISTRIBUTORS:

Canada

Ontario — Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
Pathe
— Treres Phonograph Co. of Ca/iada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
Quebec
C. W. Linds«y, Ltd., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
R. .T. Whitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hewsou & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

$ 1 76.00

Limited
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OF CAPTAIN OF CANADIAN
FURNITURE INDUSTRY

personMr. George McLagan, one of tlie outstanding
alities in tile furniture manufacturing industry in
Canada, died suddenly while at work in his office at
's factory at
The George McLagan Furniture Company
Stratford, on July 5. He arrived at the plant as was
his usual custom, at 9 o'clock and went to the draughting room. Half an hour later he dropped dead.
Mr. McLagan "s death is a distinct loss to Stratford
commercially, educationally and morally, and all his
felloAv citizens mourn his death. His life was crammed full of useful effort. To the furniture industry
of the Dominion he was an inspiration.

The Late MR. GEORGE McLAGAN

Mr. McLagan 's connection with Stratford _dates
back 27 years. He was a cahinet maker in his
younger days, and taking ill and being out ofoutwork
for
for a time he conceived the idea of striking
R. S. Portehimself. He engaged in a small way with
ous in furniture making. In 1900 the plant was
burned, and having had his bonds guaranteed by the
city, Mr. McLagan built the first section of what is
now one of the largest furniture plants in Western
His progress has been very marked.
Ontario.
Besides founding The George McLagan Furniture
Co Ltd Mr McLagan also estahlished the Stratford
In addition he
Chair Co , and the Meaford Mfg. Co.
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has encouraged and helped most of the industries in
Stratford. From two employees 27 years ago, the
McLagan industries have grown to-day to one employing 700 hands with a turnover of $1,000,000. Such
a feat is not accomplished without tremendous work;
it is truly a man's task, and such a man was Mr.
McLagan.
He endeared himself to the people of Stratford with
his work in connection with the Park Board, and he
earned for himself the name of the father of Stratford's park system. Not only has he given his time,
but large tracts of land have been deeded for park
purposes. Mr. McLagan was past president and for
many years a councilor of the Board of Trade, one of
the founders of the Y.M.C.A.. an active worker in the
Temperance and Moral Reform Association, superintendent of the Baptist Sunday School, ex-member of
the Public School Board. He was a Liberal in
politics, hut a strong believer in a Union Government
at the present time.
His widow and two daughters survive, also a brother
and sister in the Southern States.

GIVING SEASONABLE SETTINGS TO DISPLAYS
The T. Eaton Company of Toronto, believe in giving
the proper seasonable setting to furniture displays.
the entire fii-st floor
During the month of July almost
of their furniture building was given over to strictly
summer lines and a summer touch given by a winding
path bordered by painted stones such as are used in
garden path construction. A plentiful use of ferns
and foliage also added to the setting. As a background for some displays, painted scenery was used to
good effect. Along one side of the floor was a raised
platform, representative of a verandah on which
verandah furniture was extensively shown.
NE'WS NOTES
At the annual meeting of the Manitoba R. M. A.. J.
A. Banfield of Winnipeg, was elected representative to
the Dominion Board.
The Marshall Ventilated IMattress Company Ltd.. ot
Toronto, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
to take over the Marshall Sanitary Mattress
$50,000,'
Ltd.
Co.
There comes a report that Germany is preparing to
bury the dead in pasteboard boxes or coffins and paper
shrouds. This arrangement is for citizens, as no provision ismade for the burial of the soldiers beyond the
roll in the blanket.
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Going
THEY

TAKE

Camping
ALONG

A

onola

Price $32.50
Disc

Talking

Machine

It will add to their enjoyment and give
them utmost satisfaction.
The price makes a quick sale. Phonolas
are made in Canada, there is no duty,
no war tax.

Phonola

cabinets are con-

structed ofthe best materials and highly
finished. The

Phonola

will play all

disc records either zig zag or vertical cut.
Write for Agency Proposition.

The

Pollock

Mfg.
LIMITED

Company

Makers of the
" PHONOLA"
KITCHENER
ONTARIO

Model " Princess." Price $135
We Also Manufacture

Domestic

Records

Made by such prominent artists as : Heniy Burr,
Charles Hart, Frank Croxton, Harry McClaskey,
Miss Inez Barbour, Miss Marie Morrisey, Jos.
Phillips, The Domestic Military Band, Van Eps
Dance Orchestra, The Peerless Quartette, and
The Sterling Trio.

l " B."
ny
gade
Price, MahoMo
$50 ; Oak $45

85

cents

to $1.75
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Sanitary

Vaults

Steel

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequaled
Carried in Stock by A II Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

An
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Caie, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handlmg
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
of Bodies.
Intide Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Price*: With Tray $34.00 ; Without Tray $32.00 ; Tray Alone $6.00

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactiired by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are incited to send letters
Undertak
rtme
nt
expressing their views ers'
on any of the subjects dealt with —Depa
News of the profession throughout
Canada.

MAPPING
""1"'""" " " "

OUT

''I'll! II mill Ill I

the

CONVENTION

Ill I I iiiiiiiiiiii Ill I I II 1

1 11 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I I

I iiiiiiiiiiii 1

PROGRAM
1 1 [1! I Ill I iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiniiiiii iiiiiiiii Ill

Arrangements shaping up for school and business sessions — Prof. Renouard writes interesting letter — Picnic and
games to be better than ever. — Good prize Hst. — Officers preparing reports, — Address by noted pathologist
THE

working out of arrangements for the Canadian
Emlbalniers ' Associatioin Convention are well
under way, and there remain but a few final
touches to be ready for the grand opening on Tuesday,
September 3.
President MeArthur is writing out and rehearsing
his presidential address; Secretary Fred. Matthews
expects to have a most favorable report to present; and
Treasurer Coltart finds himself busy looking up his
accounts between whiles attending to his rose garden.
In general the plan of last year will be pretty much
adhered to. though a little more system will be injected
into the working out of the business sessions.
Prof. Renouard, who will conduct this year's school,
and lecture and demonstrate at the 'Convention, anticipates adecidedly successfvil gathering. In writing
the editor of Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker he speaks of the close relations now existing
between the Canadian and American peoples. "I hope
we will have a large meeting," he writes, "and that
we will have placed the Kaiser underground before

that time. We have many Canadian boys here in uniform and are just as proud of them as if they were our
own. The wonderful showing they have and are
making on the other side is a great credit to Canada
,and the U. S., for the St. Lawrence river does not
divide America any more."
A departure from the usual routine this year will be
the delivering of an address by Dr. Robinson, the noted
pathologist, of Toronto General Hospital, who will
address the convention on "Autopsies." This address alone should well be worth the cost in time and
money to any funeral director in Ontario to come to
Toronto.
The amusement function this year will be an afternoon's frolic at the Island on the second day of the
Convention. A baseball game between funeral directors and travellers will open the proceedings. This
will be followed by a series of races for all ages and
sizes. The tall, thin chaps will be catered to as well
as the short, fat fellow, and all degrees in between. A
splendid assortment of prizes has been donated by the

INK UKK THAT CRTS THE
nOK.SN'TTHKHANG
HI VEAROUND
IIONl'.Y
So make sure you iitlniil llu
C. E. X.
Sept.
3, 4conviMiticn
and 5. mI 'I'lirniiln,
OUR I'RKSIDKNT

OUU LECTURER AND DEMONSTKATOK
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jnanufacturers, and the prize list is now being got into
shape.
The banqiiet, which has been found to be such a
splendid feature, will wind up the afternoon's sport.
As usual it will be held at Hotel Manitou, and all that
the law allows will be provided. Charlie Musgrave
will again look after this year's program. He has
some surprises in store, but will not tell much until
the day of the event.
Secretary Fred. Matthews says there will be no
speeches this year — all songs — so Charlie can have full
sway.
So do not miss the 1918 convention of the C. E. A.
Remember the dates, September 3^ 4 and 5, Anatomical
Building, Toronto University, during Exhibition time.
THIS YEAR'S EDUCATIONAL FEATURES
The Casket commenting on the forthcoming C. E. A.
convention says: "The Canadian Embalmers' Association is to be congratulated in securing the services of

This is how Vice-President Morris came to last year's Convention. If
you have only a Ford come along this year. Remember the dates —
September 3, 4 and 5.
Professor Charles A. Renouard of the Renouard Training School for Embalmers, of New York 'City. The
presence of Prof. Renouard should in itself be a guarantee of a large attendance at this meeting. Prof.
Renouard stands so high in this profession that it goes
without saying that our Canadian brethren will receive the benefit of his many scientific discoveries that
have raised the standard of modern embalming to its
present high place in the profession. The Canadian
Embalmers' Association has extended the time of
meeting so as to give all of its members the benefit of
this great educator's knowledge, which should induce
embalmers from all parts of the Dominion to attend
this meeting and make it a fitting tribute to this great
lecturer's presence. The dates for the meeting will
be from August 27 to September 5, inclusive. A very
instructive program has been arranged and bodies will
be used to present the scientific treatment of many
Experiments of a modern nature will also be
eases.
Every funeral diirector in 'Oanartia shouM be a member of his Provincial Professional Association.
Every funeral director in Ontario should be a member of the Canadian Eimibalmers' Association.
Every menuber of the Aesociiation should attend the
Annual Conventions.
Every member should attend this year's Convention at Toronto, September 3, 4 and 5.
Will you be there?
Liet your .answer be YES.
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carried out so that those in attendance can see the results of the work aocomplished by this great scientist.
We advise all who can posisibly attend this meeting to
do so, as this will be an opportunity to gain valuable
information under the direction of this eminent instructor. Don't forget the dates and arrange your
business affairs accordingly. August 27 to September
5 at Toronto, where all preparations have been made
to have one of the most interesting gatherings that you
have ever attended. The educational features of the
meeting alone will be worth a long-distance trip."
HIGHER

EDUCATION

OF THE

UNDERTAKERS

Those among the leading undertakers of the country who have always favored the higher education of
the embalmers before licensing, says The American
Funeral Director, may take courage from the example
set in the increase in the necessary preparation of a
physician before he can be licensed for the practice
of medicine, at least in the state of Illinois. The undertakers very naturally have followed in the foot.steps
of the medical profession in the education, examination and licensing of their cla.sses. They were first
educated in the anatomy of the human system: the
existence of germs as the cause of the spread of disease
and the final destruction of the human remains; the
manner of destroying these germs, and the proper
mode of embalmment of the body. The examination
of applicants for licenses as embalmers at first were
very naturally placed under the supervision of the
different state boards of health, who issued the licenses
to those properly qualified.
Under the provisions of the new ,law in the state of
Illinois, says the Health News, .standards of preliminary and professional education of medical students
are materially raised. All medical students graduating after July 1, 1922, or in other words, all students
matriculating during and after 1917 are required to
attend medical school for a period of five years of ten
months each, with a supplementary year of 12 months
of internship in a hospital approved by the State Department of Registration and Education, or a course
of medical training and education covering six years
and totaling 62 months. This course may be reduced
to four years of ten months each, and a fifth year of
internship if the applicant has had one year in a college
of liberal arts approved by the Department of Registration and Education, pursuing a course approved by
the department.
To the younger men who are entering the study of
the art and science of embalming, it may be said that
it will be better for them to make arrangements to take
the very best course of instruction that may be provided in the schools, for it may be that the qualifications for licenses will be raised in the near future. It
is understood that all of the leading schools and colleges of embalming are instituting new courses that
will eminently provide for any contingency that may
arise by the increasing of the tests for those who are
to be licensed as embalmers, and the course which the
C. E. A. imparts in its annual school session, preceding
Convention week should be availed of by all the young
men engaged in or entering the profession. It is
always better to be properly prepared for any
emerg'ency in such cases.
David Arlington Collins has registered as an undertaker at Montreal.
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business.

Dominion Manufacturers Limited, might safely claim the
right to the patronage of the undertakers of Canada on the point
of workmanship alone.
With the exception of one or two firms in other countries
making exceedingly high-priced, original design caskets, the product ofthis company will compare to advantage with any goods
made m any market. For regular stock lines it acknowledges
no superior.
This result is due to the conservative policy of this company
in regard to its workmanship, in several of its plants are workmen with records of over 30 years continuous service, scores of
other workmen have records of over 20 years, and more than a
hundred of over 1 0 years.
These men know their work, take pride in it— the product
represents the ultimate in service.

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto. Canada.
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No. 602 H.P.
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Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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War

ByPresidenl
"Prof.
Chas.
Dhonau
Cincinnaii
CollegeJl.
of Embalming
An address delivered before the Ohio Funeral Directors and
Embalmers' Association, at Columbus, June 6, 1918.

this moment when the ranks of the physicians
in local practice is being depleted in order that
they might join our forces in the cantonments
and overseas and give to the defenders of our institutions the benefit of their skill and know^ledge, for only
a percentage of what their earning power would be at
home ; at this moment when masters of such peaceful
occupations as construction, civil, electrical and chemical engineering are "leaving a bright future before
them" in order to bring their skill and knowledge to
bear upon the enemy in this great World War; at this
moment when men and women are forgetting all about
AT
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the conveniences and fixed habits of home to throw
their weight into the gigantic struggle which has
51
reached unprecedented proportions to date : let us
pause to ask what the undertakers at home are doing
to help bring this struggle to a decisively victorious
close at the earliest possible moment.
To extend one's self to the utmost to help win this
war is the direct obligation of every one who values
his life, liberty and pursuit of happiness above the
domination of the force of armed militarism v/hich has
been let loose in Europe. The history of the world is
replete Avith illustrations of a continuous fight which
has been made against ignorance since the Dark Ages.
Here to-day, we find ourselves lined up against not
ignorance, but against the forces of scientific barbarism. Never before has intelligence been misused to
the extent that it is being misused to-day. Never before have liberty loving citizens of North America
been called upon to take not only a personal interest,
but a personal part in a fight between agents that

Firing last volley over grave of
Cadet Hector S. Miller, son of
Hugh Miller, .J.P., who was buried
in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Toronto. The funeral was conducted by The Fred. W. Matthews
Co., Toronto.

First R. .\. F. funeral in Toronto,
under the new regulations. No
gun carriages are to be used in
future. instead an aeronlane
trailer attached to an auto will be
commissioned. Mr. Fred. Matthews, who conducted thi.s funeral
of Cadet Miller, may be seen standing by tree, his head above the
casket. Cadet Miller was accidentally killed at Leasidc Camp,
falling a thousand feet in an
aeroplane. Funeral leaving St.
Th( mns' church.
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would enslave them and agents which are fighting
for the preservation of the liberties that are guaranteed under the constitution of our country.
There can be no bystanders in this fight. The undertakers who remain at home can get into it without
leaving their firesides. Those who do get in will only
be doing their duty. Those who maintain an apathetic
interest are not building constructively, but are placing their own selfish interests above the interests of
themselves as human units in a democracy that should
be united as a solid phalanx against which the forces
of armed militarism will crush itself to earth. What
is the undertaker doing to help win the war? This
is the question that we must now address to ourselves.
€an we look 110,000,000 people of the United States
and 15,000,000 people in Canada in the face and say
"We are going to bury the dead," and expect them to
say "Well done. That is all we expect of you." No,
we cannot stop there. They will say, "If that is all
you can do, you may as well consider your profession
abolished right now." If we will do what our conscience dictates, we will get into this good and strong;
Avith arm and might and spirit.
In every hamlet on this Continent you will find
Liberty Loan campaigns. Red Cross campaigns. Red
Triangle campaigns. Knights of 'Columbus campaigns,
War Chest campaigns, and other campaigns which have
for their objects the mobilization of funds that are to
be used to pay the expenses of some part of the fight
our boys are making. The gathering of these funds
becomes more or less of a matter that responds quickly
to systematic solicitation. In order for a man to
become a good undertaker it is neceissary to qualify as
a good leader. The country needs good leaders in all
its campaigns. The work of the undertaker who remains at home, then, is plain to be seen. He is going
to lead his leadership to the war agencies that operate
at home. He is going to devote some of the time now
devoted to sitting aroiuid waiting for something to
happen, to an earnest and sincere effort to get into the
fight on his own account, and right in his own city or
town.
He is going to take his rightful place as a worthwhile
citizen, accomplishing something tangible for society in
its hour of trouble. He is going to show his people
that his accomplishments are not limited to his ability
to care for and dispose of the dead, nor to help combat
the forces of disease.
There is an openin.g for every undertaker above
military age on the executive and working staff of
every fund mobilizing campaign from now until the
enemy has been reached with Uncle Sam's solar plexus
blow. In this work he can accomplish wonderful results. Iknow of many undertakers who have deWHY

YOU SHOULD ATTEND THE 1918
CONVENTION
Because it is the annual meeting of your Association.
Because the officers you elected last year to do
your work will render an account of their stewardship. Come aud tell them where thy failed, or encourage them for their good work with your presence.
Because you need to hecome acquainted with your
fellow WQirkers in other parts of Ontario.
Because you need an annual holiday from your
everydaj' work.
Because you need an occasional injection of new
life, new methoids, new helps.
All these you will get at the 1918 C. E. A. Convention, Toronto, Sept. 3, 4 and 5.
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finitely established themselves as hard workers for the
cause in the campaigns of the past. The excuse that
you are too busy, or that you have too many other
things to do will not be considered at all. It is the
busy people who are able to do the kind of work that
makes over-subscriptions the rule in every campaign.
Let us grant that your time is well taken up. How
much of it is taken up with war work? What are you
doing personally to add your power to the good old
right arm of your Uncle Samuel ? What credit do you
think you are entitled to for the results the nation has
accomplished to date? What will the boys say when
they return home? The man who says he is too busy
to jump in and help push, now, will be shunned afterwhile as the exponent -of the yellow streak.
Do not wait another day ! Line your.self up with the
live, progressive forces of your city or town. Arrange
to secure a part to do of the work that is now going on.
Show that you realize your obligation and then show
your ability. Go around to Red Cross headquarters
and say, "When you have some transportation you
want done between units and headquarters, call on
me !' ' Transportation problems are among the most
exasperating that must be solved by the Red Cross
branch or chapter headquarters. There are materials
which are bulky but not too bulky to haul in your
machine.
Go out and help to form Thrift and War Saving
Stamp Societies. Study organization work, and make
your work count. Get in on the October 4th Liberty
Loan Campaign. Start now to volunteer your
services to the man in charge of the bond sales in your
locality. Help to jam through th? next War Chest.
Do not stop with your personal subscription. Join
the organization which is promoting the securing of
pledges and show something worth while.
It will be well for you to realize right noAV that every
form of human activity is going to be made siibservient to the winning of the war. This means reorganization and the placing of men on a new standard.
Is the undertaker going to preserve his standing: or,
is he not? You have the answer in yourself.
Personally, I find it well never to preach anything
that I would not practice myself. What I have told
you to-day, is AVhat I have learned from actual experience in the work in 'Cincinnati. I made up ray
mind that while not allowing my own work to let down.
I would take some of my work time, and add to it my
present snm of spare time which does not aggregate
much, and aim to do my part in the war work. I was
compelled to devote the most of my time for 10 days
during the last Red Cross drive to the job of managing
my 150 solicitors in one Cincinnati district. Therefore,
since I have tried this out myself, T feel that I am well
able to recommend to all undertakers a similar procedure and to tell them that to carry out this plan will
certainly help them to maintain the good will of all the
people for the profession we all represent.
None of us can afford to let one thing remain undone that would, if accomplished, convince the enemy
in the shortest possible space of time that Ave are in
this fight to stay. The sooner he learns to look at
matters in this way. the sooner the fight Avill be OA-er.
and the sooner AVe Avill see our boys coming back again.
The longer we stay out of the campaigns mentioned,
the deeper the red stripes of the flag Avill become ;
therefore, let i;s make it unanimous and show all the
people that the undertaker is doing more than his
part.
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Criticism

THE

of the

Purple

Cross— a Confession
By HOWARD S. ECKELS
Director General American Purple Cross Association
( fl' ritten for Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker)

undertaker who says that the Purple Cross
cannot live up to its promises is confessing his
own incompetence and his own deception of the
public. He is judging the profession by himself. He
realizes his own inability to do that which he daily
.professes to be doing — admits that since he cannot
scientifically preserve the 'bodies which come under his
.care that he is led to believe that the profession at
large can do no better.
Let us analyze the situation for a moment. What
has the Purple Cross offered to do? It has volunteered
to send to Europe a large enough force of competent
embal'iners to embalm and preserve the bodies of our
recoverable dead so that after a lapse of months or
years, they may be returned to their home burial
.grounds in a sanitary and identifiable condition.
The question as to our ability to fulfill these promises
will divide itself, naturally, into three parts. First :
Can a sufficient number of trained men 'be secured to
undertake the task? Second: Can sufficient funds be
raised to finance them? Third: Once in Europe, can
the pick of our profession do the work they are professing to do here at home?
In civil life throughout Canada and the United
.States, the laws of supply and demand have fixed a
relative proportion of physicians and undertakers. A
,certain number of physicians are needed ; a certain
number of undertakers. In both profestsions. there
usually are enrolled and qualified many more men than
absolutely are necessary under normal conditions.
Both professions are admittedly overcrowded. This
is a fact which every memiber of either profession will
substantiate.
Through the Medical Department of the Army and
the Red 'Cross, the physicians of America are able to
take care of the sick and wounded at the battle front
without seriously overworking the remainder of the
profession at home. No man has questioned that a
sufficient numl)er of physicians, nurses and ambulance
drivers can be secured to take care of the vital work
of either the army itself or of the Red Cross.
Is there any reason to suppose that the funeral
directors of America are less patriotic, are less professional, are less earnest, or are less capable in their owii
fiphere than are the phy.sicians?
The same relative proportions, in a general way, may
be said to exist between the dead and the sick and
wounded at the front as exist between the sick and the
dead at home. If anything, the minor ailments re(juiring medical treatment abroad are much more prevalent and much more likely to become epidemic under
camp conditions than in the civil life at home. As a
result, surgeons at the front are much more apt to be
overworked than are embalmers of the Purple Cross.
The proportion of deaths, however, shows no great
difference from the proportion of deaths from diseases
ill the civil population at home. The returns from
five days, April 5-8, of the battle of Picardy, are in,
and show that nineteen Americans were wounded to
every man who was killed in action.
In other words

of Incompetence

eighteen men were killed in battle, and three hundred
and forty-four wounded. We may safely assume therefore that there are enough undertakers to do the work
or at least enough to do it as well as the Red Cross
and the Army Medical Department are able to do their
work.

The undertaking profession, however, has one very
great advantage over the medical profession. We
have an army of semi-trained assistants who would,
under proper professional guidance, require a minimum amount of specialized training to make them
scarcely second in skill to the licensed members of the
profession themselves. In other words, we have a
great reservoir of men already largely ti^ained, from
whom recruits quickly can be drawn.
The medical profession has no such body of men
.standing behind it ready to step into its shoes and to
^11 vacancies occasioned either 'by death or by lack
of adequate numbers. It must be conceded, therefore,
that there are enough undertakers in the country to
fulfill the promises of the Purple Cross. There remains therefore only one more point to be settled. Will
they go or will they shirk?
, A year ago, even we, ourselves, might have had
some slight doubt on this question, and indeed, made
.our initial offer to the War Department with not a
Jittle trepidation We have not yet appealed for
volunteers. We have not done more than to ask those
who are anxious to go to France to indicate that fact
to us in order that if a sudden emergency should arise,
,we would know just where to find quickly the neces,sary num'ber of trained men. We wished to be in a
position to communicate by wire if necessary with at
least a sufficient number of men to answer any
emergency call.
The response to our provisional application blanks
was instantaneous and overwhelming. From every
province of Canada and every state in the union, there
came numerous signed applications from men of every
,age, from the trained expert and experienced em,balmer as well as from the novice, and they came in
such numibers as to leave no question whatever that
practically the entire profession would volunteer if
.needs ibe. More than this, the National Conference of
Embalming P>oard Examiners voluntc^'ed to undertake
,the work of selecting the fittest men for this service in
order that the profession might be fittingly represented
and the ibest and most experienced men in our profession 'be con.secrated to this great and patriotic service.
The second great question to 'be considered is whether
or not a sufificient fund could be raised to maintain
these men while engaged in their humane endeavor.
The Red Cross has had no difficulty whatever in secui-ing all the funds needed not only for tlie work it originally undertook, but for many other collateral lines
which it included in its scope of activities, because its
funds were so ample that at times it has been a problem
with them how to spend their money wisely.
f To be continued. )
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I CHARGE?

Under the caption. "The New Way and the Old
Way," The Snnnyside has the following:
What should you charge for a funeral? The old
way to answer this was to lask what shall you charge
for a casket, for the casket was the funeral — everything else w^as practically lumped with it. The casket
had to bear the burden, and so it came about that the
people obtained its idea of enormous profits in the sale
of such goods. Men in other lines of business; many
times totally inifitted to become undertakers, finding
out about this apparently big profit in caskets, rushed
in and overcrowded a calling which Avas making a
fairly good living.
Now, the sensible way to answer the ciuestion —
What shall an undertaker charge for a funeral ? is not
what your neighbor charges, nor what some one in
iSome other State charges, nor what the casket will
bear, but what it costs you to furnish that funeral, plus
a fair profit such as is necessary for you to live and
support your family and buy Liberty Bonds and War
Saving Stamps, and help along the Red Cross and
other good and noble things which you are called on to
siipport as a good citizen.
Manufacturers of funeral goods have now for several years decided to rely upon cost accounting rather
than price agreements for their living. "Our prices,"
said one, in the hearing of the writer, "are fixed by a
committee of three who deal with figures, not sentiment. We have before us the styles, or a given style,
with the detailed cost of it. We know what it costs to
do business, because we have the actual figures in every
detail, and the question of fixing a proper selling price
for any given article is not a problem any more. It
is only a matter of giving attention to the figures before you and you secure your selling price. You have
your exact cost and you know what you should add
to make up a correct selling price. We do not care
much what the other man's price is. We know what
the goods cost, and what it costs to do business, we
know what we must add to the material cost in order
to secure for the owners a fair return on their investThat ment. ' ' is the sound basis upon which retail as well as
wholesale business should be conducted, and then there
would not be so many failures. Every undertaker
should first know what it costs to conduct a funeral,
in cost of goods;, fixed charges, overhead, wear and
tear, and every detail of expense to him. Then he
^ihould add a fair profit, and at the same time itemizing his bills for his patrons so that they will see that a
funeral does not merely consist in selling a casket at
an apparently exorbitant figure. To every item which
goes to make up the bill can be added the percentage
above icost necessary to do busineiss. Then, like the
up-to-date manufacturer, you will know that you are
not deceiving yourself in regard to your business. You
are not taking advantage of the public and you are
protecting yourself against loss and possible failure.
This is the new and enlightened way of serving the
public and making an honest living. Is it not worth
universal adoption?
A WORD

ABOUT

COLLECTIONS

An advertisement under this caption has been published acrosis the line by the National 'Casket Co., of
New York. -It is written, says that concern, because
of unusual circumstances, and it contains a thought
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that should be of untold value to undertakers, not only
during these times of stress, but also in the years to
fCome.
First, a word as to the manufacturer, reads the advertisement. The amount of money needed to finance
a casket organization has increased tremendously during the past three years. This is due to a number of
causes : First, the rise in the price of materials, anj'Avhere from 100 to 500 per cent. ; second, the necessity
of carrying greatly increased stocks, because of traffic
embargoes and other difficulties of transportation :
third, the big increase in the payroll. When a carload of lumber, or a roll of cloth, or a barrel of glue
costs two to three times as much as it did before the
war, and when you are compelled to carr\' ten carloads,
or ten rolls, or ten barrels, where formerly one of each
was sufficient, it's easy to see that money, and lots of
lit, is required.
Now then, there are just two places from which the
manufacturer can get money — the bank, or his customer, the undertaker. If he borrows from the bank,
he has g^ot to add interest to his selling price, which is
,not profitable to either the undertaker or the manufacturer. So that puts the matter up to the undertaker. It makes the manufacturer come to him and
ask him to pay his bills as they come due. And that
is in accord with the spirit of the times.
Now let's take the condition of the undertaker. He
also has to pay more for his goods, he also has to carry
•greatly increased stock, he also has a steadily grooving
ipayroil and expense account. What is he going to do?
If he's wise, he Avill do what the leaders in the profession have been doing for years — he will put his collections on a business basis. He will make his customers
pay their bills wdien they are due. and he will make
their due date come within a short time after the work
has been completed. He will offer an inducement in
the shape of a cash discount for prompt payment. He
will folloAV up persistently his delincjuent accounts.

It can be done, and thousands of America's leading
funeral directors are proving it. They know tha^
there is sound truth in the old saying, "Short terms
long friends."
,make
The interests of the manufacturer, the undertaker's
customer are mutual. There are few factors that can
have a more beneficial influence upon them than a
healthy condition of collections.
WHAT

SOLDIERS

HAVE

TO ENDURE

"Yes, auntie." said one of Pershing's men invalided
home from France, "we captured the fir.st-line trenches
and the very same day the French took four hundred
the Germans."
meters
"Thatfrom
was splendid, my boy. It ought to put a
stop to those dreadful gas attacks we hear so much

about!"

THE DEVIL

DEAD

"The devil's dead," was the astoimding statement
that young Bobbie made to his Sunday school teacher.
"What makes you say that?" she enquired.
"I saw his funeral the other day." he replied.
it couldn't have been!"
"Oh! no,when
"Well,
the funeral went by. I heard my father
he goes, the poor devil is dead at
there
'Well,
say,
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SOLDIERS

Severe criticism of the militia department in calling
for tenders among Kingston, Ont., imdertakers for the
burying of the bodies of soldiers w'ho have died in local
military hospitals was heard in that city recently, so
we are assured by the daily press. .Kingston undertakers have been asked to tender for the work and it
is understood that similar requests have been made to
the undertakers in all the military centres. At the
present time local undertakers are paid at the rate of
,$30 for each body, and even this sum is regarded as
too small an amount in case of men who have fought
on the battlefield and given up their life.
Cases are known where the relatives of soldiers, after
finding out from undertakers just what is being done,
have paid money out of their own pockets to provide a
better burial. Apparently the matter of asking for
tenders has been kept a secret, but it managed to get
,out to-day. Even at $50 an undertaker has very little
to work on to provide a decent burial to a soldier.
FUNERAL

HAS

UNIQUE

FEATURES

Following out Chinese ciistom of burial, Harry Suey,
restaurant-keeper, at 69 Queen St. W., Toronto, was
buried in Mount Pleasant Cemetery a few Saturday's
ago. The funeral cost two thousand dollars. The
coffin alone cost nine hundred and seventy-five dollars.
A brass band took part in the proQeedings, which was
attended by two hundred and fifty Chinese. Harry
Suey was thirty-eight years of age, and had been ill
for some time. He is survived by his widow and one
brother here in Toronto.

SOME

DAY

TORONTO'S MONTHLY CEMETERY RETURNS
The returns from the city eemeterieis for the month
of June show that 431 bodies were interred, as follows: Mount Pleasant, 88; Necropolis, 26; Prospect,
134; St. John's, 88; St. James, 13; Mount Hope, 48; St.
Michael's, 4; Hebrew cemeteries, 30.

CALLY EVERY
These are Some

BE

USED

BY

He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

PRACTI-

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

S. ECKELS

COMPANY

&

BY STORM

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.

DAMAGED

The Dwyer Estate of Hamilton, have added a new
Willys-Knight motor hearse to their equipment. The
new funeral car is a 'beauty and certainly a credit to
their already well-established business.

GOOD

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

H.

PARLORS

A severe electric and wind storm which passed over
Orangeville, Ont., a couple of weeks ago, did quite an
amount of damage in the town. Among others who
suffered was J. H. Hulse, funeral director, part of
whose store was unroofed.

WILL

DIOXIN

FOR ARGUMENT

Considerable controversy has arisen over the color
of the new car driven by Dr. G. W. Ferguson, "The
Champion Manager." The auto factory calls it their
"Blue Devil," named evidently after the famous
French fighters ; others think it some shade of green
until compared with that color which makes it appear
to be a cross between a "Door Crape Purple" and
"Sky Blue Pink" — but Mrs. Ferguson says she earnestly believes it is nothing more than an "Irishman's
Dream," whatever color that is.

FUNERAL
CHINESE
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Necessity of Motor Equipment
Address by; J. F. Hamilton, before Indiana F. D. Conoention
It has been only a short period since there was not
the slightest thought among the profession that a
motor funeral would become practical. Even to the
most progressive it certainly never occurred that at
tbis early date would there be tbe possibility of there
being in the small country towns the necessity of a
motor funeral car; to have a fully up-to-date equipment, and even now in any article written pertaining
to the funeral tbe horse-drawn vehicle is not mentioned. Only last mionth in one trade journal an extended and excellent article, written on conducting of
funeral service appeared, the conveyances mentioned
all being motor-driven. I have wandered from my
subject but make this illustration for the purpose of
first impressing upon you the necessity of the motor
car, should you wish to serve your patrons in the manner they demand in these times of advancement in our
profession.
It is becoming necessary that the country undertaker, Avhere the highways will permit, equip himself
with the necessary motor equipment with which to eonduct his business, should he wish to merit the continuance of the patronage of his community and feel
he should be progressive enough to install same without waiting until forced by eomnetition, as delays of
this kind would not be good nolicy in this age of progressiveness. Realizing this, and although being
situated in a small town, I installed a funeral car and
other motor equipment.
My experience is that it has been a valuable asset to
the business, it having demonstrated to me that it was
n'one too soon, although being the least of my expectations, that the time had arrived that the motor funeral
would be so universally used in thp country districts.
We find that even those who are ;Tot fortunate enough
to own machines have friend's near in these days of
prosperity and nrogresisivenp^s who are possessors of
automobiles and. ever mindful of the assistance they
can render to those bereft of a loved one. offer their
generous support and sua'o-est that the responsibility
of comoleting arrangements for eonvevances be left to
them qnd when those are called the response is ever in
the afRrmative. and the result, conveyance for all, not
oTT'ittiripr the minister and bearers.
I find that should it be some distance to the nlac^ of
interment — which very frequently happens in the rural
district — ^mention is made of a motor funeral, the trip
being made in so mu'ch le«s time and with greater comfort to those who have been called upon to lav the
mortal remains of their loved one within the silent eonfines of the tomb. This also eliminates the expense
of several conveyances, should the horse-drawn vehicle
be employed, also relieving the funeral director of a
great responsibility, it being next to impossible to nrocure in a country town enough horse-drawn vehicles
to accommodate even a small funeral cortefe, as those
noon whom we formerly depended have disposed of
their horse-drawn vehicles and replaced them with
motors. To illustrate : I only reeentlv conducted the
funeral of a most amiable and estimable young lady.
There being a very large number of relatives I was
confronted at first thought by a serious problem —
expecting to use horse-drawn conveyances; mentioning the matter to a friend T suggested motor cars; the
tefephone was put in use and soon all arrangements
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were made and when the procession formed we had
twenty-four motor cars conveying relatives.
I also realize the motor funeral is a great benefit in
extending business limits. Employing a Universal
roadster for first call use, and having the other motor
equipment for use in the delivery of the casket, I am in
position to render prompt service, and thus extend the
business beyond past limits, and the country districts
are ever alert to the methods employed by the profession in serving them in the best and most up-to-date
manner.
Feeling much more could be said, but having complied to the best of my ability with the reciuest with
relation to the subject assigned — "A Motor Funeral
and How It Affects My Business" — and knowing you
have listened to better and more elaborately prepared
papers on the subject, will say in conclusion, would
regret very much to be forced to return to the former
method.
A HAPPY GRANDFATHER
Considerable comment has been made about the
pleasant smile carried around of late on the countenance of A. W. Miles, the College St., Toronto, undertaker. There's a reason. It's a boy. And Arthur
W. is it's grandpa. Some time during the wee hours
of the morning on June the ninth, a son was born to
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Fotheringham. of Toledo. Ohio.
Mrs. Fotheringham was formerly Miss Caroline ]Miles
and is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Miles. Mr.
Fotheringham is an officer in the United States Army,
at present enjoying a special leave until after the
new mother and babe are located comfortably in the
Miles summer home at Mimieo for the season. The
last reports were that Mrs. Fotheringham and son
were doing nicely and we hope that the beach air will
add materially to the health, comfort and happiness of
all concerned.
PRES. McARTHUR

A GOOD ADVERTISER
Nobody believes that Fred. McArthur, president of
the C. E. A., is a practical joker, and few of us believed he had so much humor in him. A Toronto
motorist returning from Eastern Ontario, however,
relates that just outside Cobourg is a large sign telling
of the merits of some particular line of automobiles
that may be had of the local dealer. The service of
the company and the speed of the cars are played up
in the ad., and just below, Friend Fred, has attached
his sign, "Funerals conducted in an efficient manner."
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

D. W. Andrews, secretary of the Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., Toronto, is making his annual trip
inspecting the Western branches of his company. Before returning Mr. Andrews will go out to the Coast
and will attend the funeral directors conventions at
.Winnipeg and Saiskatoon.

The Canadian Einbalmers ' Association is an oroianizatdon of funeral directcrs — your fellow professional] brothers.
It is an educationial association.
It is a business association.
It is a helpful association.
It is ,a social assiociation.
Why not link up and know your fellow workers?
Coime to this year's convention, September 3, 4 and 5.
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Luke Burial Co.
Oshawa —
Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint,
Patterson & Dart
Sutherland, G. W.
Welland—

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-146 St. Paul St.
St.William,
Thomas P.
—
Talbot St. R., & Sons, 519
ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10.
Brantford —
H. 8. Peirce & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Em'balmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dnnnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
KemptvUle —
McCaughey, Geo. A.
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, .las., 254 Princess St.

Washington, Flenrv Burial
Co., 685 Queen St. E.
J. C. Van Camfi,
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

BOOK

OF

FURNITURE
Donaldson
and

Eberlein

Abbot McClure
With 250 illustrationj that illujtrate
RIGHT FURNITURE
A special feature is an illustrative chronological key for (he identification ofPeriod Furniture. Octavo. Handsome decorated
cloth, in a box — $6.00 net, postage exira.
This book will be welcomed by all those who wish to buy Right
Furniture (Antique or Reproduced) for the Household, by all
dealers in the same, and by all makers of Correct Reproductions.
Whether you are a Salesman, Manufacturer, Dealer, Designer,
or Connoisseur, you should buy this Handsome Prai tical Volume.
PRICE $6.10, Postage Paid

CANADIAN FURNITURE WORLD
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Mack, Paul.
Woodstock
—■
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—
QUEBEC
Montreal
—
Tees
Co., 912 St. Catherine
St. & West.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Moncton
Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA

Geo. J.— Chapman
Toronto
742 Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amlbulance service.

Orillia
— Straehan,
W. A.
Successor to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 45.H.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A.
Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

By
PRACTICAL

Harold

Stratford
—
Greenwood
& Vivian, Ltd.
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.

London —
Ferguson 's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.

Here is the book which you need
to give you accurate, concise,
and complete furniture information.

PERIOD

Phone lOi;.

Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

At all times it is essential for the salesman lo know his
goods, but when times are a little quiet it is doubly so,
and anyone desirous of making a success as a salesman must first equip himself with a thorough
knowledge of the line he is trying to sell.

THE

Stirling
Ralph, — Jas.

57

Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherd
ale Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

EMBALMING
FLUID^^
ANArAR
f
THE PRICES OF ALL GOOD FLUIDS MUST
ADVANCE.

Get YOUR

ORDER

in now and save money later.

Our price is still $ 18 00 a case, or $7.50 a gallon NET.
Concentrated.
We cannot held to this price when our stocks are depleted.
We can still save you money because we have large
stocks on hand.
Many of our customers have already filed orders for their
requirements for a year from this date.

CARANAC

LABORATORY

PETERBOROUGH,

ONT.

There is no better Fluid in the world than CaRANAC
MADE

IN CANADA
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five
words.If Each
word two cents.
Box isadditional
required
5 cents extra to cover postage, etc.
Cash must accompany each order
—no accounts booked.

Concentrated

in excelFOR SALE — $550 horse-drawu hearse, rubber tared, Apply
F.
lent condition. Best hearse in Toronto. Photo.
-j
Rosar, 180 Sherboume St., Torqnto.
FOR SALE — ^New motor hearse, just finished, a beauty, and
up-to-diate. Stndeibaker chassis. 35 h.p. Thb is a beautiful
car built by C. E. Addison and Son, carriage and hearse
'3
builders, Otterville, Ont.
FOR SALE — ^Casket wiagion and eab amibulamce for sale. Apply
"j
333 Ciollege St., Toronto.
W,E BUY aJl kinds of discontinued lines of furaiture and pay
St., Toronto. Phone
Mart, 461 College
Auction 80
cash.
.
College College
40
H

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

Egyptian

Mr.

Undertaker

You may have your name
listed in this Directory for
Larger Bottles iilled up with water

Chemical

Co. Boston, u.s.a

$1 .00

per year.

LICENSED EMBALMERS

ONLY ACCEPTED
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Champion
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The

THE

IDEAL

Leader

For

EMBALMING

The

FLUID

true value

of any

Fluid is proven
Summer months.
CHAMPION
w^ill stand
climate.
not

always

SUMMER

the

Hot

has

and

test in any

hottest w^eather

the

obtained

satisfactory

does

results

by the proper

use

Fluid.

Your reputation, as a first-class Funeral Director,
stake on each and every case you embalm.
should, therefore, use CHAMPION
enjoy the assurance of constant success.
If a better

embalming

compounded,

The

Champion
DR.

we

would

fluid than

FERGUSON,

FLUID

Champion

compound

Chemical

G. W.

WORK

Embalming

during

severest
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for

FLUID
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affect

Generations

Co.,

is at
You

— and

could

be

it.

Springfield,

Canadian

50 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO

Manager

Ohio

The

ALASKA
—

The

'Patented March 17, 1911
" Wit-Edge"

Spring

with

the

Bedspring

Sideguards

The "Wit-Edge" Construction illustrated herewith has had such a phenomenal success
in the United States that we have secured the patent rights for Canada.
Every housewife knows that her mattress will shift
from side to side on an ordinary bedspring.

The "Wit-Edge" Bedspring entirely eliminates this
fault. It holds the mattress always in place and in its
proper shape. It does away with friction and wear on
the ticking and prevents the packing down or spreading of the mattress itself— thus adding years of life to
the latter.
Moreover, the full helicals at each end, plus the strong,
even tension of the fabric, ensure the resilience necessary to the highest degree of comfort in use.

The above illustration shows one of our three 'Wit-Edge ' Wovenweld designs.
We also make this Spring in Link Fabric.
Ask our salesman, or WRITE US DIRECT.
OF MONTREAL
ALASKA

LIMITED

BEDDING

Makers of Bedsteads and Bedding
400

St. Ambroise

Street,

MONTREAL

" Canada has no pure bedding laws—WE

HA VE ! "

^

iPUBLISHED
THE
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Trailer

This is the last word in toys, and opens up a new field of usefulness for the
ever-popular KIDDIE-KAR.
Now the kiddies can "carry things" — take
small brother for a ride, or bring parcels from the store.
Increase your profits this year by sel'ing Trailers to all those customers who
bought KIDDIE-KARS

last year and the year before. They'll all want them.

Made in one size only — height 10/^ in., width 1 Vz in.; finished to match
the KIDDIE-KAR.
Can be attached readily to any KIDDIE-KAR.
Retail price $1.25 each.
Dealers' discounts the same
Let us have an order from you.

Canadian

K.K.

Co., Limited

The

as on Kiddie-Kars.

cSai: Elora,

PfflLUPS

Conceded
shown

Ontario

Line

the finest selection being
to the Canadian trade

MOULDINGS — Genuine Circassian Walnut, Powdered
Gold Antique, Spray Gilt, Embossed
Plain Gum, Oak, etc.

and

FRAMES— Square, Oval, Novelty Stand, and Swing.
FRAMED

PICTURES-Laige
framed.

SERVING

TRAYS— New

No. 38236
Framed Mezzo Print

PHILLIPS

MANUFACTURING
258-326

Carlaw Ave., TORONTO,

variety, attractively-

designs, moderately-priced.

CO.,
ONT.

Limited
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WILLIAM

and MARY

Dimngroom

Suite
in jJmerican

5052A

The

popularity

and

Mary

Black Walnut

of the William

design

is daily in-

creasing. This suite exemplifies that quiet dignity and
charm
McLa
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characteristic

productions.

All pieces in stock
prompt

George

ready

for

shipment.

5057

5054
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McLagan

Furniture

STRATFORD.
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ONTARIO
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Bedroom
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Furniture

Plain

Oak

is a line that will catch the eye of your customer.
HERE
Its beautiful lines and staunch build will commend it
to those who
Stratford-Made,

want style as well as quality ; and it is

a guarantee in itself, which is bound to help

your sales.
Let us place this on your floor — quality creates a demand — and
this suite has it. A line from you will receive our co-operation.

No. 220-A

The

Stratford

Chair

STRATFORD,

Company,
ONTARIO

No. 426-A
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RATTAN
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REED
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SUITES

and ROCKERS

are all 'round good sellers.

Write us to send illustrations
and prices

IMPERIAL

STRATFORD,

Kroehler

CO.,

RATTAN

UMFTED

ONTARIO

Kodavs

and

Davenos

At the Canadian
National

Exhibition.

We extend a cordial invitation to
furniture dealers to visit our display
of Kodavs, Davenos, and complete
Living Room Suites, in the Industrial Building, at the Canadian Exhibition, inToronto.

We back up the furniture dealers
with advertisements in the large
national papers, such as the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeeping, etc.

The
J5

Bed
l^ttd^t
STRATFORD,

Company,
ONTARIO

Limited
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Medal

Prepared

for

Fall

Line

Trade

It is not necessary to say prices are not
as low as they used to be, but we do
want to emphasize the fact that prices
are now as low as they will be for some
considerable time to come. Every
wise dealer will place orders NOW
for
fall delivery. Conditions affecting
materials and labor are such that prices
may be withdrawn at any time.
No.

792-This

IS one or our new

Chesterfield designs, makes up beautifully in our new fabrics of electra
plush or damask.
Finest grade upholstering.

The

Gold

Medal

Furniture

TORONTO

MONTREAL

Manufacturing
WINNIPEG

UXBRIDGE

Co.^

Limited
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MARSHALL

Upholstery

PATENTED
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Leather

IVe carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment
SPRING
Years ago when we were using the ordinary
old style spring shown in cut No. 1 we weren't
satisfied. We didn't like the way the little
hook caught in the fabric and worked through
the cloth. We decided that there had to be
something done to get away from this — something to make the Marshall Mattress absolutely
perfect in workmanship. So we worked out
the new style spring shown in cut No. 2 below.
This new style spring has now been in use for
seven years and there has not been a single
complaint. You will notice that the wire has
no hook to work through the cloth. The end
of the wire is doubled back through the upper
spiral and points downward. No matter how
the spring is compressed these ends always
point toward the centre.

Spanish,
and

Fancy,

Goat

Enamelled
Finishes

Grain

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides
The most economical leather on the
market.
Let us quote you on cut stock.
Boullee

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

Mfg. Co.,

YORK

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario
Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Cut No. 2
No other manufacturer can use this spring. It
is protected by patents. It is distinctly
MARSHALL in design and manufacture. It
goes into Marshall Mattresses and Marshall
Cushions. When you buy Marshall products
you know that they cannot be duplicated by
any other company. There is only one Marishall
Mattress, only one Marshall Cushion, and each
has the patented spring which cannot work
through the covering and which always gives
satisfaction.
Marshall

Ventilated
LIMITED

TORONTO,

Mattress

Co.

CANADA

SUCCESSORS

TO

Marshall Sanitary Mattress Company, Limited

Catalogues sent on application

Upholstery Springs
Highest quality Upholilery Springs,
made from the fineit grade High Carbon Steel Wire, oil tempered after
the coiling operation, thus insuring
ReSet."Highand "No
member, the quality
of your
uniform strength
Grade Upholstering depends entirely
using.
on the quality of the springs you are
HELICAL SPRINGS
for spring bed and mattress fabrics.
Get the habit ; buy Canadian springs.
James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada
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Furniture

Quality furniture is not necessarily high-priced
furniture, despite the rather general impression
to that effect.

We do not manufacture especially high-priced
furniture, but we do put real quality into every
piece we make.

Illustrated is our new Dining Room Suite No. 42. The
design is very attractive and will claim attention. This
suite is manufactured in fumed surface oak, also the
regular surface oak finish. The price is very low for its
merit, and we will be glad to give you same on request.

WRITE

THE

FOR

OUR NEW
CATALOG— JUST
OFF THE PRESS

VICTORIAVILLE

FURNITURE

VICTORIAVILLE,

QUEBEC

COMPANY
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Canadian

National
Print

ing

Exhibition

Aug.

26

TORONTO

Greatest Achievement

Sept.

7

in Forty Years of Exhibition History.

We

can

do

Education and Recreation on a Colossal Scale

The

Heroes

of

Britain

Printing
Your Programmes

'

Invitations
1,000 Brilliantly- Attired Participants

Circulars
Booklets

The

militant

spirit of Empire

flesh and blood.
of romance

A

and history in the making.
Made

by superb musical

spectacle

into

All the colorful paraphernalia

inspiring, dramatic.
while

translated

every

Simple,

supremely

worth

treatment.

Canadian

Catalogues
Letterheads
Commercial
House

Organs

Whatever

should

it may

Furthermore, what we

acres

us once — you'll repeat.

" Made-in-Canada

Government

Food

ing one entire
demonstration

"

Conservation
building;

of vocational

manufactures ;
Show

occupy-

crippled

BOWLING

MATCH

AT KITCHENER

Many new features were introduced into an interesting bowling match which took place at Kitchener,
Ont., recently, the participants in the event being Mr.
and Mrs. Wes. Walker, of Goderieh ; Martin Anthes, of
Montreal; Jack McLaughlin, of Toronto; and Capt.
and Mrs. Sloan, of Kitchener, the team composed of

illllllllilllllllllllllllllllillllilllliillllllllllll
THE
Commercial

YOUR LOCAL AGENT HAS INTERESTING INFORMATION
REGARDING RAILROAD FARES

HIGH-CLASS

do,moderate
we do well
at
cost.— and
Try

soldiers

training.

be

see

Creatoress band; Allies' exhibit of Fine Arts;
gigantic Live Stock and Agricultural Display ;
of

Forms

Press, Limited

32 Colborne Street
TORONTO
iiiiiiiNiiiiii I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiim^^^

Anthes, McLaughlin, and Mrs. Sloan, carrying off the
high honors. The ladies were w^ell to the fore with a
number of strikes. In fact, they were so successful
that Anthes endeavored to court some of their luck by
camouflaging himself as a woman by the adoption of
the headgear of one of the ladies. His scheme seems
to have been quite successful.
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No. 341E DRESSER

An

Attractive
In

Old

Bedroom
Ivory

Suite

Finish

Compare this Dresser with some of the higher priced
on the market of similar design. You will notice the
outlines of this Dresser are properly proportioned and
that the details are correctly carried out. Also that
our Old Ivory Finish is the best.
Write us at once for price, or refer
to supplement of Catalogue No. 49.
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THE

KNECHTEL

CO.

LIMITED

I
I

FURNITURE

HANOVER

ONTARIO

I
|

i
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SUPPLY

OF

MOULDINGS

for summer

cottages,

as they require

for summer

comfortable

P

LIMITED
BROS.,
MATTHEWS
THE BIG CANADIAN MOULDING HOUSE
1906 DUNDAS
STREET WEST
TORONTO,
CANADA

You may send us
your order and we
will be pleased to fill
it with every assurance that you get an
article on a selling

Our line of matting covered Chests and
Utility Boxes is truly
up-to-date in style,
construction.and finish, and satisfies the
most exacting.

basis that offers exceptional profits.

Matting Covered, Made in Four Sizes.
Write us for Catalogue.

D.

L.

SHAFER

&

ST.

COMPANY,

THOMAS,

CHAIRS

ONT.

of

Y
QUAUT
N. A. Chairs are well known for the high

quaHty which we have constantly maintained in their manufacture. This high
quaUty has placed our chairs in many
the best homes in Canada.

of

If you cater to this profitable trade you
should become acquainted with our lines.
N. A. Chairs give both the dealer and
the user-SATISFACTION.

The
Arm Rocker No. 4014

North

American Bent Chair
LIMITED

OWEN

SOUND,

ONTARIO

Co.
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Ahead

Economists and statistical organizations, who are in the best
position to advise — yes, and our own government officials,
tell us to do as much business as possible, but eliminate
all waste and extravagance; this is good advice at any
time, and especially so now.
As the war continues, our people are going to come more
and more to the use of the practical things of life.
Meaford furniture has always been practical furniture,
neither cheap nor real expensive, always good value for
the money — never intended for those who feel nothing is
good enough unless it costs a lot of money. Meaford
furniture is mighty good furniture for the merchant to have
these times and all times. It is the steady sort that sells
year in and year out; whenever any furniture is sold at all,
Meaford furniture sells.
You can't build better for the future than build with us,
■ ■ lllllllllllllllllllllllinillll|ll1lllllllli!lllllll!llllllllllllill!!lllllinilllll{llllllllll!IN!l!lll^

The

Meaford

Manufacturing

MEAFORD,

No. 1857

ONTARIO

No. 710

Co.
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WE ARE

THE
SLIDE

HEART
OF YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-maken u»e

SLIDE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Mad* Cost.
br

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

SPECIALISTS

WABASH

SLIDES

HELP SELL TABLES.
( ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Repretentative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith, Kitchener, Ont.

TRIANGULAR

The

Divanette

Triangular
Construction
Means

Strength

The

Sanitary

with

Construction

Reinforced

We want every furniture dealer that visits the
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, to
call at our booth in the Industrial
Building and look over our complete ■lines
of divanettes.
Dealers will be surprised
at the low prices and
pleased with the
operation of
Triangular
Divanettes.

Bedding

Manufacturers

Company,

Limited

-

Write for
Prices and
Illustrations

Toronto,

of the celebrated "Peerless" Divanette

Ontario
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HEADQUARTERS

Framed

Pictures,
ings, Crayon

Portraits,

Write

L

IRISH,

FOR

Statuary,

and

for our

new

499

Color

Glass,

Catalogue

500

Mould-

Water

Convex

containing

G.
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No.

etc.

39

illustrations

Queen

West,

TORONTO

"Can't

That

is invari-

ably the reconimendation

Beat

given by all of
the
many
AGAVA

dealers handling
Agava
Hair-filled mattresses.

HAIR"
Light and springy, free from dust or odor, and proof against vermin, it
is unsurpassed in its possession of every essential of a perfect mattress
filling — qualities that mean Comfort Assurance and Certainty of
Sanitation.
It is superior to most hair in quality and beats it easily in economy.
The Mattress Filler That "Comes Back"
The

Canadian

Feather
Limited

Toronto

-

and

Mattress

Ottawa

Co,
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Attending

the

Canadian

National

iiinl

Exhibition

August 24th to September

It will be advantageous

9th
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to call at our

to you

SHOWROOMS
136-140

KING

STREET

EAST

TORONTO
and see the greatest aggregation

found

Canada

in

Made

the

between

of

Furniture

Atlantic

and

Pacific coasts.
We

will

have

of the newest

displayed
and

samples

latest designed

furniture.

We
make

invite
our

the

furniture

showrooms

trade

their head-

quarters while visiting Toronto.

ONLY

EXCLUSIVE

FURNITURE

ANADA

PERMANENT

SHOW

ROOMS

WHOLESALE
IN CANADA

rURNITUREMANUFACTURERS
LiMITEO
WOODSTOCK,

ONTARIO

to

D. O. McKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

itureWorld

Wm J. BRYANS
EDITORS
JAMES O'HAGAN

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year In Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies: |l.oO to tiie United States,
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Dealer should begin early to clean up on strictly summer lines— Good oportunities yet for the sale of summer
goods — Make big drive during the warm periods — Use caution in re-ordering so that there will be no left-overs.
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season for summer goods isn't over yet,
THE byselling
a long shot, but it is time that the furniture
dealer began to make provisions for clearing
the decks of strictly bot-weather lines, so that when
the frost is on the pumpkins there will be no cold
potatoes in stock that will have to be carried over to
another season before they can be warmed up and disposed of.
Profit Lies in Selling Last of Dozen
The dealer who counts a real profit must make it a
point to clean up well on seasonable goods. It is on
the last one or two of the dozen that the profit is really
realized so that unless the stock is completely cleaned
up, profits are represented only by stock yet to be sold
and not by real money. Make this a real-money-profit
season by clearing the decks of all odds-and-ends of
strictly summer lines.
Old Sol Will Help Clear the Decks
As we stated in our opening sentence, the selling
season for warm-weather goods is by no means over.
There are many people who are tardy in equipping
themselves for the warm weather, and the business of

these should now be gone after aggressively. Especially when Old Sol sends the mercury jumping upward, astrong drive should be made for trade. With
Old Sol as an ally, window display and advertising
during August can be made productive of good results. Talk as if there is a lot of real summer weather
yet to come — 'as there is— and the purchasing public
will incline to the same opinion and be more inclined
towards purchasing of summer goods.
Care in Re-ordering
There will be some lines of summer furniture that
you will run completely out of before the season is over
and which will have to be re-ordered in order to look
after the wants of customers. Just a word of caution in regard to re-orders. Don't overload yourself. The dealer who goes hack into the market at
this season of the year, wants to tie the life-line short
enough so that, to use the language of the street, he
won't go over his head.
Summer, with its opportunities for selling strictly
summer goods, is still with us. Make the most of it.
The season of cooler weather is not far distant. Prepare for it by clearing the decks of summer goods.

A tasLofuIly-arranged window display of summer furniture.
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Methods

UNUSUAL methods will sometimes get res-ults
when ordinary ones would not. In order to get
the attention of customers who had not visited
the store for some time, one dealer sent them a message on a regular statement form. At first glance it
looked to be a bill, but it read, "To one call you owe
at our store where you will find an attractive display
of new goods."
The novelty of this message will result in many renewals of acquaintance.

KEEPING

TAB ON MARRIAGE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The marriage announcements receive the attention
of many furniture dealers, who are interested to a
greater extent in the young couples than are m;Ost
tradesmen. Some dealers make it a point to circularize
these people, and in smaller towns, where everybody
knows everybody else and engagements are generally
THE

CRESCENX'S

AND

AUGUST

THE UNDERTAKER

of Other
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Dealers

cause he lacks the stock to place immediately in a cu.stomer's home.
Many marriages take place during August and
September, and furniture dealers should make the
most of the opportunities presented.
GOOD

SHOW

CARDS

FOR SMALL

STORES

The small store is not always in a position to maintain the hig-h standard of show cards that the proprietor would like. Frequently there is no one in the
store who is a comjpetent card Avriter and the expense
of having all the cards they would like specially prepared is larger than they can afford.
Here is a suggestion for the store so placed. A
great many of the large stores in the city use their
cards for a short time only and so they are practically
as good as new when taken off displays. Why should
not the owner of the small store arrange to purchase
such of these old cards as are suitable for his use and
which he requires? These cards are generally well
executed and if the wording is suitable should be much
preferable to any dealer himself or his staff could preThe plan also offers a source of a little revenue for
the
pare.large store using many cards. Arrangements
could be made with a few stores to purchase the supply of used cards at a reasonable figure.
ENCOURAGING

August advertisement of Winnipeg furniture store.

known, dealers can get in their work earlier. These
are the live prospects and the enterprising salesmen are
on the qui vive to get them on their lists. The advertisements offurniture dealers generally pay proper
attention to this trade, and many axioms, like "Let
Adams feather your nest," have expressed the interest
of retailers in the young eouples who are going to
hoiLsekeeping. If they know a salesman, however,
the battle is more than balf won, and given the stock,
the salesman will make the sale. It may be that many
an overcautious dealer will lose numerous sales be-

BETTER

HOME

FURNISHINGS

In order to create a greater interest in better home
furnishings as well as to directly stimulate sales, the
Daly Company of Ottawa, ran an editorial talk on
"Home Building," in its ad. It read: "Nothing reflects the character of the home and its occupants so
much as the style of furnishing. Yjv^jy country has
its peculiar national note in architecture, furniture,
house decoration and paintings. The artistic home is
that in which is found complete harmony between the
architectural design of the house and the decorative
and furnishing schemes of the living rooms. The
most costly imported antiques may strike a jarring
note when not in harmony Avith the architectural plans
of the builder, or the color schemes of the decorator.
What is known as the Colonial style of home embodies
in the highest degree the spirit of Canada. For such a
home, care should be taken in the purchase of furniture.
In the furniture section on the third floor of the Daly
store a splendid selection of furniture, carpets, rugs,
wall paper and draperies of all kinds Avill be found
suitable for any style of home, and low prices are especially emphasized during the special Five Day Sale
beginning on Tuesday."

A feature of a recent bill-board ad. of INInrray-Kay
& Co., of Toronto, is a bar of music from the "^ona:.
"Home, Sweet Home." The ad. points out that their
offerings allow the home to be made attractive
special
low cost.
at
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INSURANCE costs so much, and the risk, of loss by
fire or accident or death is so great, and the sums
of money involved are so large, that carelessness in
respect to one's insurance would seem to be, and is,
nothing short of folly. This truth everyone is willing
to admit, without argument. Yet, so inconsistent is
the average man — and the furniture man is no exception to this rule— that he gives the matter very little attention. He gives it no study ! He seldom reads his
it w'hen he
insurance policy, and rarely understands
does. And, if damage by fire occurs to his premises he
is in the humiliating position of being at the mercy of
the insurance companies. Such a course as treating
his insurance as a business matter, in the same eate.gory as merchandise, to be bought intelligently, seldom
occurs to him.
From the results of a number of interesting interviews with prominent dealers, the writer has been
able to compile some helpful information and practical
hints on this subject, which it is hoped will be of value
to readers.
Re the Foundation of Building
To begin at the bottom — the foundation of the store
— there is an important saving on the cost of fire insurance which the average merchant may make if he
wishes.
In the average building, the foundations, while they
represent a eonsideraJble proportion of the cost, are
not so subject to damage by fire as is that part above
ground. True, the water which the firemen throw upon
the fire may accumulate in the basement and, freezing
there, heave the walls. But. ordinarily the averageman is willing to take a chance on this — to carry, in
other words, his own insurance on the basement part
of his store building. He is the more Avilling to do
this when he learns that by so doing he can get the advantage of a cheaper rate^erhaps 15 per cent,
cheaper.
To explain this : You can, if you so wish, have a coinsurance clause attached to your policy, setting forth
the fact that in the event of dam'age by fire, you waive
claim for those damages sustained by the foundation of the building. You must, however, place insurance on the structure to the extent of at least 80
c6nt. of the actual value and keep it insured to that
per
extent.
To illustrate — suppose the building is worth
•tl 0,000. of which -$2,500 is in the foundations, you insure for 80 per cent, of $10,000 ; that is, for $8,000.
cent, and the coSuppose the ordinary rate is 1 per In
one case the
insurance rate is 85 per cent.
premium is $80.00 and in the other case $68.00 By
using the lower rate your annual premium is $12.00
less.

Fulfill Obligations in Co-Insurance Contract
The co-insurance clause when used in connection
with the contents of the building, furniture for example, requires of a man that he keep fully insured to

the extent of 80 per cent, of the value of his stock (80
per cent, is the usual percentage required). This
percentage must be watched, more particularly m
,these times when the vallues of stocks are going up all
the time. The insurance companies, of course, make
this reduced rate in the hope that thereby they will
induce a man to insure more heavily, and if the clause
is not lived up to by the insured he may be disappointed atthe settlement he gets in case of fire.
take an extreme case, where a stock of
example,
For
is insured for $8,000 at the cogoods worth $10,000
insurance rate. Since goods have been going up in
price that stock has increased in value to, say, $15,000.
According to his agreement the merchant is required
to keep adding to his insurance from time to time as
prices go up, until now he should carry a total of
$12,000 (80 per cent, of $15,000) insurance. If he has
done this he is all right, particularly if he has downto-date stock sheets to prove the values. He will get
a fair settlement in case of fire.
But, on the other hand, suppose he, like thousands
of other merchants buys insurance at the low co-insurance rate and then does nothing to increase his insurance to match the rising values of his stock. Supf his stock;
pose he has a fire that destroys one-hal
where does he stand when it comes to a settlement?
The fire has destroyed goods to the value of $7,500.
Had he been paying the ordinary rate of premium he
could come upon the insurance company for $7,500;
also had he kept the stock insured to 80 per cent, of
its real value he could collect $7,500. But, since he
has not kept up his end of the bargain the insurance
company proceed to adjust his claim just in proportion
as they are liable under the contract. He should have
been carrying $12,000 insurance ; he was carrying only
ce, so they pay him eight-twelfths of his
$8,000or insuran
loss,
$5,000.
If, however, the stock is damaged to the extent of
can collect the full
80 per cent, of its value the owner
amount of his insurance ; in this case, $8,000.
In connection with this co-insurance, a re-valuation
of buildings or plant after a term of years, and a
stocktaking at least once a year or at seasons when
stock fluctuates is recommended.

When Fire Risk is Increased
The question of increased risk to a property from
any cause; for example, supposing the dealer makes
some alterations to his store, or builds a garage in con-a
nection with it, or puts in an oil tank, or supposing
man rents the store adjoining and sets up a cleaning
d to
and pressing establishment, these must be reportemeet
to
d
adjuste
rate
the
and
y
compan
ce
insuran
the
the changed circumstances. It is well, when changes
or repairs in the building are contemplated, to have
the agent insert a clause in the contract giving you
fifteen days at one time, while alteraprotection for
tions are in progress, as othemise the policy allows a
total of only fifteen days during the entire year for
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alterations. These extra fire hazards should be
watched, as if fire occurs oAving to them and the insurance company has not been notified regarding them,
you are quite at the mei-ey of the company as to
whether they allow you for the damage or not. As a
matter of fact, they do not usually follow the strict
letter of the law in this, but even although they may
not do so it means a compromise settlement at the least.
Value of Equipment that Protects
When a merchant installs fire bucket tanks or fire
extinguishers he is usually allowed a reduction ^of 5
per cent, on the premiums.
The sprinkler systems, while too expensive for any
but the largest retail establishments, effect so enormous
a saving in insurance premiums that a large concern
cannot afford to postpone installation. The saving in
cost of insurance will frequently pay the cost within
five years.
Tbe following figures will serve to illustrate the
foregoing: On a building valued at $120,000 the annual insurance premium was $1,200. A sprinkler system was installed at a cost of $2,500. The cost of insurance under the new conditions Avas 35 cents per
hundred dollars, or $420. This insurance, together
with the cost of the upkeep of the sprinkler system,
was estimated at $700 per year, leaving a net saving
yearly of $500, or $2,500 and accumulated interest at
the end of five years.
Other Insurance to Consider
The question of business insurance — the insurance
of a member of the firm in favor of the firm, to offset
the loss to the business by that man's death — ^and of
partnership insurance to take care of the contingencies which arise upon the decease of a meniber — are
too large to be dealt with in so short space as is at our
disposal in this article. Suffice it to say here that
business insurance and partnership insurance are
recognized to-day as required by the best interests of
any business to which they are adapted.
There are other branches of insurance which the upto-date merchant is glad to buy. Plate glass to-day
costs enormously more than it did a few years ago. If
one of the large windows in your store should be
smashed and you had to replace it yourself, this cost
Avould astonish and confound you.
Automobile and
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liability insurance may save you against the results of
a damage suit for injury to some pedestrian, which
would put you out of business.
The question of insurance is worthy of more attention than it commonly receives at the hands of the
insured. In some lines of the retail trade the wholesale houses request that the policies of their customers
be submitted to them for inspection, the wholesale
houses supplying an expert insurance man to advise
them on any unusual features which arise. There is
little doubt that many merchants are too negligent in
this important matter. The majority of them make
no changes to correspond with an increase or decrease
of stock, nor Avith the alterations in values. Depreciation in fixtures or fittings is not taken account of.
It Avould appear that in these times when profits are
being cut so finely, the average furniture man might
Avell look more closely into the question of his
insurance.

WINDOW

SERVES

IN MANY

WAYS

It is no idle boast to say that the art of proper AA-indoAA' displaying is second to no other feature of
modern advertising and merchandising either in
point of importance or improvement. The show windoAv occupies a position peculiar to itself. It is the
natural outcome of the theory to get everything in
sight. It represents the closest connecting link between buyer and seller: the public and the merchant,
and it is capable of unlimitable development.
It is not hard to recall that time when the average
merchant still believed his store Avindows were doing
their utmost by simply letting in the light, but merchandising methods the country over have undergone
drastic changes for the better. The store window has
not been overlooked in this era of advancement and
It is not difficult to realize the value of the store
progress.
window to the present-day merchant. He couldn't
very Avell get along without it. It serves him in a
hundred and one ways and is proving of inestimable
sorA'ice.

Orderly arrangement of dining room furniture in store interior.
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much time to clerks, give a better
A little system in regard to the arrangement of goods in the store room will save
-Bp /. R. Pontifex, Ottawa
stock
his
on
check
service to customers and allow the dealer to keep a better
mmmm ..:„.....,.......................i.
..i.i... —m
ii lii I I " mmmmmmmmn
, ,„ ; ,
hand is wanted in a hurry. Sup.pose you buy fumed
"Where have you been the last hour, John?"
for
oak chairs and when they arrive it turns out that you
"Looking for the leaves for that extension table
d
."
Mrs. Williams
really wanted golden oak. You are both over-stocke
to give
position
a
in
not
yet
and
ked
lookunder-stoc
and
m.anner
a
such
in
wasted
been
has
time
When
good service. An agent for mattresses comes along
ing for the table leaves, and still more time for the
you are pressed for time. Are you going to
when
somestart
to
chairs to complete the suite, it's time
rething. Fancy John and Harry and Tom, all wastmg
order by guess work or memory as to what you
quire? You know in a minute when you have a proper
time in this manner and then figure out just what a
loss it means.
system installed and it is better to be prepared than
to have to regret to a customer that you have_ every
System Creates Order Out of Chaos
size in stock — ^but the one she wants. A certain line
notice
It is very easy to ehange this state of affairs. It seems dead stock and is hanging on. You can
room
simply means putting system to work in the store
when goods are properly arranged, and deit easily,
cide which is the best Avay to work it off.
point,
in
and creating order out' of chaos. As a case
we will suppose that a shipment of goods has arrived
Helps at Stock Taking Time
and comprises walnut bedroom suites. The beds are
When stock taking comes along matters are greatly
set up with short side rails and the regular rails stored
the
When
goodts.
the
es
purchas
r
are together.
custome
a
till
away
simplified because each maker's edgoods
in the office than
appreciat
better
be
will
fact
This
dismade, a helper is He
day " arrives that sees the salethen
the fun begins.
by the selling force. It means less turning about for
patched to find the sides and
discover
to
only
stack,
the
from
set
after
set
out
pulls
different price lists to find costs of the goods and consequently less laibor to complete inventory figures.
y,
mahogan
or
goods,
maker's
other
some
are
that they
is
he
time
the
By
.
walnut
ent also makes for tidy methods m
for
arrangem
looking
is
This
he
while
instructed to use system in the store
staff
A
store.
the
anis
,
p-ackage
his
finds
he
pile
nearly through the
goes
He
ce.
annoyan
his
noyed and probably expresses
room, will carry the idea into other places. Efficiency
will reduce the staff or allow a greater volume of trade
off' with the needed rails,, leaving the rest piled on
to be done with the same staff. It will be of great
other furniture at every angle— all in glorious confusion. On a future occasion, he or some other man
assistance Avhen changes are necessary as strangers
will have to move the same rails to get at the goods
will readily find the goods desired.
beneath.
Wasted Time Means Lost Profits
Did you ever do that in your store room?
Time is money and wasted time means lost profits.
If not, you must already have inaugurated some kind
store,
your
in
exists
n
of a system.. If this conditio
In these days of conservation of food and materials,
prove
doubt
no
will
article
this
of
a situation that may become more and more
perusal
a
with
however
1-eneficial.
serious as time goes on, it behooves us ;as Canadian
How to Arrange Room
citizens to be ud and doing, to see to it that we "carry
on" even under Avar conditions. If the going gets hard
very
A
things.
arrange
and
Take a few hours' time
and the road seems rough, it is far better to be saving
little rough home carpentry will divide your store
Avhat we can by sys^-em, than losing Avhat imay be the
room
dining
With
sections.
different
into^many
room
difference between success and failure, by our intable leaves to stack away, bave a separate place for
ability to accept conditions as we find them.
every maker's goods, and then subdivide these into
sections for fumed oak, golden oak, walnut or
CAN WE CHAIN THE FIRE FIEND?
mahogany. The same way with your chairs. Keef)
There are some very interesting and instnictive
brass and iron bed
all kinds in a separate place". With
diagrams in a bulletin on forest fires just issued by the
side rails, put each maker's rails by themselves as one
and
es
Mattress
bed.
'
make will not fit anothers
Forestry Branch of the Denartment of the Interior.
size
and
style
each
away,
€Janada, whenstacked
be
can
springs
These diagrams show that throughoutlight,
the number
separate.
ever the rainfall becomes unusually
the higher
too,
g,
sneakin
arrange
ly
and
General
itself
e.
by
e
increas
furnitur
fires
's
of
Put all children
verandah goods, refrigerators, kitchen cabinets so that
the temperature the greater the danger of fire. The
th"y are easily located.
Fires in Canada, 1914-16,"
bulletin is entitled "Forest
extent of the losses to the nation from this
the
and
ement
Arrang
y
Value of Orderl
cause makes the publication of particular value. The
quicker
mean
and
space
save
will
This arrangement
statement of these losses will aid in arousing Canservice to the customer and a better feeling in_ the
adians to the need of stopping forest fires, and details
e
furnitur
moving
work
of statistics will show that forest fires can be stopped,
helper, who will be saved much
from plaee to place.
just as surely as losses are kept down by a good fire
Imao'ine what this means when a list of stock on
brigade in a city.
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Dealers

Ideas and plans that other Canadian furniture
men have found useful in promoting trade.

GOOD many furniture dealers have been helping
out trade to a considerable extent during the
past year by trying to instil into the minds of the
purchasing public the thought of better homes. One
firm that has been doing considerable along this line,
is Wright's Limited, of Sydney, N.S. One ad. on the
subject read as follows: "While you sit at home you
have the opportunity of enjoying its comforts. You
can rest from the toils of the busy day and spend your
evening hours in reading and otherwise enjoying 'the
evening at home.'
"Let us then make our watchword, a home year, and
talk better homes. This will make you look to the
comforts of the living room. Is your home one of the
better homes? Have you looked to its comfort and
beauty? Have you used good taste in furnishing the
living room? Never have the furniture industries
striven more to make better furniture for better homes.
It will be our aim to give you that better furniture for
better homes, a high standard of quality at reasonable
A

prices."
DON'T BE AFRAID TO BE HOSPITABLE
You are having a special sale. Tables, or chairs, or
some other article. But you are selling something
along with them — the permanent reputation of your
store.
Don't be afraid to be hospitable. Don't hesi-

"It saves
time

me

and

so much

hard

work^'

Kitchen

Cabinets

You'll enjoy visiting our Special
Display this week. Don't miss it.
Outfitting

Co.,

ONE

SPECIAL
MONTH

LINE DURING

We have frequently pointed out the advantage of
making a strong drive on one specific line during
each month. Concentrating all selling forces on one
line is bound to create interest.
This plan was followed by Green's Furniture Store
last February. Bedroom furniture was specialized on.
The introduction to one ad, devoted to the line, read :
"A daintily furnished bedroom which combines cheerfulness with comfort and artistic quality is an ideal
which every woman is justified in striving for. Bedroom furnishings of artistic excellence can be seen
during February, at prices which are obviously lower
than the real value. A visit of inspection will not
obligate you to buy, but the information gained will be
especially valuable to those who desire quality at
moderate prices."
AN IMPORTANT

FIXTURE
IS A FOR THE HOUSEWIFE

CABINET

Every woman is drawn irresistably towards any contrivance that will lighten and dispel kitchen drudgery.

are the standard by which all others are judged. They
are by far the most durable, have many more conveniences and labor saving devices, and j'et they cost
no more than vastly inferior kinds.
If you value your time as being worth anything at
all, you should get a Blank at once. Come in and let
us show you how convenient they are.

Home

FEATURING

KITCHEN

That's the very first thing a woman who has a
Blank cabinet will say — and it does, too —
saves hundreds of steps and two to four hours
of hard work each day it is used.
The Blank Cabinet combines the pantry, cupboard
and kitchen table in one — cuts out the trips from one
to the other and makes kitchen work a pleasure.
Blank

tate to give service. Don't insist on the sale before
you please the customer. The only reason the "bargain-sale" isa stage joke is because it is so often the
last time the buyer enters the store. Be practical .
Unloose the latch-string.

Ltd.

170- 178 King St. East
Kitchen cabinet ad. of Hamilton furniture dealer.

Workmanship

Interior

The cabinets are constructed, not thrown together,
but utility.
built for
service and

The interior is beautifully enamelled, thus
making
sanitary. them perfectly

Exterior
The outside is made of
solid oak, beautifully
finished
and neatly
trimmed
with
duraible
fittings.

Sanitary Conveniences
Self-feeding flour bin
with patent
sifter
attached. Sugar
retainer
■with automatic
stop.
and sanitary.
Spice
jars convenient

PRICE
Contrary to expectation, the price is considerably
lower than one would anticipate and is offset by the
utility and service these cabinets give. Prices range
from'!?19.00 to $65.00.
CAMPBELL
& CAMPBELL
ARTISTIC HOUSE FURNISHERS
Advertisement used by Brandon firm to feature kitchen cabinets.
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Figures of To-day
May Mislead

We have pointed out before that
retailers do not. want to be mislead by the larger sales figures
which are being attained these days, as they are, to a
greater or less extent, the result of advanced prices for
merchandise and do not necessarily indicate larger
profits, at least not in proportion to what they would
have been previous to the war.
There is another feature to consider also — that while
many merchants may be making more money, it does
not mean any greater net worth as more is required
to live. As pointed out by The Decorative Furnisher,
a number of retail merchants at the present time are
glorying in the fact that their sales totals, so far. are
greater than they Avere a year ago. Their records
s-how they have made more money, in dollars and
cents, than they ever made in any similar period —
and they are extremely happy.
A certain merchant, in fact, is so pleased with the
business he has done this year that he is not making
any effort to secure extra business. "T am making
more than T made last year," he is reported to have
said, "so why should I tire myself out looking for more
work?"
Without doubt many merchants are making more
money this year than they made last, but, none the
less, the matter of extra profits is a snare and a delusion.

that they do not appreciate their possibilities, but more
alone. ' '
often that they are content to ' ' let well enough
Several years ago there was a certain retail store in
one of our largest cities, managed by an Englishman ;
austere, conservative, dignified ; a man who would have
been shocked to see his shop advertised in an American newspaper. He had an exclusive trade and his
net profits amounted to $20,000 a year. This Englishman died. His assistant, an aggressive young American, took charge. He advertised; advertised continuously inthe best local newspaper. At the end of
the first year Under his management this exclusive
shop made a net profit of over $80,000'. Why ? Simply
because there are 500.000 well-to-do people in tha"eity who never knew that this shop existed or knew
what lines were carried by it, until they saw those advertisements inthe newspaper; and the shop has an
excellent street location, too.
Here is another case. A dealer with whom T was
talking recently, told me that in a recent conversation
with 'a brother merchant, he asked^ him if he read a
certain trade paper. He replied that he did not —
that be had never subscribed for a trade paper and
had m'anaged to make a fair success of his business.
But, as the first dealer remarked to me, "He has
certainly made quite a success of his business, but he
does not realize that he might have made a much larger
success if he had only been a diligent reader of a good

They may be making more money, that is true, but
they are forgetting that the buying valiie of a dollar
to-day is less thpn it was a year ao-o. A dollar to-dav
has a buying value of scarcely more than fifty or sixty
cents. Therefore, the extra monev they are making,
sunerficially. is. in reality, worth less in value to-day
than it was four years ago.
All merchants should get all the extra busine«s they
can. They will need it if the. money value of their
profits is to enual the value of money in 1914.
Ten dollars may be ten dollars, quite true, so far as
arithmetic is concerned, but if it will only buy five
dollars' worth of merchandise, it is high time for a
merchant to look at his profits in another than an
arithmetical way. A thousand dollars to-day is only
eoual, in buying value, to five hundred dollars four
years ago, and, for that reason, unless a merchant is
really making twice as much money now as he made
in 1914, his business is actually going behind instead
of advancing.
Give this matter a little consideration ; it Avill prove
worth your while.
■(f- 4{" ■if'

trade paper."

Make the Most
Many dealers are too easily satof Opportunities isfied — do not make the most of
their opportunities. They are too
contented with a moderate success when much greater
attainments are possible.
It is sometimes the case

Guard Against
Dull Season-itis

* * *

A dreadful disease that attaci^s a
good many merchants ^t this ^imp

of the year is "Dull Seq«on-itis."
The general public — the people who buv things — Rre
not generally attacked directly by it. but frenuently
have it communicated to them by merchants who_ are
its victims. The public, in fact, are usually inclined
to go on earning and spending money.
The merchant should endeavor to guard against this
dread affliction. The maintenance of selling effort
through the season is the cure. A full dose of inspiration and ambition backed up by plenty of advertising and display effort will be found successful in
combatting the disease.
* * *
The more conveniences and cornforts you provide for customers,
the stronger you will bind them to
your store. Some of the big city stores give a good
deal of time and spend considerable money to provide
conveniences for those who visit their establishments.
During the warm weather even the small store
should do what it can to make customers comfortable.
It will put them in better buying humor. It is a good
Many customers appretime to feature a rest room.

A Glass of
Water Anyway
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ciate a place where they can wash. Electric fans
make a big difference on a warm day.
Do all you can to make customers cool. Even if
you can't see your way to do any more provide a container where customers coming in out of the warm sun
can get a cool drink of water.
Make your store appear cool too. The use of
flowers and branches will help considerably in this
direction.
* * *
Providing Proper
Selections in
Small Towns

In our last issue, we pointed out
editorially that one of the big incentives to mail order buying by
people in small towns was the
lack of selection in stock shown by local dealers due
to one trying to encroach on the legitimate trade of
the other with the result that no one dealer got sufficient trade in any one line to carry a representative
selection.
This point is illustrated by the experience of Frank
Stockdale, retailing counsel of the Advertising Clubs
of the World in a western town. On his first visit he
found that seven stores were carrying shoes. This
interested him so much that he made an investigation
of the local shoe situation and discovered, among other
things, that the cashier of the local bank and one or
two other prominent men drove over to a town not
much larger, twenty miles away, to buy their shoes.
The reason was apparent. So many different dealers were attempting to handle shoes that not one of
them carried a comprehensive stock, and none had
shoes to suit the banker. He showed that there was
enough money invested in shoes in that town to provide
sizes and styles for a community twice as large, yet
local men and women were forced to go elsewhere to
get satisfactory shoe service. The trouble was overlapping lines. Too many merchants carried incomplete lines that lost money for themselves, their competitors and the manufacturer who sold them the shoes.
Nobody was pushing the shoe business. In the long
run, this meant that the community was buying fewer
shoes, all told, than it might have bought had enterprising merchants been introducing new styles and attractive shoes in a modern way.
His talk, as he found in the community on the
second visit, bore fruit. The number of shoe lines
had been reduced and the amount of sales increased.
Customers were better satisfied, the merchants made
more money and manufacturers, of course, supplied the
increased demand.
If all dealers in small towns would work together
and not encroach on each other's rightful field, they
would be better able to carry a selection and thus head
off out-of-town buying.
* * *
Development
of Initiative

In the conduct of the war it is the
men who do things, on their own
initiative in the pinches who carry
off the military medals. It is much the same with
the salesmen in the business world. The laurels go to
those men who do things on their own initiative occasionally without direction from the manager or proprietor.
Of course, there must be a head to direct the general
work. The men under him must obey, but on occasion they must act on their ownnnitiative.
Many a
Try the idea out on your own sales force.
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time a man must act without direction. The man who
acts right is the real thing. Keep your eyes on your
men for instances of such initiative. It's what a man
does — and does right — without being told, that proves
his right to advancement. The advance on the Somme
is a Big Brother to the advance on the payroll. On
this basis, at least, war and business are much the
same.
•

•

•

A good many retailers add a good
deal of profit during the year by
taking advantage of discounts
offered for cash. Take even the matter of a 1 per
cent, discount in 10 days in lieu of 30 days net. This
practically means 1 per cent, on money for 20 days. If
money could be kept working at this rate continuously
throughout the year it would mean 18 per cent., cernecessity.
tainly not a dividend to be passed up without real

Taking of
Discounts

Dealers should have a plan for keeping track of
those accounts on which discounts are available They
will amount to a considerable sum in the course of a
* * *

year.

The merchant's wife is not always
given the credit that she rightly
deserves for the part she has
played in the dealer's success. How frequently is it
the case, particularly with the merchant who has
started in a small way, that his wife has rendered valuable assistance, not only in the saving of expense by
helping in actual store work, but by her advice in matters vitally affecting the business. There are few
merchants who began with a limited amount of cash
and experience who cannot recall instances where they
have been saved from pitfalls— yes. frequently from
disaster — by the wise counselings of their better-halfs.
And yet when the rough waters have been passed
and smooth sailing is in sight, how often do we find
that a proper feeling of appreciation is lacking in those
merchants who have been so helped. When the public begin to sing their praises and refer to them as
successful — when the time comes that the business is
carried on to a certain extent by the wave of its own
success, and the wife's direct help and advice is no
longer needed— the dealer is inclined to forget the
days gone by when his wife was a source of great help
and encouragement, and at a time when such help and
encouragement was needed the most.
So give the wife her due credit for the service she
has rendered. She courts no publicity as to what she
has done, but merely a proper appreciation and
acknowledgment on the part of her husband that she
cess.
has played some small part in the attaining of his suc-

Give the Wife
Due Credit

# * *

We have pointed out before that
the dealer who is inclined to look
on the bright side of things can
A runfrequently make capital out of misfortune.
away automobile recently demolished the plate glass
window of a store; the owner converted the mishap
into a smile-compelling incident by placing in the
window a placard, "Automobiles will hereafter please
use the main entrance."
Making Capital
of Misfortune

Au.^st, 1918
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Exchanges
Suggestions from Our
Merchandising
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals
CONFIDENCE
"How can I sell more furniture this summer?"
That's the all important question right now. And
the answer is amazingly simple. By gaining the confidence of a greater number of probable buyers.
So far so good — 'but where are these "probable
buyers," and how can their confidence be won? It is
safe to say that the source of demand for your furniture is in the "worth-while homes in your own immediate neighborhood — not the homes of the very rich,
nor those of the hopelessly poor, but rather the homes
of those good substantial citizens who throng our
streets, fill our stores, own their own homes and have a
buying power great enough to supply their families
with all of the necessities and some of the luxuries of
life.
And the dividing line between necessity and luxury
depends entirely on the individual point of view. —
Grand Rapids Furniture Record.
TELL

THEM

ABOUT

THE

BETTER

KIND

It is surprising to note the great number of fiirniture dealers who' devote the greater portion of their
advertising space to the subject of cheap furniture. In
fact, they seem to be trying to outdo each other in
telling the public how cheaply they can sell furniture.
Running through one of the big dailies, recently, there
was only one advertisement that told the story of good
furniture, the various pieces offered being priced at a
figure that would convince the average reader that the
furniture was more than ordinary in quality. Some
dealers seem to have a tsort of fear of driving the trade
away if they offer a bedroom suite for sale at a figure
higher than one hundred dollars.
They much prefer
to advertise that they will throw in the furnishings of
two more rooms and give the whole for two hundred.
One dealer starts this competitive ball rolling and
the rest try to beat him.
We wonder if the fellows
who own the stores' ever sat down at home and read
their own ads over with the idea of trying to convince themselves that the announcements would actually .sell them if they were in the market.
It is not
very probahle tha+ one single dealer avouUI advise his
wife, son or daughter to even call at the store to in•snect the furniture offered, even if he M'ere a "greenhorn" and knew little about quality.
Aside from that
portion of the populace who earn meager wages and
care little about the joys of a well-furnished home,
such advertisements as most dealers use will attract
but very few of those buyers who want good furniture. These generally find out where to go to get it
by scanning the columns of their favorite paper. Put
yourself in the place of the prospective furniture
buyer.
Just imagine you are abou^" to furnish a home.
Look over the papers and then af^k yourself if yon feel
like buying from the concern
who
advertises only
cheap furniture.
Right away the thought prevails
that if this store uses so much valuahle space to tell
about a lot of cheap furniture, it must naturally make

a specialty of that class of goods. If not. they surely
would talk about their other better grades. Stores
are judged hy what they put into their advertisements.
The ad-writers of the big metropolitan stores that
eater to the good trade, prepare copy that is intended
to interest that class of trade. They describe and
illustrate a class of goods that gives the reader confidence in the store. The reputation of the store is enhanced by advertising good furniture, whereas, on the
contrary, the store that uses its space to advertise
cheap furniture is going 'backward instead of forward.
The store that wishes good trade must advertise good
furniture — must carry dignified announcements and
have the furniture on the floors to hack up eveiy claim.
It is true that more cheap furniture is sold than of the
better grades, but it is equally true that almost every
other sale of cheap furniture makes an eventual enemy
for the store. Remember this^"The sweetness of
the bitterness of poor quality."
never equals
Worker.
Furniture
—lowTheprice
REPUTATION

AT YOUR

BANK

Methods of husiness to-day are such that it is difficut for any husiness man to avoid borrowing money,
or by means of "mereither directly from a bank
chandise" notes. Most men attend to such obligations when due, even though extensions of time must
be asked, but too many husiness men are careless in
this respect. In numeroiis banks on any given day, if
you could look over the hank examiner's shoulder, you
would find several overdtie notes classified as "dishonored paper," which have been neglected through
mere carelessness. In many cases the makers of the
notes will go to the hank in a day or two and either
pay the full amount thereof or effect renewals. In
cases of pure neglect the hank sustains no loss, but the
husiness man who does not attend promptly to such
matters suffers a severe loss — a loss of reputation for
reliahility. When any m-an finds that he Avill not be
ahle to pay his note in full, he should go to the bank
several days before the mote becomes due and explain
his position frankly. If believed, and entitled to a
renewal with or without payment on account, he will
obtain the accommodation. In anv event, bv giving
the matter his prompt attention his reimtation as a
man who will do his best will remain untarnished. —
Grand Rapids Furniture Record.

FUNDAMENTALS

IN ADVERTISING

To my mind there are only three fundamental ?-irinbciples in advertising; namely, he honest, be s^ensible er
persistent. I say he honest, because every advertis
should remember that advertising doesn't create value,
it merely tells of it. The value has to be in the article
itself. " I say to be sensible because the majority of
with good compeople who read copy are endowed
mon sense. I say to be persistent because you have
to keep everlastingly at it. People soon forget, and
unless we keep persistently at advertising we had better not hegin at all, — Hugh Chalmers.
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Furniture

Dealers

Cut

Loose

Guy Luke made
masteran ideal toast-

at Annual Picnic — Toronto dealers and
furniture travellers help out the celebration.

BTG-GER, grander, more gigantic than ever — as the
circus posters say — was the Associated Furniture Dealers of Hamilton annual picnic held at
Hamilton, on Wednesday afternoon, July 17. ^^^]ington Beach not being large enough to hold the anticipated crowd, the event was held at Dundurn Park.
The invitation to the al¥air was an elaJborate effort,
taxing the brains of Frank Walker and his associates,
Guy Luke and Bill Nash. It was isisued from "under
the mountain," to all privates in furniture game and
contained the warning that the tribunal appointed by
the Hamilton dealers demanded the presence of all interested infurniture selling at the camp to show just
cause why they should not be conscripted into the
"Spindle leg and glue battalion," to see if they are fit
for furniture service or discarded to class P. The
warning was issued to all hetween the ages of 17 and
97, no excuse being taken. The warning was signed
by Col. Pan Handle, and the colonel was much sought
after on picnic day.
Arrived at the camp the basehallites were sent to the
valley to contest for the prizes, and also that the balls
might not get lost through rough usage by the hard
hitters. The order of business started off by program
was all right — 2 p.m., meet at Dundurn Park Camp ;
2.01, show registration card and get furniture tag;
2.15, umpire chosen; 2.17, big ball game; 2.30, war on
between rival captains; 2.31, umpire attacked in the

Sam Averv rode away from the crowd in the beauty contest. Note the
looks of dissfust on the faces of Loui e Yolles, Eddie Bagshaw, Jim Dare,
and the rest of the "hfis-been§."

And Bill Nash was fine as master of
ceremonies

rear; 2.32, umpire killed; 2.33, new umpire; 2.40 no
one 's game ; 3, game concluded.
There were two ball games, the first between the
furniture travellers and the Hamilton employees of
furniture stores, for the possession of the challenge
cup. The travellers won, 8 to 5, with the assistance
of Umpires Sam Avery on balls and strikes, and Bill
White on the bases. The winners team was made up
of Matt Brown, Wallie Bateman, Frank Gifford. Joe
Parsons, C. Farquharson, F. W. Trebell, Jim Dore. J.
Shontz, with J. Adams and Bill Steam as pitcher and
catcher.

The employees lined up against this mob were Buseom'be, Tomlinson, Thompson, Gidley. Wright. Kent,
Fifield,
catching.with Murray Souter pitching, and Whitehouse
The second game was between the Hamilton and Toronto dealers for a case of the Glasco Company's .jam.
It was won hy the Ambitious City crew 15 to 8. The
Hamiltonians lined up in this order: Simpson, Smith,
Kelly, Malcolm, Beech. Lowry, Cowan, Thompson,
Young. The Toronto bunch were Tadman, Hosier,
Hattie.
Newton, Wilkinson, Durst, Burroughes, Lindsay, "McFollowing the baseball games, the gansr adiourned
to the upper field where the races were contested. The
"Beauty Contest" was won bv Sam Avery of Caledonia, after Louis Yolles had been snaked away and
the others were eliminated bv due process. The prize
was a dinner gong presented by the Robinson Co.
The Fat Man's Race was won by George Wilkinson,
and he had the pleasure of carrying home a fine
jardiniere stand. The race for the married men employed bv Hamilton dealers was won by J. Skeddon.
Thompson in second nlace. The former won
A.
with
pedestal given by the Home Outfitting
mahogany
a
Co., and the latter an O^Cedar mop given by Ralph
Smith. The unmarried employees race went to J.
outfit donated by the
brass smoker's
Lowry. a Housefurn
ishing Co.
Dominion
"Gold Medal" Bill Byron Avith Harbison as partner
outwon the three-legged race, a couple of smoker's won
fits given by Malcolm and Souter, and Webster
the running backward race, a framed pictiire. the gift
of Guy Luke. Frank Gifford won the Guests' Race,
given by the Green Furnithe prize heing a dinner tray,
ture Co., and a specially matched race of 700 yards for
a five dollar gold piece, between Eddie Bagshaw and
Bill White, was won by Eddie after a strenuous run.
The tug-o-war between travellers and dealers was
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won by the dealers, the travellers were pulled around
the park.
The cheerful announcement of "supper ready" had
the effect of lining up the crowd, and, led off by Bert
Menzie, who also was c'hoir director, the hungry furniture men made a tour of the park, passing the hungrier
lion, the Hamilton police force, the ladies, and notching
all the trees on the march past. Eventually the pavilion
was reached, where, passports inspected, the company
fell to the good eatables provided. - The banquet
meno was as follows:
Soups
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Matt Brown went to his grip one day to give Wallie
Bateman a drink, but when he got there, the grip it
was bare, now Wallie is sulky. — Percy Brown.
Eddie Bagsihaw stood upon the deck, piping pretty

Poison Ivy Cream
Golden Hair a Jus
Fresh Water Foods
Sword Fish
Dog Fish Livers (smothered with scales)
Euh'ber Neck Clams (with fish limibs)
Entrees
Sjionge Consomme

Elephant's Leg on Toast
Quail Feather (Burnt)
Fancy Caterpillars
Pickled Eel's Feet (Camphor Sauce)
Boneless Liver
Vegetables
Sunflowers
Stewed Pansies
Violet Onions
Dessert
Loose Pie (Enos Style) Steel Pie
Wagon Nuts
Horse Chestnuts
Bolts and Nuts
DamnFin-o Cigars
Fire Crackers
Dog Crackers
Following the banquet was the distribution of prizes,
the gifts being handed out by C. Coyell in Clarence's
own inimitable style. Then followed the speeches —
John R. Shaw, Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd.,
Woodstock, on the furniture outlook; F. E. Coombe,
Coombe Furniture Co. Ltd., Kincardine, on upholstered
furniture ; James Acton, Toronto ; and C. Farquharson,
Faniuharson-Gifford, Stratford.
Other Short Speeches
Clean your plate of beans and pea^ — Bill Beney.
If you don't believe me, ask Jim Malcolm. — Tom
Tnglis.
Some people like rum, other people like rhum, but T
like both. — Pat. Sommerville.
Riddle — Iron crosses are made of iron ; wooden beds
are made of wood ; but what are Menzie 's beds made
of? Answer: Fighting iron (scrap). — Jack McLaughlin.
We have been told that Jack Montgomery would
be willing to sell all his trotting horses and give up
pai'ty politics to accept the chairmanship of the Hydro
Power 'Commission when Sir Adam Beck resigns. —
Louis Yolles.
otoR liy Dave

Souter,

Pres. Prank Walker and Bill White, carrying Ed.
Bagshaw, after his race, up to get his five dollar
gold ijiece.
girls by heck. When he was called he would not go.
Eddie 'has good taste you know. — Bill White.
Jimmy Dore, a father of seven, had a dream he went
Dalby.
to heaven ; look out Jim, that seven come eleven. — Bill
Bill White is a wonderful salesman, in Windsor he
makes a ibig tit; he might mend legs on tables and
chairs, 'but on ladies, why, we'll say nit. — Eddie Bagshaw.
Plating the Plater
Before the conclusion of the ceremonies an unadvertised stunt was pulled off when Frank Walker, a
much surprised man, was called up by Toastmaster
G-uy Luke and in a choicely worded little address was
presented with an engraved silver dinner tray. Mr.
Walker was dumbfounded, and so had to let any reply
he was capable of making by the boards. Frank
president of the Hamilton Dealers' Associahas been
tion since its foundation, and now that he is retiring
from furniture selling to take up another line, felt
that the post should be held by a furniture man. He
promised all capable assistance in the future and the
boys cheered him on. He suggested alternating the
annual picnic between Hamilton and Toronto. "He's a
Jolly Good Fellow," greeted Frank when he rose to
get his plate.

official photographer.

on Kd. Hag.shiiw
ITatMan'sKano-Krank
Geo. Wilkin.son.
beat outcheering
and Bill White toWalker

Hill li> nm and his
' (ic.ldtheModal'
nu c from
tlirco-lc>:gc(l
Kir.-t lii .U incompanion
is 'Vonie"
(iirtbrdalso
Frank
plow horses.
winning
racer.
ball player,
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Gist o[ an interesting address delivered at Hamilton furniture dealers* picnic by John R. Shaw, President
Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Limited, Woodstock — The war and its effect on the furniture industry.
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amount of building is being done in Canada or the
story of the growth of the furniture industry
United States at present, but oak is used and is
in Ontario is not exactly a romantic one, though
it is an interesting tale. Ontario, originally a wanted for shipbuilding, railway car-building, ties, etc.
Glass has increased in price. Glass formerly came
wooded country, its towns had no particular advantage
to offer in the way of site for any furniture industry
from Belgium and Northern France. Both these countries are now shut up as sources of supply, and we
except those which possessed advantages in the shape
must turn elsewhere for our glass. The U. S. are now
of shipping facilities.
First came the sawmill, the proprietor setting up his practically the only source of supply. The best glass
mill on a stream, and preferahly near a waterpower,
sand is to be found in Belgium, but verv- good glass is
coming from the U. S. Glass is sold on grade. It
where he could get in his logs and ohtain power to run
costs just as much to produce poor stuff as glass of the
his saws. This was the forerunner of the furniture
best quality, so when a run of glass is off the experts
factory, and supplied it with its raw material. Next
come and grade the stock and on its grade a price is
came the grist mill, and then followed the building up
of the settlement or little town. So we see that the
set. Where formerly glass cost us six cents, to-day
we have to pay 36 cents.
buildand
founding
the
helped
has
furniture industry
Glue is another item that enters into the making of
ing of a number of Ontario villages and towns.
furniture. At present glue is prohibited from export
But we are interested in present conditions in the
from the U. 'S. So practically the only thing that
furniture trade. Wood was plentiful in the old days
costs us less to-day is power, due to the good Avork of
and it was not necessary to import our wood for furnithe Hydro-Electric Commission.
ture making. Now, however, we bring in gumwood
Then there is the question of labor. At present it
and quartered oak from the south. Just at present all
is
scarce. Labor has not been sufficiently paid in the
inflated
at
only
had
be
these imported woods are to
;
ago
year
a
was
it
price
not in furniture making. It has not been paid as
the
past,
double
is
prices. Maple
and maho'gany, which comes from overseas, has run to well as in some other classes of work. There was a
reason for this: Factories were scattered over the
nearly four times its former cost. I know a manufacturer w<ho paid $16,000 to bring in a cargo of Province and when a man got a place in a furniture
mahogany a year ago, and this year he had to pay
factory he usually brought along his family and lo$60,000 in advance for a similar cargo.
cated in the town, and so became somewhat of a fixture.
But with our young
There is, too. a scarcity of
men
gone
to war and the
furthe better woods used in
niture making, and as a result
growth of the automobile industry there has come about
we are using again the native
a change. That industry has
and black walnut of America
been enabled to offer attracfor the better grades of furnitive posts to upholsterers in
ture. But we cannot depend
furniture factories and to
too much on walnut supplies.
cabinet-makers. And as a
Walnut is the premier wood
1-esiilt
we are now employing
used in the making of gungirls,
men over middle age
stocks, and the best available
and young boys.
source of walnut for this purAnother reason why waeres
pose up to the opening of war
was the Hartz Mountains in
have been low is that furniture has been sold too cheap.
Germany.
But
there will be no more
Walnut stands best all atcheap
furnitiare. The use of
mospheric conditions, and bewalnut as a furniture wood
cause of this it was taken for
Avill be a dead issue in the
gunstock making; so when
near future. For the reasons
the Hartz Mountain source of
already given, walnut trees
supply was cut off by the
are '^ousht for making into
substia
war,
wotld
t
presen
gunstoeks.
and the papers
tute had to be found, and it
contain
notices
offering nrizes
was found in the black walto
thosewho
can
srive infornut of America. As a result
mation Sbout the location of
of this, black walnut culls are
walmit trees. So we must
about all that can be obtained
use other woods.
•'"-'by the furniture manufacThen there is the value
turers.
placed on the productions of
There is an adequate suplooking over"
some picnic.
of the sporting events at the
other industries. Whv should
Hamilton
No great
ply of oak.
Mr. Shaw '
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a man who goes into a store around the corner and
lays out $135 for a phonograph, pay only $35 for a
sideboard in your store ? There is just as much wood
and just as good workmanship in the latter as in the
former.
We must live and learn, and there are many lessons
to be learned from the old land. The U. S. G-overnment lately appointed a commission to investigate industrial conditions after the war. This commission,
called the U. S. Federal Board, reported recently that
there was among the manufacturers of the States, a
lack of information a'bout their own products, 90 per
cent, of the factories under review had no cost system. Most of them based their costs on a rule of
thumla, or on what competitors were charging. This
same condition applied to 'Canada.
In the bread-making industry a Grovernment investigation allowed manufacturers to write 10 per cent, off
machinery and allowed a 15 per cent, profit before that
industry could be charged with making an undue
profit.
Before taxes on excess profits in the ammunition
factories are to be charged, manufacturers are allowed
to write off the whole cost of maeihinery in three years,
or 33 1/3 per cent, yearly. Furniture manufacturers
have not allowed a cent for depreciation of machinery
although any new machine might come along that
would throw some of the present equipment into the
discard.
It has been regarded in the past as a good trade
motto that "Competition is the life of trade." but it
is coming to be regarded that competition is the death
of trade, and co-operation is the life of trade. Col.
Carnegie gave an address recently in Toronto before
the furniture manufacturers and suggested that in the
interest of harmony and of better trade, manufacturers
and retailers should get together and discuss matters
of mutual interest. For instance the cutting down of
designs migiht be considered at such a gathering, and
workman's wages is another subject for discussion.
The old day of individual effort is gone forever. The
war has taught us the lesson of pulling togetiher. The
Empire and the colonies, the Dominion and the
provinces — and the autocracy, as represented by
Germany, would give way to democracy, and competition in trade to co-operative efforts.
F. E. Coombe, of the F. E. Coomibe Furniture Co.,
Ltd., Kincardine, also spoke, taking as his subject the
upholstered furniture industry. This address we will
ljublish in our next issue.
HOW TO CARE FOR HORSES IN HOT WEATHER
Load lightly, and drive slowly. Stop in the shade
if possible. Water your horse as often as possible.
So long as a Tiorse is working, water in small quantities will not hurt him. But let liim drink only a few
swallows if he is going to stand still. Do not fail to
water him at night, after he has eaten his hay.
When he comes in after work, sponge off the harness
marks and sweat, his eyes, his nose and mouth and the
dock. Wash his feet but not his legs. If the
thermometer is 75 degrees or higher, wipe him all over
with a damp sponge, using vinegar water if possible.
Do not wash the horse at night.
Saturday night, give a bran mash, lukewarm ; and
add a tablespoonful of saltpetre. Do not use a horsehat, unless it is a canopy-top hat. The ordinary bellshaped hat does more harm than good.
A sponge on
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top of the head, or even a cloth, is good if kept wet. If
dry it is worse than nothing.
If the horse is overcome by heat, get iiim into the
shade, remove harness and bridle, wash out his mouth,
sponge him all over, shower his legs, and give him two
ounces of aromatic spirits of ammonia, or two ounces
,of sweet spirits of nitre, in a pint of water; or give
Jiim a pint of coffee, warm. Cool his head at once,
using cold water, or, if necessary, chopped ice.
If the horse is off his feed, try him with two quarts
,of oats mixed with bran, and a little water ; and add a
little salt or sugar. Or give him oatmeal gruel or
barley water to drink.
Watch your horse. If he stops sweating suddenly,
,or if he breathes short and quick, or if his ears droop,
of if he stands with his legs braced sideways, he is in
danger of a heat or sun stroke and needs attention at
,once. If it is so hot that the horse sweats in the stable
at night, tie him outside, with bedding under him.
FEATURE

FACT THAT SUMMER FURNITURE
CAN BE USED IN WINTER

With part of the summer already gone, people are
rather backward in investing money in what is classed
as summer furniture, on account of the impression that
they will have only a month or so to use it and then
they will have to put it away for another season. It
is therefore well to feature the fact that special summer furniture of the right kind can be utilized throughout the entire year. This was done by the T. Eaton
Company of Toronto, in a recent ad. It was headed
"Furniture that serves for verandahs in summer and
for sunrooms and sitting-rooms in winter."
DEAD— BUT NOT AT REST
Bill Worry
Owned a Furniture Store.
A likely chiaip, was Bill,
Witih Great Promise, folks thought.
Lots of amlbition,
Anfl lalways ontthe j-oto.
But Bill worried.
He worried new goods would be late.
When they eamie,
When
they sold.
He worried
they wouldn't &ell.
He worried customers would bring them back.
When they didn't, he worried
They were sore.
He worried his store
Would burn up.
That his customers
Wiouldn't pay their debts.
He worried about his clerks
Not earning their money.
Hp worried about turnover,
.\iiil overhead.
And advertising.
He worried that his brother's
Wife's Sister's Nejihew's Baby
Would get the nieiaslcs.
Bill worried that he might get sick.
And (lie.
And he did.
And Bill's still worrying,
Under six feet of sod,
For fear St. Peter
Won't Recognize Him
Oii_Judgment Day.
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EXHIBITION IN

The Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
held a most successful furniture exhibition from July

Thos. Chapman and W. B. Lemont, recently started
a furniture business in Frederieton, N.B.
Chas. Boutelle, of Chas. Boutelle & Son. furniture
dealers, of Danville, Que., passed away in July.
The large block owned by Wm. Beamish, furniture
dealer and undertaker, of Pembroke, Ont., was destroyed by fire on July 15, together with his stock.
Fred. Beulne, formerly accountant and manager for
J. B. Larose, of Hull, Que., has opened a retail furniture store in Hull.
The retail furniture stores of Winnipeg are being
closed at one o'clock on Saturdays during July and
August, in order to allow employees more time for
recreation.
The Ives Modern Bedstead Company, of Cornwall,
Ont., and Winnipeg, Man., have been appointed to
take c'harge of the sale of the products of the Marshall
Sanitary Mattress Co. Ltd., of Toronto.
One of the new exhibitors of talking machines at
the Canadian National Exhiibition at Toronto this year
will be the George McLagan Furniture Co. Ltd.. of
Stratford, who Avill show their "McLagan" machine,
with many new and exceptionally fine patterns recently added.
The U. S. War Trade Board announce that all outstanding licenses for the importation of Kapoc, except such as may be consigned to the U. S. G-overnment,
have heen revoked. Hereafter, no licenses for the
importation of Kapoc will be issued except for Government purposes.
The Green Furnishing Company, of Hamilton, have
purchased the business of the Hoodless Furniture Company, which firm 'has been in business in the Amibitious
City for 68 years. The Green Furnishing Company,
which is now erecting larger premises on King St. E.,
also purchased the stock of Walker & Co., last year.
The funeral of George McLagan, of Stratford; Ont.,
whose death was recorded in the July issue of The
Furniture World, was one of the largest ever seen in
Stratford, nearly all the public bodies, including the
City Council, attending. Rev. Dr. Hughson, Rev. H.
Hale, and Rev. Dr. Martin, of Stratford, and Rev. Dr.
W. J. McKay, editor of The Canadian Baptist, Toronto,
assisted at the service, while many out-of-town people
attended the funeral.
MARSHALL

PATENTED

10th to 20th, showing principally upholstered living'
room furniture and parlor suites, many of the new
lines made up in the new velours and English. Italian
and American tapestries. The number of visitors both
from Toronto and outside points was very encouraging
and showed keen interest in the new lines of furniture.
Not only were there very high grade Chesterfields with
chairs to match, on display, but many designs of
medium priced three-piece overstuff suites. The
visitors were delighted with the exceptionally large
display of new velours and tapestries, and the amount
of orders taken showed their appreciation and desire
for an immediate showing in their various display
rooms.
Among the new furniture shown were new designs
in Chesterfields on period lines, davenports and divanettes in William and Mary, and Adam periods, and a
full line of player roll and reeord cabinets.
D.

CEDAR

GOODS

ADVANCED

L. iShafer & Co., of St. Thomas, Ont., announce
that owing to the rapidly increasing cost of raw material entering into the manufacture of their goods
that they are forced to advance their prices. The
discount for the time-being is 30 per cent, instead of 40
per cent, off list price.
NEW

GOLD

MEDAL

CATALOGUE

The Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co. Ltd..
of Toronto, announce that they will soon have a new
catalogue prepared for mailing, and any request for
cuts will be quickly responded to.
Never be downhearted; don't let your courage fade.
If you get a lemon, just make the lemon aid.

SPRING

A new improved patented spring is now being used
in their mattresses and cushions by the Marshall Ventilated Mattress Company Ltd., of Toronto. At the end
of the old style spring there was a little hook which
was wont to catch in the fabric and work through the
cloth. This bad feature is entirely eliminated in the
new style spring as the end of the wire is doubled back
through the upper spiral and points downward, so that
no matter how the spring is compressed these ends
always point toward the centre. The new spring is
illustrated in the advertisement of the Marshall Company in this issue.

No. 38221— Rheims Cathedral, in powdered gold,
antique frame— from Phillips Mfg. Co., Ltd. line.
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ARE YOUR WINDOWS WORTH?
By H. R. May.
s have always
THE windows of retail furniture store
g medium.
tisin
adver
ble
valua
a
as
been regarded
To-day they are more highly regarded than
ever before. ' Merchants occupying old buildings have
been spending large sums in improving their windoAVS;
enlarging them; fitting them wdth effective lighting
nds an:d providapparatus; building special backgroufurni
ture look as
the
make
s
to
sorie
ing suitable acces
it might be in any modern home.
Lord & Taylor's window in New York, is made so
that it will descend bodily to the floor below, where it
is dressed and then raised to the street level by means
of machinerv. One of these large window displays
can be assembled and put in shape for the public view
in a few minutes, a small army of men being ready to
make the change below.
The estimated value of the windows in the great
winNew York stores contain big figures. Maey's
oneor
year,
a
0
$100,00
worth
be
to
dows are said
fifth as much as the expenditure for newspaper advertising. AFifth Avenue shop, near Thirty-fourth
Street values its six windows at $40,000 a year. The
Wanamaker (Philadelphia) store justly values its
windows at not less than $75,000 a year.
In a furniture sale last August, a Philadelphia store
was forced to remove from the window a dining room
suite which was sold out in one day's time.
much attenA Western store, which had never paid furnit
ure in
of
worth
$1,200
sold
s,
window
its
to
tion
three days solely through displaying the pieces attractively inthe* windows. Much more would have
been sold if newspaper space had been used to bring
people to the store, so the proprietors say.
William Flinne's Sons of Boston reckon its windows
as worth $100,000 a year. The management makes a
ent for
definite charge against its advertising dep'artm
the use of them. It regards the windows as its most
valuable publicity medium.
Windows are considered so valuable in some cities
that merchants in other lines bid for them at high
prices to display their own goods. Furniture dealers
should realize that once they pay rent for the entire
store, they should make the window earn every cent
that it is "capable of earning. It is the "face of the
stoi'e" and should be made so attractive that the public simply cannot pass it without stopping to inspect
the display. It is in this way that desire is stimulated
a closer
and people are induced to enter the store for the
rest.
cx'-im illation. Intelligent salesmanship does
-Northern Furniture.
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PROOF OF THE FACT

I

JOKE

THE

COLUMN

"I often think," she said, "that women are more
than men."
courageous they
are," he replied. "Where is there a
"I know
man who would have the courage to pull out a mirror
and doll himself up before m a crowd in a restaurant?"

MUST

RESTRAIN

THEMSELVES

Has woman a sense of humor?"
' ' She has, ' ' replied Miss Cayenne. ' ' But a girl who
allowed herself to laugh at whatever impressed her as
ridiculous would stand little chance of being success^
fully proposed to."
A SURE

WASTE

OF TIME

.

"What do you think of a man who would spend his
evening with his arm around the back of a girl's

"Looks like wasting the girl's time.
chair?"the evening with the chair."
spend

I'd let him

A PROFITEERESS

give the world for you."
He (ardently) — "I would you
offered that much beShe— "Is that all? Why,
fore the war raised prices."
WHEN BETTY'S EARS BURNED
Edith — "I see Betty has decorated her room with
like." has been a great girl
the always
pistols,
Betty
"Yes, and
Ethel —swords
for having arms around her."

Gladys: "Oh, Jerry, you will have to he brave to
on duty out there in the dark !' '
stand
Jerry: "Yes, but a little practice before I go will
help a lot." — Life.
AS HE VIEWED

IT

Preacher — "Hell is full of taxicabs. chorus girls and

Voice from audience, fervently. "0 death! where is
Mi
wine."
sting?"
thv
GIVING THE NEWS IN ADVANCE

The country editor can sometimes do better, as when
.
one
of them published the item:
ANOTHER WENT AROUND THE HOUSE AND
esteemed fellow citizen, Jim Douglass, will go
"Our
DIED BY THE YARD
to the hospital to-morrow to be operated upon by Dr.
Joseph,
Jones for appendicitis. He will leave a wife and iw«
A man ran into a jjhysician's office in St.
wed
swallo
had
man
a
that
m
said
and
]\Io., the other day
a two-foot riile and was dying by inches. The doctor
children."
said that was nothing, as he had a patient who
ONLY ONE KIND
swallowed a thermometer and died by degrees. Two
him of a
broker said to George Adc at the Chicagi'
A young
patients chipped in, one saying it reminded and
€lub:
Athletic
went
r
revolve
a
wed
swallo
who
Texas,
fellow in
"Don't you think a talkative woman is more popular
off easy, and the other said he had a friend in Manitoba
good
in
died
and
who drank a (|uart of applejack
the other kind?"
than
spirits.
"What other kind is there?" Mr. Ade asked.
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Upholstery
Craftsman

Quality

■dDpont"
Ha.u.i.MT.err.
Is Better
If all furniture was upholstered in FIRST GRADE leather (that
is to say, the outside layer of the hide) then we would not say
"Fabrikoid is better." But first grade leather is scarce and very
expensive. And most leather-covered furniture is only "leather splits,"
which is pulpy, and porous, easily rubbed and torn.
Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid is tough, water and stain proof. It
has a handsome, grained surface, that resists wear, and at the same time
is soft and p iable. It is used in the covering of high-grade furniture,
carriage, automobile, and car seats, and for all such purposes where
appearance, durability, and service is required.
In buying furniture you should specify "upholstered in Craftsman
Quality Fabrikoid. You can offer such furniture to your customers
with absolute confidence in the satisfaction and wear it will give.

THE UNDERTAKER
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Week in and week out should this plan
be faithfully adhered to — it should be
as well observed as the opening of the
store every morning. Spasmodic is
not the adjective that f|ualified the advertising ofthe intelligent. It is the
continuous, cumulative force that
fetches.
The furniture advertiser speaks to
the impressionable member of the
human famil.y — woman — and she who
is such an important factor in household buying is influenced not only by
to-day's ad. but by scores of previous
ads. These past ads. make the store
stand out stronger in her mind. Advertising isbut the public voice of the
store, the more constant, consistent and
clear is this voice, the more will the
household head think of that store
when furniture, carpets, rugs, etc., are
needed.
Just a word on circular advertising.
A certain wideawake carpet and furniture retailer scans the daily papers for
engaigement, marriage and birth
Wtiees. To the newly engag'ied he
sends a "printed typewritten circular
letter," speaking of his ability to
furnish a house, a flat, or room at the
right price. To the newly married he
sends the same circular, supplemented
by another giving an attractive list of
items that may be added from time to
time after the house is furnished. To
proud parents he sends his price list on
baby carriages and cribs. Se says
the idea is a good one.
THE

STORE

WINDOW

The dealer's store window is like an
advertisement on the front page of a
morning paper. The ditferezice 'is
that no one can buy an advertisement
on the front page of any hig morning
DUPONT FABRIKOID COMPANY
daily ; it is simply not for sale. But
Factory and Sales Office: NEW TORONTO, Ont.
any dealer can have a good Avindow
display — one which will reflect credit
on his good taste and the resources of
his store. In proportion to the number of people passing the store a window display is as profitable as a front
KEYS FOR FURNITURE ADVERTISERS
page advertisement. It gets the attention of the
TO PLAY UPON
people who pass, while the advertisement is noted by
those who read. The difference, leaving the size of the
THRIFT — the money-saving opportunities in your
audience out of consideration, is in favor of the winstore.
dow, which can show the goods and tell its story in its
QUALITY — the good workmanship and materials
own way. In window display as in dress, of course,
evident in your offerings.
old Plonius' advice is fitting, "Neat but not gaudy."
FAIR TREATMENT— courteous, intelligent clerks,
The background should be suppressed and the goods
prompt deliveries and "money back if you want it."
themselves, which are the essential feature of a window
EASY SHOPPING— large assortments to select
display, should be made the prominent factor.
from, plainly priced goods, broad aisles, well-lighted
corners and interesting displays.
Play with the right touch upon these four advertisHAS NOTHING ON SISTER
ing keys and if the store and merchandise back up the
printed matter, business must come.
Billy — "My uncle's got a wooden leg."
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance
Silly— "That's nothing.
My sister's a Red Cross
of a well-defined, well carried out plan of advertising.
nurse and she's got a cedar chest."
WRITE US FOR SAMPLES OF CRAFTSMAN
QUALITY FABRIKOID
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SECTION

al Bodies for Motors strive to
lMFQ^ All makers of Coimmerci
I ir-UT
L.Hjn
1
attain Lightness of eonstriietion witliout sacriflciiiig
in
strength.. The Batocock patents enable a saving of ONE-THIED
WEIGHT
strength of Babas Steel! " The fundamental ction^p
"StrongBodies
atented—
is tihe steel eonstru
^^^^
1n
0CTDF
1 NPTH
which makes them far strongex than any other kind of framework could
possibly make thean.
of hard service in carrying the
Tested by years ise.
RIlITY1 jjgaviest
rMTDA
The Durability of Babeo«k
merchand
UUKADlLll
gives a rigidity which pretion
conistrue
steel
The
us.
marvello
Bodies is
vents the racking and weaving so injurious to other makes of bodies.
I* 'a Babco'ck Body costs a little more than a cheap
OMY
F'^ON
C^^^KJl^Kjni 1
^^^^^y ^^.^ j.^j,gg
|.jj^.gg times as long — it is
economical, isn't it? Babcock Bodies save real money for the merchants
who put them on theij delivery cars.
STYLE NO. 1. The Open Express is the base unit for the
other styles, w^huch are created by the addition of parts, all of
which are interchiamgeaible. The Babeock Bodies give ad unusual amiount of space for carrying merchandise and this appeals gi-eatly to the merchant wlho employs motor deliveries.
STYLE NO. 2. This style is made — presto, quick— by merely
addino- the canopy top with curtains. This is easily done, and
prevents absolutely all rackthe patented method of attaching
ing and weaving, preserving full loading space intact.
STYLE NO. 3. This style is attained by simply adding side
and rear screens to canopy top. All Babeock Bodies are on
the unit plan and all styles are interchangeable.
STYLE NO. 4. The fully enclosed, panel side style, is verya
takes
handsome. The panels are made of vehisote whichThis
style
finer finish than wood and does not crack or wiarp.
comes ready to assemble on the express unit, same as other
Rigi<l, strong and extremely satisfactory.
style
DEALERS and MERCHANTS
to buy a
We are r.repared to sell direct to merchants who are in the market
through
deal
to
prefer
We
Body.
Motor
al
Comimerci
superior make of
a Garage or Motor
regular agents, and we desire to make connectionsno with
local agent we shall be
Dealer in every commiunitv, but where we have
rs, direct to any
particula
full
and
list
price
literature
phrased to orsend
who is interested.
urer and
manufiuct
merchant
LIMITED
FACTORIES,
CARRIAGE
TO
TORON
NG,
BUILDI
EXCELSIOR LIFE
MONTRE \L, WINNIPEG
Sale. Offices : TORONTO.

Thi. adverti.ement will appear in all Commercial Pre.i paper..
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DEALER

Make an effort to clean uip your stock of old records.

in

Au^st, 1918

the

Store

Don't let up on your effort to make your advertisement good when you have vrritten a good headline.
Make it good clean through.

There are still excellent opportunities to sell talking
machines for camp and summer homes.

Manufacturers of motors advise that the motor be
released when; not in use. Tell customers to let the
machine run down, when they are through, by releasing the brake.
It will prolong the life of the spring.

Make a study of the mechanism of your machine if
you wish to be able to talk intelligently about it at all
times.
* * *

you beenof waging
" Buy-a-record
in Have
the interests
the Red a Cross
Societv?

Now is a good time to inaugurate a special demonstration room. Customers will be glad to rest in a
nice cool room these days and listen to music.
The increasing use of the talking machine is shown
by the adoption of a phonograph to supply music in
place of a hand-organ by a Toronto street man.
Now there is anno-unced an attachment for a talking
machine which turns on the motor at a certain time
and the instrument repeats, "It is time to take your
medicine." This is for the use of those who are unable to remember the physician's instructions.
Don't neglect to cash in to the full on the advertising of manufacturers whose machines you handle.
Connect your store up with it.

BIG RANGE

OF TALKING MACHINES
EXHIBITED AT C. N. E.

campaign

WILL

EE

As last year, exhibits and demonstrations of talking
machines will be a big feature of the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto which opens on August
26 this year, continuing until September 7. This department of the C. N. E. which has been making rapid
headway in the past few years is of immense value to
retail dealers in talking machines in the fact that it
educates an increasing number of people to the value
of the phonograph as a means of entertainment a ad
education.
It also affords dealers an opportunity of inspecting
and hearing the various makes of machines. So far,
manufacturers have been unable to secure a section devoted entirely to talking machines, but exhibits are all
grouped conveniently in the one section of the grounds
and any of the manufactur'^rs can easily be located by
visitors.

An attractive summtr display of talking machines that will otfoi- siigt'estions do the dealer.
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Record

at Your

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and
mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.

Patented July 10th, 1917

ORILLIA

CABINET

Finger

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.

THE
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ORILLIA,

Write us for cuts and prices.

CO.,

LIMITED

ONTARIO

Three

Four
Sizes

Styles
Runs
Silently

Runs

Every manufacturer buildinic talking- machines knows
that the success of his business depends wholly upon
the satisfaction his products give to the dealer and the
user. Therefore he realizes thai only the best parts
are good enoug-h to put into his machine. That's the
reason thousands of Dayton Motors are being- sold.
Their superiority makes them

"The
Best Motor in the World"
Let us prove it's the best for you too — in quality, price and service.
Dayton Tone Arms are universal, playing any disc record. Five .etyle.s— all good.
Dayton Reproducers are scieni ifically correct and thoroughly practical. Two styles.
Build .sati.sfaction into your products by using I he quality line— Dayton Motors
Dayton Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. They will bring you more business
and satisfy the most exacting customers. Write for particulars.

The

Thomas

Mfg. Co., 328 Bolt Street, Dayton,
Toronto Office : 91 1 Kent Bldg.

Ohio
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Centre

special opening established
Special room for demonstration of machines and
tments of store.
siore as phonograph centre-Has helped other depar
By E. A. RE A
phonograph departdeciding to instaleda over
the proposition
ment we carefully look
e we might
whil
that
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and came to the conclusi
purposes
lay
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for
e
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our
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use the front sect
a special
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room where we could play records
was goit
that
red
out any disturbance. We also figu
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a
sell
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sale
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r
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y
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give the
and therefore it was well that we be able to
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well
n
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customer our undi
or her undivided attention.

AFTER

Special Demonstration Room
t 12x25
At the rear of our store we had a room abou
access
of
easy
was
This
e.
offic
an
feet that we used for
e and
spac
e
offic
our
ced
redu
We
t.
fron
the
from
was spe^arran'^ed a soecial demonstration room. It red
witli
r cove
floo
the
red,
pape
and
ted
pain
ly
cial
efy
ever
and
lled
insta
res
linoleum, good electric fixtu
and attractive. ihe
fort made to make it inviting
walls of the rooms were decorated.
Held Special Opening Day
up
When our talking machines arrived we opened
,
window
one
in
floor,
with a display on our front store
vigor^
a
began
we
Then
and in our new music room.
and halt-page
ous newspaper campaign, using quartetor^ impress on the
space in the local paper. In order
m
public still further the fact that we were going
day.
g
openin
l
specia
a
strongly for this line, we held
leading manufacFor this we secured records of thewhose
machines we
turers and arranged with the firm
trator
demons
l
specia
a
us
send
to
of
had taken the sale
tor
florist
a
with
ed
arrang
also
We
ion.
for the ocea;s
nced
annou
and
a supply of violets and sweet peas
Present to
through our advertisements that we would either the
during
every lady visiting our music room
peas.
afternoon or evening, a bunch of violets or sweet
700 Bunches of Flowers Presented to Ladies

reeaWe
In spite of the fact that it was a most disag es of
bunch
red
hund
seven
over
away
day we gave
ing
every lady on the street w-ear
flowers. We had'
the new
flowers and the public generally talking about
We secured
phonograph department in our store.
the presand
s,
flowers for the event at wholesale price
this
tise
adver
to
d
helpe
mers
custo
to
them
of
entation
end of the business.
Cost Time and Money— But Worth It
What
We did not attempt to make sales on this day.
inted
acqua
e
peopl
get
to
was
do
to
d
we really wante
impressed
with the machines we were handling, and
when
store
our
to
come
d
shoul
they
with the fact that
not
has
drive
al
speci
This
.
hase
purc
to
d
they wishe
but
e,
peopl
the
of
only established this in the minds
well.
as
ess
busin
newer
and
has helped our other
of real
Of course this special drive cost us a lot
our extra sales
money and a good deal of time, but

have more than paid for this expenditure of time and
dy. It gave us a start on talking mamoney chinesalrea
in one week that would have taken us a year to
get in the ordinary way.
for
Regarding the installation of a special room
demonstration purposes we believe it is the only way
es,
one can successfully make sales of talking machin
is
it
s
ument
instr
these
g
sellin
because we find that in
lt.
yourse
mer
custo
the
get
you
almost necessary that

K
POINTERS ON HANDLING OF RECORD STOC
There is no doubt that a good many furniture firms
ng
could considerablv improve their method of handli
conthis
In
k
records and of keeping track of stoc actory method
nection the following simple and satisf
of
used by Goodwin's Ltd., of Montreal, is worthy
^^^^"Each compartment is twelve and one-half inches
hio-h four inches deep and two and three-(iuarter inches
This permits the placing of five records m each
wide
projects about threecompartment and each record
out.
quarters of an inch, so that it can be easily taken do
we
that
is
system
the
of
part
important
The most
not carrv anv duplicate numbers in any compartment.
Briefly in one set of racks we carry a complete^ stock
listed m the
of every record (one of each only), weas can
tell at a
way
this
In
numerical catalogue.
can
stock
entire
the
and
records,
P-Iance the missing
a
carn^
we
course,
Of
time.
short
be taken in a very
morneach
and
above,
the
to
addition
in
stock
reserve
ing alist of records sold the previous day is taken, and
if in the reserve stock, they are placed in the regular
sto^ck If not in the reserve stock they are immediately
ordered, and in this way our stock is ahvays complete.
"The title and number of each record is kept on
When records are ordered, the numseparate cards.
ber of records received is placed on each card and
off each mornthose sold during the day are crossedsold,
if we find a
records
the
up
ng
checki
ing When
out and
particular record is desired, the card is taken
the
until
out
kept
is
card
The
ed.
the record order
record is received.
" The importance of our system is that we can tell in
out ot
five minutes exactlv the number of each record
preas
thus,
order;
to
stock and which it is necessary
posas
te
comple
as
viously stated, keeping our stock
sible with practically very little time and effort.
"It would hardlv seem neeessaiy for us to add that
stock helps
an orderly and systematically kept recordMany dealers
.
sales
record
sing
increa
d
towar
a lot
not aoshow this, but for the benefit of those who do
atisvstem
the more
preciate the fact we might sayhisthat
fewer
the
stock
record
keeps
and complete a dealer
of certain
sales he will lose through being out of stock will help
method
g
keepin
stockatic
system
A
records
te stock
the dealer keep his stock complete and a comple
record
his
of
ement
will help him meet most any requir
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said:

"Nature MIGHT
Strawberry—

Dealers

AND

have made a better Fruit than
Nature Never Did! "

feel that way
make

about

the

better Phonographs

sell them— but Nobody

Ever

the

Pathephone.

and Records

Did, at ANY

price.
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I Are YOU

handling the Pathephone I
I and Pathe Records?
If not, real |
I dollars are slipping through your |
I fingers every duy !
If ever you
j should decide to expand ycur business

|

I along progressive lines, and handle

|

I the Pathephone,

|

communicate

with

|

I us.
We will be glad to take the I
I matter up with you and show you |
j some
interesting fads in point of |
I Price and Profit !
|
No. 125. Adam Bros. $137.50
Mahogany, Fumed Oak, American Walnut

Pathe

Freres

I ilHIHIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllilllllllillllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiim I
■
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Phonograph
Co. of
Factories and Head Office:

4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO,
DISTRIBUTORS:

Canada,

Canada

Ontario— Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
Quebec
— Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg.,
Pathe
Montreal.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia^—
R. J. Whiitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island—
H. L. Hewsou & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

at

Limited
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Talking -Machine
Models
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$25 to $310
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THE

I

PHONOLA
which we

I

place on the

j

market as " Canada's First |
andForemostTalkingMa- |
chine" attracts customers |
at once as getting full |
value for their money.
j
Its merit and reputation as
a Musical Instrument is
known, and the cost is so
moderate that it offers the

|
|
|
|

Dealers the ch^jke of a
lifetime to builfi up a

]
|

highly profitable trade. -

j

Oak. $55

Mahogany, $61
Model "B"

In all the many parts that |

go to make a Talking Machine what it SHOULD
be, the Phonola excels.
Write

{
I
j

us to-daii; the

longer you delay handling the Vhonola the
greater y^our financial
loss will be.
Send for

I
i

new list of Phonola
Records.
Model "Prince" $215

Model "Princess" $165

THE

PHONOLA

OF
CO.
Manufaclurers of the

CANADA,

CANADA

KITCHENER

"Phonola, and Phonola Records"
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and sixty ! Then, if we choose, we may also say that
the manufacturer "pays" for the advertising which
swells his dividends by diminishing the expense and
selling his goods.

Qeo. L. Andre
.ADVERTISING MANAGER PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.

IWENT out yesterday to sell a Pathephone to one of
His name is Jones.
my friends.
Said J ones :
"To late my boy! Have bought another one. Guess
it's a good machine, and they say it costs less — doesn't
have to stand so much advertising expense!"
Then Jones winked his eye knowingly. Jones is—
or thinks he is — ever so smart.
To that friend, and to you, I say :
You are on the wrong track. Advertising is not
an expense. Many people look at the millions of
dollars of advertising carried by newspapers and magazines as an "expense." They believe that it is taken out
of the pockets of somebody, though they do not have
a clear idea who the "sufferer" really is. Let us see
who really foots the bills."
Is it the Manufacturer?
Every maker of anything is using his best brains
to manufacture his goods as economically as possible
and to put them into the consumer's hands with the
least possible cost to himself. His criticism on every
plan and method is merciless, and if advertising were
an expense, instead of an investment that pays him
well, he would stop it instanter !
Is it the Salesman?
Two sialesmen are selling phonographs. One offers
a phonograph that the public knows mighty little
about, and his trip yields orders for ten phonographs.
The other sells a phonograph which everybody knows
favorably through years of advertising. He sold
forty phonographs to people who do not personally
know the makers, to dealers who have never handled,
or even seen, those phonographs before, but who know
the instrument favorably through advertising. Now,
the hotel bills, railroad fares and other expenses will
be the same for each, and these must be paid out of the
profits of the trip.
Who will be able to command the larger salary, and
who draws the most in commissions, the man who
sold TEN phonographs or the man who sold FORTY?
Is it the Customer?
In everything we buy, we pay for three things: the
raw material, the cost of making, and the cost of selling. So, if he chooses, the customer can say that "he
pays" for the machinery which makes good shoes cost
him less than poor shoes cost him twenty years ago.
In the same way ,the consumer "pays" for the advertising which enables a manufacturer, through increase of his business, to put better value into that
shoe and sell it to him for less. So we may say that
the salesman "pays" for the advertising, which, while
it may lower the percentage of profit on one pair of
shoes, on one automobile or on one phonograph, increases his earnings. The man who sold twenty
dozen shoes came home and drew sixty dollars commission. The man who sold eighty dozen shoes gets
only two dollars per dozen, but he drew one hundred
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Is it Lowered Quality?
Tom made something — let us say pianos. And poor
pianos they Avere. He sold them to dealers, and little
did he care whether the pianos were good, or not. because they were made to sell under a stencilled name.
Very few people knew Avho made them. But one day.
growing ambitious, he put some advertisements of his
pianos in the papers — and he received some orders. He
saw himself in the near golden future the Peerless
Piano King. But suddenly a new thought crashed
through Tom's serenity — a thought that never intruded before. His pianos were poor, and flimsily
built. The orders he received instead of being a
promise of fortune would ruin his reputation as a
piano manufacturer unless he made good pianos. .
And so it goes in every line of business. As a manufacturer's business grows, he realizes more and more
keenly that his prosperity depends strictly on making
first-class goods.
Is it the Dealer?
Dead stock of any kind of goods that won't sell is
the . cause of most failures among retail stores. Good
advertising is the best possible assurance that goods
will sell. Advertising familiarizes customers with
the goods you want to sell, with the shoes and the
automobiles and the ribbons and the phonographs you
handle, and promotes quick sales. Instead of the retailer footing the bill for the advertising, he finds it
one of the greatest builders of his prosperity.
When John Wanamaker was asked who was the
architect of his seven-million dollar Philadelphia store,
his answer was:
"My advertising department,"
Everybody smiled sweetly.
John didn't.

The Real Answer

All the questions above have been only half
answered. The rest of the reply will be plain to you
when you understand what advertising is. My idea is
this :
The constant aim of all human beings is to work wise
economies in living. You don't consider the buttons on
your coat as an expense, because to get along without
them would be vastly more expensive. The mauiifacturer does not consider as an expense the fivethousand dollar machine which saved him ten thousand
dollars in three years' running.
No sir!
Now, it costs money to sell goods. We have automatic guns and banjoes, but no article has ever been
made that is automatic enough to sell itself.
The most costly way of selling anything is : to wait
for purchasers to come.

The least costly way is to tell the public what you
have for sale by advertising.
There is no other way!
So, you see, good advertising is paid for by everybody and by nobody. By everybody because we all
bear our share in earning the money with which business in any line is carried on, and by nobody because
advertising is a labor-saving method of selling.
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Vaults

^
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Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.
Superiority Unquestioned
'

Design and Construction Unequaled

Carried in Stock by All Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell • 1
'1- ^

Ambulance

Transfer

Case

1

For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
An
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaf^er.

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practici-1
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handling
of Bodies.
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
Iniide Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 13 in. deep.
Price*: With Tray $34.00; Without Tray $32.00; Tray Alone $6.00
Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by
MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N.Y.
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are incited to send letters
Undert
s'
expressingak
rt
their views er
ment
on any of the
subjects dealt with—De
News of the pa
profession throughout
Canada.

PROGRAM
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'

'

/or

' ' '
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This year will be the thirty-fifth annual business gathering and eighth annual school of embalming
— Details
all worked out— Special features, lectures, picnic and games— Examination for embalmers follow
school.
™
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ALL arrangements having been completed for the
forthcoming convention of the Canadian Embalmers' Association Convention, to be held in
the Anatomical Building of Toronto University, on
September 3, 4 and 5 next, we give below the details of
the program :
TUESDAY,

The Officers will receive
10.30 a.m.— ^Convention
McArthur.
Reading of Minutes.
Prof. Chas. A. Renouard
talk, covering the
demonstrations.

SEPTEMBER

3RD

members 9 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.
called to order by President

THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER

9 a.m.-^Committee reports and unfinished business.
10 a.m. — Lecture by Prof. Renouard.
Dropsy and its tTeatment; droiwoing; gangrene and its
treatment; infection, contagion and disinfectio
n,
Baicteriology as it relates to the embalimeir; em'balming
of
with s-pecial instrmnents; autOipsies and
theirinfants
treatment.

11 a.m.— Nomination and election of officers.
General and new business.

AFTERNOON
will give a short introductory
subject of his lectures and

AFTERNOON

SESSION

The Secretary will be present at 1.30 p.m.
1.30 to 2.30 — Open to give members of our Association
an opportunity of addressing the Convention on
any subject beneficial to the profession.
2.30 — President's address.
Appointment of committees.

'■'> to 4.30 — Lecture by Prof. Renouard.
Embalming; the body and its constituents; putrefaction; arteries, veins and capillaries.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH
Meeting called to order.
Secretary's report.
Treasurer's report.
9.30 a.m. — Special address of important interest
to embalmers on "Necropsies," by W. L. Robinson.
1'>.A., M.li.. Assistant Pathologist at Toronto GenorMl
Hospital; Demonstrator. in*Pathology ; As.sistant Curator of Pathology Museum, University of Toronto.
10..30— Lecture by Prof. Renouard.
Tlic blood; circulatory systems of the,, body;
arteries and veins; use of various arteries for injections. Modern embalming and removal of blood with
iiiodorn instruments.
AFTERNOON

Adjour'iiiiient for annual picnic and games at Island
I'ark.

5TH

SESSION

2 p.m. — Installation of officers by retiring president,
followed by conclusion of unfinished business.
3 p.m.— ^Concluding lecture by Prof. Renouard.
Question Box. and such special work as may be
deemed advisable.
Practical demonstration of modern methods of
removing blood from any part of body with special
tubes and instruments. New method of cavity injection with removal of gases and liquids from all parts
of the body; modern methods of removing tissue gas
from chest and neck; rigor mortis and its meaning;
discoloration; poisons and their characteristics.
The professor's
will all be presented
standable language,work
and demonstrations will inbe under-'
made
whenever it is ifecessary to do this to make the work
moV,e valuable.
This will be a practical Con ve:)ti(ui.

EXECUTIVE

OFFICERS

/or 1 9 1 8

Who will handle this year's Convention.
F. J. McARTHUR ROBERT NUGENT
NORMAN L. BRANDON
F. F. MORRIS A. R. COLTART
FRED. W. MATTHEWS

President
Past President
1st Vice-President
2nd Vice -President
Treasurer
Secretary
.
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Picnic

ConvenOn Wednesday afternoon, September 4, the games
at
tion will adjourn for the annual picnic and
inare
guests
and
es
tionit
conven
Island Park. All
vited and expected to a;ssemhle at the Bay Street
wharf at 1.30 to take the Iboat to Centre Island.
The first event will be a basehall game played by
teams picked from among the travellers and sfuneral
directors The game is for blood, the director being
anxious to wipe out the defeat of last year by wallopThe complete proing the travellers all over the lot. as
follows :
gram of sports for the afternoon is
GAMES AND SPORTS
A realrs.M game between the Travellers .and the Funeral
1— Directo
2 100 yards, open to memfbers under 25 years.
1st prize-^Gase of iCaniicTila Emibaliminig Fluid.
2nd prize^ — Box of cigars.
3rd prize— Box of cigiars.
25 ^'^ 35 years.
3—75 yards, open to memlbexis between by
H. S. Eckels & Co.
1st prize-^ase of Osmotone, donated
Casket Company.
Central
by
donated
drape,
2nd prize-Door
3rd prize — Box of cigars.
4r— Fat Man's Race, 200 pounds or over, open to members.
1st prize- Donated by Dominion Manuf acturers.
turers.
2nd prize— Donated by Dominion Manufiac
turers.
3rd prize— Donated by Dominion Manufacof
undertakers.
5— Ladies' 50 yards dash— -Open to wives
1st prize— Donated by Elliott Brothers, Prescott.
2nd prize— Donated by Elliott Brothers, Preseott.
3rd prize— Donated by Elliott Brothers, Prescott.
to proprietors -actively en6- Handicap Race, 75 yards, open
d by Evel Casket Co.,
donate
Prizes
ss.
busine
in
gaged
Hamilton.
1st prize— 5 yards silk lining, value^ $b.
2nd prize — Lady's silk robe; value $4.
3rd prize — ^Gent's robe, value, $2.
^
year s
7_ Assistants' Race, 100 yards, open to students at this
Prizes donated by Canadian Furniture World and
school.Undertaker.
The
Real Shore Dinner
Following the games adjournment will be made to
Hotel Manitou for a real hot fiish shore dinner. During the dinner and afterward, Charlie Musgrave will
dii^ect the choruses, and Joe Williams will entertain
with some of 'his very latest selections.
distributed before the evening's festibe ded.
Prizes
conclu
vities arewill

Joe Williams, himself, and in two of his characterizations.

AND
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WHY YOU SHOULD COME

Conyear'tos make
thisers
res forto memb
featu
many
able
is advis
THERE areventionsothat it
early arrangements to be present. Be sure to
take in the picnic and games, on Wednesday afternoon.
Every member in good standing as he registers at
Convention Hall will receive a complimentary ticket,
entitling him to all the privileges of the picnic, games,
dinner and entertainment.
ion will be a "practical" ConThis year's Convent
vention. Prof. Renouard will address in plain, understandable language, and will do his work along the
most scientific lines.
A contest for a $75 grip and instruments will be an
added feature to this year's Convention, open to those
who attend the business sessions. The drawing will
at the Island, the winner being announced
take place
after
the games.
THE SCHOOL PROGRAM
It is Prof. Remonard's desire to have all students pass the
open on
Examining Board. The first session of the s<-hool will
l Building of Toronto
Tuesday, August 27th, in the Anatomica
University, and continue throughout the week. The prompt
attendance and careful attention at all sessions will greatly
help both pupil and teacher.
Below are given a list of subjects thiat will be taken up at
the School and Convention:
LIST OF LECTUEE SUBJECTS
— The body and its constituents.
Embalming
Putrefaction.
Arteries, veins, capillaries.
The blood.
Circulatory systems of the body.
Arteries and veins of the body.
The use of the various arteries for injections.
Modern embalming, and removal of blood with modern instruments.
Drowning.
Dropsy,
and its treatment.
Gangrene and its treatment.
and disinfection.
Infection, contagion
as it relates to the embalmer.
Bacteriologv
Autopsies
and
their
treatment.
., , . ,.
t •
with special instruments.
infants
of
Embalming
showing
purpose
this
for
provided
bodies
on
Practical demonstrationsin treating black eyes, sunken features, discolored
technique
modern
ears, finger
tips and nails.
.
technique in
showing modern
of body of baby,s provided
Special demonstration
for that purpose.
these cases with special instrument
Demonstration of modern methods of removing blood from any part of
tubes and instruments.
with
body ofof
liquids tfrom
all
parts
thespecial
body.
■ and
^injection with removal,of gases
cavity
method
New the
tissue
removing
of
methods
modern
showing
on neck.
chest and
,
,
.
• gas »from
•
Demonstrati
arteries
various
the
raise
to
members
permit
Provision will be made to
of the body under direction of the lecturer.
Signs and tests of death.
Rigor mortis and its meaning.
Medico-Legal examinations.
Discoloration and its relation to legal questions.
Poisons and thea- chaiaci eristics.

With Charlie Musgrave he will help with the dinner entertainment.
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The Ontario Ooveniment Board of Examiners, under
the Embalmers' and Undertakers' Act, will conduct an
examination in the Anatomical Section of the Toronto
University Building, on Friday, Sept. 6, commencing at
9 o'clock in the morning. Candidates wishing to take
the examination for qualification and Government
license as embalmers, will send in their application and
fee of $20.00, to the secretary, not later than Sept. 1st,
1918. Blank forms of application can be had on application to the secretary, T. E. Simpson, Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont.

PROF. RENOUARD'S HIGH REPUTATION
Ever alert to providing educational features of the
Emits members, the Canadian Prof.
highest character for has
secured the services of
balmers' Association
Charles A. Renouard of the Renouard Training School
for Embalmers, of New York City, as lecturer and
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PROFESSIONAL
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NOTES

George Speers has purchased and is remodelling a
fine residence in the better part of Regina as his new
funeral directing headquarters, and with it is changing
his whole system. He has built a new garage, giving
his place a metropolitan appearance, and has now a
complete new motor funeral outfit.
At the recent convention of Rotary Clubs of the
World held at Kansas City, R. U. Stone, who represented the Canadian funeral directing profession on
the Executive was re-elected chairman of his section.
There were about 20 funeral directors at the convention, and at the sectional meeting interesting talks
were given by Prof. Hohenshoe ; H. H. Williams, of
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, on the funeral of Queen
Liliuokalani, which he supervised; and R. U. Stone,
on the Halifax disaster.
By latest accounts it looks as if the Purple Cross
movement in the U. S. would make some headway.

Interior view of Prof. Chas. A. Renouard's school for embalming in New York.
demonstrator for the annual meeting which opens m
The first .lady em^balmer in the West has made her
appearance in Mrs. Morrow of Gull Lake, Sask.. who
Toronto, Septemtber 3, following a special school of mstruction to be conducted by Prof. Renouard beginning
attended the recent Saskatchewan Convention. Mrs.
Morrow is of great assistance to her husband, also a
The presence of Prof. Renouard should
August 27.
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W. 0. Roy, superintendent of Mount Roval Cemebrethren will receive the benefit of his many scientific
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tery. Montreal, has originated a national Canadi
an
discoveries that have raised the standard of modern
burial plan which has been laid before the Canadi
an
Government. The idea is to assure all
embalming to its present high place in the profession.
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The' Canadian Embalmers' Association has extended
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the time of meeting so as to give all of
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A very intribute to this great lecturer's presence.
will
A remodelled auto funeral car, and a young lady in
structive program has been arranged and bodies
be used to present the scientific treatment of cases.
charge of the office, are the latest additions to the R.
U. Stone staff at Toronto.
We advise all who can possibly attend this meeting to
do so, as this will be an opportunity to gain valuable
Chas. Boutelle, of Chas. Boutelle & Son. funeral
directors and furniture dealers, Danville. Qne., is dead.
information under' the direction of this eminent instructor. Don't forget the dates and at-range your
G W. C Graham & Co., funeral directors, Toronto,
September
to
27
August
y.
business affairs accordingl
have dissolved, Mr. Bedford retiring and Mr. Graham
made
been
have
ons
preparati
all
where
.5 at Toronto,
continuing the business.
to have one of the most interesting gatherings that you
have ever attended. . The educational features of the
The hot weather may take the starch out of your
trip.—
distance
long
a
collar, but don't allow it to take the starch out of your
meeting alone will be worth
ambition.
Sunnyside.
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one,"

is an

adage

of life.

One of the chief advantages growing out of the amalgamation of
several successful concerns lies in the fact that the executives of
the various plants, the men

who

have

made

them

successful,

are brought into close contact and into constant co-operation.
The best practice developed

in any plant is introduced into all ;

the faulty methods in any plant is sooner located by one or another
of the partners involved, and as a result of co-operation and coordination, theprocedure throughout the entire plant is standardized at a higher level of efficiency than ever before.
In selling, the same increase of effectiveness has developed.

By

systematic co-ordination of all selling effort, each customer is served
from twice to three times as frequently as in the old days of separate factories. Furthermore, the study and analysis of orders
secured, of salesmen's records, etc., is carried out far more
thoroughly with the one large concern than was possible with
the many

small ones.
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109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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CONVENTIONS

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Report of Western Canada Funeral Directors and Embalmers Ass'n Convention at Winnipeg, and the Saskatchewan Funeral Directors Ass'n annual meeting at Saskatoon — What the Western funeral directors are doingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiM^^^
f Special Correspondence Canadian Furniture World and The Underlaktr)

14th annual convention of tlie Western Canada
Funeral Directors' and Embalmers' Association
was formally called to order in Manitoba Medical College, Winnipeg, on Tuesday, July 9, by President W. D. Dunbar, of Napinka. There was a fair
attendance.
Secretary A. B. Gardiner presented his yearly report, which showed progress for the Association since
last Convention. The financiial statement of Mr.
Gardiner was also satisfactory.
Prof. R, U. Stone, Toronto, was the lecturer and
demonstrator at this year's Convention, and his talk
and work were voted as the best the Manitoba Association has had in its history.
On Wednesday afternoon, July 10', the Convention
adjourned for the annual outing of the Association,
which this year took the form of a boat trip down the
Red River to the Government Locks.

THE

A baseball game between wholesalers and funeral
directors took place at the locks, the wholesalers winning by a substantial margin, after taking on as
"ringers" the professor and one or two other professional players. The day was without mishap, except
for some barked shins and torn clothes suffered by the
ball players; and the supper on the boat back to Winnipeg was enjoyed by all.
At the closing sessions of the Convention on Thursday, the elections took place, A. S. Bardell, Winnipeg,
being put in the president's chair, and A. B. Gardiner,
Winnipeg, being re-elected secretary-treasurer. It
was decided to make Winnipeg the permanent meeting
some time there in July next the 1919 Conplace, and
vention will be held.

W. D. DUNBAR, Napinka, Man.,
retiring president of Manitoba Funeral
Directors' Association.

fifth annual Convention of the Saskatchewan
Funeral Directors' and Embalmers' Association
was the best of the series so far held. It was
full of enthusiasm and pep from start to finish, and
judging hy the selection of officers much may be expected from this Western organization. The meetings were held in the City Council chamber at Saskatoon on July 15, 16, 17 and 18, under the chairmanship of President Bellamy of Moose Jaw, and, as at
Winnipeg, Prof. R. U. Stone, Toronto, handled the
lectures and demonstrations.

THE

Both at Winnipeg and Saskatoon, Prof. Stone emphasized the efficiency note in funeral directing, and
he touched upon present conditions in the profession
and after-the-war problems. Service was a keynote
in his various addresses, and Prof. Stone showed at
both conventions the importance of undertakers and
em'balmers keeping abreast of the times and improving always in methods.
Prof. Stone's lectures and demonstrations covered
the following: use of cosmetics, demi-surgery, postmortem cases, blood diseolorations, communicable
diseases, decomposition, bacteriology, arterial and
cavity embalming, anatomy of circulation, respiration
and digestion.
Dr. M. M. Seymour, Commissioner of Public Health
for Saskatchewan, gave a demonstrated lecture on how
to properly fill in papers for burial and transportation,
and the reasons why this was required.
On Thursday afternoon the convention closed for
the day to accept the hospitality of the local funeral
^ Concludedauthorities
on page j2to) attend the Sasdirectors and municipal

G. H. McKAGUE, Saskatoon,
President-elect Association.
of Saskatchewan F.

A. B. GARDINER, Winnipeg,
re-elected secretary of Western Canada
Association
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hearse shown

vehicle into the handsome,

above was converted by

up-to-the-minute motor hearse

Brophey Bros., of Goderich, who are owners of the hearse, state that they are well
pleased with the alterations and the job we turned out.
We

can

rebuild

lengthening

hearses

of chassis

to fit any

done

on

chassis.

the premises

All

by our

remodeling
own

and

workmen.

We will appreciate your enquiries and will guarantee you satisfaction. Only the
best material is used and the workmanship is unequalled.

HARDS,
188

TIMPSON

Strachan

Ave.

Adel.

&
433

COMPANY
Toronto,

Ontario
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By Prof. Cbas. O. Dhonan

The ease was that of a young woman who had attempted to hasten the process of building a fire in the
kitchen stove by adding gasoline to the smoldering
mass in the stove. An explosion resulted and her
clothing caught fire and before the fire could be extinguished the outer layer of skin over most of the
body and particularly over the face was badly burned.
Death resulted shortly afterward.
The first examination of the body showed the face to
be burned to a dark brown, the first impression one received from an examination was that the person was
colored. The embalming treatment resorted to was
as follows: The axillary artery and vein were raised.
On opening the vein tube the little blood which flowed
was dark and thick; the usual condition in a case of
this kind. Drainage in amount of blood removed was
not satisfactory— the usual report in cases of this
The body weight being about 140 pounds, the
kind.
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ing was persisted in, and, with the use of about half
a gallon of the washing soda solution made by adding
four ounces of washing soda to a half gallon of hot
water, the results were entirely satisfactory, the remaining epidermis having been dissolved and removed.
The face at first was dark brown, and the removal
of the epidermis by dissolution exposed the derma or
true skin. The unusual happening in this case being
that the derma had not been affected by the burning,
and that having removed the epidermis a uniform
natural color was secured. Cold cream was immediately applied to the derma to prevent desiccation as
the derma is not protected against drying. This preserved the natural color.
The eyebrows and eyelashes had been .singed off. A
ligbt brown eyebrow pencil was used to tra/te the
outline of the eyebrow and to fill in this outline. A
dark brown eyebrow pencil was used to give depth to
the picture of the eyebrow. The stub ends of the eyebrows were still in place, and the dark brown material
was rubbed on these stubs, giving the appearance of
the natural eyebrows when exposed to the proper
light. The same treatment was given the remains of
the eyelashes. The hair had been singed from the
temples, and the light and dark broAvn eyebrow pencils
were used to picture the natural hair.
The effect produced was remarkable when seen at
the right distance and in the proper light. No set rule
can be made as to what constitutes right distance and
This .is a matter which must be deproper light.
termined in each individual case by experimentation.
The principal conclusions are that potassium
bydroxide solution and a solution of washing soda, will
dissolve the burned epidermis and make its removal
possible providing all the epidermis has been affected
by the fire.
AEROPLANE

of the troops
Fuiipral of late Lt. -General Sir F. S. Maude, commander
one of the first
city of Bagdad. This isCanada.
in Mesopotamia, outside tothepass
Indian
the censor and reach
pictures of the funeral
the sandy soil in which
an idea
and from
the beread,
lining can
seen made
are was
troopsburial
the ofpicture.
gained
the
amount of fluid injected was l^^ gallons, and tbe fluid
was of normal strength. No precautions were taken
to favor cosmetic effect, since the dark _ brown
epidermis ruled this out. Preservation was fairly satisfactory.
After completing the arterial and cavity injection,
our attention was directed to the face. The first treatment given was to use the scalpel edge over the burned
skin in an attempt to remove the epidermis by scraping. The adherence of portions of the epidermis to
the derma made it impossible to use this operation succes ful y. Ttwas then decided to use a strong alkali
solution to dissolve the epidermis; the treatment being
based on f^he use of potassium hydroxide solution in
the removal of cuticle by manicurists.
A rather weak solution of potassium hydroxide was
poured on the skin and a riihbing operation begun.
After a few moments this combined treatment began
to cause the epidermis to loosen up and come off in
spots. After continuing this process for about ten
minutes we found that we had no more of the potassium solution. Tt was then decided to resort to a
The rubstrong solution of ordinary washing soda.
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FUNERALS

COMING?

A London dispatch tells how an aviator was receni^ly
injured when his machine was forced to land. In
response to a telephone message, another aeroplane
brought a doctor to give him first aid. Mail is being
regularly delivered by aeroplane between New York.
Philadelphia and Washington. These are two more
indications of extended activity in the air. Therefore, in due time, we may reasonably expect the aeroplane funeral. — The Sunnyside.
WESTERN

ASSOCIATIONS CONVENTIONS
f Continued from page 50 J

katoon Fair, which was an eye-opener for many of the
visitors. The grounds, exhibits and shows were free
to the conventionists and they thoroughly enjoyed the
respite from their work.
At the election of offi«ers on the last day. G. H. McKague, of Saskatoon, was elected president, and James
McGuirl was re-elected secretary.
The Winnipeg Casket €0. made a great showing in
their warerooms at Winnipeg, and shipped their whole
display to Saskatoon, for the Saskatchewan Convention. Manager Chas. Crossland attended both conventions, asdid D. M. Andrews, secretary of Dominion
Manufacturers, Ltd., Toronto.
Much of the success of the two conventions is due to
the work of the wholesale houses and the travellers in
the West, who got so many of the funeral directors to
attend the Convention.
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BE

WILL

DIOXIN

GOOD

USED

BY

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.
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We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unflt to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

than Any

S. ECKELS

COMPANY

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE
H.

DISINFECTION

AND

&

FUMIGATION

These two terms are in no sense synonymous, as
many persons think.
Fumigation consists of the use of vapors, smoke or
gases as more frequently applied at the termination of
certain diseases.
Disinfection is a much broader term, and includes all
agents or methods employed in the distruction of
disease germs from the inception of a disease to its
termination.
It is now believed by some of the ablest sanitary
authorities, and is being carried out in various localities, that terminal fumigation is of little or no value.
If the case has been properly cared for, there is practically nothing left to be destroyed by terminal process
of fumigation, even if efficient — which it probably is
not in a great majority of cases.
It is probable that most of the so-called fumigation
is valueless, one reason being that it is not performed
under proper conditions to be effectual. Health officers, as a rule, do not take into consideration the
temperature of the room, the humidity, the porosity of
the walls, force of wind currents, etc., or some other
factors that are essential to suecessfnl disinfection.
Terminal disinfection hns been abandoned in several
of the cities of this country, notably in Providence,
R.I., New Haven, Conn., and New York City. New
Haven abandoned terminal fumigation in 1905, while
Baltimore for a period of years from 1903 very carefully performed fumigation following all cases of
scarlet fever and diphtheria. In both these cities
statistics were kept, embracing between 1,000 and 2,000
cases in New Haven and some 4,000 cases in Baltimore,
and the statistics showed a recurrence in approxi-

TORONTO. ONTARIO, CANADA

miately 1% per cent, of cases in New Haven, while in
Baltimore, under disinfection, the percentage of recurrence was practically the same, thus showing that
nothing had been accomplished by the latter city
through terminal disinfection.
Another feature connected with fumigation is that
formaldehyde, which is employed almost exclusively
for that purpose, does not penetrate substances ; at
most, only surface disinfection is accomplished by its
use.
In discussing scarlet fever, McNutt, in his admirable
work "Manual for Health Officers," says: "Terminal
disinfection is apparently of little or no value, especially if proper bedside disinfection has been carried
Rosenau says: "Terminal disinfection during recent
years has been disparaged as a public health measure
because it has little effect upon the control of the communicable diseases, and the cost of such disinfection
out."
appears to be disproportionately large to the benefits. "
He states, further, that it is much more important to
destroy the infection during the progress of disease
than to trust to terminal disinfection only. He adds,
however, that formaldehyde terminal disinfection
should be practiced in all diseases in which the environment may have become infected.
Numerous other writers have taken the same position. It is the consensus of opinion among leading
health officials that, in lieu of terminal fumigation,
there should be a thorough cleaning up — scrubbing
woodwork, floors, bedsteads, tables, etc., with soap and
water or with a disinfecting solution, and the exposure
of unAvashable bedding, like mattresses, pillows, puffs,
etc., to outdoor air and sunshine.
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Criticism

of Purple Cross
Howard S. Eckels
Concluded from last month

So many have Tseen the spheres of its beneficence and
so widespread has been the good which it has accomplished, that it is doubtful if to-day the medical
and nursing service which the Red Cross furnishes
plays more than a small part in its activities. In
other words, the Red Cross was able to do not only all
that it promised the people to do, but has 'been ahle to
.spread the mantle of American charity over the homeless, the suffering, and the hereaved throughout the
world.
Can any man question that, under the guidance and
supervision of the undertaking profession, sufficient
funds can be secured to finance the one, single and only
.object which the Purple Cross so far has volunteered
to undertake — the scientific preservation of the reeoverahle bodies of our soldier dead? To argue that
the undertaking profession is so lacking in either
ahility or standing as to be una'ble to do so would be
to show small faith in either our profession or in the
anothers, fathers, families and friends of those who are
serving civilization at the front.
It is our firm belief that the first call for funds to
support this movement will result in contrihutions
large enough to thoroughly equip the needed forces of
men and to maintain them for many months thereafter. It must not be overlooked that back of the
funeral directors of the country is a great and patriotic industry comprising nearly three hundred supply
houses, with a rated capital exceeding thirty millions
of dollars and assets of many, many times that sum.
Practically, the whole organization of the Red Cross,
.except the central body, had to be organized and equipped after the war 'broke out. The great organizations
,of the undertakers of the country, the associations, the
casket manufacturers, the Conference of Bmhalming
3oard Examiners, the fluid manufacturers, to say
nothing of the Purple Cross organization itself, which
already numbers thousands of members, are an organization already created and waiting only the signal
that Congress- has acted favorably on the Purple Cross
,bill to spring into an activity which will fee an honor
to the country, a credit to the profession, a solace to
the bereaved, and a comfort to those who are ofiPering
their lives on the altar of civilization.
, Large sums already have 'been offered the Purple
Cross, and many cheques have been sent headquarters
,by patriotic undertakers and well-wishers from out,side the profession, hut these have, however, been returned with the thanks of the founders of the movement and their explanation that they could not see
their way clear at the present time to accept financial
assistance — not even from memT3ers of the Purple
Cross. It has been felt from the first that every dollar
contributed by anyone to the Purple Cross should be
used for the single purpose of caring for the bodies of
our soldier dead, and that until Congress or the War
Department made is possible for us to so apply these
funds, none could be accepted.
The third great question to be considered is whether
the "bodies of our dead
preserve
us toeven
for that
possible lly
it
after the lapse of years they
scientifica
so is
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may be disinterred and identified by their loved ones.
The answer to this question descends to the very elements of our profession.
What is em'balming? Embalming is the chemical
disinfection of the dead human body.
What is disinfection? Disinfection is the destruction of the germs of both decomposition and disease.
How may we disinfect and consequently preserve a
dead human body? By thoroughly saturating the
tissue with disinfecting and preservative chemicals.
How is this saturation to be accomplished? By the
utilization of the arteries, capillaries, veins and the
lymphatic circulation to reach every particle of flesh
and fibre in the human anatomy.
The undertaker, therefore, who questions the posshility of accomplishing this work, only confesses '
own lack of knowledge of the circulatory systeiin .i,.d
his own inability to utilize it for this purpose. There
is no question whatever about the possibiliti'"s em.balming. Doubt arises only in the min'lu of those
whose knowledge of anatoany and whose 1 ^uvledge of
emhalming goes no further than the sim' -.t rudiments
of the profession.
That there are a few such men i:; 'lie profession, no
f)ne doubts; but practically all o^ rhese came in during
the period when our laws were ■ •• less rigid than they
are to-day. Of the doubter'- jw have acquired their
ilicenses hy examination hf ■ j our State Boards. Most
of them were granted liccuses because they were in
business at the time the law was passed, it not being
deemed just, wise or legal to pass a law which would
be retroactive in its effects or which would deprive
any man of the privilege from pursuing the profession
in Avhich he already was engaged.
The man who has a scientific knowledge of the circulatory system, who has the principles of sanitary
science thoroughly in his mind, who has made a study
of disinfection, unquestionably can preserve with certainty, any body which comes into his hands within a
reasonable time after death. Broken circulation, due
to shell wounds or hullets, present no problems which
are not familiar to those who have handled posted
cases and which, cannot be circumvented in precisely
fhe same methods as are employed in such cases.
The new arts of demi-surgerj^ and ultra-embalming
likewise are of inestima'ble value and since the expert
emhalmer can readily grasp the principles behind them
and needs only a superficial training to put them into
effective practice, it is utter folly and a bald confession of his own incompetence for any undertaker to
claim that the work cannot 'be done.
It should be done; it can be done; and with God's
help, it will be done.
THE BUSINESS

SMILE

The thing that goes the farthest towards
Making life Avorth while.
That costs the least and does the most
Is just a pleasant smile.
The smile that bubbles from a heart
That loves its fellowmen,
Will drive away the cloud of gloom
And coax the sun again.
It's full of worth and goodness, too,
With manly kindness blent—
It 's worth a million dollars, ^
And doesn't cost a cent.
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa

ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Brantford —
H. <S. Peiree & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Blmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.

Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-146 St. Paul St.

Patterson & Dart
Sutherland, G. W.
Welland—

St.William,
Thomas P.
— R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Phone 102.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White && Fleming,
Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down
94 Ontario St.

London —
Ferguson's
174 to 180Sons,
King John
St.
Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Successor to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Washington, Fleury Burial
Co., 685 Queen St. E.
J. C. Van Camp,
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

MUST

NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton

Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Broadfoot
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

Examination
-By-

fAR
ANAp
^
EMBALMING
FLUID^
FLUIDS

QUEBEC
Tees
&
Co.,
Montreal
—
St. West. 912 St. Catherine

Bros.St.
St.Fitzpatrick
John
100 —Waterloo
MANITOBA

Geo. J.— Chapman
Toronto
742 Broiadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amlbulance service.
Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. Ave.
East andPrivate
1508
Danforth
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

THE PRICES OF ALL GOOD
ADVANCE.
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THE UNDERTAKER

The

Board

of

Examiners

—To be Held at—
Get YOUR

ORDER

in now and save money later.
Toronto, Friday, Sept. 6th, 1918

Our price is still $1 8.00 a case, or $7.50 a gallon NET.
Concentrated.
We cannot h Id to this price when our stocks are depleted.
We can still Save you money because we have large
stocks on hand.
Many of our customers have already filed orders for their
requirements for a year from this date.
CARANAC

LABORATORY

PETERBOROUGH,

ONT.

There is no better Fluid in the world than CaRANAC
MADE

IN CANADA

The Government Board of Examiners, under
the Embalmers' and Undertakers' Act, will
conduct an Examination in the Anatomical
Section of the Toronto University, on Friday,
morning.
Sept. 6th, 1918, commencing at 9 o 'clock in the
Candidates wishing to take the Examination
for (|ualification and Government license, will
send their application and fee of $20.00 to the
Secretary not later than 'Sept. 1st, 1918. Blank
Porms of application can be had on application
to the Secretary.
T. E. SIMPSON,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
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TERMS OF INSERTION
n up to
50 cents per insertioadditiona
l
ve words. Each
twenty-fi
word two cents. If Box is required
tc.
postage.e
cover
lo
extra
cents
5
ny each order
must accompa
Cash
booked.
— no accounts

Concentrated
FOR SALE— A good and up-to-date hearse and sleigh, painted
Good reason for selling. Particulars and
a year ago.
ion. Box 60, Canadian Furniture World,
laipplieat
on
1>hoto
Colborne St., Toronto.
Apply

Fluid
Patented Formula
Stroneest and Best

Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Atk other* for their Formula
Special Canadian Agenta
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Pretcott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amhertt, N.S.
Egyptian

rOR SALE— 'Casket -wagiooi and cafe amibulaaice for sale.
333 College St., Toronto.
WE BUY all kinds of discontinued lines of furniture and pay
cash. College Auction Mart, 461 College St., Toronto. Phone
J'*
College 4080.

Mr.

Undertaker

You may have your name
listed in this Directory for

Larger Bottlei filled up with water

Chemical

Co. Boston, u.s.a

$1 .00

per year.

LICENSED EMBALMERS

ONLY ACCEPTED
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CHAMPION
The

Leader

FLUID
Generations

for

Makes

Highest
Possible

Maximum

Quality

Quantity

Has no equal for

The

most economical embalming fluid
on the market.

producing life-like
cosmetic effect.

If a better embalming fluid than Champion
compounded, we would compound it.

The

Champion
DR.

NMiiiimjiiii ffrffi

Chemical

Co.,

could be

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
Canadian Manager
74 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO

Ohio

No. 62 "ALASKAWELD"
(Patented July 31, 1917)

A

New

Couch

ALASKA

for

Couch

AU-Round

Use

This special couch gives equal satisfaction whether used indoors or out,
in a summer home or in town. Its light, solidly-built steel angle frame
ensures strength and durability under all conditions of use. To this
fabric
frame is electrically welded the patented ALASKAWELD
with rope edge on both sides.
The mattress is filled with clean, new materials, and covered with handsome bourette cretonne with valance. To complete the outfit there is
a cushion, I 9 inches square, filled with pure feathers, interlined wilh
white cambric, which in turn is covered with the same cretonne as the
couch and then finished with a four-inch frill. This rnakes an article of
furniture that is also handsome enough to be used in a Hvmg room or den.

Altogether this couch offers exceptional value, as will be demonstrated if
you display a sample in your window or in a prominent place on your floor.

Net

Price,

Complete

-^10.5?

Order direct from this ad. to save delay.

ALASKA

BEDDING

r.MTTr.5

Makers of High Grade Bedsteads and Bedding
400
TRAOt MARK ReCI^TCRCB

St. Ambroise

Associated with SIMMONS

Street,
COMPANY,

MONTREAL
Kenosha, Wis., US.A.

ir^ ^LJ Izn^X—^I ■^dI I!^5'J_3
THE
32
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Kiddie-Kar

Trailer

This is the last word in toys, and opens up a new field of usefulness for the
ever-popular KIDDIE-KAR.
Now the kiddies can "carry things"— take
small brother for a ride, or bring parcels from the store.
Increase your profits this year by selling Trailers to all those customers who
bought KIDDIE-K

ARS

last year and the year before. They'll all want them.

Made in one size only— height lOK in., width IV2 in.; finished to match
the KIDDIE-KAR.
Can be attached readily to any KIDDIE-KAR.
Retail price $1.25 each.
Dealers' discounts the same
Let us have an order from you.

Canadian

K.K.

Co., Limited

£''caS

as on Kiddie-Kars.

Elora,

Ontario
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ADVERTISING

THAT

PAYS

THE
WANT
CANADIAN

OUR
CIRCULATION

FURNITURE

COVERS

ADS
BRING

THE
RESULTS

FIELD

WORLD

JF you have something for sale try a want
ad. in our ad. column, and you will be surprised at the results.
2 cents per word
per insertion

2 cents per word
32 COLBORNE

STREET

per insertion

TORONTO
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Attractive

Our business is based on the assumption that the trade wants "QuaHty
goods." The dictionary gives the
meaning as "character." We believe
this may apply to low cost as well as
those of high cost. This dining room
suite has "character," and it is this
subtle quality that makes for continual
success. Write for price and small
sample of Walnut Finish.

The

Stratford

Chair

STRATFORD

Company,
-

ONTARIO

Limited

3
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FURNITURE
William

and

of the

Mary

per-

iod, as interpreted
our
and
a

skilled

in good

room

sales

\

creates
always

taste.

In stocking
you

designers

craftsmen,

dining

%

by

are
and

these

sure

of

goods
5060 BUFFET

ready

satisfied

cus-

tomers.

1

liii

5059A

The

George

5067 EX. TABLE

McLagan

Furniture

STRATFORD.

Company,

ONTARIO
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William

Mary

A

and

Period

dining room suite in handsome American black walnut

appropriately
dignity

and

expressive

repose,

so char-

acteristic ofMcLagan
5060A BUFFET

of

pro-

ductions.
Order

now

for

Fall delivery.

5059 DINER

5064 CHINA CABINET

The

George

McLagan

Furniture

STRATFORD,

Company,

ONTARIO

Limited

|
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A

INVESTMENT

PROFITABLE

A comparatively small amount of
money invested in
Imperial Rattan Furniture

li
i §

will yield you a nice return on
your money as wrell as bring you
satisfied customers.

1 §
Attractive designs that are
entirely original.
WRITE

US FOR

RATTAN

IMPERIAL

STRATFORD,

Mr.

Are

PRICES

Furniture

LIMITED

CO.,

ONTARIO

Dealer:

you getting and reading The

Canadian

Undertaker

regularly?

Furniture

World

If not, send

$1 .00 to address

paper will come

The

and

below,

and the

to you, postpaid, each month.

Commercial

Press, Limited

32 Colborne St., Toronto
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Art

Bedroom

Furniture
We illustrate Suite No,
89 — one of our latest
designs in the period of
Louis XVI. This suite
is beautifully finished in
Ivory Enamel, is extremely neat in appearance, and will fill a longfelt want in the furniture
store that requires good
bedroom furniture.
The price is particularly
attractive.
Write us to-day for
further information.

Art

Furniture
KITCHENER

Company,
- ONTARIO

Limited

THE UNDERTAKER
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Leather

WORLD
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The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

IV e carry in stock
grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,
and

Fancy,

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled
Catalogues sent on application

Grain

Goat

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Uphclstery Springs
Highest quality Upholstery Springs,
made from the finest grade High Carbon Steel Wire, oil tempered after
the coiling operation, thus insuring
uniform strength
and "No
Set."HighRemember, the quality
of your
Grade
using. Upholstering depends entirely
on the quality of the springs you are

The most economical leather on the
market.
Let us quote you on cut stock.
BouUee

September, 1918

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

HELICAL SPRINGS
for spring bed and mallress fabrics.
Get the habit ; buy Canadian springs.

Mfg. Co.,

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

YORK
NQ 26

Hygienic

Mattresses

are

When

Guaranteed

you sell a mattress you like

to say with confidence: "Now, the
material in that mattress is all
CLEAN, NEW and THOROUGHLY SANITARY, and we will

^^

^^

guarantee that." People like to
be told things with confidence.

Well, that's what we can do with every HYCtIENIC MATTRESS we sell you.
They have the wear, too, and that makes friends of your customers.

Various grades and prices, but all one Quality — THE

Standard

Bedding

Company,

BEST.

27-29
DAVIES AVENUE

Toronto

CANADIAN
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BEG

WE
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Catalogue,

under the date of September
and mouldings who does

any dealer in picture frames

1918,

and

receive

our catalogue

at an early date will be supplied

upon

1st,
not

request.

LIMITED
BROS.,
MATTHEWS
THE BIG CANADIAN MOULDING HOUSE
1906 DUNDAS
STREET WEST
TORONTO,
CANADA

CEDAR Bedroom

Boxes

q Made of ^in. B.C. Red Cedar
covered with Japanese matting and
trimmed with rattan. Bent hinges
and casters. Top panelled and
nicely padded. Made in three sizes.
Particulars of other lines on request

D. L. Shafer
ST. THOMAS

&

Co.
ONTARIO
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THE

BEAVER

THE

BERLIN

FURNITURE
formerly
TABLE
KITCHENER,

MFG.
ONTARIO

CO.,

CO.,

Limited

Limited

The original name being no longer appropriate, and being more or less misleading,
inasmuch as the inference was that we made tables only, our desire is to have a name
that will convey the idea that we are making a more general line.
In addition to our well-known tables, with the AUTOMATIC SLIDE, we are
now turning out complete DINING ROOM SUITES as well as a ferv lines
of individual BUFFETS.
The business will be under the same direction as heretofore, and all goods shipped
will be of the same high-class workmanship and finish as we have supplied to our
many customers in the past.
We beg to thank those who have patronized us in the past and believe that the
quality of our goods warrants a contmuation of your favors.
IIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
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WE ARE

THE
OF

SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makeri use

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Msde Cost.
by

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY
WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

September, 1918

WABASH

HELP SELL TABLES.
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

SLIDES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Repretentative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith, Kitchener, Ont.

OUT OF SIGHT?
Never! The beauty of this line is its attraction value.
Everyone Avho sees one wants one. Live dealers are
finding it profitable to prominently display and feature the

' FOLDING TABLEESS
EE
^P
How about
you?
Are RL
yru making use of this line as a
trade magnet? Show YOUR customers the amazing
strength and convenience of the "Peerless." and its
hundred and one uses around the house. There's a place
for one in every home — not to speak of churches, schools
and clubs.
Get in vour fall order now.
Sole Licensees and
^ Manufacturers

Write for our special proposition to buyers in gross lots.
It's worth investigating.

Dept. W.
LONDON

Hourd^& Co., Limited',

"N.

The

Sign

of

A."

Better

Chairs

When you sell "N. A." Chairs to your
customers you render an ideal service.
You give them what they hope, but hardly
expect to find, at the prices they can
afford to pay.
Write us for illustrations and prices
of our new lines for Fall Trade.
They will interest you.
The

North

American Bent Chair
LIMITED

Arm Rocker No. 4010

OWEN

SOUND,

ONTARIO

Co.

September, 3918
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The absolute reliability of Meaford
Furniture has been an established
fact for many

years.

This means

that if you sell furniture of our manufacture to your best friends you
need have no apprehension about the
result of your transaction.

There

is no better furniture obtainable for
the
No. 790

money

than

that

which

We

manufacture.

The complete Meaford
—
Room
comprises Bed

Line

Suites

Dining Suites
Hall, Library and
Centre Tables
Jardiniere Stands
Music and
Medical Cabinets
Wardrobes
Odd

Dressers

Desks and Secretaries
Bookcases, etc.

The
Meaford
No. 787
nlllllllllllllllllll I

Manufacturing
Limited
Meaford
- Ontario

Co.
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Patriotic

Pearl

Paintings

5^ -Dozen

Lots
ON

- $16.50

Convex glass, 14x20, assorted military designs— outside size, 18x24, with opening to
insert soldier's photo, or any photos. We
also make 16x20 size, glass, flat assorted
patterns, for any photo ; also scenes
both styles.

in

Write for our catalogue No. 39.
Pictures, Frames, Mouldings, Statuary, etc.

G.

499 QUEEN

L

STREET

IRISH

WEST, TORONTO, Ontario
IIIMIIilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllMIIIIJIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIlr;

Unsurpassed

Light and springy, free from dust or
odor, and proof against vermin, it is
unsurpassed in its possession of every
essential ot: a perfect mattress fillingrt Assurqualities that mean Ct)mfotion.
ance and Certainty of Sanita
It is superior to most hair in quality
and beats it easily in economy.

Write

us for prices and literature.

The Mattress Filler that "Comes Back"

The

Canadian

Feather
Limited

Toronto

-

and

Mattress

Ottawa

Co.

13
September, 1918
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No. 2629

Queen

Anne

Bedroom
READY FOR IMMEDIATE

Suite
DELIVERY

In addition to our extensive assortment of staples, we
are manufacturing many Period Designs, one of the
latest, in Mahogany, Walnut, and Quartered Oak,
being illustrated here.

You can feel assured when buying our line that you
are getting real values in BEDROOM
TURE, and there is no better made.

At any time when you are in Toronto, don't fail to
visit our permanent showrcom?, 136-140 King Street
East. We have always on display samples of the
newest and latest, designed furniture.

No. 2628

FACTORIES :
WOODSTOCK
KITCHENER
WATERLOO
SEAFORTH

Panada
ANADA

FurnitureM
rURNITUREMANUFACTURERS
Limited

GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK.
WHOLESALE

FURNI-

SHOWROOMS :

ONT.

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

FACTORIES :
WINGHAM
WALKERTON
WIARTON
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There's

a

EXTENSION

TWO

THESE

COMPARE

Difference

TABLES

This is an average Dividing Pedestal table
which always show the joint, and usually
gap at the bottom after a few months wear.

This is our No. 559 "Twin" Pedestal table
in a closed position — Note the neatly finished pedestals.

Extension Tables are made with a
Tilt-Top "TWINS"
complete in itself. They always
each
pedestals,
pair of
appearance whether open
finished
present a completely
or closed, showing no unfinished surfaces when extended.
The three-point support of each pedestal give the table
unequalled supporting strength.

In our range of designs and finishes you'll find just those
qualities that appeal to the average woman.
Write

The

Chesley

to-day for price list.

Furniture
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A

Great

for

Seller

Fall

Trade

Women will do without other things
to have one of these LABOR
and
TIME

SAVERS.

built and

This is the best

best finished KITCHEN

CABINET

on the market.

No warping or sticking
Removable flour bin tilts forward for filling
Absolutely dust proof

Knechtel

Kitchen

Kabinet

nts
Age
Knechtel Selling
Furniture
Co.,
Limited
HANOVER

-

-

KNOWLEDGE of the Products of Early American Arts and Crafts
is absolutely essential to the up-to-date Furniture salesman and
dealer. Heretofore it has been necessary to secure the information either
through experience in handling the objects or in numerous books. All
that it is necessary to know about the subject can now be found in

Co.

Limited

ONTARIO

A

THE
EARLY

PRACTICAL

AMERICAN

BOOK

ARTS

I

OF
and

THE PRACTICAL
BOOK OF
EARLY AMERICAN
ARTS AND CRAFTS

CRAFTS

By Harold Donaldson Eberlein and Abbot McClure.
232 illustrations ; handsome cloth ; octavo; in a box.

$6.10 postpaid

There are chapters on American glass, Mexican majolica, American ironwork, copper, brass, lead and tin,
needlework, silverplate, goldsmithing, pewter, pottery, decorative painting in household gear, portraiture
and allegorical painting, coverlets and carpets, illumination, handblock printing, carving and lace. Our
forefathers were artists in many spheres. They made a vast variety of beautiful and interesting objects.
The antique makes so powerful an appeal now-a-days to all people ot taste that a knowledge of the arts and
crafts of our ancestors is essential to the dealer unless he is to fall behind his customers in appreciation and
knowledge. Many of these objects, or reproductions of them, have become of established demand and others
might well be added by the wide-awake dealer or decorator.
The long article on American Silver is the latest word on this subject and may be found of great profit.
Canadian

Furniture

World

and

32 Colborne St., TORONTO,

The
ONT.

Undertaker
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Clever designing and good workmanship
KNECHTEL

LINES

popular.

are making

While

September. 1918

the

the different

"period" designs are well represented in our line, the above
picture shows that we are not overlooking the large demand
for the "old standbys." This suite was designed to supply
a demand which we have had for Red Gum Suites, in a
conventional design, which can be finished natural, walnut
or mahogany,

especially natural finish. The

dresser has a

40-inch case top and plain British plate mirror, 22x28

inches.
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THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
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Sets

No. 550

THIS

WILL

SET

PROVE

AND

SALE

READY

A

Our

ATTRACT

Sets are the latest and greatest improvement
ding dealers a chance to make big sales at

Kindergarten

in their line, affor
good

profit.

workmen and
other lines.

PLACE

sets

These
are

of

ORDERS

are

the

same

dependable

NOW

FOR

CHRISTMAS

WRITE

The
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by experienced
quality

as
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Chair

VICTORIAVILLE,

Company,
P.Q.
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Mouldings

THIS

PAGE

illustrates
TWO
of our
NEW
PATTERNS
of
GENUINE
CIRCASSIAN
WALNUT
No. 25057 (3 inch) New Pattern Genuine Circassian Walnut

VENEER
MOULDINGS

We

have all the
FLAT,
regular patterns—

ROUND
BEVEL,
No. 25057 (2 inch) Genuine Circassian Walnut — also in 2^4 inch

TOP,
OGEE,

PYRAMID

PHILLIPS
Manufacturing
Company

Limited

M akers of Mouldings
and Frames
TORONTO
Ontario

No. 25056 {2]4 inch) Genuine Circassian Walnut — also in 3 in: hi
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Phonographs
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Our illustrated Catalogue is now being mailed — if you have
received one, write us.
We

The

Gold

shall be pleased to arrange with dealers for exclusive selling
Correspondence invited.
in their districts.

Medal

Furniture

Manufacturing

Head Office: TORONTO

Factories at TORONTO, UXBRIDGE, MONTREAL.

WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

D. O. McKlNNON
GENERAL MANAGER

urnitureWorld
Wm. J. BRYANS
W. B.ADVERTISINQ
HART
WWI^
JAMES O'HAGAN
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^
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TRADE

No. 9.

DRIVE
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Now is the time to prepare plans for the fall trade campaign — People begin to give more thought to their home at
this season of year and dealers should make most of it— Some suggestions of value to furniture dealers
ri;niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{iii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii;iii!;^^

time has now arrived wten the furniture
dealer should give thought to his fall trade campaign. Even though Old Sol still flares forth
occasionally with all the splendor of real summer, the
time is not far distant when the signs of the approaching colder weather will be much in evidence. This is
certain to ibring a change in the attitude of the public
that will undeniably prove beneficial to the retail furniture dealer, especially the one who is alive to his
opportunities and prepared to cash in on them.
THE

People's Mind in Receptive Mood
With the coming of the cooler weather people
naturally begin to think more of indoor home life and
this can be readily turned to advantage by the aggressive dealer. The mind of the average home person is in a particularly receptive mood and suggestions
for better home furnishings will be well taken. Suitable suggestions should be made through all the sales
mediums possessed by the store, window, advertisement and interior display, not forgetting the value of
personal suggestions by salesmen.
When you get cus-

tomers into your store make the most of the opportunities presented.
Planning for Business
For the autumn furniture trade every dealer Avho
has not yet begun the preparation of his plan of campaign should do so without any delay. And he should
begin to-day. To-morrow will be to lose a day. His
first decision should be to get his clerks together and
court suggestions from them regarding ways and
means for securing the best results. More ideas are
naturally to be found in a group of two or more than
in a committee of one. But it is better for the dealer
to commune with himself in regard to the fall trade
than not to commune at all.
General trade conditions are such as to indicate a
good fall trade, but this of itself will not bring a
record business to any store. Real aggressiveness in
going after ibusiness is essential. Now is the time to
plan your campaign. It is the carefully prepared
and thought-out campaigns that ibring in the best
results. See that yours is properly prepared Ijn
advance.

Opening display in the store of Macphersoii & Bedford, of Hriindon, Man., tliut will offer suggestions to other dealers.
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ADVERTISING
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Quoting special prices sometimes good advertising — hand-to-mouth publicity — percentage of advertising cost.
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Editor's Note — The practice is followed by a good
many dealers of quoting special prices on a few lines
in order to attract customers to the store. It differs
from what is commonly known as price-cutting, because specials are quoted on only a few lines in order
to bring customers around. It is really advertising- a variety of advertising that is used extensively by
the big stores.
Some interesting thoughts on the .subject of price advertising iscontained in the following article from an
American business paper, forwanded to Furniture
World by a Western subscriber. Without approving
of all it contains, we believe the dealer will find much
of interest in it.

PRICE advertising, as do most other store policies,
demands the most careful management. _ It is
not a reckless, sensational, red ink slashing of
prices. It is a cold, hard bid for business — a bid that
is carefully figured and properly weighed.
Advertising with prices, advertising with bargains,
advertising with stimulators — involves the cutting of
prices. When you offer a price advertising item_ to
your trade, it means you are selling them something,
strictly for advertising purposes, at less than your
It may be that one transusual percentage
action will involveof aprofit.
smashing loss to you.
Or you

may be selling it at cost. Or you may be getting a
certain percentage of profit out of it. It is of the
utmost necessity that a proper record be kept of all
price advertising transactions so you may know where
you are coming out.
Remember, unless price advertising increases your
year's net profit it is a failure. And if yon know at
all times just where you stand you can conduct the
thing so as to keep the crowds coming and not pull the
gross profit too low.
Draw a sharp line between your goods sold under
value for advertising purposes and all your other
merchandise.

sold'at
Not all goods
the point:
get should
now,to tocost
sure,
Be or
adto price
be charged
close
cost
vertising. Everybody has to sell some things on small
margins — sell them in the everyday conduct of the
business without getting any extra advertising. If
you cut the price on an article because you happen to
be stuck on it, that does not make it a price advertising
affair. Or if, on account of competition or other
causes, you sell some item regularly at a price that enables you to just about break even, that is not price
advertising, either.
Charge to your price advertising account the loss
on only such items as you sell for less than you would
get for them if printers' ink were your only advertisOur

Upholstering
We have made a special study of
this department for many years and
have a reputation for Campbell Quality
to uphold. Our men
Upholstering
are
thoroughly experienced, reliable,
and capable of the very best work,
the materials used are the very best
obtainable. Whether the work is
old or new, we attain that perfection
of finish in every detail of design
and construction which is so essenthoris inspected
piece
tial,oughly
everybefore
leaving
our workshop.
Here will be found one of the finest
ranges
coverings
— Tapestries,
Velvets, ofVelours,
Mohair
Damasks,
Shadow Cloths, Cretonnes and Chintz.
Slip Covers Our
Specialty
Estimates Free. Guaranteed
Workmanship.
Every order has our personal
supervision.
Campbell & Campbell
Complete House Furnishers

Newly

- Furnished
Rooms
Give you an idea how the furniture
will
look inStoreyourwe own
our Rosser
have home.
three roomsIn
all tastefully decorated and fitted up
to repiesent a home.
The Livingroom is furnished with
a fumed Rattan
suite, with
upholstered in soft three-piece
toned tapestry
centre table and curate stand to
match. The curtains and rugs blend
harmoniously with the furniture,
giving an expensive
air suite.of distinction to an inThe Diningroom is fitted out with
an inexpensive
Suite — aused
delightful replica Jacobean
of the furniture
at that period. It is made of
SOLID OAK and comprises Buffet,
China Cabinet, Extension Table, 1
Arm Chair and 5 Side Chairs. The
complete outfit is a genuine bargain
at the modest sum of $100.00.
The Bedroom is tastefully decorated in pale blue with a Colonial
Bungalow Rug to match. The side
drapes
hangings
the colorandscheme
and correspond
the rich tonewithof
the mahogany suite gives the room a
beautiful and elegant appearance.
Your Inspection is Cordially Invited
Buy. no Obligation
You will be tounder

Picture
Framing

Eequii-es good mouldings, good
workmanshni.
and good
taste three
Tliese
essentials
are the
factors in Arimportant
most tistic
Picture Framing.
We carry an exceptionally
showlarge stock of Mouldings,
ing seme very effective and neat
designs at enticing prices; also
a large assortment of Oval, Circle
and Novelty Frames,
Our workshop is equipped wifh
every modern appliance to facili
tate good workmanship.
We solicit a trial order.

Campbell & Campbell
Artistic House Furnishers
Some samples of the advertising of an aggressive Brandon firm.

Campbell & Campbell
Artistic House Furnishers
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ing medium — goods yon deliberately cut the price on
to draw people into your store.
Even at that you will make a profit on some of your
price advertising sales. On others you will break
even and on others you Avill lose.
Set yourself a certain figure to cover your net loss
in price advertising. The size of this figure depends
on the kind of store you are operating. An average
store can safely spend for advertising purposes about
3 per cent, on sales. This 3 per cent, should be divided between
ink and price advertising in
accordance
with printers'
local conditions.
If you are on the main business street where the
people pass every day you can depend more on your
price advertising bargains displayed in your window
to draw the people in.
In this event the bulk of your advertising can be
of the price variety. If, on the other hand, your location is not so good or if you are in a smaller community where the people are not likely to see your
windows regularly, you should depend more on
printers' ink advertising.
If you are the kind of clerk who cannot stand it to
be reproved when you have made a mistake, see that
you make no mistakes.
One Week's Big Selling
Of Oilcoths
OujScmi
ADmiil
6aiton oF Thr
CiiDidjui odmmadt klw»ji
Floor OitcloUiiid
KDd LiBoI«uii»
Tinli^e
ot bougbl
thjs ISult,DOWatwhicJi
coiisiiU
or U.OOO work tike
of flooroovwiDg*
ipeciftl
pncn.
39c FLOOR OILCLOTH tSc
: FLOOR OILCLOTH ZSc

Neilson

AND
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MAKE

STUDY

OF PERIOD

STYLES

The increasing production of period styles by the
various manufacturers should' 'be viewed with more
than casual interest by the talking machine salesman
who really has his heart in his work, for the marketing
of new styles not only places greater opportunities before him, hut, on the other hand, demands of him a
greater knowledge of his line to handle the business
successfully. The competent salesman of other days
knew the mechanical features of the lines of machines,
or at least was supposed to, and likewise possessed a
more than casual knowledge of what was contained in
the record lists, and of musical matters generally, in
order that he might talk intelligently on that branch of
the business. Now he must also know something about
period styles andj interior decoration if he is to take
the fullest advantage of the opportunity that is his.
Period decoration is not simply an accident — it is a
logical, carefully developed art in which every line
and every curve means something to the initiated. It
is up to the salesman to become initiated so that in
presenting a period style to a customer he will be able
to talk convincingly of what the style represents, of the
faithfulness of the design, and the manner in which the
machine will harmonize with the furnishings of the
room in which it is placed.

Furniture

Co., Ltd.

Items of Special Interest For Monday
Your Bedroom, Dining and Seamless Wilton Carpets
Living Room Furniture
Complete
for $195.00
Bedfoom Sune— Of taim

White Enamel Beds
And Brass Beds
Reduced 20 iZ.

BTAJS OILCLOTH RKDDCED
OfliPUlNK
Sn'Ir Oil.'k!il^
'lOr r EEDOCEO
l ^-rJ fnrMc"''
STBI?E f-^itW
OILCLOTH
Utii Dnnk ■^iripr 'lil.-loth. T,.B„l.r Mr ,.1 („- 16(
OfhflOcI'linU
--tr.^'UHOLEUM
Oilclnlh rr^,\BT
-rf fol^ aiC
PIUirrEO
33o GQ."v. 7&ED
SOe PKINTZD UNOLEDM 39c 8Q YARD

Mc

OILOLOTB SQUARES FOR STOVES 83c
COCO* HATTWO

1 in fi-jod 11.(1
Dining RoomDining-Room
Suite — Giy\n(; Siute
veU and^inongly made Ivlghi
Living Room—)'
woven. Alt good) fully
tccdfo.
Your ihrct re.-8195.<
pkte
''Laetitia" Stock
Pattern
Msnutactured
by Theodofe
Thii
be»utiful,
Stvri* shapeAllH hjndl"
M oullineO with
Iwrdcf
and
innerplainhjirlme
liiicjl sold, making
a Iliandiome
nhiie and »r«goldcovp
S9 S0 DINNER
Open Stock 9B.PIECE
SET 962.50

Cocoa Dooi Mats Reduced
»u 3»e *l TS Cocot Uoof M«i. 11.1'
nil 4(0 il yn Cocoi Door M-i, (I 0'

?7<Sf| inch
jtrjl
5 ri, 6 inindi.

. tfl.OO I 6g fiII 6« inJO (■T 10ft mU 560.00
f-IO.OO
..910.0U
I 9 (i I »80.00
Il S70.O0
0 V30.O0
in .< .) (I
Comforters
White Enamel Bedt

llRhlC,
McUntock's
Eiderdown
Comforters
ah!oluiely Ihr be..i con.lor.e/i you ^,\\ f,„J See lhcm"o
ComJoneri from
^S.SO lo fOS.OO
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T. H. PRATT T
McLaren

Dressers and
Chiffoniers
At Big Reductions
Just Think of It
Film tirt*! Ih* b
$13.75
13.00
The N. S. Furnishing Co.^td.
72-76 Barrington Street, HaJifeut

WRIGHT'S Limited
Chariotte St : : : Sydney

& co.,

LIMITED

speeding Out The Furniture
We warn to clear Ihc furniiufc floor* of all our pr«enl stock in order lo
mal.c foi-im for the goods coming in We can assutc ycu the cost of the goods is
of ihi- kriii im|)ortance. Tht impoftani matter is to dispose of at mviy piects
ai we puitibly can between now and September lit
Bullei Emp'ra
BtltiiTi bavtltd
ont lined iHver duvet, one lintn
It 1ubJiti.
B»( PriceOIK.ti23.50.
Sp«tiilrntrioi.
Pnee
Ciiiib'uiionSiJ:bM'd*ndCriinjCabin«i
oaklinllh. hned UNat d'a< »lft«8
re cabinet Rrj, pnct (JQ SO. Special empii*
Pneo
One
Mali:ganyDr*M«r.
l
u
l
uM.
Bniuh
bevaled
in'.rror.lvo
Urgaind t«o imall i tie 00
Ai '.O Specnl pri<«
One
Mahos^nj
D'ei»«r.
Cllonlif
damn,
t
u
'
l
ciM
draui
vlUii«o
brg* and ivo imalj »UB8
Hvclad minor Rt|. P.i« S3S 71 Spacl*l prJto
SSinifi-.M
Om Solid Mlhoianj Bad. lul tlic. lour potu. Regular PilM (27 SO Sptciil prl«a . I|S 9B
On* Solid Mifii|iny Sola, wah m»I upholalared wlln |>aan ifripad danim, ReguUr PriceS108S
f.i') '.0
t-'ce
One MU^Ofinr Ssia, ipring Malcovered«ilh|rten iilk, Rapilar Priet 1190. SpaOal ,.*78S
price.
Cne
Drewei
Empira
Oik
'imih.
round
B'll
ih
teoalad
mirror,
large
lull
eiH
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to>
large
tild<a*ari Reg Prite#lflJO Speculpnce il2Mard
Prineni ti>li, e>al Briilth beveled mtrror. 1*3 imill |108S
and nne
a>«rOne br'M«i
HeiuUr Empire
Prite It;mK SOlinl^Special
McLaren & Co.. Limited

St. Catharines

Special Sale of
STEEL
COUCHES
faaro placed OD
aleIteclWeA limited
SImIiiieouuiWr
O.urh.
$7.95

STOREVS
BANK STREET

.Suggestions frniii the adverti.sing of representative Canadiau furniture firms.

$2.65 j
........... J5_QQ

i WUu BMnel Soda, *,\r\
WttU* KuihI 8«da,
Wlut* Eaamtl iviBfBadi,Roon|i.
$43.50
i:;vE:;3."si'i.5o

tmiitf$25.00
lurniliue C. IMA
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Excellent arrangement of special department for stoves, a line featured by many furniture stores.

PUBLICITY'S
PLACE
in the STOVE
BUSINESS
iuiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii 1 1 1 1 iiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii II Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiiuiiimiiiu:iiiiiiiii
Plan to draw customers to store — Co-operate with manufacturers' advertising department — Make your wording
different from stereotyped form — Use of circulars in selling stoves — Make the opening sentences attract attention.
1 i:i mill mil iimiimimmiii i iii mm i ii iiiiiimimiimii i iiiim i iiiiiu miiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii hiiiiiihn i mil iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiirHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«iin^
The merchant who plans to build a satisfactory stove
business must do something to draw customers to his
store, in addition to talking intelligently to them
when he gets them there. The subject of publicity
is therefore a very important one.
There are few lines of household goods of which
the makers have developed plans for such etfeetiv?
co-operation with dealers as have the stove and range
manufacturers. Tbe first thing, therefore, that furniture men should do towards 'a puiblicity campaign on stoves and ranges is to get in touch with
the advertising department of the manufacturer whose
products he handles.
In the use of ready-made stove ads., however, a word
of caution is necessary. The publicity department of
the manufacturer can know little of the peculiar local
conditions confronting the dealer and the kind of
people whom he wants to bring to his store. The
.merchant should, therefore, inject as much "local color"
as possible into any publicity campaign which the
manufacturer may plan out for him. Too many of
the "ready-made ads." which are offered to dealers
in electrotyped form have a " cut-and-dried" aspect,
which gives them less pulling power than these ads.
would possess if modified slightly to suit conditions.
SELLING

STOVES

THROUGH

CIRCULARS

The use of space by the merchant in his local newspapers can be supplemented very eifectively by a series
of circular letters. In order that such letters may be
effective, it is essential that they shall not only be
written in a clear, convincing manner, with an avoidance of bombastic exaggeration, but also that they
shall be well printed. It is the poorest kind of economy to save 50 cents in paper or printing on a letter
that ought to sell several $50 ranges. A carefully
compiled mailing list, not overlooking the neAvcomers
in town, is necessary also.

The first sentences of a circular letter are most imfor, unless
the opening
attention portant,there
is danger
that
to light the old range the next
fluencing the purchase of a new
MAKE

ADS. SIMPLE

wordsletter
grip may
the reader's
the
be used
morning instead of inone.

AND

SENSIBLE

A point which should enlighten the merchant somewhat in regard to advertising is the fact that oftentimes one overhears the remarks that the fellow who
wrote this ad. must think it is smart, while on the other
hand, from the reader's point of view, they are really
foolish. This should convince anyone who is contemplating writing advertisements that it is as much his
duty to make it sensible as well as simple. Of course,
in making simplicity an important factor it necessarily
would mean that something very sensible is compelled
to be written because of the fact that the reader's
attention must be gained, in such a way that they In come interested and enthused over some offer wliicli
the merchant makes through his advertising medium.
It stands to reason that simplicity is an invaluable
asset because too much money has been expended in
the past for advertising which in reality is mysterious,
and while this stands true and merchants unintentionally state that they have derived no results, it can be
seen that by employing more simplified methods the
subject will be brought out much clearer to
the reader and thereby the volume of business would be
immensely increased. In order to write successful advertising in which the merchant can accomplish his
original purpose, he must confine his efforts to certain
forms which consist of interest, simplicity, and honesty
These three are the really big recjuisites in advertising.
In the next ad. that is written by the reader it is hoped
that it will be found profitable to adopt a system along
the line which has been related in the above and which
is known to be worthy of much consideration.
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No. 9201 — Another McLagan
piece — tea tal)le. made in walnut
and mahogany.
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TRADE

Some interesting thoughts on the Canadian Furniture Industry, with particular reference to living room furniture,
as set forth in an address before the Hamilton Furniture Dealers by F. E. Coombe, of Kincardine, Ontario
UIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIII
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiii riiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiMiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiii:iihiiiii!ijiiii!iiimiiiiiiii!i
Mr. Cliairmaii and Members of the
Hamilton Furniture Dealers'
Association :
Ambassadors of 'Commerce, and
Diplomats of the Road:
Gentlemen—
I assure you it gives me a great
deal of pleasure to be with you this
afternoon. I admit however, that

I Avent home at the clo.se of the
day's Avork and my wife said that
a lady had been in during the
afternoon and in the course of her
conversation had made the remark
that almost eA-erv piece of furniture in her daug"hter's house. ^AA-ho
had recently been married and living in Toronto) Avas Kincardine
furniture. T said to myself. "Wise
Avoman." EA'idently, Avhen Solomon 's mantle fell on Toronto. Mr.
Acton did not absorb all the Avi.sdom.

it was with a great deal of timidi'-y
that I undertook to talk in a city
such as Hamilton. A city that has
prtoduced such oratorsi as Eddie
Bag'shaw. And then again when
I saw that my name was associated
The "Pride of Product"
with men who had attained a repuThe
furniture business is a good
tation of having inherited the wifsbusiness
from the fact that Ave are
dom of a 'Solomon, to siay nothing
of a gentleman with the reputation
constantly producmg and selling
for public speaking of Mr. J. R.
something ncAv.
A gentleman who
F. E. COOMBE
is oue of the largest produce
Shaw, my heart almo.st failed me.
handlers in Western Ontario said to
In passing I would like to remark that it is with very great regret indeed that I a friend of mine recently. "I envy a furniture manufacturer for the reason that in the grain business one
find that one of the gentlemen who was expected to
car of Avheat is the same as another, one car of peas is
give you an address this afternoon, has gone over with
the same as another. In the furniture business, howthe great majority. I refer to Mr. George McLagan,
a gentleman who will be very much missed and whose
ever, you hav^e the 'Pride of Product.' You are conplace will be hard to fill in the furniture trade of
stantly producing something AA'hich you think is better
Canada.
than you have produced in the past and you feel it is
The Value of a Reputation

When attending the funeral of Mr. McLagan last
week, I was very much struck with a remark of a
gentleman well-known to the furniture trade, made to
a group of business men whoi were discussing what Mr.
McLagan had left, and how much he was worth. This
gentlemen said: "I do not knoAv what he Avas worth,
but I do know he left a S'nlendid reputation." T am
old-fashioned enousrh to still think that the man who
leaves a splendid reputation and has played his part
well has left something better than money.

likely to make a hit Avith the public."
It seems to me that every furniture dealer should
take an interest in selling good furniture. It does not
necessarily mean high priced furniture, but Avhether
you are selling a cheap, medium or high grade article
it should be a good article. I haA-e this to say for
Canadian furniture, that after attending the United
States market twice yearly for a number of years, T
firmly believe that the standard of production among
the Canadian mamxfacturers is higher and better than
that produced in the United States, and aa'c Canadians
need not be in any Avay ashamed of our product.

Furniture Business a Pleasant One

Upholstered or Living Room Furniture

In thinking over wihat T would say to you this afternoon, in regard to furniture trade, the first question
that came to my mind was. "Whv are Ave in the furniture trade?" and mv mind Avent aAvay
to the
Garden of Eden, and it seems to me thatback
Adam Avas
responsible for our being in the furniture trade. OAAang
to the fact that when he was turned out of the Garden
of Eden, the Lord said to him, "Tn the sAveat of thy
face shalt thou eat bread."
The majority of us are in the furniture trade because we have to make a living, probably forced in
by circumstances. However. T would say it is a
pleasant
business
a good business. Let' me illustrate what
r mean and
by a pleasant ibusiness. Recently

In talking to you this afternoon, your secretary ref(uested that I should dAvell on upholstered furniture.
I Avould prefer to call it living-room furniture, and
Avhile I AA'ould have liked if this topic had been in the
hands of some one better able to handle it than myself,
I AAall make a fcAV observations on this particular
branch of the furniture trade.
To me the living-room furniture is the most important branch of the furniture induistry. That may
be considered by .some to be a very large claim. Hoavever, many of you have noticed that bedding manufacturers claim that one-third of each life is spent in
bed. but I venture to say that nine-tenths of us Avould
prefer to sleep soundly one-third of our time rather
than lie awake examining the furniture in the bedroom
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we occupy. Then again, if you go to the diningroom
after your guests have looked casually at your diningroom set, they are very much more interested in what
you have on the table than in the furnishings of your
diningroom. But Avhen you come to the livingroom
and they sit around to spend the evening, the ladies
are almost sure to criticize the furniture of your livingroom, the decorations and the general artistic atmosphere that you have created in furnishing this portion
of your home.
As to Designs
Just a word in regard to design. You will recollect
that a few years ago when Jacobean furniture first
came into vogue, it was first applied to the higher
class of goods and gradually was taken up for the
medium and cheaper lines, with the result that it very
soon passed aAvay. The same can be said of the
William and Mary. It seems to me it was a great mistake to carry period designs into the cheaper productions. And one thing T think I am safe in predicting, isthat the taste and requirements of the public will swing back again in the plainer furniture, particularly inthe cheaper lines.
When coming here this afternoon one of the speakers
made the remark that he thought designs of the future
would be influenced very greatly by the fact that our
men, both of Canada and the United States who have
spent their time fighting the battle of freedom in
France, will come back influenced by the character of
the furniture they have seen in European countries and
that this Avill influence taste and requirements of the
people in Canada and the United States in yeans to
come.
In regard to coverings, I think that tapestry is here
to stay. The demand for it will increase. This is
.simply the process of English and Continental ideas
drifting over to America, as tapestries have been very
favorably regarded in the old lands for many years.
Late Orders
In reference to the possibility of procuring raw material. Mr. 'Shaw has referred to this very extensively
in his remarks and T woiild like to fjuote you a piece
of poetry which seems to fit the situation well :
Keep your temper, gentle sir.
Writes the manufacturer.
Though your goods are overdue.
For a month or may be two.
We can't help it. please don't swear.
Labor's scarce and needless rare.
Can't get paper, can't get dyes.
These are facts, we tell no lies.
Harry's drafted, so is Bill.
All our work is now up-hill.
Sio your order, we're afraid
May be still a bit delayed.
Still you'll get it. don't be vexed.
Maybe this month, maybe next:
Keep on hoping, don't say die.
You will get it by and 'by.
The Future of the Furniture Trade
In regard to future prospects of the furniture trade.
One of the speakers referred to a speech recently mnde
by Ool. Carnesie. in which he said that there was
$1.75 per capita spent each year in furniture in Can-
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ada. He also added that there was $10 per capita
spent each year in liquor. Now, Mr. Chairman, I am
not going to give a temperance talk and do not propose to give any time to that side of the question, except to say, does it not seem a very bad proportion,
that $50 per family is spent in what you might call a
luxury and $8.75 is spent for furniture, in a country
with the wealth of Canada. Surely there is room for
a good live, energetic campaign on the part of the
furniture dealers of Canada, to see' that the homes
have more fumitiire and ibetter furniture, that will become an asset to the home in which it is placed, and
to the country as a whole.
In regard to the close of the war, I am one of those
who look for a certain perio'd of trade slackening.
That may be felt by us for a time, but I do not think
it will last for any great length of time and it seems
to me that the country that can produce what Canada
can and with the natural resources that we have at
our door, that the furniture trade of Canada should
look bright. Those who have gone before us never
had any better opportunities than we have to-day if
we only make good use of them. In closing I would
quote the following message on "Opportunity:"
OPPORTUNITY
They do me wrong who say I come no more
When once I knock, and fail to find you in ;
For every day I stand outside your door
And bid you wake and rise to fight and win.
Wail not for precious
Weep not for golden
Each night T burn the
At sunrise every soul

chances
ages on
records
is born

passed away,
the wane;
of the day.
again.

Laugh like a boy at spleridors that have sped.
To vanished j'oys be blind and deaf and dumb.
My judgments seal the dead past with its dead,
weep, bind a moment yet to come.
But never
Though deep in misery, wring not your hands and
I lend my wvm. to all vrho say "I can;"
No shamed-faced outcast ever sank so deep
But he might rise and be again A MAN.

SELF-POSSESSION
Here's to the man wlio holds his peace
When provocation's strong;
Who shuts his mouth and keeps it shut
When a word would set him wrong;
Who grips his temper firm and fast.
Not loses self-control
Though he's tempted sore to vent his wrath
And silence sears his soul!
Here's to the m;an who holds his tongue
When you'd like to make him swear,
Who listens to all your stinging words
With a cool, provoking air;
Who keeps his grip on his rising wrath
When his temper's reall.y tod;
Whose self-restraint you can't distunb!
Sa.y! Doesn't he make you miad?
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vogue of painted furniture is not only undiminished, but is every day gaining fresih converts, as it is so wonderfully well adapted to
both cottage and mansion, says the DuPont Magazine.
For that and many other reasons it is destined to become a perpetual fashion. It appeals to the love of
color that is born in everyone, and which is never (luite
outgi-own.
Its chief attractions lie in its adaptability to all
classes of surroundings and settings and the possibilities of color harmonies.
Some of the most elaborate and exclusive hotels have
adopted painted furniture in their scheme of decoration, as its beauty and sanitary qualities have commended it for this use. The Hotel Traymore. one of
the show places of Atlantic City, has had all of its
solid mahogany bedroom furniture decorated in this
manner. Those ^vho have seen it can vouch for the
distinction lent to every interior where it is used.
In the shops are shown a variety of painted furniture
for the home suitable for almost every purpose. They
vary from gorgeous creations in lacquer or enamel with
hand-painted decorations to white, gray, and cream
colored pieces in simple designs. Some of the most
dainty sets are entirely unornamented. Others, particularly the bedroom pieces, have decorations of rose-
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buds or other flowers that can be duplicated in the
various hangings and draperies. Most of the painted
furniture now shown in the stores are period reproductions, or, at least, adaptations of period pieces.
The daintily painted breakfa.st room suites find a
most agreeable use in producing the light, cheery effects so much desired in that part of the home. The
drop-leaf table, with china closet, chairs, and perhaps a wheel tray, present possibilities for producing
the desired morning atmosphere that can be produced
in no other way.
The possibilities of the attainment of desires in this
respect are several. Many attractively finished designs
have been developed by the manufacturers. These
vary all the way from soft neutral tints, without further decoration, to the most elaborate trimmings on
more pronounced colors. Another possibilitj" lies in
purchasing furniture of the sort needed, but having
only a primer coat and having it finished in keeping
with the desired scheme of decoration.
COW

BEAT

THEM

TO IT

An official of the Board of Health notified a citizen
that his license to keep a cow had expired. In reply
the official received this :
"Monsieur Bord of Helt — I just get your notis that
my lieens to keep my cow has expire. I wish to inform you, M'sieur Bord of Helt, that my cow she beat
you to it,— she expire f ree week ago. Much oblige.
Yours with respeck, Pete ." — Exchange.

Some attractive samples of the use of painted furniture.
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The J. Hoodless Furniture Company of Hamilton, Ont., which recently disposed of its stock and goodwill to the
Green Furnishing Company, was established sixty- eight years ago by the grandfather of the recent proprietor
Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^

recent purchase of the stock and goodwill of
the Hoodless Furniture Company of Hamilton,
Ont., by the Green Furnishing Company of that
city, makes the passing of a business that was established in the Ambitious City 68 years ago, and which
has been in continuous operation since that time. The
business was disposed of in order that the managing

THE

on King William St., Hamilton, where the Loew
theatre now stands, and as the business grew, larger
quarters were opened on John St. south. Later a
factory was built near the comer of Catharine and
Main Sts., and over 40 years ago the fine big retail store
and showrooms
were openedthere
at Xos.
St. "W.,
and
have been maintained
ever61-65
since.King
Under
the
management of John Hoodless, the business prospered
and Hoodless furniture found its way into most of the
best furnished homes in the city. In addition to the
large furniture and furnishing business built up, the
business of making and installing high-class interior
fittings was developed and among the homes that have
a country-wide name for elegance, and which was
finished by the firm was the home of the late Senator
Fulford, of Broekville, the patent medicine millionaire.
The court house in Guelph is another out-of-town
building that was fitted up by the Hoodless Company.
Among the local institutions that were served by this
company in the matter of woodwork, and some of
which are works of art, are : The old Sun Life building,
the old Royal Hotel, the Westinghouse offices, the
Normal School and the Collegiate Institute. Nearly
all the large schools in the city contain Hoodless desks,
and with a majoritj^ of the older residents the name
Hoodless stands for the best in wood, whether in furniture or fittings, and honorable dealing.
The business of this old firm has been taken over
by the Green Furnishing Company and will be continued in the present store till the expiration of the
lease and "wall be in charge of a former and popiilar
employee of the Hoodless Company. W. J. Nash, who
has been associated with the Green Company for the
past few months. At the expiration of the lease of
the Hoodless service will be transferred to the new
Green Store, at the corner of King and Catherine
Company.
Sts., recently acquired from the Frank E. "Walker
Capt. Hoodless Returning to Front
Capt. Hoodless is going back to the front to keep
a promise made to his commander. "I would not
have disposed of this old-established business — a business established by my grandfather 68 years ago —
had I not been convinced that it required undivided
attention," said Capt. Hoodless, "and T feel that my
duty is at the front, where I have already spent nearly

CAPT. J, B. HOODLKSS
of Hamilton who has disposed of the business founded by
his grandfather 68 years ago, in order to return to the front.
director, Capt. J. Bernard Hoodless, who has been
home on furlough, might return to his battery in
France.
History of the Firm
For over half a century the name Hoodless has stood
for high-class furniture, interior fittings and office
furniture. The founder of the firm, the late Joseph
Hoodless, commenced the business in a stone building
*

four years."
THE CUSTOMER IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Your customer is your opportunitj'; your customer
pays j^our salary; your customer is your store's biggest and 'best advertising medium; your customer. If
treated properly, will boost you, your firm, your store;
she will deliigiht in telling her friends about your
service; she will elaborate uipon the simple facilities
your store affords, and she will not be content until
her best
from
you. friends imitate her to the degree of buying
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Spread Knowledge
of Furnitxire

A furniture dealer with whom the
writer recently talked, pointed
out the desirability of educating
customers to a wider knowledge of periods in furniture. He points out that the more knowledge that
they have along this line the more they will be interested inlooking at furniture, in talking furniture to
their friends and in having good furniture in their
homes.
The big value of educating customers in regard to
furniture is that the more a person knows about an
article, the greater will he his. or her interest in it. So,
spread the gospel.
* * *
Acquiring
Grood Taste

Good taste is most important to
the success of everyone having to
do with merchandising and to
develop this qualit}^ should be the aim of every merchant and clerk, especially those connected with the
furniture business.
Many imagine that taste is an inborn quality which
cannot be acquired. But this is only partly true. Take
many other (jualities it is largely a matter of education.
If a man finds himself lacking in good taste he shonKl
not, merely because of the theory of inborn qualities,
give up the effort to attain it. Let him consider what
<roos to make up good taste, and what are the usual
causes of poor taste, and thiis he may make some progress in the right direction.
What is taste? It is an intelligent conforming to
certain reasonable standards of proportion, form,
color, line, material, ornamentation, environment,
complement, contrast, utility, and tone. Poor taste h
largely an ignorant self-sufificienc.v — a selfishness that
disregards the opinions of others, tramples upon accepted standards, and clumsily substitutes egotism for
refinement.
Accepted standards are not all mere custom — some
of them are based on fundamental !)rinciples. A willingness to conform to intelligent standards will do
much to improve the taste of anyone.
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Tapestries Much
In Evidence

CANADA

Recent showings of both Canadian
and United States manufacturers

indicate a strong inclination towards tapestries. The English influence is decidedly
apparent in upholstered lines — the luxurious stuff —
over furniture being much in evidence. The Canadian
and American public are strong for comfort and
luxury in their surroundings, and they have taken to
this class of upholstered furniture very strongly. It
is much in evidence in the better class of stores in
Canadian cities, Avhere it finds a ready market with
the better class of purchasers.
^ ^ ^
Furniture
Advertising

One furniture firm whose advertising has impressed me, features
but a single piece of furniture
such as a sideboard, a diningroom table, or a desk. A
cut of the article spoken of stands at the head of the
ad. and the talk following is a splendid specimen of
the dignified, easy and sensible style of advertising.
The description of the sideboard or whatever is being
advertised is cleverly complete^ — the price is generally
given and a few details of the particular uses of the
article are quoted.
Illustrations are used in nearly every ad. and help to
a wonderful degree in creating sales. For instance,
a -cut of an easy chair with a man comfortably seated
in it, smoking a pipe, tells more in an instant about the
virtue of that easy chair than a quarter column in
type could do. The picture, the story and the price
combined make a winning combination.
A New View
in Buying

A new view on the matter of buying was expressed by a speaker in
a recent address — ^that of considering first v/hat the article can be sold for and then
figuring out if the profit is adequate.
When a salesman shows you a line of goods, ordinarily your first question is, "What is the price?" This,
he considers, is the wrong idea. The thought in buying should not be, "How much does it cost?" but,
"How much can I sell that article for?" If my judgment and experience tell me that I can sell the article
for a certain price, then if the cost is enough below
that to allow both the cost of doing business and a
reasonable net profit out of the margin between, it is
a safe and sensible business investment. But to figure
from the basis of the original cost and the expense of
doing business and then see if we can foi'ce the price
sufficiently high to show a reasonable margin of profit,
this is a system which I believe Avould be unbusinesslike according to modern methods and standards.
The selling price of an article necessarily contains
three parts. First the cost laid down in your store
next the proportionate cost of doing business, and
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third, the net profit. These three must all be given
due consideration and their portion in estimating or
fixing the selling price.
In these modern times there are two general classes
or divisions of merchandising to be handled in a store.
The one is the advertised article with a fixed advertised consumers ' price ; and the other is the vast
quantity of goods on which the manufacturer or jobber fixes merely the price at which he sells. A majority of goods are not bought on a fixed selling price,
but the merchant usually fixes his own price on the
merchandise which passes through his establishment.
Get your mind fixed on the fact that the difference
between the jobbers' and retailers' prices is not all
profit ; as salesman, buyer, manager, or whatever your
position may be. your salary, store rent, delivery
charges and many other items of expense must come
out of that amount.
Like So Much
"Velvet"

It is frequently
the case that
without increasing his cost of doing business the dealer can take
up some appropriate sideline, the sales and profits
on which are really so much "velvet." Merchants
should be on the watch for such opportunities. For
instance, a dealer in an Ontario town took up the sale
of talking machines a year ago and with little or no
additional expense, has sold close to $2,500 worth of
machines during the past year.
It does not necessarily mean that you must take up
new lines in order to cash in on this "velvet." You
are doing a certain amount of business at the present
time and making a net profit during the year, say, of
$1,500. Now, if you can, with your present staff and
without additional expense, sell enoug'h goods to make
an extra gross profit of $500, it is all "velvet," as
there is really no direct expense charge against it— at
least not in the same proportion.
This extra business is most desirable. See what
you can do to increase your sales and secure this
"velvet."
^ ^ ^
Instilling Desire
for Self
Improvement

A speaker at the annual session of
the Manitoba Retail Merchants'
Association made the statement
that the average retailer does not
know how to instil in the hearts and minds of his employees a strong enough desire for self-improvement.
In this he is, to a large extent, correct. The average
retail merchant does not give his clerks sufficient opportunity for individual development and self-expression. He gives them a job, and then holds their noses
so close to it that they cannot see it in perspective.
SHORT

NOTES

FROM

THE

EDITOR'S
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"Time" isn't always money to the man who does a
credit business.
There is no successful salesmanship without enthusiasm over the goods.
# * *
Customers desire to keep cool these days, but don't
freeze them with a chilly reception.
# * *
Go after the trade of the so-called common people,
the average families, if you want to develop a big
business.
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What would you think of the team work of a left
fielder who would lie down in his field and never move
to help win the game, though expecting to share in the
glory of the victory? The merchant who does not help
the local commercial club is like that.
* * *
Some families whose trade you want will be secured
best by personal solicitation, hy getting into personal
touch with them and exercising salesmanship.
# * *
It is necessary for you to give some heed to what
your competitors are doing, but it is foolish to try to do
everything they do.
Use a little originality.
• • •
There is an old motto something to the effect that
the bee that sticks around the hive doesn't get much
honey, and when it comes to collecting bills the man
money.
who sticks entirely to his store doesn't get much
# « *
We don't care much for a business man who is a
trimmer and tries to stand on both sides of the fence
at once, but that does not mean that we are strong for
self-assertive chaps who are always ready to argue
for their side.
HOW

TO GET BEST RESULTS FROM
PAPER ADVERTISING

NEWS-

F. Pratt Kuhn, manager of the A. McKim Ltd.. Winnipeg, in an address on "How to Get Best Results from
Newspaper Advertising," before the annual convention of Manitoba Retail Merchants, spoke mostly to
the merchants of small towns, who have to write their
own advertisements without the help of experts and
other aid. One point he especially emphasized was
that the printed word is not enough, but the merchant
must back up his advertisement with his goods, the
appearance of his store and windows, his clerks, and
the personal attention he gives the customer. He
must live up to what he writes, and consequently he
will become a much better merchant.
Before making an advertisement. Mr. Kuhn advised
his hearers to analyze their store, their territorj^ and
competition, and to meet the requirements of his customers. He spoke ahout the appearance of printed
advertisements, which should attract the attention and
interest of his prospective customers. The speaker
stated that the printed word creates a desire to buy.
and a readiness to accept what is offered for sale. Windows should be trimmed in keeping with the advertisement running. No better an advertisement exists
than the word of mouth, which comes from the satisfied people, and if the merchant lives up to his advertisement and gives his customers satisfaction, the
news will spread and he will in that way gain patrons.
Mr. Kuhn sitrongly advocates advertising in the
local newspaper, and declares there is no more efficient
metbod. If the merchant helps build up the paper of
his town he builds up his community, and consequently
his own business. Steady advertising pays, he said, by
keeping the dealer in the public eye.
"Advertising is news," the speaker asserted. "If
you do not give live ncAvs, the people will think you
haven't live stock." He said that a prevalent trouble
in advertising is carelessness. Care should be taken
to keep the advertisement fresh and up to date.
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Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto attracts large attendance — many features of interest to general public and
retail trade — series of merchandising lectures for business men during first week — number of furniture exhibits
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THE

Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto this
year from Aug. 26 to Sept. 7, stood out i^rominently again both in point of attendance and
features of interest. As usual, there was a great deal
of special interest to business men, giving them not
only a better knowledge of Canadian progress and undertakings, but putting them in touch with many new
lines that can be handled to advantage in their store,
as well as acquainting them with ideas that can be incorporated intheir business with benefit.
Business Lectures Diiring First Week

An innovation at the Exhibition this' year was a
series of talks on merchandising subjects during the
first week, arranged under the auspices of the Retail
Merchants' Association and the Associated Advertising Clubs. These were given in the Auditorium of
the Educational Building, opposite the Art G-allery,
and attracted many merchants who are interested in
improving their business and methods. On Tuesday,
F. W. Stewart, president of the Montreal Publicity
Assoeiation, and advertising counsel of the Canada
Food Board, spoke on "Knowing Your Business." On
Wednesday, the National Cash Register 'Company put

on their film story "Troubles of a Merchant and How
to Avoid Them," while a member of the N. C. R. gave
an address on organization and system. On Thursday, another motion picture, "Mr. Noad's Adless
Day," was presented, demonstrating what the world
would be like if there were no advertising. On Thursday evening, an official of the Retail Merchants'
Association spoke on "Benefits of Organization."
"The Spirit of Canada
There were many new attractions of general interest
one of the new decorative features being an attractive
statue representing the "Spirit of Canada." which has
been eompleted near the Dutferin Street entrance, and
which we illustrate herewith.
The Spirit of Canada standing behind her fighting
men, with material aid of all sorts, suggested in the
sheaf of wheat encircled by her right arm ; sympathy
and encouragement flowing through the fingers that
lightly touch the soldier's shoulder and the indomitable will to triumph stirringly expressed in the unfaltering forward sweep of the. whole splendid figure.
This is what Miss Frances Loring has represented in
the fine group in clay, "The Spirit of Canada," Avhich

Interesting statue representing the Spirit of Canada, wliicli attracted attention at tlie C. N. E. this year.
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stands in an open space just inside the Dufferin Gate
at the Exhibition. Miss Winnifred King-sford assisted
Miss Loring in deisigning and modelling the group.
Behind the figure of the 'Canadian soldier, which
stands, rifle in hand and bayonet fixed, and at the side
of the incarnate Spirit of Canada is the British lion,
while four of the lion's whelps represent the four
original Provinces of the Canadian Confederation.
Quotations Are Inscribed
On each side of the rectangular base on the front
appear the King's words:
"It is to secure the sacred principles of justice, freedom and humanity that we fight and, by God's help we
mean to triumph."
On the south side are Premier Borden's words:
"Fifty years ago our fathers created this Dominion.
To-da.y its free existence is in peril. Our responsibility
and duty cannot be evaded. Victory is the supreme
concern of the Canadian nation."
"We shall never sheathe the sword until the military
domination of Prussia is wholly and finally destroyed."
is the nuotation from Mr. Asquith on the back of the
base, while on the side facing the Duf¥erin Gate apnear
Lord
own words,Grounds
spoken inin1878:
his farewell to
CanadaDuflPerin's
at the Exhibition
"Love your country, believe in her, honor her, work
for her, live for her, die for her."
FURNITURE

EXHIBITS AT THE
EXHIBITION

TORONTO

A number of exhibits of special interest to visiting
furniture dealers were located in the Industrial Building at the Canadian National Exhibition this year.
Manufacturers Avhose goods were on display report a
satisfactory attendance of retailers at their booths with
a pleasing volume of business transacted.
The Marshall Ventilated Mattress Company Ltd..
had a double exhibit that attracted the attention of
both the pu'blic and retail trade. In one section Marshall mattresses were tastefully displayed and the
patented spring eonistruction demonstrated. The
other section ishowed a model bedroom in which a
Marshall mattress was used. It was shut off from
the public view at the front which bore a sign reading
"The interior of this room Avill show you how you can
most comfortably snend about one-^^hird of your life."
The model room, which was attractively arranged, was
reached by a door from the other section.
The Canadian Mersereau Co. Ltd., of Toronto, had
an attractive display of their brass beds in a corner
location. A big range of designs were shown. In
spite of the scarcity of metal this company is able to
competently look after orders.
The De Luxe Upholstering Company of Kitchener,
Ont., used large space to show their davenports and
easy chairs. Some new designs both in constniction
and coverings were in evidence.
The Kindel Bed Company Ltd., of Stratford, had a
large number of visitors at their booth wliere they displayed and demonstrated their Kroehler Kodavs and
Davenos which are so extensively advertised to the
purchasing public through the columns of well-known
national publications. Salesmen were on hand to
illustrate the simplicity of operation of this bed.
The Ideal Bedding Company Ltd., had an extensive
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display of both their Ideal Beds and Dixie Mattresses.
The latter were played up particularly strong. An
idea tbat might well be used by the retailer in window
display was made use of at one end of the booth. A
general show card was connected by ribbons with
smaller show cards setting forth ten reasons for buying
Dixie mattresses.
The Gendron Mfg. Co., showed a big range of Wicker
baby and doll carriages, higb chairs, invalids and
rolling chairs, boy's tricycles, etc.
The National Mattress Felt and Batting Co., manufacturers ofComfy Fisehman Patent Spring Cushions
had an exhibit devoted to their mattresses and cushions
and showing the construction of same.
The Kilgour Davenport Co. Ltd., showed some attractive designs and coverings in their davenports and
easy chairs.
The Lea-Trimble Company displayed and demonstrated their Kiddie-Koop.
The Globe-Wernicke Co. Ltd., of Stratford, had big
space in the Manufacturers' Building devoted to a display of their sectional bookcases and associated lines.
The Dupont Fabrikoid Company also had an exhibit
in this building showing various products manufactured by this company and featuring their slogan,
"How many hides has a cow?"
The Canadian K. K. Co. Ltd., of Flora, Ont., had a
good showing of Kiddie Kars in the Manufacturers'
Annex, as well as the new Kiddie-Kar Trailer, which
opens up a new field of usefulness for the Kiddie-Kar,
in allowing the youngsters to carry things — take small
brother for a ride or bring parcels from the store. It
retails at $1.75.
The Canadian Buffalo Sled Company also had a display of their products in this building.
A big range of phonographs and records were shown
at the C. N. E. again this year. The exhibits are dealt
with in some detail in the Talking Machine Department of this issue.
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bearers, accompanying the corpse of John Barleycorn,
which bore an inscription, "Gone but not forgotten."
Mr. Quast is a son of Wm. Quast, the Winnipeg
representative of the Knechtel Furniture Company.
A. G. WASHINGTON OF SWIFT CURRENT.
ON LONG MOTOR TRIP
The Canadian Furniture Oo., is opening a retail
store at 326 Yonge St., Toronto.
The TraflPord Furniture Company, of London, Ont.,
suffered slight damage by smoke and water in a fire
which occurred on August 2.
Mr. Frank A. Smith, of Kitchener, Ont., who is wellknown to the furniture trade in his capiacity of manufacturers' representative, was married on July 6, at
Houston, Texas, to Miss Margaret Rose Werner of
that city.
W. J. Armstrong Limited, of Guelph, Ont., have been
incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 to talce
over the furniture manufacturing business conducted
by William J. Armstrong and Thomas M. Anderson,
under the style of W. Armsitrong and Company.

FURNITURE

MAN

IN SASKATOON

PARADE

One of the big features of Saskatoon is its Annual
Fair.
One of the big features of the Fair is the parade on
Travelers' Day.
One of the big features of the parade this year is
shown in the accompanying snap.
The party in the foreground is W. G. Quast, Avho
handles Knetchel furniture in Western SaskatchcAvan,
masquerading as a Scotch Jew. His attire is worthy
The boys in the background represent pallof istudy.

SASK.,

proprietor of Washington's FurWashington,
A. G.niture
Store, Swift Current, Sask., has returned from a
month's holiday at Banff. He was accompanied by
his Avife and little girl, the journey being made by
motor. On the trip of over 1,500 miles the only
trouble they had Avas a tire puncture by a taek.
Mr. Washington reports that Avhile the crops from
the Rockies east are not up to the usual standard, they
have nothing to complain of in the Avay of business
yet, and hopes that the reserve funds from the last
three years will alloAv the farmers to have enough
ready money to carry them over for another year.
THOS. H. WORLD PASSES AWAY
Word Avas received in Orillia, Ont., on Aug. 1, of the
death at his home at San Gabriel. Cal., of Thomas H.
World, for many years prominent in the business life
of Orillia. Before leaving Orillia he was manager of
the furnitiire factory, then operated under the name of
the World Furnishing Co. Ltd. Of late years his
health has not been good. A sui-viving sister is Mrs.
Robert G. Jones, of Toronto, and his Avife is a sister of
Victor Chase, of Orillia.

COST OF FURNITURE IVLATERIALS IN ENGLAND
The folloAving figures, Avhich appeared in a recent
issue of the Furniture Record, of London, Eng.. shoAv
how costs of materials used in the furniture industi'v
have advanced since 1914. Taking the average for
1914.
eleven articles the prices are five times higher than in
Web costs five times as much as in 1914.
Springs, seven times as much as in 1914.
Covers, three times as much as in 1914.
Stuffing, seven times as much as in 1914.
TAvine, four times as much as in 1914.
Tacks, five times as much as in 1914.
Wood, seven times as much as in 1914.
Gimp, five times as much as in 1914.
Polish, five times as much as in 1914.
Castors, six times as much as in 1914.
Labor, nearly tAviee as much as in 1914.

C.

B.

CHATFIELD

Designer

of Furniture
□

GRAND
RAPIDS
W. G. QUAST, of Saskatoon,
as he appeared in parade on travelers' day.

Michigan, U.S.A.
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Some detective is Jimmy Burrell of the Standard
Bedding Co., Toronto. Some few nig'lits ago he arrived home to find that he Avas too late to prevent a
burglary in a house in his neighborhood. Resolving
that he would always be on time in the future he took
some few days later an auto trip to Buffalo with a
eomipanioin, and while driving in the outskirts of that
city making for downtown he saAV a gunman use his
weapon on a storekeeper, grab some cash and beat it
to a passing street car. Jameis followed in liis car, saw
I he ba d man .jump the car a couple of blocks up, I'un
up a side street, turn a corner and walk along the
thoroughfare as though he was the quietest human in
the world. That was until Jim had followed him as
far as a policeman. Then there were doings. On
Jiiri's say so the bluecoat collared the bad man and
took him to a station nearby, where the holdup had
just been reported. On looking up the records it
was found that the burglar was a noted crook very
much wanted in a Western city. There Jimmy's part
of the tale ends.
He has not received his medal yet.
CRESCENT

FURNITURE

CO. SUFFERS

FIRE LOSS

Damage to the extent of $3,100 was done to the
stock of the Crescent Furniture Company of Winnipeg,
in July, the insurance on which was $2,000. A successful Fire Sale was conducted by the firm afterwards.
In offering exceptional bargains don't .just whisper
about them. Shout loudly enough so that the largest
possible number of people will be interested.

No. 3891T— Convex oval frame for Canadian soldier's portraitmanufactured by Phillips Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Toronto

PATENTED
MARSHALL

SPRING
didn 't like the way the little hook oaught in the fabric
and worked through the cloth. We decided that there
had to be something done to get away from this —
scniething to make the Marshall Mattress absolutely
perfect in wovkmau'ship. So we worked out the new
style spring shown in cut No. 2.
This new style spring has now been in use for seven
years and there has not been a sinigle complaint. You
will notice that the wire has no hook to work through
the cloth. The end of the wire isi doubled back
through the upper spiral and points downward. No
matter how the spring' is compressed these ends alwaj's
point toward the centre.
NO OTHER MANUFACTURER CAN
USE THIS SPRING.

Cut No. i

Cut No. 2

V'cars Mjjo vvlii'ii w(> wore using the ordinary old stylo
spi-ing shown in cut No. 1 we weren't .satisfied. We

Marshall

It is protected by patents. It is distinctly MARSHALL
in dosigji and manufacture. It goes into Marshall
Mattresses ami Marshall Cushions. When you buy
Marshall jiroducts you know that they cannot be
iluplicnted by any other company. There is only one
Marshall Mattress, only one Marshall Cushionj and
each has the jiatented spring which cannot work
through the covering and which always gives satisfaction.

Ventilated Mattress Company, Limited - Toronto,
Successors to Marshall Sanitary Mattress Company, Limited

Canada
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LISUT. MERLE GREEN
IN ACTION

KILLED

Lieut. Merle Green, younger brother
of Mr. Kirk Green. mana.ger of the
Green Fiarai.shing Company, of Hamilton, Ont., has been reported killed in
action in France.
DISPLAY

OF GOODS

IN THE STORE

Every store has a certain spirit
which permeates its atmosphere and
which makes itself evident to the customer the moment he enters. This is
a ps.ychological effect and it does not
come from any one thing, but it comes
as a result of the sum of many things
w'hieh make up the attitude of the profor
Suitable
prietor or the manager toward the busiUpholstery
ness. If the manager is an alert man.
the Best Furniture
courteous, energetic and careful in the
selection of his employees, one Avill receive the impression of business-like
"Fabrikoid is Better" than "Leather SpHts" for the
alertness upon entering the store. If.
upholstery of furniture. It is being used with satisfacon the other hand, he is slack, grouchy,
tion where previously first-grade leather only was
or indifferent, his spirit will be resuitable. First-grade leather is scarce and very
fleeted in the attitude of his emplo.vees
and in the \ery arrangement of the
expensive. "Seconds" are not satisfactory or reliable
in any way. Both of these grades of leather are
goods. The best results apparently
flow from minds whicb are energetic
being replaced by
but harmonious, from the efforts of
men whose tempers are under control,
Craftsman
Quality
and who are concentrating every ounce
of their ability into making a success
of the business.
FABRIKOID
We have mentioned once before the
importance of harmony in design and
It is tough, and water and stain -proof. It has a handsome,
grained surface that sirongly resists wear, and at the same time
color as a means of making store interiors attractive. Such harmony need
is soft and pliable. When your customers want good furniture
not be confined to the harmoniovis lines
be sure you sell them Dupont Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid
and colors of the fixtures and the walls,
upholstery. Recommend it for re-covering sofas or other furniture. For durability, appearance and long service, there is no
although these are important, but so
covering material superior to Dupont Fabrikoid.
far ais may be goods which are themselves harmonious with each other and
IVrite us for samples and free information
with their surroundings should be arranged together unless such an arrangement isforbidden by other conDUPONT
FABRIKOID
COMPANY
siderations.
First Impressions
Factory and Sales Office: NEW TORONTO, Ont.
It does not follow in eveiw cat?e. but
in the greater mimber of eases it does,
that if the first impression does not
please, it may nevertheless be the prinBERT C. BURROUGHES, OF TORONTO,
cipal factor in losing. First impressions upon entering
BEREAVED
the store may often be somewhat indefinite. The
customer may be preoccupied or may have his mind
After only a week's illness, the death occurred on
August 28, of Mary Ann Burroughes, wife of Bert 0. fixed upon the definite object of his visit ; hence an unfavorable impression woiild be likely to send him to
Burroughes, president of the P. C. Burroughes Furnisome other store. If disagreeable first impressions
ture Company, of Toronto. Deceased was borji 31
spoil sales hoAv much better it is to see to it that everyyears ago in Orangeville, a daughter of the late Mr.
one in fthe store knoAvs how to put his best foot forand Mrs. J. W. Fergaison, of Parkdale, and was the
ward and make friends of transient customers. It is
first to die of a family of nine children. At an early
not
given
to everyone of us to posses® the culture given
age S'he came to Toronto, and received her education
to those whose means and leisure have given them
here.
The store of the Burroughes Furniture Company
every opportunity to acquire, but eveiy man may
was closed fdl day Saturday, Aug. 31, as an evidence
taict if he'has in him the spirit of kindness and
possess
desire to please, and every person may learn how
the
of respect to the deceased. The sympathy of the furniture trade is extended to Mr. Burroughes in his to Avrite and speak the language of this country
bereavement.
fluently and correctly.
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SECTION

DELIVERING

FURNITURE

STEEL-SKELETON CONSTRUCTION giving STRENGTH with LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY and ECONOMY. The best built and best looking Delivery Bodies on the market.
So simple that anybody can put them on a Ford or any other chassis without a mechanic
to assist. All styles are standardized and interchangeable. Mention make of chassis
when ordering.
We

sell direct to merchants

where no dealers represent us.

WE
WANT
AGENTS
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER AND PRICES
A good proposition for the garage owner or motor agent to handle. The reputation for selling the best built
body the market affords goes with the Babcock Agency. [f you are interested as an agent, write for particulars. Ifyou are interested as a merchant who wants an auto body for delivering goods, write us for full
particulars, and we will send you complete folder, with illustrations, prices and terms, by return mail.

CARRIAGE
FACTORIES,
Limited
Head Office, Excelsior Life^Bldg., TORONTO
Sales Offices, Montreal, Winnipeg, Toronto

This advertisement will appear in all Commercial Prei* paper*.
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Big Showing of Phonographs
National Exhibition

at

THERE was an extensive display of pShonograplis
and records at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto again this year and the interest
shown in them by the many thousands of people who
visite'd the big Flair is convincing proof of the fact
that the value of the phonograph both as a source of
entertainment and education is just beginning to be
appreciated and that there is a big field of opportunity
ahead in the sale of this line both for manufacturers
and retailers. There is no doubt that the publicity
given to phonographs at the Exhibition will prove of
immense value to dealers in the sale of machines on
account of the scores of people who were impressed
with the desirability of having a talking machine in
their homes. The seed for many sales has been sown.
It is "up" to the dealers to reap the resulting harvest.
Canadian manufacturers of phonographs were well
represented. The majority of them displayed and
demonstrated their products in tents in the vicinity of
the Industrial Building, and a number of manufacturers had special arrangements for the giving of recitals during the two weeks of the Exhibition. There
was
evidence
of a general
improvement
both in
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Store

mechanism and exhibits of machines while period
styles were much in evidence. A number of fancy
cabinet machines were on display and some novelties
in the line in the way of machines combined with
grandfather clocks, book cases and card tables.
THE EXHIBITS

The George McLagan Furniture Co., Limited — This
is the first year that this Avell-known furniture company has been manufacturing phonographs, but for
one-third of a century they have been designers and
builders of artistic furniture, and through years of 1 2
study have produced a machine of excellent design and
finisih and of outstanding mutsical ability. This was
well illustrated in their extensive showing of machines, afeature of which was period styles in which
they are very strong. A universal tone arm with
which McLagan instruments are equipped, enables
them to play all makes of records without any addilery. tional attachments. The McLagan Co. also had an
artistic display of their phonographs in the Art GalThe Phonola Co. of Canada, Limited — This company
had a representative showing of their various models of
talking machines varying in price from $25 to $310.
The Phonola Company is now producing a phonograph
record of its own, known as "Phonola." and a big

Duflferiii Street entrance to the Canadian National Exhiliitien, at wliicli many manufacturers of plionograpUs pxhiliited m:u-liiiies.
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feature of this was made at this year's Exhibition. The
Phonola is a ten-inch record of the hill-and-dale type
played with a sapphire ball and selling at 90c. The
company already have a fine range of records, including, patriotic, popular, band, dance, trios, quartettes,
sacred, instrumental, and Hawaiian selections. A supplementary list of at least thirty numbers will be issued
each month, so that it will not be long before the company will have an extensive selection of records. A
Canadian pressing plant is now under way and it is
hoped to have the records pressed in Canada within a
short time.
The Columbia Graphophone Co. — The various models
of machines manufactured by this comipany were exhibited and demonstrated in a tent near the Industrial
Building. Recitals were given as well as the individual demonstration of machines and large numbers
of people were impressed with both the Columbia machines and records.
Musical Merchandise Co. — This firm had an attractive exhibit of the Brunswick phonograph in the Process Building. In addition to the public showing
and demonstration of machines, two enclosed booths
Avere provided for the individual demonstration of the
Brunswick phonograph. Those in charge drew the
public's attention especially to the new Ultona, Avhich
plays all makes of records and which can be adjusted
from one position to another by a simple twist. It is
designed to adapt itself to the various surface cuttings
and tonal requirements of all records, by allowing for
the changed weight of reproducer required to play the
different makes of records. A simple movement of
the fiiiiger ad.justs the weight of the tone arm and re-
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producer. The all-wood tone chamber is anofher
feature of the Brunswick phonograph.
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. Ltd. — The tent in
which this company demonstrated their machines was
most artistically decorated with a canopy of yellow and
blue bunting arranged inside the entire enclosure. Wall
lights and pedestal lamps along with palms and ferns
and attractive floor coverings gave an artistic setting
in which to show off their machines, which included a
big range of period styles which attracted much attention. There was a good attendance of both the general
public and dealers to see and hear the Pathephone and
Pathe records.
La Favorite Phonograph Company — In addition to
the regular phonograph this company showed a number
of novelties which interested both the general public
and the trade. One of these was a combination grandfather clock and phonograph, the clock forming the
upper part of it and the phonograph and cabinet the
lower section. In addition to its value as a timepiece and a source of entertainment it also is an
attractive piece of furniture. This firm Avhich is located at 364 Queen St. W., Toronto, also showed a
combination bookcase and phonograph as well as a
card table in which a p'honograph was incorporated.
The National Cabinet Co. — This company produces
the Canadian line and showed an extensive range of
both ordinary cabinets and period styles. This machine plays all makes of records without any extra attachments and has a tone control which permits the
volume of tone to be regulated. This company also
manufacture a line of separate record cabinets for
pihonographs.

RECORD

Record

at Your

Finger

mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.
Patented July 10th, 1917

ORILLIA

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and With numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handlmg any others.

THE

CABINET

FURNITURE
ORILLIA,

ONTARIO

Write us for cuts and prices.

CO.,

LIMITED
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The success of your business depends on the life,
performance and quality 6f your motor more
than any other factor. Unless you get the best
possible motor you are bringing trouble on yourself, your dealers, and causing dissatisfaction to
the user. Dayton Motors give universal satisfaction. Run without vibration, stand up and
give long service, please users and build permanent business. Make your machine a standard
of excellence by using the Dayton Motor, which
is considered by manufacturers and users as being

They embody the highest quality of mechanical
perfection. Made in different styles and sizes ;
noiseless, easy-winding, and durable.
Build satisfaction into your products by using
the quality line — Dayton Motors, Dayton
Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. They
will bring you more business and satisfy the most
exacting customers.
Write for full particulars.

The

Thomas

Mfg.

Co.

328 Bolt Street
DAYTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
Toronto Office: 911 Kent Bldg.
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The Starr Company of Canada — Starr phonographs
and records which are manufactured hy this company
were well-exhibited and demonstrated. Period styles
were much in evidence in their display. The machines
are built to play all makes of records.
A strong feature of their higher priced machines is
the new Starr filing sy.stem. Tt consists of a set of
eight drawem each lettered and containing a record
holder for eight discs. This permits the filing of all
records flat, and serves to protect each record because
the surface is not scraped Avhen a record is withdrawn.
The Meastrolian Co., Limited — A big range of Knapp
Phonographs which are manufactured by this company
were shown at the Exhibition. Special emphasis is
placed by this Company on the tone chamber which is
made of well-seasoned spruce, the material of which
violins are built. The tone arm is universal, enabling all disc records to be played. The machine also
has a tone modifier which allows the music to be made
soft or loud. The office of this Company is located in
Ryrie Bklg., corner Shuter and Tonge Sts.. Toronto.
The Walker Bin and Store Fixture Co. Limited,
Kitchener — This firm had a rei^resentative sho'\\"ing of
the "Walker Talker" which has an adjustable arm and
sound box, and can play any make of disc record. The
special feature of this machine is an automatic repeating device which enables the machine to play and repeat any size of record any number of times, and then
stop itself. A small disc like a clock, with a little
hand which is moved to the desired number of times
the piece is to be played, is set in the top. and after
winding, the macWne will look after itself.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc. — Two Edison recital halls
were conducted at the Exhibition this year, where
scores of more people were educated to the entertainment value of the talking machine. At on? of the
halLs the Edison diamond disc phonograph was heard
in direct comparison with the violin. They report a
large attendance at their recitals.
IN THE MANUFACTURERS' BUILDING
In association with pianos, a number of makes of
phonographs were displayed and demonstrated in the
Manuf actiirers ' Building, Avhere sound oroof rooms
were available for the rendering of selections.
Gerhard Heintzman Limited — This company Avhieh
has had half a century's exoerience in the manufacture of musical instruments is now producing a good
range of phonographs, which were given a good deal
of attention in their booth at the Exhibition this
year. One model which attracted much attention was
a $1,500 one, combining a grandfather clock in the
centre,
a phonograph on one side and a recoi-d cabinet
on
the other.
The Cecilian Co. Ltd. — Tn connection with their display of player pianos this firm also showed the Cecilian
Concertphone, which comes in a variety of models and
plays all makes of disc records.
The Amherst Piano Co. Ltd. — This company's di-splay included an exhibit of various models of Amherst
phonographs. The headquarters of this company is
at Amherst, N.S.
Gourlay, Winter and Leeming^ Ltd. — This company
manufactures the Gourlay phonograph which was included in their exhibit of pianos at the Exhibition.
Canadian Symphonola Co. Ltd. — The products of
this company were displayed in connection with the
Building.
ishoAving of Karn-Morris pianos in the Manufacturers'
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Furniture Dealers who have not yet investigated the Pathe Phonograph

proposition

should write for our latest Booklet, "A Word With You." They will find that the
subject is one of great importance to them ; they will learn that the Pathe Phonograph
SELLING.
WITH FURNITURE
BLENDED
constitutes a line ADMIRABLY

There is a large demand for Pathe products everywhere—a real demand for the one Phonograph with
the wonderful Sapphire Ball, which takes the place
of sharp needles— need not be changed, insures long
life to the record and gives the superior, beautiful,
natural tone to the Pathe Phonograph. The Phonograph which also has the Pathe Controla and plays
all makes of Records —

Records
and a great, growing demand for PATHE
c,
patrioti
with their world wide repertoire, strong in
operatic and classical music— first out ALWAYS
with the latest popular hits.
THIS DOUBLE DEMAND IS NOW WAITING
YOUR WORD TO TURN AT ONCE INTO
SALES AND PROFITS FOR YOU-START
US TO-DAY!
GOING -WRITE
THINGS

Pathe

Freres

Co. of
Phonograph
Factories and Head Office:

4-6-8 Clifford Street, TORONTO,
DISTRIBUTORS:

Canada,
Canada

Ontario — Pathe Freres Phonognaph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
— Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
Pathe
Quebec
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
Manitoba,
R. J. WJiitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hewson & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

Limited
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Nordheimer Piano & Music Co. Ltd. — This company
included the Aeolian Voealion in their display of
musical instruments. This big feature emphasized in
connection with this machine was the Graduola which
allows of excellent control of the tone.
Victor machines were demonstrated by the T. Eaton
Company in a room at the south-east corner of the
Mannfactnrers' Building.
THE

GOLD

MEDAL

PHONOGRAPH

The Grold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd., have recently placed the Gold Medal Phonograph — "the instrument of distincition'' — on the market and are receiving many laudatory comments on the foiir models
which they are showing.
For vipwards of 28 years this firm has been manufacturing high-grade furniture and for some years past
have been in close connection with some of the largest

phonograph companies doing 'business in Canada, for
which they have made and assembled talking machines, so that they are in an excellent position to turn
out a machine of merit in every respect.
Their plant at Uxbridge, Ont., with factory and
buildings covering an area of five acres, is equipped
with up-to-date w 'odworking machineiy and has a
reputation for high-grade cabinet Avork. The high
standard that has always marked Gold Medal furnitiTre will be maintained in Gold Medal phonographs.
An artistic catalogue descriptive of their machines has
been prepared and will gladly be sent to any dealer.
A NEW RECORD SELLING SCHEME
An eastern talking machine salesman has developed
a little stunt for selling slow-moving records that is
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worthy of passing consideration. The scheme works
particularly well when there is a vacant demonstrating
room at hand, and is as follows: The salesman follows
the usual course of ushering the customer into a booth,
inquiring as to his particular desires and testing out
the records. He uses the usual selling tactics and
arguments, together with some of his own devising,
and demonstrates as many records as possible while
booth. "When the sale is closed,
in the
the customer
however,
and isthe
customer is waiting, frequently in
the passageway, for his package and change, the (salesman starts playing one of the slow-selling records in
the empty booth and goes about his business. Nine
times out of ten the customer will stop and listen to the
record, while making intiuiries regai'ding it. the result being that frecpient sales are made of records that
ordinarily would not be listened to by the average
customer.
The salesman in question first attejupted to play
slow-selling records for the customer Avhile the latter
was still in tho booth, but found that the results wer^^
not satisfactory, inasmuch as the cu'^toraer felt that he
had finished his business for the day and was inclined
to be anxious about getting his package and going on
his way. Out in the corridor, however, the customer
can see the package being wrapped and does not feel
that in listening, apparently by accident, to another
record, he is wasting his time.
One of the secrets of the success of the plan, of
course, lies in selecting records of a type that will appeal to the customer, .iudging from the selections he
tried out and ordered. There is a psychoalready
has
terests. logical appeal in this kind of salesmanship that in-

^ .J'

1 ^
ll

Dresser, dressing table and chiffoiner from Suite No. 89 of the Art Furniture Co., Limited, of Kitchener. It is Louis XVI design and finished in ivory enamel.
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PHONOLA

Cabinet

Talking

Machines

comprise many new and
desirable features. The

mm

best reproduction of a record depends entirely on
the machine. The combination ofour cabinet,
reproducer, tone arm, and
motor fills every requiiement and is the best money
and brains can offer.
Qlllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllira;i!lllll>lllllllllllllllllilll!lll!llllllll^
I Our

machines

|

I play any disc |
I record, either j
I zig-zag or ver- |
I tical cut.
I
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Model "Prince" $215

Write

Model "Princess" $165

In

us to-daij; the

longer you delay han-

Machine

THE

Phonola
Oak. $55
Mahogany, $6 1
de
Mo l "B"
FOR NEW "PHONOLA" RECORD

PHONOLA

KITCHENER

what

SHOULD

new list of Phonola
Records.

TO-DAY

many

parts that go to
maJ^e a Tallying

dling the 'Phonola the
greater your financial
loss will be. Send for

SEND

all the

CO.
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Manufacturers oj the
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i
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Vaults

Steel

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequaled
Carried in Stock by All Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

An
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handlmg
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
of Bodies.
Iniide Dimeniions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Tray $36.00; Without Tray $34.00; Tray Alone $6.00
With
Prices:

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N.Y.
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are incited to send letters
Undertakers'
expressing their views on any of the subjects dealt with — Department
News of the profession throughout Canada.

THE

BEST

CONVENTION

IN

MANY
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Attendance at 35th Annual Convention of Canadian Embalmers' Association breaks all records — Splendid lectures
and Demonstrations — Resolutions Condemning Unprofessional Commercialism — New Officers — Picnic and games
IIIIIMIIIIMIMMMIIIIMIlllMIIIIIIMIINIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
( OPFicrAL Report of the Conve;^tiox )
RECORD attendance graced the sessions of the
A 35th Annual Convention of the Canadian Embalmers' Association, held on Septemher 3. 4 and
5, in the Medical and Anatomical Buildinigs, of Toronto
University.
Despite the effect of the war, which was
expected toi keep many funeral directors at home because of the absence of their younger assistants at
the front in France, there was a larger attendance than
in any recent year, the registration numibering around
150.

Prof. C. A. Renouard. of New York City, who was
selected as this year's lecturer and demonstrator, on
being introduced by the president, said it afforded him
great pleasure to meet the C. E. A. members after
some ten years' absence.
He referred to the early
days of Association work in America, instancing the
old International Flmeral Directors' Association, the
forerunner
of them
all, which was founded at
Rochester, N.Y.
In 1900 the Professor went to England to lecture on

"When President McArthur called the first meeting to
order on Tuesday morning, he congratulated the members on their splendid turnout.
He also welcomed

embalming, and the press there was somewhat adverse
at first to the "new
fangled
idea," comparing
"Yankee" embalming with the early Egyptian method.

PROF. CHAS. A. RENOUARD
and his studentR at this year's C. E. A. school.
the delegates from the various sections of Ontario, and
esipecially had a warm word for those who came from
Quebec and the Maritime Provincea.
The minutes of last year's Convention, when
presented by Secretary Matthews, were taken as read,
the report as published in the October, 1917 issue of
Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker being
accepted on motion of Messrs. R. U. Stone and G. L.
Phillips.

But the few stalwart workers continued their uphill
fight and eventually had the pleasure of seeing that
the public press took more kindly to the "sanitary
preservation of the human dead." Associations were
formed in various centres in Britain and are now
working harmoniously with health officials in prosecuting sanitary work.
The opportunities offered for the embalmer to-day
are much greater than those of the past.
It was con-
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sidered a notable achievement a few years ago for the
old embalmer to be able to raise an artery. The man
who could do this successfully considered himself
somewhat superior to his fellows and was apt to be not
a little chesty. But we are progressing. The embalmer of to-day who cannot raise an artery and do
much more in the work of his profession its a back
numiber. His ignorance is his own fault. What he
needs to do is to study, and in studying I do not mean
merely to read a boiok or take in a series of lectures
much the same as filling a bottle through a funnel ; he
must read and study and digest and concentrate on his
professional work.
Be the Best Embalmer

It is possible to be a good street cleaner, but aim to
be the hest street cleaner; that is the thing. We
should aim to be the hest embalmer we can be. Some
embalmers are good through study; others are good
through Divine Providence. So if you are going to
be an embalmer be the best embalmer possible. Then
your competitor may cry out, but it will do him no
good.
Another thing — work in with the health authorities.
While it is true that funeral directors depend for their
living on the death of other people, we do not want
people to die. We are too public-spirited for that.
We want to be good citizens. We want our community to be the healthiest possible community; we
want to work with the sanitary authorities in our community. There is no panacea for eternal living on this
earth, and eventually all people must die, so the funeral
director becomes a benefactor after all.

The old days of the "body snatcher," as xindertakers
were sometimes called in some sections, has passed
away, and there is a closer bond of union between the
funeral director and the medical men. The fact that
we are meeting in this University huilding proves this.
You are recognized as a part of your health departyou shoidd be ready at all times to co-operwithandthese authorities.
ate ment
There are embalmers who attend conventions, get up
at the meetings and express themselves in high flown
in certain circumlanguage as to what they would do
stances, hut when they get home they do not practice
what they preach.

Fighting Against Decaynothing else than a battle with nature
is
ming
Embal
to delav the decay of the human body. It is one of
the laws of nature that all earthly things resolve themselves again into the earth; and this is accomplished
through decav. If we properly understand the chief
fundamentals of decay we will hetter understand the
difficulties we have to face in the prohlems put -before
us in our professional work at home. Some of us
come to these annual gatherings to study methods of
o-etting good facial effects or expressions, or for some
had not sanitary
other purpose, but if embalming
1918-19 C. E. A. OFFICERS

President — Norman L. Brandon, St. Mary's.
First V. P. — ^F. F. Morris, Bowmanville.
Seconfl V. P. — T. H. McKillop, Brampton.
Treasurer — A. E. Coltart, Chathaim.
Scf-retary — Fred. W. Matthews, Toronto.
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reasons back of it, emU^alming would not have a leg to
stand on.
It is coming, and in some of the larger centres coming quickly, that the undertaker and the embalmer
will
be entirely
separate
in their
I know300p»-ofessional
embalmers
in New
York work.
who embalm
to
400 cases a month. They are called trade embalmer.s.
But the undertaker cannot afTord to allow these men
to lower the standard of their work, for he. not the
embalmer, must stand the blame.
Then the embalmer cannot plead the sick excuse.
He must do his work thoroughly and faithfully. He
must not overdo it, however. T once saw an old lady
who after embalming had been so fixed up by the embalmer that she looked like a show girl ; in fact her
daughters so expressed themselves. If one of them
had
colic. kissed the corpse she would have taken painters'
So let the embalmer always remember that so Ions
as the world lasts there will always be decay, rnd
decay is a chemical change which nature enforces for
the preservation of life that is left hehind. Death is
a chemical change vvhich produces decay, and embalming is a fighting of nature to prevent decay. To
compete with nature it is, therefore nece:sary to be as
thorough as nature. We must know hygien? and
disinfection to be able to do our work properly and to
co-operate with the health authorities. All this requires study ; and that is why we are here.
These Association gatherings allow us an opnortunity
of exchanging ideas. We join in as-sociatio-ns to
benefit onr-elves — to find out scientific reasons Avhy so
and so is so. There is much to learn. All of us are
owners of this Association, the officers are only the
hired men. The Professor in conclusion hoped all
would return home greatly benefited through the discussions ofthe Convention.

TUESDAY

AFTERNOON

SESSION

At the re-assembling of the Convention
President McArthur delivered his annual
y to Prof.
al
to the presidenti
morning humorousl
thehe referred
allusion in cidentally
of a dollar for his services.
Presidential Address

after lunch
address. InRenouard'ms
honorariu

Gentlemen, said Mr. McArthur, I notice from the
program before me that you have allowed me thirty
minutes to address you. f will promise not to impose
few concise
upon you for that duration, but with a five
minutes,
remarks limit myself to not more than
which I am sure will he the more pleasing to you.
It affords me much pleasure to welcome to this
thirty-fifth annual convention such a gatherins of
men, not only from the province of Ontario, but from
the neighboring province of Quehec. and from the far
east. These gentlemen will be given an opportunity
at a subsequent hour to address this Association.
It is a good thing for men in any walk of life to meet
together often in convention. It is true, that many of
us learn much and take home new thoughts, fresh ideas
and are seized with an impulse to be bigger men.
Your Executive have nothing more to say m the
Association than you have. They are. as Prof.
Renouard has said, simply your working men. hired by
the year at a small salary. Gentlemen, this is your
Convention, your Association, and its very existence
The work of your Association
depends upon you.
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this year has been very easy and enjoyable. Harmony
prevailing at all times.
A joint meeting- was arranged with the Government
examining board, the result of Avhieh was that they
strongly intimated to us their willingness to co-operate with this Association in every possible way.
The unanimous choice of your officers was in calling
Prof. Renouard as the demonstrator. In so doing they
have no apologies to make. The embalming school
lectures have just been concluded, and the reports of
same have ben most creditable. During the year
which I have had the honor to be president, two of
our esteemed members have been called away by
death.
The first to which I would refer is the late Mr. J. C.
Van Camp. No man took greater interest in Association work than he and his efforts in obtaining the
legislation Avhich we now enjoy, were unceasing, and a
great deal of credit is due him.
He was a Christian gentlemen, a good undertaker, an
ardent lover of has home and family, and it was my
privilege to call on him very often. He always had
time to talk to the travelling man and one could not
but feel better for having known him.
Just as I am addressing this Convention, the funeral
is taking place at Bowmanville, of Mr. Levi Morris.
I am told that he was the oldest funeral director in
Ontario. The deceased gentleman was a consisteut
Christian man, a Methodist, a Mason, and a businessman highly esteemed throughout the locality in which
he lived. I venture to say that tbe whole town of
Bowmanville and the surrounding country for miles
around, are gathered just now to pay a tribute of
respect to the deceased. Mr. Frank Morris, your vicepresident, is his son. It was my privilege to call on
him and the family yesterday, to tender to them my
respect and to convey the same from the Association.
Mr. N. B. Cobbledick, one of your past presidents, is
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attending the funeral to-day, representing this Association. Mr. Frank Morris will be with us to-morrow.
It was his father's wish that he would be, and that he
would "Carry on."
In a few hours it will be my time to retire from the
presidency, and pass over the lines of office to your new
president, Mr. Brandon, of St. Mary's, one Avellefpiipped for the work ; a successful man and filled with
the spirit of Association work. May my retiring words
to him be "Carry on. " Yes, there is much to do,
Brandon,
"Carry
On miotion,
the on."
presidential address was referred to
the committee.
The Professor's Address
Prof. Renouard next took up his first lecture,
on his introductory remarks of the morning, and
into details with the composition of the human
reasons for decay, and circulation of the blood,
personal instances to illustrate the various
raised.
WEDNESDAY

MORNING

based
going
body,
giving
points

SESSION

Past President N. B. Cobbledick handled the meeting of the morning.
Secretary Matthews presented his report for the
year, wbich on motion of Messrs. Lennox and Coltart
Avas referred to the Reports Committee.
Secretary's Report
Mr. President. Officers and Fellow Funeral Directors
of the Canadian Embalmers' Association:
As your secretary I submit my report for the year
1918. I would like to say that in my opinion the year
has been one of progress, although not reaching the
state of perfection that we as a body would like.
The thanks of the Association should be tendered to

Group of convention delegates token outskle Toronto University
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the manufacturers and commercial travellers for their
assiistance, financially and otherwise, and although T
know it is a pleasure for them to render such help, this
only g-oes to make us appreciate it all the more.
The one outstanding feature that is not satisfactory
to me as your secretary is the unpaid dues. Again
this year an account was sent to all our members
owing from four dollars upwards. It is true that we
had considerable response to this appeal and the
executive tender the thanks of the memhership to
those who sent along their arrears. Still there are
many, I am sorry to say, did not give it the attention
w'hich is due our Association. Once more I appeal to
you, who are in my hearing, to do what you can to
take more interest in the work.
The executive met at the office of the secretary on
May 21 of this year to arrange details for our present
convention and school, the main object of course was
to decide on a lecturer and demonstrator. Prof. Renouard being our choice this year I have no doubt
that his deliberations Avill be quite satisfactory to those
in attendance.
It was decided, if possible, to arrange with the pathologist of the Toronto General Hospital to give us a
talk on autopsies; this, I am pleased to inform you, has
been consumated, and you will have the pleasure of
listening to Dr. Rohinson on that su'bject.
It was also decided that the usual picnic be held
again this year and that the arrangements of same be
left in the hands of the secretary. This outing, T hope,
will be well attended. We will meet at the Bay St.
dock at 1.30 p.m. to-morrow (Wednesday, September 4)
and gather at the same place at Centre Island as in
previous years.
The Secretary's cash book shows for the year:
^ 919.65
Receipts
44.82
unt
acco
Sundry expense
If there is anything pertaining to my office that you
Avould like to ask questions about I would be glad to
answer them.
Again thanking the manufacturers and commercial
travellers, and the many memlbers for their co-operation, Isubmit this report for your approval.
FRED. W. MATTHEWS.
Treasurer's Report
A. R. Coltart's report on the finances of the Association was verbal and very concise. There was, he said,
a balance in the bank of $560.61. A few outstanding
cheques had not been presented, but when they were,
the balance on hand would show quite $500.
He again spoke of his resigning his post. He had
been again sick, and lately had disposed of his undertaking business to a younger man. In his absence a
but
been
he" had
ago he found
vear
the members
bulge on treasurer,
the returned
to get
this year
he intended
bv being present at the elections.
"^He had been a mem'ber of the Association since
the earlier
inception 35 years ago. and had also joined one
of the
With Mr. Mclntyre he was
Association.
in
Association
and
profession
the
of
oldest memhers
Ontario.
On motion of Messrs. Matthews and Crawford, the
report wa.3 sent on to the committee.
Lecture on Necropsies
At this stage Dr. W. L. Robinson, R.A., M.B..
assistant pathologist of Toronto General Hospital, was
introduced, and he delivered an address of much interest and concern to embalmers on "Necropsies."
This address we intend to publish in full in our next
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number,
as it was so good any condensed report would
not
satisfy.
A. R. Coltart moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Robinson at the conclusion of his address. It was one of
the best talks the memhers had listened to. He thought
the opportunity of co-operating with the medical profession should be emhraced. N. J. Boyd seconded,
pleading for more encouragement among funeral
directors to co-operate with the medical men in helpThe vote carried unanimously.
ing obtain antopsies.
Dr. Robinson thanked the Convention, and on a question, said that embalming could be done in practically
autopsies were made, except in infecbeforecases.
cases
all
tioias diseases
Grievances of Profession
N. B. Cobbledick reported his \'isit to Bowmanville
the previous day to attend the funeral of Mr. Morris.
He said the whole toAvn turned out to attend the ceremonies of a man who was a highly respected citizen of
his community.
A short time was given over to the Convention discussing grievances and any subjects that might prove
beneficial to the profession! In this regard the matter
of commercializing the profession by the employment
of "runners" Avas taken up, several speakers stating
that not only Toronto, hut many sections of Ontario
were overrun with this nuisance.
Bearing this in mind the following resolution was
put and voted on, the resolution being sent on to the
committee for report, after which the committees w-re
appointed with instructions to report the next day:
Unprofessional Practices Denounced
Moved hy C. N. Greenwood, seconded by Wm.
Edwards: That because of unprofessional practices in
the way of soliciting (business by calling at the homes
of deceased relatives and making personal application
for the privilege of taking care of the deceased, and so
commercializing the business, thereby detracting from
the dignity thereof; and in so doing upsetting the
minds and plans of the relatives and friends in this
regard, which same is in the nature of an imposture,
which reflects on the profession at large ;
It is therefore, resolved that a vote of condemnation
be placed on record by this Association and a copy of
this resolution he sent to the Ontario Government Examining Board asking that body that some action be
such practices illegal and suhject to the
make
taken to
cancellation on the offender's license.
Another Grievance
Another grievance complained of was the matter of
A member
overcharging and "loading" a family up.
read a letter which had heen received from one of the
U S Associations regarding the death of a young
aviator near Toronto, in which the undertaker m coniunction with the express company which shipped the
body was sued to recover $288 on an account of $3H!?.
A resolution was put and sent on to the Resolutions
to report if any action should be taken hy
Committee
the C. E. A.

Committees Appointed
C. N. GreenW.
wood.
S.
Kne
A. Wright, ^
ss-W. el.
^A
President's addrecht
John
Rodger.
x-utnald.
a- ^
ary's report-N. J. Boyd. A. T. MacDo
Secret
N. Treasu
S. Fenwick.
. dick,
rer's report— R. U. Stone. N. B.,Cobble

r^
Finance-H. McKillop. Ed. Henry. Fred. Skmne
McKillop. W.
H.
od,
Greenwo
N.
C.
tions—
Resolu
Britton.
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Instead of having to fight for business from reluctant buyers, it has
in all sections of the country warm

friends whose

goodwill and

confidence in it lead to their placing practically all their business
with it.

This works to advantage two

ways : first, it reduces selling cost ;

second, it increases the quality of goods going iihrough the plants,
making

possible more general standardization and lowering production costs.

While it is true, however, that the goodwill extended

to us does

make for better service, let us once more express our deep appreciation ofthis goodwill and state our determination to continue to
be worthy of it.
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OMINIOX

BRANCHES
The Semmen* & EtoI Casket Co.,
Hamilton, Ont. Limited
Christie Amherst,
Bros. & Co.,
N.S. Limited
The Semmens & Evel Casket Co.,
Winnipeg, Man. Limited

National Casket Co., Toronto, Ont.
The Globe Casket Co., LimitacI
London, Ont.
Girard & Godin, Limited
Three Rirers, Que.

The D. W. Thompson Co., Limited
Toronto, Ont.
GirardMontreal,
& Godin,Que.
Limited
VancouTer Casket Co.
Vancouver, B.C.

No. 659

H. P.
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Prof. Renouard next took up his demon,Sitration on
a cadaver, which filled out the remainder of the morning. The Convention then adjourned for the day, the
afternoon being given over to the Island picnic.
THURSDAY

MORNING

SESSION

Thursday's meetings were in charge of Pres.
McArthur.
Prof. Renouard continued his demonstration of the
previous day.
Alderman Ryding, on behalf of Toronto City Coimcil. extended the freedom of the city to the visitors.
Reports from the committees were received, and,
after amendment to one, sent on by the Resolutions
Committee, were adopted.
President's Address
Moved by W. Edwards, seconded by W. N. Knechtel :
The report and address of President McArthur was
very concise and contained much for the good of the
Association. The arrangement by the Executive in
meeting the Board of Examiners is to be commended
and we would suggest that this be continued this year.
Mr. McArthur's vitality and energetic ability have
been a benefit to the Astsociation this year, and we are
glad that he Avill continue ont he Committee.
Secretary's Report
Moved by N. J. Boyd, seconded by A. T. MacDonald :
We, your Committee on the Secretary's Report, beg
to submit the following: That we have examined said
report and most heartily concur in the sentiments
therein contained, particularly in connection with that
relating to unpaid dues, as finances are the one essential medium to the successful continuation of our
Association. It is very essential that every member
keep himself in good standing in our Association. We
appreciate the efforts of Mr. Matthews in securing Dr.
Robinson, pathologist of the Toronto General Hospital
for his splendid paper, and would recommend that
this feature of the program be continued in the future
if possible. With reference to the picnic, it would
hardly seem a convention without this social function.
We are pleased to report the increased amount of our
finances this year which are largely due to the endeavors of Mr. Matthews. All of which is respectfully
submitted.
Treasurer's Report
Moved by R. U. Stone, seconded by N. B. Cobbledick :
Your Committee on the Treasurer's Report, beg to
compliment you on the efficient and conscientious work
of our respected treasurer, and to again add to the
words of esteem that have from year to year been
tendered him.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Finance Committee
Moved by T. H. McKillop, seconded by G. F. Skinner:
We, your Committee on Finances, beg to report that we
we have audited the books of our secretary, Mr.
Matthews, and beg to report that we find them correct.
We are pleased to renort that there has been a
marked financial gain this year. The secretary's
book showing the sum of *1,100, against .t748.12 of last
year. An increase of $351.88, which we consider a
credit to the sunport of the members of the A'^'sociation and to our worthy and efficient officers.
Auditors' Report
Moved by T. II. McKilli|>, seconded by Ed. Henry:
We, your Committee on finances, beg to report that we
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find the books and vouchers of our treasurer. Mr.
53
Coltart, 'correct, showing a balance of $560.61 to the
credit of the Association in the bank.
Resolutions Committee
Moved by C. N. Greenwood, seconded by W. A.
Britton : We, your Committee appointed on Resolutions,
beg to report as folloAvs We are heartily in accord
with the resolution re unprofessional practices, and
would suggest that this Association place ourselves on
record as being opposed to such tactics ; as we believe
the public are being taken advantage of at a time when
their feelings and respect for their loved ones are
uppermost in their minds, and would suggest that a
copy of this resohition be forwarded to the Honorable
Provincial Secretary, and the Ontario Embalming
Board.
In regard to the second grievance, re funeral
directors overcharging, it is resolved that this Association voices its disapproval of this method of doing
business, and the Executive Committee is authorized
to bring matters of this kind to the attention of the
Ontario Government Board of Examiners.
THURSDAY

AFTERNOON

SESSION

The closing business meeting of the Convention was
given over to outstanding business.
A. R. Coltart, on a standing vote, was made a life
member of the Association.
A vote of thanks was passed on motion of Mr.
Harmer to the manufacturers for their help in cooperating to make the Association gathering a success; and to the travellers for their boosting for the
Convention attendance in their trips up and down the
country.
On a motion of N. B. Cobbledick it was decided to
paste a $50 contribution to the Sailors' Fund.
Nominations and Elections
Prof. Renouard and James O'Hagan. editor of
Canadian Furniture World, were named as scrutineers.
There Avas but one contest, that for second vice-president. T. H. Killop and Ed. Henry were nominated for
this post. Mr. Heniy wished to withdraw, but his
nominators would not consent. The result was an
follows :
President, Norman L. Brandon, St. Mary's; first
vice-president. F. F. Morris, Bowmanville; second vicepresident, T. H. McKillop, Brampton ; treasurer, A. R.
Coltart. Chatham ! secretary, Fred. W. Matthews, Toronto;trustees of Eckardt Foundation, R. U. Stone,
N. J. Boyd and C. N. Greenwood.
The installation of officers, and a presentation of a
gold watch chain to Retiring President McArthur,
terminated the business of the Convention.
Prof. Renouard concluded his demonstration while
the old Executive held their final meeting to pass Convention accounts and hand over their duties to the new
officers.
glMIMIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIMniMIIIIIIIMMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIMIMIMIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMI^
I |~\ EOAT^kSK of tlio great pressiiro on our Rpiace in
I
this issue we have had to hold over a couple of
I '-^
the i)apers read at the Convention, and also a
I report of the picnic, games and banquet at the Island.
I —Editor.
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In the showrooms at the headquarters of Dominion
Manufacturers, Ltd., Niagara St., Toronto, a splendid
display was made of some of the latest designs in
casket's put out 'by the Ontario branches. The shoAvroom was prettily decorated — red. white and blue
about the pillars; wliite and purple curtains and
drapes on windows; Union Jack electrize lanterns
lighted the place ; and flags of the Allies placed abovit
Music was supplied, too.
the room.
One end of the room was given over to the hardware
display; another end to dry goods; and the caskets
were arranged in aisles, so that they conld be easily
seen and inspected from all sides. The caskets Avere
shown in solid Avood and cloth.
Some striking caskets were those soldiers' burial
cases, covered in broadcloth, with Canadian ensign and
Union Jack let into the lid head. Then a couple of
plush covered caskets came in for much praise, as did
the all wood colored in imitation of 'bronze and old
silver.
It was noted that the designs were plain, though not
severely so, the corner-pieces relieving the appearance
somewhat in many of the eases. Solid Avood cases
were shoAvu in mahogany, Avalnut and oak. A magnificent cloth-covered copper-lined casket Avas much
commented on. The cloth linings and trimmings in
Avhite silk were beautiful.
The dry goods section was made up of casket linings ;
black suits for men ; Avhite, and combinations of black
and white, and grey and v^'hite for women; and combinations for boys and infants. Door drapes of unique
designs and colors were also shown in this section.
Ei'ght trays made up the hardware display. Handles
and name plates were shoAvn in polished silver, bronze,
copper and other finishes. Extension i-ods and sets
Avere also shown in finishes to match caskets. _ Several
children's sets in AA'hite with floral decorations Avere
commented on.
Canicula Goods Shown
The Canicula Chemical Co. made a display of their
Made-in-Canada goods— Canicula embalming fluid,
Fragrantine, flesh powder, softener, etc. Rubber
gloves and other accessories were likcAvise on display.
Champion Chemical Exhibit

The Champion Chemical Company had their display
and office in their old stand at II16 King St. West,
which Avas in charge of Dr. G. W. Ferguson, Canadian
manager. Their display was not large, but was nifty
and consisted of fluid, grips and instruments, perfumes,
church trucks, and souvenirs. The room decorations
were very nice and the stand makes a very appropriate
place for the trade to meet, as it is the only down town
depot provided by the manufacturers, for the past
and
enjoy it says
seemed
undertak
The"registere
three
Dr. toFerguson
there.
d ers
all of them
about years
he has hopes of getting this stand each year, while the
Alexander & Cable Co. have that portion of the North
American Life Building.

CANADIAN

GETS BIG POST

Harry Graham, who will be known to m'any of the
older funeral directors of Ontario as being in charge
t's National
of the finishing department in Eckard
the fire m
before
days
the
in
o,
Toront
Co.,
Casket
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1904, has been appointed general manager of the
Orleans Casket Mfg. Co., Ncav Orleans, La. Since
leaving Toronto. Mr. Graham has been Avith the Boston
branch of the National Casket Co., as head cloth man,
and that company tried hard to retain his services.
The name, Graham, Avas familiar in the old days.
Harry's father, George, coming to the employ of
Richard Philp in 1880 and Harry tAvo years later. He
had previously been Avith the RidgetoAvn Burial Case
Co., RidgetoAvn, Ont.
DEATH

OF AGED

FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

The death took place at BoAATnanA'ille, Out., on Saturday, Aug. 31, of Levi IMorris. father of F. F. Morris,
vice-president of the C. E. A., and the funeral Avas held
from the Methodist Church, to BoAA-mauAdlle. !Mr.
Morris was 82 years of age, and Avas a pioneer in
funeral directing and casket making. He was a close
associate of Messrs. Philp, Watson, Coles and others,
all of whom came from the BoAvmanville district.
The whole toAATi turned out to the funeral, and all
the funeral directors from the country round about
were present. Fred. Coles, manager of the National
Casket Co., Toronto, and N. B. Cobbledick. went to
BoAvmanville for the funeral, the latter represented
the Canadian Embalmers' Association.
Professional

Notes

A. J. Woodman, Wolfville, N. S.. wm a visitor to
ToTonto recently. He stopped off on his Avay home
from Chicago to see the hig Fair during its first Aveek
and to call upon some old friends.
Mrs. G. H. McKague. Avife of the president-elect of
the Saskatchewan Funeral Directors' Association, is
visiting relatives and friends in the east. She has
spent some time at both Milton and Toronto. This is
Mrs. McKague 's second visit to the east since she and
her husband Avent Avest to Saskatoon in the pioneering
days over 35 years ago.
The California Funeral Directors' Association.
Avhich meets in annual convention Sept. 24, 25 and 26
at San Francisco, have engaged Prof. Chas. A. Renouard of the Renouard Training School for Embalmers, New York City, AA'ho Avas the lecturer and demonlecturer and demonstratrator at Toronto." as 'sofficial
folloAA'ing on the Pacific Coast
tor. Prof. Renouard
is, like in all other States, unusually large and the announcement ofhis engagement brought much favorable
comment from the representative funeral directors of
California, many of whom received their training at
the Renouard School.
The selective draft service bureau at Albany has
ruled that undertaking comes under the head of an
essential employment. In that case there may be hope
for a proper classification and conservation.
Much of the success of this year's convention was
due to the personal letter sent out to seven hundred
funeral directors of Ontario by President McArthur.
The travellers, too, did fine Avork ; and we cannot forget Secretary Fred. IMattheAvs, who Avas on the job all
i:he time.

Johnny Snow invited the C. E. A. to send delegates
to the next Nova Scotia Convention, to be held iu
Halifax next August.
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News
Nova

Scotia

Funeral

Directors

Convene

Nova Scotia Funeral Directors and Erahalmers
Association held their 1918 annual Convention
at Amherst, N.S., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, August 21, 22 and 23. Christie Bros. & Co.
Ltd., placed their showrooms at the disiiosal of tlie
Association, and all the Convention meetings were held
there.
President A. W. Murray directed the meetings, and
he was assisted by his fellow otficers — Arthur W. Canning, vice-president ; Cecil E. Zirk, secretary-treasurer,
and Joseph Spencer, sergeant-at-armis.
The first meeting was called to order at 9.30 on
Wednesday morning, and after the opening prayer.
Mayor Milner delivered an address of welcome to the
visitors. J. C. B. Olive, of Truro, responded. The
president's address and secretary-treasurer's report
were next presented, and then the president appointed
the Convention committees. Prof. C. F. Moadinger,
president of the New York State Undertakers Association, Avho was this year's lecturer and demonstrator,
rounded out the morning's program by delivering his
Prof. Moadinger was also at last year's
address.
first
Convention
at Halifax.
In the afternoon the reception of new members was
the first order of business, a special invitation having
been given to the funeral directors of NeAV Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island to join the U. S. body to
receive the benefit of the special course of lectures.
Prof. Moadinger next gave his second address, and
also another in the evening after supper.
Thursday morning the Professor started off the program with a lecture and demonstration. This was
followed by the election of officers.
In the afternoon the Convention adjourned to take
a motor drive to the Dominion Experimental Farm at

THE

The afternoon's
Nappao, and enjoy a light huicheon.
outing was much enjoyed. In the evening, Prof.
Moadinger gave another of his addresses.
Friday morning's meeting opened with a lecture by
the Professor, followed by the reception of committees'
reports. Outstanding business and debating the next
Convention place rounded out the morning session, and
the concluding session of the Convention was held in
the afternoon.
Prof. Moadinger 's lectures were along lines of the
latest and most advanced methods. They were taken
up in this sequence: blood discolorations ; circulation
and respiration ; anatomy of organs of circulation ;
cavity preservation; arterial embalming; bacteriology
for embalmers ; decomposition ; communicable diseases
and disinfectants; post mortem eases; cosmetics and
demi-surgery. The Professor also gave special instructions to those who were preparing for their examinations for licenses.
Christie Bros. & Co. Ltd.. made a display of samples
from their stock of caskets, colfins, linings, hardware
and other lines of articles used by the profession.
Pres. Murray in his invitation, said the motto for
this year was "Preparedness," and judging from the
way the program was carried out the President should
have been pleased the way the members co-operated.

of Eastern

Funeral

Directors

E. D. Bradley, Sherbrooke, Que., has added a new
motor am:bulance to his equipment which has met with
not only admiration but approval from the physicians
as well as the people who are so unfortunate as to
ride in it.
Cecil E. Zink. Dartmouth. N.S., secretary of the
Nova Scotia Association has a new motor ambulance,
besides one eight and one four-cylinder Briscoe, connected with his business. He recently drove several
undertakers to Amherst. N.S.. on the 21st of August,
to the undertakers convention, using his Briscoe eight.
Things went along so smoothly one of the boys inquired how far it was to Toronto, wondering if they
would have time to stop there on their way back to
Halifax.
Snow and Company, Halifax, N.S., have just received ateam of hearse horses from Ontario which are
described fey horse lovers to be the most ibeautiful in
those parts. The team is black, well matched, 17
hands high, and valued at $1,000.
James Ross, of New Glasgow, N.;S., has recently recovered from a second serious operation. And his many
friends will be very glad to learn of health again being
restored to Mr. Ross, one of Nova Scotia's oldest and
most popular undertakers.
Miss Mary Murdock, secretary of Snow & Company,
Halifax, N.S., has just returned from her holidays
spent in visiting friends and relatives, in Toronto,
Prescott and Montreal. Miss Murdock claims she has
had a good time, was treated royally by everyone and
that she thoroughly enjoyed her trip, but was more
than glad to get back to Halifax and the cool breezes
from the ocean.
J. C. B. Olive, of Truro, Nova Scotia, has lately
added a new "Six" McLaughlin to his equipment.
Truro is quite a railroad centre and all brothers of the
profession will do well to remember that Mr. Olive is
just the man who will show you around while waiting
for a train connection — and Truro is some beautiful
place to see.
Louis Brenen, of St. John, N.B., has now three motor
ears in connection with his business, the latest being
one of "America's most beautiful cars," which is
driven very gracefully by Mrs. Brenan.
CHANGE

OF BUSINESS

AT HALIFAX

The business of the late Joseph Spencer, 50 Argyle
St., Halifax, N.S., has been purchased by the Halifax
Undertaking Co., which will, in future, conduct the
business. The members of the new firm are B. C.
Cruikshanks. C. C. Zink, Dartmouth, and G. Elbum
Nichols, of New Glasgow. All these men are wellknown in their business and it is their intention to
make the premises moderu in every respect. G. Elburn Nichols is the manager and can be found either
for day or night calls at his business address, 50
Argyle St.
A GOOD

MOTTO

Don't tiy to get business from your friends, but
make frieiuls of tliose you get yoiii' business from. —
R. U. Stone.
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ECKARDT FAMILY "DOING THEIR BIT"
Mr. A. J. H. Eekardt, Toronto, recently received
word that his cousin Lt. Herman J. Eekardt, 23rd U.
S. Infantry, had paid the supreme sacrifice in France.
Lt. Eekardt was a native of Michigan, and had been in
the regular army before the declaration of war. He
was with the army that was sent into Mexico after
Villa, and was overseas since last September.
Mr. Eekardt has 111 relatives in both the Canadian
and U. ,S. armies, nine of whom have been killed. His
elder son, Will, known to most of the funeral directors
of the Dominion as assistant manager to his father at
the National Casket Co., Toronto, and latterly with
the Burroughes Adding Machine Co., Detroit, has enlisted as a private and is now in Co. C, 14th Div.,
Am. In., Camp ICuster, Mich., and and another son, Newman, is salesman for the Lawrence Motor Truck Co.,
Pittsburgh. Being physically unfit for enlistment he
is devoting every evening to war work at the British
recruiting offices at Pittslburgh.
The Eckardts seem to be of strong fighting stock.
An ancestor of the family fought under Washington,
several were with the Northern Army in the American
Civil War, one was a prominent officer with Mackenzie
in the rebellion of 1837, and now members of all
branches of the family are taking their part in the
present woi'ld war for democracy. Major W. A.
Bishop, the noted Canadian aviator, is a cousin of the
Eekardt iboys.
THE

WRAY

YOUNSTERS

The pictures shown below are the happy group and
children of Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Wray, funeral directors,
at 290 Mountain St., Montreal, their place of business
and winter home. However, the health and makeup
of the children are due greatly to the cheerful surroundings they have from May to October, at their
lovely country home, "Buena Vista," a beautiful
natural point overlooking the quietness of Lake St.
Louis.
It Avas the intention of the proud parents to

MISS EVELYN WRAY,
a very diligent worker in the
recent
Montreal.Red Cross campaign in
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bring the children to the Toronto Convention, and had
it been carried out this attraction alone would have
been enough to induce many other families to get to
Toronto if possible — some show.
A QUEBEC CASKET FACTORY VISITOR
The casket factory and undertaking building of
Germain Lepine, Quebec City, is now finished. The
former structure was under way for nearly two years.
Their business is such that it was necessary to keep the
factory going even while under construction, and now
that the last nail is driven, in the form of a paved yard
of 5,000 s(iuare feet, for use in washing the many
vehicles of the undertaking equipment, much relief is
felt by the manager and his assistants. Since the death
of Germain Lepine some 18 months ago, the business
has been carried on by his successors, five faithful
sons: G. Adelard, manager; Alfonse. Algear. (the latter
two twins) ; Gustave in charge of casket finishing; and
Jule the funeral director. Algear will be remembered
as a faithful employee of the National Casket Company, Toronto, some fifteen years ago, and while at the
convention in Toronto this year, had the pleasure of
meeting many of his former friends and acquaintance.^.
VISITORS

FROM

THE EAST

H. N. Brien, manager of the Compagnie de Frais
Funeraises, Sherbrooke, Que., visiting in the West, attended the Canadian Embalmers' Association Convention in Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Cruikshanks of Halifax, Nova
Scotia, left there August 26, for a Western tour. They
visited Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny R. Snow, of Halifax, N.S..
accompanied by Johnny's mother, visiting in Ontario,
called at Quebec, Montreal and Prescott, arriving in
Toronto in time for the Convention. They returned
by boat down the St. Lawrence to the Thousand
Islands.

Eight reasons why the name of Wray will ring out
in the profession for years, to come as it has in
years past.

ROBT. WRAY.
baby, but not so small. Says he
is "Dad's sojier." superintending the farm. He runs it with
military hand.
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Registered

Jno. H. iSiimmerfeldt,
Ciannington.
S. F. L. McMurtry,
Midland.
J.
Feversham.
N. Paul,
J. Roadhouse,
Newmarket.
Thos. Porter, Toronto.
R. J. Drake, Fonthill.
Geo. Hethington, Langton.
Wm. H. Lyle, Toronto.
Milton McMillan,
Roseneath.
J. Thompson & Son, Fergus.
A. J. H. Eckardt, Toronto.
H. Holmes, Dresden.
A. T. MacDonald, Stayner.
A. O. Jackson, Sudbury.
J. G. Henry, Sudbury.
A. E. Farrar, Tweed.
J. A. Hilts, Toronto.
Chas. I. Poffer, Norwood.
T. E. Simipson, Sault Ste.
Marie.
G. H. Cobley, Simeoe.
Chas. R. Bolton, Toronto.
W. D. Minikin, Barrie.
R. Moff:att, Toronto.
Thos. Mason, Bala.
Alex. Miller, Selkirk.
C. Haskett, Lucan.
G.
W. H.A. Swartz,
Britton, Jerseyville.
Grand Valley.
N. A. Johnson, Seely's Bay.
A. B. Greer, London.
P. C. Lloyd, Barrie.
C. M. Smith, Barrie.
W. J. Malher, StoufEville.
A. F. Steele, Forest.
W. A. Beauscombe, Picton.
R. R. W-ansbrough, Toronto.

at Convention
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Geo- L. Phillips, Sarnia.
W. H. Matthews, Carleton
Place.
Hugh S. Miller, Beaehburg.
R. W. Richie, North Bay.
Jos. Hinigston, Cowansville,
Que. Munro, Glencoe
Donald
Edwin
arines. Curtis, St. CathJas. A. Cain, Lindsay.
Jas. S. Kellam, Simeoe.
N. B. Cobbledick, Toronto.
N. G. Rundle, Toronto.
C. L. Eedy, Harriston.
Lloyd Peacock, Toronto.
W. T. Harrison, Cobalt.
John
J. Zappe, Owen
Sound.
Enoch Lanz, Ayton.
W. S. Fenwiek, Enterprise.
J. A. Taylor, Sutton West.
R. U. Stone, Toronto.
Fred. W. Matthews,
Toronto.
Fred. J. McArthur,
Cobourg.
Robt. McMane, Milverton.
R. J. Reid, Kingston.
Jos. Gougen, Montreal.
Chas. Dunham, Aurora.
Fred. Skinner, Schomberg.
W. N. Knechtel, Toronto.
M. Morse, Niagara Falls.

SOME

DAY
CALLY

Wm. Speers, Toronto.
Wlm. Edwards, Gananoque.
J. Branchand, Haileybury.
Fred. Fischer, Elora.
E. J. Hicks, Essex.
Geo. C. Byng, Bobeaygeon.
W. iS. Preston, Toronto.
R. Maddocks, Toronto.
T. H. McKellop, Brampton.
Ed. iStrasIer, Queensville.
C. E. Burgess, Toronto.
F. H. Minaker, Picton.
W.Hill.
A. Wright, Richmond
Chris. Dreisinger, Elmira.
Geo. Dreisinger, Elmira.
A. R. Coltart, Chatham.
C. McMillan, Dromore.
Howard Bros., Hastings.
Fred. Scott, Woodbridge.
E. A. Poth, New Dundee.
W. A. Hunt, Belmont.
Chas. H., Hulse, Orangeville.
P. C. Deymian, Fenelon
Falls.
Lorne R. Barlett, Weston.
Bart Wright, Chesley.
Wm. J. Osborne,
Warkworth.
E. Miller, Kincardine.
N. J. Boyd, Mitchell.
J. Roger, Atwood.
Jno. M. Hood, Creemore.
M. J. Stoddart, Woodville.

DIOXIN
EVERY

These are Some

WILL

BE

GOOD

USED

BY

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

W. W. Lewis, Mt. Forest.
J. W. Pattison, Pt. Elgin.
N. L. Brandon, St. Mary's.
H. B. Beckett, Brantford.
S. A. Hewitt, Mitchell.
Jno. F. Sehuett, Mildmay.
Ernest E. Bolton, Toronto.
ville.
Edward Henry, ThamesC.
A. N.R. Greenwood,
Clumenhage,Stratford.
Stevensville.
Jos.
D. L.Hilliar,
Brown, Burk's
Dundas.Falls.
C. E. Allen, Dundas.
J. Comstoek, Peterboro.
W. W. Clarke, London.
G. W. C. Graham, Toronto.
Frank C. Reid, Kingston.
J. L. Ferguson, Leamington.
A. L. Oatman, Simcoe.
E. F. Best, Simcoe.
W. E. Baycroft, Beeton.
Jno. P. MeCammon, Paris.
A. Black, Orillia.
S. R. McCully, Toronto^
F. J. Martyn, North Bay.
W. H. Harmer, Cochrane.
F. G. Wilcox, Waterford.
R.
R. M.
A. Ballentyne,
Breckenridge,Trenton.
Owen Sound.
A. F. Stager, Hespeler.
L. Morris & Son,
Bowmanville.
Sam. LeClair, Sudbury.
A. H. Cosby, Gravenhurst.
A. H. Hermiston, Listowel.
A. W. Barlett, Toronto.
A. Logan, Parry Souiid.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of- the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.
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DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

than Any

S. ECKELS

COMPANY

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE
H.

&

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
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Bisihop Le Blanc of St. John, N.B., mentions with
much laudation the assistance he has had from FitzPatrick & Sons, undertakers of that city, during construction work which has been carried on since His
Lordship started the many edifices which have been
completed in the last four years. The first of the structures to be erected was the St. John Infirmary which
when finished some two years ago represented one of
the most complete hospitals in Canada. In which no
detail has been neglected from the foundation, through
the convenient wards, elaborately furnished rooms,
which were supplied by individuals whose names don
the neat little plate on each door, to the most modern
operating rooms and equipment obtainable.
The second of these structures is the Y.M.C.I. building, which consists of swimming pool in the basement ;
bowling alleys, poolrooms, athletic rooms, stadium for
indoor ball of all kinds, club rooms and individual
lockers and is reputed to be the best and largest club
of its kind for men and boys in Canada, east of Montreal.
The third of these beautiful buildings is the recently
finished St. Vincent's High School, which is 100x200
feet, five floors and basement, 30 class rooms, a wonderfully constructed theatre with stage 25x75 ft. and
girls' swimming pool in the basement. The foimdation is stone while the large building towering above is
of a gray-brown brick and the floors of the halls and
corridors are of tile and the steps and trimming built
of genuine marble. The stair trimmings or banisters
are of brass, bronze and steel. And as the saying goes,
"from the cellar to the attic" nothing is left undone
to make St. Vincent 's High School not only one of the
most modern and desirable places for c'hildren growing
into manhood and womanhood, but there is that something to this new school building, with its environs of
beauty, which creates an atmosphere of proud satisfaction among the children, and thereby causes them
to further their purpose by remaining in school with a
willingness and love to do so right at an age when it
is so easy for them to choose some walk in life rather
than to go on with their studies.
David Fitzpatrick, who was the original senior member of the Fitzpatrick Undertakers, and is the inspector
of construction, is usually called "Superintendent of
Construction" by the Bishop himself, who says that the
sons, Phil and Patrick, who comprise the present undertaking firm, are very earnest helpers and diligent
workers for the cause, as well as keeping an eye on
the business of Fitzpatrick Bros.

WANTED

OLD

CLOTHES

EXCHANGED

Dr. G. W. Ferguson, the "Champion Chemical man,"
attended the Nova Scotia Convention while making his
Eastern calls last month. Writing to a Toronto
friend, while we in Ontario were scorching, Doc says :
"Business is very good, the weather is fine, but
cool, and one needs an overcoat during the morning
and evening hours — if you know any person who has
a light top coat not needed in Toronto at this time
which he would like to exchange for an old straw hat,
some dirty shirts and a dozen soft collars, please let
me have the name and address and we may be able to
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trade on the basis of appropriate apparel for popular
people in punk places out of season. Am now on my
way to Sydney, Cape Breton, from where I will go to
Amherst, N.S., to,- attend the Convention there the
week of August 21."
MOTOR

EQUIPMENT FOR ONTARIO
UNDERTAKERS

The day of the horse is pa.ssing — at least his days
seem numbered, so far as funeral directors are concerned. There are few horse-drawn hearses in Toronto, and but two horse liveries in the whole city.
Nor is this condition confined to that city alone, the
other cities and towns, even the smaller villages have
their auto equipment for funerals, and country funeral
directors are as up-to-the-minute as our city leaders.
A great many Ontario funeral directors have of late
changed from horse to auto equipment, ajid others are

CHRIS. DREISINGER
and his new motor hearse. This is the second motor hearse Mr. Dreisinger has constructed himself.
doing so. Mark Paul of Woodstock. Jim Sutton of
Wallaeeburg, L. A. Bell of St. Mary's, the Dwyer
Estate of Hamilton, Richardson & Son of Essex, Wm.
H. Tanton of Strathroy, and Geo. Darcy of Pt. Colborne, are among some of the latest who have added
motors to their equipment. Chris Dreisinger of
Elmira has finished his second motor hearse, doing the
construction work himself.
The Fred. W. Matthews Co., Toronto, is adding another motor hearse mounted on a Reo chassis, and W.
K. Murphy, also of that city, is supplanting his horse
equipment with motors.
UNDERTAKERS' RETURNS
Under this head the Ontario Public Service Bulletin
of the Provincial Board of Health
report says
in giving
for
a recentthemonth,
:
"Some of the undertakers are just as negligent in
this respect as the secretaries of the Local Boards of
Health, and instead of making prompt returns of
deaths as required by the regulations, we find that
some are so remiss in their duties as to make them from
three to six months after the deaths have occurred, and
consequently they are of little use for statistical purposes. Undertakers neglecting to make returns will
be prosecuted in future."
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Woodhall, J. B.
Thedford—
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint,
Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa
Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.
St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-14C St. Paul St.
St.William,
Thomas —P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.
ONTARIO

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.

Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10.
Brantford —
H. S. Peirce & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and B. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville
— Geo. A.
McCaughey,
Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Phone lOli.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson
& Seldon.
Whitby—
QUEBEC
Montreal
—Co., 912 St. Catherine
Tees
&
St. West.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton
Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA

Geo. J.— 'Chapman
Toronto
742 Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
AmJbulance service.

London —
Ferguson's
174 to 180Sons,
King John
St.

Cobbledick, N. . B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Successor to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Washington, Fleury Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.
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per year,
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EMBALMING
CANICULA

EMBALMING
THE PRICES OF ALL GOOD
ADVANCE.
Get YOUR

ONLY ACCEPTED

FLUID

That velvety-flow fluid that is different;
does not burn or shrivel the arteries,
allowing the operator to inject as often
as he likes and obtain that desired effect.

ANAp

ORDER

FLUID^-^
FLUIDS

MUST

in now and save money later.

Our price is still $ I 8 00 a case, or $7.50 a gallon NET.
Concentrated.

We cannot h Id to this price when our stocks are depleted.
We can still Save you money because we have large
stocks on hand.
Many of our customers have already filed orders for their
requirements for a year from this date.
CARANAC

LABORATORY

PETERBOROUGH,

ONT.

There is no better Fluid in the world than CaRANAC
CANICULA CHEMICAL
COMPANY
366 Bathurst Street
TORONTO, CANADA

MADE

IN CANADA
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Advertisers

A
Alaska Bedding of Montreal, Ltd. o.b.c.
Art Furniture Co
7

Q
Gold Medal Furniture Co

20

B
Boullee, Fraser Leather Co
8
Beaver Furniture Co
9
C
Canada Furniture Mfrs
13
Canadian Feather and Mattress Co. 12
Canadian Rattan Chair Co
18
Canicula Company, Limited
59
Caranac Laboratory
59
Carriage Factories, Ltd
39
Champion Cliemical Co
i.b.e.
Chatfield, C. B
36
Cliesley Furniture Co
14

N
N. A. Furniture Co
8
National Table Co. Ltd
8
North American Bent Chair Co. ... 10
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Hourd & Co

10
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Orillia Furniture Co

I
Imperial Rattan Co
Irish, G. L
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Knetchel Furniture Co
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43
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted

Concentrated
Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.
Larger Bottles filled up with water

Egyptian

Chemical

Co. Boston, U.S.A

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five
words.If Each
word two cents.
Box isadditions
required 1
5 cents extra to cover postage, etc.
Casli must accompany each order
— no accounts booked.

FOR SALE — A good and up-to-date hearse and sleigh, painted
a year ago. Good reason for selling. Particulars and
photo on -application. Box 60, Canadian Furniture World. 32
a-s
Colborne St., Toronto.
best
Cunningham,
by
car,
FOR SALE— Eight column funeral
hearse in city o'f Toronto; 1 single deck casket wagon, carved
sides, by Guy; 1 combination embalming and casket wagon,
portable top. This rig also makes a nice church or pleasure
trap with two seats. 1 undertakers' furniture and casket
top and five seats; 1 Eussian two-seat cutter;
sleigh,
2 sets portable
single harness. All for sale cheap. Apply to W. K.
s-o
MuriD'hy, 366 Bathurst -St., Toronto.
director,
funeral
and
embalmer
an
As
—
POSITION WANTED
holding both licenses, also furniture experience. Age 27,
married; can furnisih best references. Apply Box 61,
Canadian Furniture World and Undertaker, 32 Colborne St.,
Toronto.
FOR SALE — IMotor hearse, brand new, never been used, will
sell cheap for quick sale; built on an Al Cadillac chassis in
good running condition. Apply M. R. Nash, 1153 St. €-lair
Ave., Toronto.
Phone Junction 6190.
Send your
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CHAMPION
The

Leader

for

FLUID
enerations
> 9

Highest

Makes

Possible

Maximum

Quality

Quantity

Has no equal for

The

producing life-like
cosmetic effect.

on the market.

most economical embalming fluid

If a better embalming fluid than Champion
could be compounded, we would compound
it
The

Champion
DR.

Chemical

Co.,

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
dian Manager
74 Leuly Aye., Kew BeachCana
, TORONTO

Ohio

No.

84

Fabric

Link

ALASKA

Couch

Extension

article of
This couch is an especially useful and comfortable
facility
furniture for every home. It can be used with equal
ser ot
purcha
The
bed.
and comfort, either as a couch or as a
ot
one of these couches will never lack an extra bed in case
sudden and unexpected guests.

ed finish.
Frame : Heavy steel angle, securely braced ; oxidiz
to each
Fabric: Twisted link fabric, indestructable : fastened
end by half helicals.
Size: Open, 4-2, closed, 2-4, by 6-0.
id with
Mattress: Filled with clean, crisp wood fibre, overla
Covered with
new, sanitary carded felt; 2}4 inch band.
green denim with valance.
Order

Direct or Through

Net

Price

our Representatives.

$11.00

Complete

BEDDING

ALASKA

£1™

Bedding
Makers of High-Grade Metal Bedsteads and

400
tKMt MARK BtCliTlBtB

St. Ambroise

Associated with SIMMONS

Street,
COMPANY,

MONTREAL
Kenosha, Wis., U S A.

Prepare
for

the

Victory

Loan

Put your finances in such shape
as will enable you to invest all
possible surplus cash in the
coming Victory Loan. Advise
your customers to do the same.

Am-- ^

PUBLISHED
THE
33

COnMERCIAL
COLBORNE

BV,

PRESf
STREET

T

MITE
NTD
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LINE

The Original
KIDDIE-KARS
(3 sizes)
K.K. TRAILERS
(Attach to any
Kiddie-Kar)
K.K. KO ASTERS
K.K. KICKERS
K.K. KLIPPERS
(2 sizes)
DeaUrs' Discounts
on application

The K. K. KLIPPER

The K. K. KICKER
Until now no toy has ever really equalled the
old-fashioned sleigh for healthy winter fun, but
with the KICKER comes a new era in winter
sports. It is proving extremely popular, and
your Christmas stock is not complete without
a few.

The K. K KLIPPER, like the Kiddie Kar,
finds favor alike with parent and child. It is
designed especially to strengthen the arms and
shoulders, being propelled by means of a rubbertipped rod which moves back and forih, necessitating an arm movement very much like that
of rowing.
Retail Price

Retail Price
$2.75

CANADIAN

K-K

ELORA

COMPANY
-

f No. 1 size $3.00
» No. 2 " 3.50

LIMITED

ONTARIO

MARK
TRADE'

PATENTED
MARSHALL

SPRING

All Marshall cushions bear the above trade markThe Marshall Patented Spring is illustrated by cut No. 2. Comparison with cut No. 1, the old style spring formerly used hy us,
shows a wonderfully improved construction.
The ends of the spring are so constructed that when the springs
are compressed they are directed to the centre to prevent them
catching the fabric and working through, which sometimes occurred
virlth the old spring.
This construction makes possible the production of a Perfect
Spring Mattress or Cushion — The Marshall Ventilated Mattress
and the Marshall Spring Cushion.
It cannot be
The Marshall Spring is protected by patents,
duplicated or imitated by others.
Cut No. 1

Marshall

The degree of comfort and wear given by the Marshall cannot be
equalled Therefore, when absolute satisfaction is desired the
Marshall recognizes no competitor.
Ventilated Mattress Company^ Limited - Toronto,
Successors to Marshall Sanitary Mattress Company, Limited

Cut Xo. -2
Canada

October, 1918
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MORE
KROEHLER

PUBLICITY
KODA

VS

AND

FOR
DA

VENOS

HEREWITH is reproduced the exhibit of
Kroehler Kodavs and Davenos, made by The
Kindel Bed Co. Ltd., at the Canadian National Exhibition, which was attended by close to a
millioii people. Retail furniture dealers who handle
these lines will appreciate what this publicity means
in paving the way to larger sales, as the goods were
shown and demonstrated to advantage and hundreds

Evening Post, Ladies' Home Journal, etc.
The exhibit also demonstrated in a convincing
manner the attractiveness of Kroehler Kodavs and

of prospective customers for Kroe'hler Kodavs and
Davenos created.
Furniture men should put forth

Davenos to the eye and their display possibilities —
a very important factor in the making of sales.

I' Ill mil

I

a real effort to cash in on this publicity by featuring these lines in their store.
This pu'blicity at the Toronto Exhibition is in
keeping with the policy of the manufacturers who
back up the furniture dealer with advertisements
in the large national papers, such as the Saturday
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FURNITUfIB

T^HE

varied

of the

requirements

trade

style, utility and
ness are all met

in regard

to

appropriatein

McLagan

fumiture.

5072 Buffet

To

produce

the

highest

lity goods at moderate
is our

constant

quaprices

aim.

2675A Diner

The

George

5074 China Cabinet

McLagan

STRATFORD
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carefully

Order

now

5077 Extension Table
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form

design.

for fall selling.

2675 Diner

McLagan

Furniture
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the

way

they

fight

CANADA'S
Second during
VictorytheLoan
Campaign
will be launched
coming
month.
If you are anxious to do your utmost towards
winning the war ; if you wish to help the boys "over
there" by supplying them with guns and ammuniticr,
tanks and aeroplanes; if you wish to make the next
twelve months the most prosperous in your history we
urge you to

The

Imperal

Rattan

Boom

Co., Limited
STRATFORD

Go

Victory

- ONTARIO

over

with

the

a

Top

Victory

Canada
to her
towards
to your

When

you Fight — FIGHT

When

you Buy

Bond

asks her people to subscribe half a billion dollars
second Victory Loan. Will you do your bit
winning the great war by lending your money
country.

Buy Victory Bonds — they yield you good returns.

—BUY
Canadian

32 Colborne Street - Toronto

' "I"
'""I '

Bonds

and

Furniture
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World
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BERLIN
IS

THE

WAY

jWrONTHS

to go

"over

the

preparatory
months
in the

of

they

word

came

Months
the

excercise
before

they were

Keep them fit— trained
to help them win.

By

before

behind

camps

ARE

FIGHTING

waiting,

had

top."

strenuous

BUST!

MEN

weary

work

training

But, when

OUR

of

patrolling

OR

watching
they

got

and

orders

of hard, gruelling
lines in France;

and

they

iron

discipline

sailed.

fit— nothing

stopped

to the minute — wanting

them.

for nothing

subscribing

to Canada's Second Victory Loan you can
"do your bit" in helping your country to supply arms, ammunition and supplies.
Buy Victory Bonds — Buy till it hurts.

The

Stratford

Chair

Stratford

Company^
-

Limited

Ontario
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Meaford

furniture
makes an immediate appeal
because of its attractiveness,
sells on its merit and reasonable prices. Satisfies its
owners, and is good furniture for the dealer to handle.

to

better furniture can be had with which
build a permanent
satisfaction
Meaford

for years, and
now

Furniture

able to sell the same
future

needs

SEND

Meaford

who

the dealer

sells
be

will unquestionably

family again

and

ILLUSTRATIONS

FOR

NEWEST

again

as

-

OF

LINES.

Manufacturing

MEAFORD
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It will give

arise.

OUR

The

business.

Co.,

Limited

ONTARIO
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Upholstery

FURNITURE

WORLD

AND

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited
Owen Sound Ontario

Leather

We carry in stock
grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish^

Fancy^

9

THE UNDERTAKER

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled
Catalogues sent on application

and

Goat

Grain

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Upholstery Springs
Highest quality Upholstery Springs,
made from the finest grade High Carbon Steel Wire, oil tempered after
the coiling operation, thus insuring
uniform strength
and "No
Set."HighRemember, the quality
of your
using.
Grade Upholstering depends entirely
on the quality of the springs you are

The most economical leather on the
market.
Let us quote you on cut stock.

HELICAL SPRINGS
for spring bed and mattress fabrics.
Get the habit ; buy Ce.nadian springs.

Boullee Fraser Leather Mfg. Co.,
234 Canal Street, NEW YORK

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

NQ 26

Unsurpassed
Light and springy, free from dust or
odor, and proof against vermin, it is
unsurpassed in its possession of every
essential of a perfect mattress fUling —
qualities that mean Comfort, Assurance and Certainty of Sanitation.
It is superior to most hair in quality,
and beats it easily in economy.
Write us for prices and literature.
'
The Mattress Filler that "C omes

The

Canadian

Feather
Limited

Toronto

-

&

Back"

1

Mattress

Ottawa

Co.
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I The

Gold

Medal

Line

|
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Mr.

A

DEALER

carefully selected

FEW

pieces of Living

Room

stock by you will frequently

attract the attention

and

or village where

keep

the trade in town

Furniture

in

shown

of a local customer

it belongs.

Are

you

alive to the possibilities of trade in your locality ?
START
A

RIGHT

with

a selection

large range of upholstery

from

I I

I THE
I
1

miii'iiiiiiM 1 1
GOLD

Gold

Medal

Catalogue.

fabrics is at your disposal.

No. 792 SOFA— CHAIRS

yiii I Ml

the New

TO

MATCH
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FURNITURE
MEDAL
Head Office and Factory : Van Home
Factories at UXBRIDGE, MONTREAL,
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CO., LIMITED
MFG.
Street, TORONTO
WINNIPEG
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Gold

FURNITURE

WORLD

Medal

THE
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AND

Phonograph

INSTRUMENT

OF

DISTINCTION,

I 'HE
artistic beauty of these cabinets commends
itself to
people of good taste.
Besides they have
the added
attraction

of

being

mechanically
great

tonal

perfect,

combined

qualities.

Sheraton Inlaid Case

THE

GOLD

MEDAL

FURNITURE

Head Office and Factory:

Van Home

Model 0

MFG.

CO.,

Street, TORONTO

FACTORIES AT UXBRIDGE, MONTREAE,
■iiillliillilllillilllilii
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with

WINNIPEG

LIMITED
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FURNITURE

Canadian

are the kind you want

Have

that

WORLD

AND

-Made

again if you

"TAKE

nave

THE UNDERTAKER

Picture
had them

ME

DUNDAS

STREET

HOME

WEST

Frames

last time because

MATTHEWS
BROS.,
THE BIG CANADIAN MOULDING HOUSE
1906

October, 1918

they

LOOK"
LIMITED

TORONTO,

CANADA

Try Out Thb
Big Profit Maker
This Shafer Cedar Chest is a Hve seller
because it combines attractive! ess, fashion
and utility with moderate price — an appeal
the modern woman can't resist.
Write For Catalogue
D. L. SHAFER & COMPANY
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO

Attractive

of

IN

New

Line

Beds

GUM

WOOD

Illustrated in our latest offering in a
particularly attractive saleable line
of Beds, finely constructed of the
best GUM
WOOD,
finished in
Mahogany, Walnut or Enamel.
They are equipped with a Patent
Reversible Steel Rail, making them
very strong and perfectly sanitary.
Write for prices and information
regarding this new line.

The

North

American

Bent

Chair

Co.,

Limited

OWEN SOUND
ONTARIO

CANADIAN
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WE ARE
SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makers use

THE
HEART
OF YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

WABASH

SLIDE

TABLE SLIDE

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

THE

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost.
by

'• MANUFACTURED
BY
BMLTEPsCO
WABASH

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

WABASH'ISLIDES

/ HELP SELL TABLES.
' ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Representative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith, Kitchener, Ont.

Hourd & Co., Limited

MOULDINGS

All grades as to price, but one
the best.
shown

MOULDINGS

TRA

PHILLIPS

variety

of patterns

by any manufacturer

in Canada.

FRAMES
YS

Largest

FRAMED

Carlaw

PICTURES

MIRRORS

MANUFACTURING

258-326

quality,

Ave., Toronto,

CO.,

Ont.

Limited
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"Luxury"
Morlock
Spring Filling
For

Top Cushions of Chairs
and Chesterfields

The Spring Filling with
Exclusive Features

"LUXURY" SPRING FILLING for cushion*
consists of multiples of small springs made of highest
grade carbon wire and specially tempered to produce
long life and uniform tension.

^ An exclusive feature is our metallic clip, which securely
fastens the springs together. This insures a permanent durability inthe construction and also allows individual and free
action of each spring.

^ Springs are double cone type universally used in upholstery.
They allow a clearance for all coils, producing freedom of action, also preventing rubbing and undue wear on cloth sleeves.
Springs are knotted ^ t both ends, which prevents the possibility
of a loose end working out of place and into the upholstery.

^ The final cloth bag or covering fits closely, and absolutely
prevents any of the cotton filling from working in or around
the springs.

THE

Write us to-day for further particulars.

Hanover,
Ont.
MORLOCK
BROS.,
Limited
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KNOWLEDGE of the Products of E^rly American Arts and Crafts
is absolutely essential to the up-to-date Furniture salesman and
dealer. Heretofore it has been necessary to secure the information either
through experience in handling- the objects or in numerous books. All
that it is necessary to know about the subject can now be found in
A

THE

EARLY

PRACTICAL

AMERICAN

BOOK

ARTS

THE PRACTICAL
BOOK OF
t \RLY AMLRICAN

OF

and

CRAFTS

By Harold Donaldson Eberlein and Abbot McClure.

232 illustrations; handsome cloth ; octavo; in a box.

$6.10 postpaid

There are chapters on American glass, Mexican majolica, American ironwork, copper, brass, lead and tin,
needlcATork, silverplate, goldsmithing, pewter, pottery, decorative painting in household gear, portraiture
and allegorical painting, coverlets and carpets, illumination, handblock printing, carving and lace. Our
forefathe'rs were artists in many spheres. They made a vast variety of beautiful and interesting objects.
The antique makes so powerful an appeal now-a-days to all people ot taste that a knowledge of the arts and
crafts of our ancestors is essential to the dealer unless he is to fall behind his customers in appreciation and
knowledge. Many of these objects, or reproductions of them, have become of established demand and others
might well be added by the wide-awake dealer or decorator.
The long article on American Silver is the latest word on this subject and may be found of great profit.
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"MISSION"

PATTERN

Diningroom

Suite

No. 297— DINING SUITE
Plam Oak, Fumed or Golden Gloss Finish

It's nice to have your customers satisfied with
chases, but it's better to have them deHghted.

their pur-

Delighted

sell them

is precisely

the word

KNECHTEL
furniture.
give superb service.

when

you

It's built to last a lifetime and

Diningroom suite No. 297, illustrated, made in plain oak,
fumed finish, is a good seller. Look it up on page iii.
Catalog 49.

THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED
HANOVER
:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!li!lllliiiu^

ONTARIO

CO
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In the first place, we

OF
supply FREE
CHARGE for distribution to your customers
a 32 page Booklet, illustrated, called the

"Macey Style Book'
Let us known how many
There is an ever-growing demand
tional Bookcases.

for Macey Sec-

you would like, and they
will be sent at once,
charges prepaid.

This is due, first to the fact that there have been thousands of satisfied purchasers of Macey bookcases during
the last 25 years ; their libraries are still growing. Also
to the fact that our advertising and the co-operation of
our dealers is making new Macey friends every day in
the year.

In the second place,

we supply free of all
charge handsome cut?,
made especially for
newspaper advertising.

Dealers

Profit by our Macey Advertising
IN LEADING PUBLICATIONS

Yoii know this Comprany has devoted all the resources of a
large and established concern to ]irodi\ee a bookcase which in
workmanship, materials, finish :and style cannot be surpassed.
The buyer of sectional bookcases is la steady customer. He
buys with the intention of addi ng to his library as it grows.
When he comes to your store to buy sections for his bookcase hj
is a prospect for other furniture.
IT PAYS TO PUSH MACEY BOOKCASES

FACTORIES :
WOODSTOCK:
KITCHENER
WATERLOO
SEAFORTH

Panada

=1 1 IIIIIIII I

supply are really attractive.
Send

for Advertising

Sheet No. 3, from which
to make your selection.

Limited
Furniture^anufacturers

GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK.
WHOLESALE

Nothing attracts attention sowell as an attractive cut, and those we

SHOWROOMS

:

TORONTO
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ONT.

FACTORIES
WINGHAM
WALKERTON
WIARTON

WINNIPEG
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D. O. McKlNNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B. HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

[RNnirilltEWORLD

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN
EDJTORS

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate |1.00 per year in Canada, Great Britain and British Colonies; $1.50 to the United States,
Vol. 8.

MAKE

TORONTO,

DRIVE

ON

OCTOBER,

BEDS

No. 10.

1918.

AND

BEDDING

The temperature is such as to make this the psychological moment for displaying beds and bedding that speak of
warmth and comfort — Suggestions as to the best methods of pushing for sales in these lines at the present time.
lillMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:IIIIM!l
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII.

present is the psychological moment for making a strong drive on beds and bedding. An
attractive display of these lines at this time combined as it is with cool days and frosty nights, carries
a suggestion of warmth and coziness that makes an
almost irresistible appeal. Most dealers carry sufficient
associated lines to make a really el¥ective combined
display.
Show in Model Bedroom

THE

We reproduce herewith a window display in which
beds, mattrei^ses, pillows, etc., have been comibined in a
catchy arrangement. A model bedroom can be used
to good advantage in featuring these lines. An idea
used in a mattress exhibit at the Toronto Exhibition
might be worked out for the store window. Have a
model bedroom display in the window with the front
shut ot¥ from public view and bearing a sign, "You
spend about one-third of your life in bed. This display will show you how to spend that time in real rest
and comfort." Have the side of the window open to
public view.
Point out the Details

Help the customer to choose a bed suitable to her
needs and the room it is to be placed in. One of the
tirst things is to find out the like and dislikes of the
customer and the limit of her expenditure. The customer may not be able to describe exactly the size and
style of the room, but they can answer all the (juestions that the salesman asks. Find out the size of
the room, the height of the ceiling, the nature of the
finishing of the room, and the goods that the room
contains. These are the things that should determine
the style of goods you show. The customer will at
once see that you are taking a keen interest in his welfare and will thereafter place a great deal of confidence
in what you say. Point out that a high-ceiling room
will look best with a high bed; that the large and more
solidly designed room will require a massive bed, one
Avith, say, square post or the heavy roll top designs.
When the design has been chosen the next consideration will be the finish and construction. Your customer will naturally ask you many (juestions as to the
constrnction of the beds and their durability. Show
how the parts; are fastened together and the strength
of the different eastings upon which the greatest strain
falls.

After the customer has been sufificiently interested
In the same way, some real facts that will convince
to enter the store, use real salesmanship to make a sale.
prospects
should be given in advertising and on show
Know what you are talking about. Don't talk too
cards.
ranch in general statements, but get right down to
Use real salesmanship
in your campaign. And
definite details of the goods you are selling which are
likely to appeal to the prospective cuistomer.
begin your campaign strongly, right away.
The bedding department of the average furniture
Use some advertising in the campaign, too. The ad.
store is now receiving more
of one dealer read: "Tf
attention than ever before.
any woman in this city
needs a particularly fine
l)raS'S
Dealers are making a real
bed at a moderate
study of their goods and the
■ price, she Avill do well to
most efifoctive ways of in,come into this store this
week,
pressing their (piantities on
NoA\' on display —
Customers.
The bechling dei)artinent
recently unpacked —
of the average furniture
are some of the handsomest
store is now receiving more
beds ever seen. And the
attention tlian ever before.
variety is c x e e ptional !
Dealers are making a real
just
There ai'c (h'sigiis for every
study of their goods and the
style of bedrooom and beds
most effective ways of imfor every member of the
l)re.s.sing their qualities on
SuggcKlive window arrangcmont of beds ami bedding.
family — from baby nj).
customers.
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BUILDER
BUSINESS
A
AS
INK
PRINTER'S
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The value of advertising as a creator of trade and how^ to make it bring in the best results — Some practical
suggestions on the subject by Joseph R. Skaletar, manager of the Crescent Home Furnishers, Winnipeg, Man.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii.;iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiii[i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii in i iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiimiim^
have often heard some dealers say that business is slow.
True, maybe it has been slow,
but I maintain it will continue so for
the concern that "lays down." Business can be gotten in the dullest of
dull times — in the backward season —
but it takes more effort than at any
other time.

YOU

"When competitors are retrenching
— cutting down their advertising it is
the very best time for you to put
forth extra effort. It is easier for
you to win in a race where you are
the only one running.
There is a tendency on the part of
some dealers to m^ake a boast of their
opposition to advertising. The stock
argument in such cases is .that they
put their money into the goods and
not into the magazines, newspapers or
JOSEPH R.
posters. They pose as the sole survivors of the altruist in business, and darkly hint at the
villainy behind the great enterprise whose single
motive is to hoodwink the public. There are no altruists in business. If they are they don't stay there
long. When they have money enough they get out
of trade and found philanthropic institutions, and if
they haven't enough money they go broke.
Value of Illustrations in Ads.
Illustrations go far towards interesting the possible
buyers and turning them into actual patrons. Many
persons glance over the advertising pages to see the
pictures and only read what attracts them in that way.
Sometimes the pictures do not represent the articles, as
was the case recently when a department store advertised abookcase that looked about twice the actual
size in the picture ; but the person who wanted such an
article bought it, nevertheless. Doubtless she would
never have noticed the advertisement were it not for
the illustration. It is the best practice also to let
prices be known, even though in so doing one posts
his competitor about goods and prices. He might
ea.sily learn the facts anyM^ay, and he would undoubtedly'lose salesforif he
not let
the pu'blic
what
was charged
the did
articles
which
one is knoAv
promoting.
Day of Misrepresentation Passed
The day has passed when misrepresentation is permissible in advertising. The nearer that one gets to
facts the better will the announcements pull business.
The advertising pages of newspapers and magazines
have become a great educational force and the people
have learned more about values and rpialities than they
formerly knew. They are not so readily deceived,
nor do they forget when they are misled. The store
which gets a reputation of overstating facts about
goods offered might as well go out of business, for it is
but a matter of time before the loss of trade will be so

great as to compel either a decided
change of policy or bankruptcy.
Plain, Direct Statements
A plain, direct statement of facts is
best in advertising, since the mind of
the reader is then not confused by a
municipality of meaningless words, or
superlative adjectives. It is wiser
not to use too many words in describing the articles. Price, quality, and
perhaps, the fact that the quantity is
limited, make a good combination to
draw trade.
The accompanying ads. are well
laid out — right to the point — from the
headline to my footnote — and they
certainly "brought home the bacon."
I attribute their success to one qualterested.
ity, i.e.. they impressed and inSKALETAR
Nowadays advertising has become
a science, and those who understand the writing of this
class of literature are paid large sums for their services.
There are many ways of saying the same thing, and it
makes a great difference in results how advertising is
worded.
Advertising writing, like window dressing, is a
specialty, and if the business will afford it some bright
clerk may be especially trained in this work.
Too many merchants are like the owner of a department store in a little Western city. He engaged a
new manager and the new man started out to do a lot
of advertising. The owner of the store said, "Son.
don't waste our money. Everybody in these parts
knows me, and I don 't suppose there is a person in this
whole community that doesn't buy something in this
store in the course of a year." The new man got busy
and in about a month approached the owner of the
store and said: "Sir, I've had a couple of young men
collecting figures that will interest you. Though you
have been in business in this location for thirty-eight
years, I have here the names and addresses of hundreds
of people — many of them old-timers, too — who claim
they never bought a dollar's worth of goods in this
store. I have an extended list, as you can see, of
persons who say they never even heard of this store.
There are two clerks working downstairs who told me
they didn't know the name of the man who owns the
business. There are dozens of people moving into this
community every year, and we've got to reach them.
Advertising is the only Avay we can do it."
Essentials of Good Advertising
We all need more education in the art of effecti^'e
and good ad. writing. The newspaper men should be
able to give their customers good advice regarding
their advertisements. It is a part of their business
and a very important part, to be able to give advice to
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those who eome to inquire. It is not always easy to
write an advertisement. Where it is possible one
should have a regular advertising man to suggest and
help in the construction of ad| copy, and above all,
see that it is at least set up to the best advantage.
"Hurrah!" advertising is no more staple than shoddy
merchandise and will tear down more than it will build
up. What we need is good, staple advex'tisements tliat
speak quality, service and individuality. These will
bring the best people of the community to your doors.
Communicative Value of Advertising
Deliver what you advertise, and they will come back
again and again. They will look for your advertisement regularly and read it. If they see anything
they want, they will come and pay you a reasonable
price, and in a short time, you will be able to have a
steady trade from the best people of your commimity,
and the confidence of every man, woman and child who
knows you. Those who do not know you personally
will knoAV you by reputation and if they ever come
to your town they will look you up first. Then you
are getting results Avorth having. It gains momentum, doubles and redoubles until you have a business
and a reputation that no power can break down if you
will continue to deliver the goods in the future as you
have in the past. To attempt to win leadership in
business to-day Avithout advertising is like drilling
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tangible as air, but as permanent as a towering structure of steel and concrete. Indeed, it is as well nigh as
imperishable as time itself, for monuments crumble
and bridges fall, but thought goes on forever.
Bujdng Space is Not Advertising
Investment in the interest and memories of the people of the community is the thing wanted, and it is
more valuable as a dividend producer than stocks or
bonds; although, too frequently, advertising is done
because someone else is doing it. Any man who has
aything to do with writing or placing advertisements
should study carefully the campaigns run by others,
but no man should make the mistake of following anybody's leadership blindly. Ever keep in mind this
thought — that it is not the space that one buys which
brings returns, but it is the brains that is put into that
space; the pulling power of arguments; the effect of
the message upon the minds of the people that one intends to reach that produces in the mind practical,
permanent results. We hear a great deal noAvadays
about tact in salesmanship. Don't overlook the fact
that there is just such a vital tbing as ta.et in the advertisement, AA^hich is 'but little more than a salesman
in the printed word. The tactful advertisement or
advertising campaign, is one AA^hich carefully conforms to the habits of thought, methods of living, and
characteristics of the people Avho Avill read the advertising. HoAV properly to approach prospective
customers, not only in the store but through the pages
of a daily or Aveekly periodical, by words and pictures,
is one of the most important problems in advertising.
Honor the man Avho shoAvs his goods Avith the light
of advertising.
HOW

against granite with a point of putty. Advertising
helps to make the small business big, the big business
bigger, and the biggest business safe.
The advertiser does not pay for ink and paper.
These arc merely the mechanical essentials. He ])ays
for the effect upon people's minds and that is as in-
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A western retailer Avho has made a success in business, gives the following advice as an example of how
a live man succeeds. "Be your own chief gunner
and yoiir clerk's able assistant," he says, "by thorough
training as you have been advised by others many
times before, by coming in personal contact with all
regular customers ; meet them with the glad hand
Avhenever and wherever place affords. There is
nothing that reaches that spot in the inner man like a
'welcome handshake' when backed by your personality. 'I mean it,' a hand that speaks, that tells one
you want him to be your friend and that he is welcome to your place of business whether he makes a
purchase or not.
"Make more personal calls amongst your country
customers. Take a few hours off once in a while and
drive through the country among your friends, drive
with them Avhen opportunity affords, and I believe you
Avill see your Ansits rewarded Avith an increase in your
business from that quarter.
"Make friends of the children. Perhaps you think
you have no time to spend Avith them, but take time,
and when a child comes into your store, possibly sent
there for some trifle, see that the boy or girl gets
prompt and careful attention; use them so kindly that
they will want to come back again. Make a child
your friend and you have made a standing advertisement for you and your place. Do you stop to consider that by kindness to her children, you have
reached some mother's heart; you have won a customer in her, and through her, the father? Try this
experiment and see th eresiilts. It costs you nothing
but a little attention."
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Some interesting information on the evolution of period styles of furniture in America— Written especially for
The Canadian Furniture World by C. B. Chatfleld, designer for the Northern Furniture Co. of Sheboygan, Wis.
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so called "period furniture" in
ing- over
IWAS
twenty years ago. In fact,
Rapids
Grandproduc
any designer who has enjoyed an architectural
training cannot help this tendency toward the best in
cabinet work, and the best is "Period."
When T came to Grand Rapids as a young man, my
old employer, or rather friend. Mr. H. H. Kendall,
architect, of Washington, B.C., said to me, "When you
have been out there a while you will prohably get into
the furniture industry as a designer." His prophesy
came true, for in a couple of years I went to work under
D. W. Kendall, fnot related to the former) in the
Phoenix Furniture Company. Mr. Kendall was a profound artist, self made, queer — but it made no difference what he laid his hands on, a lump of crayon, a
he obpaint brush, the bow of a violin, the Iresults
might add in
tained Avere ever the same — artistic.
pa.s.sing that it was under Mr. Kendall that I learned to
"smell the market." that is to say, I acquired the
knack of judging what would sell, and at the same time
IMr.learned'
goods
producingmanner.
in th inarttheof simplest
masterpieces
Kendallhowwasto abuild
upon
based
that
than
better
which Avould bring a price
so much labor and so much material, and
this knowledge which I acquired became invaluable to me and my clients when the "Period"
wave swept over the States, and our product merged
from Mission and Colonial into the more complex types
now in vogue.

Good Furniture Based on Principles of Architecture

Twenty years a,go there were only two designers in
Grand Rapids beside the writer who had ever had any
architectural training. As good furniture is based
upon the principles of architecture, it goes without
saying that the bulk of the product did not smack of
true style. Some of the stuff produced however, was
rather interesting, the producers having acquired a
mastery of the laws of proportion, and the late John
Brower was especially clever in building up an entire
line around a single motif. In fact I consider Brower
the most original man the business has ever known, his
goods lacked only lasting quality, that is to say, one
grew tired of it. He worked in "fashion" instead of
"style."
A Big Furniture Plant

Period styles had only begun to move when the
writer was commissioned, in January, 1910, to take on
the line produced by the Northern Furniture Co..
whose plant i.s at Sheboygan, Wis. While T did not
know it at the time this company needed help, and
needed it badly. The output had fallen from over a
million, to about one-half that amount annually. The
organization was the most complete of any I have ever
known in the woodworking business, and the overhead
correpondingly great, so it was obvious that the only

way out of their dilemma was to increase the output so
as to take care of the burden upon the basis upon which
it was computed, Avhich meant an output of .$900,000.00
or better.
Now, a single interview with the management Avas
sufficient to convince me that it was up to the designer,
and .subsequent labor revealed the fullest co-operation
along this line. Our first two years did not materially
point to the subsequent position which this concern was
to occupy in the field, and to me at least were somewhat dissapointing, although we did increase the output materially.
It has always been the watchword of the Northern
that they can get "a dollar more" than the other fellow. This, by reason of the large selling organization,
which completely covered the United States, and to the
further fact that these salesmen Avere exclusively employed by the Northern, and available all the AA'hile.
After the first year it became obvious, to me at
least, that the "dollar more" theory Avas not conducive
to a healthy state of affairs. To be sure the selling organization helped, but after all it Avas only a matter of
effort and result, and it makes no difference AA'hether it
is price effort or selling effort — in either case it costs
money. HoAVCA^er, I believe our industry Avould be in
a sounder condition to-day if Ave relied more upon selling effort than price.
When

Colonial and Mission Avere Prominent

About the time I took on the Northern line all designers had hecome more or less stale. This Avas perhaps more especially true of those who AA-orked in case
goods. Mission and Colonial, Colonial and Mission,
Avas the run, and I have seen sixty-five factories offering the same Colonial case at the Grand Rapids market,
varied only in quality and price. The first Avords a
dealer uttered AA'hen he came to market Avere. "What's
Colonial?" Sad indeed are some of
cheapestAvho
your
used to fatten by shopping around,
these buyers
skimming the cream from various lines.
Period Styles Come In

Mission had an even greater run than Colonial. The
Avealthy built their houses around it, and tenants expected at least two or three Mission rooms in any
dwelling into AA'hich they moved their helongings. But
as the Avealth of a nation increases, so the popular
taste, if you Avill, demads daintier morsels. Art
journals, and Avomen's magazines, began to shoAv
various "types" of good old cabinet Avork. and customers began to call for different articles Avhich they
seen illustrated in the magazines. Dealers AA^ere
had
astounded.

trade passed
beforeandthevarious
not long
began
lines"buck"
period the
turers,
to IttheAvasmanufac
to appear on the market.
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Cabinet makers were noticeable by their absence.
Even the superintendent referred to them as carpenters, and I gue&s he had it right.

total such a sum that they are allowed to remain in the
line much longer than would ordinarily be the case.
The Italian Renaissance

Period Goods at Popular Prices

You may have noticed that Italian Renaissance has
been showing up in certain lines. T have maintained
that the Renaissance is suceeptible of very simple
handling. In fact it may be Americanized just as we
have Americanized, or rather commercialized the stuff
known as Sheraton, Adams, and Hepplewhite. A capable designer should be able to make a piece look
Renaissance, and still keep the formation and mass
practically Mission.
The Italian art is responsible for most all of the socalled Period styles. In its cruder form it influenced
the work of the eahinet makers of Flandens. who later
found employment in England ; and in its more refined
phases it was the hasis of French design, which in turn
inspired the work of the brothers Adam, and their contemporaries, who dictated style to the cabinet makers
of the latter part of the eighteenth century.

So when it became obvious that period stuff was in
demand, we offered it at popular prices. I never believed that a medium priced article should be less pleasing in line and proportion than its high-priced relative.
Along with period stuff came problems galore. Were
we to build our product as masterfully as some of the
so-called high-grade factories, the selling, price would
have to be at least as much, in fact more. We had to
keep down the cost.
As to Raw Material
Early training had taught me to rely as fully as possible upon local supply for raw material. Veneers of
course could be had, but I endeavored to work out a
plan to utilize solid lumber. In this we were successful, by producing a comprehensive line of enameled
goods, and it has always been built of solid birch and
maple even to the highest priced suites in the line.
Dryers to prepare the wood after it is kilned are of
course responsible for the uniform results obtained,
but if a check appears in a top, it is at once replaced
by the factory without charge.
This solid lumber game has enabled us to greatly increase the output. Were it not for the trial through
which we are now passing I believe the gross at the big
Sheboygan plant would exceed two million dollars
annually. As it is. the output of Old Ivory alone was
around a million in 1917.
The success of the Northern Furniture Company is
based primarily upon one thing — they thought their
own think, and backed it up Avith all the resources at
their command. They backed their own game. No
matter what Grand Rapids, or Jamestown, or Roekford
might do, the Northern did that thing which they were
best e(iuipped to do — and they made it win.
Discounting Changes in Styles
Another thing which has made the Northern Furniture Company successful is the policy of discounting
possible changes in style. They like to have something
up their sleeve. From time to time a suite is introduced
to feel the market. Moreover, every so often occasion
is taken to test the selling qualities of a particular
suite, by putting out a parallel suite to see if active dem^and exists for a suite of that particular style and
range.
I brought out a suite in July, 1916. which totaled a
sale of a (luarter of a million dollars in the succeeding
twelve months. In July, 1917, we paralleled it with
a similar suite, which of course divided the sales somewhat, but the two suites have totaled around three
hundred thousand dollars to date. One unaccustomed
to this voluirie will hardly comprehend such a sale, but
the. books show. We are now offering a third suite
at the market with a little more oT'namentation on it,
(eompo) which bids fair to break records, and T might
sayIt inis passing
that ofallthe
three
suites take
the asame
ca-;'e.a
the policy
Northern
to give
design
fair show, as it fre(|uently happens that a suit does
iiot begin to move until the second season. Why this
is so, and how suites are made to move and continue in
favor 1 will explain in n subse(|uent article. It fve(juently happens also that certain things do not move
rapidly, but maintain a fairly steady sale. These

SUGGESTS

AN EXCHANGE

OF V7IND0WS

It is the unfamiliar of the familiar which attracts
attention. For example, if you were to paint the
front of your store in another color it would be noted
by more people than the color of paint used on the
front of a new building. People pass your wiridows
often during the year. They are accustomed to displays of furniture in them. Suppose they were to
see a display of dry goods in them tomorrow? Do you
not believe it would be good advertising? It woidd be
iTufamiliar goods in a familiar display.
Go to your neighbor dry goods merchant and suggest achange of window space. You show his goods
— he to show your goods. If he is progressive he
will appreciate the publicity worth of such an idea.
If your neighbor's store is on another street, so
much the better. Your display in his windows may
bring customers around to your store. — Southern
Furniture Journal.
FEATURE

XMAS

GOODS

EARLY

The furniture dealer will find it profitable to give attention to Xmas suggestions early. Where a considerable 'amount of money is involved, a good deal of
thought is generally given to the purchase. The sowing of the seed of suggestion eai'ly is accordingly,
desirable.
Retailers should plan now to play up furniture as
Xmas gifts strongly this year. It is to be a year
of seasonable gift-giving.
When you, the proprietor, smoke all day long in the
store, can you blame the clerks for lighting cigarettes
at every chance?
HOLDING THE REINS ON DETAILS
By Charles R. Stevenson
Successful operation of any business^ — ninmifacturing, wholesale, retail — requires exact information about
every detail of tlie business. The information must
be obtained cheaply and simply, but it must be comfilete enough and detailed enough to give the executives who are responsible for the operation of the business exact knowledge of its every detail.
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A BIG clearing sale was recently conducted by the buoyant, open-handed, big-hearted spirit of the
Campbell & Campbell of Brandon, Man. It latter. Thanksgiving is a function. It means a more
or less formal dinner, Avhieh is anticipated by housewas timed for Fair Week so that a bid could be
made for out-of-town trade, visitors to the exhibition
wives for quite a long time. This function gives dining room suites the eentre of the stage, and they will
being able to make a personal selection of goods. To
"own" the Avindows. The advertising should thorcatch the attention of these prospects, they used a big
ly
packed
oughly explain hoAV the period dining room suite of
careful
,
goods
"All
reading
ads.
their
line in
price has forged ahead during the past two
medium
hoard."
on
free
put
ers,
and
purchas
toAvn
for out-ofyears, how full period suites have been specialized on
until they have been hrought down in price to a point
it is not necessary for families to have a mixed
AA'here
A NOVEL HALLOWE'EN DISPLAY
collection of furniture in their dining rooms, but that
Hallowe'en offers to the furniture dealer an oppora full suite is now possible, chairs and all. where the
tunity for something special in the way of a window
a
had
store
price formerly Avas prohibitive. The interior of the
trim that will attract attention. One
store will contain many period suites, shoAvn together
novel Hallowe'en display that attracted much favorin the most effective Avay, if not in regular example
able attention. The picture presented was a living
rooms, then separated by aid of sicreens or partitions,
room on the October night Avhen the witches and
from other furniture, so that full consideration may be
spooks are expected, and the hostess is awaiting a comgiven to one suite at a time.
pany of young people to spend the evening, playing
the games and performing the tricks that bring them
The more care you give to the buying end of your
so much pleasure at this particular time of the year.
The thought of the decorator Avas to give the public a business, the less trouble you will have Avith the selling end.
view of the living room, with the use of Jacobean furniture for the home touch.
The old-fashioned fireplace, with the logs ready for
the match, and the pumpkins and foliage, all told of
Hallowe'en. On the Avails were the witches and the
old woman vi^o sweeps the sky with her broom. She
was traveling fast to the party, where she was to be
the honored guest at the week end. The black cats
looked at the passerby ,and their attitude seemed to be
antagonistic, for when one stopped to look over the
windoAv the animals almost spit the tire out. In the
foreground was the tub of apples, ready for the ducking game, and on the other side the table of peanuts
for the quieter guests. Few passed up and down the
Main street of Paterson who did not stop at the
Van Dyk store to look the window over, and talk of
the display.
There were several signs made pumpkin shape and
scattered throughout the decorations containing messages for the public. One had this motto in black
letters, the scheme of the decorations being black and
fact,
yelloAv': "What better for Hallowe'en, and, —in furniany time, than really worth-while furniture
ture of character— Van Dyk's." And the display in
was characteristic of Hallowe'en, and of a
window
the
firm that is reliable.
A THANKSGIVING

SALE

Thanksgiving comes this year on October 14, affording the dealer a chance to AA^ork up something special.
The Aveek previous might be used for the purpose. A
Thanksgiving Sale may coincide with a Harvest Sale,
or folloAV it. The functions have so many similar
features that if both are held it will be necessary to
make special preparations for distinctive phases of the
Thanksgiving Sale that follows the Harvest Sale. It
may possibly be given a more dignified treatement than

M. PurTiance & Son of
An attractive fall annoujicement ad. of Hof particular
notice. This
is worthy
design
The
Ind.
n
Huntingto
^^^, store,
?rm arf strong on advertising and window display^ .M»">-J<;»4
j;^'
this
from
windows
equipment
kitchen
"
remember two "contrast
in
reproduced
we
which
cabinets,
kitchen
of
worth
which sold $1,200
The Canadian Furniture AA'orld a year ago.
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The chief drawback to the carpet industry at the present is the scarcity of supplies — Materials are all in demand
for military purposes while there is also a shortage of labor — What Canadian trade is doing lo meet the situation.
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outstanding feature of the Canadian carpet
trade at the present time, is the positive scarcity
of goods.
A shortage of supplies has been
quite marked for some time and the situation certainly
is not improving.
This condition of at¥airs is due to
a combination of circumstances.

Limited Material — Shortage of Labor
In the first place, wools, cotton, linen, etc., are so
much in demand for military purposes that the allotment available for carpets is extremely limited. Every
pound of wool at the present time can be imported
only under Government supervision through the Wool
Commission, which distributes the shipments. Cotton
and linen yarns, which come largely from the United
States, are subject to the permission of that Government to export.
The second material factor is the scarcity of labor.
This is common to all industries, and its effect is to
render idle machinery which should otherwise be turning out goods. In the United States all factories are
running at reduced output, some of them as low as 25
per cent, of normal.

SHORTAGE
INIillllNI il I Ill I Illlllllllllllllllll I

Big Advances in Materials and Labor
Questioned as to the advance in labor and raw material since the war commenced, C. V. Harding, secretary of the Toronto Carpet Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
pointed out that it Avas difficult to give figures, as it
varies in classes. The facts in this particular are
pretty well known, he says, and there are few commodities that show less than 100 per cent, advance since the
war started, and many commodities are not obtainable
at any price.
"As far as the Canadian trade is concerned," he
states, "we have endeavored to adjust ourselves to
the change of conditions by developing high-grade and
formerly exclusive effects in the more popular lines of
staple carpets. The high prices of these fabrics have
forced some of the better grades off the market, but
the patterns and color effects formerly confined to
these lines are now being adapted to grades of carpets
that are still within the reach of the average purse.
We are also offering a line of goods produced in
obedience to the conservation cry, in which we are able
to substitute vegetable fibre for wool and yet off"er most
pleasing effects and durable quality."

OF

KAPOK
FOR
MATTRESSES
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Kapok is now so much needed for life-belts that it is not available for mattresses — Hovv^ the situation stands in
Canada — Agava fibre being used as a substitute in Canada — Process now used makes it resemble horse hair.
'Illllllllllllllllllili lllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllillllllllllllllllllllIIIIN
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mattress trade in Canada, and to a much larger
extent in Great Britain and the United States,
has been directly affected by the imperative
need to use Kapok for the manufacture of life-belts.
Kapok mattresses have been quite an extensive selling line in Canada, but as the United States Government has placed an embargo on Kapok, it is impossible
to import it from there, the route whereby supplies
have previously come to Canada.
The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co. Ltd., who have
been using this material in their mattresses, state that
they are endeavoring to get a license to import it from
Java via Vancouver, and hope to be able to get further
shipments in a few months. At the present time their
stock is almost exhausted and they are substituting
Agava hair.
Agava Hair Being Used
It is interesting to note that experiments with
material for making mattresses were not highly
cessful at first. The agava was much heavier
was kapok, and it had not the same resiliency.

this
sucthan
The

matter was considered as closed. Through an accident it was discovered, however, that the fibre had
possibilities, if given proper treatment. A handful of
agava was placed on a very hot steam radiator one day
and was left there for some time. When the manufacturer retui-ned he detected a pecixliar odor much different from that ordinarily given off by agava, and he
found that the handful of material had expanded to
eight or ten times its original size and possessed remarkable resiliency.
How it is Treated
This opened tlie way for further experimenting, and
it led to the installation of a kiln for superheating the
substance. It was found that it would stand a teinpei'atnre of 600 degrees P'ahrenheit. The process finally decided upon involved the heating of the container
to 400 degrees for a period of one hour. This method
of heating is much different to the preparation of
kapok, which is fed into a renovator by means of air
currents, kept in circulation by beaters driven by an
electric motor, and passed through live steam for a
period of about ten minutes.

It
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DISPLAYS
WINDOW
OF
CHANGING
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QUICK

Desirable that a study of quick changing of displays be made so that windows may be changed more frequently
and also that they do not remain idle too long while the trimmer is at his work— Some practical suggestions.
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THERE is a two-fold reason for working for the
quick changing of window dispiays. In the
first place, while a windtow is being changed, its
sales producing value is practically nil. 'Secondly,
when the man responsible for window display is
crowded with work, it is desirable that he be able to
change displays as quickly as possible so that windows may be changed more frequently. Some suggesprove of intions along this line will therefore, wlikely,
terest to both merchants and Avindo trimmers.
Have Everything for Display in Readiness
The best way to save time in the show window is to
have everything in readiness before the display is
started. That is what every practical display man
does. Before one display is removed, the new one is
all ready to be put in. The display man is supposed to
know exactly what merchandise he will use in a display and the fixtures that will be required. These can
grouped togethcT close to the door of the window
be
all
and th'ere will be no delay, once the display is started.
In many stores, no time whatever is lost while displays are being changed, for the reason that the shades
are never loAvered. The display men work in full
some merchanview of the public and there is. always
dise to be seen in the windows After all. there is no
very good reason why the shade should be drawn while
an ordinary display is being placed.
Value of a Helper
In some stores, much time is lost in changing windows for the reason that the display man has no helper
and has to take care of a lot of little odds and ends of
work that a boy cotild handle just as well. Where
such a condition exists, the merchant is making a

serious mistake, as he is not developing the full efficiency of his display man. Another occasional reason
for delay is that the display man hasn't the light kind
to show the merenoughof fixtures
hasn't
or without
of fixtures,chandise
scheming.
all sorts

The background is generally most important in arranging window display. The use of wall board for
backgrounds is a very good idea and the covering of
them with decorative wall papers allows of an easy
change of backgrounds. Wall paper manufacturers
have been prolific of late in bringing out scenic and
decorative designs especially good for background
uses.
In some of the large furniture stores solid backgrounds of a substantial nature are arranged. This,
of course, in every case would not be fea.sible, but it
illustrates the vast importance of a suitable background as considered by experts in the line of window
decoration. Wherever possible the background should
exclude a view of the interior of the store, so as not to
detract the attention of the passerby from anything
that is on display; in other words, it is desirable to
concentrate the attention of customers on the display.
Observation shows that the average dealer does not
appreciate the value of window display the way he
of direct sales is an atshould. One good producer
tractive and well-arranged window. The importance
of displaying merchandise is recognized by every progressive mercantile establishment in any city. You
will find that many have secured prominent street
corners at much higher rents with this in view. The
interior arrangements of show cases and display
counters are planned with a view of attracting the eye
of the customer who comes into the store to buy.

A well-arranged windrw sliowing of white enamel bedroom furniture.
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Now for
Fall Trade

It is time now that the retail
furniture dealer had his fall trade
campaign well under way. At
this season of the year people begin to give more attention to the home and its furnishings and the dealer
who is to the fore with the proper suggestions is bound
to reap appreciable results.
The present is an excellent time to do a little educational work in regard to better homes and furnishings.
By combining the proper kind of suggestions up with
it. much direct benefit may be attained.
There are certain lines which come into greater
prominence just now by reason of the season, and
should be played up strong. Beds and bedding is one
such line which should be featured as well as stoves,
kitchen cabinets and other kitchen essentials.
Conditions are good for a favorable fall trade and
the retailer should go gunning for husiness with all the
methods at his command. There is appreciable business waiting for the dealer who goes after it in the
proper way.
Talk Quality
in Sales
Making

The quality of an article is remembered long after the price is
forgotten. This is probably more
true of furniture than most any
other line. The public are coming more and more to
a real appreciate of quality in the furnishings they
purchase. The man or woman who goes to the furniture store is more easily interested in the (|uality and
form of the articles they would buy than they are in
the mere consideration of price. Talk quality. That
is the feature which goes closer to the average customer's desire. There has been a decided change in
the attitude of the customer in recent years. They have
become much more particular about the kinds of
furnishings they would have for their home. They
have learned the lesson that a good article is worth
quite a bit more proportionately than the cost of an
inferior one.
Quality talk has become the convincing talk. A low
price on a cheaply made article has lost its former
faficination. The dealer who makes quality the key-
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note in his efforts to sell creates the best impression.
Quality furniture has now become much in the majority and with it a greater opportunity than ever for the
dealer to make pleased and satisfied customers. And
the satisfied customer is the greatest asset to the store
reputation and aid for a steady business expansion.
Back Goods
By Servcie

The dealer's work is not finished
when he makes the sale.
It has
to he followed up hy service to
the customers in regard to that article so as to give
complete satisfaction to the buyer.
Many storekeepers imagine that as long as they give
full merchandise value in exchange for the customer's
money they are fulfilling their duty. But this is not
sufficient.
They must give the customer service.
Some stores sell merichandise only. When in the
market for that line of goods again the customer is
just as likely to patronize some other store.
But where a full measure of the service is included
with your purchase you invariably trace your steps
back to too.
that store — yes, and recommend it to your
friends,
Service pays.

It makes friends.

Still higher prices on furniture
seem inevitable, owing to the increasing prices on raw materials
entering into their manufacture. One man who has
made a study of the situation stated recently to The
Canadian Furniture World that the average increase
in lumher prices during the past year has been from 25
to 30 per cent. He expressed the opinion that the advance during the next twelve months would be even
greater. Metals, glass, varnish, paint, glue and other
items entering into the manufacture of furniture are
also upward bound. Furniture manufacturers cannot be expected to take care of this increased cost of
production because they are at present operating on
a decidedly thin profit margin. Their only way is to
pass it on to those who buy their product.
Higher Prices
For Furniture

Keep Cancellations Many wholesalers and manufacDown to
turers complain that retailers are
Minimum
too riiueh given to the cancellation of orders. It is a practice
into Which dealers are liable to drift, unthinkimgly. If
they would only give a, little thought to the matter,
they would make greater efi'ort to reduce the number
of cancellations.
It has been charged that some dealers give an order
merely to get rid of the salesman arud even at the time
have their mind made up to later cancel it. We believe that there are few retailers who have so little
backbone as to engage in such tactics.
Rather, are
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we of the opinion tiiat dealers do not give sufficient
consideration to their requiremeaits or selling possibilities before giving orders.
It stuoiild be borne in mind that cancelling an order
is bad for the salesman, the manufacturer or wholesaler and the retailer. A retailer who continually
cancels orders soon gets that reputation and salesmen
hesitate to offer such a retailer anything special for
fear of having it left on his hands after he has given
* # *
The Use of
Business Charts

Some of the larger business establishnients make valuable use of
charts to show the progress of
various features of their business in a striking manner,
but the average dealer has not come to a realization of
charts for this purpose. There is no reason, however,
why a man in a small business should not find it profitable to watch the details by methods similar to those
used by many large concerns.
This is the belief of D. S. Johnson of Ottawa. In a
recent issue of System, six forms of charts for keeping
track of details which he used in his own business,
were shown. We reproduce one of them here, to
illustrate the idea to readers. It shows total sales,
cash sales, and credit sales, week by week.
By noting
iutir
Nov
S«pt
Ok.
Oct
60
»
SO
Cash and 4s
Credit

Averaee
lyih
4 Average.

so35
2S
20
Credit Sales
IS

.Average 4/
191!)

the average of each of these for the previous year, a
comparison with the present year, may be made at a
glance.
The other charts are as follows:
2 — A daily chart for each month, with 30 or 31
horizontal blocks, one for each day, to show the upsand-downs in cash and credit sales, while a line shows
the daily average for the corresponding month of the
previous year.
3— — Shows credit sales and amount received from customers on account. Any very great gap between the
two lines is a signal to get after outstanding accounts.
4 — Shows the relative movement of sales, purchases
and expenses. Ruled twelve spaces wide, one space
for each month.
5 — Analysis of expense figures. One line shows the
total; another the salary list, including proprietor's;
still another only the dealer's own salary.
6— Shows monthly the variations between gross
profit, expense, and net profit.
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In regard to this method of keeping tab on business,
he says, "It may be thought that I spend a lot of time
keeping these charts up to date. It does take a few
minutes a day, but I find it the most profitable way I
can spend that time. All my charts are kept in a
loose leaf book, so that I have at my finger's ends the
very things I need to know."
• • *
Gaining the
Confidence of
Employees

One of the greatest essentials for a
clerk in order that he may attain
best results, is confidence in the
man he works for. Unless he
feels confidence in his employer, and believes that he
will treat him fairly, an employee will not give the
best that is in him. Somehow, an employee who
doesn't 'believe in his employer is almost certain to be
more or less indifferent toward a customer.
"The best way to gain the confidence of employees,"
says a large employer, "is to place confidence in them.
I believe in allowing those who are under me to work
out their problems in their own way."
This man gives an instance. The head of a department came to him and asked what he would do
about an urgent matter involving considerable expense. He simply smiled at him and inquired :
' ' What am I paying you for ? ' '
The employee understood, and settled the affair himself. Naturally, he was stronger in power of initiative
for having done so. It makes an employee a better
man to place responsibility upon him. The big employers of help realize this and cash in on it. The
smaller dealer should do the same.
* * *

End-of-Season
Purchases

As the end of the season for
any line of goods approaches.
there will necessarily have to be
re-orders of certain lines in order to care for the requirements of customers. Great care should be experienced in such purchases so that left-overs may be
properly guarded against. See to this carefully if
you
tions.would make a proper profit on the season's opera# * *
The Use of
Wall Board

A good many retailers have not
yet eome to a full appreciation of
the value of wall board in arranging displays in their store. It is particularly valuable
for the making of window 'backgrounds as it is easily
handled and may be worked over repeatedly into
various shapes, and is therefore ver}^ economical.
Fior the arrangement of sample rooms it can also be
used to good advantage by the furniture dealer.

Good Windows '
All the Time

The owner of a chain of drug
stores remarked to the writer recently that he would rather have
a store manager who maintained fair average window
displays all the time, than a manager who put in an
exceptional window once in a while and neglected it
badly at other times. Outstanding windows are desirable, but they should be maintained all the time. It
is not the occasional sprint that wins the race, but the
maintaining of an average pace all the way.
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Top — No. 297 — Diningroom suite in mission pattern, manufactured hyKnechtel Furniture Co., Ltd., Hanover, Ont.
Bottom — Two models oj the Gold Medal Phonograph, manufactured bythe Gold Medal furniture Mjg. Co., Limited.

Modul A2 — Sheraton Inlaid Co.
li'iiii iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiii I

Model B., in maliosany or walnut.

I liiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii Hill mill Ill

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. iiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii nil iMiMiMiiiaiiiiiiiiiiMiMii r
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INDUSTRY
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Is not improving but is growing steadily worse — Many men being weaned away by orher industries — Vocational
training of disabled soldiers may prove a channel for getting some of the needed men. — Some now being used.
IUIlllllllllllllll!!IIIIIIIIIIMI|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllilllllllllllllllt|lllll|N
THE

labor situation in the furniture manufacturing
industry is becoming increasingly serious. It
has been far from good for the past four years
and grows no better as time advances. The number of
men who have gone from the industry to fight the
Empire's cause in Europe, has been large, while the
higher remuneration offered by other industries has
coaxed away further large numbers. Furniture manufacturers have been operating on such ^a small profit
that they have in many instances at least, been unable

to meet the higher wages ofi'ered by other industries,
work.
especially those engaged in munition and other war
Vocational Training
Returned Soldiers
May of
Help
It is possible that the situation may be helped to
some extent by the securing of men through the vocational training in cabinet making and associated work
being given by the DepartmentE.stablishment.
of Soldiers' CivilSome
Reusing
factories are already
through men secured
this channel,
and it
has been sugthat furniture
manufacturers might
erested
well put forth some
effort to induce returned men to take up
this trade. Especially
with men who have
lived in furniture manufacturing centres previous to enlisting, the
appeal should
be productive of results.
Preliminary Trainings
in Military Hospital
Herewith we illustrate some views taken
in shops provided for
the preliminary training of the patients in
military hospitals in
this branch of work.
Of course, these pictures do not represent
an effort at real training of men in this art.
Men who are being
trained either as carpenters, cabinet makers
or furniture factory
workers are given only
a sliort preliminary instruction in one of the

Shops for preliminary training in carpentry and cabinet making, conducted by Vocational Branch
Soldiers' Civil Re-Establishment, as well as samples of work.

Department 's w o r k shops and are then
placed with industries
in actual operation, to
receive practical i n struetion. During their
training they are supported by the Department.
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sary bnrlap and the consei^ation of
freight space.
The schedule for household chair
manufacturers is as follows and gives
an idea of the general action in regard
to all lines:

Craftsman Quality

Schedule for Household Chair
Manufactiirers in U. S.
1. The

number of patterns manufactured to be reduced at least 50 per
cent, on active patterns as of July 1,
1917.
It is understood that this does not
mean that a reduction to less than 30
patterns per $100,000.00 of output must
be made by any manufacturer.
Any difference in size, style or wood
is to be construed as constituting a

For
Cushions
Window
iiiniinnmiii?/ifJ
Seats

and

UPHOLSTERING

FABRIKOID is made in exact imitation of almost
every kind of fine leather. It is soft and pliant
and suitable for the best furniture upholstering
of every kind. It is water-proof, dust-proof, stainproof and sanitary. It is made in shades to blend
admirably with the furnishings of any particular room,
and adds a tone of comfort and distinction to it.
Fabrikoid gives you a splendid
opportunity to reach an enlarged
circle of customers and keep
them satisfied by selling furniture, etc., upholstered in Craftsman Quality Fabrikoid.
Fabrikoid upholstered furniture is a high-grade and
satisfactory product to sell and to use.
DUPONT
FABRIKOID
COMPANY
Factory and Sales Office: NEW TORONTO, Ont.

CANADIAN FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS MAY
BE PLACED ON WAR SCHEDULE
The Canadian War Board have under consideration
the war schedule as set forth by the United States War
Industries Board for the furniture industry. While
Canadian furniture manufacturers have not been approached as yet, some steps along the same line as
adopted in the U. S., would not come as a surprise.
Curtailment in U. S.
Viewed from a Canadian viewpoint, the schedule of
practice adopted in the manufacture of furniture in
the Nnited States would seem quite drastic, including
a reduction in the number of patterns and the limiting
of woods, discontinuing of the use of metals except
where absolutely necessary, elimination of all unneces-

2. No new patterns to be made by
pattern.
any manufacturer for the duration of
the war, except in cases where the provisions of this schedule necessitate the
substitution of new patterns for those
at present in use.
3. All metal wheel casters to be eliminated.
4. All springs to be eliminated from
slip-seat diners. All springs in other
types of chairs and rockers to be eliminted as far as possible.
5. Wood dowels to be substituted for
metal screws wherever possible.
6. The colors of leather to be limited
to black and one shade of brown or tan.
7. The colors of imitation leather to
be limited to black and one shade of
brown or tan.
8. The manufacture of arm dining
room chairs to be discontinued.
9. The manufacture of dressing table
chairs to be discontinued.
10. Woods to be used are divided
into six classes :
Class 1. Oak, ash, chestnut, elm.
Class 2. elm.
Beech, birch, maple, rock

Class 3. Mahogany.
Class 4. Walnut.
Class 5. Gum.
Class 6. White maple.
Each manufacturer to use not more
than four of the above classes.
11. All short post chairs, both in the white and
finished, to be made and shipped K. D.
12. All long or continuous post chairs when shipped
in the white to be made and shipped K. D.
13. When packed in crates all chairs to be nested in
pairs and as many pairs packed together in same crate
as practical.
14. All dimensions of crates to be as small as safe
packing will permit.
15. This schedule to take effect January 1, 1919 in
so far as it applies to production of patterns not conforming to this program. It is imderstood that this
permits the completion of work in process at this date.
CONSERVATION DIVISION,
WAR INDUSTRIES BOARD.
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ELMIRA

J. J. Marsh, furniture dealer and undertaker, of
Smith's Falls, Ont., has announced the enlarging of his
premises.
Wightman's Furniture Ltd., of Fort William, Ont.,
are now located in their new quarters.
Pte. Chas. H. Speyer, 205 Queen St. E., Toronto, has
been killed in action. Before enlisting he was with
his father in the furniture business. A half-brother
is overseas with the C M. R.
J. H. Mailloux has been appointed manager and
director of the St. Lawrence Furniture Coanpany of
F'raserville, Que. He has heen in the employ of the
company for tAventy years.
Mr. McBride, late of the E. J. Coles Company, Woodstock, Ont., has taken the position of manager for t^e
carpet and fiarniture departments of the Cressman Co.
Ltd., of Peterborough.
Lieut. Merle Green, younger brother of Mr. Kirk
Green, manager of the Green Furnishing Co. of Hamilton, whose death in action we reported last month,
was 26 years of age and after enlisting in the infantry
in the first year of the war, joined the Royal Air Force.
CAPT. J. B. HOODLESS

IS WOUNDED

Capt. J. B. Hoodless. of Hamilton, Ont., who just recently returned to the front, has been reported
wounded. Capt. Hoodless who was home on furlough,
disposed of the old-established Hoodless business in
order
he might
return
to hisAvhich
'battery
France. A
sketch that
of the
Hoodless
business
wasin established
in Plamilton 68 years ago, appeared in the last issue of
the Canadian Furniture World.
THE KIDDER

KIDDED

W. A. Finnegan, the manufacturer's ag-ent, found
out at the Toronto Exhibition this year, that "kidding'" isa two-edge sword that can cut two ways. Between demonstrating the supremacy of De Luxe davenports by going calmly to sleep on them before the admiring eyes of the gathered throngs, "Bill" made a
practice of taking an occasional jaunt down the Midway, where his chief amusement consisted in kidding a
friend of his who held forth oratorically at one of the
stands there. The friend stood it for a long time, but
at last decided on revenge. Selecting an occasion
when there were a lot of people a'bout, he fixed his e.ye
on "Bill" and demanded to know where he had been
all morning. "You get in here right away and get
this place cleaned up.' he ordered, "or you'll lose
your
By job."
ths time the croAvd had finished its inspection of

FURNITURE CO. ISSUE NEW
CATALOGUE

Catalogue No. 3, just issued by the Elmira Furniture
Co. Ltd., of Elmira, Ont., is an attractive piece of
work and illustrates to advantage many new designs in
chairs, rockers, tables, etc., for the dining room, living
room, parlor, hall and library.
The new catalogue is gotten out in loose-leaf style,
so that in the future, when getting out new lines, the
company will mail extra sheets illustrating them to
dealers. These can be easily inserted in their looseleaf catalogue, giving the dealer an up-to-date
catalogue at all times.
The company aim to keep their stock as complete as
possible at all times, thereby giving dealers real
service in the way of prompt shipment of orders.
CANADIAN FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS
ADOPT UNIFORM COST SYSTEM

TO

At a meeting of the Canadian Furniture Manufacturers' Association at Toronto, on September 20, it was
decided to take steps to inaugurate as soon as possible
a simple, practical, uniform method of figuring cos+s
as the mem'bers of the Association realize that a lack
of knowledge of what each individual article is costing
them, is detrimental to the furniture industrj^ at large.
Reliable figures compiled from the records of fifty
of the largest furniture manufacturers in Ont-ario have
shown that the average profits of these manufacturers
for the past four years have only amounted to V/i per
cent, on investment. This equals 1% per cent, on
total sales, from which it is quite evident that on the
average there have been no dividends for the shareholders.
It is recognized that a standardized cost system for
manufacturing would enable statistical tabulated information to be compiled from which vital comparisons could be readily made, enabling a statistician to
arrive at the average in each detailed cost of eonstniction. Unless a uniform basic principle is adopted it
is almost impossible to arrive at an accurate comparison in detail.
It is felt by those who have given study to the matter that a standardization of costings would be farreaching in its effect towards reducing cost of production and making factories more efficient. The evil of
even a few failing to adopt a proper cost system is
that those manufacturers who do know their costs feel
compelled to make prices which they know are not remunerative. The evil is Avide spread and needs to be
promptly dealt with if the manufacturers are ever
going to make headway.

C.

B.

CHATFIELD

Designer

the "chore man," Bill had decided that he wouldn't
jolly his friend any more.
COMBINATION KITCHEN CABINET AND
REFRIGERATOR
One of the new furniture lines shown at the Toronto
Exhibition was a combination kitchen ca'binet and
refrigerator. Tt was exhibited by the Eureka
Refrigerator Company, of Toronto.
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**The

Babcock

Carries

Largest

Four

Reasons

the

Load'*

for

BABCOCK
1.
2.
3.
4.

SUPREMACY
Strength
Lightness
Durability
Beauty

IF YOU HAVE A MOTOR DELIVERY BE SURE YOU
HAVE A BABCOCK BODY ON IT
PATENTED
CONSTRUCTION
The cut shows an ''X-Ray'' picture of the patented steel construction that is the
foundation
of all
Babcock
Bodies.andThis
"steel skeleton"
how the
and
bars form
a rigid,
unbendable
unbreakable
groundworkshows
on which
the angles
other
"interchangeable"
styles
are
founded.
By
c.i^y
:<ui]
i|iiick
transfer
of
standardized
parts, any one of four styles of delivery bodifs made upon one original basic
body. Theandcomplete
bodies are the most perfect e\('r made and the prices are most
reasonable
attractive.
Send for 1918-1919 Style Folder and Prices and Terms
We make all styles of Bodies for every commercial purpose and for every line of
business. Our New Folder gives good illustrations of the leading styles, and we
shall be glad to supply you with prices and terms on the regular lines or to quote
prices on special bodies made to order.
If there's no agent in your—Write
town,
If there is no agent in your town, write for
well established firm to act as agent, please

we will supply you direct
Us
direct quotations. If you know of a
call his attention to this opportunity.

CARRIAGE
FACTORIES,
Limited
Head Offices: Excelsior Life Building, TORONTO
Sales Offices : Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg

Thi« advertisement will appear in all Commercial Press papers.
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FALL

TALKING

MACHINE

TRADE

the coming of cooler weather another
WITH
avenue of opportunity opens up for the dealer
in talking machines. During the summer
months people have spent much of their time out-ofdoors. As the temperature moves downward, hoAvever,
they are more inclined to remain within their own
homes. It is at this time that a talking machine is
most appreciated and the dealer will find it a good
time to feature machines for this purpose. Work
window and ad. together towards this end.
Those who already have machines will also be interested innew records at this time.
ENTIRE

PLAY

NOW

ON RECORDS

The members of the "Why Marry?" company, playing in New York City, recently, completed the
recording of the entire play on talking machine
records. One set of the records is to be preserved in
the offices of Selwyn & Co., managers of the piece, and
the other sets are to be used later when the play is
produced in England, Australia, South Africa and
other countries. It is believed that the records will
greatly facilitate the training of the various foreign
.-companies, and will save considerable expense in
sending over special directors, particularly in view of
the upset condition of overseas transportation. It is
believed to be the first time that a complete play has
thus been recorded, although various actors have
recorded their particular parts before.
USING

THE

THE UNDERTAKER

TELEPHONE
instruments and in
musical
in
A successful dealer
records reports that he has often brought in considerable business simply by the use of the telephone. He
says that he often takes a quiet half hour or hour in
the store and calls up the names in the directory just

in
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as they come, making a card of the information he obtains, which he files with his "prospects." His first
question is, "Have you a phonograph?" after a little
preliminary greeting, and even if the person at the
other end does not seem very cordial, he or she will
usually answer that question at least. That is, of
course, important information that is wanted. If
there happens to be no phonograph in the house, the
salesman talks up his machines, and often starts a
prospect which CA^entually becomes a sale. He even
sells directly through the first conversation occasionally, for the novelty of the solicitation appeals. If
the person called does have a machine, he then talks
records, asking if they have heard the latest, so-and-so,
and suggests that it would be a pleasant recreation
to come down to the store and hear it. He reaches
people in this way that would never be reached by any
other form of solicitation, and he has found it to pay.
BIG U. S. EXPORT TRADE
MACHINES

IN TALKING

Some idea of the steady development of the United
States export trade in phonographs and graphophones
may be had from the fact that the entire export sales
for the calendar year 1917 were practically three times
the sales for 1915 and almost double the sales for 1916.
The total for the year 1917, including records and accessories, was in round figures approximately
$4,000,000. For the original machines themselves the
total was about $2,225,000, against less than $1,000,000
in 1915. Indeed, the export trade of the U. S. in
phonographs has reached the point where it compares
well with the export trade in what was formerly classed
as musical instruments proper. For the same year
the total trade in musical instruments, including
organs, pianos, player pianos, music rolls, etc., was a
little less than $5,000,000.

Attractive fall window display of talking machines-
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It brings the World's Music to your home —

I The
"Knapp"
Phonograph
J^ ' And
such all
musictheI different
Clear — isweet
resonant
"Kmapp"
reproduces
makes— of
records— for
and the
by means
of a
^
newly-f'onstrueted horn ohainiber reproduces them softer and with
s
finer tone quality than any other phonograph.
M
The smooth round horn chamlber is an enclosure feature of these
s
phonographs.
This chamiber is lined with well-seasoned spruce,
M
the century old violin-material to the use of wliich is due the
^
wonderful natural tone of the "Knapp."
g
M
J
g
^
^
^
S

Every "Knapp" Phonogra])h is equipped with a tone modifier
which enables you to make music soft or loud, just as your fancy
dictates.
And
rememberin —your
the home
"Knapp"
plays
Pliiinograph
your record
particular make.
The Universal Tone
chamber already
puts them
producing:
the mostmentioned,
delicate sound
wave

=
—
=
—

Hear the
whichavailable
machineat will
produce time.
the largest
sales.
We "Knapp"
have some then
choicedecide
territory
the present
Write
us
for illustrated catalogue and full particulars about our many different
models.

I

The

I
g

I

THE

all
records.
With a to"Knapp"
library
is not limited
any one
Arm in conjunction with the horn
all
at yourmakedisposal
— correctly
on every
of disc
record. re-

MaestroHan

Co., Limited

412 New Ryrie Bldg.
(Corner Shuter and Yonge Streets)

TORONTO

LATEST
Every

RECORD

Record

at Your

Finger

mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 12 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.
Patented July 10th, 1917

ORILLIA

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
in birch, quartered oak, and

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listing the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.

THE

CABINET

FURNITURE
ORILLIA,

ONTARIO

Write us for cuts and prices.

CO.,

LIMITED
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Ability ol salesman to explain builders features of machine to customers means more sales, says writer in the Talking
Machine World. — some of the advantages of being a practical talking machine salesman. — Value of knowledge.
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much knowledge should a salesman possess
in order to make a more than ordinary success
in the sale of talking machines? Now, selling
talking machines might he a simple matter. Presumably it is, and then after the sale is made there might
arise the unlooked-for difficulties that are not anticipated when the sale is being made. Your larger
knowledge of the instrument itself and your more detailed grasp of the inner Avorkinigs of the machine can
be made a help to you in increasing your sales.

HOW

Salesman Should Know Mechanism

It is so simple to discuss talking machines. They
are so widely known and so generally used that it
seems everybody knows what they are, and there does
not appear to he any very great reason why the salesman should give much of his time to the more intricate parts of the device. So some of them think. But
now let us go into this matter a little and then see if
there is not some value to be placed on the larger
knowledge that can be had with that careful inspection and study of the art or the mechanism of the
wonders that are made possible with this device.
What do we know about the sound box and about
the unseen factors that enter into the wonders of this
device? Can we explain to the customer just a little of
the secrets that make possible this tone transmission?
Can the salesman give a fair explanation of why the
sound is carried from the arm of the machine, from the
diaphragm into the reproducer and then to the sound
box? Is it necessary to be able to explain this to the
prospect? Not always of necessity, but certain it is
that this knowledge will prove to be a material aid to
the salesman.
Impresses Customers Favorably

Suppose that the customer asks ciuestions, as some of
them do. When the salesman is at a loss to explain
some of the more simple details can he impress the
customer favorably? She might want a comparison
of the various talking machines. She would like to
see wherein they differ. If he cannot give a satisfactory explanation then there is danger that there will
be a lessened number of sales to his credit. The salesman should be posted. He should be able to make
some statements that are of value to the customer and
of help to him in increasing the number of his sales.
This is all in the day's work, and it can be made to
become of a wonderful help to the man who is going
to make it a part of his future betterment. It might
not be a very serious matter to him. It might be
looked upon as one of the more detailed matters that
can be passed hy and that will not become so iranor'-ant
that it must be given study. There are certainly some
points of distinction about every machine. There are
features that lend a diiferent tone to the phonograph.
There are little details that are worked out by the in-

ventors and the manufacturers that give each machine
an individuality that can be made a strong talking
point, provided the salesman is aware of these things.
Value of Knowledge
This is one reason for the education of the salesman
along practical lines. There are others, of course, and
of these let us say a word with regard to the importance of this knowledge. We might say a little
mechanical ability or training, too, can be put to excellent advantage when the occasion does arise. Now,
the out-of-town salesman, or that man who travels
about making sales of these machines, oftentimes has
need for a larger detailed knowledge of the inner workings of the phonograph. Suppose he arrives at a
place where there is a slight defect or a little something
that has gone amiss with the phonograph. It might
be remedied where this training has been inculcated.
It can and will save the eost of a shipment of the machine back to the store, or the services of a man Avho
must travel to make the adjustment. It is by no
means uncommon that such an occurrence Avould be
met with, and the help that the salesman could render
would be of great benefit. One trip of the machine
back to the store or the saving of one repair man's
time to the dealer will pay for this IniOAvledge.
Be Able to Offer Logical Reasons
The salesman is not merely a man who can. like a
phonograph, give voice to the words that are repeated
there by the records. He must be a man who can
induce sales and can offer logical reasons for the purchase of a talking machine with intelligence and with
a care and training that should^ place him above the
commonplace salesman. He is not merely a tool that
is working without a brain. He is a man Avho should
give the matter of salesmanship study. He should
srive the details of the machine that he is offering particular consideration. If his machine diffei-s from
others, can he intelligently say why this is so? Can
he argtie with a correct knowledge that Avill convince
the customers that he speaks Avith authority?
You men Avho are selling should study the industry
and its larger possibilities Avith that added care that
will bring to you a strong reason for success. Do
not he content with merely a superficial knoAvledge
that can never amount to anything but a poor measure
of success. Miake your hours of idleness count for the
larger benefits that can be had AA^th a larger grasp on
the subject of talking machine technical knowledge.
The industry is nev,\ comparatively speaking, in this
country. It has srreat oossibilities and the«e greater
nossibilities are Avithin the reach of the salesman Avho
is looking beyond to that to-morroAv and to the time
when every hour Avill count and every argument that
is sane will become to the AvideaAvake man something
that is really worth AA^hile to him and to his industry
as well.
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MARK

is shown

on the front door of

many of the best Furniture Dealers' Stores throughout Canada
with satisfaction, pride and profit.
THIS

TRADE

MARK

is the symbol of an intimate re
lationship, built on confidence and
service, between the Pathe Freres
Phonograph Company of Canada,
Limited, makers of the worldrenowned Pathephone and its great
stock of records, and the hundreds
of Dealers that handle them, the
thousands of people that buy them.

THIS

TRADE

MARK

is an insurance to them and to their
customers, a guarantee of satisfaction, awarrant for permanent and
ever-increasing business.

THIS

TRADE

MARK

may be well-known to you, but,
nevertheless, there are points and
pointers you don 't know.
did — you would be a
Dealer to-day.

Write us for our confidential booklet, ''A Word

With

If you
Pathe

You" —

It tells the tale.

Pathe

Freres

Phonograph

Co.

Factories and Head Office 4-6-8 CLIFFORD
DISTRIBUTORS:

of Canada, Limited
ST., TORONTO

Ontario — Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
— Frerej Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., Birks Bldg., Montreal.
Pathe
Quebec
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
R. J. Whi'tla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hewsou & Son, Limited, Amherst, N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
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trade has been developing nicely for some time and is
now reaching the point where it includes an interesting demand for the more elaborately finished cabinets
and higher-priced machines. — Eli Bates, in Veneers.
MUSIC

SINCE the talking mac'hine cabinet has hecome an important factor in the veneer-consuming world
special interest to the veneer industry attaches to
any and all changing market conditions of the talking
machine trade. The hig field primarily, and perhaps
permanently, is in the domestic trade, but the talking
machine is steadily enlarging its scope, until the American product is making its way all around the world,
and this export trade is a feature of peculiar importance in the present day of war activities and the tendency to curtail both by suggestion and order and by indirect methods, the production of what is termed nonessentials.
Illustrative of the bearing, here is a point, made by
manufacturers of various materials for export, that
whether they are considered essentials or not to the
comfort or welfare of the people at home, it is essential
for us to send goods abroad in exchange for necessary
goods which must ibe imported, else we will have to export gold, which will deplete our reserve supply. This
serves to attach considerable direct interest at the
present time to the export trade in the_ talking machine
and what it m'ay mean as supplementing the domestic
call in the way of keeping up and enlarging the demand for veneer and panels used in making talking
machine cabinetS'.
In a series of consular reports, evidently made in
response to a general inquiry upon this subject, one
from French Tndo-China say that talking machines
are common in that district and a good share of those
sold are of American make. This, too, notwithstanding that Americans pay a maximum duty on such
articles, which increases the cost there from 40 to 50
per cent., as compared to the cost in the United States.
From Manchuria comes a report that while there are
some American-made machines there and the possibilities of development of trade because of the quality
of the American machine, the most popular machine^ is
what is called the Nipponophone, made by the Nipponophone Co., of Japan. This, it is said, is a distinctly
cheap machine and not to be compared with the^ good
machines of American manufacture. Also, it is apparent that while American machines have made some
progress, there will loe keen competition met wherever
they encounter a zone of Japanese trade influence. The
Japanese promise to become the sharpest competitors
of America in many lines of manufacture in all of the
Orient that can be reached and served 'by them, which
raises another question, that of the possibilities of selling veneer and panels or cabinets to Japan.
There is a trade starting in Switzerland, where
American machines must compete with German offerings, and there is an enlarged call for American machines for France and England, but it is difficult to
figure out what percentage of this is for American
army needs and luxuries and what percentage may
properly be classed as export to those countries in response to other calls than those generated by the
American expeditionary forces.
One of the most interesting fields of talking machine trade development is in Cuba, Brazil, Argentina
and the Datin-American countri&s generally. This
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A NECESSITY

Most people regard music as one of the luxuries of
life.
Actually it ought to be regarded as a necessity.
Some sort of musical instrument should be in every
home. And it should be used, not left to accumulate
dust.
Get music — good music — in the home, and life will
run more smoothly and pleasantly for everj' member
of the family. It will run more pleasantly because there
will be less lialbility to strain and nervousness, greater
ease of adjustment in the family relations, and greater
individual health and efficiency.
Music, that is to say, has splendid tranquilizing and
energy-developing effects.
In a Boston newspaper the other day there appeared
an interesting announcement.
It was to the effect that during the annual examinations at Harvard University there would be a brief
recital at Appleton Chapel every morning before the
day's examinations began. Students were invited to
these recitals.
The suggestion was made that by attending them
they could more easily overcome any ner\'Ou.sness they
might feel regarding the examination ordeal, and
would be better able to do justice to themselves in
answering the questions put to them.
There is plenty of precedent in medical experience
for this curious use of music as an aid in gaining control of mind and nerves.
Many a nervous patient has been helped back to
health by listening to music. In all first-class hospitals
for mental disease, music is regularly used as a quieting, upbuilding agent. There are cases in which it
has brought about remarkable cures.
A physician, traveling in Europe with a friend
afflicted with melancholia and showing stiicidal tendento improve his friend's condiit impossible
foundone
cies,until
tion
evening they went to hear some Strauss
music in Vienna. Then, to his surprise and satisfaction the physician noticed that his friend displayed a
slight revival of interest in life.
"I was not slow," he relates, "in following the indication. We became assiduous devotees tothe divine
by the waltz king. The faint dawn
represented
as
art
of intellectual life brightened.
"We gradually enlarged our scope, and included
grand opera and other musical entertainments. From
this time improvements were steady.
"The patient would sometimes relapse into apathy.
But the fits of gloom became less frequent and of
shorter dtiration, until the cure by music, happily begun in Vienna, was complete, and he returned home
sane of mind and sound of Ibody."
To those in perfect health, as to those nervously or
mentally ill, music is equally helpful. Its greatest
■creates.
value comes from the pleasurable emotional state it

No other art appeals so strongly to the emotions.
The man who has learned to love music has within his
reach an unfailing source of joy.
And the joy which music brings to him echoes
through his whole organism, stimulating all the psysical processes within him.
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As set forth in the new Catalogue issued by the Thomas Manufacturing Company to the Phonograph Trade.
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story of the phonograph again directs attention to one of the peculiar characteristics of
most of the great scientists — their disregard for
the practical value of their great scientific discoveries;
or their inability to recognize these practical applications.
THE

The first important step toward recording and reproducing sound was the development of the theory of
sound waves by various European scientists during the
latter part of the 18th and first part of the 19th
centuries.
These scientists proved that sound is the effect of
vibrations or waves ; that these waves follow certain
fixed laws governing their size, length, speed of vibration, "frequency" or "pitch," and speed of transmission ;that each difi^erent tone produced sound waves
of a certain definite length, character and speed of
vibration, peculiar to that one tone — these and many
other interesting and important properties of sound
and sound waves.
Early Developments
The next step was taken by Leon Scott in 1857 while
experimenting along the lines mentioned above. He
conceived the idea that sound waves might be made
to write their autographs — to make a visible record of
their vibrations.
First he made a little single-headed drum, open at
one end and covered with parchment at the other. To
the middle of this parchment drumhead he attached a
bristle so that it stuck out straight and would vibrate
as the drumhead vibrated.
Next he arranged a smooth cylinder in a frame, so
that when he turned a crank the cylinder would both
revolve around its shaft and also move slowly lengthwise along the shaft.
Then he coated the cylinder with lampblack,
mounted the drum so that the point of the bristle
would barely touch this lamp black film — and all was
ready for the production of the sound-autographs ;
the "Phonautograph" was invented.
Slowly turning the crank he sang a note into the
open end of the drum and lo ! the tone recorded itself in
queer ragged lines around the surface of the cylinder,
scratched by the bristle point into the lampblack film.
Practical Vision Wanting
He found by experiment that each tone, and each
difi'erent tone-source, produced it's own individual and
characteristic record. A little practical development
and the phonograph would have been invented twenty
years earlier; but the practical vision was wanting.
Several years later, Charles Cros, a French scientist,
wrote a monograph on Sound, and in reviewing these
old experiments ventured the opinion that if the proper
mechanical aipplianees were worked out it was a possibility that these "autographs" of sounds might be
made to reproduce the original sounds.
But apparently it did not then occur to him or to
any one else that the idea was of practical worth ; and

by
fame.reason of this lack of vision he missed enduring
The actual invention of the first machine that really
talked was the result of one of those sudden inspirations that often characterize American inventors.
Edison's Work
The "Electrical Wizard" — ^Thomas A. Edison, then
known chiefly for his inventions of telegraphic apparatus and systems — was, in 1877, trying to perfect means
whereby the feeble signals arriving at the end of a
long telegraph line might cause themselves to be repeated in greater volume into the next section of line ;
he tried to do this by purely mechanical means.
His idea was to make the incoming signals record
themselves by engraving a series of dots and dashes,
pressed into smooth tin-foil by a needle-point actuated
by the electrical pulsations — and then, by running the
foil under another needle, cause mechanical vibrations
in the mechanism which would reproduce in the telegraph circuit the electrical signals desired.
In experimenting it was found that if the tin foil
record was drawn rapidly under the reproducing
needle a characteristic tone was produced, and this was
probably the real germ of the phonograph idea, for —
as related by a man who then assisted Edison — after
watching these experiments for some considerable time
in thoughtful silence, Edison suddenly burst out vnih..
"By George! I can make a talking machine."
In a few minutes he drew a rough sketch and thirtysix hours later the model was readj^ for trial. This
model is now in the Patent Museum in Loudon. It is
curiously like Scott's Telautograph — but with a .steel
needle replacing the bristle and with tin foil coating
the cylinder instead of lampblack.
First Reproduction of Words
Curiously the group Avatehed and listened while the
cylinder was rotated and the trial words spoken. The
fine line was traced in the foil; the needle moved back
to the start ; again the crank was turned ; the cylinder
revolved — and to the vast astonishment of some of
those present a voice, thin, squeaky and sounding
afar-off — ^but beyond any doubt a voice — came out of
the open drum, repeating the original words !
No sonorous, majestic message like "what hath Ood
wrought!" with which Morse had announced the
arrival of the telegraph in a skeptical world — but instead the silly little nursery rhyme :
"Mary had a little lamb ;
It's fleece was white as snoAV — "
And this inconsequential phrase typified the development of the idea for several years; the talking machine was regarded as a scientific curiosity or a
mechanical toy. Edison soon progressed from his
work in the telegraph and telephone fields to his epochmaking researches into the possibilities of electric
lighting — resulting in the inventions for Avhich he is
best known^ — and gave little attention to the phonograph for many years.
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MOTOR

Every manufacturer buildirig talking machines knows that the success of his business depends wholly
upon the satisfaction his products give to the dealer and the user. Therefore he realizes that
only the best parts are good enough to put into his machine.
Dayton Motors are being sold. Their superiority makes them
THE

BEST
MOTOR
IN
RUNS EVENLY

That's the reason thousands of

THE
WORLD"
RUNS SILENTLY

Positive Regulator Action
Single Governor Regulator

Micrometer Governor Bearing Adjustment
Seated Governor Springs
1 Spiral Gears

Fme Bronze Thmst Bearing /Vfiall Bearing for
SpecialGround Bearing X Tyj,^ta^t,jg gj^^^^
Removable Spring Barrel; Lubricant — Leak Proof

Three styles.
Four sizes.

Let us prove it s the best for you, too — in quality, price and service.

DAYTON

TONE

DAYTON

REPRODUCERS

ARMS

are universal, playing any disc record. Five styles — all good.
are scientifically correct and thoroughly practical. Two styles.

Build satisfaction into your products by using the quality line— DAYTON MOTORS, DAYTON TONE
ARMS, DAYTON REPRODUCERS. They v^ill bring you more business, and satisfy the most exacting
customers.

THE

328

THOMAS

Bolt Street, Dayton,

MFG.

Ohio

Toronto Office: 911 Kent BIdg.

CO.
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But others took up the problem when he dropped it.
Notably Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of
the telephone, and Emil Berliner, also an inventor of
important telephone equipment, brought out the disc
record which seemis destined to supplant the cylindrical type except in certain restricted fields. They
also developed new and better methods of recording
as well as reproducing, and compounded sipecial mixtures for building records.
Gradually, as the years passed, the phonograph
gained both utility and dignity and lost its old reputation as a mere curio or toy.

real built-in worth
service.

Industry Begins to Boom
The usual conflict of interests and consequent patent
litigation which follows most of the great inventions
retarded for years the development of the phonograph,
by concentrating the proposition in the hands of a few
concerns ; with the final expiration of the basic patents
and the discovery by the "independents" of new and
better methods and mechanisms, the indiistry progressed at a tremendous pace.
within the last few years — one might with
only
But
justice say within the last few months — has the phonograph's performance forced the public to realize that
it is no longer a curio, a toy or a mere noise-maker ; it
is a real musical instrument, fit to preserve for the
benefit of present and future generations the veritable
tones of the world's greatest musicians and speakers.
How priceless now would be a record of Jenny
Lind's song! Ole Bull's soul-searching violin again
might thrill the multitudes; and perchance in hours of
national turmoil the calm majesty of Lincoln's voice
at Gettysburg might ease the strain and calm heated
passions. All this if the phonograph was a® old as the
steamboat.
The Commercial Side

The business formerly conducted under the name of
the Chopin Piano & Talking Machine Company of
Winnipeg, Man., has been absolved by Chopin Phono-

The commercial phases of the rise of the phonograph
have closely resembled those of other specialties — such
as the sewing machine, piano and automobile. like
these others, both worthy men and the unscrupulous
have recognized the commercial possibilties and as a
result types and trade names have multiplied until
now they are too numerous to estimate accurately.
Much unworthy product has been foisted onto the
public — "unpretty" methods used— but at all stages
of the phonograph's progress there have also been lines
of sterling worth, sold honestly by gentlemen ; in this
industry— as in all other lines— the buying public
finally awakens to a knowledge and appreciation of

and

an
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honest

and courteous

The phonograph industry is now thirty years old;
the winnowing process is already under way ; varnish
and exaggerations will no longer disguise a multitude
of commercial sins — and the maker of a worthy
product, honestly sold, is coming into his own!
Let all who gain profit from association with this
most lusty of the ' ' infant industries ' ' join in an honest
effort to bring to it the dignity and repute which is its

just portion !
CHOPIN

" Model N"
Knapp Phonomanufactured
by
graph
the Maestrolian
Co. Ltd., Ryrie
Bldg., Toronto.

PHONOGRAPHS

LIMITED

1^ 1 •Ai/'Ai! , :

graphs Limited, and this company is noAV manufacturing the Chopin Phonograph complete in their own factory in Winnipeg. Chopin Phonographs are made in
eight exclusively designed models, priced from $25 to
$200, retail. The phonograph has several new and
e features, amongst which is the one-piece
exclusiv
motor.
frame

No. 8413

Davenport tables by the Geo. McLogan Furniture Co., Limited.

Both are made in solid mahogany, and American black walnut.
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Vaults

Steel

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyaliiy and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequaled
Carried in Stock
^ ^ Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

An
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handlmg
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
of Bodies.
Iruide Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Price*: With Tray $36.00; Without Tray $34.00 ; Tray Alone $6.00

Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are inoiled to send letters
Under
taker
s'
rtme
nt
expressing
their views on any of the
subjects dealt with —Depa
News of the profession throughout
Canada.
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Some of the outstanding features of the late anuual gathering of funeral directors — Impressions and corrments
on matters discussed. — Unprofessional practices deiounced. — Showing the pitriotic spirit. — Co-operation.
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WITH

the recent C. E. A. Convention still in mind,
many members who attended no doubt have
impressions of some outstanding features. It
may be that some of them have suggestions for improvement that might well be worth the incoming
Executive's while to consider. If there are any such
the officers of the Association will be glad to receive
them, and the editor of Canadian Furniture World
will also be glad to send them on.
There were two particularly pertinent questions up
for consideration, and the resolution denouncing unprofessional, practices met with unanimous adoption.
It has been for some time a debata'ble question as to
whether undertakers generally regarded their eallinp'
as a business or a profession. Both sides of the question have brought forward good arguments. Salci?manships certainly enter into the matter of selection
of casket, but the fishing for business among relatives
of the deceased, and in some cases of the not (|uite deceased, isa little uncanny.
Prof. Renouard in one of his little talks mentioned
the fact that in the United States funeral directors

were fast getting away from embalming. In New
York City, at least, embalming was now being done by
professional and trade embalmers. He believed it
was somewhat detrimental, because the embalmer
called in to exercise his profession did his work at so
much per and then went his way. If the case turned
out successfully then the embalmer got his due credit,
but if unsuccessfully then the undertaker or funeral
director got a great deal of blame.
One remark heard on several occasions was concerning the new men entering the profession — ^clean, bright
calling.
young fellows who, no doubt, will bring credit on their
The tightening up of sanitary laws in the U. S. and
Canada has much to do with the raising of the professional standard of funeral directors, and if any one
thing is going to place undertaking as a profession, it
is the wise and enlightened policy of co-operation between our funeral directors and the public health
authorities of this continent.
The plea of Dr. Robinson for more harmony between
f Confi lined on page )
238 COLLEGE STREET,
TORONTO.

UNPROFESSIONAL PRACTICES DENOUNCED
That because of unprofessional practices in the way
of soliciting business by calling at the homes of deceiased relatives and making personal a])plication for
the privilege of taking care of the deceased, and so
commercializing the business, thereby detracting from
the dignity thereof; and in so doing u]isetting the
minds land ))lans of the relatives and friends in this
re-gard, which same Ls in the nature of an imposture,
which reflects on the profesision at large;
It is, therefore, resolved that a vote of condemnation be i)laeed on record by this Association and a copy
of this resolution be sent to the Ontario Government
Examining Board asking that body that some action
be taken to make such practices illegal and subject to
the cancellation on the offender's license.
Resolution passed at recent C. K. .A. Convention, wliicli it is hoped will
d" away witli a enstoni said to beof more
or less prevalent in different parts
Ontario.

Eoptembor 7th, IJlB.
P. ff. Mattbews Esq.,
Sec. Smb&lming Aj:soc lot ion.
665 Spadina Ave.. Toronto.
Dear Mr. Matthews

Thank 70U for your letterof Septecber
6th, entl for the cherue
fifty dollars
' ($50.00)
.
I am ofwritin/^
exprosiB'
toto yoi\
very
grateful
appreciation
it, and tothrough
thankour thoao
at the convention
of theof Canadian
Scbelniersyou Association
which
they
so
renerously
donated,
for
the
Mavy
League
Sailors ?und,
I nlll not say how r,uch this money will
mean
in helpinc!n some
causethatwhichyou hassnd
been before
us this
pest wayweek,In asthisI rreot
feel sure
those . who are giving It realize fully how much tt all
means
Will you also accept our gratitude for
the cheque of $10.00 fflth
whichouryonunited
gave tothanks,
the Fund
iiersonally.
believe
ma.
Yours sincerely

(Mrs, Arthur VanKouf hnet , )
GTK/mt.
One of the ooinniendalile things the recent Convention did was
the sending ef a donation to the Navy League Sailors Fund.
The secretary received the above acknowledgement.
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The 1918- 1919
Executive of C. E. A.

p. F. MORRIS.
Bowmanville.
Promoted to First Vico-President.

T. H. McKILLOP,
Brampton.
A new face on the Committee. Elected
Second Vice-President.

NORMAN

L. BRANDON,

St. Mary's.direct Association
Who will as President,
affairs this year.

A. R. OOLTART,
Chatham.
Treasurer, who will
continue to look after
the funds.
r

I
FRED. McARTHUR,
i
Cobourg.
I Though retiring
from
the presidency,
intends
to be no back
number.
illlllllllllllllllllllrlllitllll I

FRED.

W. MATTHEWS,
Toronto.
Secretary, who machinery.
will keep on oiling the
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measure

be
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ren-
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study

that lies

effort to serve.

the

Manufacturers

study

behind

the work

of Dominion

Limited.

First, a directorate of practical men quietly meeting together and
discussing the general policy of the company ; then the executives
at head office studying the problems of buying, financing, accounting, etc. ; the conferences of branch managers, when ideas are
exchanged, the executives in charge of each branch ; finally, and
possibly most important of all, the group of salesmen calling on
their customers, studying their preferences and reporting fully to
the executives — study from
company

first to last, to the end that this
may give the ultimate service to its customers.

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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BRANCHES
The D. W. Thompson Co., Limited
Toronto, Ont.
Girard & Godin, Limited
Montreal, Que.
Vancouver Casket Co.
Vancouver, B.C.

The Semmens & Evel Casket Co..
Hamilton, Ont. Limited
Christie Bros. & Co., Limited
Amherst, N.S.
The Semmens & Evel Casket Co.,
Winnipeg, Man. Limited

National Casket Co., Toronto, Ont,
The Globe Casket Co., Limited
London, Ont.
Girard & Godin, Limited
Three Rivers, Que.

No. 600 H.P.

No. 600 — Spartan
finished casket is upholstered
trimmed complete, with extension handle, No. 1 236.
The

in silk, and

Gold
Silver
Copper
Bronze

Range

Consists of
SPARTAN

Be in line — carry one of our Spartan designs in your showroom.
HARDWARE,

finished in Spartan

of the funeral house

one

shades, will make

long to be cherished.

''Quality — Style

and

Finish —

Guaranteed''

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Head

109 Niagara St., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

the memory

Limited
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CASES

Address delivered bsfore The Cinadian Embalmers* Association at the annual convention held last month
in Toronto, by W. L, Robinson, B. A., M. B., of Department of Pathology, Toronto General Hospital.
iiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

your secretary invited me to address this
WHEN
Association on the subject of post-mortems I
must say that it was with mixed feelings that I
accepted. I appreciated very much indeed the honor you
conferred in asking me to present a paper to this Association, but T felt rather timid about dis'eussing- a snbject that is generally considered tabooed among members of your profession. However, I must say that I have
had nothing but the utmost consideration in the dealings which I have had with any of you. Many times I
have been grateful for the assistance of some of your
members in securing permission to make an examination of the deceased body, knowing as I do how it frequently annihilates the whole arterio-venous circulation and causes diffi^culties to the emibalmer in the satisfactory performance of his work.
The professions of medicine and embalming have always been closely associated. As some one has said,
"the one beginning where the other left off."
In looking over the historical records it is hard to
say which can claim priority in origin. The ancient
kingdom of Egypt was founded about 6,000 years before Christ. It reached its climax between 4000 and
3000 B.C. We have the names of four physicians
practising at this time. One of the first of these was
Isis, a woman. The practice of medicine by the
female sex is therefore by no means modern in origin.
Medical practice at that time consisted largely in conjurations, prayers and soothsaying.
The post-mortem examination of 'bodies dates back
to this same period, when Athotis, the son of King
Menes, who was a physician, dissected a human body
and wrote a book on anatomy. They were interested,
though rather in the general structure and mechanism
than in any pathologic anatomical lesion they might
find. So they continued ignorantly and blissfully to
sing their incantations and distribute their charms in
an endeavor to overcome the evil spirits of disease.
The embalmers of this period were a well-organi/ed
group of men and existed as a guild down even to the
time of the Roman Empire. Their works in the art of
embalming have withstood the element-, of time CA'en
to this very day.
Embalming in those days T should imasrine was
very difficult and laborious proeedure, involving as
did the opening of the body cavities not with steel
knives and scissors, but with sharp stones in th'^ hands
of one of the despised memibers of the society Avho
afterwards was compelled immediately to flee from
the scene of his operations in order to avoid being
stoned to death by his fellow citizens for committing
an offence on a dead body.
T think the members of your profession could almost
claim priority in the art of performing necropsies, for
at that time they were wont to open the body and remove all the organs, thus severing the main arterial
vessels, just as the pathologist of modern times delights to do.
However, T suppose they had a different

object in view — that of preservation of the remains
from the ravages of bacteria, insects and worms, rather
than curiosity to learn the internal mechanism of our
human anatomy. Their methods were crude, but
their results were marvellous. They had no idea there
was a circulation or that the action of micro-organisms
was the cause of post-mortem decomposition. They did
not realize that these spices and oils that they used
were antiseptics, thus destroying all bacterial life and
preserving the body from decay. Your profession
might have continued on in ignorance and might still
have been removing all the organs and soaking them
in sodium carbonate solutions and preserving them in
large stone jars with spices and oils had not some of
our fathers of early medicine set out to learn the
wonders and mechanism of the human body by examining it after death.
Looking back on the history of medicine, and embalming, one can not but be struck with the wonderful advances, that have been made in science since that
time, and ask the question, why and how was it done.
I think, we have only to follow the history of medicine through its various periods to see that the scientific study of the diseased body stands out a^bove all
others, as the origin of the great advances made in
medicine.
The post mortem is the foundation, upon which
pathology is built. Pathology being that branch of
medical science, which treats of the modifications of
function and changes in structure, caused by disease,
is, as you will see, the very keystone of the whole
science of medicine. Without post mortem examinations research in pathology would cease, and the very
foundation would be shattered under the whole structure of medicine.
One has only to look back to the periods of advancement in medicine to appreciate its value.
Hippocrates, often spoken of as the Father of Medicine, was born about 460 B.C. His knowledge of the
principles of medicine was remarkable, yet int he light
of our present day knowledge, one can not help but be
amused at some of his conceptions of diseases, and his
methods of eradicating them. For instance, he based
his doctrine of disease on the humors of the body.
There were four primary qualities: dry, moist, hot,
cold; and four cardinal humors (or fluids) namel.v:
blood, phlegm, black bile, which came from the snleen,
he thought, and, yellow bile from the gall bladder.
Disease, he thought took place if any humor was
excessive or deficient, or if the humors were not duly
blended. In view of our study of the human body, in
the post mortem room, this theory, is and has been untenable for many years. Yet it shows how one is lead
a.stray by theory instead of the actual practical studv.
Herophilus, of the Alexandrian school, a hundred
years later, made some considerable study of the human
bod.y. He is supposed to have examined the bodies of
'600 criminals.
Medicine received a great impetus
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from his works on anatomy. Galen, two hundred
years after Christ, also did a great deal for the advancement ofmedicine. He made many post-mortems
both on human bodies and on apes, birds, fishes and
reptiles. His Avork was chiefly on experimental
physiology.
Then came the dark ages, for it was not till the
fifteenth century that medicine revived. Vesalius, who
was a great student of anatomy, was given the corpses
of criminals to dissect. He was finally banished from
his country, it is said, because he performed a post
mortem on a noblem^an before his heart stopped beating.
It was not till the sixteenth century that the circulation of the blood was understood. Previous to this
time it was thought there were two distinct and
isolated systems, namely, the arterial and venous, and
each pulsation of the heart. To Harvey, an Englishthat the blood eb'bed and flowed to the tissues with
man, belongs the credit for the first, describing the
circulation of the human body. It was his habit to
completely dissect a human body during his lectures
on surgery to his students. He taught not from
books, but by demonstrations on the human body, for
as he himself said, "I profess both to learn and to
teach anatomy, not from books, but from dissections ;
not from the positions of philosophers, but from the
fabric of nature."
Despite the work of Harvey, and the stimulus to
clear thinking his discovery had given, medicine in the
eighteenth century still wandered in the mists of
metaphysics. A few great thinkers like Morgagni
insisted upon the necessity of studying the corrilations
between anatomical conditions and disease. The post
mortems of Morgagni were wonderful, and formed the
basis of the first scientific volume on pathological
anatomy.
About this time the compound microscope became an
efficient Aveapon of scientific truth, and Virchow, in
1858 pu^blished his epoch-making book on cellular
pathology. With the publication of his work, a new
era in scientific medicine was inaugurated. Observation Avhich had been gradually narrowing down from
the body as a mysterious metaphysical whole, to the
body as an aggregate of organs, and to the organs as
a patchwork of tissues, became focussed upon the ultimate structural elements, the cells. This marked a
revolution in medicine, and one might say that the
science of medicine started with the wonderful post
mortem anatomical and microscopical studies of
Morgagni and Virchow.

Tr™
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CANICUL
That velvety-flow fluid that is different;
does not burn or shrivel the arteries,
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Let us hope that nothing will arise in the path of
science to clog the wheels of progress that have
received such an impetus from these men. Prom
then on, the attention of the whole medical profession
has been focused on the cellular structure of the human
body in both health and disease.
Looking back over the history of medicine, one can
not help but see the enormous value that post mortem
has been to the science of medicine and the welfare of
mankind as a whole.
The study of diseased tissue after death has had
more to do with scientific development of medicine in
the past 60 years than any other single factor. The
necropsy is the foundation upon which the science of
pathology is built. Without them all research would
cease. Medicine would practicallv come to a standstill.
The post mortem examination of the body has a few
objections from the friends, relatives and undertakers,
but the benefits derived therefrom, far overshadow any
ob.jections that might be raised.
It is always the aim and object of the department of
pathology of a hospital to secure permission to perform
a necropsy on as many eases as possible, that die in the
hospital. There are numerous reasons for this. First
of all, there is the contribution to medicine in general
that is given by a close clinical study of a disease, followed by a careful post mortem examination. Each
case that is worked out carefully constitutes a contribution to our sum total of knowledge. Some of the
cases are very important and rare. These are generally reported in a medical journal for the benefit of the
whole profession.
The student in order that he might become a competent physician or surgeon, must attend a number
of necropsies and there see with his own eyes the
pathological changes that go on in the body, as a result
of bacterial infection, or otber injury. The need for
necropsies for teaching purposes is great and ver^- important.
I am sure that every one of us Avhen called iipon to
consult a doctor about our own ailments or that of one
of the members of our family, would like to feel that
we were getting the advice of a man thoroughly conversed in the knowledge of medicine, one that had a
clear insight into the various pathological changes going on in the body. To be sure of this, we mu.st insist
that our students make many exhaustive and thorough
examinations of the various diseases as found in the
post mortem room.
The post mortem is of inestimable value to the
practising pbysician or surgeon. Numbers of their
eases are very obscure and difficult to diagnose, and
at times it is impossible to give an opinion at all. You
can readily appreciate the importance of an examination of the body in a ease of this kind. The physician
would be fortified against an error in diagnosis should
a similar case come before him.
They are also of essential value for statistical purposes. Vital statistics concerning the cause of death
from the functional and chronic diseases as derived
from death certificates signed without an examination
of the diseased body are of little A-alue. Ca'bot some
time ago in a study of 3,000 autopsies, found that
kidney diseases were only diagnosed correctly by physicians in 50 per cent, of the cases, heart diseases in 39
per cent., and abscesses of the liver in 20 per cent.
Statistics based on clinical diagnosis are really not of
(Continued on page j/ )
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of EMBALMING

A Review Course of instruction for readers of
Canadian Furniture W orld and The Undertaker
By Howard S. Eckels, Ph. G.
ARTICLE I.

by which we mean the chemical disinfection of the dead human body is the process by which the body is prepared in a
manner which science has proven will make it
cease to be a source of danger to the living, whether of
the family, the relatives and friends attending the
funeral, or of the community at large.
The objects of embalming are obvious. It is the
only means of preserving the body for an indefinite
period, and it is the proper method for the destruction
of the infective and putrefactive bacteria. If properly
done by the embalmer. it will prserve the features, restore the good appearance, expression and most of the
complexion, so that for funeral purposes the result
will give comfort and satisfaction to the family and
friends.
EMBALMING,

Embalming, therefore, is necessary not only from a
hygienic standpoint, but because of the desire
of those who have lost a loved one, to look on
the features for the last time in the most nearly natural
condition, and to feel that the inevitable processes of
dissolution and decay have been arrested, at least for
a long period of time.
Embalming prevents all obnoxious odors and gases
and renders the atmosphere of the death chamber free
from all contaminating and objectionable conditions.
To the lay mind, embalming seemg a mysterious application of a difficult art. To the embalmer with a
proper knowledge of the human body, it is a science
founded on logical reasoning and thoroughly established facts.
To embalm a body property it is necessary to use the
arteries for the distribution of the preservative and
disinfecting fluid throughout the tissue. This is necessary because in life Nature preserves the body from
decay by sending the life-giving fluid, blood, through
these channels. If we are to chemically preserve the
body after death, we must imitate Nature's method as
closely as possible and direct the floAv of embalming
fluid
in theinnearest
possible approach to the blood's
circulation
life.
It seems almost trite to say that circulation is the
basis of arterial embalming. Every embalmer knows
that unless he can secure circulation a proper distribution of his embalming fluid is absolutely impossible.
In life the heart pumps a quantity equal to the complete volume of the blood in the body once every 60
seconds. Embalming would be almost as short a task
as some embalmers try to make it if we could secure
as rapid a circulation when the body comes into our
hands.
Of course, we cannot.
The body itself — the arteries, the veins and the
capillaries are in an entirely difiierent physical condition than when life existed, and, therefore, it would be
impossible for us to cause even fresh arterial blood to
circulate with the freedom which it does naturally
when life exists.
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The astringent quality of most embalming fluids adds
greatly to our difficulties, however, when we begin injecting. Itisn't altogether the body; too frequently
the fluid itself adds to our trouble.
We all realize that we cannot pour molasses as
rapidly
as we can alcohol ; the consistency of the two
differ widely.
But, as between embalming fluid and blood, the conditions are exactly reversed. The more viscid .substance flows through the arteries far more readily than
does the clearer and sparkling embalming fluid.
The reason, then, cannot be in their molecular composition. It must be in their chemical attributes,
coupled, of course, with the fact that there has been
some change in the structure of the veins and arteries
themselves.
Plainly, then, the difference between
be largely one of chemistry.
The blood circulates freely through
system because it is designed by Nature
that one thing and to perform that
Nature never makes a mistake.

the two must
the capillary
to do exactly
one function.

A study of the arteries, therefore, must attract our
first attention.
Arteries are tubes which convey the blood from
the heart to all parts of the body. In normal bodies
they are elastic and strong, have a creamy white color
and contain no valves. Prom an embalmer 's conception of their location, those which are used for embalming are found in the same place in all persons,
with very rare exceptions.
Arteries are composed of three coats, the extenial,
middle and internal. These three walls of the arteries
are also known as the vascular, the fibrous and the
mucous coats. They usually adhere to each other, although in some diseases, such as dropsy. Bright 's
disease and oedema, the lesions that hold these coats
together are destroyed by the disease. When this con
dition exists, the embalmer needs to use extreme care to
enter the arterial tube in the proper channel, lest he
curl up the inner coat ahead of his tube and block the
circulation.
The general or systemic circulation being composed
of the arteries, veins and capillaries, we therefore
direct your attention next to the structure of the veins.
Veins are tubes which return the blood from all
parts of the body to the heart. They also are composed of three coats, and contain many valves, especially in the extremities, the arms and legs. They
are there for the purpose of controlling the cireiTlation
of the blood, directing it always from the tissue to the
centre of the circulation (the heart) and keep the
blood alwa.ys moving in one direction. Therefore the
veins will not distribute the embalming fluid to the
tissues even thoug'h the embalmer were to use them by
intention or by error, by mistaking the vein for the
artery. The valves in the veins would prevent a proper
flow of the fluid and, worse still, the injection of fluid
into the veins usually results in discoloration in the
face, neck and ears. A realization of the fundamentals of these valves is essential to the practical embalmer who is desirous of producing a good appearance
in the body he embalms.
Later, complete instructions on properly draining
the blood through the veins, in a thorough, modern and
scientific manner, will be given.
( Continued next month J
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EMBALMERS' EXAMINATION RESULTS
The results of the examination for embalmers' certificates, which were held at Toronto Univemity following the recent C. E. A. Convention, are as follows :
Some 21 candidates presented themselves before the
Ontario Board of Examiners and 13 were sxiccessful.
Those passing were :
Honors — 'Charles H. Hulse, Orangeville ; E. J. Hicke,
Essex; Andrew Edwards, Kitchener; Arthur Perrin,
Hamilton ; R. W. Ritchie, North Bay ; W. H. Matthews,
Carleton Place.
Pass — E. E. Sponenburg, Windsor; Roy Hosea,
Kitchener ; Charles Dean, Glencoe ; Joseph Senn, Hagersville ; Stanley H. Johnston, Brockville ; Oeo. H. Cobley, Simeoe : E. H. Anderson, Gait.
CASKET

DISPLAY

DURING

LONDON

FAIR

The Globe Casket Co., London, Ont., made a display
of their new line of spartan finish caskets in their
showrooms during the London Fair last month. Many
visiting funeral directors inspected the display. The
spartan gold-finished casket, one of the handsomest
shown in the exhibit, was purchased by Stedman Bros.,
Petrolia.
CASKET

TRAVELERS'

ANNUAL

MEETING

The annual meeting of the Casket Travelers' Association of America, the representative organization of
the trade was held in Syracuse, N.Y., on Seotember 18.
during the meeting of the New York State Emlbalmers'
Association. Many matters of importance were discussed under the chairmanship of President Simeon
Wile. Secretary Josef Nellbach reported a large
registration.
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scopical report by the pathologist is a very valuable
record indeed.
Intelligent people of to-day insist that medicine be
stripped of its shroud of mysticism and secrecy. It is
right that they should, and furthermore in the event
of death of any of their relatives, they should insist on
a post mortem examination in order that they might
know what the family weaknesses are, whether there
is any tuberculous or cancer tendency, and thus be prepared to safeguard the other members of the family.

A. W. Butler & Son, St. Catharines, have added anew auto hearse to their funeral equipment.
It is
built on a Reo chassis.
Mr. Butler, senior, being a
cabinet maker by trade built the body.
The design
and trimmings are very attractive in appearance.
AFTERMATH OF C. E. A. CONVENTION
( Continued from page 4j )

funeral directors and the medical profession should be
heeded. It is another sign of the times which shows
that the elevating we do ourselves means much for the
raising of the professional standard. Dr. Robinson's
address in full is published on another page of this
Read it; it will do you good.
issue.
Prof. Renouard's address during the afternoon of
the first day contained much meat. He dwelt particularly on the substances that go to make up the
human body. From a few scattered notes we give on
another page a gist of some of his remarks in that
address.

NOTES

Geo. Dart, Port Colborne, Ont., has purchased a new
auto hearse.
Ambulances, funeral care and undertakers' auto
wagons and carriages are exempt from the general
"gasless" Sundays law in the United States.
A. B. Greer & Son's Studebaker service car was
stolen from their place at London recently, and later
figured in an accident near St. Thomas. The two
thieves who stole the car escaped.
Joe Thompson, of the MeCabe & Co., Toronto, staff,
joined the benedicts recently. He was married to
Miss Marie Botting, of C'oldwater. His young friends
in the undertaking business gave him a great reception the day of his wedding.
J. H. M. Vaughan. funeral director and furniture
dealer at Scotland, Ont., died on Septemlber 14, of
pneumonia, after an illness of twelve days. The
funeral was conducted by Prank Wilcox, of Waterford,
and is said to have 'been one of the largest seen in
Western Ontario for some time. There were 45 autos
and 47 horse-drawn carriages following the hearse.
Mr. Vaughan 's son will continue the business.
NECROPSIES OR POST MORTEM CASES
( Continued from page 48 )
much value to the science of medicine.
Whereas a
record of a case worked out carefully by the physician,
combined with a complete
anatomical
and micro-

fAR
ANAp
^
EMBALMING
FLUID^
THE PRICES OF ALL GOOD
ADVANCE.
Get YOUR

ORDER

FLUIDS

MUST

in now and save money later.

Our price is still $1 8.00 a case, or $7.50 a gallon NET.
Concentrated.
We cannot hold to this price when our stocks are depleted.
We can still save you money because we have large
stocks on hand.
Many of our customers have already filed orders for their
requirements for a year from this date.
CARANAC

LABORATORY

PETERBOROUGH,

ONT.

There, is no better Fluid in the world than C ARAN AC
MADE

IN CANADA
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Summary of Remarks by Prof. Renouard,
at C. E. A. Convention.
Prof. Renouard in his first lectuure told of the human
body being composed of some 63 suibstances, seven
or eight of which were very important elements which
formed tAVO-thirds of the body; salt, lime, soda, albumen, potash and phosphate. These elements if
subdivided would make up the 63 subsitanees.
Then there were heat, air and moisture, without
which life could not exist. These three elements were
also necessary for decay. After death, putrefaction
set in, the first stage of decay.
The Professor here touched on autopsies, saying,
while it mig'ht be a little harder to embalm an autopsied
body, it could be done.
He compared the rust of metals to the decay of the
human body. Putrefaction was based on fermentation. Fermentation means splitting into fragments.
The embalmer's object is to check fermentation.
There are various forms of embalming. Food is
emibalmed to prevent fermentation. He instanced the
souring of milk and compared its stages with that of
decay in the human body.
When the em'balmer is first called in to attend on a
body he finds the arm has become rigid, showing that
the body has undergone fermentation — souring of the
muscle juices.
Rigor mortis, he explained, and dwelt at some length
on the second stage of decay, called alkaline fermentation. Fermentation generally depends much on the
temperature in which the body is placed. With alkaline fermentation removed, the body again_ becomes
supple. Some undertakers say wait until this suppleness or flexibility becomes prominent before embalming a body. This is not good advice. Putrification
has already taken place. It is easier to prevent decay than to check it when it has commenced.
Returning to rigor mortis the Professor explained
the evolution of gas in the human body. Many embalmers do not know how to treat gas, and it is necessary to know. You can't fool science, nor the
corpse, nor nature, though you can fool yourself.
can prevent nature 's decay, but you can 't restore
You
that part that has decayed.
Nature is the best teacher we have. He instanced

the making of catsups to-day by -chemists' formula
and that "just like mother used to make." To-day
we are using embalmed catsups, that is. catsup in which
decay has been prevented by science. So, in embalming we must have some basic truths to work upon.
Don't blame the body or the weather when we otirselves are to blame by either using too little or too
Study each individual case.
much fluid.
decay Ave do so only temporarily. We
checking
In
emmay check decay for a time only. I have a body prebalmed in New York for 25 years, and it is well
served, but eventually it will go back to its elements in
this universe of ours.
Prof. Renouard told of the germs of decay, called
"ptomaines" and explained what they were and tbeir
action instancing ptomaine poisoning. The reason Ave
have senses of smell and taste is to prevent this. These
by thousands very
ptomaines multiply in a hody
quickly.
«
i • i
Then Ave have albumen. The Professor explamed
this substance, and told why a fat man decays more
quickly than a thin man.
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Air produces fire, flame, animation in the body; and
urea (poisons) produces coma, uremia, kidney diseases
of all kinds.
Then we have phosphates. Thase come from the
food we eat. Good quality of food is necessary to
sustain life, and the human body fertilizes the earth
with phosphates.
In the composition of gases, Prof. Renouard Avent
into much detail, and explained Avhy in the use of
formaldehyde one body turns stiff and another remains flexible. He told how formaldehyde is made
from wood alcohol heated over platinum plates, and
made into a dry gas and then mixed Avith Avater in 40
and 60 per cent, proportions.
Ammonia dissolves this formaldehyde, composed of
water and gas, and effects certain actions in the body.
Coming back to the alkaline condition of the body.
If we introduce an antiseptic, something that robs the
germs or puti'id plants of their food, they die of starvation. This is the object of embalming, and this is
how we preserve the body.

Taking up the circulation of the blood, Prof. Renouard told of Harvey's discovery' of the arterial circulation of the be
blood
in 1628, and' told hoAV the various
arteries could
found.
Arteries in life take the blood to all parts of the
body, and after death they will also carry embalming
fluid to all parts of the body. Arteries are in the
same place in all bodies, except in some abnormal
cases. They are normally of a creamy color. Naturally after death they are empty, though not completely
except in cases of sudden death, AA'^hen they are full
so, blood.
of
Arteries are strong, elastic tubes Avhich feed the
the blood to the various organs
veins
body.distribute
of the and

Before closing the Professor gave some incidents of
his work in London, Eng., at the time he helped inaugurate embalming study among the British undertakers.

r

P., whoin
of the C.wasE. born
late Levi Morris, father of F. F. Morri;s, A'. P. Morris
diedThe early last month at BowmanviUe. Ont. ofMr,Bowmaiiville.
Ont.. for
the Isle of Wight in 1836. and was a resident
in charge of A. A. Crowle,
the past 6.5 years. The funeral wasBowmanville;
N. B. Cobbledick.
Oshawa, assisted by A. M. AVilliams,
unand Alex. Laing, Kjrby OtherpresiToronto; Geo. Eilbeel<, Newcastle,
3.
\.
and
Cobeurg.t^oral tributesMcArthur.
dertakersCpresentE.wereA. Nelson
from business
beautiful
ManyTait,
dent of the
houses and friends expressed sympathy for those bereaved.
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Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saiii'

Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa
Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

St.Orobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-140 St. Paul St.

ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Brantford —
H. S. Peiree & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalm er.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, E. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

SOME

DAY

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blaehford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Eobinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

QUEBEC
Tees
&
Co.,
Montreal
—
St. West. 912 St. Catherine

Phone lOti.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.

London —
Ferguson's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.

Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

Orillia
— Strachan,
W. A.
Successor to
11. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Washington, Fleurv Burial
Co., 685 Queen St. E.
J. C. Van Camp,
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

DIOXIN

WILL

These are Some

BE

GOOD

USED

BY

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton

Campbell
Brandon
— & Campbell.
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
— rdale Co. Ltd.
Clark-Leathe
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
SaskatoonYoung, A. E.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

NEW

Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA

Geo. J.— iChapman
Toronto
742 Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amibulance service.

Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.

CALLY EVERY

H.

St.William,
Thomas-P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fiuid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More Peroxide than Any

Other Fluid Made

S. ECKELS

221 FERN AVENUE
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

&

COMPANY

!
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted
Concentrated

FOR SALE A good and up-to-date hearse and sleigh, painted
a .year ago.
Good reason for selling. Particulars and
photo on lapplieation. Box 60, Canadian Furniture World. 32
a-s
Colborne St., Toronto.
FOR SALE — Eight column funeral ear, hj Cunningham, best
hearse in city of Toronto; 1 single deck casket wagon, carved
sides, by Guy; 1 combination embalming and casket wagon,
portable top. This rig also makes a nice church or pleasure
trap with two seats. 1 undertakers' furniture and casket
top; 1 Russian two-seat cutter; 2 sets single
sleigh, portalile
harness.
All for sale cheap. Apply to W. K. Murphy, 366
Bathurst St., Toronto.
POSITION WANTED — As an embal-mer and funeral director,
holding both licenses, also furniture experience. Age 27,
married; can furnish best references. Apply Box 61,
Canadian Furniture World and Undertaker, 32 Colborne St.,
Toronto.

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.

Egyptian

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five
words.If Each
word tMO cents.
Box isadditions
required I
5 cents extra 'o cover postage, etc.
Cash must accompany each order
— no accounts bookc-d.

FOR SALE — Motor hearse, brand new, never been used, will
sell cheap for quick sale; built on an Al Cadillac chassis in
good running condition. Apply M. R. Nash, 1153 St. Clair
Ave., Toronto.
Phone Junction 6190.
Send your

To "CANADIAN

Larger Bottles filled up with water

Chemical

Co. Boston, u.s.a

FURNITURE
WANT

ADS.
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CHAMPION
" The

Leader

FLUID

fot

Generations

"

Makes

Highest

Maximum

Possible
Quality

EMBALMING

Quantity

FLUID
100% PURE CHEMICALS
PERFECT COSMETIC EffTCT
COMBINED WITH UNSURPASSED
PRESERVATIVE, ANTISEPTIC
QUALITIES.
DIRECTIONS.
Tnf codleftts of
r:(Hlf irijitc Uet

Has no equal for
producing life-like
cosmetic effect.

The

most economical embalming fluid
on the market.

Fof in?
IirsimWHjrts'ijlfc piph!
inifcliof.
Ik'
<Itiarft
Qf fluid
ounces,mjiiEfclicr
with a strongef solution a'^ fSt cjse rt<juifei

THE CHAMPION
CHEMICALC2.
SPRINGFIELD. OHIO.

If a better embalming fluid than Champion
could be compounded, we would compound it

The

Champion
DR.

Chemical

Co.,

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
Canadian Manager
74 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO

Ohio

The

"Banner"
"FITS

THE

^ The above illustration shows how

Spiral

Spring

BODY"

the individual coils of this

famous bedspring act under the varying degrees of pressure to
which they are subjected by different portions of the body. It
shows why the BANNER
is so particularly comfortable and why
it is therefore the most popular bedspring on the market to-day.
q The BANNER
Spring cannot sag. Its 1 00 oil-tempered steel
coils are held together at the top by a unique interlacing of
steel wires that allow independent action, yet entirely prevent
any possible unevenness of surface. The BANNER
will remain
comfortable for a lifetime and its non-rusting finish will not
damage bedding.
Recommend the Ostermoor Mattress with the BANNER
as a splendid combination for sleep comfort.

ALASKA

BEDDING

Spring

limTted

Makers of High-Grade Bedsteads and Bedding
400
sT„«

St. Ambroise

Associated with SIMMONS

Street,
COMPANY,

MONTREAL
Kenosha, Wis., US.A.

LEND

the

way

they

FIGHT

Are

you measuring

of this phrase }
the boys
limit?

up to the

Are

you

standard

backing

of our fair Dominion

There

must

be only one

and

that answer

is YES.

Can

you

yes ?

answer

And

well, say it again — double

up

to the
answer,

if you

can

up.
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K-K

THE
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The Original
KIDDIE-KARS
(3 sizes)
K.K. TRAILERS
(Attach to any
Kiddie-Kar)
K.K. KOASTERS
K.K. KICKERS
K.K. KLIPPERS
(2 sizes)
Dealers' Discounts
on application

The K. K. KLIPPER

The K. K. KICKER
Until now no toy has ever really equalled the
old-fashioned sleigh for healthy winter fun, but
with the KICKER comes a new era in winter
sports. It is proving extremely popular, and
your Christmas stock is not complete without
a few.

The K. K. KLIPPER, like the Kiddie Kar,
finds favor alike with parent and child. It is
designed especially to strengthen the arms and
shoulders, being propelled by means of a rubbertipped rod which moves back and forth, necessitating an arm movement very much like that
of rowing.
No. 2

Retail Price
$2.75

CANADIAN

K-K

Retail Price

COMPANY

ELORA

-

3.50
' No. 1 size $3.00

LIMITED

ONTARIO

MARK

TRADE

Marshall
by

Cushions

Canadian

Endorsed

Manufacturers

The followiug firms have placed their endorsement on the Marshall cushion by usnig: them in
the manufacture of their finest upholstered furniture. When such firms as these recommend them
get:
vou can be sure that your customers will be mor.^ than pleased with the solid comfort they will

The Baetz Bros. Furniture Co. Ltd., Kitchener.
J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg.
The Bell Furniture Co., Southampton.
Canada Furniture Manufacturers Ltd., Waterloo.
Campbell & Camphell, Brandon, Man.
The F. E. Coomhe Furniture Co., Kincardine.
De Luxe Upholstering Co., Kitchener.
The T. Eaton Co. Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.
Ell!S Furniture Co., Ingersoll, Ont.
Farquharson, Gifford Co. Ltd., Stratford.
E. Fournier, Montreal.
Gold Mfidal Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Geo. H. Hachborn & Co., Kitchener.
Hudson's Bay Co. Ltd., Winnipeg.
D. Hibner Furniture Co., Kitchener.
Kindel Bed Co. Ltd., Stratford.
Krug Furniture Co. Ltd., Kitchener.

Marshall

Ventilated

Mattress

Rattan Co. Ltd., Stratford.
The Imperial
Winnipeg.
Leslies,
.John C. Mundell Co. Ltd., Elora.
Murray-Kay Co. Limited, Toronto.
North American Bent Chair Co. Ltd., Owen Sound.
Robinson & Co. Limited, Winnipeg.
Robert Simpson Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Snyder Bros. Upholstering Co., Waterloo.
St. Lawrence Upholstering Co., Montreal.
J. E. Smith & Co., Windsor, N.S.
A. M. Souter Co., Hamilton.
A. Stevenson, Saskatoon, Sask.
Wm. Trarford Furniture Co., London.
N. G. Valiciuette, Montreal.
Walker & Clegg. Wingham.
Waterloo Furniture Co, Ltd., Waterloo.
The Woeller Bolduc Cd., Waterloo.

Company,

Limited

- Toronto,

Successors to Marshall Sanitary Mattress Company, Limited

Canada
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DOLLARS

THAT

FIGHT

we don*t
It has been aptly said : "What good is money if
from us."
win the War ? The Prussians will take it away
m
Our brave sons and brothers are fighting " somewhere
everan
line
firing
the
France" to secure for us back of
lasting peace and security from the Germans and their
War of frightfulness.
It is the duty of those that are carrying on at home to form
to
a solid line of defence with their dollars with which
tion.
supply our fighting sons with arms and ammuni

utmost— and
Lend the way they fight. Buy bonds to your
then buy more. It is so little to loan your dollars to your
country. You have the best security in the world, and
receive good interest on your investment.

IMIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMinill
UTMOST
TO YOUR
BONDS
BUY VICTORY
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This space donated to the Victory Loan Committee by
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Company,
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ONTARIO
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No. 8402
Quartered Oak

No. 8408
Mahogany and Black Walnut

The Library Tables here illustrated you will find exceptionally ready sellers.
Order now and save any possibility of disappointment later on.
All in stock ready for prompt shipment.

No. 8411
Mahogany and Black Walnut

The

George

No. 8405
Mahogany and Black Walnut

McLagan
STRATFORD
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Would

Your

n,

the

, , „„

,„„

,

Kaiser

Business?

I
I

Ask yourself this question : "If we should fail to win this War
would happen to my business ? "

1

What is left of business in the invaded districts of France and Belgium '>
Kumation!!
'

I

I

DEFEND

YOURSELF

|

WITH

VICTORY

what

BONDS

I
1
I
f

I

i
I
j

f7^;y citizen— every business man— has weapons of defence ready to
his hand.
These weapons are Victory Bonds.
We cannot all fight
with guns and bayonets but we can all fight with Victory Bonds.

I
i
I

j
I
I

Every on^ of Canada's Victory Bonds bought by you is a new assurance
to every Canadian soldier that Canada stands behind him
ready to send
tood and munitions and to care for those he has left in Canada.

I
i
I

jI

I
1

I
I

Canada's
Victory
guarantee
Canada
willCanadian
keep on soldiers
produ
cing
food,
munitions
andBonds
supplies
to bringthat
victory
to the
in
prance and that Canada will provide for their loved ones while they are
nghting for our freedom.

i
1

I

Therefore when you buy Victory Bonds you help Canada

I

I
I
I
j

—you help to maintain the production of food, munitions and supplies
which our soldiers must have-and the money paid for these products
helps to maintain business and industrial conditions by which the productive efficiency of Canada can be kept at high pressure.

1
i
1
i

I
I

Your investment in Victory Bonds will be a link in the complete chain of
helping our soldiers, helping the country, and thereby also helping yourself.

I

LEND
BUY

I

The

George

'

THE
BONDS

WAY
TO

McLagan
STRATFORD

THEY
THE

finance the War

I

FIGHT

UTMOST

Furniture
Co., Limited
I
.
ONTARIO
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Standard

Qu
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In the manufacture of our products
we have constantly maintained
"quality," which has placed them in
many of the best homes in Canada.

The new Diningroom Suite illustrated herewith is made in GUM
WOOD. It is up-to-date in every
respect and will prove a good
seller. The price will interest you.
Get it to-day.
1 1
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Fears

Victory

/ UST

as the

a

Bond

Hun

fears a bayonet,

he

' fears a Victory Bond ; for deep down
in his heart he knows that money means
w%

materials

of war.

Buy

and

Your

soldiers means
adian
Canfor
defeat
him.

shells and

He

knows

bayonets

that guns

in the hands

of

crushing

BondBuy

Get

into

the

offensive

buy — buy — Victory

and

buy —

Bonds.

To-day

This

is the best way

you

can help our

brave boys "over there" to go over the
top, feeling that the folks at home are
backing them up to the last ditch.

Space contributed to the Victory Loan Committee by

STRATFORD
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BUY

more

Bonds

LEND!

good

you

our

back

Advise

your

Victory

they

yield

returns
boys

and

*'over

customers

to

buy
Bonds
." to their utmost.
there

The

Imperial

Rattan

Co., Limited
STRATFORD
:
: ONTARIO
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Go

over

the

with

a

When

you Fight— FIGHT

When

you Buy — BUY
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Top

Victory

Bond

Canada asks her people to subscribe half a billion
dollars to her second Victory Loan. Will you do
your bit towards winning the great war by lending
your money

to your country.

Buy Victory Bonds — they yield you good returns.

Canadian
32 Colborne Street - Toronto
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QUEEN

ANNE

Llvingroom

MOTIF

Suite No.

6321

This luxurious suite is most attractive and substantial.
Made

in mahogany

Construction
«

with

Marshall

Sanitary Spring

Cushions, and can be covered with any

material suitable to the purchaser.

Write US for prices to-day.
interest you.

Sure to

At any time when you are in
Toronto, don't fail to visit our
permanent showrooms, 136-140
King Street East. We have always
on display samples of the newest
and latest-designed furniture.

FACTORIES :
WOODSTOCK
KITCHENER
WATERLOO
SEAFORTH

AN

ADA

ruRNiTURE
[an ADA Furniture

GENERAL OFFICES : WOODSTOCK,
WHOLESALE
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Manufacturers
Limited
M

SHOWROOMS

:

ONT.

TORONTO
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FACTORIES :
WliNGHAM
WALKERTON
WIARTON

WINNIPEG
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The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American
Furniture Co.,
Limited
Ontario
Owen Sound

Leather

14^ e carry in slocJ^ all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish,

THE UNDERTAKER

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled
Catalogues sent on application

and

Goat

Grain

Finishes

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides
The

Upholstery Springs
Highest quality Upholstery Springs,
made from the finest grade High Carbon Steel Wire, oil tempered aher
the coihng operation, thus insuring
uniform strength
and "No
Set."HighRemember, the quality
of your
using.
Grade Upholstering depends entirely
on the quality of the springs you are

most economical leather on the
market.

Let us quote you on cut stock.

HELICAL SPRINGS
for spring bed and mattress fabrics.
Get the habit ; buy Cz.nadian springs.

Boullee Fraser Leather Mfg. Co.,
234 Canal Street, NEW YORK

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

Unsurpassed
Light and spriugy, free from dust or
odor, and proof against vermin, it is
unsurpassed in its possession of every
essential of a pert'ecL mattress filling —
qualities that mean Comfort, Assurance and Certainty of Sanitation.
It is superior to most hair in quality,
and beats it easily in economy.
Write us for prices and literature.

The

The

Mattress Filler that "Comes

Canadian

Feather

&

Back"

Mattress

Limited
Toronto

-

Ottawa

Co.

CANADIAN
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DESKS

CHRISTMAS

TRADE
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The

successful

furniture

who

IS in dead

earnest

business — no

longer

dealer — we

about
buys

mean

makmg
desks

the man

money

from

m

the

" whoever

comes along. " He investigates; and he does it
so thoroughly that when he arrives at a decision his
worries

are over.

And that is all we ask of you. Investigate our desks, and we are
satished that you will put them on your floor for the coming
Christmas trade.

We have a comprehensive line of Gift Furniture that will "go
over the top" this season.

WE MANUFACTURE
Bed Room Suites
Dining Room Suites
Hall, Library and Centre Tables
Jardmiere Stands
Music and Medical Cabinets
Ward robes
Odd Dies sers
Desks and Secretaries
Bookcases
etc.

The

MEAFORD

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,
MEAFORD,

-

Limited
ONTARIO
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are the kind you want

Have

that

WORLD

-Made

ME

Frames

Picture

last time because

again if you have had them

"TAKE
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AND

they

LOOK"

HOME

limited
BROS.,
MATTHEWS
THE BIG CANADIAN MOULDING HOUSE
1906 DUNDAS
STREET WEST
TORONTO,
CANADA

Try Out This

Big Profit Maker
This Shafer Cedar Chest is a live seller
because it combines altraclivei ess, fashion
and utility with moderate price — an appeal
the modern woman can't resist.
Write For Catalogue
D. L. SHAFER

Mahogany Finished
Made in Three Sizes

T

&

ST. THOMAS

BEDS

COMPANY
ONTARIO

of

WOOD

Equipped with Seng Reversible
Steel Side and End Rails.
Made

of carefully selected material and excellently finished,

in Walnut,
Enamel.

Mahogany,

or any

Write for particulars ana
information of this
new line.

The

North

American

Bent

Chair

Co.,

Limited

OWEN SOUND
ONTARIO

CANADIAN
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WORLD

Aristocrat

AND

of the Diningroom* *

-TOP

TWINS

VICTORY

be

paid

for by

Twins"

will

save

To

nothing

Can

say

features

embodied

TRY

The

Chesley

BONDS

the

you
of

money

''Tilt-Top
alone.

in floor space

the

many

in these

other

good

tables.

THEM

Furniture

CHESLEY
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THE
OF

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE
SLIDE

YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

WE ARE
SLIDE SPECIALISTS
Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many Canadian Table-makers use

THE
WABASH
JABL[
SLIDE
!
r MANUFACTURED
BY

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We furnish Better SLIDES at
Lower Cost.
Made by

B.WALTERa^CO.
■ WABASH
IND.

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

WABASH

November, 1918.

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Representative :
Mr. Frank A. Smith, Kitchener, Ont.

HELP SELL TABLES.
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES

SLIDES

LIVE

DEALERS

ARE

IN LINE

rtiidy
to handle
a hf*a\
y winter's
* "Peerless'' Fdljintr
Tallies.
Tliere's
bound liusiness
to be ainconsta-.t
demand fir them. At lodges, meetings and socials — in
the heme — everywhere — there is a place for the

D
P
Write — if you want to get in on our special gross lot
offer — a profitable proposition to furniture-dealers every\vhere

FOLDING TABLEIts strength
■'Peerless''
Table bywillactuo!
support a weishtis ofreniai
l.iioOkable.
poundsA without
a quiver,
test. Always on the .job when wanted. Easi y disposed
of when nut in u^e. YOUR customers wiil readily appreciate the main ad'-antases of the ' 'Peirless' Folding Table.
Take your place ainont; the live-wire furniture men who
are pushing aiid selling "'Peerless'' icensefs
Tables. and Dept. W.
nufaclurcrs LONDON
Hourd & Co., Limited

BONDS

VICTORY

PHILLIPS'

PHILLIPS

MOULDINGS

Both

Good-

Buy

Them-

MANUFACTURING

Mouldings,

Frames,

258-326

Carlaw

Framed

CO.,

Pictures,

Ave., Toronto,

Limited

Mirrors

Ont.

15
November, 1918.
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MEDAL
and

LINE

PHONOGRAPHS

[
|

All the Comforts of Home — This is what people want for the long
Winter nights. The public have the money just waiting for the dealer
to show the goods.
Select a few pieces from our new catalogue.

m

I THE
I
H

iii

GOLD

Model "F,' Gold Medal J'honograph

MEDAL
FURNITURE
MFG.
CO., LIMITED
Head Office and Factory— Van Home St., Toronto
Factorie. at UXBRIDGE, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG.
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the prosperity

supply our boys "over

BUY

WORLD

of Canada

;

the necessary

equipments

secure Victory

VICTOR
(5>^%

Y

BONDS

Interest)

Space Contributad to Victory Loan Committae by

BEDDING
STANDARD
Manufacturers of the Famous Hygienic Mattress

THE

27-29
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PAYS

THE
WANT
ADS
BRING

OUR
CANADIAN

CIRCULATION

FURNITURE

COVERS
THE

RESULTS

FIELD

WORLD

JFyou
somethingad. inhave
our ad.
column, for
and sale
you try
will abe want
surprised rt the results.
2 cent* per word
per insertion

2 cents per word
32 COLBORNE STREET
TORONTO

per insertion
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"MISSION"

PATTERN

Diningoom

Suite

No. 297— DINING SUITE
Plain Oak, Fumed or Golden Gloss Finish

It's nice to have your customers

satisfied with their pur-

chases, but it's better to have them delighted.
Delighted

is precisely the word

KNECHTEL

furniture.
service.
give superb

when

you

sell them

It's built to last a lifetime and

Diningroom suite No. 297, illustrated, made in plain oak,
fumed finish, is a good seller. Look it up on page iii.
Catalog 49.

THE

KNECHTEL

HANOVER

FURNITURE
LIMITED
ONTARIO

CO
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This
These

SuperTwo

Features

of

IN CANADA)

The Brunswick Method of reproduction has brought about an increased volume of sales. Dealers everywhere
join in praising this great idea.
Most dealers realize the drawbacks to old methods of reproduction, and the public, in becoming acquainted
with The Brunswick Method, is losing interest in yesterday's standards.
A description of the Ultona is enough to make the average buyer anxious to see this new all-record player.
In speaking of The Brunswick Tone Amplifier, we state how The Brunswick attains superior reproduction by
complying with acoustic laws, and how we avoid old conceptions.
THIS

IS

THE

HARVEST

SEASON,

GET

IN

ON

IT

NOW

!

Y ou've got the two greatest mventions of
the Phonograph industry to-day when you

This super-phonograph, as hundreds of
Brunswick Dealers will attest, has won

sell the Brunswick, and it's these two
exclusive features, the Ultona diaphragm,
which by a mere turn of the wrist you can
play any record CORRECTLY. It is

high rank as a profit and friend-maker.
And its popularity is ever increasing.
There are a number of places where we
know of openings for Brunswick Dealers
— places where men are required of the
calibre already represented among our
Brunswick Dealers, men who are aggressive and progressive.

a "3 in 1" reproducer, and the only
all-wood round amplifier in the world
to-day.
We use no metal castings nor tin. The

Increase your profits this holiday season,
send TO-NIGHT for particulars and
discounts.

and "mouth"
of this
rare
are holly
moulded
to "Throat"
meet correct
acoustic
requirements.
Remember,

you have the Brunswick

Record to link up with this line.
General Offices

The

Musical

Merchandise

Sales

Branches at Montreal and Winnipeg

Company

Excelsior Life Building
TORONTO

D. O. MCKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER
W. B HART
ADVERTISING MANAGER

Wm. J. BRYANS
JAMES O'HAGAN
EDITORS

Published by The Commercial Press, Ltd., 32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year in Canada, Great Hritain and British Colonies; $1.50 to the United States,
Vol. 8.

TORONTO,

PUTTING
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Duty of the merchant to lay a sohd financial foundation at the present for any future depression that may come his
way — ^Surplus funds may be mvested to advantage — Now is the time to make collections on all past due accounts.
IIIIMIIIIIMIIIMIIMIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIMIMIMnillllllllllllllllllliniMlllllinillllllllllllllMIIMIIIIIIIIjllllMIMII^
By Wm. .T. BRYANS.

is the time when retail merebants should put
in shape their financial afifains so that they will
be well equipped to face the future with the
hig-hest degree of confidence. A solid foundation
should now be laid that will allow the business to
weather any depression that the future may hold, as
well as afiford to it every opportunity of continuous expansion and prosperity.
NOW

General Prosperity in Retail Trade
These war-times have been (juite favorable ones for
the l etail merchant. The prosperity that has been enjoyed by the public on account of high wages and the
high prices that farmers have been receiving for their
products has been reflected in the retail trade in generally improved business and enlarged profits. Many
merchants have been making more money during the
past few years than ever before. Some have been inclined to allow this era of prosperity to go to their
head, indulging in personal extravagances that they
have not been accustomed to. They would appear to
believe that the enlarged profits of the recent past are
to always be theirs.

Those dealers who conduct a credit business need to
make a big drive on collections at the present time.
The public are earning more money than ever before,
and if they are ever going to be ahle to keep their current expenses cleared oE or wipe off old accounts, the
present is the time. Remember that collections can be
made comparatively easy at the present time because
the people have the money. There is almost certain to
come a time when the collections of accounts will be a
much more difficult problem. Keep that in mind and
gather in all the money due you NOW.
Investment of Surplus Cash

If the dealer takes this needed advice and strengthens his finances in the ways suggested, he is liable to
have more current S'urplus cash than is really needed
to operate his business at the present time. Now,
while it is a very nice thing for the dealer to have a
considerable amount of surplus cash in connection with
his business, it is liahle to prove a detriment unless he
watches himiself. For one thing, if he has plenty of
cash and payments can be easily met, he is inclined to
buy too freely and to allow his stock to become larger
than necessary. A good many dealers now in fair
Prepare for Less Favorable Days Ahead
circumstances, will have to admit, if they are perfectly
frank, that when they had less money they kept their
The writer is not a calamity howler for the future,
but it is only right to caution the retail merchants of stock in just as good shape in so far as ability to give
customens good service is concerned, and yet had conCanada that the business Run cannot be expected to
siderably less money tied up in stock. They did this
always shine as brightly for them as it has in the past
because it was necessary. It is unfortunate that they
couple of years. There is bound to come a time when
business will not be so favorable as at the present time,
do not continue to maintain their old-time efficiency in
.^vtock-keeping and buying.
and every merchant owes it to himself, his family and
Money is worth a good figure
his country to sihape his finances
these days, and if the dealer has
so that such a time will hold no
CONSIDER THE SQUIRRELS
fear for him.
any surplus cash he should have
it working for him. One of the
And even if there should be no
are wiseof
squivrel
little
the to
EVEN
hest investments that the mere ins times
|irepar
enoiifili
cloud of depression descend upon
may
they
which
store
a
plenty
chant can get at the present time
him. it is well for the merchant to
fall back upon during the wintry
are the Canadian war loans which
be fiiuHicially equipped, to be on
flays. How much more should the
combine safety of capital with a
merchant realize the need of prethe aggressive at a time when
good interest return. Another
ity
prosper
of
days
these
in
parin<i
competition is bound to he keen
a finiancial reserve which he may
and when there will be need of
\^ictory Loan is now being offered
fall back upon during any winter of
and merchants with surplus cash
business depression that the future
him pushing strongly for business
mav hold.
will
ment. find it an excellent investin order to attain greater development.
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Practical gifts will be much in vogue this year, and furniture fills the bill in a pleasing manner — Boost housefurnishings for gift purposes — Advertisement used last year by retail furniture dealers in pushing this trade.
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PRACTICAL Christmas gifts Avill be more in demand
this year than ever before, and there is nothing
more ajapropriate in this regard than furniture.
The furniture dealer should feature this fact in going
after business, pushing furniture strongly for gift
purposes.
As A. E. Evans, of Cornwall, Out., said in a panel in
his Xmas ad. last year:
"At a time like Christmas, a good piece of
furniture is worth a carload of useless presents.
It is the best thing that can be brought into the
home. It is 'a thing of beauty and a joy forever.' "
In an introduction
to a Xmas furniture ad. last year,
the T. Eaton Co. Ltd.. of Toronto, said: "Seek the

surprise her this Xmas? Or probably it is a bedroom
or dining room suite — ^\A^e can please the most discriminating atastonishing low prices."
Sheridan's Furniture Store of Brockville, Ont., said
in a Xmas ad: "It Avould be very hard to suggest an
article or gift that would be more appreciated than a
piece of furniture. Because it helps to beautify the
home and always will be enjoyed by the entire family.
Christmas shopping in a store like ours is a pleasure
because there are many things to select from. Whatevery you give, give something useful and they will all
have a Merry Christmas and happy thoughts after.
You may select any article in our store, to be laid aside
for late delivery. Come in and make your selection
now — let us help you with our most convenient, easy
terms."FIREPLACE

Practical

Gifts

Our fuinislied rooms havi; been converted into a display of
seasonable and sensible sifts, all nicely grouped. Every
article priced plainly so that you can view these beautiful
cus-U this season of the year manyto wait
gifts at tomersicnr
look around without havinf; anthea-^sistant
liVe to leisure.
display. We
on them. V\ e bad this fact in view, hence
enumerate : a lew articles to give you an ulea of our large
assortment
Beautiful Curtains
Work Tables
Attractive Side Drapes
Smokers Cabinets
Telephone Sets
Mahogany Bud Vases
Curates
Piano Lamps
Standard Floor Lamps
Dinner Wagons
Writing Desks
Fancy Tables
Bedsteads
Music Cabinets
Jardinieres
Magazine Stands
Jardiniere Stands
Palms
Music Seats
Table
Lamps
Trays
Wicker Work Baskets
Mahogany Candlesticks
Invalid's
Tables
Framed Pictures
Footstools
Tapestry Cushion Tops
Ladies' Work Screens
YOUR INSPECTION IS INVITED

WINDOW

BACKGROUND.

To make a fireplace window background design, put
two long boxes end on end for the side parts of the
fireplace. Cover the boxes with crepe paper of brick
design or else mark out the bricks on led cambric in
chalk.

Fasten small boards together on the pillars for a
shelf and right under this use black cambric or crepe
paper as a background. The nursery design that you
see at the top is a common stencil pattern that can be
purchased at almost any paint store. If such is not
available, you can cut it out of nursery wall paper or
get some suitable figure from your decorated Christmas

Campbell
& Campbell
Artistic House Turnishers
Small advertisement of Brandon store featuring practical
Christmas gifts.
practical gift of furniture, and lo, you find how charming it can be. As for example, these tables and ehairs
our artist has sketched beloAV, to say nothing of the
book shelves and tea trays, any one of which would
make an admirable present for the friend or relative
who is keen about interesting things for a house."
"The pleasing gift is the useful gift," was the heading of an ad. of H. A. Compton & Son, of Summerside, P.E.I. It read, "And what could be more pleasing to any woman than furniture — and what could be
more useful ? We are carrying for this ( Mifistnias trad*^
the largest .stock of furniture we ever cai'ried — and
every piece is of the best, though the price is low.
Make her happy this Christmas. She has been wantWhy not pleasantly
ing that comfortable rocker.

Fireplace window background described accompanying article.

crepe paper.. The wreaths and festooning at the top
should be made of natural evergreens or holly.
If you want a fire effect at the bottom you can get
it by using some charred sticks with a red electric light
globe buried under them. This will appear like burning coals. Or you can put a small electric fan in a
box, attach to it some shreds of red paper and have the
paper fiuttering up through the charred sticks.
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This display of toys prove i very popular witli the growu-ups as well as the kiddies and crowds were continually inspecting. The
automobile was cut out from a large bill-board poster aud mounted on heavy wall board. The Santa (Maus figure was a cut-out and
placed just behind he luto wiDh a he xvy rob3 thro wn iver his lap an 1 had the appearance of sitting at the wheel. A large panel at
back contained a Chinese scene. Every conceivable toy was placed in the window. Needless to say, this was a selling window.

Work

Wind

ow

to

Limit

Trade

Drive

in

Christmas

THE

dealer who neglects to work window display to the full limit in his Christinas trade campaign is neglecting a big opportunity.
It is a form of increased selling effort that may be
employed at a minimum cost. The merchant who decides on increased selling effoi't through
advertising must be prepared to stand an increased cost, but the window can be employed for this
purpose with practically no increased expense.
So make full use of this economical selling agent to boost sales. Begin to feature Xmas goods
early. Change displays often. Put real thought and study into their ari aiigement.

Suggestion I'or :i lidliday display cif fiiniilure.
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Suggestions for Christmas setting for interior of store.
INTERIOR

DISPLAY

PLATFORMS.

A platform for the interior display of Christmas
goods may be built around a post or in an open space
on the floor. The best method is to build three platforms out of inch lumber and build them up in a sort
of pyramid. These should be perfectly rigid so there
will be no danger of collapse in the midst of a Christmas crowd with accompanying damage to goods.
The first platform should be about 24 inches, the
second about 18 inches and the third about 15 inches.
All three should be covered with red cambric.
On the top build a framework in tlie shape of a
chimney and cover with brick crepe paper, or mark
bricks on the red cambric with white chalk.
Coming out at the top put a Santa Clans figure. A
Santa suit can be stuffed out for the body, mittens for
the hands and a Santa mask and cap stuffed out for the
head. If you can borrow an old wax head from a
clothing store to use the mask on you can get a better
effect.

DON'T

FORGET

THE

CHILDREN

Don't forget the children. Children bring trade to
any store. The little ones are most frequently sent
out to buy little forgotten things, and sometimes,
armed with a written list, quite a considerable bill. A
dealer who makes all of the children his friends, has
a multitude of walking advertisements — advertisements that advertise. Childhood is especially impressionable, and a retailer must make himself liked by
them if he wishes to increase his trade.
If you have never thought of this phase of building
up a business, try it out for the next sixty days, and
note the effect that it has upon your own trade.

By refunding out-of-town customers' fare, an
Indiana retailer got a lot of new trade for his store in
connection with a special clearance sale. The return
ticket had to be presented to show the amount expended and the refund was made at the rate of four
miles of fare for each dollar's worth purchased.

A well-arranged gift-section featuring lines suitable for Christmas giving.
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BEFORE

XMAS
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Use plenty of printer's ink in putting your Xmas message before the buying public— Well to plan advertising
campaign in advance — Advertisements should be changed frequently — Use good copy when going after trade.
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important factor in the attraction of a maximum
Christmas trade is the plentiful use of advertising. The windows are valuable selling agents
v.hich should be worked to the limit, but they reach
cnly those people who visit or pass the store. The store
that would reach out for business must do so by means
of advertising.
Prepare in Advance.
Spending money in advertising space does not necessarily mean advertising. The character and quality of
copy used has an important bearing on results. Much
thought should, accordingly be put into its preparation.
It is a wise dealer who decides in advance just what he
is going to do in the way of advertising during the
Xmas campaign, and- has the greater portion of his

advertising prepared beforehand. In this way the
maximum returns for money expended will be secured.
Chang-e Ads. Frequently.
An essential to maximum results is a frequent change
of copy. There are so many things in the average store
that can be suggested to advantage that the dealer who
neglects to change his ads. frequently is passing up a
big opportunity for increased sales. Make it a poini
to put as many different messages in regard to suitable
Xmas lines as possible before customers between now
and the actual coming of the holiday.
So, get busy right away on your Christmas advertising campaign. An early start will get the public thinking of gift selection in plenty of time and assist in
lessening
the rush that is usual as Christmas draws
near.

Gifts Sure to Please
For Ail the Family

Gift Suggestions In Furniture

EVERYTOING USEFUL

Gift Furniture
A List of Gifts With Prices

Telephoi^e Seti

^ Oid Chairt Library Tables
Music Csbind!

Under One Dollar
.Stokers imkat

From I to 2 Dollars
From 2 to 3 Dollars
WRia-HT'S J^imited
From 3 to 4 Dollars

i

KROINIER STIHOS

A MoiK Cobinet Would bt ArctplibU h Vilt or Dcagkler

From ^1 to 5 DoMars
From ' lo lO Dollar*
Chesterfields and Easy Chairs Evenings
From 10 to 20 Dollars

WRICHT'r LtMfTCD

WRIGHT S Limited

I Open

Open Tonight

Siiinpli's of Xmas advertising doiif by Wrishl's Limited, of Sydney, N.S., Tji-^tlj small, effective ad. by
f
• ■ ■ .
Brandon dealer.
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the Neilson
A description of the methods of preparing copy for filing and measuring advertisements followed by
Manager.
Furniture Co., Ltd., of Calgary, Alberta— An interesting article, by A. E. Harris. Advertising
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ADVERTISING, to bring the largest returns, mnst
be prepared with the following facts constantly
i]i mind — it must attract attention, arouse and
hold interest, create desire, and stimulate the reader to
action.
Advertising is news, and mighty important news of
your business. Much depends upon the person charged
with preparing it, who should have a thorough knowledge of the merchandise to be advertised.
Headlines Should Arouse Interest
The display or layout of the ad. should attract the
attention. The opening sentences or headlines should
arouse the interest. The descriptive matter should be
so compelling and suggestive as to create the desire
for the goods and constrain the reader to immediate
action. Newspaper ads. are usually run for one day
only and the action on the part of the reader must be
instantaneous almost.
Good display can be spoiled by dull copy and the
best copy nullified 'by poor, or indifferent layout and
bad type selection.

Stand out sharp, and bold on the printed advertisemert.
illustrations are on a par with headlines for attraciing attention. They should be large enough to be
distinct, and not so large as to crowd the descriptive
matter. They should be in entire keeping with the
subject. Most manufacturers are glad to supply cuts
if asked to. We use these, and also buy a cut service
of our own, which gives us exclusive illustrations.
Half-tones should not be used in newspapers, as they
do not print distinctly. Electrotypes, zine etchings
and stereotypes are the best.

Care in Preparation of Ad.
Since advertising costs good money, the ad. should
be begun in sufficient time for it to be in the hands of
the printer two or three days before it is to appear,
particularly so, where type is set by hand. A much
better job is thus assured, and nothing but the best is
good enouigh.
A dummy should be prepared, the copy plainly and
legibly written, and properly numbered. When an ad.
is sent to the printer written on scraps of paper a wellbalanced effective ad. cannot be expected. If results
are wanted extreme care must b« exercised in the
Write the copy over several times if it
preparation.
doesn't satisfy you. The
point is — "How will it ap-

As to Type and Borders
Our idea is that a light face border is best,
We
use two, two point rules as
borders. As few rules as
possible in the body of
the ad. should be used.
White space gives a much
neater and far more efSolid Black Walnut Dining
Wilton aCarpet
Sale ofSqF
Rooming LowSuite-Priced
fective appearance than
for SaturdayExceed- Brings
hairA
rules.
heavy bold
line rule is sufficient for
column separations where
S300.00
these are necessary.
— TiTiV
Too much bold or black
S95.00
S72.50
$100.00
are o Numbe of Odd Dinin« Ro
face type spoils the appearance also. Nothing
CHINA DEPT.
i Bedding Depts.
~
stands out clearly, and tlie
~ s^.tib
effect
presented
is a
CHESTERFIELDS
conglomeration of black
ink. A. clear face, sharp
$3.50
cut type is best to use.
have
pers
newspa
Most
suitable types which c/m
- $136.00
be found if looked for.
The printer usually can
300 Travellers'
Sample andPieceCIill
Clearing thf; Lajit of the
of Cretonnes
Marsliall Sanity y Mattress
S2.50
give good advice on th;^
S20.00
best types. It's his business.
The Use of Cuts
Headlines are first
read, and should convey
a definite message boiled
down into as few words
as possible. They should

$20.00 ■

Sample of the advertising done l.,v Tlie Neilson Furniture Company.

reader?'
Thepeal to the
proof
should be
carefully read and all
mistakes corrected. They
cannot be rectified after
the ad. is printed. Do not
throat if you put your
jump dowu the printer's
O.K.
on it.
the proof without
reading
Procedure in Preparing
Ad.
In preparing our ads.
we first ascertain from
each department manager
what he has to advertise.
We go personally to the
departments to see the
goods, as we can in this
way best get information
leiarding quantity, duality, and the various selling points to be used.
When the copy is all in
hand and ready, the space
to be used, or size of the
ad. is decided upon. The
dunnny is then mapped
out, lieadlines put in.
space for each depart-
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The Latest Home Furnishing Fashions are Displayed in Our Fall Stock
;cmbbgc of Furnltun- and Home Furnishings of .ill kinds, carefully selectef] from
for yourtfiU fi/1'J
Fall just
buying,the right
VVhctl-.cr
furni'ihing
home loir.plcte, or wi^h to
things youat thearc prices
yoil hadyourexpected.
In the Furniture
Depirtnent
painstaking
efforts
ha-zc
secured
Fine 1 Furniiurc
find, a in dc=igns ihat repreient the bcii effort
far the Itsakeis allofselected with the idea ofthethe pricvery best quahty v
'«ry roomThe inquality
the homli '
afford i' LOUIS XV. LIVING POOM SUITE
Spa<
A \cry cunts
[irt'.ty oidc-slgfl
In theni^s'crs)
graccf'ijof
|iU-iMng
the French

Of The Late Drapery Fabrics

$173.75
NEFLSON'S-The Store for Better Carpets
i-^dti'oithatof apntttrn".
qoM s
lablc and 'umi^lialjlc."
'05' attractive, best assorted .ii^d Id \aKTCs o
iiry invested, buy 3 good WHloii or .1 good
OUR PRICES ON WILTON SQUARES OUR PRICES ON BRUSSELS SQUARES
<s Sia.<JO:.rJ
S».90 -ii'i "!>go 1hi5 ^X 10i: 6. 838.25
333-75'"'^"^-l lit.
'-"■c
s:i0.eO^'>'lup
"-Ji^-i up"p « 1 < 9 S22.50
818.90 "na■'"d up'JP"0 Ihu.]t 13I v:.6 S4S.C0
856.70 ^i"-! uo
5» » «s > .S47.70
S36.00
'-la 'htni
nn.iK\3.i.
3 1 ir 872.00
S8I
.OO
3
'
J
S29.2S
390.00 "a
The Neilson Furniture Company, Ltd,
118-120 8th Avenue E.
Calgary, Alberta

Artistic advertisement used in a special fashion edition of a local paper.
ment apportioned, illustrations selected and placed,
and each item is given its proper position and
numbered. Type sizes and styles are next indicated
and it is ready for the printer.
The Use of Leaders
All items from each department are, as a rule,
grouped together under a heading from that department. This is simpler for the reader and most convenient when measuring the space. We endeavor to
choose, at least one item from each department as a
leader, and play it up strongly, both in the description and la.yout.
This, Ave find very successful.
We are firm believers in having prices in bold
figures. People like to know the cost of an article.
If the price is reduced, say 20 per cent., we do not, as a
rule, state it as 20 per cent. ot¥. That doesn't mean
much to the average woman. We say, rather, Reg.
$1.00, Special SO'c. She can then see at a glance the
i-edtiction.
A regular schedule is followed. A smaller ad. on
Monday with no price reductions, and a full page on
Friday, for Saturday .selling, is u-sed. The Frida.y ad.
rHuall.y carries price reductions. This .system enables
us to keep our stocks clear of stickers and odd lines.
Some merchandise is bought specially for the Saturday
selling.
Keep Scrap Book of All Ads.
We keep a scrap book of all our ads. with leaves
large enough for a page, 8 columns 'b.y 22 inches. As
each ad. is published it is clipped and pasted into this
book for further reference. Copies are also clipped,
and posted in each department, that our salesmen may
be thoroughly informed of what is advertised.
When the copy is sent to the printer, the space required, and the cost is entered in a journal. The bills
ai'e sent from our office to the advertising department
to be checked before paying. After the bill is passed,
each ad. is measured, and space used by each department is charged to it. For this we have a "department advertising distribution book" in loose leaf form.
Once a month eacli account is totaled and recapitula-

tions made on a sheet assigned for it. Twice a year a
recapitulation is made by mediums, which acts as a
double check on the totals. The one form does for
both charges and recapitulations. This method keeps
a close, easy cheek on our advertising expenditure and
enables us to keep well within our appropriation.
Link Display With Advertising
We link our window, and interior displays as mneh
as possible with our newspaper advertising. Price
tickets are printed in blue, Avith our name plate, and
the Avords, "As Advertised," Avhich are used on the
advertised merchandise. All other price tickets have
our name plate in 'black, so that if an article has not
been advertised it is not represented as (being advertised. This we find more than payis the cost of
printing.
Our experience is, that copy must be vital and
straight to the point, short and crisp, and carry a
specific message backed up by the goods. Systematic,
close check on expenditure, continual study of the
field, careful selection of lines, studious preparation of
cop.y, and everlasting perseverance, we should sa.y. are
necessary to 'successful advertising.
A CLUB

REST-ROOM

The following suggestion comes from a man of experience, Avho declares it can be done: A splendid idea
in a town of medium size would be for the merchants
to join hands and secure and equip a rest room for
their out-of-town patrons' use. There should be
two rooms, one for the men and one for the women,
besides the main room. Easy chairs, a couch, table
with late magazines, telephone, pictures on the Avails,
toilet rooms and other things needful to make it comfortable. Issue a directory of all firms in the town,
giving the lines they handle and street and number,
as well as firm name, and have several copies in the
room; hnt do not cover the walls with advertising.
Remember, it is to be a rest room, and make it such
to the exclusion of all else. If a restaurant can be
run in connection with it where meals or lunches can
be had at a fair price, do so.
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Excellent merchandizing organization works for efficiency in sales making — Second article of a series written for
the Canadian Furniture World by C. B. Chatfield, designer, with the Northern Furniture Co. of Sheboygan, Wis.
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IN a former article I have written something- of the
policies of the Northern Furniture Company, of
Sheboygan, Wis., in the hope that it may be of
practical interest to manufacturers in the Dominion.
These are troublous times, and many manufacturers
find themselves confronted by problems which are new
and strange, not the least of Avhich is the procuring of
raw material.
Working With Native Woods
I have told in my former article how we took the
native woods most conveniently at hand and turned
them into furniture sma?king of respectability. We did
it furthermore with the labor at home, and made such
help as was needed. How successful the Northern
Avas in this is accentuated by the fact that most of the
leading manufacturers of the Dominion have from time
to time piirchased models from the Sheboygan factory
to reproduce and develop for the benefit of the Canadian trade.
It is undoubtedly true that the Northern shows a
fairly long line, but it is also true that it is not one(|uartei- of the size of similar lines when compared to
the amount of goods actually shipped. How then can
this concern do a volume of business greater perhaps
than any woodworking plant in the United States, on
a relatively short line, for it really is such — and at the
same time occupv the position it does in its peculiar
field.
Value of Good Merchandising Organization
The answer itself is simple and comprehensive. The
Northern has the most complete merchandizing organization of any furniture factory in the country. The
Northei'u stands pre-eminent among case goods houses
in the disposition of its product.
The sales are credited two ways, directly to the salesman, and indirectly to the sales department. The
salesmen however, receive credit for all business which
comes oflf their territory. Direct sales, th^t is by personal solicitation, constitute about fifty-six percent.,
approximately, of the total orders booked. What the^i
of the remaining forty-four percent? This I will explain.
The super-sales if I may call them such, are t-aceable directly to the catalogue which is issued annually.
The mailing list includes dealers who never see a
representative of the company. Salesmen get in+o a
habit of calling on their friends, and in this way limit
their field to such prospects as they know personally.
The catalogue goes to all dealers alike, the word exclusive being unknown to the Northern, and the company, unlike the salesman, is pleased to call any dealer
friend who orders goods.

Having the Goods Ordered by Catalogue
But right here let me say that to hold the esteem of
the dealer who orders from a catalogue the factory must
always be in a position to make prompt shipment of

goods ordered, for the obvious reason that the small
dealer who orders from the catalogue u.sually has thrgoods sold. In fact, the Northern recognizes this to
be the case, and prepares to meet the condition before
the catalogue is issued or superseded by a new one.
Not only does this company have goods made up and
warehoused several weeks before the catalogue is off
the press, bat they depend upon the catalogue to work
of¥ old stock after it has been, ostensibly, discontinued.
The latter accounts in a large measure for the fact that
the Northern seldom has any "close outs."
Promoting Continuous Business
Another factor in promoting a continuous flow of
business is the fact that the Northern salesmen are
schooled to urge a dealer to keep the suite complete on
his floor. If he should break a suite the salesman who
along Avould miich rather take a fill-in order,
happens
than an order for a new suite Avhich perhaps your
dealer had not previously stocked.
It is a peculiar trait in human nature that people
covet their neighlbors' furniture among other things,
and if Mrs. Jones has a Louis XVI dining room set. it
is quite natural that Mrs. Smith Avill Avant one exactly
like it. A prominent merehandizer in Pittsburg has
a fashion of putting sold tags on the pieces he Avishes
to move — the sample never lea\'es the floor, and as fast
as sales are made a sale tag is tied to the piece, ad infinitum, oruntil his supply is exhausted.
Same Price and Terms to All

The Northern represientatives have no (|uarrel Avith
go
me this: "When Iand
in fact oneourtoldcatalogue
the catalogue,T find
is around,
out if
into a store
when I leave T make sure that it is on top of the

Fair treatment to all. and one price to all is another
the Northern's success. They aim to treat
reason for
others. ' '
CA^ery dealer alike. "Our customers." said a former
manager, "are those Avho order our goods. As long as
they pay their bills promptly, they have every ris-ht to
expect honest service from us." Hoav different this is
from the policy of some factories goes without saying.
never quote the sam>
I know many factories, which
terms twice in succession, a policy based upon the
fatuous theory of "anything to get business."
I have hinted in a former article that the Northpni
back their ovm game. This is literally true. When
it is decided to run a suite a cutting is made, not as is
frequently the practice, after it is sold, but before itforis
even offered to the trade. When an order is placed
a suite, the suite is ready to ship, and is shipped. Perhaps you may not believe that car load orders leaA^e
the factory at Sheboygan the same day the order is
received, but T have known this to happen time and
time again. Frequently, buyers returning from the
market" are surprised to find a carload of Northern
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goods on the floor, which they had ordered anly a few
days before.
Service is Keynote
So I say, that if times were normal, the Northern
would undoubtedly be doing a business of around two
million dollars a year, and fully forty per cent, of this
business is directly traceable to service.
The sceptical will say, ' ' Yes, that 's all very well, but
it costs money to pile up stock," which we will admit,
but on the other hand by this method the Northern is
speeding up their turnover fully twenty-five percent.
While their competitor is awaiting orders, the Northern is filling orders, that's the difference. The proverbial nimble shilling is working overtime. Will any
business man care to deny the suggestion that goods
received in August are more liable to be sold by
Christmas, than those which come limping in around
December the first?
It will undoubtedly be admitted by many of my
readers that they have much less trouible to produce
goods than to sell them at a profit. Whether this is
generally admitted or not matters little, as the history
of our business proves beyond peradventure that the
foregoing statement is true.
Three Big Factors
Every operator should endeavor to maintain a proper
balance between production and sales. But how often
is this the case ? Here in Grand Rapids it is admitted
that more effort is spent in producing well-designed
and well-made furniture than anywhere else in the
country. If this were not so, why would the buyers
flock to the market twice a year, at considerable expense and inconvenience, to scan the offerings of the
highest paid artists in the business?
The Grand Rapids factories rely upon three factors
to maintain prestige — first, design ; second, quality ;
and third, value.
While my studio is located in Grand Rapids, my
clients are those from outside, and it has been one of
the hardest problems with which I am confronted to
give my goods the same relative value, (|uality and intrinsic merit considered, as obtains in the Grand Rapids
products, r have stated that Grand Rapids relies upon
design, (|uality and value, but perhaps it might be
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stating the ease more fairly to say that design and
quality make the value, in the eyes of the dealer.
Salaried vs. Commissioned Travelers
But have the Grand Rapids factories maintained the
balance spoken of above? I am inclined to take the
negative. They have relied almost entirely upon their
product to attract sales, instead of organizing to promote sales. A great many factories here sell their
goods through commission men. Some have salaried
men, but not enough of them. Selling furniture on
commission is slapstick merchandising. When times
are good the commission salesman meanders over his
territory in a desultory fashion. Business is good,
why hurry. But let demand slacken up, and the
average commission man hurries home, and the burden
of his song is, "Why should I spend my money to
travel?" If there ever is a time when a factory needs
representation, it is when business is dull, and this can
only be brought albout by having a salaried selling force
available at such a time.
It is true that for weeks at a time the Northern is
compelled to call in their men. But the salary they
draw at such times is compensated for by excess, or
super-sales, and by the law of averages. The Northern
has a very ingenious plan of compensation, by which
the salesmen have a personal interest, and all interest
to be real must be personal, in the company's business.
Their annual income is based upon their total sales.
For instance, let us assume that a salesman is drawing
$2,000 a year flat. His expenses we will assume to be
$1,500. Now, let us assume that the factory estimates
the cost of selling its product to be five per cent, of the
gross, so therefore the salesman ((noted will have to sell
.$70,000 (credit being allowed him for mail) in order to
earn his salary. Now, what happens if his
sales total $20,000 more than his quota? Simply this,
he is allowed, in addition to his salary, 5 per cent, on
his first $5,000 excess, 4 per cent, on the next $5,000,
and so on down to one per cent., which holds for the
balance. It is the merit system applied to selling,
the same as you would apply it to production.
You may ask what happens in case the salesman does
not get enough to meet the re(|uired 5 per cent? Well,
in the first place, it will tend to sober him. If he is a
good fellow he may still hold his .job. but if not .

No. 6001 — Parlor table made in solid
mahogany.
No. 900.3 — Tilting table, made
mahogany and walnut.
From The George McLagan Furniture Co. Limited, line.

Nn. 9206 — Sewing table made in solid
mahogany and .\merioan blaek walnut.
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PROSPECT

COLD."

IT was in these few well-chosen words that Joseph R. Skaletar. manager of the Crescent Home
Furnishers, of Winnipeg. Man., enunciated a principle that all dealers would do well to adopt
as a policy and impress on their selling staff in no uncertain manner.
After all, it is the actual making of sales that counts in business. True, a certain amount
of missionary work that may lead to future sales, is not only desirable but essential, but there are
altogether too many salesmen who spend t oo much of their time in the so-called working up of
business and not enough in the real landing of it. Like an army without organization or leader"easy
ship, they go cavorting all over the map looking for a vulnerable spot which will prove
actual
of
way
the
picking." And the result is, they tire themselves out and attain very little in
results.

arrivIf you have been one of those men in the habit of running around in circles and never
dozen
a
half
to
ing, it is time for you to call a halt. Instead of attempting to give attention
to
customers at once with the result that you make no headway with any of them, apply yourself
the one
interesting and selling one customer at a time. Put all your effort and enthusiasm into
behalf.
prospect at hand and you will find the sales records will smile more brightly on your

effort— advertisAnd the same principle holds true in regard to other departments of selling
one
ing and window display. Instead of mentioning everything that you carry in the store in
arouse real
advertisement, take a limited number of articles and treat them in a manner that will
you
interest and lead to sales. Ctistomers are not so much interested in a directory of the goods
learn more about
sell—they have a pretty good idea of the line you handle— but they do want to
specific articles and the particular reasons why it will be best to buy them at your store.
display should be handled in the same way. Instead of a conglomeration
to one article
goods picked from all the departments in your store, have each display devoted
the attention
combination of associated articles. Concentration on one line will really catch
of everything
prospective customers and create more sales than displays in which a little bit
shown.
Window

of
or
of
is

A wholesale house known to the writer, recently hired a city traveler who worked harder than
of conany other man on the staff but who remained on the payroll less than a month. Lack
centration was his downfall. He covered more territor^^ and called on more prospects than half
He was
a dozen other men. He was so busy travelling, however, that he didn't have time to sell.
harvest.
trying to cultivate too much ground and as a result did not dig deep enough to expect any

that
Study intensive cultivation of prospects. Remember, it is not the amount of ground
prospect than to
yov. plow that counts, but the harvest you reap. It is better to convince one
leave ten cold.
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To Our Subscribers:

REQUEST

About your subscription receipt: — Instead of sending you a receipt for your renewal subscription, we
ask you to watch the expiry date on your next copy.
By it you will see your remittance has been received —
it will be advanced accordingly.
Thanking you, we are
Gratefully yours,
THE COMMERCIAL PRESS, LIMITED,
32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
The Children's
Trade

The children's trade is well worth
going after at Xmas time, and for
two reasons. The first is the fact
that it can be worked up into a big feature by the
dealer going after it real aggressively. Secondly, the
interesting of the children is an excellent way of getting the older ones into the store.
One Canadian firm which makes a strong hid for the
juvenile trade is Wright's Limited, of Sydney, N.S.
They always devote big advertising space to suitable
lines. The lines featured include toy furniture,
dollts' beds, children's furniture, kiddie-kars, kindergarten sets, dolls' carriages, sleighs, rocking horses,
wheelbarrows, children's chairs, rockers and high
chairs.
Many of these lines are exceedingly useful. This
point can be made to customers this year when practical gifts are in vo,gue.
Many dealers offer to hold selected goods for
children and deliver them on 'Christmas eve.

Museum to Help
Furnishing
Industry

Believing that the era of progress
which the war will usher into the
world, will see an exceptional development in the various industrial arts, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
City, have taken a step to afford assistance to manufacturers ofdecorative art objects, from furniture and
textiles to garments and jewelry. The museum has
established a department devoted specifically to the
requirements of producers and dealers in industiial art
objects, Avhich will endeavor to render accessible th(^
invaluable resources of the collections for the betterment of American design and craftsmanship. This
office will be in charge of Richard F. Bach, of Columbia
University, formerly one of the editors of Good Furniture Magazine. Mr. Bach's experience in the field
and especially his knowledge of the nature of the design problem as related to the requirements of manufacture and merchandising will make it possible for
manufacturers to obtain great assistance.
It is planned to make this departure on the part of
the museum directly useful to all designers and
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producers, dealers and manual craftsmen engaged in
any way in connection with the making or selling of
furniture, fabrics, floor coverings, clothing, metal work,
woodwork,
jewelry, laces and any other industrial art
branches.
* * *

Furniture —
A Useful Gift

This is going to be a year of
practical
gift giving. During
the past few years there has been
a decided increase in useful gift giving at Christmas
time because the public have been of a more sober and
practical turn of mind since the war commenced. The
Thrift Campaign conducted by the Government this
fall has greatly reduced the amount of money invested
in unnecessary and foolish articles. People have been
taught to think before spending their money. This
habit is going to show in the purchasing of Xmas gifts
this year. This will all prove of value to the furniture
dealer because he handles articles of a practical and
useful nature. This fact should be played up strongly
in advertising, window cards and selling talks.
* « *
The Gift
Certificate Plan

The gift certificate plan is not
used as extensively as it might be.
We believe a good many dealers
would find it of material value if played up in the
proper manner.
What we mean is the plan of selling certificates of
any value, good for goods to the amount stamped at
the store at any time. Any person desiring to give a
piece of furniture for Xmas, and not knowing exactly
what the recipient most desires, can purchase a coupon
for the amount he or she wishes to spend, and present
it to the one to be remembered, so that they can make
their own selection. This is better for the recipients,
as they do not get articles which they do not require.
It is desirable to give considerable publicity to the
plan in order to make it a success. Coupons might be
left at the store until the week before Christmas, when
they could be distributed by the store with the compliments of the giver. The recii)ients can go down to
the store at any time and select the goods desired.
* * *
Furniture
Advertising

An
interesting
article on the
handling of furnitnre advertising
as followed by the Ncilson Furniture Co. Ltd., of Calgary, appears in this issue. It
was especially prep'ared for The Canadian Furnitiire
World by Mr. A. E. Harris, advertising manager of
the company, and contains so many practical suggestions as to the systematic handling of advertising by
furniture stoi'cs as to make it well worthy of perusal.
The big difficulty in a large number of stores is that
the preparation of advertisements is left to spare
moments and oopy is generally written in a luirry, making study as to subject matter and arrangement that
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will draw business, almost an impossibility. This is
a shame in view of the fact that advertising space costs
money.
Mr. Harris points this out and says that an ad. should
be started in sufficient time for it to be in the hands of
the printer tAvo or three days before it is to appear,
particularly so where type is set by hand. He points
out that a much better job is assured and nothing 'but
the best is good enough.
Getting After the
Christmas Trade

It would help retailers immensely
in securing business during the
Christmas season if they would,
before the trade begins, get up a neat circular or folder
showing lines that would be particularly appropriate
as holiday gifts.
Such a circular should have illustrations, the prices
at which the articles enumerated can be purchased,
and should be sent into every home in the vicinity in
which the store is situated. The cost will be relatively small compared to the possible results obtainable. An attractive advertisement in the local newspapers will increase the eflt'ectiveness of the circular or
the folder, as the case may be.
4E- ^
Prepare for a
Rainy Day

Many
merchants
are enjoying
greater prosperity than they have
ever known before because of special circumstances that have worked to their advantage. This condition of affairs will not last forever, however, and accordingly, it behooves the dealer
to prepare a solid financial foundation that Avill v^ithstand any depression that the future may hold.
There is a tendency on the part of many merchants
to get reckless in their personal expenditures because
of the larger profits they have been making. This is
bad policy. The business sun is shining brightly at
the present time, but there is a rainy day ahead that
should be prepared for.
Not only curtail personal extravagances but clear
up book accounts that are due you while customers
have plenty of money. There will come a time when
they will not have so much available cash.
• * •

Trade is Coming
His Way

A friend of mine tells me that a
new dealer has ^bought out a furniture business that has been located near his home for some time, and is booming
trade in a manner that must certainly be a surprise to
the previous owner.
The new proprietor is getting the trade because he
looks like a real business man and has his store looking like a real business place, says my friend. He
doesn't run around the store with dirty shoes and two
day's growth of beard on his face, as the previous man.
He is attentive and friendly to customers. He keeps
his store bright and neat, changes his windows fre(juently and does a good deal of advertising.
And he is getting the trade — trade that the previou'j
owner didn't get.
* * *

A dealer in one of our larger
cities recently bought out a new
business, and since taking it over
has been putting some real life into it — more life than
he ever injected into his other business.

Spur Yourself
Into Action
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What is the explanation of this? Why did he allow
his other business to drift along in a desultory manner? Why did he not put the same energy behind it
as his new store? It is very difficult to explain this
except on the score that the very fact that the latter
business presented something ncAv to work on, aroused
his ambition. Fresh subjects of interest are always
inclined to enthuse us for a time.
However, a man cannot be buying out a new business every little while in order to stimiilate his interest and ambition. Why should he not find it possible to arouse himself to renewed energy on behalf of
the business he already possesses. There are always
greater records to be attained in every business that
'^hould stimulate effort. It is probable that a little
mental spur is required in order to do this. The trade
napers do their best to goad the dealer into action, but
it is also essential that he use a little will poAver himself in order to keep his efforts at a high level.
* * #
Make All
Departments Pay

Many merchants are inclined to
the idea that as long as their
business as a AA'hole is showing a
profit that it is not necessary to Avorry about the progress of each individual department. This is a bad
attitude for the business man to take because if any
one single department is running at a bare margin of
profit, another has to make up the deficiency.
Aside from some lesser sidelines that may be conducted on a small margin for general advertising purposes, every department should be made to stand on
its OAvn feet and contribute its full share of profit towards the desired total for the business.
# # *
Didn't Know
It Was a Fight

The country merchant who does
not do anything to combat the inroads of the mail order concerns
until they have sadly wrecked his business, reminds me
of the simple individual Avho Avas attacked by a roughneck and emerged from the fray Avith disfigured face
and badly bruised body.
"But, why didn't you fight back?" he was asked by
a friend.
"Why, I didn't knoAv it Avas a fight," was his
illuminating remark.
THRIFT— ELIMINATION OF WASTE
OE vears Europeans visiting Canada and the
United States have expressed the view that the
methods of these countries are wasteful. In
the household the Canadian woman has not learned to
make use of the odds and ends of food products as has
the European. In mining, lumibering, manufacturing
and in distribution our methods have been wasteful in
man}' ways.
The war has caused much thought about these matters, and has led to the correction of many wronigs and
wasteful methods.
Canada is to-day in the position of having to
finance herself, so it is the patriotic duty of every
Canadian to be thrifty, to stop waste in every form in
the home, the store, the factory, the lumber camp, the
mill and the mine.
The first duty of each business man is that he himself should study, and that he should train his staff to
help him to study the methods in his business to see
if there is waste that can be reduced.
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Merchandising
Suggestions from Our
Exchanges
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals

DOES YOUR STORE "KEEP TIME?"
SOME stores are like the watch that the curio collector tells about. It Avas worn for a time by a
Sultan of Turkey, it was solid gold, studded with
a diamond and two rubies, it was ornately finished with
a beautifully engraved design; it was a wonderful
watch — but it didn't keep time. Too often a dealer
moves into a handsome new store, with ornate front,
attractive show windows, beautiful display rooms, attentive clerks, and yet business doesn't seem to come
along the way it should, because, somehow, the store
isn't "keeping time." It may be any one of a hundred
little things that keeps the mechanism of the store
from running smoothly. Perhaps it's a tendency to
promise to deliver goods "this afternoon" when in
reality they are sent around "day after to-morrow ;"
or it may be that the collection department is a little
too pugnaciously aggressive. A study of your sales
sheet for the last month or two ought to tell you
whether or not your organization is ticking along serenely, as it should. If it isn't keeping time, take off
the lid and find the grain of sand in the works — to-day.
— Chicago Furniture Journal.
WOMEN

THE

LARGEST

BUYERS

IN a store selling goods used by men, women and
children, such as a first-rate department store, the
proportion of shoppers averages five women to
each man. These figures were obtained after a good
canvass of the retail shopping district of the city of
New York. The ratio in Chicago is said to be six
women to each man.
It might be well, therefore, for furniture dealers to
address their advertising more specifically to Avomen,
in language that women understand, because it has
been demonstrated that in twenty of the largest cities
of the country (including Canada,) out of 100 furniture
purchases, 60 of them are made by women. The proportion of purchases of other commodities made by
men and women as disclosed by a careful investigation
showed that out of every 100 purchases, the following
were made by Avomen:
Men's suits, 24; men's gloves, 32; men's shirts. 40;
men's linen. 55; men's handkerchiefs, 65: men's hose.
65; men's underwear, 70: boys' clothing. 65; furniture,
60; pianos. 65; household articles. 90; automobiles, 30;
women's clothing, 98; adornment, 80; food. 90.
Eighty per cent, of tbe buying appears to be done by
women, and even when they don't actually buy, their
influence on the husband or brother who does is so
great as to amount to the same thing. Therefore, it
is always well to propitiate the ladies.
In showing furniture to women, when it becomes
necessary to make comparisons in style and cost, be
very careful to show exactly where the difference in
price comes in.. Much technical detail is seldom
needed, but there are points of difference in furniture
that ought to be kept in mind and clearly explained. —
Northern Furniture,

GUNNING

FOR BUSINESS

OVER

THE PHONE

THERE is a retail furniture house in New York
that is evidently Avorking a carefully laid out
telephonic campaign for the sale of furniture, if
the experience of one Avoman who has lately moved
into a new home can be taken as an indication. The
polite and imperturbable persistence of the salesman
Avas Avorthy of a medal according to our informant.
First came the 'phone call, when he gave his name and
house, and stated that "a friend of yours" had informed him of the lady's removal and assured him she
Avould be interested in some ucav furniture for dining
room, bedroom and other parts of the house.
Who told him? Well, he had forgotten. Rut lie
had a splendid selection. Would she come up and see
it the next day? Not then? Well, the following day.
At what hour? He Avould like to put it doAA'n in his
engagement book and be sure to be in, for he wished
to show her the furniture personally. Suppose Ave say
3 o'clock. You cannot be sure? Well, I Avill put
doAvn the hour and trust to be able to meet you at that
time.
The lady addressed had no idea of buying anything
in the line at the time, but there Avas no chance of
refusal and she Avas held by the salesman's pertinacity.
She did not keep the "appointment." The next day
came a card, specially prepared, AAdth blanks for filling
out and with a date filled in for the folloAving day and
the location of the Avarerooms Avhere the goods Avere to
be seen, a well-knoAvn AA^holesale salesroom. TIoav far
this long distance solicitation Avill go remains to be
seen. But the man surely deserves some business. —
Furniture Trade Review.

"CASHING
AN

JN " ON PIANOS

aggressive furniture dealer in a thriving city
of 25,000 has been remarkably successful in
building a profitable piano business. His mailing list includes the names of practically all girls in
his community of an age to be interested in music,
and to their parents he makes an ur2:ent appeal to place
in their homes one of his high-grade instruments, emphasizing the manv advantages, social and otherAvise,
Avhieh a musical education affords.
A recent musical contest conducted by this dealer,
open to all girls not over 16 years old, proved highly
successful both as a mieans of stimulating interest in
music and advertising his lire of pianos.
Each contestant Avas permitted to play on a Blank
piano any selection she herself selected, and the one
who. in the opinion of three disinterested iudges. performed most ably, Avas given her choice of a handsome
music cabinet or piano bench. Other small, inexpensive prizes Avere aAvarded to all par+icinants to allay
anv possible ill-feeling over the loss of first jilace.
The event Avas a success. Roth the number of contestants and spectators surpassed exnectation, and a
number of piano sales followed shortly after.— Grand
Rapids Furniture Record.
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Practical

Advice to Salespeople
By A. F. Little,
Managing Director, The Regina Trading Co., Regina, Sask.

you content to work week in and week out
for a life time on the average clerk's salary or
are you ambitiously aiming at success? Analyze
yourself to ascertain whether or not you are on the
ARE

even-to
your ed
spend devot
you ether
How doAltog
"right road to success. time?
ings and your spare
vain pleasure and self amusements or are you educating yourself in any way to qualify you to fill a more
responsible position. Check yourself up and examine
yourself and see if you could not more creditably perform the duties of the position you hold. Each evening review yonr day's Avork and determine if you have
exerted your best efforts, should you have accomplished
more ?
Essentials to Attain Success
To climb the ladder of success there are several essentials.
First, you must know yourself. Be confident, be
ambitious, be energetic, severely criticize yourself,
make your standard the highest possible, strive to
surpass any of your efforts or achievements.
Then, too, you must know the other fellow; this is
essential to success; educate yourself to know human
nature, develop your own personality to be able to influence, to be able to convince; quicken your power of
decision, in order to know where and when to act to
cxcell others, and win out. And in the third place,
know your business from the foundation up. Do you

Is your
selling?
of the waresiseyouanyaremore
know "anything the
accurate or
merchand
knowledge of
responsible with your several years of experience, than
that of the junior just beginning? Do you realize and
have you taken advantage of the inexpensive trade
journals within your reach and all that is necessary on
concentration. Have you any
'your part is thought
idea of the cost of running a business? Have you ever
wondered if your sales Avere sufficient to warrant your
salary?

Apply Knowledge You Possess
The fourtli essential of success is, apply that knowledge which you possess. Granted that you know yourself, ycur own powers and possibilities. Granted that
.you know your customer, hoAv to approach, to convince and to satisfy, and also granted that you know
your business thoroughly, but if you failed to exert
yourself and apply that knowledge, all would be of no
avail whatever.
A place of business is opened, the management advertise, inviting the public to accept their hospitality. Sales
people are engaged to receive the callers. Is it anycourtesy, and atthing but natural to expect kindness,
tention from a hostess? Would a hostess even if busily
engaged in conversation fail to give some attention to
'ihe newly arriving guests? And is she not ever on
of those who call?
the alert "for the welcome r.nd welfare
The salespeople of a store are the hostesses in every
sense of the word. Are you proving yourself to be an
ideal hostess?
Business institutions are looking for able minded
and sound bodied men and Avomen, those who refuse to
be merely a piece of machinery but who are willing to
bring to their firm active, progressive and intelligent
effort; who are willing to do their work better than it
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has eA'^er previously been done and who are never for a
moment satisfied Avith the standard of yesterday. A
Avriter has said: "The salesman or saleslady Avho works
intelligently and does the best he or she can, is ahvays
improving. The best of yesterday is outdone to-day
and the best of to-day is outdone to-morroAV. It is
this steady progress, day by day and week by week, no
matter from what point it starts, that accounts for the
rise of every man and Avoman from servitude to affluence and power.

Good

Advice

for Sales

Staff

Bu J. H. CURLE, Secretary Martitoha R.M.A.

GREATER consideration for the consuming public
in supplying it with intelligent and up-to-date
service must go hand in hand Avith increased
AA-ages. This is a fact that must not be overlooked by
clerks. Retail clerks should have a greater knoAvledge of the goods which they are responsible for selling
so that they are ready to give people information regarding goods, as to hoAv they are made and Avhat they
can do. The human element is the chief factor in
business to-day. Competition ahvays existed; formerly it existed in capital, but noAv it is becoming largely
a matter of service — personal service. Salesmen and
salesAVomen must improve and become efficient. This
can be brought about by greater loyalty to employers
and the closer co-operation of managers of departments
and those working under them.
Selling is a profession and the sooner it is recognized
as such the better for business. The selling force of
men and Avomen must improve, for the buying public
is demanding a more intelligent and helpful personal
service.
Here are a fcAv rules Avhich might well be used by
salesmen in getting business :—
Be alert; place yourself at the disposal of the caller
quickly.
Anticipate the caller's AA'ishes pleasantly.
Make tactful suggestions.
Advise the caller of ncAv goods or of some special
bargain.
Keep posted on Avhat is offered or advertised and
hoAv the stock stands. Be helpful in directing in(|uiries to other departments.
Keep yovlrself in good physical condition. This Avill
build up your personality and your ability to persuade.
Recognize your calling as a profession and keep
fitting yourself for it by study and practice in those
method's
the ladder.Avhich have placed your fellows at the top of
PREPAREDNESS

The old lady Avas visiting the prison and shoAved
great anxiety for the future Avelfare of the inmates.
One hard-visa ged old jail bird in particular enlisted
her sympathy.
He was in for burglar\^
"When does your term expire?" she questioned.
" 'Bout another tAvo years, mum," was the reply.
"Tell me." she urged solicitiously, "have you any
plans for the future?"
"You bet your life, mum," Avas the response. "I've
got the plans of tAvo banks and a post office."
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In retail advertising, declares a
bulletin issued by the National Vigilance Committee of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, more
Craftsman Quality
harm has been done by the loose use
of the word "value" than has enshrouded nearly any other one word.
Inasmuch as nearly all of the States
now have truth-in-advertising laws and
in further consideration of the fact
courts have held that value is not a
mere matter of opinion, but it a statement of fact, a Pacific Coast carpet
sweeper case which the Vigilance Committee recently investigated will be of
Stainproof
especial interest.
The advertiser, a department store,
announced that, the sweeper which it
declared was of "$3.50 value," was on
Liquids spilt on leather— even the best
special isale at 98 cents. It did not proand most expensive grade of leather —
fess that it was discontinuing the line,
sink into the pores and permanently
or that the goods were damaged. In
stain
it. Liquids spilt on Fabrikoid are
the absence of any stated reason for
simply wiped off with a damp cloth.
such a cut in price, the local Vigilance
Committee concluded that most people
would not believe such a statement and
that, therefore, the advertisement would
This is but one of the points of superibe hurtful, even if true, and the comority of Fabrikoid. Craftsman Quality
Fabrikoid costs no more than the best
mitree doubted very much it was true.
Investigation ^^howed that it was not
grades of leather, yet it wears and looks
a $3.50 value, although an excellent
better
and gives much better service
value at 98 cents, Avhich Avas below
than the best leather.
cost, apparently. However, the committee had in mind a court ruling that
an untruthful statement constituted a
Keep it in stock for your customers.
law violation even though the purchaser did get good value for his
Have all furniture upholstered in Fabrimoney, and the advertiser was warned
koid and give your customers the best
against a repetition of the error.
on the market. Department Stores, Dry
Carrying the investigation further,
Goods Stores, Furniture Dealers, etc.,
the National Vigilance f'oinmitt-ee
write for details.
learned that the sweeper advertised is
made for use of stores, and especially
department stores, for "special sale"
purposes, and the matter has been
DUPONT
FABRIKOID
COMPANY
called to the attention of local advertisFactory
and
Sales
Office:
NEW
TORONTO,
Ont.
ing club committees in other communities, who are also on the lookou^^ for
law violations in connection with it.
There is no objection on the part of
the Vigilance Committee to the practice
own store during the current season for identical
of buying articles for special i-^ale purposes, of course,
so long as the store tells the truth aibout the merchangoods, and many of them go a step further and do not
use a statement concerning a former value unless there
dise, but stores are warned and, when necessary, their
was a sufifi'cient ((uantity sold at that value to establish
owners are ])rosecuted for untruthful statements about
values.
the price very definitely.
The membeis of tlie retail dejjartment of the AssoIt is largely because of the danger of over-statement
ciated Advertising Clubs have adopted a standard
in such advertising that a number of important stores
l)i-actice in relation to such statements which is interin the United States have entirely stopped using comesting because the members of the department framed
parative prices, never stating what the former value of
this declaration both with the thought that adherence
former
price
of an article was. They announce that
to it would avoid possible law violations and would, at
the
value
is
special,
aiul they usiially call attention to
the sairie time, result in advertising of a confidencethe i-eason — that the goods are slightly soiled, the line
I)uilding, as against a confidence-destroying type.
is to be discontiiuied, it is near the end of the season,
These retailers have pledged themselves not to comor
some other reason that will make the customer unpare an advertised price with a "former" or "usual"
value unless they refer to the price obtained in their
derstand why special values might be expected.
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The Queen Upholsterers and Mattress Makers of
Toronto, have recently ibeen registered.
Mr. Peter Hart, an employee of the Preston Furniture Co. Ltd., of Preston, Ont., was a victim of
influenza.
W. H. Palmer, of John Palmer & Son, furniture
dealers and undertakers, of Aylmer, Ont., passed away
this month.
Pte. L. Breeye, who was with the Ideal Bedding Company, of Toronto, before enlisting, has been wounded.
He was previously gassed at Passehendaele.
The Adams Furniture Company, of Toronto, was
one of the firms to win honor flags in connection with
the Victory Loan. Eighty-four per cent, of their employees 'bought bonds.
W. G. STODDART, OF CORNWALL, DEAD
W. G. Stoddart, furniture dealer and undertaker, of
Cornwall, Ont., passed away in October, from pneumonia. The deceased was born in Woodville, Ont.,
forty-two years ago, ibeing a son of the late W. G.
Stoddart. a prominent furniture dealer and undertaker. He followed in his father's footsteps, carrying
on 'business successfully at 'Chesterville. Cannington
and Grand Valley, after branching out on his own account. He located in CornAvall nine years ago and
had made excellent progress. A little over a year ago
he completed a fine new block at the corner of Pitt
and Thirds Sts.
The only son of the deceased, Wm. A. Stoddart, was
killed in action in France, on June 3, 1916, when only
19 years of age. A brother, D. H. Stoddart. was killed
in action about six weeks ago while another brother
has been a prisoner of Avar in Germany for two and a
half years.
FREDERICK

A. BACKMAN

DIES

After an illness of three days from influenza, Frederick Archibald Backman, late of Montreal, passed
away in Toronto. The late Mr. Backman was a graduate of the Parkdale Collegiate and Toronto University.
He was an active member of Bonar Presbyterian
Church while in Toronto. He was also the sales manir^er of the Alaska Bedding Company of Montreal. The
Mrs.
funeral took place from his mother's residence, BackChristina Backman, widow of the late Mr. John
man, at 379 St. Clarens Avenue, Toronto, on Nov. 5.
The late Mr. Backman is survived by a wife and twin
daughters, two sisters and one brother. Miss Phoebe,
and Sgt. Donald of the C. A. M. C. staMiss Mary,
tioned at Toronto.
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section of his ad. headed "Children" read: "Let us tell
you that Santa Claus is a very busy man and it is impossible for him to be everj'where at once, but he has
promised that he will be at our store and attend personally to the wants of all good little boys and girls.
Make j'our Avants knoAvn to him. He Avill place in our
store everything in the line of miniature furniture,
sleighs, doll carriages, doll trunks, beds, bureaus,
AVashstands, sideboards, tables, rockers, etc.. that Avill
delight the hearts of the little folks."
The Robert Wright Co. Ltd.. of Brockville, Ont.. prepared aspecial Christmas Entertainment for the little

Mo. ()i97— Tea wagon in William anci Mary design wliich can be supplied
by the Canada Furniture Manufactiii ers. Limited, in mahogany,
quartered oak and walnut
folks entitled: "When Santa Climbs the Chimney."
Avhieh was put on in their recital hall from 2 to 4
o'clock the Aveek before Christmas. It Avas intended
for little ones from 3 to 8 years and shoAved Santa
Claus arriving via the chimney and fire place.
ALL

THE

FAULTS

OF FRIEND

HUSBAND

She entered Self ridge's and complained about a lamp
she had purchased, demanding that it be taken back.
"What's the matter Avith it, madam?"
"It has all the faults of my husband. Avith none of
his virtues."
"Please explain yourself."
"Well, it has a good deal of brass about it, is not remarkably brilliant, reciuires a good deal of attention, is
unsteady on its legs, flares up occasionally, is ahvays
out at bedtime and is bound to smoke."

C.

B.

CHATFIELD

Designer

of Furniture
□

THE CHILDREN

If you handle juvenile furniture or toys, some special effort should be put forth to interest the children.
It Avill serve as a means of reaching the parents and
securing their business.
Evans, The Furniture Man, of ConiAvall, Ont., had a
Santa ciaus in his store to interest the children. A
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of

Body

Delivery

on

Chassis

This Style with Rear Screen $143.00

Have

Some

Style

About

Poor Delivery Service Loses More

Your
Trade

Delivery

than any

other single fault in the average storekeeper's system.
Perhaps you have long pondered the question — "How Can I Improve My Delivery?"
answer : Get a Babcock Body on the Chassis of Your Motor Car.

Here's the

are very handsome in appearance, are constructed of steel skeleton framework, rendering them
Rigid, Strong, and Durable. If there is no agent representing us in your town, please write us
direct for prices and particulars. Babcock Bodies are easy to put on — no expert assistance required.
Parts all fit perfectly by actual test before shipping.
If oar Improved Stake Body would interest you, write for circular.
Write to-day — You

CARRIAGE

get our reply to-morrow.

FACTORIES,

Head Offices: Excelsior Life Bldg., Torjnto.

BUY

VICTORY

LIMITED

Sales Offices: Montreal, Toronlo, Winnipeg.

BONDS
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big harvest season for the sale of phonographs
and records is now approaching, because they
make excellent Xmas gifts. They should be
featured strongly for this purpose, and it is none too
early to begin to boom them for gift purposes. The
purchase of a phonograph entails a larger expenditure
than for the ordinary Christmas gift and is generally
given a good deal of consideration. Therefore, the
need of getting prospective purchasers thinking of
them right away.
A considerable time even hefore Thanksgiving, one
Ontario firm began to feature phonographs for Christmas. Some of the readers used in this connection
were :
"Right now is the time to order your Xmas phonoCall for particulars."
graph. Prices are going up.
"A Phonograph that does away with the nuisance
and
of changing needles. This is the kind we sell — call
hear the marvelous quality of tone. We are taking
Xmas orders now. Call and get our special terms.
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Store

nothing so uplifting, nothing so comforting, nothing so
soul-satisfying in all the world as good music. England, after four years of war, has not only refused to
curtail the phonograph industry, but on the contrary
Lloyd George has particularly requested that the
phonograph industry be not interfered with, recognizing in the closer atmosphere of war surroundings, and
the home depression caused by millions of casualties,
that patriotism and high spirits are best maintained by
martial music and home songs, and that wide distribution of this form of national support can be obtained
only through the availability and comparative cheapness of phonographs and phonograph records. This is
a time, above all others, when you should seek to uplift and divert your mind by the irresistible influence

BLOTTER ' ' ADVERTISING SHOULD BE SENSIBLE
of music.
The blotter is a much abused article of advertising,
owing to its common use. Nevertheless, when used
properly, the blotter offers a good advertising media
for the retail dealer who desires to keep in touch
Jury & Lovell."
with his customers by mail. When carefully dis"$10.00 cash and the balance on easy terms will buy
tributed ablotter is always useful to the recipient,
price.
the finest Phonograph produced anywhere at any
and the advertising thereon has worth during a
Plays any make of record. No change of needles for longer period. In using blotters avoid the hackneyed
Pathe or Brunswick records. Call at Jury & Lovell's
or "card" form of copy. Tell something specific
for particulars."
about your store, its goods — its policy. An ideal plan
is to describe and price a list of special values offered
"THE POWER OF MUSIC WILL HELP WIN
during the month. Another plan is to use the front
of blotter for a fac-simile store paper. This can be
THE WAR"
done by setting the heading across top, and dividing
An excellent advertisement on this theme was re,
Company
hone
Graphop
the
reading matter in two columns with a rule bea
Columbi
the
cently used by
ft read:
tween. Items of interest about your store, its customers, goods and employees should constitute the copy.
"In Canada there are many thousands of families in
Change the color of blotters with each printing when
which a breach has heen made— brother, son or father
has entered the service of their country. We have the you use them for regular mailing. If you exhaust
word of the greatest thinkers of all times that there is the variety of colors, use different colored inks.

room. The background is a permanent one with fixe
This window was laid out in the manner of a drawingeffect.
The drapings in the background were m pale
ina pink and black
panels of wall paper introduced
color. These combined made a rich and pleasing
general
same
the
of
Dink and on the floor was a carpet
A few palms and one or two pieces of furnigraphophones.
effect which showed off the mahogany cabinet ture
completed this display.
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Combination
Grandfather

Possess all the sterling qualities that go
to build up a successful phonograph
business. They are sold to builders of
all high grade talking machines — and
give universal satisfaction to the user.
Made of the finest grade of material by skilled
workmen. Run without vibration, give long
service and build permanent business.

and

Clock

Phonograph

Each instrument
carries our
guarantee
Case of solid selected mahogany or
walnut.

Height, 86"
Width. 211"
Double
strike16"gong
Depth,

Dayton
Recommended

Motor

No.

31

for All High Grade Phonographs

Capacity over 1 500 revolutions of the turn table
to one winding. Frame finished in silver bronze.
Easily applied to any form of cabinet. Springs
powerful, triple, vertical, floating. Easily removable. Turn table drive shaft, high quality steel,
especially tempered shaft, running in self-oiling
bearings, embody the highest quality of mechanical perfection.
Build satisfaction into your product by using the
Quality Line —

Dayton Motors
Dayton Tone Arms
Dayton Reproducers

It will bring you more business and satisfy the
most exacting customers.

movement with two
brass weights and
chains, brass pendulum ball and engraved brass dial
Exposed metal
parts of motor and
hardware are goldplated.
Universal Tone
Arm will play all
makes of records.
This will be a
wonderful seller for
the Christmas trade.
Write us to-day for
prices and catalog
of other models
including cabinet
phonographs.

IVrite for full particulars
Fully covered
with patents.
DAVTOM
La
Toronto Office

911 Kent Bldg.

Favorite

Phonograph

369 Queen Street West

Co.

Toronto, Canada
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Big field is afforded the dealer at Christmas time to make sales and draw new trade to the store — Some suggestions
as to methods given by a writer in the Chicago Furniture Journal — Selling of records a means of increasing profits.
HiHiiiiiiiiii:iiiMiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iMiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiii!iii;iiiniiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiMiiiiiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

''r~'HB fa,ct that pianos and phonographs can be sucI cessfully sold by the average furniture dealer is
demonstrated effectually by the evidence from
hundreds of well-established stores that they are selling these lines and selling them at a good profit. Many
a furniture dealer, with vacant space at his command
could do equally well were he to make the effort in his
home town. But he often gets the idea that the piano
or the talking machine is somewhat out of his line,
difificult to sell, re(|uires special help, etc., and for that
reason does not avail himself of the opportunity he
has.
Holiday Offers Opportunity
With the approach of the holiday season his opportunity for making money on the sale of these lines is
an especially good one. The talking machine has become an indispensable article in the furnishing of
many homes. Built into cabinets of beauty and in a
style befitting the other furnishings of the house, it
not only meets the demand for music, but also fits in
as an article of furniture, and has a decorative value
that few housewives overlook.
In order to sell pianos it is not necessary to carry the
same stock on hand that a full fledged music establishment must carry. A few standard patterns, medium,
low and high priced, of a make that can 'be guaranteed
are aJll that is necessary, and any variations in style
and manufacture being supplied through the catalogue
of the manufacturer, -vVhich usually provides for makes
of pianos in all finishes and styles. No expert musical
knowledge is required, as any salesman of ordinary
intelligence can readily master the sales points about
a piano or a talking machine.
To enable the furniture dealer in the smaller town,
especially to judge of the fieild for this class of merchandise, let him make some in(|uiries as to where the
majority of the people in his locality get their musical
iiistruuients. He will find that as a rule the larger
part of the pianos and talking machines are sold by
traveling men either from the factories themselves or
by mail order concerns which flood the district industriously with their catalogues. This business should
logically go to the local dealer. But in order to get
it he must have the merchandise or some good samples
of what he has to offer for saile.
Primarily a Piece of Furniture
To many furniture dealers it does not occur that the
piano is largely and primarily a piece of furnitu':"e, and
fre(|uently a very handsome piece. No modern home
is considered complete without a piano of some kind,
and it is a fact that the big majority of women when
making a selection with the intention of ibuying consider the instrument as a piece of furniture. In their
mind's eye they picture how the instrument will look
in the music room or library or wherever it is desired
to place it. It must match the woodwork and the
if it is to satisfy the
other furniture of the room

fastidious buyer. Its style must fui'thermore be such
that it harmonizes with the style of furniture used in
that room. The makers of pianos have within recent
years made a study of furniture styles, and the piano
case in Mission, or in .some period design, has been
evolved to meet the demands of the discriminating
house owner.
It is at the holiday season especially that this class
of merchandise is in demand. Money that has been
saved for months past is to be expended at that time.
The fond father, who wishes to please his daughter
with a handsome gift can think of nothing more appropriate than a beautiful piano with which to surprise her on Christmas morn. The doting mother,
whose son has evinced a taste for music economizes so
that she may present him at holiday time Avith an instrument that will make the gratification of his tastes
possible ; the familj^ Avho have for years struggled along
with the "old S((uare" of ancient times, join their
funds at the holiday season to purchase the newer type
of piano or player piano to decorate the home and
provide better music.
Talking Machine is Ideal Gift
A decided advantage of the talking machine as a
holiday gift is that it is Aveleomed in pretty nearly
every home, and that it suits in pretty nearly every

Model "0" Kiiapp Phonograph manufactured by the Maestrolian Co.,
Eyrie Bldg., Toronto.
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instance. All persons like music in some form, and for
this reason it makes an ideal gift. Furthermore, the
cost is no longer prohibitive for a talking machine.
Furthermore, unlike some classes of holiday goods, the
talking machine can always be sold, and at a good
profit. And with each machine records must of course
be sold. A choice selection — offered as a bonus with
the sale of every machine — say, a half dozen records,
offer an excellent clinching inducement where the
buyer needs a little encouragement.
A big thing about the sale of records is that there is
a constant demand for new ones, and buyers never
seem to be satisfied. Besides the high priced operatic
records, there is a perpetual demand for those of lower
price, and the popular song record is always in demand. This applies likewise to piano player records,
Avhich are constantly renewed, as they soon become
stale and new miisic is wanted.
TO PREVENT

PHONOGRAPH

Reproducer may get out of adjustment — The result
is very similar to that caused by a loose needle. Be
sure that reproducer is always firmly seated in the
proper position.
Tnsufticient oil on bearings — Dry bearings will cause

LATEST

Every

THE UNDERTAKER

"Musie to-day is considered one of the necessities
of life, ranking with food, raiment, hygiene, etc., etc.
Its value to niankin<l has never been more appreciated
than at the ])resent time, when all the world is upset
and nowhere is its effect on the minds of people more
manifest than in I'hose countries which are now engaged in the greatest struggle of all ages. To-da}'
those governments realize as never before the wonderful power of music for healing wounded hearts and
minds, for inspiring hope and confidence, for helping
mankind to maintain its faith and equilibrium. Look
where you will, and you will find that music makes
not alone for the betterment of life conditions, but for
life itself."— Ben H. Jan S'sen, before the annual conelation. vention of the National Piano Manufacturers' Asso

RECORD

Record

at Your

Tips
Made in a variety of styles,
m birch, quartered oak, and
mahogany. Five-drawer
cabinets such as illustrated
have capacity for 100 records either 10 or 1 2 inch.
Ten-drawer cabinets have
capacity for 200 records.
Every owner of a gramophone should have one of
these cabinets.

Palented July 10th, 1917

ORILLIA

CABINET

Finger

Each cabinet is equipped
with alphabetical index
book for listmg the records,
and with numbered guide
cards for placing between
the records, so that the desired record can be secured
from among a hundred or
more without disturbing or
handling any others.
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a grinding noise and prevent instrument from playing
records through to completion.
Records covered with gritty dust— Gritty dust on
records will not only grind the records rapidly, but will
cause a harsh or rasping reproduction.
Incorrect speed — ^^Should the turntabde revolve too
rapidly or too slowly, the reproduction will be faulty.
Test machine occasionally for 80 revolutions a minute,
by placing a slip of paper between record and turntable and while playing counting the revolutions for a
full minute as shown by the second hand of a watch.
To slow down the speed, turn regulator to the right
(clockwise) ; to increase speed turn regulator to left.
Uneven speed^ — If motor runs unevenly, causing the
music to vary in pitch, it is probably due to dry 'bearings or dirt in gears — or record may be dirty.
Clean off all dirt and grease. Fill a small clean oil
can with clean gasoline and squirt into all gear teeth.
Wipe off all remaining dirt and brush out the gear
teeth and then lubricate.

TROUBLE

Re sure that the needle is held tight or a chattering
sound will 'be heard. Always be sure that the setscrew holding the reproducer to the elbow is ti^ht
enough to prevent rattling while playing.
Do not use steel needles more than once — The worn
part of a needle that has been used scrapes and injures
the grooves of the record if used for a second reproduction.
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Write us for cuts and prices.

CO.,

LIMITED
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machines.
Suggestions given in "The Phonograph ' on a problem of great interest to all dealers in talking
miiiimiiiimimiiiiii iiiiimiii miimiiiiimimiiiii i iiiiiimii i mm miiimiiimiimimmmiiimiiii mm miimiiiiimimiiimiiimiiimiiimiiiimiimiimiii miimiimiiiiiimiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiimiiimiiimiiiiiiiimiiimim iimiiii.i.iium
By WALLACE BROWN

NOW-A-DAYS you hear a great deal of discussion
among talking machine dealers about the socalled Approval Record Nuisance. We find most
dealers protesting vehemently — and still doing it, in a
more or less half-hearted manner.
As a matter of fact, the approval record business is
like the vaudeville juggler's pet stunt. It's a good
trick if you do it.
Every dealer who conducts either a systematic or
unsystematic approval record service knows that he
could make money with it, and probably could increase
his record sales considerably — if he only had the backbone to follow the system he has, or put in a system
where he hasn't one.
A real record service should be the foundation of a
profitable approval business. By record service, I
mean an actual, positive and aggressive plan to stimulate record buying, by making it easier for the customer to select his records.
Such a system involves a comprehensive record of
each individual customer's likes and dislikes, giving
each one of them the individual impression that you
do know their preferences and that your knowledge of
this, coupled with your knowledge of your own record
line, is worth something to him.
Use a Card System
To accomplish this result, we have a card showing
every record that each customer has had on approval
and every record purchased. When records are sent
or taken out on approval, every number is posted on
that customer's card; when they are cheeked in the
card is checked, showing Avhich ones were retained.
A glance at this card shows us two things — first,
v/hat class of records the customer prefers, and second,
whether he is keeping the required proportion of
records or not. Whenever new records are released
all regular record customers should be either called up
on the telephone or written, with some definite suggestion as to a couple of records that you know they want,
as evidenced by their previous purchases.
It is not necessary that the customer know that you
keep a record of his purchases, unless he is liable to
trade elsewhere, in which case this service could be explained, and made a talking point in favor of his making all his record purchases from you.
Especially valuable is this plan with those customers who sa.v, "Hend me up some of your latest records.
T don't know what I want." You can more nearly
approximate his own preferences than by merely sending up, as is usually done, the month's "best sellers."
How Cards Help

These cards also show how often a customer buys.
In going over them every month, you will discover
good customers who haven't purchased for some time.
These people should be written, making some definite

recommendation as the excuse for your letter, instead
of the fact that they haven't purchased lately. This
doesn't look like you needed the money so much as that
you are trying to render your cu.stomer some definite
service.
The labor necessary to keep these cards is a good
investment, and where your record business is large
enough this branch of the business should be placed in
charge of a girl who knows the record line and who
has a good telephone voice. The psychological value
of a pleasing and coaxing voice over the telephone is
not to be lightly scoffed at.
And now about that backbone.
Every customer who wants to take advantage of your
approval service should sign an agreement in which
they are made responsible for the care and safe return
of the records, within a definite time, twenty-four or
not over forty-eight hours, and agreeing to retain and
pay for at least one-third of the records taken out.
We call this agreement an "Approval License" and
use it as a talking point in selling instiniments.
The customer must not be allowed to violate the
terms of his agreement without his attention being
called to it. Should he return all the records or not
keep the required quantity, with the usual excuses, the
"Boss" (not the salesman) should immediately hold
conversation with him. Explain why you cannot afford to conduct the business in any other way. and
suggest that the really proper way to buy records is
to hear them in the store. Don't show the white
feather on this first trouble. If they do it once, they
will continue and your system will be on the "huniGive them one more chance after the first warning
and no more. Let them go to your competitor.
And, by the way, if we were not all so almighty
seared
mer. " that somebody would spend some money with
one of our competitors, we'd all make more money and
sleep better nights.
Approval Record License and Agreement
Wallace Brown. Inc., is not responsible for any
written or verbal contract or promise other than
printed or written on the face of this agreement.
Detroit, Mich
191. .
For and in consideration of WALLACE BROWX.
Inc., extending to me the privilege of the 48-IIOUR approval plan for Edison disc records, I hereby agree to
the following rules :
WALLACE BROWN, Inc., will allow me to tak.^
home, or will deliver to me, Edison Records not exceeding eighteen records at one time. I agree to safel.v
keep and carefully use said records and to be responsible for their safe return to WALLACE BROWN,
Inc., within 48 HOURS.
I agree to keep one-third of all records taken out on
this plan by me or any member of my family.
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It isn't necessary to dig for
to sell Pathephones —

Ml

El

"talking

points''
El

You can't hide the BIG features— the Sapphire Ball
instead of the scratchy, record-destroying
needle,
and the beauty of Pathe Exclusive Period Designs
—w^ith all-wood sound chamber, tone control devxe, and an ingenious equipment to play ALL
makes of disc records as added points of merit.
So plain, so evident are Pathe advantages over
other Phonographs that the customer grasps th« m
mstantly— so easy to SELL, and just as easy for
people to BUY, for they cost no more than
ordinary Phonographs!

El

And you don't have to acquaint people with
Pathephones -from coast to coast they see
our
attractive advertising in the papers.
If^ou do not handle the Pathephone. write us TO-DA Y
for OUT confidential booklet, "jj Word With You"—
It will convince you that handling the Pathephone is
a source of profit and prestige.

Pathe

Freres Phongraph
Sales
4 6-8 CLIFFORD ST., TORONTO
DISTRIBUTORS:

Co.

Ontario— l>atho Pie,-es Phonograph Sales Co., Toronto
Quebec- Pa t'he Freres Phonooraph Sales Co.. Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and
British Columbia—
K. J. Whitla & Co., Limited, Winnipeo- Man
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward IslandU. h. Hewson & Son. Liiniterl Amherst. N.S.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

El
LSI is

w<rrrrwr^^r----r-w<^^

^.w.....—
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I understand and agree that records retained over
the 48-hour period are not returnable and may be
charged to my account.
T further agree that WALLACE BROWN, Lie, may
terminate this agreement at any time, at their, option.
I have this day received a copy of this agreement
and have read and fully understand same. It is satisfactory to me. and T hereby agree to its terms and conditions.
r> ■
n1
Busniess
address
Telephone number
•
Accepted
Signed
Address
Telephone number
Notice that WALLACE BROWN, Inc.. is not responsible for the return of any records. They will try and
make the "pick up,"' but in event of their not doing
so the signer is held responsible.
STILL ROOM

FOR

IMPROVEMENT

There is still ample room for improvement in phonoproo!"
evideattreating
A very
and ofmechanisms.
graph methods
e books
any authoritativ
absence
is the utter
of the technology of the industry. To an astonishing
degree success both in recording and reproducing is
yet a matter of " cut-and-try ; " those who I'eally know
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Surely, that which can convey to civilization's exiles
within the wilds; to the unfortunates who fire bedridden and racked with pain: to the lonely and distraught; tothose in peril of shot and ■■hell — as well as
to people more happily situated, the ex(|uisite solfce of
the world's greatest music, or the veritable tones of
loved oneis far distant; or may even bring back from
of some now "passed beh'nd the,
the voices
the past
vale"
— surely
that marvel, the phonograuh. is worthy
of the be.st etforts of honorable men !

"OKEH"

RECORDS

INTRODUCED

IN CANADA

Arrangements have been made for the sale of Oke H
records in Canada. They are mnnufaetured by the
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Company.
This record was introduced to the talking machine
dealers of United States at the time of the New York
Music Show and Music Trade Conventions last June,
and the dealers who heard the first records expressed
their approval of their musical qualities. The OkeH
record gets its name from the original Indian s'^eMinc
of the term meaning, in every day lanp-uage^ "O.K." ^t
is a hill-and-dale cut record to be played ^"i'h ei'hesapphire point or an extra loud steel needle. For the
time being, at least, the Heineman Company wiU confine their manufacturing energies to the production of
ten-inch, doiihle-faced records.
The artists making the OkeH records include such
names as: Inez Barbour. Henry Burr Fred Van Fns.
Ada Jones, Arthur -Collins, Croxton Mixed Ouar^e+te.
Orchestra Mar'e MorA^aladimir Dubinsky, Jazarimba
risey, Grace Kearns, Berkshire String Qna^tene,
Sterling Trio, Collins and Harlan, Jose-h PhilMns.
Campbell and Burr. George Thompson. Harry McClaskey, Golden and Ileins. Peerless Quartette, Ferera
and Greenus.

COLUMBIA

FACTORY

MANAGER

Mr. J. R. Errock. for many years connected with thi»
Bridgeport factories of Columbia Graphophone Co..
has recently arrived in Toronto to take charge of the
Canadian factory, succeeding Mr. Mervin Lyle in this
department, who is severing his connection with the
talking machine industry after fifteen years' service
with the Columbia Co. Mr. Lyle goes to Baltimore to
take up another line of business.

Emphasizing Service to Patrons
Service is a big factor in merchandizing to-day. It
influences nianv sales. In buying a motor car you
want to be assured that it will be kept in good mining order for vou after you have purchased it. The
to beby as-a
talking machine
person suredwho
this fact
Feature wants
samea thing.
of thebuys
show card or panel in your ad., reading:

much of the pure science of the matter and its praetirtion are few and not noticeaibly inclined tf) tf
applicait.
about
So— wonderful as is the phonograph now; marvelm
as are its performances; lovely as are its tones— son
To-morrow will produce greater marvels{renins
^'Iier oftones.
ks

"OUR SERVICE TO PATRONS
"When you buy a talking machine from us
a right
you get the kmd of service you have
your instrument
to expect. From the time
is delivered and put in perfect shape by an
expert we want you to know that we have
an interest in your machine and at any time
it does not give you the best results call us

up at once. ' '
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Phonola "Grand Duke"
Afahisii' y or Oak, $138.00
PhonolaJIahogaiiy
"Piincess"
or Oak$165.00

THE

Phonola "Prince" "^215.00
Mahogany or Oak

PHONOLA
and

Phonola
Records
(Double Disc — 90 Cents)
Give you a complete proposition in danacla 's
)jioneer calnnet phonograph. Phonote cabinets,
which always stand hdgh in trade circles, a,re
niiiiie in our new Elniira plant.
The " I'honola Angelus" Sound-box, Goose Neck
Tappieil Seamless Tone-arms, Mortors, and all
) arts are made by experienced mechanics in our
Kitchener plant.
Get the monthly lists of Phonola Records.
Write us to-day.

THE

Phonola
"Organola"
$310.00
Mal'.ngany
or Walnut

PHONOLA
CO. of CANADA
Kitchener
Canada

LIMITED
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(Special /o Canadian Furniture
lias conn and
THE bis Grand Rapids Convention
on the .bnsi
ents
comm
gone, and many are the
ally affeetgener
ts
resnl
the
and
ed
sact
tran
ness
.
ssion
profe
ting
direc
ral
ing the fune
Tt is estimated that the attendance at the National
Convention was the largest in the history of the organization and many a larger town than Grand Rapios
would have done itself proud in taking care of its
visitors, entertaining them and looking out for their,
comfort, as w^ell as AA^as done there.The mammoth displays of the diflEerent manufactur
some
space,
floor
;
entire.
the
ed
cover
elv
complet
ers
where an under25 000 feet in "the Klingman Building;
taker could find the latest in equipmeiit«rnngin&-from
the smallest emhalmer's needle to the largest and
and arachoicest automobile conveyances, hearses,
ay ever
displ
other
no
,
douht
a
ut
Witho
nces
hula
tion,
conven
other
any
at
size
eamo within one-half in
and the decorations were marvelous.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McTntyre of St. Catharines, Out
after attending the Convention at Grand Rapids, orleti
so
forChica'^o where they intended spending a week
claraire
before refurning to their home. Mr. McTnty
ino- not to have authority to speak for Canada or the
.tion 1)!^
C°E. A. suggested that the matter of annexthe Nation 1 Contween the two eountries in renaming anothe
r year, and
vention be laid upon the tahle for

Mich., ^vher^. Na in.u.i
Grands Rapids.
Buiiding,nirpctor
Klinaman I'unoa!
Coiivpntion was Ucirt.

World and The Undertaker.
in the meantime he would take up the matter with the
Ontario Association at their next me9ting. Avhen everything could he gone over more satisfactorily and he
be glad to speak authoritatively if all concerned
would
were in favor of having him do so.
Fred. W. Matthews, secretary of the Canadian Embalmers' Association, in company with Ed. Burgess attended the National Convention, stopping at Detroit,
picking up one of the most popular memb?rs of the
trade'tliere, "Bill" Blake, and they made some trio of
dignity, a delegation for two cities like Toronto and
undertaker
Detroit to be proud of. There was a big after
being
from NcAv York on the same train. And
and
s
Matthew
Fred.
to
turned
he
introduced around
was 'B'
E. C. Burgess, asking. "Did you say that
original 'B'
said "Yes, that's the
Blake?" Fred, stands
for bronze. He sells more of
Blake— the "B"
the bron/e caskets than any other kind." Rumor
has it that Fred, and Ed. actually believe that is so—
right. guess was a good one— they w-ren't far
from
and their
Two (juiet visitors to the National Convention Avere
D. M. AndrcAVs and Fred. Cole. They .iust slipped in
one day, looked around and took in every thing their
eyes Avould accept and like the Avind they Avere oft
again. Thev sav that Dr. Ferguson directed them to
a shoe store" for" good substantial foot Avear— but as
that Avas the last time they were seen, some think that
in a puddle of "Fleet Foot" and skidded
Avay dhome.
all
theythesteppe
Of all the nuiet unassuming visi+ors AA'ho can apoear
and disappear at a National Convention, is T. E.
d the sesSimpson, of the Soo. Mr. Simpson attende
sions to the verv last. He came first as personall.y interested in the "National Examining Board's meetings.^
because he is chairman of the Examining Board of
Ontario, but after that session was over Mr. Simpson
found any number of other interesting things to takeup his time. He must have been Avell pleased as everyone spoke of the smile he cai-ried-^continually.
Dr G W. Ferguson, Canadian manager of thfrhamoion Chemical Co.. took doAvn to his bed Avith
Spanish influenza during the National Convention.
This later developed into pneumonia and for a time Dr.
Ferguson was <|nite Ioav— from the last reports he is
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BRANCHES

"Our

Lend

Victory

the

Bonds

Buy

The D.W.Thompson Co., Limited
Toronto, Ont.
GirardMontreal,
& Godin,Que.
Limited
Vancouver Casket Co.
Vancouver, B.C.

The Semmens & Evel Casket Co..
Hamilton, Ont. Limited
Christie Bros. & Co., Limited
Amherst, N.S.
The Semmens & Evel Casket Co.,
Winnipeg, Man. Limited

National Casket Co., Toronto, Ont.
The Cllobe Casket Co., Limited
London, Ont.
Girard & Godin, Limited
Three Rivers, Que.

Loan"

way

they

to

your

fight

Utmost

"The

call to this duty is clear, insistent, compelling. It comes from those
who have gone forth gallantly during
four weary years to fight for our
country;
it comes eloquently from
those whom we shall eagerly welcome back; it comes imperatively
from those who

''Be

enthusiastic

never shall return."

is contageous''

Dominion

Manufacturers,

Head

109 Niagara St., Toronto, Canada.

Office:

Limited
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Better

Service

manufacturing
and

plant,

in the hands

of

its facilities for giving service.

In the first place it has, if wisely conducted, the reserves of men, materials and money to meet any
without

emergency
work which
friction.

interfering

takes care

with

that routine

of the regular trade

of

without

important than this, however, is the fact that the mere employment ofa large staff enables an executive to pick and choose ;
to detach the man of ability from the many, and to give him scope
to exercise his abilities; to re-arrange the w^ork of various men
who show special aptitude that there particular gifts can be best
utilized.
More

Dominion Manufacturers Limited has built up its splendid organization ofexperienced men from within ; these men have caught
the inspiration of working in close harmony with other men of
ability ; new men are coming up all the time, adding steadily to
the strength of the concern and to its strength to serve.

Dominion
Head

Office:

Manufacturers

Limited

109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada.
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much better and contemplates a western trip to the
Coast soon, in company with Mrs. Ferguson.
Notes of the Convention
It was the 37th annual. Next year's convention
will be held at Atlantic City.
The Sunnyside thinks the convention missed its
opportunity to amend the code of ethics and prescribe
dignified advertising for funeral directors.
That paper also believes the N. F. D. A. failed to
carry out President Reel's recommendation to take a
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stand upon recognition and classification of the profession.
Patriotic addresses and helpful talks were features
of the largely attended meetings.
The "Kaiser's fimeral" boosting Liiberty Bonds was
the feature that took the town at the close of the
Convention.
The E-m)balmer,s ' Monthly, Chicago, with commendable energy published a daily issue of their paper containing the proceedings of the Convention during the
four days of the annual meeting.

"FLU"
Fighting the "Flu" Epidemic
NEVER in the history of the country have undertakers and casket manufacturers worked so
strenuously as during the epidemic of "Spanish"
influenza and pneumonia now sweeping practically the
whole world. The death toll is said to be the largest
ever recorded and statistics already compiled show
that more deaths have occurred than have resulted
from the great world Avar now raging in Europe.
The epidemic has been moving across the country
from east to west. We are hoping that the worst is
over in the East, and that the country may soon be rid
of the scourge.

Funeral directors everywhere hiave been very busy,
and casket manufacturers were completely denuded of
stocks, it being no unusual sight to have caskets taken
immediately from the hands of the workmen and undertakers themselves give the finishing touches.
All branches of Dominion Manufacturers had
enormous demands made upon them, and it was necessary tokeep their plants running day and night, including Sundays, to try to keep pace with requirements.
The tale of one city was the story of all. One of
the Toronto funeral directors had 17 funerals in one
day, and all of them were taxed to the utmost to lend
their assistance in keeping their cars going. Some
undertakers got very little time for rest or meals, and
the wonder is that many more of them did not themselves succumb to the dread disease. The Fred. W.
Matthews Co. had a great many home funerals during
October, 63 of them being "flu" eases.
Montreal and the Quebec cities, where possibly a
larger proportion of deaths occurred, the situation was
more than strenuous.

Sehreiters, at Kitchener, Ont., kept two men busy
almost continuously for nearly three weeks embalming
bodies alone, and Chris Dreisinger, of Elmira, had one
of his motor hearses in the employ of Sehreiters running from the funeral parlors to the cemetery.
Similar stories come from the West. Wm. Barker
of Winnipeg, had ten funerals in one day. Travellers
wei-e called in off the road and gave their services to
funeral directors whenever and wherever they eould
do most good.
The cemeteries were glutted, graves could not be dug
fast enough to provide accommodation for the bodies
arriving. In New York it was necessary to requisition the services of a trenching machine to dig the
graves.
Frank Camipbell, New York, had 45 funerals in one
day, an average which was kept up almost every day
throughout October.
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IN THE WEST

f Special Winnipeg Correspondence J
The "Flu" reached the West but recently, coming
here several weeks later than in the East. The undertakers who are not sick themselves are running
night and day as hard as they can. Many of the help,
which was quite a problem before the epidemic, are
down with the malady thus making the load doubly
heavy for those who are up and able to take care of
the dead.
Sunday, October 27, was the first time in the history
of Winnipeg that a factory has been run by machinery
unmolested or without being subject to a fine, when
the Winnipeg Casket Company opened up for business. This firm has been working day and night for
the past few weeks and have now adopted a twelve
hour and thirty minute day for their entire force.
Manager Chas. Crossland reports that they have only
what stock they are turning out as fast as they can.
Nothing but express orders are being shipped and no
orders are sold for stock, it being a requirement that
undertakers must have subjects on hand for the
caskets they order. This is quite a pro'blem when the
Winnipeg trade expect first consideration and were
not in the habit of carrying large stocks, relying upon
the factories to suppdy them upon demand.
A. S. Bardal and W. T. Clark, undertakers of Winnipeg, were both taken down with the "Flu," ibut upon
last reports both were on their way to recovery.
D. N. McLeod who has been the head emibalmer for
Clark Brothers and Hughes for a number of years has
had a very hard siege of "Flu," but the last word
from Winnipeg revealed that Mac is much better and
his many friends hope to hear that he is entirely well
by this time.

CEMETERY DESECRATION BY GERMANS
(Cuiiadiaii cfficial pliotograph, copyrighted)
General view of a cemetery near Lens which was found in this condition when the Canadians drove the Germans back. The large family
tombs had been broken open and in many cases the coffins also.
.\
recent despatch from Paris reads: "The Very day the peace note was
desi'alched the Germans, not content with opening and violating tombs in
the 1, levin Cemetery, actually went the length of ellfacing with bottles and
liayonet points the names of the civilian dead on the tombstones."
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"FLU" DEATHS IN THE PROFESSION
The recent iSpanisii influenza epidemic which has
afflicted the whole world, and which put funeral
directors on their mettle caring for the dead in their
communities, also took toll of some of them. Amojig
the victims were Wm. H. Palmer, of John Palmer &
Son, Aylmer, Ont. After a short illness he succumhed to pneumonia. Mr. Palmer succeeded to his
father's business when the latter died some few years
ago.
Another death which ibrings a pang of sorroAv is that
of Wm. G. Stoddart, of Cornwall, Ont. Familiarly
known as "Will," Mr. Stoddart graduated from the
ranks of the commercial traveller, where under the
direction of A. J. H. Eckardt of the National Casket
Co., he made a record for himself. He huilt up a
business at Cornwall that was one of the best in Eastern Ontario. The funeral was held at Woodville, hir^

THE LATE "WILL" STODDART
old home. He left a widow. His only son went to
the front in the early days of the war and about a year
ago was seriously wounded, dying from the effects.
A particularly sad death was that of Will Andrews,
son of D. M. Andrews, secretary of Dominion Manufacturers, Ltd., Toronto. Mr. Andrews who was but
18 contracted the "flu," and because of lack of help,
The young man
his father attempted to nurse him.
EMBALMING

CANICULA

FLUID

y-flow fluid that is diff"erent;
That velvet
does not burn or shrivel the arteries,
allowing the operator to inject as often
as he likes and obtain that desired eff"ect.
CANICULA CHEMICAL COMPANY
TORONTO, CANADA
366 Bathurst Street
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died and his father contracted the disease. The latter
is noAV on the road to recovery. We extend our sympathy to all the bereaved.
W. H. Harmer, of Cochrane, Ont., was another victim
of the epidemic. Many of those members who attended the past two C. E. A. Conventions will remember him. He won one of the races at the annuRl games
a year ago.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

Joe Mosse has been seriously ill with la grippe.
The hearse and ambulance industry has been placed
on the essential list by the U. S. War Industries Board.
Mrs. Mary E. Maybee has sold her undertaking and
Lean.
furniture business at Tottenham, Ont., to W. J. McGauthier & Co.'s funeral parlors at Ottawa, were
damaged by fire last month. The premises were insured.
The ex-King of Bulgaria left his country in a parlor
car, to avoid being carried away later in a hearse.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Fitzparick, St. John. N.B.,
spent a ten-days' holiday in Toronto last month.
The Casket Manufacturers' Association of America
met in annual convention at Cincinnati on October 23,
24 and 25.
The Ford Brothers of Blenheim, Ont.. lost their
mother through death on October 2. Mrs. Ford was
76 years of age.
Henry J. Bright, of Tilbury, Ont., lost his little boy.
on September 15. The little fellow was
Joseph,
Henry
five years
of age.
Dr. G. W. Ferguson, of the Champion Chemical Co.,
al trip to the Coast. "Doc."
is making his semi-annu
has just recovered from a somewhat serious attack of

Ont.. for
"flu." 13 was the last day in Windsor,
theOctober
SunAvhere
towns
and
Sunday funerals. Many cities
day funerals are tabooed let doAvn their rules, however,
during the recent epidemic.
Lambert Bertrand, funeral director and furniture
dealer, Amherstburg, Ont., has sold his business to A.
J. Burns, a former grocer. Mr. Sutton, of Windsor,
is helping out Mr. Burns with his embalming.
P B. Heintz was elected to the post of general manager of the National Casket Co. of the U. S. at the last
annual meeting of the company held in New York.
At the recent ninth annual convention of the Casket
Travellers' Association of America, held at Syracuse.
N.Y., 26 new menibers were admitted, bringing the
membership up to 206.
Bombardier Francis M. O'Connor, Toronto, was
wounded at the front and is in hospital in France. He
has been two years at the front. Before enlisting he
was assistant with J. C. Van Camp. Toronto. ^
ing to Comstock's underWhile driving amentcarat belong
Peterborough recently, William
taking estahlish
Burrell in some way lost control of the machine, which
crashed into street car No. 13 on George St., nearcarCharand
lotte The auto driver was thrown from the
ls
.
Nichol
it
sp
was removed to the
He al
Ho
.
up.
badly shaken

Geo S Wilson, funeral director and furniture dealer
e in
at Norwich, Ont., enlisted recently for servic
Siberia and left for that country on Septemher 22.
an
His wife will continue the furniture business, and
g
takin
under
the
t
conduc
to
on
taken
embalmer will be
department.
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Steel

Vaults

Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Qyality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle,
Superiority Unquestioned
Carried in Stock

Design and Construction Unequaled
■^H Leading Jobbers

Ask. for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

For the HaTidlmg, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
An
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handling
of Bodies.
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
Inside Dimensions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 15 in. deep.
Prices: With Tray $38.00 ; Without Tray $36.00 ; Tray Alone $8.00
Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by
MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N. Y.
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A Review Course of instruction for readers of
Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker
By Howard S. Eckels, Ph. G.
ARTICLE II
Veins are more numerous and often larger than the
arteries. They are divided into two classes, viz.,
deep-seated and superficial.
The deep-seated veins follovi^ the arteries, either
singly or in pairs, and are found in the same location
in almost all persons.
The superficial veins pass over the muscles and under
the skin, and seldom are in the same place in different
individuals. Veins appear of a dark blue color, due
to the blood that is therein contained.
Earlier authorities have stated that from one-tenth
to one-thirteenth of the weight of the body is blood.
There is some difference of opinion about this, as the
statistics from the French during the Reign of Terror
show. Hundreds of persons Avere guillotined, but only
about one-twentieth of their weight in each instance
was collected in blood.
The capillaries are the extreme branches of the
arteries, and penetrate every conceivable part of the
the continuation of the inbody. Probably they are. connecting
these with that
ternal coat of the arteries
ndth to
one-thousa
from
of the veins. They measure
one-three-thousandths of an inch in diameter, those in
the brain being only one-six thousandths to one-eight
thousandths of an inch in diameter.
It is supposed that there are about three hundred
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millions of these capillaries in the body. They are so
numerous that, even though they are so very small,
they accommodate all of the blood and admit of its
circulation tiirough these capillaries to every part of
the body once in every sixty seconds. This may be
easily figured by remembering the 31/2 ounces of blood
which the left ventricle of the heart holds in a normal
body during life and which empties every time the
heart beats, which it does on an average of seventy
times a minute.
By referring to the reprodu.ction of the Arterial
Chart you will see the human heart and the great blood
vessels of the entire arterial system. This chart
covers thoroughly every trunk arterj' which you might
have occasion to use and through which the fluid is
conveyed to all parts of the human body. The systemic circulation begins at the left ventricle of the
body.
heart with the aorta, which is the largest artery of the
The aorta ascends, forms an arch, curves backward
and follows the spinal column downward on the left
side. The first of the three branches of the aorta at
its arch is the innominate, a short arterj^ about half an
inch long, which divides into the right common carotid
artery and into the right subclavian artery. The latter passes beneath the clavicle or collar bone towards
the shoulder. Avhere it is known as the axillary artery.
Below the shoulder and to a point slightly below the
bend of the elbow, it is known as the brachial artery.
At that point it divides into two larger tranches, the
radial, Avhich is on the thumb side of the arm, and the
ulnar, which is on the little finger side of the arm.
The carotid artery ascends towards the head. It lies
betAveen the mastoid muscle and the trachea or AvindIt divides into the external and internal carotid
pipe.
arteries.
The external carotid
posite the upper margin
they each send off four
known to the embalmer
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arteries ascend to a point opof the ear. during which space
branches to the face (these are
as the facial arteries).
carotid arterv above
external
the
Branching from
the ear, there are again four branches which are
grouped as the cranial arteries. The facial arteries
are most important to the embalmer because they not
onlv distrihute your preservative fluid to the most important exposed part of the body, the face. !but also by
proper circulation of the fluid through these arteries
the blood is forced from the tissue. When this is done
properly and thoroughly a natural color is produced
Avith no dark stains or spots, as may occur when only
partial circulation is secured.
These branches of the external carotid arteries do
not connect AVith the arteries from the opposite side of
the face, as you Avill see by referring to the arterial
chart. Like the arteries throughout the rest of the
body, tbey end in smaller branches and these branches
with
finally end in the capillaries, Avhich are connected
the smaller 'branches of the veins, and thus complete
the circulation. They are unlike the internal carotid
arteries, each of Avhich ascends through the carotid
opening at the hase of the skull to the under side or
base of the hrain. x'^t this point they connect by their
proper branches, with the anterior branches of the
basilar artery, thus forming the posterior half of the
"Circle of Willis." The other portion of the "Circle
of Willis" is formed by the tAvo anterior branches of
the internal carotid arteries, thus completing the system known as the "Circle of Willis."
( To be continued. )
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LIKE the Convention, the C.B.A. Island Picnic,
Games and Banciuet were a success. For the tirst
time in many moons a slight drizzle Avas coming
down, but did it dampen the ardor of the picnickers?
Now, all together, NO! Some of us missed the first
boat, but we got there by the next, and all were in time
for the, 'ball game between the travellers and funeral
directors, which started oflt" the afternoon's proceedings.
Sad to tell, the travellers beat the directors by one
run. The line-up and score being as follows, though
it took two extra innings to decide the winners :
Travellers
F. D.'s
Britton
1
McLaren
1
Edwards
1
Evel
3
McKilloD
1
McLaughlin
1
Raymond
0
Moffatt'
0
Climenhage
0
Ferguson
0
Mitchell
1
Friendship
1
Brandon
0
Reid
0
Curtis
1
Sponenberg
0
Barlett
0
Snow
0
Runs

5

6
Runs
As the players' wives were looking on we do not
publish the errors.
The wet ground made the players perform graceful
antics to the delight of the fans. The pei'formanoe
easily 'beat the exercises of the acrobats at the Exhibition. C. N. Greenwood was umpire, and J. O'Hagan
scorer. Both these latter were charged with being
purchased, but very little kale was seen, except the
dollar which McLaughlin won last year having to be
given up to pay a pressing bet.
Racing- Events
The 100-yard race for mem'bers under 25 Avas won by
Moffatt, with Reid and Curtis following. The prizes
were — case of " Canieula, " and two boxes of cigars.
The victore in the 75-yard event for members between 25 and 35 were Barlett, Maddocks and McMane,
and the prizes--case of Osmotone, door drape by Central Casket Co., and box of cigars.
The fat man's race was won by Messrs. Button, Munroe and Baycroft, for which Dominion Manufacturers
Ltd., presented an umbrella and two safety razor sets.
The ladies' race was won by Mrc5. Bolton, Mrs. SnoAv

C. N. Greenwood as toastmas er
at the banquet.
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and Mrs. Barlett, the prizes being donated by Elliott
Bros., Prescott.
Although Tom Porter tried hard for one of the
prizes in the "Evel" handicap race, he was beaten by
Messrs. Stone, Snow and McMurtry. The prizes were
five yards
of silk lining, a lady's silk robe, and a gentleman's robe.
The assistants' race prizes were won by Messrs.
Hulse. Curtis and Ritchie. All of them won paid-up
subscriptions to Canadian Furniture World and The
Undertaker.
Grand Prize Drawing
The drawing for the grand prize, a $75 case of embalming instruments presented by the Champion
Chemical Co. developed great interest. Every funeral
director at the Convention had a ticket on this event,
and Dr. Ferguson was kept busy entering the names
and numbers.
A little boy was entrusted with picking out the
numlbers from a hat after they had been well mixed,
and because this was the 35th convention it was decided that the 35th ticket drawn would be the winning
ticket. Hopes ran high in many quarters until the
lucky ticket, No. 102, was called, Charlie Dunham, of
Aurora, being the winner.
Eats and Music
Adjourning to the Manitou, the assemblage entered
the dining hall, where they did full justice to these
courses :
Menu
SOUP
Cream of Ottawa, Rogers A 1
RELISHES
Sliced (Wray-er) Tomatoes
Olives in Snow

Morris Cucumbers

ENTREE
Fruit Salad, Renouard Sauce
MEATS
Boiled White Evel Fish with "Deacon" Sauce
Roast "Prescott" of Lamb with Elliott Sauce
VEGETABLES
Henry's Earle Mashed Potatoes
Skinner's French Fried Potatoes
Corn on the Com-stock
DESSERT
Apple Pie a la Godin
Phaleii's Orange Jelly with Britton Cream
Mclntyre Tea
Robinson Coffee Boyd Milk

Meeting Secretary Matthews
with his grip full of prizes.
(Caught by the Island photxigraphei ]

Will Riandon. aftei' sfi ikirg ont
Jack McLaughlin in the ball game.
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luterspersed were a num'ber of choruses sung by the
guests and directed by Joe Williams, who also delighted the gathering with his repertoire of funny
songs and stories.
There were no set speeches, but there were introduced anumber of impromptu toasts and speeches.
C. N. Greenwood, acted as toastmaster. Both the "Kiug
and Empire," .and "Our Soldier Boys" toasts were
dl'unk with musical honors. "Our Allies." was responded to by Prof. Renouard, in a very choice and
tasty speech which brought out much a/pplause and
roused the audience to enthusiasm. "The Manufacturers." was responded to by Mr. Raymond, of
Dominion Manufacturers. Ltd., and Jack McLaughlin
responded to the "Travellers." "Our Association,"
brought Vice-President Brandon to his feet, and "The
Ladies," made Fred. Matthews coin his choicest expressions. "The Press," responded to by Jim
O'Hagan and Alf. Uren, made the audience tired, and
"God Save the King," brought the proceedings to a
close.
Pick-ups at the Picnic

Captain Harvey Evel had the distinction of winning
the ball game single handed, as is mentioned by baseball critics. The game was 5 to 5 ; the Undertakers
had tied the travelers score in the last inning which of
course necessitated playing off the tie in further
innings; two travelers went to the bat but failed —
when up Avalked Captain Evel with the same pep as
that he used in the first year of the war— he was the
pitcher and much responsibility fell upon his shoulders

AND
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pace. Anyway, he was the baseball hero of the day—
for the undertakers couldn't get to first base in their
half of the inning and the travelers walked away with
the prize.
Among the new visitors at the picnic were Mi.ss
A dele Schreiter, of Kitchener, Out., and Miss Verda
Kitching, secretary of the firm of Schreiters. at that
place. They seemed to enjoy themselves and promised
to make every effort to again visit Toronto during the
double attraction, namely, the Undertaker's Convention and Exhibition — they are certainly welcome. And
we take this opportunity of inviting other young ladies
and members of the families of undertakers.
Some inquiry has been made about why Mrs. Ferguson did not run in the ladies' race; in explanation Mrs.
Ferguson says she declined because she is not an undertaker's wife and is not entitled to compete in that
race. It will be remembered that Mrs. Ferguson won
other years in the ladies' race, and
several first prizes
because of her athletic talent many would like to see
her, as well as others of the ladies ^vho attend the picnic each year, enter a handicap race for ladies — if some
one Avill start a contest to comply with this suggestion.
PROFESSIONAL

NOTES

€has. A. Towers, St. Thomas, Ont., has opened his
new funeral parlors on Talbot St.

Walter Eddington, having left the A. W. Miles staff,
has joined that of Harry Ellis, Toronto.
Eugene Lassaline, Sandwich, Ont.. has given up
furniture to devote his whole time to funeral directing.
C. R. Tuson, of Windsor, and A. JMorris & Sou. of
Walkerville, conduct high-class floral departments in
connection Avith their funeral directing business.

The Globe Casket Co.. London, have made some alterations and improvements to their plant. _ Among
other things the company has doubled the size of its
dry kiln.
The United States Government has taken possession
of the Long Island works of the National Casket Company, for the manufacture of gas masks for the troops
"over there."

Dr. and Mrs. (i. W. Ferguson snapper! while quietly talking over
"Doc" has his best clothes on.
the fun of the day.

to uphold the tradition of the travelers. Well, say,
he just .spit on his hands, drew back the bat, threw out
his' chest, took one of those "Over the Top" breaths,
kind a leaned on the bat and pushed and swung as hard
as he could. Like an immovable object being struck
with an irresistible force, the long stick came face to
face with the leather-bound sphere, which took to the
trees in lono- left field at a speed not surpassed by
the German 20-eent. gun. Did he run? Well, hardly.
He ju-^t flew. And it is now being rumored that
Captain Evel came back from the front at the same

J. Fenn has opened up as funeral director at Hagersville. Mr. Fenn started in business as assistant with
C. J. Heaslip in Hagersville, and until lately Avith
Allen & Ray, Gait.
Will Greenwood, of Greemvood & Nester, Blenheim,
Ont., who recently purchased the undertaking end of
Coltart & Sons' business at Chatham. Out., is making
a great success in his ncAv post.
Jack McLaughlin is noAV covering the NiagaraWindsor territory for the Globe Casket Co..
London, taking the place of Henry Canfield. of
Aylmer, who has retired owing to ill health. Mr.
Canfield is one of the oldest employees Avith the Globe,
27 years
having
least. been on the road for them for the past
at

Henry S. McCrea, formerly secretary ofandthea Massapromchusetts Funeral Directors' Association
inent funeral director at Worcester, Mass., has been
appointed Knights of 'Columbus hut secretary for
duty.
service overseas and has been ordered to report for
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa

Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Saint,

Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Patterson & Dart
Welland—
Sutherland, G. W.

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-14C St. Paul St.

ONTARIO
Bobcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10,
Brantford —
H. iS. Peirce & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, R. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dunnville —
D. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

SOME

DAY

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Melntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville —
McCaughey, Geo. A.

St.William,
Thomas —P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.

Woodstock
—
Mack, Paul.
Nicholson & Seldon.
Whitby—

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

QUEBEC
Tees
&
Co.,
Montreal
—
St. West. 912 St. Catherine

Phone 101!.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario St.
Wlhite && Fleming,
Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down
94 Ontario St.

London —
Ferguson's Sons, John
174 to 180 King St.

Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

Orillia
— Strachar,
W. A.
Sucessor to
i£. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A. Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Washington, Fleurv Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. B.
Corner of Broadview.

DIOXIN

WILL

CALLY EVERY
These are Some

BE

GOOD

USED

BY

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Fluid.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton

Brandon
— & Campbell.
Campbell
Farrell,— A. F.
Dauphin
Winnipeg
— rdale Co. Ltd.
Clark-Leathe
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Broadfoot
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

BRUNSWICK

Bros.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo St.
MANITOBA

Geo. J.
Toronto
— Chapman
742 Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amibulance service.

Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, J as., 254 Princess St.

NEW

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fluids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fluid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

than Any

Other Fluid Made

!

221 FERN AVENUE
H.

S. ECKELS

&

COMPANY

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
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Wanted

Fluid

Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formula
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
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GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
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Fluid

Embalming

^^The

Leader

The

for Generations^^

slogan

of business

during these very strenuous
times is "conserve."

In Champion
which
from
we

Fluid,

is made

in Canada

Canadian

chemicals,

give the

highest

pos-

sible quality, insuring
most

splendid

cases.

than

results in all

Because

Champion

the

a bottle of

will go further

the same

quantity

of

other

fluids, it is a "War-

Time

Necessity."

// a better embalming fluid than Champion
could be compounded,

The

Champion
DR.

Chemical

Co.,

we would compound

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
Canadian Manager
74 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO
Canadian Manufacturing Plant

- WINDSOR

it.

Ohio

No.

Link

ALASKA

84

Extension

Fabric

Couch

This couch is an especially useful and comfortable article of furniture for every
home. It can be used with equal facility and comfort, either as a couch or as a
bed.
The purchaser of one of these couches will never lack an extra bed in case of
sudden and unexpected guests.

BUY

Frame: — Heavy steel angle, securely braced;
oxidized finish.

VICTORY

Fabric: — Twisted link fabric, indestructible,
fastened to each end by half helicals.
Size:
Open, 4-2; closed, 2-4, by 6-0.
Mattress: — Filled with clean, crisp wood fibre,
overlaid with NEW, sanitary carded
felt, 2% inch band. Covered with
green denim, with valance.

BONDS
•f •f •I
Lend
boys

as

our

We sold HHy

FIGHT

of these to one dealer in a small city.

He's selling them

ALASKA

fast.

Order

BEDDING

your share NOW.

limited

Makers of High-Grade Bedsteads and Bedding
400

St. Ambroise

Associated with SIMMONS

Street,
COMPANY,

MONTREAL
Kenosha, Wis., U.S.A.
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Greetings
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richest joys abound with everyone
MAY
connected with the furniture industry
is our wish at this festive season.

Words

fail us in expressing to the trade our

appreciation of your support and goodwill
during the year just closing, and we shall do
all in our power to help you have a prosperous year during 1919

I

The

F.

E.

I
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Coombe
KINCARDINE

I

January 13th to 24th
in the

1
|

Craig Building
215 Victoria St.
3rd Floor

|
|
|

f
1
1
I

We extend a cordial invitation to every furniture
dealer in Canada to attend our exhibition of

|
|
|
|

I
1

high-class furniture at the
above address.

|
|
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Furniture
:-:

Furniture Exhibition
at Toronto

Co.,

Limited

ONTARIO

|
|
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Exhibition

in dealer

greater than

held

shown

a

year promises

to

in Stratford

attendance.

ever

2Sth

to

before.

This

one

Be

has

of the many

dealers to visit us in January.

We

Remember

will do all in our

power

visit a pleasant

to

one.

make

your

the

dates— January

13th

to

25th
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Furniture

Stratford
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Stratford
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Furniture

Manufacturers

Room"

"Club

Manufacturers

have equipped

a "Club Room," which is open at all times for the
entertainment of visiting furniture dealers.
Particularly

at exhibition

time is this a convenience

for

the retailer, as it is an ideal spot in which to get together
and talk over matters of interest to the trade.
Do

not fail to visit Stratford.

the exhibition,
not have

REMEMBER

and

missed

THE

come

You

away

will be delighted

with

feeling that you would

it for anything.

DATES:

JANUARY

13th

to 25th
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ofh Chris
range
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McLAGA
, a few
are here
whic
Lines
illustrated, appeals strongly to discriminating buyers. Look over your stock
and order

at once if you

require some

really attractive holiday gift goods.

2629
Mahogany and Walnut

2713— Oak
Mahogany and Walnut
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I IVe extend a cordial invtI iation to every furniture

j
|

I dealer in Canada

j

I our showrooms
I
I
I

to visit

during the

]

Stratford Furniture

|

Exhibition
fanuary

13 th to 25th.

j
\
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6703— Mahogany and Walnut

6700— Mahogany and Walnut

9206 — Mahogany and Walnut

THE

GEORGE

9
6000— Mahogany'and Walnut

McLAGAN
STRATFORD

FURNITURE
CANADA

9205— Oak and Walnut

CO.,

LIMITED
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Christmas
and

a

Year

New

Happy

JN greeting you (our friends and
customers) with the season s complito thank

ments, we also wish

1918,

us during
an

effort

service
shall

during
one

be

1919
of

shall make

we

and

render

to

extended

courtesy

for the business

you

such

efficient
the

year

Prosperity

and

that

Happiness.
We
L

1

are showing

a complete display

of our extensive range of Furniture at

1

1

1

The

Stratford

Exhibition
DO

NOT

Furniture

- Jan.

NEGLECT

13
TO

to 25
SEE

IT

THE
Stratford

Chair
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Co.,

Limited

ONTARIO
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New

Yearns

G reelings

At this season of the year we

are privileged to wish our

friends and patrons the Yuletide compHments and to hope
that the ensuing year may have in store for them greater
happiness and prosperity than they have yet experienced.
Make

a New

Year's resolution to visit the

Stratford

Furniture

January

13th

Exhibition

to 25th

You

will find this occasion a profitable and enjoyable
outing. We extend a cordial invitation to you to visit our
showrooms and inspect our range of Living Room Suites,
Kroehler Kodavs,

Davenos and Bed
will make you heartily welcome.

The

WtnM

Bed

STRATFORD

Davenports.

Company,
-

ONTARIO

We

Limited

*

'
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Reed

with

Furniture

Upholsteries

Appropriate

Imperial Rattan Upholstered Reed
is a good seller the year round.
A

cordial invitation is extended

Furniture

to furniture

dealers to visit us and be our guest at the
STRATFORD

FURNITURE

EXHIBI-

TION, January 13th to 25th.
IVe wish you a prosperous 1919.

IMPERIAL

RATTAN
STRATFORD.
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STRATFORD

CO.,

LIMITED

ONTARIO
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FURNITURE

January

13th

EXHIBITION

to 25th

We are showing our entire line and we also will exhibit a number of
new lines that have never before been made in Canada. While at
the Exhibition don't fail to visit us and see the surprise we have in
store for you. Your welcome will be warm and we will endeavor to
make your visit as pleasant and instructive as possible.

We extend to our host of friends best wisfies for a
Merry Cfiristmas and Prosperous New Year.

THE

STRATFORD

STRATFORD

MANUFACTURING

-

ONTARIO

CO.,
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STOP!

at

Stratford

IN

We

JANUARY

extend

Canada

a

to

the

hearty

furniture

invitation

dealers

to

comprehensive

display of upholstered
at our showrooms at the

of

visit our
furniture

Stratford

Furniture
January

We

are showing

Exhibition
13th

several

to 25th

new

designs that will command
Do not fail to see them.

and

attractive

your

attention.
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We take pleasure this Christmas season in
thanking our many friends in the furniture
trade for their very liberal patronage extended
to us during the year just closing and wish
you one and all A Very Merry Christmas.
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The

Farquharson-Gifford
STRATFORD

-

Company,
ONTARIO

Limited

At

this Peaceful

and

Gladsome

Season

we

extend

Christmas

to

our many friends in the trade our
best wisiies for A Merry Time, to
Year

that

shall be full of joy, happiness

and

be followed

by a New

prosperity.

Christmas
1918
desire

We
for

all

year; and

by us during the closing
we

possible

best
merit

your

hope, by giving the
service,

same

Canadian

Rattan
Victoriaville,

Chair
Quebec

we

generous

port during nineteen

The

patronage

splendid

the

received

our thanks

to express

Co.,

shall
sup-

nineteen.

Limited
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Greetings

to

All

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
and may the Sunshine of Prosperity cast its
rays on you throughout the coming year, with
never a cloud to dim your business progress, is
our wish to all.
Accept our thankful appreciation of your
patronage during 1918, and we shall ever

No. 50

THE

H.

E.

FURNITURE

MILVERTON,

LIMITED

CO.,

ONTARIO
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TO OUR
EXTEND
AND
CUSTOMERS

WE

GOOD

NEW

YEAR,

TIME

OUR

YEAR

MANY

FRIENDS

OUR

HEARTY

FOR

EXPRESSING

A

JOYFUL

PROSPEROUS

A

AND

AT

APPRECIATION

THE
FOR

DURING

PATRONAGE

SPLENDID
PAST

WISHES

SEASON

CHRISTMAS
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SAME
THEIR
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Xmas
IIIIIII Mill I

1918

CoUeran
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Spring
TORONTO

=i
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Bed
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Co.,

Limited

ONTARIO
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Christmas Joys and
MAY
New Year's Happiness
be showered upon you more
bountifully than ever before,
and may you be overwhelmed
with business prosperity during
the coming year, are the wishes
we send our numerous friends
and customers at this
glad season.

The

North

American

Bent

Chair

Co.,

Limited

OWEN SOUND
ONTARIO

13
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Our

Many

Friends
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Again,

I THE

Joyful Christmastide, we
extend to one and all our best

LINE

I

i COMPRISES—

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Bed Room Suites
Dining Room Suites
Hall and Library
Furniture
Centre Tables
Jardiniere Stands

|
|
|
|
|
|

1

Medicine and

|

wishes
and

with

for A

we

pleasure,

Merry

at this

Christmas,

gratefully acknowledge

all past favors and thank
anticipation

you

of a continuance

m
of

the same pleasant business relation socharacteristic of the past.

I
Music Cabine'iS |
I
OHd Dressers
|

We

extend

I
I

Wardrobes
Desks

|
I

the coming

I
I

Secretaries
Book Cases

|
|

may

ing each and
prove

our best wishes

year, earnestly hopevery day for you
overflowing

Health, Happiness
Prosperity,

Tiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiii:M!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiniiLiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iT;

for

with

and
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The

Meaford
MEAFORD

Manufacturing
:-: ONTARIO

Co
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won'^
ours have
and
boys
"Your
VICTORY!
When you realize that your Framed Pictures are sold out before the season is
over you will resolve to stock heavier next season and also make up your mind
to continue using Matthews'

"Take

me home look" Nobby

Picture Frames.

MATTHEWS
BROS.,
LIMITED
THE BIG CANADIAN MOULDING HOUSE
1906 DUNDAS
STREET WEST
TORONTO,
CANADA

Greetings
To

the

WE

Trade

WISH

THE

FURNITURE

ERS AND THEIR
MERRIEST
HAPPIEST
NEW

The

EMPLOYEES

CHRISTMAS
AND

YEAR

Canadian
TORONTO

MOST
^

DEAL-

m

-

AND

THE

PROSPEROUS

^

Feather
LIMITED

THE

^

&

^

m

Mattress

OTTAWA

m

m

Co.
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YES,
THERE
WILL
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BE

A

JANUARY
MARKET
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OPENING

DATE

COME
!
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CLOSING

January 1st

DATE

January 25th

The war is over.

Let us all get back to a peace basis.

Big days are ahead. The furniture men of the nation are all agog with
anticipation. You'll find the furniture pilgrims full of plans and "pep"
when you see them at Grand Rapids.
We are going to have a Big Show.

A lot of neAV patterns will be shown

for the first time. You'll all be glad to see what the designers have been
thinking of while the country has been winning its Avar for democracy.
It's going to be well worth while for the manufacturers to get to Grand
Rapids to see the new exhibits and to exchange ideas.
And don't forget that the world is being re-born. Countlesis thousands of
new homes are to be furnished when the fighting men get back. We want to
plan ways and means to supply their furniture requirements.
For many obvious reasons this January meeting will be the most interesting of any you have ever attended. There will be more to see, more to talk
about, bigger plans to be made.
We hope to see a 'big delegation here.
The opening date is not far away.

GRAND

RAPIDS

Make your plans to come now.

MARKET

ASSOCIATION
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Owen Sound

We carry in stock all grades in standard colors
for immediate shipment

Spanish^
and

Fancy,

Goat

Ontario

Manufacturers of Medium and HighGrade Dining Room, Bedroom, Hall,
Living Room and Library Furniture.

Enamelled
Catalogues sent on application

Finishes

Grain

Unsurpassed Selections
Well Trimmed
Hides

Upholstery Springs
Highest quality Upholitety Springs,
made from the fine»t grade High Carbon Steel Wire, oil tempered after
the coiling operation, thus insuring

The most economical leather on the
market.

uniform strength
and "No
Set."HighRemember, the quality
of your
using. Upholstering depends entirely
Grade
on the quality of the springs you are

Let us quote you on cut stock.
Boullee

December. 1918

The National Table Company, Limited
The Owen Sound Chair Co., Limited
The North American Furniture Co.,
Limited

Leather

Upholstery

AND

Fraser

Leather

234 Canal Street, NEW

HELICAL SPRINGS
for spring bed and mattress fabrics.
Get the habit ; buy Canadian springs.

Mfg. Co.,

James Steele, Limited
Guelph, Canada

YORK

Christmas

and

New

Greetings

Year
A pleasing design in white enamel
No. 852— PRICE, $8.25

With

our most cordial good wishes for a joyful Christmas
and a Happy and Prosperous New Year we desire to
thank our many friends and customers for the patronage and
good will extended us during the closing year. We hope
to render you a service during 1919 that will help to make
the year more prosperous than any that have gone before.

Ontario

Spring

Bed
LONDON

Mattress
&
- ONTARIO

Makers of the Famous " ADJUST© " Mattress.

Company

December, 1918
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I
January
1
I

The

I

given permission

j

and heavy buying is expected.

I
I

j
j

war

Exhibition
Will
Be
Held
( Opening Date January 6 )
IS over.

The

Government

to go ahead

As

Usual

has lifted the ban and

as before.

A

large attendance

A FEW
CHOICE
SPACES
ARE
STILL OPEiN
BUT IMMEDIATE APPLICATION SHOULD BE MADE.

THE
OPEN
Admittance

'ROUND
YEAR
to Dealers Only

j
MANUFACTUI^ERS'
EXHIBITION
BUILDING
COMPANY
I
1319 Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Illilllillllllllllllllllilllllllll'lllllllllllilllllllli

|
|
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With the Dawn of Peace to our Empire and her Allies
We extend to the trade
Best

A

Wishes

HAPPY

CHRISTMAS
and

PROSPEROUS

Phillips

for

a
NEW

Manufacturing

YEAR

Co., Limited

258 326 Carlaw Ave., TORONTO,

Ont.

The picture Illustrated is one of a series of
six subjects in Genuine Pastel by W. H. Chandler.
We will show them in our new line for 1919.

No. 39200— FRAMED PASTEL. Burnished Powdered Gold, Grey Antique.

A

OH|nsimas

Mmyi

In greeting you, our friends and customers,
with the season's compliments, we also
wish to thank you for the business courtesy
extended us during 1918 and we shall
make an effort to render you such efficient
service during 1919 that the year shall be
one of Prosperity and Happiness.
No 54 Set
Walnut and Quartered Oak
SEE OUR

The

Elmira
ELMIRA

OTHER

Furniture

PERIOD

Co.,
ONTARIO

LINES.

Ltd.

MADE
IN
CANADA
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Roof

1919

opportunity to see the greatest aggregation of IVl ADE-IN-CANADA
Furniture to be found between Halifax and Victoria.

DO NOT

FAIL TO VISIT OUR

GREAT

MID-WINTER
FURNITURE
EXHIBITION
to be held at our
Toronto
136-140

Showrooms

King

Street East

It will pay you to call and see our new lines
before placing your Spring orders.
BUY

CANADIAN

Keep your money at home.

GOODS
Canada needs all

the business she can get during ihe re-construction
period, to keep her returned men busy.
Come ana see what we have to offer.

THE

ONLY

EXCLUSIVELY

FURNITURE

ANADA

SHOW

PERMANENT
ROOMS

PURNITURE

WHOLESALE

IN CANADA

WIANUFACTURERS
Limited

WOODSTOCK,

ONT.
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WE ARE
SPECIALISTS

THE
OF

SLIDE

HEART
YOUR EXTENSION
TABLE IS THE

THE
WABASH
mil

SLIDE
YOUR TABLE IS
CONDEMNED IF THE SLIDE
DOES NOT WORK
PROPERLY

JIMII IIIHIIIIIIM IIMIIIII I mil

Having manufactured SLIDES
exclusively — for 30 years
Many CanadiaD Table-makeis use

-j
:

sLiDEi

WABASH SLIDESBecause
We fumUh Better SLIDES at
Lower
Made Cost.
by

BY
• MANUrACTUREn
'A
B.WALTFi(^C0J
WABASH
ID.

WABASH SLIDES
INSURE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

WABASH

December, 1918

SLIDES

B. WALTER & COMPANY
Factory St.
WABASH, IND.
Canadian Repretentative :
HELP SELL TABLES.
M'- Frank A. Smith, Kitchener. Ont.
ELIMINATE SLIDE TROUBLES
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Christmas

Sincere

the

to

Greetings

Furniture

Dealers

our

Friends

of Canada

We also desire to express to the trade an appreciation of the
recognition of our lines and the splendid business entrusted to
us during the past twelve months.
IV e trust the New Year will
be one of great prosperity to you all.
The

Art

Furniture

= IIIIIMIIIIMIMIMIIIIIMIMII Illlillll nil I

The
creating
twelve

IIIMIIIIIIIIII I

Canadian
ideas

Co., Limited

::

Kitchener,

Illllllll I IIIMII Illlllllllllllll Illllllllllllll Illrnilllllllll IIIMIJIIIMIIMMIIIIII Ill

Furniture

World

for furniture dealers,

months is only $ 1 .00.
facturer inCanada should be

contains

Every furniture
a subscriber.

dealer

Ont.

Hill II iMlNMllllMMMUMirillM;;?

business

numerous

yet the subscription

|
|
|
|

price for

and

manu-
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GREETINGS

FURNITURE

TRADE

No. 647E— Bedroom Suite, in white enamel

MAY THIS CHRISTMAS BE TO OUR MANY FRIENDS AND
CUSTOMERS THE HAPPIEST AND MOST JOYFUL IN THEIR
EXPERIENCE; AND THE NEW YEAR BE RICH IN PLENTY
UNBOUNDED IN PROSPERITY AND REAL GENUINE HAPPINESS.
WE DESIRE TO EXPRESS TO YOU OUR DEEP APPRECIATION
OF YOUR SPLENDID PATRONAGE DURING THE YEAR NOW
CLOSING. AND WE SHALL DO ALL IN OUR POWER TO
RENDER YOU THE BEST SERVICE WE KNOW DURING 1919-

THE

KNECHTEL
FURNITURE
LIMITED

HANOVER

ONTARIO

CO

CANADIAN
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CHRISTMAS

THE

GOLD

AND

LINE

Ready

FURNITURE

MONTREAL
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MEDAL

GIFTS—

MEDAL
TORONTO

WORLD

MFG.

WINNIPEG

To

Ship

CO.,

UXBRIDGE

LIMITED

D. O. McKINNON
GENERAL MANAGER

_ _
_ _— - - • _
" '" "
'
IFlIIM3iriUKW©llLB
. .. J BRYANS
w. B.ADVEBTISING
HART
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Dealers can help trade by making a strong drive to popularize furniture for gift purposes — Will help trade in future
years by getting people into the habit of giving furniture — Useful gifts are in vogue this year— Should be featured
ii:::iii!iiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiN;iiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiii:ii:t!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
THIS is a year when furniture dealers individually
and collectively should put forth a real worthvs^hile effort to popularize furniture for gift purposes. Itpresents an avenue of opportunity to build
up sales not only for the present year, but for other
seasons to eome.
Demand for Useful Gifts
There is no doubt abotxt the fact that the public have
been of a more practical turn of mind since the commencement ofwar, and this is particularly marked this
year. The thrift campaign of the past couple of
months has given them a better view of the value cf
money and the need of spending it properly. Th?
foolish method that characterized Xmas buying before
the war will be noticeable by its absence. Useful gifts
are in order and there is nothing more useful than
fiirniture.

Help Future Trade Too
Accordingly, there is an excellent opportunity for
the dealer, not only to enlarge his Xmas trade this
year but popularize furniture for gift purposes in a
manner that will benefit his business in other years to
come. Furniture dealers in every community might
well co-operate in a campaign to popularize furniture
for this purpose. Some combined advertising might
be done in the local paper and cards for window and
interior printed and distributed to all dealers in
furnishings.
The plan followed by the eleeti^ical dealers of Brantford two years ago might well be copied by furniture
men in any centre. They used banners on their motor
ears and delivery wagons boosting their particular
goods for gift purposes. Why couldn't the same idea
be used by other dealers. A big opportunity is presented. Itshould be taken full advantage of.
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Suggestions

PROPER publicity can be made to play an important
part in attracting Christmas trade to the store.
It is the hook and line that the dealer can use to
corral the trade of customers who may not ordinarily
come AAdthin his range, while it presents goods and

AND

for

THE UNDERTAKER

the

Furniture

December, 1918

Dealer

■ On the top build a framework in the shape o.f a
chimney and cover with brick crepe paper, or mark
bricks on the red cambric with white chalk.
Coming out at the top put a Santa Glaus figure. A
Santa suit can be stuffed out for the body, mittens for
the hands and a Santa mask and cap stuffed out for the
head. If you can borrow an old wax head to use the
mask on you can get a better effect.

GiftSpecials
Saturday
$14.50 for thit New Kitche* Cuptoard
Model Heater
for $10.60

$4.95
for $7.50
DESK

$6.90 for Folding
Steel Bed Couch

Toy Sets, $1.4?
$6.90 for this $11
Couch

$5.90Chair,
for Big Ea^

KEEP

FROST

FROM

THE

WINDOW

The value of too many windows is reduced to zero
during the cold Aveather by the formation of
frost on the glass. Dealers who have been
troubled in this regard during past years should take
steps now against its recurrence. Time and money
spent in this work will prove a good investment in
the greater returns that will come in from a window
on which no frost forms during the winter. The only
permanent method of preventing this, says one
writer, is to so construct the Avindow that the same
temperature can be maintained both inside and out.
This necessitates a current of air inside warmer than on
the outside. Moisture which comes in contact with
the colder glass is frozen on it. Occasionally in
very mild weather the air on the outside becomes

$4-75 for this $7.00
Miuion or Fum<ed
ROCKER

Confidental Credit
Easy Terms
Jut Above
FURNITURE
CO. ETcninti
Wiltn An. DALE
Open
Wat Side
304i-308 YONGE STREET
99c for $1.50 High Chair

Xmas advertisement of Toronto furniture store.
suggestions to present customers in a manner to induce them to buy more goods.
Most dealers have fired some preliminary shots in the
interests of Xmas trade., but a steady drive from now
until the end of the festive season is desirable. Some
suggestions for Xmas ads. were given in our last issue
and more will be found in this number.
A CHRISTMAS

DISPLAY

SUGGESTION

A platform for the display of Christmas goods may
be in an open space on the floor or in a window. The
best method is to build three platforms out of inch
lumber and build them up in a sort of pyramid. These
should be perfectly rigid.
The first platform should be about 24 inches, the
second about 18 inches and the third about 15 inches.
All three should be covered with red cambric.

The in-ice in redcombination
and the wording
in black
on display
card. makes a strong
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warmer than that inside, and frost forms from the same
cause outside the glass.
To bring about this it is essential that the background be built clear up to the top of the ceiling, and
be as nearly air-tight as possible. To insure a good
supply of light at the same time, it would be advisable
to board up the back of the window five or six feet,
and use glass in the rest of the space.
The boards in the background can have a couple of
thicknesses of white unbleached muslin pasted to them
on a painted background. If white unbleached muslin, with two thicknesses, is used, an exr^ellent effect
will be obtained and the muslin can, when desired, be
covered with crepe paper or cloth.
In a city store an original idea has been used. Small
openings have been provided above the plate glass on
the sides of the window. The openings are about
6 X 16 inches, and are operated from the interior of
t'he_ windows. They can be kept open sufficiently to
maintain the
inside on a par with "that
outside.
At temperature
the same time,
being on the sides, they
are not exposed to the dust of the street. Neither do
they detract from the appearance of the store front.
There are many other methods in use. Some shops
frequently use a gas flame. A gas pipe extends across
the bottom and front of the window on the inside. This
contains several small holes short distances apart, and
the gas is kept burning all day. This keeps the plate
glass on the inside so warm that the moisture of the
air does not freeze on it.
Another plan is to use the electric fan. This keeps
the air circulating throughout the window and comparatively dry. There is considerable expense attached to this, as electricity is being consumed all the
time the fan is in motion. The plan, however, is fairly
effective.

Rubbing the glass with glycerine has been tried,
but this motliod usually leaves the glass smeared. A
solution of alcohol or methylated spirits is also sometimes used, but liere again expense arises. The cost
IS too high to make such a remedy general.

AN EDUCATIONAL
IN the opening of their fall furniture Irade
lional window display that attrac+ed m
of furniture from the tree to the finished
rough as well as the piece of the lumber cu
ing the name of the wood and illustrating
follows :

AND

THE UNDERTAKER
THIS IS THE

AGE
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OF SERVICE

THIS is the age of service in business. The store
to-day that gives the best service and conveniences to its patrons is the one that is forging to
the front. The providing of conveniences is a factor
of no little importance in bringing customers back to
the store to make further purchases. The big stores
have realized this fact and are cashing in on it to a
remarkable extent. There is no reason why the smaller stores cannot do the same thing.

COLOR

COMBINATIONS

IN SHOW

CARDS

The following are some useful color combinations in
letters and backgrounds :
Background — 'black. Letters — white, golden

yellow.
Background — dark blue or dark green. Letterswhite, straw color, golden yellow, light grey.
blue,
Background — dark red or maroon. Letters — white,
straw color, flesh color.
Light background — white. Letters — black, dark
blue, dark green, dark red.
Background — straw color.
Letters — black,
green, red, deep golden brown.
Background — lemon yellow.
Letters — black,
blue, dark green, dark red, brown.
dark
Background — flesh color.
Letters — black,
dark
blue, dark green, dark red, brown.
Background— light blue. Letters— black, dark blue,
dark green.
Background— light green. Letters — black, dark
blue, dark green.
Background — light yellow ochre. Letters — black,
dark blue, dark green, brown.
The above color combinations are useful when a block
letter is used without any shading or outlining. Two
or more colors may be used in the lettering.
Your customers can teach you some things about the
successful
management of your business if you give
'hem a chance.

WINDOW

DISPLAY

campaign, The T. Eaton Co., of Toronto, had an educauch attention.
It illustrated the evolution of a piece
product.
Several sections of trees were shown in the
t from the same kind of tree.
Cards were used bearhow prices have advanced.
These signs read as

18, $24 per M.
Beech lumber in the log, '1898, $4; 19 18, $80 per M.
Cherry lumber in the log, 1898, $12 ; 19
18, $80 per M.
Birch
Maple lumber
lumber in
in the
the log,
log, 1898.
1898. $6;'
$6 - 19
19 18, $;iO per M.
Soft Elm in the log, 1898. $6; 1918, $8 2 per M.
Rock lumber
Elm in in
thethe
log,log,
1918,
$'6; $6;
1918.1918
'*40 per M.
Ash
1898.
$82 per M.
Basswood lumber in the log, 1898. $8; 1918, $85 per M.
There were also shown one and two in ch thicknesses of the finished lumber in
quartered
white oak, nlai)i oak, plain white oak. (|uarter sawed oak, American black walnu\
mahogany (Mexican), and white-wood. T he bottom of the window was liberally covered with
shavings and sawdust representing a typic al workshop, and among the accessories to make the
natural setting were a bench, vise, a eireulnr saw, crosscut saw, etc. In the background were
shown mahogany chairs, oak buffets, and other articles of furniture in the process of production.
The furniture was shown in the nat ural wood and also in its beautiful finished state.
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The dealer should recognize the fact that different kinds of advertising must be used to attract different kinds of trade.
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AMHRCHANTin an Ontario city said to the writer
not long ago that he had decided to do some
persistent advertising, but was in a quandry- as
to what kind of an appeal to use in his copy.
"For instance,'" he said, "I find that Blank's use
what one might describe as dignified copy — talk of
quality and imported and out-of-the-season lines, with
nary a word about price. They appear to be doing a
good business, and I about decided that that is the
kind of advertising I should use, when I remember that
Smith's, who also appear successful, make an appeal
on prices entirely, merely listing a lot of goods in
their advertising, with prices. Now, the two methods
are exactly opposite to one another, and I know not
which I should use."
Different Appeal with Different Classes
This serves to bring out the point that the same appeal will not do for all dealers because the character
of customers that different stores eater to, vary, and
accordingly the advertising appeal must also. In
the ease of Blank's, his patrons are of the higher class
and are interested more in service and quality than
in price. The other store caters to the middle and
inworking class, and naturally economy is of more
terest to them. For this reason, the dealer should
give thought and study as to the policy it is best for
him to follow.
If a dealer does not minutely analyze his advertising
problem before he enters the public prints, he is apt to
waste -a large part of his expenditure. So many merchants rush into advertising without proper consideration of the factors involved, that it is no wonder advertising islooked at with doubt by a large number of

retailers. For success in advertising can result only
from careful inquiry and planning.
The furniture man knows from experience that his
advertising problem is more difficult than that of most
businesses. The advertiser is trying to break the
habit of dealing at a certain store, a habit made firm
study.
and strong by daily purchases, and substitute the custom of buying of him. It is a big task, and takes
Does the dealer seek customers from that part of the
working class that must watch pennies. Big chains
to get and hold
are using
their
trade.the price appeal successfully
But most readers of this journal do not cater to this
class. They serve either the middle or upper sections
of the population. Their clientele, no matter how secured originally, must be held through some appeal
other than price, through personal confidence resulting from fair treatment, through quality goods sold
at moderate prices, through quick delivery or some
similar service.
SELL MORE

GOODS BY USE OF WINDOW
DISPLAYS

A well-dressed window is like a well-dressed man.
It spells progress. The appearance of both have a
psychological effect upon the public at large, but the
difference is, the clothes do not make the man. but the
window does make the store, for a store without :i
window display is like a clock without hands.

Many people buy furniture on the installment pl:-n.
v:ith the emphasis on the "stall."

Gifts Sure to Please
For All th^ Family

^ EVERYTHING USEFUL

GeV Some of TKcm
THE CHILDREN
And Gel Them Now For
They [ Are
GoinfS<b
Quickly^f"^^^
Tot Foraifam
Kaacfsutcs

FOR

RttdiBf HorM* bmSw
Knldie-Kui
Eat, □uijt
zr:i^^ .xy".
*
. . ■ — ""*'
"-" FoatltMU
"" »
"
^ Fa. M»
WRIGHT'S Limilf-rl

An Artistically Framed Picture Makes Ohe of the Most Acceptable and Inexpensive Presente

WRIGHTS

Limited

will offer suggestions.
Xmas advertisements of Campbell & Campbell, of Brandon, Man., and Wright's Ltd., of Sydney, N.S., which
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Work

Wind

ows

to the

Limit

this Month

THERE is hardly need of emphasizing to the progressive dealer that the display window
should be given extra-special attention from now until Christmas.
The dealer Avho does
not realize the value of his windows and demonstrate his faith in them by working them
to the limit at this season, is paesing up one of the biggest opportunities of the year.
Some suggestions for seasonable displays were given in our last issue. Others are given
in this issue.
Make use of them in pushing hard for a record trade this year.
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An interesting and helpful article on the designing for furnituje of all those who build furniture — Must adhere
largely to accepted standards in order to make a success — How certain features help sales of staple furniture
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Third article of a series written jot The Canadian Furniture World
By C. B. Chatfield

IN my two preceding articles I have dwelt at some
length upon the business methods of the Northern
Furniture Company. I have stated plainly what
I believed to be true, that fully forty per cent, of the
volume of business which this big plant turns out is
traceable directly to service. In other words, they
ship the goods.
Must Produce "Sellers"
In order to keep up the demand, however, there are
other things which must be taken into consideration.
First and foremost in this regard is to keep the line so
attractive that dealers will order continuously, and
repeatedly, from such patterns as are in stock, witli
certain assurance that these goods will move oflP their
floors, and yield a profit.
In other words it is up to the designer to produce
"sellers." This is not as difficult as may seem. The
goods which sell most freely, from the dealer's, as well
as the manufacturer's standpoint, are goods which do
not embody "freak" ideas, nor smack too strongly of
novelty.
I have been accused, as have undoubtedly many of
my contemporaries, of making nothing new. This,
usually, from persons who have a small knowledge of
able to say— "this is
the accepted styles, and are thus
Chippendale, this is Colonial (save the mark) and this
is our old friend Queen Anne. Of course, you have
changed it a bit, here and there, but the idea is old —
you fellows get up something new.'"'
why
way of answer I have in the old days made reoly
By don't
— "There is nothing new under the sun." Which, asI
far as motif is concerned, is literally true. But what
really meant to say was, "if I made something new no
one would buy it." There is not a designer in the
business who is master of his profession who cannot,
if he elects, produce new stuflf, — but no one will buy
it.
Must Satisfy Dealer
This is the whole trouble. In order to move goods,
they must pass through the usual channels, which
means^ — either the dealer, or his professional buyer.
These individuals, while not absolutely hidebound, are
at least governed by precedent, and do not have the
vision as a rule which warrants them in breaking away
from precedent, and launching forth into untried
fields. The middle-man is the man whom we must
satisfy; were the ultimate consumer given the onnortunity of selecting his furniture direct from the eabiret
maker — instead of selecting from the wares offered by
the dealer — the manufacturing of furniture would be
upon an entirely different plane from the present.
Designer Must Adhere Largely to Accepted
Standards

So a successful designer must adhere largely to accepted periods, forms, aji(^ wpods, if his product is to

furnish a big volume of business to a plant having
enormous capacity for production. Here, in Grand
Rapids, it seems to be the policj^ to strain a bit for
novelty, and the greater the effort along this line, the
greater the necessity for continuing the policy. Buyers come to Grand Rapids to visit the local factories
with one main idea in view, to wit — to see what our
local factories have brought out which smacks of
novelty. And it has been my observation that in many
instances this year's successes are next year's failures
The Experience With Chinese Styles
Having exhausted nearly every possibility in Engli'-h
Period styles some of our designers undertook to introduce Chinese art. It was almost in.stantly acclaimed
as the coming style ; but look at it to-day. Xo one
hais been able to procure anything in the Chinese manner which can by any straining of the imagination be
termed "merchandise." To be sure one sees it on
dealers' floors, but the sad, sad, look of the salesman
on the dealer's
story.
tells thesell
by, cannot
passes it he
as he because
floor
it off It
theis floor.
A customer who might be interested in Chinese stuff knows
almost intuitively how this stuff should be executed.
He knows that in the first place it involves an elaborate lacquering, built up from a perfect groundwork.
He knows that the art of producing the raised portions
is a lost art, and he also knows that decaleomania is
never a substitute worth mentioning for the delicate
pencilings of the Oriental craftsman.
So I say, that one of the fundamentals of designing
is to study the requirements of the individuals who
buy your goods, and while it may be possible to introduce, from time to time, certain innovations in
form, and certain departures in style, this must be done
gradually and not with a disregard for business ends
and requirements.
How Certain Features Help Sales

It is a peculiar fact that certain feature.^ imparted to
an article often assure its selling. Twentny years ago,
a f^alesman said to the writer — "I con't caie what style
of sideboards you make, lut make them with shelves
shelf fea<-ure befastened to the standard?." And +his
came afixed requirement ; without which no sideboard
appeared to move. Bat with the coming of so-called
period styles, the shelves were suddenly thrown into
the discard, which leads one to believe tha: these me;iinothing at all to do with the sellinj-- (pialities
bersthehad
piece.
of
Some manufacturers claim that they cannot sell a

isn't
buffet which stands high from the floor. "There Avhich
however,
thing
One
say.
they
enough,"
room
I have observed is this— a buffet which contanis a silver
drawer, a napkin drawer under, a long full length
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drawer below that, and two cupboards at either side, is
almost sure to be a seller if other things are favorable.
Case of Two Italian Renaissance Sets

The Northern Furniture Company, in July, brought
out two very radical dining room sets, in the Italian
Renaissance. They were decidedly different from
anything heretofore produced by this firm, and during
the show I "stuck around" with pardonable pride, to
listen to the comments of the buyers. One of our
Canadian friends who was attending the market admired one of the buffets, but while he declared the design iiiteresting. he did not buy the piece, because, to
use his own words — "it wais too high from the floor,
and did not have cupboard room enough."
A few days later another Canadian manufacturer,
who operates a factory east of Toronto, actually bought
the same buffet, without any comment whatsover as to
the practical nature of the piece itself. Which proves
conclusively that in order to satisfy everybody some
of the time, and, to paraphrase the immortal Lincoln,
somebody all the time, one must diversify his product
not a little.
A prominent educator has stated that there Avill
grow^ up in America, which, let us hone, includes all the
terrain from Hudison Bay to the Gulf of Mexico — a demand for fifty thousand designers. I do not know
where all this number will be employed ; some may
specialize on artistic wheelbarrows, others may devote
their talents to adorning boxes to contain the tools
for cleaning one's boots, and so forth. But if the
educator mentioned above Avould have us infer that the
designer is to be schooled in institutions of art, it will
avail little or nothing so far as the furniture industry
is concerned.
Hints on Desisniino'
Art has been defined as "an infinite capacity for
taking pains." Whoever coined this paragraph (I
do not know who the author can be), must have tried
to design furniture ; for that is all the art of furniture
designing consists of. True, one must know something
of style, but not nearly as much as of fitness. He must
know something of drawing, but not nearly as much as
of the cost of the piece he draws. He miist know something of proportion, but not nearly as miich as of the
value this proportion represents to the dealer, or to the
customer who pays his money for the article itself.
Designing furniture is a trade proposition. There
are undou'btedly hutidredis of furniture designers in
this country but there are not fifty all told who are
practical men. By this I mean men who produce
merchandise Avhich involves continuous movement, so
that the manufacturers and dealers who handle this
merchandise may keep their organizations "hittin' on
allsix."
Designing Successful Merchandise
In order to produce (successful merchandise a designer must study the equipment of the plant in which
his ideas are to be brought out, and the class of trade
which buys the product. Art itself, that is to say, a
conception of style and proportion, and the necessary
faci]it.y, or ease in handling a lump of cra.yon, is all
very well in its place. But what a manufacturer wants
is to be assured that wdien he cuts into good lumber,
something will emerge from the finishing room which
represents more than so much labor and material.
Tn other words the art of the designer is to produce,
not merely an artistic creation, but a substantial increment in value, over production. How then will he
go about it?
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Little Extras Eat up the Profits

In my own case I proceed in the following manner : I
cannot afford to put money into the interior of a case
which is to sell at a popular price. Dust panels alone
have kept some factories from paying dividends. Ornaments Ihave always used sparingly. Let the designer
"leave off" all the "work' he possibly can, and rely
largely upon proportion, form, texture, and last but not
least, color. Color is one of the most valuable qualities, and until recent years has not had the attention it
demands. Let me take a simple Sheraton sideboard,
and finish it properly, and the average buyer will overlook all the little touches which the old master imparted
to the pieces which he made historic.
A Sample Instance
I remember that I reproduced^ — in outline only —
three Hepplewhite chairs for the Retting Company^ of
Grand Rapids, Michigan, about twenty years ago.
This was the Pre-Period era, and actual replies had not
as yet begun to show up on the market. It occurred
to me to leave off practically all of the delicate channeling and piping so much admired by the collector,
save only where this might be done on a shaper with no
hand stopping whatever. These pieces 'brought practically the same price as though the extra labor had
been put into them, and sold for several Be'asons after
other manufacturers had offered the same models,
faithfully reproduced.
Where ornament is to be used to enrich an article,
let the designer analyze the ornament, and try to discover the basic features of the ornament and rely upon
it to do the greater part of the enriching.
Do Not Applj'^ Ornament at Random
In other Avords do not apply a lot of ornament at
random, for if this is done one part may detract from
the other. It is sometimes surprising how little ornament is required to greatly alter the nature of a composition, and add to its intrinsic value. For example,
I was called upon a few months ago to make a bed
room suite to fill in a gap in a line, but T was requested
to use the same base as was used in a cheaper suite. I
took a Louis XVI outline for my toilet frame, a perfectly plain tapered standard terminating with a little
finial (from stock) and around the frame, which I
channeled, T laid a composition molding of the period.
The effect was startling. By the simple expedient of
the ornamental molding, all other members, mirror,
frame, etc., being the same, as the cheaper suite referred to, we had built a piece which sold readily for three
dollars more, at an added cost of only thirty-five cents.
What of Period Styles?
One is frecjuently asked, "What is the coming st.vle
in furniture? Are not the Period styles playing out?"
To the latter question T will answer that the English
Period styles have rieVer played at all in this hemisphere, except as they played into the hands of designers
who have taken them and adapted them to our requirements. To the former (juestion, an.y answer I might
make would be futile. All I can sa.v is this: You liave
your period styles, now analyze them. Ti-ace back
their origin to where it came from and .you will discover that all that is good in period styles has a foundation in architecture. And don't overlook the Italian
types. The Colonial, Mission, Art Neuveau — all may be
mastered in a few weeks; but to me at least, the Italian
Renaissance is as mystifying, and truly wonderful, as
it was twenty-five years ago,
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Ideas that can be used to advantage in gunning for more business.
By THE EDITOR.

sections do not put forth stronger
IT is surprising that furniture dealers located in big rooming
efforts to sell furniture to roomers. This is a field of endeavor that might be cultivated to
great advantage. There is no young man or woman who does not like refined surroundings
and is interested in having a room furnished in such a manner as to be pleasing to themselves
and to be admired by their friends. In addition to the argument that the room can be made
more like home in this way it can also be pointed out that an unfurnished room can be rented
at a lower price and the difference used in gathering together furniture that may be used
practically a lifetime.
Dealers who take up the idea may well use advertising space to put this idea before prospective customers. In some eases men might be employed to make personal calls on prospects.
and "board" columns of the daily newspapers
The running of advertisements in the in"room"
touch with roomers.
would also be a good means of getting
In addition to the great many sales that might be secured in this way. you are also building up a connection for the future. When these young people to whom you sold furniture for
their room secure a home of their own you have an excellent chance of securing the business of
furnishing their house complete.

FEATURING

FURNITURE

BY THE ROOM

Nova
FOLLOWING the Halifax disaster in which many homes were completely wrecked, the
two.
for
furniture
on
prices
quoting
of
feature
a
made
Limited,
Scotia Furniture Company,
refurnish
entirely
to
forced
were
people
many
As
complete.
three, four, and five rooms
an excellent way of getting them interested in the offerings of this store.
their home's, this proved
This is a method of going after sales that might well be used by other dealers even in normal
times. The T. Eaton Co., of Toronto, have made use of the idea, devoting page space in the local
and listing the various articles conpapers to the c|uoting of prices, on furnished rooms complete,
tained in the arrangement. The Calgary Furniture Store is another firm which has also made
use of this plan, getting out an attractive circular which quoted prices on the furnishings of a
They reported results very satisfactory.
house complete.

1

BY PERSONAL

CONFIDENCE

AROUSING

RECOMMENDS

firm, one of the problems is
N going after business of people who are not ac(iuainted with your
People like to feel that you are reliable before entrusting their
to get their confidence.
This was the view taken by The Crescent Home Furnishers, of Winnipeg,
bu.siness to you.
E
in their dealings with the farmers, and accordingly they worked out a plan of doing this by
i
reproducing on the back of their letterheads, five letters received from well-known firms speaking
1
of their refiability. These were headed, "Know whom you are dealing with. Our reliability is
i
Among the letters was one from the Mayor of Winnipeg, while others were
your advantage."
1
The character
which the people of the province were well-acquainted.
with
from publications
j
of these letters is shown by the following:
I
1
Gentlemen :
.
i .
•,
p
"On looking over our records, we find that we have been doing business with you tor a
i
matter of four years, and we wish to state that every transaction was entirely satisfactory to us.
i
It is to our knowledge that many of our readers throughout the West have bought your goods
i
We have no hesitation whatever
and in no ease have we heard of a dissatisfied patron of yours.
i
are proving money-savers
doubt
no
you
and
reliable,
in recommending your firm as prompt and
1
to many people who buy through the mail.
I
Wishing your efforts every success, we are,
I
1
Yours very truly,
HOME PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED.
1
Per
I
make use of this idea in order
well
might
trade
town
Those dealers who make a hid for out of
i
s.
customer
ive
prospect
of
ce
confiden
to get the
1
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A WAR-TIME
To Our Subscribers:

REQUEST

About your subscription receipt: — Instead of sending you a receipt for your renewal subscription, we
ask you to watch the expiry date on your next copy.
By it you will see your remittance has been received —
it will be advanced accordingly.
Thanking you, we are
Gratefully yoiirs,
THE COMMERCIAL PRESS, LIMITED,
32 Colborne Street, Toronto.
Attend January
Exhibitions

Furniture dealers should plan now
to attend the January Furniture
Exhihitions of the Ontario manufacturers which will be held from January 13 to 25.
Now that hostilities have ceased and a return to
normal conditions is being looked forward to, it behooves the men in the furniture trade to start right in
to put their business on a basis that will hasten reconstruction, for the new era is bound to bring an enlarged
demand for furnishings that must make the future look
bright to the men in the furniture business.
The furniture manufacturers are planning to make
the January Exhibitions this year well worthy of the
first season of the new era of expansion and prosperity which we are now looking forward to. Displays will not only be extensive but there will be many
new lines shown. Altogether, the exhibitions this
year promise to be the most interesting held in some
years.
Furniture dealers have learned from experience that
one of the most fruitful sources of information of value
to them in their business are the furniture exhibitions.
The dealer acquires a first-hand knowledge of the
trend of styles and designs in furniture and gets in
touch with the newest goods that are being shown. In
addition to this, he gets in touch with other men in the
business from whom he is bound to glean many ideas
that will prove beneficial to him in his business.
The attending of the January exhibitions is not an
expenditure.
It is an investment.
* * *
The Designing
of Furniture

In an article in this issue a designer of furniture points out that
any designer who knows his business can produce "new" stuff, but the problem is to
produce goods that will sell. Freak goods may bo
very interesting but do not always sell.
There is a hint for the buyer in this statement. Freak
or extra novelty lines placed on the floor may attract
attention, but the big cpiestion is — will they sell?
This is the ([uestion which the buyer for the furniture store should ask himself when tempted to bu.y
anything of a freakish nature.
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Appropriate
Cuts

The use of plenty of good cuts is
much to be desired in furniture
advertising. They help the reader
to picture better the article of furniture in actual use in
her own home. They also indicate to the reader at a
glance the class of article that is being described.
Unfortunately, there are a lot of inappropriate cuts
used in advertising by furniture dealers. This is a big
mistake. They should be in entire keeping with the
subject and should illustrate the actual goods as nearly
as possible.
Most manufacturers are dad to supply cuts of their
goods if asked to. A. E. Harris, advertising manager
of the Neilson Furniture Co. Ltd., of Calgary, states
that_ not only do they use these but they biiy a cut
service of their own. which gives them exclusive illustrations. He says that cuts are on a par with headlines for attracting attention.

The Business
Outlook

What of the trade prospects in the
furniture business with the coming of peace and the return of the
men now overseas? They appear to be quite bright
when one stops to consider the number of new homes
that will be opened with the return of the men who
have been at the front. When building materials begin to become more normal there will also be much
building of houses and new houses means more furniture. , :
The Furniture Trade Review in discussing the subject says: "Thus we shall have a constantly increasing
addition of men who are making money into the ranks
of consumers of furniture, especially young fellows
either who married prior to leaving or who are purposing to shortly set up homes. The retail furniture business will improve from the time the first contingent
sets foot on American soil, and there will be more labor
to do the work. Any readjustment of prices that m iy
come, in wholesale or retail prices of furniture, will be
made up in the increased sales. The dollar of invested capital will do the same work — make the same
proportionate profit — be prices high or low, which has
been the salvation of the retailer with the overhead
that he could diminish hut little, all through the strenuous times we have passed through."
• * •
Photographs of
Your Display

A successful window trimmer
known to the writer makes a
practice of having photographs
taken of his outstanding displays and pasting them in
a photograph album for future reference. They are
found of great assistance in suggesting arrangements
for other displays. They are especially helpful in
offering suggestions for seasonable windows.
The present would he a good time for other dealers
to begin a photographic record of displays. Some
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good Christmas windows are generally arranged and
these will form a good beginning for such a collection.
Store proprietors will find such records extremely
valuable in case a new man takes charge of the windows. They will show the new trimmer just what
arrangements are best suited to the windows in question and also supplement his own ideas as to good
general arrangements.
Begin your collection by photographing your special Xmas window. And don't forget to send a copy
to The Canadian Furniture World for reproduction.
* * •
Cutting Down
Father's Pants

Do you remember the days of
your youth when mother used to
cut down father's trousers to fit
little Willie? Father's pants were of overwhelming
dimensions and little Willie never expected that they
could be utilized by him. It took mother's ability to
adjust this wearing apparel, originally constructed on
such a large scale, to fit the smaller requirements of
her boy.
Ability of a somewhat similar natiire is required by
the smaller dealer of to-day so that he may be able to
make use of the progressive business-getting methods
of the larger stores in his own business. Methods used
by some of the larger stores are frequently set forth in
these columns. We have sometimes heard criticisms
from smaller dealers that these articles are of no use to
them because they cannot hope to make use of such
elaborate ideas in their small business. It is not expected that they should do this — try to carry out such
ideas on the same elaborate manner as a store many
times larger — but there is no reason why the same
methods as are used with good results by a big store
should not be utilized on a smaller scale by the smaller
store — or at least such portions of these business-getting plans as suit the particular requirements of the
smaller store.

To save his own time and that of
salesmen calling upon him, as well
as to prevent running out of
goods, the dealer should 'have a want-book and see that
it is made use of.
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will be necessary to write off ten per cent, of the cost
each year for depreciation, or $20 per year.
This makes a total of $34 per year. The question
for you to decide is whether that piece of equipment
will bring you in $34 per year extra profit. Of
course, good equipment has a general advertising
value that cannot be reckoned in dollars and cents.
And do not forget that you are able to conduct the
increased business secured at less expense. On account of improved facilities, so that the net result is
not only a return on the investment in fixtures, but
am increased profit on their whole business.
* * *
Value of
Continuous
Advertising

Just at the present time some
dealers and manufacturers are inclined to slacken up in their advertising because just now they
can easily dispose of stock. They forget that this
condition will not always continue — may change altogether in a very short time, and unless they have
kept prominently before their patrons they may find
it difficult to make sales come up to production, espeeompetitor has maintained a persissome livepolicy.
cially ifadvertising
tent
This is well-illustrated in the ease of A. and F.
Pears, the English soap makers, who were spending
about a quarter of a million dollars annually some fifteen years ago, and they were selling each year a good
many million dollars' worth of soap. Everyone knew
about Pears' soap — the name was familiar in the
farthest corners of the globe, but the directors decided
they would get along without advertising because they
were selling all that their factories could produce.
'I'hey did no advertising during the following six
months and in that six months lost 35 per cent, of their
total business. It cost them $6,500,000 in additional
publicity to get back where they had left off.
Tliis shows how quickly the public forgets when advertising iswithdrawn. It illustrates the need for
constantly repeated advertising.

The Value of
a Want Book

Impress upon clerks that as soon as any commodity
is seen to be running low, that a note of it be made in
the want-book. When the salesm'an calls you do not
have to keep him Avaiting — you do not have to waste
time in running from one end of your store to another
sizing up your stock — ^and you guard against disappointment to customers in being out of goods asked
for.
* * •
The proper manner in which to
approach the so-called expense of
store fixtures and equipment is
from an investment standpoint. Placing money in
equipment is not an expense, in the real sense of the
worrl as it brings in its dividends in increased sales and
profits.
A certain piece of equipment costs $200. If money
is worth 7 per cent, per annum there is a yearly interest charge on that equipment of $14. Taking it
for granted that it will give ten years of service, it

The Cost of
Equipment

When wholesale houses make a
Wrong Ideas as
to Dealer's Profits practice of selling goods to employees at wholesale figures they
the
"to disabuse
some stepsthat
takeimpression
should
to getof that
liableminds
they are their
erroneous
retailers make a practice of exacting more than a fair
profit on the goods they sell.
This erroneous idea is not likely to be held by those
busiwho understand anything about the cost of doing
ness in the retail trade, but there are many employees
of wholesale houses Avho have not the slightest idea of
for the rethe amount of gross profit it is necessary
tailer to m'ake in order to secure a living net profit.
For instance, one employee of a wholesale house who
had bought goods at wholesale prices was recently
holding forth on the exorbitant profits exacted by retailers, setting forth as an example an article (quite a
specialty, too) on which the retailer made a profit Avhich
only meant a gross profit of 18 per cent., which would
no more than pay the cost of doing business for many
dealers. Yet, this favored person was decrying the
retailer as a profiteer. Surely, wholesale houses might
do a little educational Avork among their employees
that Avould prove advantageous to the retail trade.
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Merchandising
Suggestions from Our
Exchanges
Methods and ideas in furniture retailing as seen by other journals
CENSOR

YOUR

LETTERS

EVERY letter that leaves your store should be a
sensible letter.
It should not be written simply
because "a letter" must be written.
It should
develop its reasons logically and show why it is to the
advantage of a customer to consider the proposition
you present.
Of course good letters are hard to write. If they
weren't, there would be fewer of the poor kind.
Make the censorship on all your letters severe. Don't
lift it under any consideration. A well composed,
neatly written letter is sometimes as successful as a
personal solicitation.
The uncensored business letter does as much harm
to a store as the uncensored private letter does to a
nation. Appoint a censor in your organization to-day
— and start him "on the job" immediately. — Decorative
Furnisher.
AN ILLUSTRATED

LETTER

y MISSOURI furniture man recently tried out a
- ^ novel plan in circularizing his trade. Realizing
that illustrations add wonderfully to the et¥ectiveness of a newspaper, advertisement, he wondered
why the same would not be true with letters. From
manufacturers he procured a number of small cuts, illustrating interior home scenes, and these he had
printed on the left hand margin of a number of letterheads which he appropriated for the purpose. The
letter was prepared with great care, and the finished
product was attractive and interesting, commanding
the attention of practically everyone who received it.
Results
were saidRecord.
to* be highly satisfactory. — Grand
Rapids Furniture
IMPORTANCE

OF SLEEP

COMFORT

The National Cash Register Company recently held
a large and enthusiastic convention of the wives of
their sales agents. The object of this convention was
to show how they could help their husbands to be successful inbusiness.
To bring the matter of how their helpfulness could
be employed down to practical suggestions, eight ways
were outlined where^by an interested wife could make
her husband a better business man.
We are outlining one of the suggestions below, as it
serves to bring home to us a very important fact that
most of us overlook in the hustle and bustle of life.
The wives of the N. C. R. men were told to see that
their husbands got enough sleep at night, as one of the
essentials to success is sleep.
Eight hours every night in a comfortable bed in a
well-ventilated room was urged. This is logical, for
sleep is the body's best restorer, and a man Avho has
insufficient sleep and rest is not alert mentally, and "s
inclined to be grouchy and easily discouraged.
Restful sleep is a medicine — a tonic. Most men
don't realize this vital truth, but continue night after
night to seek rest on lumpy mattresses and saggy
springs.

As a third of one's life is spent in sleep — restoring
the body's daily waste— isn't it the better part of
wisdom to make that sleep a restful sleep ?
And herein lies a suggestion that the aggressive merchant will turn to profit in his sales talks to customers.
Sell sleep comfort. — The Alaskan.
A "STOP

" CARD

A startling stunt in advertising was recently originated by a New York retailer, and is worth using
by one merchant in each city. He furnished an
automobile owner with a large cardboard sign on
which the word STOP was painted in large red letters.
When this car was on a crowded street or when forced
to halt for any reason, the owner from the rear seat
raised this large sign so the automobilists coming in
baek of him would see the warning and stop their
cars.

The publicity value for the merchant was in
words lettered beneath the word STOP. These
advised the automobilists to STOP and buy the
they needed at the merchant's store.— Southern
ture Journal.
ANSWERING

a few
words
goods
Furni-

THE PHONE

DID and
you then
ever note
have how
someone
say, had
"Hold
the wire"It
long you
to wait?
seems five times as long when you have got that
receiver to your ear.
When a customer calls up your office and wishes to
talk to a salesman have whoever answers the phone
get him to the wire just as soon as you can. If he
is not immediately available don 't give your customer
an opportunity to become vexed and possibly hang up
the receiver, but say to the customer, "I've called him;
he will be here in just a moment." That relieves the
pressure and your salesman will not have an irritable
customer to talk to.
It was only the other day that one Chicago firm
missed an order for drawings — and ojie of considerable
size — just because of a practice in their office of keeping one holding the wire for what appeared an interminable length of time. — Furniture Journal.
BANK

BOOSTS

BUSINESS

BUILDING

A novel stunt has been inaugurated by the St. Louis
Union Bank. It has opened a "Business Building
Bureau," whose purpose is to publish a series of advertisements inwhich will be set forth some things of importance to those engaged in other lines of business,
especially to those engaged in retail merchandising.
"In publishing these advertisements," says the
Bank, Ave are anxious to see every enterprise enjoy the
greatest possible success. If we can contribute to that
end wc shall be happy. A realization of the fact that
95 per cent, of the people who go into business fail
sooner or later, has resulted in a nation-wide search for

knowledge."
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An interesting story of an actual experience in which the salesman was inclined to give up in despaii — He was
repaid for his tedious work when a $1400 sale was made — A true story by J. Russell Pontifex, Ottawa, Ont.
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CHAPTER

I.

A pretty young lady of some eighteen or tAventy
years tripped into the store and asked to be
shown some furniture.
She wished to see dining room, bed room and living room goods, she said.
"Something of everything if you please."
The inspection Avas long, tedious and unsatisfactory
to the salesman. The lady went into raptures over
this suite and the other, had a glorious time Avith the
living room chairs and chesterfields, looked at her hat
in numerous mirrors, asked questions galore about
period designs, ditferent finishes, etc., but of buying,
never a word — not even a suggestion of making a
selection.
At last she was satisfied, graciously asked the salesman for his name or number, and thanked him for his
kind attention. She intended to return in a day or
two and would ask for him. With visions of a morning wasted, he diplomatically assured her that any of
the isalesmen Avould be pleased to show her the goods
and said that as the things Avere all marked in plain
figures it would make little difference who was attending her.
Nevertheless the lady went out with the salesman's
number neatly written in her note book while the man
prayed that he might be husily engaged if she ever
called again.
m
CHAPTER

II.

SHE came agiain, this time with another young lady
as light hearted as herself. The salesman resigned himself to his fate, determined to do his
duty or die in the attempt. How these two girls revelled in the sig'ht. First, this chair, then that one, and
then again the other one appealed to them, and so the
fun went on. Then the lady of the first part, (as a
lawyer would say) requested the salesman to make a
list of several things that she liked. Descriptions,
prices and other particulars were dotted doAvn, but
alas, that was all. Two hours sufficed to tire the tAvo
friends. They decided to go home, and without a
single Avord of thanks or encouragement, they took
their departure, leaving the poor man more worried
than ever.
CHAPTER

III.

<'T lELDO! Is that Harper's Furniture Store?"
I— I "Yes, Sir." "Can you furnish a four-roomed
flat for $.500?" The salesman assured the enquirer that the question was a peculiar one and that it
all depended upon what the gentlemen called furnishing. If good, solid, plain, useful furniture Avas
wanted, then $.500 would suffice. If really good period
styles in good taste with distinction were needed, then
$5,000 would be nearer the mark. The salesman assured the gentleman that the stocks in the store were
complete and varied and set out in neat display. He

suggested that he be alloAved to show them and point
out the kind of merchandise he could supply for .$.500.
or better still, Avould the gentleman like to make a
selection, then the salesman Avould tell him .just Avhat it
Avould cost to get a flat furnished to suit his OAvn tastes.
This appealed to the enquirer as a good business proposition and he agreed to call and talk the matter
over.
CHAPTER

IV.

also a gentleman and
once. more,
THE thepretty
same girl
salesman
The girl produces her list
and the man recalls the telephone conversation
AA^hile the salesman at last begins to see a sale ahead.
The girl's enthusiasm knows no bounds. She really
must have this bedroom suite in grey, wouldn't be Avithout that black Avalnut dining suite, Avhile this chesterfield Avas just too lovely for words. So the sale Avent
along quickly and the total amount figured $1,400. The
terms Avere spot cash and, Avheu everything was settled
there came this explanation for the salesman. "^My
wife and I did not knoAv Avhat Ave wanted. We desired nice furniture and siome assistance in making a
selection. You gave great satisfaction to my Avife on
her first visit. Your answer to my phone message was
the only one of several that talked business. All the
others assured me that they could furnish me a fourroomed flat for $500 and that Avithout having any idea
of the class of goods I required-. We are delighted
with our selection and thank you very much for your

Then the ' ' salesman made a note of these things and
assistance.
treasured them in his heart, to cheer him in the day of
small sales and disappointments, and to act as a reminder that all's Avell that ends Avell, no matter what
trouble may be caused on the Avay along.

GETTING AHEAD IN BUSINESS
By W. E. Hotehkin.
The SMILE wins. Your wife knows the popularity
dealer whois SMILE'S.
the G-BOUCH
of The
a losing competitor.
Simile in your own business, whether you meet your
customers personally or not — for smiles are contagious,
smile.
and your employees will learnGiveto them
cause to smile.
Teacih them to SMILE.
Make them happy in their work. If you have any
who don't deserve to be made happy, that's your
fault.
People like to buy in a store where they are always
metstore
with a SMILE.
They always come back to such
IT.If you have such a store, TELL PEOPLE ABOUT
store worth
talking
about and can
then hear
TALKyou,
—
andHave
talka where
hundreds
of thousands
and your business is bound to grow bigger.
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As the new year enters, many furniture dealers
are planning to give away calendars to their customers.
Some of these calendars are furnished by manufac-m
turers from whom the merchants buy goods, while
many cases merchants go to the expense of getting
bearing their own india special
calendars
ents. nature
vidualofadvertisem
Calendars passed out carelessly to customers as they
visit the store do not bring the returns that are possible
when a more careful method of distribution is planned.
A dealer in Iowa worked out a plan last year successHe sent out postal cards to his customers, saymg that
he had purchased just 200 calendars that were especially attractive and that they would be given away to
the first 200 customers who visited the store. It is a
peculiaritv of human nature to want something of
which the supply is limited. If there is enough for
everybody then nobody is anxious for them.
This merchant advertised that only adult persons
would be given calendars and asked customers not to
send their children for them. The idea was to get the
adults into the store and possibly some of them would
not leave without making a purchase.
The plan worked admirably. The merchant gave
away several hundred calendars and he got them into
the hands of the substantial people of his locality. And
the expense for the postal cards he sent out amounted
to only a few dollars.
A manufacturer of calendars advises retail dealers
of a number of ways of distributing them with the best
These suggestions are as follows:
advertising effect.
s in the local paper and state
calendar
the
Advertise
for all who call and
reserved
be
will
that a copy
register their names at your store before a certain date.
Send calendars by mail on the first of January. Before advertising them, arrange all names in alphabetical index; in this way you avoid sending out
duplicates.
Use the names in the telephone directory to assist m
making up the mailing list and send calendars through
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the mail, or by messenger. Enclose with the calendar
a note directing attention to the picture and to the
leading features of your business.
Use postal cards as invitations for people to call and
secure calendars after the date mentioned.
After the first of January, when the rush of holiday
business is over, send postal cards describing the
calendar to a selected mailing list, stating that one has
been reserved and request the recipient to call and
bring the card to make sure that calendars go to the
persons for whom they are intended.
In the country, the postal card system will work
well. People will drive miles to get a fine calendar,
and, incidentally, do some business with you.
Take your delivery wagon and distribute the
calendars to regular customers.
Place then on exhibition, and by newspaper advertising and windoAv cards announce that a calendar will be
to each person making -a purchase to the
presented
of $1.
extent

SUGGESTIVE

ADS. OR SH0V7 CARDS

"Give something useful — Once we threw our money
helter-skelter — we tried to see how much in tinsel and
how little in practical worth we could give away at
Xmas time. But the old order changeth— a practical
age is here. That's why we suggest a piece of furniture.
"The sensible gift — We know that you are looking
senfor a sensible gift this year. What we mean by
sible is something that will be useful and yet will be
appreciated. What is better than a piece of furniture?
"Time to give a practical gift — Show your good will
and spread the spirit of happiness by giving furniture
— a most welcome gift."

Store economy counts two ways just now. It
counts for you and your profits, and it counts in conserving for the nation the supplies saved and the labor
used in producing such supplies.

Manufacturers, Limited.
No. 0810-Queen Anne dining room suite, made in walnut, manufacturod by the Canada Furniture
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INDUSTRY

By Wm. Cawkell
Secretary Furniture Manufacturers' Associat on

NATURALLY, the advent of peace has caused all
in the furniture industry,
persons engaged
whether mamifacturer or retailer, to speculate
upon the effect of the changed conditions.
The situation was very fully discussed at a representative meeting of men engaged in the trade, in Toronto
recently, and I was instructed to prepare the following
statement of their views: —
As to Wages in the Industry
Dealing first with the great question of wages. It
was recognized that in the furniture industry, in the
past, the wages generally, for so skilled an industry,
were not high when compared with the wages paid in
other leading industries. There is still a great shortage of labor and as the prices of the necessities of life
are not likely to drop for a long time to come, it is felt
that there will be no reduction in the present wages.
Shortage of Lumber and Veneers
There is a great shortage of lumber and veneers, and
in fact, of all materials that enter into the construce, and the demand from foreigii countion of' furnitur
tries for lumber will increase tremendously, just as
soon as ocean tonnage is available, as the best information received shows that there is absolutely no reserve stock of lumber in any of the European timber
yards.
.
Canadian labor for the getting out of timber has
been very much restricted during the past few years,
and in consequence the Canadian saw mills have very
little stoek in hand, it wall be
some years before this labor
returns to the woods, and the
effect of it is felt in the luniber
market noAv. Lumber is a
commodity which is becoming,
as years go by, increasirgly
scarcer and harder to procure
on account of the slow
growth of hardwood which is
required in the furniture
trade.

ture Inc'ine 1
Price cf Furni
Upward
For the above reasons,
viz: "No probable diminution in wages, or in the cost of
ma^^er-a's." the price of
furniture in the very nature
of things, will in all probability be in'ireased rather th ^n
le?rened, ard that before very
long.
A very considerable riuanlii-y of furniture will in all
probability be reriuired by the
farmers of this country, who
Iiy reason now of their great
prosperity and the undoubted
prosperity they will enjoy for

many years, will be enabled to furnish their homes
comfortably if not luxuriously.
Demand for Furniture from Returned Men
It has been estimated that there are about three
hundred thousand Canadian soldiers overseas, many
of whom are married. On their return to Canada we
may look forward with confidence to the married men
furnishing, either wholly or partially, homes for the'r
families. It may also confidently be expected that
the single men will very soon become married and wil'
want homes for themselves. If only 50 per cent, of
the returned soldiers furnish or partially funiish
homes after they have returned to Canada, at an expense say not exceeding two hundred dollars per home,
the amount thus to be expended for furniture would
be not less than thirty million dollars, which in itself
would keep the furniture industry of this country bu y
for over two years, to handle and supply the demand.
Wide Field for Export
A wide field for the export of furniture is opening
out before Canadian manufacturers. The Governments are actively interesting themselves in the reestablishment of Belgium and Northern France, which
will re([uire a very large amount of houseliold furniture, which Canada can and will supply.
By reason of the great success of the recent Victory
Loan, there is a plethora of money in Canada, and the
Government have ample funds to finance all the requirements ofthe people for a very considerable period,
anddo.this it has pledged itself
to
Conditions prevailing in the
United States are much the
same as in Canada. Wherever
examinations of price lists
have been made they showthat the prices of furniture
and chairs made by the leading manufacturers in the
United States are on an average higher at the prese^if time
than those prevailing in Canada. Such being the ca^e.
the danger from dumping
into
prices Si-ntes
below
by theatUnited
goods Canada
cost, is now obA'iated.
Eveiy
should
sider the retailer
stoek that
he hasconin
his store and in his warehouse as being bought on a
favorable market and worth
more than it could be replaced for.
The very keenest business
observers see no cloud in the
horizon to check business
prosperity, and no reason to
doubt that Canada can be

MR. WILLIAM
Secretary Furniture Manu ?att^r^rs"''Associ,ition. made most prospcrous.
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PROMOTED

The first real attempt in Canada to promote commercial education for the special benefit of retail merchants and clerks is being put iorth iu the province
of Manitoba. W. J. Keyes of the University of Manitoba, and J. H. Curie, secretary of the Manitoba Board
of the Retail Merchants' Association, recently made a
trip through the province in the interests of the plan.
During their trip Mr. Keyes and Mr. Curie visited
tvs^enty tov^^ns in Manitoba, in fifteen of vphich meetings vpere held to present the work already done by the
University of Manitoba in commercial education and
ascertain what support would be given by the business
men of the country towns if the University should deem
it fit to place a business expert in the field and undertake to organize classes in groups of towns throughout
the province.
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tributed aretail merchants' service in pamphlet form
which was much appreciated by those present. He
also submitted facts and figures on the causes of
failure in business; waste caused by frequent changes
in business and the remedies which have been and are
now being applied to reduce the "business death rate."
Following the talks given by the representatives of
the Universit^^ opportunity was given for discussion
by local business men and women. At each of the
towns where meetings were held petitions addressed
to the University were signed asking for a series of five
lectures in business to be delivered in the town.
Plan Series of Lectures in Each Town

Short Course Well Attended by Western Merchants
J. H. Curie, who is also secretary of the Advisory
Committee on Commercial Education, outlined at each
meeting the various steps which lead up to the formation of that committee and the success which attended
the evening lecture courses and the special short course
in business offered by the University in February, 1918.
The latter, he said, was attended by 134 students consisting of merchants and clerks drawn from Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Western Ontario, while 293 city
business people attended the special evening lectures
during the short course.

The plan referred to would require the services of a
business expert who would organize merchants and
clerks into classes of sufficient size to warrant the
course. The towns selected would be visited by the
expert one night per week for five weeks. This arrangement would make it possible for five towns to
each receive a course of five lectures. At the same
time business conditions could be studied and information compiled for future use in meeting problems
peculiar to the town visited.
The editors of country newspapers were deeply interested inthe proposal of the University to help those
unable to take advantage of the course offered in Winnipeg. Professional men were enthusiastic and in
many cases stated that they also would enroll as
students in order to assist in making the work a success.
Need of Educational Work

Possibility of Extending Work Considered
It was found that a great many were unable to take
advantage of the lectures owing to being short-handed.
When this was brought to the attention of the advisory
committee it was considered advisable to have a survey
made as to the possibilities for extension work in commercial education. The services of W. J. Keyes were
secured for one month and he was directed to get as
much information as possible bearing on this subject
and submit a report on his return. At the meetings
held in the country, Mr. Keyes delivered a short address on "Modern Methods in Business," also dis-

They found that there were very many very competent merchants but that a very large percentage of
those engaged in business were in great need of helpful
instruction and advice in (1) buying and arranging
stock, (2) keeping proper books of accounts and records, (3) development of local trade, and (4) knowledge of other successful merchants. Many of the
merchants visited suggested that the managers of
wholesale houses should pay them an annual visit and
that there should be greater co-operation on the part
of wholesalers in studying and assisting and solving
the outside comiietition.

No. r)47E — Bedroom Suite, in white enamel, niMiiufiiet iired by the Kncchlel Kuniiture Co. Ltd., Hanover, Ont.
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FRANK

Ball & Atkinson, furniture dealers, of Clinton, Out.,
suffered fire loss recently.
H. J. Taylor is the owner of a new furniture store at
250 Danforth Ave., Toronto.
White, Smith & Co., furniture dealers, of Montreal,
have recently been reg'istered.
H. J. Burns has purchased the business of Lambert
Bertrand, of Amherstburg, Ont.
John Clark, furniture dealer of Dunnville, Ont., has
been appointed clerk of the town.
W. J. McLean is now proprietor of the business conducted at Tottenham, Ont., by Mrs. M. E. Maybee.
A. M. Smyth of the Strathroy Furniture Co. Ltd.,
Strathroy, Ont., recently returned from a trip to California.
L. F. Hogan has opened a new furniture and undertaking business in CornAvall, Ont., under the style of
Hogan & Co. He was formerly with the late W. G.
Stoddart.
L. Bertrand, furniture dealer of Amherstburg, Ont.,
who recently disposed of his business has joined the
ranks of the benedicts, his bride being Mrs, Haines, of
Detroit.
The furniture and undertaking business of the late
W. G. Stoddart. of Cornwall, Ont., has been purchased by Jardine Bros. The store is a new one just
completed a short time ago by the late Mr. Stoddart.

SMITH

December, 1918

OF KITCHENER.

DEAD

Frank A. Smith, of Kitchener, Ont., who passed away
last month from Spanish influenza and pneumonia,
was well known to the furniture trade. He had been
a successful traveler for fifteen years and Avas verj'
popular from coast to coast. For some years past he
has been in business for himself as manufacturer's
agent, representing a number of large Canadian and
American mills.
His death was doubly sad from the fact that he had
only been married a short time.
FURNITURE

MEN BANQUET E. L. ZIEGLER,
OF WINNIPEG

A very pleasant function took place at the Fort
Garry Hotel. Winnipeg, on Thursday evening. November 21. when the Western representatives of the wholesale furniture and bedding trades tendered a dinner to
Mr. E. L. Ziegler, the late manager of the furniture department of the T. Eaton Co. Ltd., on the occasion of
his departure from Winnipeg.
Those present were: F. J. Baker, Fred, Endress. Dan.
Mclntyre, Wm. Paine, Don Bouey, Archie McTntyre.
Jack Scott, Mr. Cooke, A. W. (Ostermoor) Johnson, E.
J. Brownlee, and R. D. Turner in the chair.
After a most sumptuous repast had been partaken of
and the King toasted, the toast master called upon A.
W. Jobnson to make the presentation of a handsome
gold clock to the guest. This was done in a very witty
and clever vein and was responded to by Mr. Zeigler
in a most feeling manner. Toasts to "Our Guest,"
and the British Empire brought forth suitable
responses.
The evening was passed in song and story until the
witching hour of midnight, and broke up but with one
regret, namely that Mr. Zeigler had seen fit to desert
the West for the East, thereby ignoring Horace
Greeley's advice to yoiuig men. Mr. Ziegler has been
in control of the furniture department of the T. Eaton
Oo Ltd for thirteen vears, and during that time has
made a host of friends, both of a business nature and
socially, and will be greatly missed. His unfailing
to duty have won admiracourtesy and his devotion
tion from his business associates. Wherever he mny
go he can rest assured that all good wishes for his
friends.
future and happiness go with him from his Winnipeg

W. A. WRIGHT, OF PORT ARTHUR, DEAD
Alderman W. A. Wright, of Port Arthur, Ont., president of the Wright Furniture Company, passed away
of
in the General Hospital after a week's illness
wife
pneumonia. He was 36 years of age and leavesh, a Ont.,
and two children. He was born in Goderie
moving to Port Arthur in 1910.
He occupied important municipal positions and held
a high place in the esteem of the community. For two
a member of the Port Arthur City Counyears he was
cil He was also local fuel controller.
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SECTION

this

Fine

Delivery

EXPRESS

Body

BODY

Every Live Furniture Dealer w^ants the best delivery
service he can give his customers. Nothing builds up Goodwill and Holds Trade like smart delivery, and nothing is more
essential to good delivery than putting a strong, handsome
on the Chassis of your delivery motor.
EXPRESS

Body

is made

The

Body

IMPROVED

to fit any chassis.

Mention

chassis you use and write us for prices and full particulars.

the
If

we have no agent in your town, we will sell you direct.

A

Real,

Live

Agent

Wanted

in Every

District

There is real money in selling Improved Bodies.
If you know of a good agent, please have him write us.

CARRIAGE
Head

FACTORIES,

Office, Excelsior

Life Building,

LIMITED
Toronto

This advertisement will appear in all Commercial Press Papers.
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KINCARDINE FIRMS EXHIBIT IN TORONTO
For the convenience of buyers during the January
Furniture Exhibitions, the F. E. Coombe Furniture Co.
and the Andrew Malcolm Furniture Co. Ltd.. of Kincardine, Out., have made arrangements for the showing
exhibits will be conof their goods in Toronto. Their Craig,
at 215 Victoria
ducted in the showrooms of W. J.
are invited to
Toronto
to
St., third floor, and visitors
inspect their displays at that address.

FURNITURE
JANUARY

EXHIBITIONS
13 TO 25

BROS. SHOWING NUMBER
NEW PATTERNS

The P)aetz Brothers Furniture Co. Ltd., of Kitchener,
will, as usual, conduct an exhibit in the Anthes Furniture Building during the January Exhibition from
January 13 to 25. No effort will be spared to have
their display up to the usual .standard. Quite a number of new patterns will be shown in both lines, and
retailers will find the display well worth visiting.
GRAND

RAPIDS FURNITURE EXHIBITION
FROM JANUARY 1 TO 25

January 1, 1919, will see the opening of the January
Furniture Exhibition at Grand Rapids, .just as if there
had never been a war. It has also been decided to hold
an exhibition in July. Hereafter, January and July
will be fixed definite for exhibition months.
Just previous to the signing of the armistice it had
been determined to have only a single furniture season
and that in May. With peace at hand the furniture
men very promptly began making plans for their usual
furniture season. Indications point to a successful
January Exhibition. Definite opening and closing
dates have been fixed, making the market a specific
season.

CHESLEY

FURNITURE CO. MAKES
VICTORY LOAN SHOWING

CHATFIELD

Designer

of Furniture

RECORD

The Chesley Furniture Co. Limited, of Chesley, Ont.,
made a record showing in connection with the recent
Victory Loan, their factory being one of the few where
every employee subscribed. The amount fiubseribed
and the "boys"
above their objective
was 70 per cent, enthusiastic
over their achievement. A
are .justly (juite
number
received "of
by telegrams
the firm. and letters of appreciation were

LONDON

FIRM

REPORTS

SUCCESSFUL

YEAR

The Ontario Spring Bed and ]\Iattress Co.. of London, Out., report 1918 as a very successful year. Their
sales have been particularly good on the Adjusto mattress, which is now being largely sold by furniture
dealers in Canada. This company, of which A. E. ^Millar is the manager, make a full line of springs, brass
and iron beds and mattresses.

FURNITURE

B.

OF

FROM

Extensive preparations are being made by Ontario
furniture manufacturers for the January exhibitions
this year, as it is felt that they will be largely attended
on account of the cessation of hostilities and the removal of the feeling of iincertainty that has existed
durino' the past three or four years.
Stratford manufacturers have diecided on the period
from January 13 to 25 as the dates of their exhibition.
Individual displays Avill be made by the manufacturers
in their own factories and showrooms, and they are
planning to make the displays well Avorth inspecting.
A number of new lines will be on display.
The furniture manufacturers of Kitchener and
Waterloo are holding their January • Exhibitions at
the same time as Stratford— January 13 to 25. Most
of the firms will show in their own factories, but a
firms will display in the Audinumber of Kitchener
torium, Queen St. South.
Some of the Toronto factories will make special cUsthe
nlays in their own plants during January, while will
Ont.,
tock,
Woods
of
Ltd.,
Mfrs.
ure
Furnit
a
Canad
nent
hold their usual special display in their perma
show rooms in Toronto.

C.
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BAETZ

DIES AT OTTAWA

Sidney A. Luke, furniture dealer, of Ottawa, Ont.,
passed away on November 23, after a brief illness. He
was widely known, being Past Grand Master of the
Grand Lodg-e of Canada in Ontario of the A. F. and
A. M.. and governor of the Rotary Clubs of Eastern
Canada and New York State. He was recently elected
in Belleville a member of the Council of the Sovereign
Grand Priory of the Knights Templar of Canada. He
also held the thirty-third degree of the Scottish Rite
Masons.
Mr. Luke, furniture dealer, of Oshawa, and Guy
Luke, of the Metropolitan Furniture Co.. of Hamilton,
are brothers of the deceased, as is also F. E. Luke,
optician of Yonge St., Toronto.

ONTARIO

AND

NEWS

NOTES

Geo. E. Gruetzner, junior partner of the Gruetzn-r
Furniture Comoany, Hanover, Out., passed away this
month. This firm conducts a furniture and undertaking business.
Robert Kilgour, of Toronto, widely-known business
man, who passed away on December 2, was a brother
of J. W. Kilgour, of J. W. Kilgour & Bro. Ltd.. furniturers of Beauharnois, Que.. Avhere inmanufa'c
tureterment
took place.

GRAND
RAPIDS

Michigan, U.S.A.

The Edwards Furniture Company, of Sherbrooke,
iber to the Victory Loan to the exa subscr
Que., tentwas
.
Of $10,000
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USE OF CUTS WHICH DISAPPOINT
Such careless use of illustration in
retail advertisements as to bring disap ointment tothe minds of customers
when they see the actual goods, is a
practice which is often the cause of
trouble in communities which have
active advertising cki'b vigilance committees, says a bulletin from the National Vigilance Committee of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the
World.
A case in point was that of the use
of an illustration of a carpet sweeper
of high grade when, as a matter of fact,
the sweeper on sale was of a much
cheaper article, and decidedly plainer
in appearance than the illustration indicated.
An investigation indicates that while
the error is the other way about in rare
cases, and an illustration of a cheaper
sweeper is used to advertise one of a
better grade, there are fifty cases
where the picture i« better than the
.sweeper to one where the sweeper is
better than the picture.
"In many instances," says Merle
Sidener, chairman of the National
A-^igilance Committee, "T believe that
.such errors are the result of thongh+lessness. One illustration looks better
than the other, and the man who prepares the advertisements for a store
Avants them to be aittractive. He
therefore selects the better looking illustration. Itwould be better if the
advertisement did not lappear at all, for
it does not pay to fool the public. Untruthful advertising is worse than none
in the long run."
Vigilance committees, Mr. Sidener
says, have many complaints in relation
to the improper use of illustrations, the
bulletin mentioning sweepers only as
as example.
In one such instance, an artist was
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Your

Customers

Craftsman

About

Quality

flCQ.u.s.p*T.orr.
Fabrikoid is the ideal material for furniture upholstery
In the first place it is handsome in appearance —
duplicating the effect of higher t
grade,
most expensive
"
pon
leather. Unlike "leather Wsplits," it does not crack or
peel, or tear— on the contrary, it is tough and resists
the hardest kind of wear. It is also stainproof and
sanitary.
So specify that the furniture you order be covered with
Fabrikoid and you can then assure your customers
that it will give splendid wear and entire satisfaction.
We will gladly send you samples of Craftsmen Quality
Fabrikoid showing a large range of finishes and shades.

WRITE

TO-DAY

DU PONT
FABRIKOID
COMPANY
handed some "copy" advertising a fern
sale, and was instructed to illustrate
Factory and Salss Office: NEW TORONTO, Ontario.
it. A fern like the picture he drew
for the advertisement could not have
been had for less than four times the
price advertised. Women went to the
He has
Eastern Ontario and Montreal territory,
store to get ferns like the picture. The fact that the
opened
an
office
at
28
King
St.
E.,
Kitchener.
ferns whiicih were offered were, wathout doubt, easily
worth the price asked, did not materially help the
FURNITURE RESTRICTIONS IN U. S. OFF
situation. Customers wiere diisappoilnted. Customers left the .store v/ith a distinct irnpresision that
The restrictions on the manufacture of furniture in
they had been fooled.
the United States were withdrawn by the War Industries Board on November 25. They provided for a
considerable reduction in the number of patterns and
A. B. CAYA TAKES UP MANUFACTURER'S
limiting of woods and the elimination of all iinnecesAGENCY
saries.
A. B. Caya, of Kitchener, Ont., is taking up the lines
handled by the late F. A. Smith, representing a number of Canadian and U. S. factories. Mrs. F. A.
Smith retains an interest in the agency.
For some years Mr. Oaya has represented the H.
Krug Furniture Company, the Jacques Furniture Co
and the Interior Hardwood Company, of Kitchener, in

SEND US YOUR XMAS WINDOW
ScMul US a |ih.oto,nra|ili of your special Xmas window
(lisiilay for rei)ro(hu'tion in The Oanadiaii Furniture
World. Just aildress it to the editor, at 32 Corborne
St., Toronto.
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Machines

Furniture

BIG DRIVE

AND

FOR XMAS

THIS is certainly the harvest season for the dealer
in phonographs and he should make the most of
it. Phonographts have become very popular as
Xmas gifts, and rightly so. They make an appreciated
gift and have the advantage of reminding the recipient
of the giver for years to come.
It is of very little use putting a supply of talking
machines into stock if they are to be relegated to an
out-of-the-way part of the store. If they are about
the only thing they will do is to accumulate dust and
eat up the capital that is invested in them.
Keep them in the lime light, not only during the
Christmas season but at all seasons, for music is always seasonable, and particularly the music which
the talking machine can supply. The piano or the
organ may go untouched during the summer months
when people live out of doors. But with the talking
machine it is different. It can be carried to the
verandah, the summer resort, or wherever the peopl?
rendezvous. Therefore it is a good line to keep in
view every month during the year.
Make occasional window displays of them. And

in

December. 1918

the

Store

make the displays as unique as possible. The
Christmas holiday season is a particularly good time
to do so. And when customers are in the store see
that a machine is kept in operation. A remark passed
by a customer may afford an opportunity to make a
sale of either a machine or of a record or two.
And don't overlook the importance of advertising.
Use the local papers. And supplementarv to the local
papers use circulars, addressing them to the people in
your locality. Do thi(S for the Christmas trade by
all means, and occasionally during other parts of the
year. A nicely gotten up circular will serve the
double purpose of reminding the people of your
neighborhood that you are still in business. If you do
the thing properly it will also suggest to them that
wide awake, and that is a reputation well
you
worthareearning.

If you have not yet made up your mind to handle
talking machines do it now. It will help you in your
Christmas trade and for all time to come. Don't let
any more water run under the bridge without your
getting some benefit from it.

and r.cords which will offer some good suggestions
An attractive Christmas window of talking machines
to readers.
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1
i

1^
NOTHING
stands still — and the Furniture Traae
no exception !
I
i
I

ANY
and

house that feels satisfied with whatever
refuses to try and

create NEW

is

it HAS

customers

is

slipping back !

I

A buyer CANNOT
hope to find the best opportunity
in a house that is no longer putting forth its very best
efforts to make MORE
friends!

I
If YOU
I
I
i
i
I

I

want

to make

MORE

friends and expand

your business along progressive lines, OPEN
A
PHONOGRAPH
DEPARTMENT,
and if you
believe that it IS more important to have the customer
satisfied than to merely have a record on your books of
a sale— be SURE to write us for our latest confidential
Booklet, "A Word With You," for it gives you ALL
the particulars of the FINES T phonograph made, the

Pathephone
"So far remote from the commonplace in
Phonograph malting that it offers man^ extraordinary tallying points and service jeatures and
places it in your customer's hands as THE
FINEST PHONOGRAPH
MADE, NOT

I
I
I
I
I
I
1

IN ANY
Pathe

CLASS

EXCEPTING

ITS OWN"

Freres Phonograph
Sales Co.
4 6-8 CLIFFORD ST., TORONTO
DISTRIBUTORS
■, Ontario — Pathe Freres Phonograph Sales Co., Toronto.
Quebec — Pathe Freres Phonograph Sales Co., Montreal.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia —
K. J. Whi'tla & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island —
H. L. Hevvson & Son, Limited, Arnherst, N.S.
A GE^ TS WA I\l TED E VER Y WHERE
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Eleven positive qualities that will help sales are :— analysis, judgnr nt, system, work, concentration, initiative,
ambition, enthusiasm, courtesy, agreeableness and optimism — Some suggestions of value to talking machine salesmen.
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DEWEDL, manager of the phonagrapli department of the Killian Co., Cedar Rapids,
la., is a firm believer in the fact that salesmanship is the most important item in business, and
holds that the snecessful salesman is one who makes a
systematic study of his selling problems and seeks constantly to improve his methods and increase his efficiency.
WE.

Increased Sales from Within the Store
"T have always maintained that the increase in sales
comes from the increased efficiency of your sales people," says Mr. Dewell. "In other words the increase
comes from within your store rather than from without. You can increase your volume of business very
materially without an additional looker or prospect if
your sales people are in the proper state of mind.
"The method used to accomiplish this is shown herewith. Once every month T. prepare such a bulletin, a
copy is given to each salesperson, and every morning
one of the sales people calls our attention to the qualities listed so that every day in the year Ave are confronted with success qualities rather than thoughts
that hamper oiir businesis, and under this trainirg some
of my sales people have increased their sales from 60
to 80 per cent. Two of my young men in less than
two years time have secured positions as department
managers and are still using the success thoughts.
Use of Monthly Bulletin
"Most sales people know the things that are listed
on attached papers, but fore-et to use them, so that our
monthly bulletins, with diaily reference to them, keep
those thoughts foremost in their minds."
A sample of Mr. Dewell 's monthly bulletin reads as
follows:
"Analysis of phonograph to be studied and used —
questions to ask ourselves and be answered —
"(a) Who produced or manufactured if?
"(b) What is the method of production?
"(c) Where wias it produced?
"(d) Of what is it composed?
"How does it compare as to finish, material, workmanship and price with competitive articles put out
for the same purpose ?
"Can it be shown that its value to the purchaser
compares favorably with its cost?
"What is its purpose^ — in other w'ords, what is it
good for?
"How can it be analyzed in such a way as to appeal
by a logical process of argument to the reason and best
judgment of the customer?
"What portions of it can be used to appeal to the
emotional or spiritua-l natiire of the customer?
"To what class of people can it be sold? If it can
be sold to several classes of people, is there a distinctive
line of argument for each class?
"We must study and apply analysis in order that
we may be able to aiialyze all kinds of instruments,

our competitors' as well as our own. What appears
to .be a small point of diflPerence will often close the
sale if the point is shown to be superior. Our ability
then, to so analyze the instruments of all makes that
our point of superiority, although it may be small, is
clearly brought out, very often closes the sale.
"Everything else being ef|ual, a customer prefers to
buy from the Killian Company. Therefore, we must
watch that everything is equal.
Hints to Salesmen
"People will not buy in a department that is dirty,
or service poor, or sales people incompetent. They
will not buy from a salesman who is poorly dressed, or
discourteous, or a poor salesman, especially if he has a
good com,petitor.
"We musit thoroughly understand the construction
of our instrument. We must learn to think the same
thoughts which the man had Avho made it. If we can
do that, if we can find out the reason for taking every
step, we are getting a basic knowledge, which, after we
have learned how to talk it, will fill our hearts with
courage and confidence, and our mouth with words,
which are not only the result of skill, but will be skilfully put. It is a great thing to thoroughly understand every point in the talk or argument you are
it is a much gi'eater art to be able
going
to
talk tothemake,
ideas but
effectively.
"The salesman whose arguments are not strong,
forceful, energetic, and backed iip by a magnetic,
healthful body, filled with pure red blood, and whosp
functions are not performed normally, is greatly han-licapped.
Good Salesman Learns All the Time

"The greatest salesman is the one who is learning all
the time, and thinking all the time, continually digg'"n<T
deeper into his subject for better ideas and better
arguments.
the hour is for a broader knoAA-^edge and
cry ofness.
"Thethorough
more
"A man's pensonality does not come by accident. It
is a natural gift, just as his mind and muscle are
natural gifts, and like them it must be cultivated.
Develop it by eliminating everything that is bad. and
cultivating eVer^^thing that is good.
"Cut out the blues as well as worry and jealousy

their
and . allFill
with
and envy,
hps man's
and are
mindThey
whole s.
yourrelative
enemies
worst
tion
determina
e
energy, hope, sunshine and an invincibl
to do things. Feel everv minute of the day that it is
the besit day you ever had. Like thoughts are always
To think and feel enattracted to "each other.
thusiasm, confidence and success, will develop m you a
that
splendid personality, and set in motion the forces
will bring prosperity and power.
"Be in dead earnest," and your prize can be the
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SELL PHONOGRAPHS
Specialization

Has

Boomed

Phonograph Business
By A STAFF EDITOR.
ONE

dealer in a small town has STOceeded in
building up a phonograph business of large
proportion. An outstanding feature in regard to his experience with this line is that it was not
until he really began to snecialize on it that real
credible results were attained. For some time phonographs were handled in a desultory sort of way. Instruments were displayed on the floor of the store and
demonrstrated to those customers who exhibi'"ed interest in the line. It was not, however, until he began to make a real drive on the line, combining interior display with advertising, window attention and
special demonstration methods that any appreciable
headway was made in the matter of sales, and once
business was got on the move, sales began to come more
easy too. It might be likened to a locomotive, which,
when it attains a certain momentum, soon develops re^l
speed. One does not have to search far for the explanation ofthis. Each machine placed in a home h^s
a value of no small account in inspiring others to a desire to have a machine in their own home. It is by
listening to the machine of a friend or neighbor that
many people are induced to try one for themselves.
Thus, the sale of each machine is a factor in the building of future business.
Has Special Music Room
In order to stimulate sales of talking machines this
dealer has fitted out a special music room to the rear of
his store Avhere snecial facilities are provided for the
demonstration of machines and recordis. Chairs are
provided for customers while listening to seilections ; a
counter has been erected for the convenient and systematic arrangement of records ; the walls are decorated with tasty show cards featuring machines a-^d
special records.
The advantages of the special music room are that
customers may hear records without disturbance, the
salesperson has the customer alone, and is not inter upted insales makinsr by regular customers, and
i': lie'^ter able to close sales.
Space is used in the local paper to invite customers
to visit the music room of the store. In fact, advertising space has been used regularly since the special drive on the line was commenced so that those
who did not visit the store very often might be reached.
The use of advertising space has been foimd quite
valuable in arousing the initial interest of farmers who
have been large purchasers of talking machines, appreciating their value for home entertainment purposes.
As a result of specializing on this line this dealer
informed the writer that he has sold twenty-eisht machines in four months in a town of 1,500. He also
points out that each machine sold means an enlarged
demand for records. In fact, since he began to feature
machines and place such large numbers in the district,
the record end of the business has shown a material increase and is likely to continue to enlarge as time goes
on.
»
i

TO THE SCHOOLS

Now is the time to make an effort to place a talking
machine in every school in the country. Talking machines are already considered a necessity in many
schools, for marching, for putting vim into setting-up
exercises and for affording mental relaxation for the
children, and at the same time teaching them an appreciation ofmusic. Just now, when patriotic singing
is being encouraged all over the country, it ought to
be easy to get the school or schools in your town each
to purchase one or more machines. It will pay you
to donate $5 or so toward each machine you sell and
to make special terms, for the children are going to
clamor for new records, and you, of course, will be
the one to sell them. Don't delay. Go before the
trustees to-day and convince them that they should
buy a talking machine, or two machines if the school
is a large one. Just picture to them how the machine
can play, for instance, a band record for the children
to start the day's work with, then can be used all
through the day for the other purposes already named.
Remember, too, that you will get some publicity by introducing this new feature into your home town
schools. Also, the children who hear the phonograph
in school are going to want one in their homes, and
when they get ready to buy they will purchase from
you, if you go after their business in the i-ight way.
Go after the school biisiness to-day. — ^Chicago Furniture Journal.
It is your business as a clerk to know the talking
points of whatever you are called upon to sell. If
the boss doesn't offer the information, dig it out for
yourself, but get it, anyway.

Dayton

Motor

No.

31

Capacity, over 15(10 revdlutiou.s of the turntable to one
winding^. Frame finished in silver bronze. Easily applied
to any form of cabinet. Springs powerful, triple, vertical,
floating-. Easily removable. Turntable drive shaft high
quality steel, especially tempered shaft, running in .selfoiling bearin>js. Embody the highest quality of mei hanical perfection.
Build satisfaction into your product by using the quality
line Dayton Motors, Dayton Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. Itwill bring you more business and satisfy the
most exacting customers.
Write for full particulars
The

Thomas

Mfg.

Co.

328 Bolt Street
DAYTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
Toronto Office: 911 Kent BIdg.
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C. W. Lindsay, Limited, the big musical goods house
with branches in a number of cities in Eastern Canada,
have been running phonograph advertisements in story
form. They have been entitled "The Adventures of
the Average Family, ' ' and ^re continued from day to
day.
We reproduce some
herewith :
Mondsamples
ay
Mr. Average got home very tired that night, Monday always being a hard day at the office. After the
evening meal, and while he was quietly reading his
Recorder and Times, Mary silently stole away from the
table, and, going into the living room, started the new
Sonora, which she and her mother had purchased that
morning at LINDSAY'S. As it happened, the first
record Mary placed was an old song Mrs. Average
used to sing when her husband "a courtin' came."
Mr. Average dropped his newspaper, sat back in his
easy chair and listened through the old song, which
brought back fond memories of long ago. After the
song, and before he could say a word, his wife said:
"You know, John, something had to be done to make
the home more pleasant for the children. With the
schools, the movies and everything closed during this
terrible epidemic, they did not know what to do with
their time. So I decided to get a phonograph, and
I went to LINT)SAY'S for it, because Mrs. Brown got
hers there, and she says that LINDlSAY^S have the
biggest stock in town." "You did right," said Mr.
Average, "and I believe you and I will enjoy the music
just as much as the children. Oh, Mary, put on another record." (To beTuesday
continued).
Immediately after lunch, Tuesday, Mary A^^erage
'phoned Mr. Caller, her "steady," and told him the
good news. "Hello. Is that you, Mr. Caller? — Fine,
thank you. — ^Yes, it is too bad, still I'm not worrying
any more because we've got a Sonora now. — Yesterday.— At LINT)SAY'S. — Yes, we saw and heard them
all, but we picked out this Melodic model because it
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has such a beautiful tone and it only cost $74. — Yes,
we've got that one and many others besides. Do come
up to-night and hear them. — Good-bye."
When Mr. Caller arrived that night he had a suspicious looking parcel under his arm. "As we cannot go
to the Princess to-night I brought these along," he
said. "One of them — 'Lil Liza Jane' — is the 'big
hit' in New York just now, they tell me, and the
chances are we would be hearing it in the theatres
these days if they were playing. I dropped in at
LINDSAY'S on the way up from the office— they're
open till 6.30 every night now you know. — and got a
few of the late hits. The salesman looked uf) the
numbers of the records j^ou had purchased, so I
couldn't duplicate. That's what I call service." —
(To be continued).
SOLICITING

DOES

THE

WORK

"Less than 4 per cent, of my phonograph sales have
been to people whom I did not solicit." said S. C.
Thornton, of Dundas, Ont., at the recent convention of
the Edison dealers in this city. This was over a
period of three and one-half years in a town of .5.000
people. Mr. Thornton was addressing the convention
on "How I Get Prospects," and he declared that the
town dealer's prospect list is his most valuable asset.
In getting prospects he told of two methods: First,
from the town assessment rolls he secured the name of
every resident, age, occupation, religion, owner or
tenant, value of property, number of children and their
ages. Worthless names were discarded, the others
card indexed with the information. A canvassing
campaign was mapped out, the town being worked by
wards. For three successive weeks the people were
circularized with good live ]iterati;re. The third one.
an Amberola on three days' trial, was offered. At
the same time Mr. Thornton conducted an advertising
campaign by newspaper, concert programs, etc., and
slides in the movie. The show window displays and
cards were linked up with the campaign.
The personal canvass then commenced.
Out qf 200

Model 33
Model 37
Two attractive design* of phonographs from the McLagan line.
Model 37 is made in selected quarter cut oak and
American black walnut.
Model 33 is made in American black walnut and solid mahogany.
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names selected from the first ward Mr. Thornton stated
that he secured between 140 and 150 prospects to 30
per cent, of whom sales were made within a few
months. "The rest I followed up in the usual manner and many have since developed into sales," said
Mr. Thornton. "Besides, I secured a good number of
piano prospects, also record customers, orders for piano
tunings and repair work. The piano tunings paid the
cost of advertising and circularizing.

7. When you are through playing, let the motor run
down by releasing the brake.
8. When the motor has run down do not turn the
turn-table by hand as this may cause damage to the
motor.

" 'Second method.' Did it ever occur to you that
these days every factory has a large percentage of employees who are earning big Avages, and if you could
secure their names you would have a valuable list of
A-1 prospects? Through a friend I obtained 100 or
more names of munition workers making from $5 to
$10 a day, these I circularized and followed up as I did
in former method. I secured even more prospects
from this list and eventually sold 50 per cent, of them."

WHY NOT USE KECORDS
MESSAGE?TO CARRY LOVE'S
Flowers and bonbons may cost more, but they will
not prove so lasting as a love song traced on a disc,
whiic'h may be repeated, perhaps 1,000 times, without
wearying the beloved.
If you and "she" have a favorite song, which you
are accustomed to sing to-gether, send that one to her
by all means.
If she is as yet quite unapproachable, pick out
"Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes." If an ardent
protestation is admissible select "Love, Here Is My
Heart." Or plead well with "Love Me and the
World Is Mine." For a love estranged there is "My
Rosary." For the middle-aged husband to send to his
wife there is "Love's Old Sweet Song."
"My Hero" ought to win favor for
has the courage to send it to a man. any maid who

IMPORTANT

THINGS

TO KNOW

1. Loud-tone needles are short and thick; soft-tone
needles are long and slim.
2. You ca]i make the same selection softer or louder
by the needle you use.
3. Never wind your motor too tight.
4. When starting to play, place needle point on
smooth outside margin of record and gently slide it
into the first playing groove.
5. Always let the motor get a good start, so that the
turntable is revolving smoothly before beginning to
play.
6. Be sure to use a new needle for each selection.
Never use a steel needle twice.

Gold

9. If while playing there is an occasional loud thump
or other jarring noise inside the machine it is usually

an indication that the main spring of the motor needs
lubricating; but do not attempt to do this until first
writing us for instructions. This will not happen until
the
machine has had months — sometimes years — of
service.
10. If — after several months or years of service —
your machine begins to run unevenly, or seems weak, it
probably needs oiling.

Medal

Phonographs

Model D

There is a shortage of machines, but we still have a limited
supply of B, C, and D

GOLD

shipment.

IVe have also a good stock of all designs
RECORD CABINETS.

Gold Medal B

THE

models for immediate
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In the Pathe "Aetuell" which was shown at the National Exhibition at Toronto this year, and which attracted a good deal of attention, the Pathe Freres
Phonograph Company presented quite a revolutionary
idea in the reproducing of music. It is without sound
box or tone arm and entirely devoid of any form of
amplifying horn. In other words, it represents a
distinct new form of phonograph I'eproduction, representing years of experimenting and long and careful
Avork of the Pathe experts in its final development to a
point of practicahility.
The "Aetuell" consists principally of a large coneshaped diaphragm of parchment fitted into a large circular aluminum frame. The centre of the diaphragm
is connected by a wire, under tension, with the needile
holder. The sound as it comes from the record sets
up vibrations in the wire, and the vibrations are released in the form of recognizable sound directly from
the diaphragm. The volume of sound is controlled by
a special attachment on the arm protecting the wire,
for those who desire this method, but is more readily
controlled by the opening and closing of the doors of
the cabinet. There are two doors in front, each of
which may be closed separately, and a large door on
the side which also gives control to the tonal volume.
The circular frame holding the diaphragm is constructed of aluminum, heavily igold plated, as is the
tube through which the Avire runs from the needle to
the diaphragm, as well as the other metal parts of the
attachment. The simple twist of the needle holder
permits the playing of either hill and dale or lateral
cut records on the same machine, and it therefore
makes the new reproducer practically universal in its
for the Pathe "Aetuell"
application.
that,
inasmuch Itas istheclaimed
sound comes in its full volume
direct from the reprodiicer to the ear, it does not sufPer
from the overtones or conflicting vibrations that sometimes develop when the sound is carried through an
amplifying current and likeAvise by reducing the number of factors incident to tone reproduction also reduces the chances of unsatisfactory reproduction.
At the official demonstration exhaustive tests were
made of the new reproducer diaphragm on Pathe and
other standard makes of machines, Avith a great variety
of records, and it did not require an expert to testify
as to the tone volume of the new reproducer or to the
fact that through its use surface noise, if not CTitirely
eliminated, is reduced to a point where it is not
audible.
Through the use of the new device the tone, whether
it be of the voice or a musical instrument, is thrown to
every part of the room with equal intensity, and not
thrown by the means of a horn in one particular direction.
The object of this device is particularly directed to
the attainment of direct propagation in free air from a
record of self-sustaining sound waves, substantially
corresponding to the original recorded sounds, in intensity or amplitude, as well as in pitch and timbre.
The sound waves are amplified on the body of this
device the same as the tone of a string is amplified on
the body of a violin and faithfully transmits the vibrations of the record in a manner that the results are
actual reproduction of the original voice or instrument,
Avithout change of character and without appreciable
loss of energy.
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FEATURE RECORDS FOR XMAS TOO
From now until Christmas is a time when records
.should be played up strongly. A good record makes
an excellent Xmas gift for anyone Avho has a machine
and this fact should be featured in advertising space
and by show card.
Ow^ners of machines should be urged to buy some
neAV records for Christmas.
One ad. along this line
^lllllllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
I

Give

Records

for Christmas

1
If THE ONE YOU WISH TO REMEMBER
1
J HAS A TALKING MACHINE. ONE OR
m
MORE OF OUR NEW RECORDS AX'ILL
1
MAKE AN APPRECIATED XMAS GIFT.
I
*
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

|
1
=
1
m
1

A SLUtiOiiable show Ciird for boosting itcoid baltb.
used by a dealer last year was headed. "Introduce
some ncAv musical artists as j^our Xmas guests." It
continued, "You choose them yourself, and they will
perform for you just the selections that AA^ill delight
you most. We haA^e thousands of records of the
masterpieces of the Avorld's greatest musicians for you
to choose from. A feAV records for your home talking
machine or to give a friend AA'ho has one. Avill make the
joys of Christmas morning complete, and bring continuous pleasure to the home they enter."
SEASONABLE TIPS ON WINDOW TRIMMING
A Toronto dealer whose .store is on a corner has a
card m the window: "Make use of your time. Study
the goods in this display while waiting for your car."
This is really the opening of the windoAv display season. Why not invest a little money in necessary fixtures noAV ?
Use plenty of shoAV cards in the display window.
They help to make sales.

Who Am I?
1 am more talked of than anjrthing else in
America!
I am the autocrat of the commercial interests!
I control the treasuries of the Avorld!
I command the bank clearances!
I am as powerful as Ajax!
I can stop commerce!
I am supreme!
Rulers, and the common people alike take off their hats
to me.
My aristocratic cousins, the luxurious Pullman car.
and the steel coach, who in the past snubbed me,
now crave my favors!
I am merciful!
I can help you, but I lack energy!
You must supply that!
Left to my own efforts, I am inert and innocuous!
Energize me and you increase your bank account!
Stimulate me and the wheels of commerce revolve!
WHO I AM!
I am the freight car!
I market your crops!
Load me promptly!
Unload me quickly!
Move me swiftly, and you will prosper!
— 'St. Louis Turniture News.
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PHONOLAS

in the homes

of our people

ous and cheery
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selling Phonolas
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Having the agency for Phonolas and Phonola Records is
one of your best preparations for a return to normal merchandising conditions.
IV rite jor our proposiiion
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Problems affecting the Undertaking Profession are here discussed and readers are inoiled to send letters
Undertakers'
expressing their views on any of the subjects dealt with — Department
News of the profession throughout Canada.

SOME

ESSENTIAL

EMBALMING

ELEMENTS

MIIMIMIMIIMIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIMIinMIMIMMIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIMIIMIMIIIMIIMMIMIIIMIIMIIIIIMIIMIMIMIIMinilMIMIIIMMIIMIIMIIMIIMIMIIMIMII^
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Third article in a review course of instruction for readers of Canadian Furniture World and The Undertaker
IMIMMJUMIMIIIIIMMIMMIIIMJIIIIIMIMIIIMMIMIIIIIIIIIMniMIMIIIIIIIIMIMIIMIMIIIIMIMIIIIMIMIIIIIinilMIIMIIMIMIMIIMIIiniMIIMIMIM Mllllllll Ilillllllil.'IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illl Illlllil Ilillllllllllllllllllllllllljlllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIMIIIfl
By HOWARD S. ECKELS, Ph. G.
THIS "Circle of Willis" system mentioned in last
month's issue equalizes the pressTire of the blood
and thus relieves the brain from excessive pressure at 'any given point, and also through its many
branches diffuses the blood evenly throughout the entire brain tissue.
You will note, therefore, that preservation of the
brain is abundantly assured from this liberal distribution of the fluid by arterial em'balming.
From the lower termination of the aorta, which is
about at a point opposite the fourth lum^bar verteljrae,
or beneath the umbilicus, the first two large branches
are the common iliac arteries, which descend for a
short distance before they each divide into two
branches, the external and the internal iliac arteries.
The latter supplies the organs of generation; the
former descends over the ilium and beneath the ligament known as Pouparts" ligament, and from thence
continues down the thigh, where it is known as the
femoral artery.
The femoral artery lies on the inner, upper side of
the thigh, between the sartorious and the adductor
longus muscle. The largest brancli is the profunda
femorus, which leaves the femoral artery in the upper
part of the thigh. At the knee the femioral continues
as the popliteal, which descends to the under side of the
leg. Below the knee it divides into the anterior and
posterior tibial arteries.
A few inches below this the posterior tibial sends off
a large and important branch, the perineal, also known
as the fibula artery, which near the ankle sends off anFOREWORD

s on the FundaIN presenting
Canadiian Furniture
ming, offorarticle
Embalcourse
mentals ofthis
World readers, Prof. Eckels does so with the knowledge that, while it thoroughly covers its especial field,
it still leaves room for improvement in procedure for
those who wish to go further and deeper in their
studies.
These articles are designed for the use of beginners
or for those undertakers who desire to adhere strictly
to the older method of using embalming fluid only and
to depend upon it for cosmetic effect.
The articles will be continued from month to month
and should be helpful to the newer as well as older
funeral directors.

other branch. At the foot there are consequently four
trunk arteries.
Other important arteries are those that supply the
organs of the thoracic and abdominal cavities.
These arteries are the immediate carriers of the fluid
to the viscera and also to the entire trunk of the body.
As they are large in circumference and many of them
are short in length, they consequently carry a greater
proportion of fluid under the same pressure that the
extremity arteries do in many eases.
The important branches that lead to the organs that
are frequently severed by physicians in making postmortems should be tied off by the embalmer (if he has
the opportunity). That is, if he is present at a postmortem and knows which arteries are severed by th?
surgeon, he should tie them and thus re-establish partial circulation, allowing proper enihalming of the body
to be done hy the usual methods. In other cases, and
where you are not present at the post-mortem, other
methods are necessary. These will be fully described
under the head of "^"How to Successfully Embalm
Autopsied Bodies."
The first of the large important branches above the
diaphragm, to supply the organs in the thorax, are
the coronary arteries, which supply the heart tissues,
the intercostal arteries, which branch from the aorta
directly and extend around the trunk between the ribs,
supplying the intercostal tissues.
Below the diaphragm is the largest branch of the
aorta, the coeliac axis, which is an artery about an
inch in length and "Which sends off three important
branches. One ascends to the left and is known as
the gastric artery. It supplies the stomach. The
splenic artery supplies the spleen and the hepatic
artery branches to the right and supplies the liver.
J]ach of these three branches send off still other branch
arteries, which connect with each other and thus form
the circulation described as the superficial gastric circulation, which is also known as the digestive circle.
The next large branch of the aorta is the superior
mesenteric artofcy, which supplies the large intestines.
The next large branches are the "renal" arteries,
which supply the kidneys, and the next is the "inferior
mesenteric," which supplies the small intestines.
The veins should be used by the embalmer to drain
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At the conclusion of another busy year we
take advantage of a pleasurable opportunity to
send you our Cordial Greetings and Hearty
Expressions of Good Will.
We are deeply grateful for the many
valued favors you have accorded us during the year, and ask you
to kindly accept our sincere thanks.
During 1918 our country has been favorably surrounded with prosperity in its
many fields of commercial activity. We have earnestly endeavored, through
conscientious effoits, to merit our share, and sincerely hope that you have been
allotted a goodly proportion.
As the New Year approaches we feel ourselves possessed with an eager desire
to excel the passing one. This we hope to accomplish by increasing the efficiency ofour factories, and using every means at our disposal to bring
"DOMINION
SERVICE"
PRODUCTS
to a still higher degree of perfection. Is not this a laudable purpose? Does it
not meet with your approval ? If so, may we be assured of your hearty
co-operation?
IN BRIEF: permit us to realize that in 1919 you will be using
"DOMINION

SERVICE"

as your slogan and motto !
As the future dawns in view, with all nations hovering on the brink of FREEDOM and RECONSTRUCTION. World Wars to be known no more, with
grateful thanks to the Almighty, we extend our sympathy to those in sorrow
through the terrible conflict, although the sacrifices made will seal the cause of
FREEDOM and HUMANITY, such as has never been known before.
'M^ay Health, Prosperity and Happiness be yours throughout
the year, and through man^ years to follow.

Dominion
Manufacturers,
Limited
Head Office: 109 Niagara Street, Toronto, Canada

December. 1918
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the blood and thus remove one of the two principal
causes of discoloration — the blood.
The best vein and the most frequently used one by
modern and scientific embalmers to drain thie blood
from the body is the axillary vein, and very rarely do
embalmers now use those once commonly used veins,
the basilic, the femoral or the jugular. The two latter
are not difficult to detect from the accompanying arteries, but the basilic vein once commonly used by the

How special
West
Handled
Flu"
correspondence
to The Canadian "Furniture
World Cases
and The Undertaker
AMONG the cities struck hardest, fatally, with the
"flu," was Regina, Sask. According to the
number of population Regina had more deaths
resulting from influenza and broncho-pneumonia than
any other city west of the Great Lakes in Canada.
On the 31st of October, George Speers held 14 funerals ;
had 22 corpse in his morgue ; 17 death calls ; and 52
ambulance calls. Two motor hearses and two motor
ambulances were kept going eontinxiailly. One of his
funerals on that diay was that of Percy A. Chanman,
who was the late manager of the Regina Burial Co.
■Saskatoon, Sa.sk., which was not struck as heavily
with influenza as many other of her sister cities, lays
much credit at the feet of the doctors, nurses and undertakers, and their co-operation in organization.
First: when yearning for a physician call one certain
advertised number — you had no choice of doctors, just
call a number and a physician would be sent at the
first opportunity, for the doctors were all under one
headquarters. The first one back was the next one out
— on a call. Niinses and voluntary nurses the same
way. And they all had a relay. For instance cen+ain
physicians and certain nurses were on duty and ofp
duty at certain hours. This gave everyone rest and
work at the appointed time — except the poor undertakers. Well, none of them complained — they never
do about their work being too heavy. But just the
same the ambulance work fell to their drivers, who
played no little part in the co-oneration of thinsrs, for
in the assistance of the physicians the' undertakers
came in valuable because of their knowledge of disinfection and sanitation, which is f|uite essential in heading off a plague and infection of any sort — +hus r»rotecting the living. And the undertakers of Sarskatoon
should be proud to be mentioned with such favor as
that of their mayor and citizens.
Connelly & McKinley, of Edmonton, kept one of their
ambulances entirely separate from the rest which were
used for "flu" case.s. The isolated ambulance was
called the "sanitary." while those used for conveying
infected patients were dubbed "Flues"; so when a
physician called for an ambulance he would specify
which he wanted by the name above given. But the
day your correspondent visited J. W. Connelly, the
"flues" were kept flying, while the "sanitary" played
"solitary" most of the time.
Milton Mclntyre, embalmer and first assistant at tlie
Dominion Undertaking Parlors, Vancouver, lately recovered from the "flu," just as it was not decided
whether he would go under or come back. Mac is
looking very well, considering the siege he had along
with the sentiment attached to the fact that two of his
attending nurses died after contact wliile taking care
of him.
One of them was Sister Cyncliticjue, of St.
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embalmer occasionally is mistaken for the artery. Perhaps itwould be best to make a contrast the other way
— the artery is sometimes mistaken for the vein and
therefore occasionally the vein is injected for the
artery, usually with bad effect. A more complete
description of thi^ important subject at this time may
well claim our attention.
(To be conthiued)

Paul's Hospital. Mr. Mclntyre mentions that he
will never forget the faith fulnesiS of the late sister.
W. E. Reynolds, manager, for Center & Hanna, Vancouver, B.C., is planning upon a trip to New York for
a holiday visit. The late rush during the "flu" epidemic shows considerable on Ben's health and his many
friends certainly wish him all the Antality possible for
one man to have. And we hope his next trip to New
York will make him look even finer than all the previous trips he has taken doAvn east. And. Ben, don't
forget your corkscrew. Ben never did. But if there
ever was anything in the world embarrassing it was to
get up in the night to feed the baby and not be able to
find the corkscrew.

Alaskan
Embalmers'
special correspondence
Canadian Good
Furniture WorldWork
and toTheTheUndertaker
One of the most terrible accidents of the Western
Coast was the foiindering of the Steamer Soohia, which
sank O'ctober 25. not far from Juneau, Alaska, after
going on to Vanderbilt Reef two days before. There
were 363 passengers aboard coming sniith for the
winter, most of them were residents of Alaska. But
the terribly sad part is that there were no survivors.
No one left to tell the tale. Of course the wireless informed the world of the terrible plight, but when asking for assistance they mentioned the favorable position they were in until aid reached the fatal shin. This
was a C.P.R. boat, and from all renorts was one of their
nicest. Was well equipped and built for those trips
for which she was being used at the time she sank Avith
nearly 400 souls on board and a cargo worth more than
a million dollars — the latter was gold. Much credit
is due the men who embalmed th(> liodies This was
done at Juneau under the direction of C. W. Young,
who received assistance from Seattle.
Our correspondent happened to be in Vancouver
when the funeral ship "Princess Alice" arrived. Each
body was well embalmed, placed in a very nice case;
was dressed, and Avith each casket was an outside
box. stained brown. There must have been no end
to the work all this necessitated, but it was done and
was done well. The caskets were purchased in Seattle
on account of the "flu" in Vancouver, which made it
impossible to ship from there. The embalmens were
also from Seattle, but this large task was well done,
and credit must go to the leaders and their assistants.
Among the bodies, some 142, received by Center and
Hanna, of Vancouver, B.C., not a single criticism
could be made regarding the general conditions of the
bodies, their clothing, the caskets nor the outside eases.
And while this was a very sad affair, the oi-ganization
which must have been necessary, the system which
must have been used and the methods employed to get
such efficient results, will go down on record as being
"just as near perfect as. was possible, under the circumstances."
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The Funeral Home conducted by A. M. Shaver, at
1206-10 First St. E., Calgary, Alta., is most complete in
exactness to the minutest detail, which accounts for
repoi'ts of 22 chapel funerals by the Calgary press in
one day during the late epidemic there.
T. S. Fetterly, of Lethbridge, Alta., is now using a
Dodge limousine for his first and other 'business calls;
and from present reports Tom has been doing considerable "Dodging'' around lately in flying pursuit of
the "flu," which he says will suit him best when it
has flown.
J. A. Green, formerly of Green-Merkley, undertakers,
Vancouver, after doing his bit overseas, was recently
returned and discharged and is now connected with T.
J. Kearney & Company, Vancouver. Mr. Green is
looking quite hale and hearty again and we join him inbeing glad the terrible conflict is all over.
J. McCoppen, undertaker, of Edmonton, Alta., Avas
very unfortunate in having his Chalmers motor ambulance struck by an electric car, in October, but very
fortunate in not getting hurt himself and in having the
lady patient, whom he was taking to the hospital,
escape uninjured, as the ambulance was a total wreck
after the accident.
T. J. Kearney, pronrietor of Dominion Undertaking
Parlors, Vancouver, B.C., has added a Palmer-Singer
and an Abbott-Detroit ambulance, both 60-60 to his
equipment; and before one of those beautiful rigs h^d
done work for Mr. Kearney the military forces politely
informed him that that particular ambulance would
just fit sick soldiers. And they took it. And Tom
smiled. Mostly because he is loyal — ^but Tom always
smiles.

VANCOUVER

FUNERAL DIRECTOR
PRESERVED BODY

HAS

WELL-

Nunn, Thompson & Clegg, funeral directors, of Vancouver, B.C., have the corpse of a wealthy Chinaman,
which is to be shipped back to China Avhen the opportunity presents itself. They have had this deceased
for several months and it may be several more before
this dead Chink gets a ride back home. And all this
seems to suit all the other Chinamen, but they claim
that immediately upon the arrival of the corpse in
China they want him buried at once. The commendable feature of the whole thing is, from the view point

EMBALMING

CANICULA

FLUID

That velvety-flow fluid that is different;
does not burn or shrivel the arteries,
allowing the operator to inject as often
as he likes and obtain that desired effect.
CANICULA CHEMICAL
COMPANY
366 Bathurst Street
TORONTO, CANADA
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of the profession, the almost perfect embalming done in
this case. The body looks fine; face splendidlv firm
3^et not dry nor hard; the trunk perfectly solid and
well-preserved — in fact the work has been done so well
in this case that if it wa.sn't for the traditional coin
held in the teeth, which characterizes a dead Chinaman,
one would think that the corpse lives.
NEW

WESTERN

FUNERAL PARLORS
THE BEST

AMONG

Jessop Nott, of Medicine Hat, Alta.. has recently finished one of the most beautiful undertaking establishments in Canada. And there isn't a sign or a name
without to attract attention whatsoever. Upon driving
un to this funeral home on the brow of one of Medicine
Hat's most beautiful hills, the first thing that attracts
one's notice is a magnifrcent edifice of red brick trimmed in white. The veranda of white woodwork for
the second floor is supported by hu^e nillars of white,
along the lines of the old Colonial homes in Virginia ;
and right here the writer wishes to add that if Mr. Nott
Avished this manor to be seen from a distance his intentions have been fulfilled, for we had the pleasure of
r-tanding upon the observation car platform of a westbound C.P.R. Coast Limited and point out Mr. Nott's
new place to the passengers, miles out of the city limits.
Nothing has been left undone to make the place as
beautiful as possiWe both inside and out — but more
especially noticeable is the wonderful lighting effect in
the chapel, which is a church in itself.
DOC'S GREEN

HAT

During the most terrible times there is a smile leaks
through occasionally and one of the travellers tells
this one: During the "flu" days in Fernie. B.C.. Doc.
Ferguson dropped off there for a call between train?,
as it were. Whereupon, Mayor Geo. B. Thomnson.
proceeded to intern him as a veiy much needed medical
man and absolutely refused to let the Doctor leave the
city. He did not send him to an hospital in assistance
to the profession, but instead placed him at one end of
an ambulance basket or at the handles of a casket as an
official pallbearer. Things Avent along fine until a
double funeral of two Irishmen, who were friendless,
ISO far as attendance at the funeral was concerned. Dr.
Ferguson had a grip on a handle as usual when Mr.
Thompson who was conducting the funeral Avhispere-l
to him to remove his hat. "Of course, he did so at bn<?e.
but wliat excuse did he have for such negleetfulness.
at a time like that." asked the Mayor. Doc. replied, "Now, looky here, there wasn't a soul around
who would sing a song nor nothin' for them two Micks
— so don't you spose they would be glad to knowihat
I was a Avearin' of the Green for thein?" And they
say that hat is nearly as green as his Jitney.
"PRES"

DOING

HIS BIT

Trooper Preston Thompson, AA'ho previous to joining
the Canadian forces at Stanley Barracks, Avas the
for Dominion M^nrrepresentative in Western Ontario
faeturers, Limited, (National Casket Co. branch) has
been doing his bit during the last six Aveeks through the
influenza epidemic, bv assisting the staff of Bates &
Dodds, Queen St. W., Toronto. Day and night he av_9S
embalming the remains from the terrible epidemic,
did not contract tbe "flu" himself.
fortunately
and serAdces
Avere Avell rendered and he should be
His
sion.
heartily congratulated by the members of the profes-
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Our Customers are Assured of Superlative Quality and Prompt Delivery.
Maxwell Vaults are Abundantly Strong for All Burial Purposes, Yet
Light and Easy to Handle.

Superiority Unquestioned Design and Construction Unequaled
Carried in Stock by All Leading Jobbers
Ask for Revised Price List

Maxwell

Ambulance

Transfer

An
For the Handling, Removal and Transportation of Bodies.
Adjunct to the Modern and Progressive Undertaker.

Case

Indispensable

Recent Changes in Design and Construction have Greatly Improved the Appearance and Practical
Utility of this Case, and Reduced its Weight, Making it much more Convenient to Handle.
Removable Interior Tray Retains All Leakage and Discharge, and Greatly Facilitates the Handling
Handles conveniently placed to enable two persons to remove without difficulty.
of Bodies.
Infide Dimeniions: 75 in. long, 20 in. wide, 13 in. deep.
Price*: With Tray $38.00; Without Tray $36.00; Tray Alone $8.00
Sold by the Leading

Canadian

Jobbers.

Manufactured by

MAXWELL

STEEL

VAULT

COMPANY,

ONEIDA,

N.Y.
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Gets Cash With Order
Special correspondence to The Canadian Furniture World
and The Undertaker
W. S. Yule. Swift Current, Sask., formerly from Ontario, has certainly educated his community to two very
essential things and those are : chapel funerals and
"cash with the order." Mr. Yule claims the distinction
of holding 95 out of 100 funerals in his chapel, explaining to us that no matter where the call may come
from, which may mean 30 miles in the country, the
party calling Avill say that there is a deceased and reqiaest .that the corpse be removed to his undertaking
parlors. But the way he gets the cash will be of interest to the profession. First, the deceased is in his
place of business when the casket is chosen, after which
he invites more than one of the parties into his private
office ; second, he personally takes out a printed form
itemized, filling out each item, so that the party can see
what the charges are for, and this form is in triplicate.
Third, he shows them just what they are getting and
lets them look over the account. Fourth, in a space at
the bottom under the total is the "cash" in very plain
letters. Fifth, he very casually asks, "Will it be cash
or cheque, Mr. Doe?" Then if the party doesn't pay it
all down, he asks each person accompanying to sign
below, which is in the form of a note. Sixth, he hands
two of these persons one of the copies. Seventh, he
can't lose. There is no chance. And in 98 per cent,
of the cases, through the comparing of notes by those
w'ho did the signing, the entire account is paid before
the casket is taken away. Business is business, and
Mr. Yule has more friends in his territory than a great
many funeral directors who have outstanding accounts,
for the "Fellow who owes you nothing, loves you best."
And that motto, "A funeral bill ninety days old is like
pulling a rusty nail out of a coffin," is mighty true,
says W. S. Yule.
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TWO

FUNERALS

FOR ONE LADY
Two funerals for one young woman featured the suit
of Spence v. O'Brien before Judge Coatsworth in Toronto, recently. A Miss Honore O'Brien, of Seaton
St., had been drowned at Whitby, in August, 1917. Her
mother, Avho had not visited her in eleven years, undertook to bury the remains. But a friend had also undertaken todo so. This resulted in two funerals. The
mother paid for the one she had directed, but refused to
pay for the funeral directed by David Spence. Judge
Coatsworth gave judgment for the plaintiff. $51.20.
W. H. HARMER'S DEATH
Regarding the death of W. H. Harmer. The Cochrane
Northland Post, says:

"Influenza followed by pneumonia took from our
midst one of our prominent merchants in the person of
Mr. W. H. Harmer at the age of 29 years. The late
Mr. Harmer was one of the best known men all through
this North Country, having come with the early rush
to Cobalt where he took a position with the J. C. MeNab Furniture Co., eventually going to Porcupine to
manage the branch for the firm there, and finally, after
the fire in 1911, coming to Cochrane to open a branch
for the same firm. Later on he took over the busine.'^s
here and had built up a reputation for efficiency and
fair dealing. Deepest sympathy is felt for the bereaved wife and infant daughter who are left behind
to mourn his loss as well as his father Mr. Henry
Harmer. in Southampton : his brother Herb, who is
serving in France, and three sisters. Mrs. Duncan. Mrs.
Cain and Miss Marjorie Harmer, all of Winnipeg. The
funeral was in charge of the local IMasons. and the remains were taken on Sunday night's National to be
conveyed to his former home in Southampton. Mr. and
Mrs. Duncan from Winnipeg, accompanied the remains. ' '
WRAPPING

CARANAC

EMBALMING

FLUID

December. 1918

PAPER

REPLACES

COFFINS

A cable dispatch from Vienna, Austria, states there
has been a diminution in the violence of the influenza
epidemic, which resulted at its height in the death of
400 persons daily. The dead were placed on plarks
and the bodies covered with Avrapping paper and sacks,
as there was no wood available for the makmg of
coffins and no workmen to construct them, had wood
been obtainable.
BIG "FLU" TOLL IN ONTARIO
During the two months in which Spanish influenza
was epidemic in Ontario, 5,623 people died of the
disease, and the reports are still incomplete.
In November 2,608 persons succumbed to the malady,
as compared with 3,015 in October. Influenza is still
prevalent in some parts of the Province.
There was a big increase in the number of deatlis
from contagious diseases as compared with November,
1917. The principal increase was in, tuberculosis,
there being 124 deaths last month, as against 52 during
November. 1917. The total number of deaths from
contagious disease last month w^as 212, as against 88
during the same period last year. Only 94 cases of
venereal disease were reported during November.
The firm of MacKay & MacKay, Dethbridge. Alta..
has lately been changed to MacKay & Bell, Mr. Bell
coming into the firm but recently.
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Notes

E. Cusson, iindertaker, Momtneal, has registered his
business.
G. G. Stoddart's business at Cornwall, Ont., har, been
taken over by Jardine Bros.
John Clarke, funeral director of Dunnvi'l'le, Ont., was
appointed town clerk of his municipality recently.
H. B. Beckett, of Brantford, Ont., has added a motor
hearse and a motor casket wagon to his equipment.

Ball & Atkinson, funeral directors and furn'ture
dealers at Clinton, Ont., suffered a tire loss recently.
Wm. McArthur, embalmer for Green- Guernsey Co..
Hamilton, died there a week ago, a victim of influenza.
Mr. Wright, president of The Wright Furniture Co.,
Ont., died lately, also a victim of pneuPort
monia.Arthur,
Austin & Kellam, Simcoe, Ont., have added a new
motor hearse. It was built by Wattman, Toronto, on a
Studebaker chassis.
The last issue of The Sunnyside contains the reports
of the death of 50 funeral directors in the United States
—a month 6 toll of the "flu."
Sam Avery's wife, daughter and grandson Avere attacked by the prevailing "flu" recently at Caledonia,
Ont., but they have recovered.
L. Bertrand, who recently sold his furniture and un-

THE UNDERTAKER

dertaking business at Amherstburg, has sold out all his
business interests there, and taken unto himself a wife.
Mr. Bertrand was married recently to Mrs. Haines, of
Detroit. The happy couple Bpent their honeymoon in
the East— Atlantic City, New York, and Philadelphia.
Sid. Luke, head of the Luke Furniture Co., Ottawa,
who died of heart failure recently, was a brother of the
Lukes, of Luke Bros., funeral directors, Oshawa, Out.
The British Undertakers Association is trying to arrange for the individual demobilization of undertakers
and assistants who were drafted into the army during
the war.
Embalming is derived from the Greek (balsam),
meaning to embue dead bodies with fragrance by employing balsamic aromatics and antiseptics to preserve
them from putrefaction and the attack of insects.
Chas. Pearson, funeral director of Windsor, Ont.,
and mayor of his city, has recovered from an attack of
the "flu." While sick the civic business was to a
great extent tied up, as no municipal meetings could be
held.

Hugh S. Miller, funeral director, of Beachburg, Ont.,
died on Novemiber 13, a victim of the "flu." His son,
Kenneth, died the previous week, on November 7. of
the same dread disease. Kenneth in his younger days
with the National Casket Co.'s warewas connected
house staff in Toronto.
The influenza deaths in the United States recently
far exceeded the war losses. The Bureau of Census
reports 82,306 deaths in 46 cities. The death rate was
highest in Philadelphia, and Prof. Eckels and the
Purple Cross organization were called into service to
clear up the congestion of bodies awaiting burial.

We extend to the undertaking
profession of Canada our best
wisfies for A Merry Xmas
and A Happy New Year.

In thanking you for your patronage during
than ever before to attend to your hearse
factory in the near future and can render
touch with us before you place any order

Wm.

H.

Wattman

Car
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the past year we wish to state that we are in a better position
We expect to move into a larger
and body requirements.
in
the undertakers prompt and satisfactory service. Get
for new equipment.
Body

Co.,

237

Mutual

street, Toronto
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Treatment of "Flu" Bodies
Being laboratory report of Cincinnati College
of Embalming
By PROF. CHAS. O. DHONAU

IN ten e"ases under observation between October 8 to
12, we have found the following conditions, with
treatment accordingly :
Rigor mortis— Comes on about two hours after death.
Unusually severe and acts as sbutoff on arterial circulation causing back pressure on the fluid as you are injecting same. Flexing joints is not sufficient to prevent back pressure. Injection of fluid is usually made
under comparatively high pressure.
Purge — If body is embalmed within two hours after
death no purge occurrs as a general rule. The dark
frothy material occurs in the air passages during the
progress of the disease and its presence is really the
cause of death; the heart usually beating after the
lungs are fully closed to air. This accounts for the
blood congestion discoloration as well. After death,
M'hen decomposition gas is formed the dark frothy material is forced upward and passes out through the
nose or mouth. When the fluid is injected the resulting pressure either starts the flow of dark frothy material or increases it. As a further preventive measure
we inject 8 ounces of concentrated fluid directly into
the windpipe ; and, turn the body on its side to remove
any accumulation of windipipe contents and excess
fluid.
Discoloration — Preceding death there is usually
cyanosis or ante mortem blood congestion, particularly
in the face and upper thoracic wall. This congestion
may remain after death. It can be removed by axillary
injection and drainage using mild fluid or a capillary
wash before the stronger fluid is used. Lower the
head to a level position during the injection, and raise
it after face has been cleared and acted upon by the
fluid. In extreme cases we aspirate from the rig"ht
ventricle also.
If you reach the body for treatment after purge has
begun, or if it begins during injection, pay no attention to it excepting to remove it as it comes. Contrary to usual practices the trocar should be used by
aspiration and the liquids present in the windpipe
should be removed. Follow this by injecting 8 ounces
of strong concentrated fluid into the windpipe. Before
closing your treatment turn the body over and allow
the excess windpipe contents to drain out through the
mouth and nose. Give routine trocar treatment to
stomach and colons. In one case to-day (October 12)
we aspirated 64 ounces of liquid matter directly from
the stomach.
Blood — ^Thickens early. These cases should be
treated as soon as possible after death to prevent the
development of internal conditions that are hard to
stop — once they start.
Personal hygiene — Wear a respirator over mouth and
nose while in the room of death. This may be a specially prepared gauze cotton arrangement according
to plans circulated by the Red Cross (see your local
Red Cross Chapter for directions as to how to make
this) or in an emergency take a clean handkerchief and
fasten it so that the air you breathe will have to pass
through it.
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This disease is communicated from the sick to the
well through the air.
It is estimated that of 100 per.sons contracting influenza, 10 also contract pneumonia during a later
stage, and of these 5 die. Stay out of crowds, keep
up your body vitality by getting enough sleep, fresh
air, and food, and protect yourself with respirator
while operating on the body either in the home or in
your own morgue.
Obtain a supply of "Liquor Antisepticus" from your
druggist and gargle every three hours during the prevalence of the epidemic.
NATIONAL

SELECTED

MORTICIANS

MEET

Chicago. Illinois — Before bringing to a clo.se the
first annual three days' convention, the National
Selected Morticians re-elected George W. Olinger.
of Denver. Col., president of the Olinger Mortuary,
now serving as a Y.M.C.A. secretary in France, vn,
president. Other officers cho.sen were: Fir^t vicepresident. Frank B. P'lanner, of Flanner & Buchanan.
Indianapolis. Tnd. ; second vice-president, Frank Fairchild, of Fairchild's Sons, Brooklyn, N.Y. • third vicepresident, J. E. Drummey. of the Bonney-Watson Co..
Seattle, Wash.; treasurer, Edward E. Fisher, of Edward E. Fisher & Co., Columbus, Ohio; secretary, Bevyl
L.
the Boyer
Mortuary,
Toledo, 111.
Ohio':
of Boyer.
Control,of Harry
Cumerford,
of Peoria,
; H. Board
Samson, of H. Samson & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. : E. W. Gawler, of Washington, D.C.
The National Selected Morticians, organized a little
over a year ago, is patterned somewhat after the Rotary Club. Members are by invitation, and before an
invitation is tendered the prospective one is carefully
inquired about as to his financial standing, responsibility, business relations, etc. Only one member is
chosen from each large town.
The lengthy, but well balanced program, included
addresses and discussions on these subjects: "The Complete System in Use in our Establishment." "Service
<is I Render It." "Accounting and Costs." "Discounts Allowed on Funeral Bills: do They Make Collections Better?" "Dignified Publicity. Is it Proper
for the Present Day Funeral Director?" "Profit Sharing With Your Employees; does it Pay: is it Practical?" "Experiences with Metallic and Copper Lined
Caskets." "Collection Methods." "How We Have
Held the Trade in Our City for Fifty Yeans Without
Advertising." "Is it Proper for a Funeral Director to
Operate an Ambulance Service?" "Present Day Dress
for funeral directors ; Why Continue to Wear Black,
and the Style of Clothing in Use for IManv Years
Past?" "'Military Funerals." "Hosoital Work for
Near-by Funeral Directors ; Does it Pay, Especially
When the Rates in Use are Not Sufficient to Cover the
Actual Expenses?" "Problems of the Largest Cities."
"How I Care for a Case from the First Call Until the
Bill is Paid." "How I Handle Mv Accounts from
Start to
We Adopt "Does
"the Word
'Mortician' inFinish."
Place of "Shall
Undertaker?"
Cremation
Afl'ect the Quality of My Work?"
Members of the organization from nearly every part
of the United States were in attendance. The sessions
were not public, and Avere devoted strictly to business
topics, everything in the way of entertainment beiii2r
had during the evenings. Following the final adjournment, the convention attendants visited many
points of interest in and near Chicago.
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Luke —Burial Co.
Oshawa
Schomberg
—
F. Skinner.

Woodhall,
Thedford
— J. B.
Wallaceburg —
Cousins, Burlington & Sain!,

St.Grobb
Catharines
Bros. —
144-140 St. Paul St.

Patterson & Dart
Sutherland, G. W.
Welland—

St.William,
Thomas —P. R., & Sons, 519
Talbot St.
ONTARIO
^olDcaygeon —
Byng, G. C.
Bowmanville, Ont. —
Morris & Son, L. 'Phone 10.
Brantford —
H. S. Peixce & Co.,
Funeral Directors and
Embalmer.
Both phones 200.
Burks Falls —
Hilliar, Joseph. Box 213.
Coboconk —
>
Greenley, A.
Dorchester, Ont. —
Logan, R. A. 'Phone 2107.
Dungannon —
Sproul, William
Dnnnville —
T>. P. Fry. 'Phone 68.
Elmira —
Dreisinger, Chris.
Huntsville —
Hilliar, Joseph.

SOME

Hamilton
— & Sons,
Blachford
57 King Street West.
Dodsworth, A. H.
59 King St. W.
Robinson, J. H. & Co.,
19-21 John St. N.
IngersoU
—
Mclntyres.
F. W. Keeler and R. A.
Skinner, props.
Kemptville
— Geo. A.
MeCaughey,

Phone 10^.

Stratford
— & Vivian, Ltd.
Greenwood
88-92 Ontario
St.
White & Co., 80 Ontario St.
Down & Fleming,
94 Ontario St.

London —
Ferguson's
174 to 180Sons,
King John
St.

Cobbledick, N. B., 2068
Queen St. East and 1508
Danforth Ave. Private
Ambulance.
J. A. Humphrey & Son,
463 Church St.

Orillia
— Strachai-,
W.Sucressor
A.
to
H. A. Bingham.
Phone 453.
D. Clark. Tel. 159.
Mundell, J. A.
Phone 126.
150 Mississaga St.

Washington, Fleury Burial
685 Queen
J. Co.,
C. Van
Camp, St. E.
30 Bloor St. W.
Washington & Johnston,
707 Queen St. E.
Corner of Broadview.

DAY

DIOXIN
EVERY

These are Some

WILL

BE

GOOD

USED

BY

He entertains no misgivings, no doubts, no uncertainties.
He KNOWS that he has the Best Fluid in the
world and he will tell you WHY.
And we firmly believe that the weight of his
experience soon will result in the majority
of other funeral directors using DIOXIN.
We have implicit faith in the working of that
business law which rewards a product in proportion to its deserts; and we are confident
that its application will benefit DIOXIN Embalming Flviid.

QUEBEC
Tees & —Co., 912 St. Catherine
Montreal
St. West.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

Tuttle —Bros., 164 Lutz St.
Moncton

Campbell & Campbell.
Brandon —
Farrell, A. F.
Dauphin —
Winnipeg
—
Clark-Leatherdale
Co. Ltd.
232 Kennedy St.
Thompson Co., J., 501 Main
SASKATCHEWAN
Broadfoot
Moose
Jaw — Bros.
Saskatoon
Young, —A. E.

PRACTI-

UNDERTAKER!

of the Reasons why WE Recommend
and why YOU Should Use It!

It is interesting and impressive to talk with the
funeral director who has adopted DIOXIN,
the Peroxide of Hydrogen fluid.

Whitby—
Nicholson & Sel'don.

Bros.St.
St.Fitzpatrick
John—
100 Waterloo
MANITOBA

Geo. J.
Toronto
— Chapman
742 Broadview Ave
Phone G. 3885
Amibulance service.

Kingston
Corbett,— S. S.
Reid, Jas., 254 Princess St.

CALLY

H.

Stirling
Ralph,— Jas.

Mack, Paul.
Woodstock
—

DIOXIN

We believe in the professional world — whether
it be caskets, or hardware or linings or embalming fiuids — a sifting process goes on continuously which sends the unfit to the bottom and the fittest to the top.
We believe that an inexorable law is set in motion by an exacting professional demand
which unerringly will hunt out DIOXIN as
the best fiuid just as it has hunted out the
best caskets and the best funeral supplies.
And it is our quiet conviction that DIOXIN IS
the best fluid made in America to-day; that
the sifting process is under way ; that professional sentiment is rapidly turning in its
favor; and that it is only a question of time
before DIOXIN will be used by every funeral
director who demands the best.

Dioxin Contains More

Peroxide than Any

Other Fluid Made

S. ECKELS

COMPANY

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

&

!
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TERMS OF INSERTION
The

For

Original

Sale

Patented
Wanted

50 cents per insertion up to
twenty-five words. Each additiona 1
word two cents. If Box is required
5 cents extra to cover postage, etc.
Cash must accompany each order
— no accounts booked.

Concentrated
FUENITUEE LINES or funeral supplies wanted on commission,
by experienced traveller. Box 53, Canadian Furniture World,
32 Colborne St., Toronto.
d-j

Fluid
Patented Formula
Strongest and Best
Essential Oil Base, combined with Alcohol, Glycerine, Oxidized Formaldehyde
and Boron-Dioxide.
Ask others for their Formnla
Special Canadian Agents
National Casket Co.
Toronto, Ont.
GLOBE CASKET CO.
London, Ont.
SEMMENS & EVEL CASKET CO.
Hamilton, Ont.
GIRARD & GODIN
Three Rivers, Que.
JAS. S. ELLIOTT & SON
Prescott, Ont.
CHRISTIE BROS.
Amherst, N.S.
Larger Bottles filled np with water

Egyptian

Chemical

Co. Boston, U.S. A

WANTED by .January 3, an experienced furniture traveler -n-ith
good coruuMitioii, to ^el] on conijmission a small line of Chesterfields. Ajiply Box 54, Canadian Furniture World, 32 Colborne
St., Toronto.
-d
FOR SALE — Furniture and Undertaking in western town.
Stock liglit; cheap rent. Bargain for quick sale. Box 55,
Canadian Furniture World, Toronto, Ont.
-d

Send
WANT

your
ADS

to the
Canadian

Furniture

World
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Champion

Embalming

^^The

Leader

for Generations''

In Champion
which
from
we

Fluid

Fluid,

is made

in Canada

Canadian

chemicals,

give the

highest

pos-

sible quality, insuring
- most

splendid

cases.

than
other

results in all

Because

Champion

the

a bottle of

will go further

the same

quantity

of

fluids, it is an "economic^ necessity.

If a better embalming fluid than Champion
could Se compounded,

we would compound

it.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiidiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii
IVe desire at this time to ihanJ^ our
many customers and friends in Canada
for their past patronage, and hope our
pleasant relations will continue. We
wish each one a very Merry Xmas
and Prosperous New

Year.
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The

Champion
DR.

Chemical

Co.,

Springfield,

G. W. FERGUSON,
Canadian Manager
74 Leuty Ave., Kew Beach, TORONTO
Canadian Manufacturing Plant

■ WINDSOR

Ohio

The

(Patent
Applied "N
For) ewport"
KA
ALAS

COUCH-BED

— gives
couch

either a lounging
or a comfortable full-

you

sized bed
notice.

at

a

moment's

This unique new couch-bed has all the
good points of the sliding couch and
the Davenport, plus new features that
make it a ready and profitable seller.

which
By lifting the top section, you disclose the second section,
holds the hedding when not in use — a uniciue feature.

illustrations show the construction and operation of this couch-bed.
It is very strongly put together, rigid
and light in weight. A child can
make the change from couch to bed
and vice versa.

The

The indestructible link-fabric spring and
the folding mattress of clean, new materials ensure years of comfort no matter
how used.

good
The "Newport" is an especially also
a
bet for the Christmas trade, but
real money-maker at any time of the year.

Then you turn the second section completely over, and place the
the upright section and
dropmattress.
as shown
legs on the floor, turn
folding
over the Then
We can supply you with folders
and electros for local use. Ask
for them.
„

ORDER NOW — direct or
through our representative
ALASKA

NET

.''»

PRICE-$20

OF

BEDDING

MONTREAL,

Limited

Makers of Bedsteads and Bedding
400 St. Ambroise St. - MONTREAL

Ready for the toed clothes.
The whole operation is just as
quickly and as easily performed as it looks; and you can put
any guest on this bed without misgiving.

